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4-POLE
BALANCED
ARMATURE CONE UNIT
Central Adjustment. Cobalt
Steel Magnet. Best Bakelite
Casing.
Full Volume.
Extremely Sensitive. Pure Tone.
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GIVE a
GENEROUSLY
FOR
YOUR POPPY

P. fe R.
in Gla.s. I.
volts.
5,000

THE

hours.
rataranteea
6 months.

REGIONAL SCHEME
Because of the increase in power
from Brookmatt's Park, the new
2LO, it is more important than
ever to purchase a loudspeaker
which will handle great volume
without

rattle

or

Price

6/3

Type
"L.H.T."
lilted
with
shrouds
(a.
illustrated).

REMEMBRANCE
DAY

Price

7/6

Buy an H.T. Accumulator on Output

distortion.

When you buy .tn H.T. Accumulator,
buy it on its capacity. Choose a Peto
& Radford R.H.T. because it has a
true capacity of 5,000 Milliampere
hours.
The P. & R. Type R.H.T. has been
specially designed for radio work by
experts with 40 years' experience.
Its plates are sturdy, internal resistance is very low, the voltage remains
absolutely steady under all variations
in discharge, plug tappings may be
taken without disturbing battery connee tions through hollow terminal tops

PRICE

5511.1

Complete with
flexible lead.

Charging will cost
nothing

"BEAM" SPEAKERS are constructed to give
the finest possible reproduction on either weak or
strong reception. The model Illustrated is mar—
vellous
value,
of
excellent
appearance,
and
harmonizes with all home surroundings.

Charge your
H.T. Batteries
off the mains
with the P. &
R. Trickle
Charger.
For
D.C. or A.C.
Simple. Sale.
NO
No "hum."
Constant voltage. Perfect reception all the
time. Uses practically tin current. Price
complete for D.C. 29/9. or A.C. 49/9.

valves.

Send for details ol this and the range of
P.
R. Batteries (L.T. and H T.) to

8c

PETO & RADFORD,
93, Great Portland St., London, W.1

" BEAM " H.T.
BArillitIES
are
silent
yet
energetic workers. The elements of which they
are built ensure steady flow of current
background noises.

without

Glasgow
Depot
45, ("MI«
Plar...

PND

t1731.

Loudon Sales
Repair Depot:
107a. Pimlico Rd.

PETO

All " Beam" products are obtainable

ACCUMULATORS
r
Pow ER

from your dealer or direct.

he &ginning and thr end in

35, Farringdon Road,
London, E.C.1
Telephone:

I.R.4

Mention ()I "The

Wireless World."

This announce/net/ ta tssued by

The National Accumulator Co., Ltd.

Holborn 7048

when

writing to

advertzsers,

will ensure prompt attention.
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• WHY PAY
MORE ?
When you can
buy Ediswan
Accumulators
at these prices!

IN a set built
with Lotus units
every component
pulls its weight.
Their 'Close, clean
fit, sound connections and infall-

Major Leen.
70 Amp. hrs.
11 -

Ate_

12

Midget Loten.
Amp. hrs. 2 9

Little Lot( ts
20 Amp. hrs. 4 3

45

ible accuracy produce a set which
is easily and
quickly assembled and gives the
highest efficiency.
For your next set
Ar choose Lotus
Components. Almost every unit
you need will be
found in the Lotus
range at every
wireless shop.

Minor Loteo.
Amp. hrs. 8.-

Your accumulator worries are ended if you instal an Ediswan—your
charging bills are reduced, too, because the new masts type plates
ensure maximum life per charge.
From the lead used in the plates
to the glass of the container Ediswan accumulators are 103% British.

If its

ED SWAM

BMUS

its better

COMPONENTS

Ask your radio dealer.
THE

Made in one of the most modern radio
factories in Great Britain by

EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
123-5 QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.C.4

GARNETT WHITELEY & CO. LTD.,

SHOWROOMS IN ALL THE PRINCIPAL TOWNS.

LOTUS WORKS

Bis

j

London Ropresentative. — W.

Holborn, W.C.r

LIVERPOCL.
J. Holland, 15.5, High
'Phone: Holborn 8o».

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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BLUE SPOT 29 (GOLIATH)
... .
.6 .
The sweetness of a mellow violin, the richness of a
baritone, the volume of a military band or the level
tones of the announcer... .any and every programme real
and faithful. Blue Spot 29 (Goliath) has set a new
standard of broadcast interpretation, and at six guineas
is a speaker that no lover of "truth in reproduction"
can afford to miss.
Hear it at your dealer's to-day.
F. A. HUGHES & CO., LIMITED, 204-6 Great Portland St., London, W.'
'Phone:
Distributors for Northern England, Scotland and North Wales:
SHEFFIELD.

£3

'Phone :Sheffield

260°6.

22 ST.

Advertisements for " The Wireless World'

.

Museum 8630

lines).

H. C. RAWSON (SHEFFIELD & LONDON) LTD.,

MARY'S PARSONAGE, NIANCHES t tE.

are only

'Phone

too LONDON ROAD,

Manchester City 3129.

accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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This long-life Battery
.will better your reception!
66•volts

BRITISH MADE

Ask your dealer for a
copy of the Dubilier
Dooklet—" A Dit 1
,bout a Da: lerv."

a
r9

Fitted with the long-life Dubilier
Battery, your Set will give
better quality performance over
a longer
period.
Get one
to-day at your dealer's — it
costs less than other makes.

SUPERIOR (Single Capacity)
9volts
1/6
63 „
66 ., (with G.B. Tappings) 711
99,
- 119
108 „
.
—
. 12/9
SUPREME Mask Capacity)
60 volts
- 13/6
63 ,.
_
•
. 14 ,3
100 ,

DUBILIER CONDENSER CO. (1925), Ltd., Ducon Works, Victoria Road, N. Acton, W.3.

die 1470Ple

The effect of placing Polar Condensers behind your panel is equivalent
to turning the world round the way
you want it.
The combination of Slow Motion and
Direct Dr ive, as fitted to Polar
Condensers, is the surest method of
quickly bringing in those evasive
stations.
•THE

POLAR " IDEAL."

This is one of the most popular

types

of

condensers because it can be used most
effectively
with
practically any modern
circuit.
PRICES:

0005

- 1 2/6

'00035

- 1 2/3

TC03

- 1 2/-.

Supplied fitted with the POLAR DRUM
CONTROL Complete with Escutcheon and
fixing screws for 2/6 extra.

WINGROVE & ROGERS LTD •Y
Mention of " The

Wireless

World,"

Read this Lefler:

aDear Sirs,

Headinglt
Leeds.
Oct. 4,

19MS

"A few words of appreciation for
your 'Polar Ideal ' condenser.
I
scrapped my old ones (another make)
and placed two of your .0005 behind
my panel together with 'tern Polar
Volcan.
"The results after which were really
and truly gratifying. They certainly
turn the world your way.'
"The slow motion is of velvety
smoothness and the condensers have,
in my case, brought in stations hitherto feeble or unheard.
"My hearty congratulations to
your products.
"Yours faithfully,"
(The original letter may be inspected
al our ekes.)
Write for the new Polar Catalopui
W/W, is which the full range
Polar Condensers is illustratm' and
described.

e

188-189, STRAND, LONDON, W.C•
2
•
Works:

Polar

Works, Old Swan, Liverpool.

when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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Senior "Ric.- uwt with A.C. Field
Excitation.
This "R.K." Unit has a 10 in. corrugated cone with moving coil having an
impedance of 10-15 ohms at 50/4.000
cycles. The pot magnet is mounted in
apressed metal base which also contains a mains tran.former, Mazda
U.U. 60/250 rectifier valve, and smoothing condenser for the supply of field
current.
Price £11 100

60 1E1We/sej.

YOUR POPPY

NOV 11 th
REMEMBRANCE
DAY

Hear Music ....
it really is
•

The junior "R K.' Unit has a 6 in.
straight-sided cone with moving coil
havin.1 an impedance of 10-15 ohms at
50/4.000 cycles, Copper damping rings
are fitted to reduce the impedance -t
the higher frequencils. Price £6 6 0

When the "R K." first
appeared on the market
it was hailed as the
perfect reproducer and
achieved instant leadership.

The Senior "R.K" Unit incorporates a
10 in. corrugated cone with moving
coil having an impedance of 10/15 ohms
at 50/4,000 cycles. Copper damping
rings are fitted to reduce the impedance
at higher frequencies.
Price £7 7 0

That leadership—so
readily attained four
years ago—is maintained
to-day and wherever fine
reproduction is desired
the "R.K." is the speaker
to use.

REPRO
THE

EDISON

SWAN

ELECTRIC

CERS

COMPANY,

LIMITED.

Head Office Ediswan Radio Division and West-End Showrooms:
la, NEWMAN STREET, OXFORD
STREET, W.1
'Phone: Musenrn 9801.

£5

SHOWROOMS IN ALL THE PRINCIPAL TOWNS.

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only

W.45

accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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STAN DAR DS
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...... .............
R.C. COUPLING
UNIT. Complete
with Dumetohms.
•. 0 /

ss.ve
.̀
0102eQUê.

\\

N

,

\\X,
s•:

COMBINED R.C.
COUPLING UNIT
AND
VALVE
HOLDER.
Complete with
Durnetohms II

RAILWAY TRACKS
and T.C.C.

L

LBritish railway tracks are of standard width

or "gauge." To complete ajourney without
frequent changes—to run to schedule, to
permit interlinking of the various groups, and to
avoid chaos generally standardisation is essential.
It's the same with condensers—only by adhering to
adefinite standard can perfect working be assured.
There can, however, be only one standard, and
where condensers are concerned that standard is
T.C.C. Whenever you see acondenser marked
T.C.C. you know that it is acondenser designed
and built to astandard—with adegree of accuracy
and dcpzndability approached by no other. It in,
in aword, the standard by which all other condensers are judged.
Illustrated above it a .0003 mfd. T.C.C. Upright Type
Mica Condenser. Price 1/6 each. Other capacities in
this type are made from .000t mfd. to .z5 mfd.
Prices i/6 to al-.

H.F. CHOKE.

to

Four Types
meet all uses.
Ala
Each
-z!

If unobtainal

THUMB
RADIO PRODUCTS

Have wu got the Booklet—" A
Bit egad the Battery." If not, ask
your local dealer for acopy.

0

,

pubilier Condenser Co. (5925)
Ltd., Dueon Works, Victoria
Road, N. Acton, London, IV.3.
Advt. Te!egral.h Condenser Co. Ltd., Wales Rarnt Road,

N. Acto,,,l ondon.W .3.

BC 251C

Mention of " The Wireless World, — when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attentlrma.
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Radio
/ Programmes
in an hour/

An astonishing FACT
Y

IJ can get over 40 different sta
on the wonderful Brown
Receiver! That is not avain boast
r •it is astatement of sober
fact—backed by the reputation of the oldest loud speaker
firm in the country.
It has been done many times, and on Tuesday, October 1st, 41
stations were obtained at full loud speaker strength in less than an
hour-33 on the short and eight on the long wave band.
The reason for such amazing performance is the careful balance
of the circuit and the use of the finest components that money can
buy — a 311/- Brown Transformer, high precision Polar Variable
C
lensers. the wor!il famous T.C.c. Fixed Condensers and the
highly efficient Brown Dual-wave Coils.
If you paid £100, you could not get a better 3-valve Set than the
Brown Screened Grid Receiver. Good things always cost more
than poor ones, but it is well worth the extra cost. Prove this for
yourself at any Wireless Dealers'

,ghe ep,)

O

In 4 Models

for battery or elet trie
mains operation.
Prices from:

£9 to £20
All obtainable on
easy payments.

3-Valve Screened Grid

RECEIVER
Advt. S. G. Prown. L.d., Westen Ave.,

.t7

N.

Acton, London. WJ

zo 68

Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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R. 4.2.1, 27/6
6-75 v., '5 amp.

A.3, 23/6
9v., Iamp.

R. 4,2.2, 45/6-75 N., 1amp.

THERE IS A

BRITISH MADE.

A.4, 39/6
9v., 2amp.

THE RECTIFIERS WITH NO
FILAMENTS,MOVING PARTS
OR CHEMICAL ACTION.

OWESTINCHOUSED

H.T.4, 37/6
180 v., 30 ma.

METAL RECTIFIER

"&

GIVE
GENEROUSLY

NOVEMBER 6111, 1929.

FOR ANY TYPE OF A.C. MAINS UNIT.

FOR

YOUR POPPY

A 2d. stamp, with your name and address, to
The Westinghouse Brake and Saxby Signal Co.
Ltd., 82 York Road, London, N.1, will bring to
you, post free, acopy of our 32-page book, "The
All-Metal Way,
1930." Full information about
A.C. Mains units.
H.T.3, 21/-

120 y, 20 m.o.

Do you use apick-up?
Every user of an electrical pick-up should immediately
write for the " Novotone " Booklet.
The Novotone Tone Compensator invented by Dr. N. W. McLachlan
not only compensates for the inherent losses in pick—ups but also
for the even greater losses in recording.
Read this extract
1929, Page 177.

from

"The

Wireless

World," August list,

In ordinary records it is necessary to restrict the amplitude
of notes below about 250 cycles in order that the vibrations
may be contained within the standard pitch of the groove."
TURN

LOSSES

NOVOTONE

THE

NOVOTONE

BELIEF
TIIE NOVOTONE.
McLachlan Tone Compensator. Patents Pending.

I

NOVOTONE
PLACED
FIRST
by Public Ballot in "The Wireless
World" Olympia Show Competition.
(Classification 7.)
GAM-BRELL ALL-ELECTRIC RECEIVERS.
Leaflets ¡'rí e.

INTO

THE

OVER

WHOLE

WITH
BASS

THE

NOVOTONE.

WITHOUT

REPRODUCTION
MUSICAL

RECORDS
CAN
NOVOTONE.

ONLY

BOOM.
BEYOND

SCALE.
BE

ACHIEVED

Write now for the 8 Page explanatory Booklet ‘. W.hl."
See the Diagram illustrating the effect of the Gam-brell
blovotone on electrically reproduced records.

GAMBRELL RADIO LTD.,
6,

Buckingham

Street,
Telephone:

.1Ien tio it of " 1Ii

IN

IMPROVES

THE

REALISM
FROM
BY USING THE

GAINS

PUTS

Strand,

London,

W.C.2.

Temple Bar 3513.

iircl,ss Il'orld," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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WITH
`TENAcloVS
coATI NG"

Reproduction from an untouched
micro-photograph shbwing the
coating typical of all OSRAM
VALVES. Notice the absolute
evenness of the coating. There
are no gaps, the coating clings,
so that the full benefit of the
coating is maintained.
The
secret is the startling discovery
of the scientific process of
"TENACIOUS COATING."

This reproduction shows
part of the filament of a
badly coated valve before
use, showing a serious gap
in the coating. A gap such
as this starts the valve cff
in its life with a poor performance.
The valve then
prematurely fails.
WRITE for booklet,"OSRAM
WIRELESS GUIDE" (1929
edition). Sent post free.

MADE IN
ENGLAND
Wireless
ld by
Dall

"

aire.
with the

‘ir

TENACIOUS COATING"

'Advt. of The General Electric co., Ltd., Magnet House, Kingszvay, London, W.C.2.
Adimrtisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly
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LI SUPPL

STRAIGHT OFF
THE MAINS FOR

ee

eATOR
You cannot

eie&l
l
'
Condenser
afford toinuseananyeliminator
but the best
circuit.

••,
F

HELSB'Y CONDENSERS

are made and guaranteed by afirm with
30 years' experience in condenser making, from
small telephone and radio condensers to Power
Condensers weighing upwards of z tons.
Guaranteed working voltages :Type M
150 volts D.C.
Type zA
—
350 volts D.C.
Type 3A
—
45c) volts D.C.
.Type 4A
—
- 600 volts D.C.
All Hell }, Condensers are vacuum dried
and impregnated with aspecial
hygroscopic material which
renders them moisture,
proof.

if unobtainable from your dealer, write
to us giving his name and address.

If you have not an All-Electric
Receiver, have the next best
thing.
Fit aPhilips A.C. Filament Transformer and cut out your L.T. accumulators. Then your set will
give better results and you will
have none of the trouble or expense of recharging accumulators.
Philips A.C. Filament Transformer is low in cost and completely reliable in operation.
Bring your set up to date by
adding this valuable unit.

PHILIPS

AC. FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS

BRITISH INSULATED CABLES LTD
PRE 5COT -LANCS .
Makers of PRESCOT and HEt..58Y cables

Ade. Philips Radio, Philips House, /45, Charing Cross Road, London,
Arks T. I

Mention of '' 1he II'

elcss U old," wizen nriting to advertisers, will ensure

pronzpt

attention.
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IT

DY OUT OF

GET

r e-

el)AMPLIFICATION

WITHOUT ICHATTEli
Eliminate rattling, grating noises from
your reception by fitting Transformers
which will give adequate amplification without any trace of distortion.
No component is apt ta make or mar
your reception more than the Transformers. In future see that your set
includes the best
•

They

are

Entirely

RADIOGRAND

ACE

1216

8/6

Both in ratios

*it

British.

fq :17;11
TELSEN ELECTRI

CO., LTD., MILLER ST., BIRMINGHAM.

3- 1& 5— I

Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only

accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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COMPONENTS
-BEST IN
RADIO I

liWienomeWitstOtiMeMemode4901~4.4104%1044/~144~.041%0W4beerm4.4444w 14marts.

MADE

TO A STANDARD THAT
SETS A STANDARD I

isseissima taresontsvefflassaswasam swaississeistssassawsusssanouvutativd

M.P.A.

ELIMINATORS

\ ide research and experience are behind these new components. Every
Eliminator is tested to over 2,000 volts A.C. for breakdown, and compUes in
every way with I.R.S. regulations.
UNIVERSAL MODEL A.C. For input voltages from 200-250 volts.
Supplies II.T. in 6Tappings from 200/60 volts, output at 200
Volts 50
02.
18 mA
LT. (A.C. 4 v.-4 amps.). Grid bi as i
n 20 one vo l
t steps.F.
(Exclusive of Marconi Royalties.)
GENERAL PURPOSE MODEL A.C. For Input voltages from coo-25o
volts. Supplies ST. in 6Tappings from 200/60 volts, output at 200 Volts
50 mA L.T. for ordinary (D.C.) valves variable 2/6 voltsera
icn
ed£
G
1r
0id
.1
B
sias
.d
20 one. volt steps.
(Exclusive of Marconi Royalties.)
POWER MODEL LC. For Public Address Systems and Power Amplifiers.
For input voltages from 200-250 volts. Supplies H.T. 400 volts
and six for 200/60 volts. Outp utat400 volts zoo mA. Outp
pr
ui
t
ce
atla
noo.vo
e lts
mA L.T. (A.C.) valves 4 volt, and 6 volt. Grid Bi as 20 onevol
t steps
and 'one variable supply to z5o volts.
(Exclusive of Marconi Royalties.)
Power Smoothing Choke (Type SM/soo). EXCEPTIONAL EFFICIENCY!
FIRST-CLASS WORKMANSHIP! Carrying capacity 5oo milliamps,
suitable for smoothing in power amplifiers.
Tested to over ¡moo volts
fur breakdown. Complies in all respects with I.E.E. regulations. Price 60/,
riséesepos %wisp. iwiereeseweempeweeareswesstieuessateleseissimemividiseeiesswess*

M.P.A.

CHOKES

L.F. Maximum inductance at full load. No increase In temperature.
Comply with I.E.E. Regulations. Tested to . over r,000 volts A.C. fer
breakdown.
"A

Carrying Capacity.

2
" OS H
eri
ener%

50 Henries
25o Henries

Pick-u fi with
adafttor for use
with
s'andard
Gr utoPho ,e tone
arms—P. ice
27/6
co I. Mete.

A record is made electrically—unless it is reproduced electrically a
great deal of its beauty
may be lost. Use aB.T.H.
pick-up with your radio
set and hear record music
as you've never heard it
before.
Pick-up and Tone Arm—
Price 45/. complete.

PICK Lip
Head Office Ediswan Radio Division tied West-End Showrooms:

NEWMAN

STREET,

OXFORD

STREET,

'Phone: Museum 9801.
SitorrRomis 1V AT,'. TITE PRINCIP U. TOWN.

Mention of " The

Wireless

World,"

..

••

M.P.A.

MAINS

M.P.A.

CHANGE

TRANSFORMERS

lligh Efficiency with tirst-class workmanship. Tested to over 4000 volts
A.C. for breakdown. Comply with I.E.E. Regulations in every respect.
Blue print of suggested circuit supplied with each transformer.
AMT/50—Primary tapped for all A.C. voltages. Secondary 200+200 volts.
Full wave. 45 znilliamps. output. Filament-heating 2 Volts + 2 volte4 amps. output. 2•5 volts-I-2-5 volts aamps. output ..
..
Price OW-.
AMT/100—Primary tapped for all A.C. voltages. Secondary 400+ goo volts
full wave, zoo milliamps. output. 2oo+2oo a mA. For G.B. or intermediate or both. Filament heating 4 + 4 volts-3 amps. output! 2 -I- 2
Volts-3 amps. output; 2-5 -I- 2.5 volts—a amps. output; 2'5 + 2•5 volts2 amps. output.
..
.
.
wimasssisiviewspriPrice 105!-

OVER

W.1
AV. 41

when writing to

SWITCHES

AMOY

SILVER-GOLD ALLOY CONTACTS.
HIGH CLASS PRECISION
WORKMANSHIP. Rotary cam switches of very low capacity.
Positive contact in each position. Highly efficient.
TYPE "A "-3-pJle 2-way switch with additional adjustable pair of
contacts. Ideal for radio gramoph one com binations.
Price 2/TYPE "B"-3-pole 2-way switch
..
..
•
••
Price 7/5
TYPE " C "-2-pole 2-way switch
•
Price 65

M.P.A.

and TONE ARM

17
5°
5 inA
nIA:
mA .

Price 37/3
Carrying Capacity.
55 mA.
28 mA.
,.
12 mA.
Price 25/esseessemosseibirimiliewiessieeirpeweeivireeempietesei
s
eassa
wessommislesiare
"B." Series:
30 Henries
50 Henries
150 Henries

IllePalafflowpomeryk
OP*WOgffloego,pa~metefflowolifeub

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO.LTD.
la,

9°
.• •

POTENTIAL

•OhWIMIPIWWW.I." lideleaw

DIVIDER

For H.T. and G.13. supply.
Another product of the M.P.A. Researe
Laboratory. 2o,000 ohms resistance for Grid Bias and 2,000 Ohms (heavy
duty) for H.T. supply. 8 values H.T. 20 tappings G.B. in one volt steps.
Cap's-inc 50 mA on H.T. Tappings.
Price 7'8

M.P.A. products above
£5 can be purchased on
easy deferred terms. Ask
your dealer to-day.
M.P.A. Wireless, Ltd,
Dept. 2, Radio Works,
Hearing
...I
High Road, Chiswick
Almost Seeing
W .4.
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KNOW

in
your
Ever Ready Dry
Battery you have all
the power necessary
to operate your set
efficiently—

COMPACT-CONVENIENT

EVER READY

Why depend on a power station?
Not only does an, Ever
Ready give apurer and more perfect reception than any other form
of supply, but it is

CHEAPER BOTH IN INITIAL COST AND UPKEEP

REG D. TRADE

exweebegritexiixe..4,eigeteieesi&,,eeee4.4.,t
,, weee.,,kiee*
•

ITAI

MARK

STe AT T RIES

If in doubt as to the correct unit for your set, consult your dealer or write direct giving details of
your set to Service Dept., The Ever Ready Co. (GB.) Ltd, Holloway, N.7.
£13
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eta and

PAY more

OUTPUT:

¡hein

t.

The

R.G.D.
Magnetic
Pick Up

FOR A UNIVERSAL
VALVE

New Glass Bulb,
Finer yet Tougher

1

New
Super
Strength
Grid

2

New
Non mi
ho nIc
Filament with
Special Coating

3

New
Large
Size
Anode,
Easier Flow of
Electrons

4

is

designed

To avoid all record wear, give perfect tracking, and
is specially developed for Moving Coil Speaker reproduction. Without these features, it is impossible to get
good input and reproduction.

NEW
1930
TYPES! .

In Oxidised Silver £3 :3 :0

The

NW
1930
PRICES!

In Bronze £3 : :

Speaker:

LONGER
LIFE!
5

WRITE FOR

Dario M illed Base
for Easter HandUna.

FREE
FOLDER

is

Universal
.1 amp.
5'6
TWO VOLT
Resistron a amp..... ••5 6
Super H.F. .13 amp. .. 5/6
Super Power ail amp. .. 7/6
Hyper Power .3 amp. .. 9i6
Pentodion .3 amp. ... .18 ,6

'FOUR VOLT
Universal .073 amp. .. 3/61
Resistron .075 amp. —5:6
Super H.F. .075 amp. .. 5:6
Super Power .' amp..... 7.
/6
ilyper Power. T5 amp. .. 96
r
5amp. .... 18, 6

pentodion .1

ARI

To give of its best, must be specially desigued from
an acoustic principle, apart from the unit installed
therein. With the R.G.D. Moving Coil Loud Speaker we
can say that these points have been thoroughly dealt with.
Ihe case is of solid oak, and the instrument is of an exceptionally high-class nature.
For D.C. mains the cost is
£20- o- o. And it can be supplied with the equipment for
A.C. mains if desired. Literature on application.

VALVES

THE RADIO GRAMOPHONE
DEVELOPMENT
COMPANY

eaeir iza Se4r4o7-a
IMPEX

e

ELECTRICAI„

LTD.,

DEPT.

St. Peters Place, Birmingham

C,

538, HIGH ROAD, LEYTONSTONE, LONDON, E.I1

4.
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PHILIPS
BATTERY ELIMINATORS
(H.T. UNITS)

Get the best out of your receiver—volume, tone quality,
distance—by using a Philips
Battery Eliminator and thus
taking your H.T. current
from the electric mains.
Also it's
cheaper
than
having to pay for new batteries every now and then.
One of the three types of
Philips Battery Eliminators
meets your needs. Type 3009
and 3002 work off A.C. Mains,
Type 3009 giving grid bias
as well as H.T. For D.C.
Mains there is Type 3005.

Type

3009

£5-15-0

PHILIPS
ji)ráctio

For 1O'- down you can have any of these
on Philips' Easy Payment System.

Type

3005

£2-17-5

PHILIPS
*15

RADIO , PHILIPS

HOUSE , 145,

CHARING

CROSS

ROAD , LONDON , W •
C-2.

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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ASK

your dealer to let you see the Watmel
Balanced Armature Unit.
Note the
heavy magnet of Cobalt Steel, the pole pieces
and Armature of specially selected soft iron.
See how the Armature is balanced between the
pole pieces and how, at any given moment
during working, the Armature is being acted
upon by two pole pieces at once.

ROTARY BATTERY SWITCH
An attractive alternative to the
usual Push and Pull type ol
Switch.
All insulated,
with
•ndicatins 'On" and Off" dial
pointer knob and double
contact.
1
/ 9
Each

PENTODE
Eke famous Benjamin uearer.
Tone Valveshoider, with Flexible
connections for attachiag to the
terminal on the cap of
the pentode valve.
Pelee each
/
Pentode attachment only tor nao
with existing Clearer-Tone Valvehoiders or Vibrolden 3d each

1
5-PIN VALVE-HOLDER

Pespined tor use with tue nee
5pin valve with
centre leg
rho well-known Benjamin anti.
rnicrophonic feature is taco:
poratul. and also patented con.
tact, which ensures per
feet contact with either
solid pin or split pin
salves
Price. eaicl mijzià

to

The ori Final CLEARERTONE VALVE-HOLDER
in face of considerable
low price competition has
more than held
be
its continued
ownwill
and at

2/

23

It is this true differential action that makes the
Watmel Unit so famous for its sensitivity.

season's most saocesst
accessory, the selfalining feature ensuri sr
positive contact with all

6

The popular Push and
Pull doubt e- con tact
Battery Switch. It's 'oft"
when it's "in."
Price with terminals. each

1/3

BRANTWOOD

ELECTRIC

W ORKS ,

o
Wu
e
rF
sho
a
ldll erbeNo.
glad101,
to showing
send you you
on request
how to
make up a very fine Loud Speaker from
a K t of parts, also Folder and blue print for
building up amodern 3-Valve Set.

N

RADIO PRODUCTS
BENJAMIN

1111

Without
terminals .
each

ES E.1177
THE

Now ask your Dealer to connect it to asuitable
Chassis and Cone.
If possible get him to
compare it for you with any other Unit, irrespective of price.
Notice particularly the
sonorous way it handles the bass frequencies,
and notice also that it does not "cut off the
upper registers either. No finer Unit is turned
out either in this or in any other country, and
from none will you get better reproduction.

RGETTING
THESE

The BENJAMIN VIBR OL DER was last

tyres DI En' lish
e-pin valves.
Price, each

Price of

NOVEMBER 6TH, 1929.

LTD.

LONDON, N.17.

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing

---

WATMEL WIRELESS CO. LTD.,
Impet ial Works, High St., Edgware, Mx.
Telephone : Edaware 0323.

to advertisers,

will ensure prompt attention.
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a

he
Pioneer
of Quality
Reprodudion
Cow
Price

ghe ORMOND
cONEU NlT

#& CHASSIS

A

COMBINATION of the famous " Ormond"
4 Pole Adjustable Loud Speaker Unit with
the new Ormond Chassis and Cone. Something to bring joy to the radio owner who delights
in powerful volume yet has an ear for tonal quality.

rPUNCH
POWER
PURITY

c.,»

The Chassis is constructed of aluminium, specially
strengthened, 11'1 inches in diameter and provided
with two brass pillars, complete with lock nuts,
to ensure easy assembly of the Unit. The whole
may be secured to a baffle board if desired, screw
holes being provided in the outer ring for this
purpose.
Supplied unassembled and securely packed In
carton at the exceptionally low price of 20/- complete.

Or

supplied

separately

Chassis and Cone, 7/6.

Unit, 12/6.

COMPLETE

Lkensed under the Patents of the
eCables lid&
Standard Plepones
h
Lekloplwna &Hopkins Corporations
forainatetir use wag

AT/

ORMOND' HOUSE, Rosebery Avenue, LONDON, E.C.1.

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only

Telephone: Clerkenwell 5334-5-6.
Telegrams: " Ormondengi, Smith."

accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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The
battery
that
keeps
interest
at
high
tension
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60Zlonteerlitet
A most important consideration, is
it not ? A battery that lasts longer,
that loses nothing of its power
when out of circuit, that develops
no " crackle."
Actually,
a new era
in
H.T.
Batteries began with the advent of
" Pertrix."
Try one, and never
again will you be content with
any other.

Hti

DRY BATTERIES
PERTRIX LIMITED, BRITANNIA

HOUSE.

SHAFTESBURY AVENU E, LONDON. VV.C.2.
Factory — BRITANNIA WORKS, REDDITCH.VVORCS.

An entirely new M-L production for
the
ALL
ELECTRIC
RECEIVER,
the
D.C.
to
A.C.
Converter.
See The Wireless Meld,
Page 375,
October 2nd, 1929.

40 WATT IVIbc•Oleg

£13-0-0
85 WATT Model

£19-0-0
Power Supply Units our Speciality.

•

IF YOU ARE ON D.C. MAINS employ the above machine for running your ALL
ELECTRIC RECEIVER.
The only safe way to operate receivers from D.C. Mains.
Suitable for well-known makes of Receivers.

M-L

MAGNETO

Telephone: 500 I.

Mention of

SYND.

Ltd.,

Radio

Dept.,

COVENTRY.

The Wireleçs World, - when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention,
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Eliminate self-oscillation
by fitting the LEWCOS H.F. CHOKE
The Lewcos H.F. Choke provides an
absolutely reliable and efficient performance on all wavelengths from
2,000 down to 20 metres.
The
diagram illustrates the percentage
choking effect on all wavelengths from
20 to 2,250 metres of the Lewcos H.F.

Choke as compared with three other
makes on the market.
With the Lewcos H.F. Choke the
position of the terminals, one at the
top of the coil, the other at the base, is
arranged in order to prevent additional
self-capacity in the wiring of a receiver and thus eliminate oscillation.

LEWCOS FIXED PO TENTIOMETER.
The Lewcos Fixed Potentiometer consists of a
high resistance winding connected between L.T.
plus and L.T. minus—giving an exceptionally
smooth reaction control
on all Radio Receivers
—whilst being suitable for
all types and voltages of

PRICE.

4'9

H.F. CHOKE CURVES
Shoeueveg the peeformance of the L.-...a•HFChoime
riumeneed with Mire male«

valves

oVEROus
0
4-

e

73

../

0

YOUR

POPPY

NOV II th
REMEMBRANCE
DAY

1H

LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE

COM PANY & SMITHS LIMITED
Church Road, Leyton, E.10.
Telephons:

AI9

lValthamstow

253 0.

00

300

730

1000

1180

000

WAVE LENGTH METRES

1710

Invie Coun ter:
Playhouse Yard, Golden Lase, E.C.T.
Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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Cet the Best from your Set
only
\

the GROSVEN4DR
can do i
t

The
itali teattery
he New
w. with

V

The wonderful new Vitalising Element
ensures continuous and satisfactory service.
No other battery can give you the same
service. It's the new Vitalising Element
unique to Grosvenor that does it. Fitted by
all the Leading Set Makers after the most
exhaustive comparative tests, and PROVED
to be the best.

sing eieinent
.

...

....,

66 v. from 716

99 V. from 1116

THE GROSVENOR BATTERY Co., Ltd.,
2/3, White Street, Moorgate, LONDON, E.C.2.
PATENTED

GROSVENOR

BRITISH

MADE

BATTERIES

g.iisENlik

POSITIVE GRIP TERMINALS
(Patented)

Scientifically constructed, both electrically and mechanically,
they hold the wire, but grip the flex covering All stresses
and strains are removed from the conductors, and once a
connection is made it stays put, and without any unsightly
frayed ends of leads, the bane of all fans.
Write for FREE copy of our latest descriptive
leaflet " W.W." Post free, of course.

POSITIVE GRIP
SAFETY PLUG
AND
SOCKET
(Registered Design).

POSITIVE
GRIP
Standard Wander
Plug. The old friend,
used
by
tens of
thousands
satisfied
experimenters.
In
red, green and black.
Pri ce
. 2d. each.

POSITIVE GRIP Banana
Type PLUG & SOCKET.
A great advance on all other
types of plug. A silky, dead
smooth contact is NOW obtainable. Price 4d. complete.

POSITIVE
GRIP
CHUBBY
WANDER
PLUG.

POSITIVE
GRIP PIN
END anewcomer.

Ideal for portable sets
and
where space is
limited. Various
colours.
Price ?A each.

2d. each.

LISENIN POSITIVE GRIP ALL MAINS
PLUG AND SOCKET (Registered Design).
The Lisenin Mains Plug and Socket is totally
insulated and is equally as valuable on sets working
off batteries as those from the electric supply. The
/cads may be dropped with impunity and there is
no chance of a short circuit. Instantly assembled
with the aid of ascrewdriver. NOTE THE PRICE.
6d. each, complete as illustrated.

POSITIVE GRIP femeiALS

WRITE to-day for our new deseripaue
folder, mentioning this paper.

We have moved in larger premises.

THE

LISENIN

Note nerd) address :—

WIRELESS

CO.,

5, Central Buildings, HIGH ST., SLOUGH, Bucks.
Phone: Slough 652.

Mention o

T. Address: POSGRIP SLOUGH.

POSITVS
GRIP
SPADE
END.
Acid
proof contacts st all
times.
Price Sd. in

Look for the Lisenin Show Case so
your Radio Dealer's Counter.

.: •
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Superior A.C. POWER TRANSFORMERS
and CHOKES for the MAINS
for ALL INPUTS and

from 35 1- each

OUTPUTS.

Special Audio-Frequency Chokes and Trans.
formers, and Smoothing Chokes for all purposes.
WILLIAM BAYLISS LTD., Sheepcote Street, BIRMINGHAM.
Telephone: Mid. 7401

Telegram:

THE

BEST

Drawbench,

LOUD

SPEAKER.

The golden tone of the
new model is imparted
by the wonderful tuned
gongs.
Amazing purity
and volume.

COME AND HEAR IT!
Demonstrations Daily.
7 Days'

Approval

against cash.

The

DONOTONE

(Regd.)

LOUD

SPEAKER

(Dept. C),

40, Furnival St., Holborn, London, E.C.4.
TEL'f'sviioNE: HOLI3oRN
From
£21

5

One.

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are

0523.

Give generously for your p:ppy on November 11.

only

accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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PROOFS

PROOF!

PROOF!

Interlocked Construction gives the NEW
Cossor Pentode exceptional strength. Top
and bottom its elements are rigidly braced.
All possibility of damage is eliminated.
Individual movement of the electrodes is
impossible. Interlocked Construction ensures that the NEW Cossor Pentode retains
its outstanding performance — its volume
and its superb tone throughout its unusually
long life. Ask your Dealer for the NEW
Cossor Pentode—no' other has Interlocked
Construction.

(The NEW

ossor

In two types :
Cueebor 230 P.T, (2 volts, .3
amp.) and 415 P.T. (4 volts,
.15 amp.) Amplification Factor 40. Impedance 20,000
Anode Volts 100 -180.
Pelee teller

Inke)

The only
A C
•

COSSOT

PENT ODE

25/Pentode

Valve

with

Interlocked

Construction

Ltd., Highbury Grove. London N .
.

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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N our editorial in the issue of October 23rd, we urged
once again that some definite step should be taken towards establishing asatisfactory Empire Broadcasting
service. We traced the history of the various stages by
which 5SW was established on its present inadequate
basis, and showed how hard a struggle it had been in
the face of opposition or inertia to achieve even so poor
a start as 5SW has proved itself to be.
Our editorial appears to have attracted immediate a'ttention, for within a day or so a comment appeared in
the daily Press suggesting that new plans were on foot
at the B.B.C. in regard to Empire Broadcasting policy,
although, on enquiry, we found that the Corporation was
not prepared to say more than that the future of shortwave broadcasting from this country was being, considered, and negotiations on the question were proceeding. Any news which indicates activity is better than
no news, and so we look forward to some more definite
announcement at an early date.
We have always questioned whether short-wave broad.
A

e

2

V01,.. XXV. No. 19.

casting to the Empire was legitimately a part of the
activities of the British Broadcasting Corporation. Obviously, at the time that the proposal was first put forward, the B.B.C. appeared to be the most convenient
authority to undertake the task, but they have not shown
sufficient enterprise or interest in the project to entitle
them to retain the control, unless they are prepared immediately to take some worth-while action in the matter.
The Empire Marketing Board.

We know that the excuse, if we may so term it, for
inactivity on the part of the B.B.C. has always been
that they have no authority for expending B.B.C. money
on ashort-wave Empire station, and that without money
it is impossible for them to make progress. Various
suggestions have been made as to who should bear the
cost; the Colonial Office has been held responsible by
some, whilst it has even been proposed that Colonial
listeners themselves should contribute something by way
of a licence fee for listening to the Empire station. But
such proposals have not been developed, as no satisfactory case could be made out for them. One must
look around to find some authority which could benefit
directly from the establishment of an efficient service,
and one comes to the conclusion that of the choice of
authorities on-whom the task of financing the short-wave
service could be imposed, the most obvious is the on-anisation known as the Empire Marketing Board. This
Department has as its object the development of trade
within the Empire and, we understand, the financial
grants which it receives can legitimately be expended
on enterprises which stimulate inter-Empire commerce.
We cannot imagine for one moment that any objection would be raised to the Empire Broadcasting shortwave service being utilised to help in such an object as
this. Market intelligence, talks on Empire development,
and a hundred-and-one things which would go towards
uniting more closely the units of Empire could all
be justified.
No one, we think, would quibble at.
the Empire Broadcasting service being put to such
a use as this, particularly when by this means the
problem of funds for programmes and the stations
could be solved.
It is, perhaps, rather presumptious on our part to
discuss what should be the policy of such an organisatioQ
as the Empire Marketing Board, but we would like to
make it quite clear that the suggestion is one which is
pht forward in the honest belief that it may be helpful
as asolution of the Empire Broadcasting impasse, whilst
at the same time being directly beneficial to the cause
which the Empire Marketing Board champions.
•
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Some Hints on

PAAli

Improving the Performance of Existing Sets.

LTHOUGH all the alarmist reports that have question of eliminating interference. It has been iade
appeared in the daily Press need not be taken too clear that, broadly speaking, exceptional selectivity is
seriously, it is now clear that many thousands of brought about by using tuned circuits of lower resistance
listeners in London and the Home Counties are seriously
than usual, or, better, by adding to the usual number of
affected by the opening of the new 2LO, sometimes to tuned circuits of average "goodness" ;unfortunately,
the extent of being unable to receive even an alternative
either procedure tends slightly to increase the complexity
programme from Daventry 5GB. It will be small conand cost of the receiver. Until ganged tuning becomes
solation to these sufferers to realise that the inauguration
more popular and widely available, we must face the
of the twin transmissions
fact that many listeners
will
intensify
their
(their number will increase
troubles; in many cases
as and when the Regional
there will be mutual interplan is extended to other
ference between "London
areas) will have to master
No. 1" and "London No.
the niceties of handling à
2," and neither station will
multi-control receiver. Apbe received without a
proached in the right way,
background of the other
it is not avery difficult art
until their receiving appato acquire.
ratus is altered.
It is admittedly none too
If it is admitted that the
easy to make internal
new scheme of transmisalterations to an existing
sion is beneficial to the
set, but fortunately it is
majority, blame for this
possible to restrict the
state of affairs must be laid
spreading of strong local
to the general tendency to
signals by making comsimplify broadcast receivparatively simple external
ing apparatus to a greater
modifications and addiextent than is really pertions. All too often, many
missible in view of the
of the modifications that
rather high standard of
are customarily recomperformance that is cusmended add nothing to the
tomarily expected. It is
Pig. 1.—Theoretical and practical diagrams of a simple but
real selectivity of the reeffective aerial tuner.
The coil must be mounted in inductive
perfectly easy to produce a
ceiver, and are apparently
relation with the aerial—grid winding of the receiver.
fool-proof and inexpensive
more or less effective only
set capable of receiving either of the twin stations only
because they reduce the signal input to the receiver.
at adistance of even half amile from Brookmans Park,
These methods have their uses, provided one does not
but serious complications arise when a wider choice of
expect too much of them, and realises that all signals,
programmes is demanded under such difficult conditions.
wanted as well as unwanted, will be reduced in strength.
Readers of this journal are in better case than the general
It is the purpose of this article to describe simple modipublic; since the Regional scheme was first proposed,
fications whereby almost any set can be improved, and,
special attention has been devoted in these pages to the
as many readers will doubtless have non-technical friends
A 24

vEitàkitIr t9x9,
a small (preferably _variable or semi-variable) con,.
denser in the lead from aerial to s'et, by reducing the
number of turns in the aerial circuit when an
" aperiodic." coupling is used, or by varying the inductive relationship between aerial and secondary coils
where provision for this adjustrnént is made. This
plan enables the user to make full use of a long aerial
when the set is used at times when the interfering
station is silent, or when receiving wavelengths on which
interference is not pronounced.
It cannot be denied that, to the non-technical user
who has no knowledge of t4 technical details of his
set, and has not access to a well-informed source of
information, the rather wasteful expedient of actual
amputation of the aerial wire is likely to meet the case
well enough, but to be effective in difficult situations it
Inherently Selective Circuits.
must be carried to such !lengths that the reception 'of
distant stations becomes next to impossible. It should
The selectivity of tuned circuits of the kind included
be made clear that, even in North London, almost anyin ordinary sets can always be increased by arranging
set except a portable is susceptible to this treatment,
to use a higher ratio of capacity to inductance than is
and, always provided that
usual—in other words, by
nothing more than the
using a comparatively
Brookmaris Park alternasmall coil with a large
tive
transmissions are detuning condenser.
This
COUPLING
0•0002 mfd
sired,, satisfactory results
CONDENSER
FIXED
plan can, in many cases,
RECEIVER
0 0001 mfd
CONDENSER
are attainable by making
be tried without involving
progressive
experimental
any serious changes; what
reductions
in
aerial
length.
one should do is to use the
For some timè past,
smallest coil which will
writers in this journal have
enable the longest wave00005 mfd
urged the desirability of
length desired to be reVARIABLE
CONDENSER
reverting to the loosely
ceived with the particular
coupled and separately
value of tuning condenser
tuned aerial circuit which
fitted to the receiver.
It
has found a place, almost
may be added that this
as a matter of course, in
plan is generally most
commercial apparatus
successful when applied
rig. 2.—Circuit diagram of a capicity—coupled aerial tuner..
since the earliest days of
to relatively simple dewireless telegraphy—long before the era of telephony. ,
tector-L.F. sets, and that in carefully designed
It is by no means difficult to add it to the majority
receivers with H.F. amplification its inclusion is likely
of sets in the manner shown both diagrammatically and
to give rise to an appreciable falling-off in range, and
pictorially in Fig. 1. The coil, which must be of a size'
even in quality.
suitable for the wave-range to be received—a No. 6o
It will be generally appreciated that 'the design of
will be suitable for the medium broadcast waveband ,
an H.F. transformer is a compromise between the rewhen used in conjunction with a normal aerial and a •
quirements of maximum amplification and selectivity,
and that the designer's original conception of the best 0.0005 mfd. tuning condenser—is mounted outside the
receiver cabinet, and in such a position that it is in •
ratio between primary and secondary turns may now
inductive relationship with the normal internal aerial stand in need of some revision, in view of changing conditions. It is quite permissible to try the effect of re- .coil: aspacing of several inches is generally necessary, •
and the correct position is best found by trial.
moving a few primary turns; for information to the
reduction in signal strength likely to be brought about
by this alteration, the reader is referred to arecent article
Continuously Adjustable Condenser—coupling.
on the subject in these pages. 1
• A somewhat neater arrangement is made possible by
Turning to the subject of alterations of the kind likely
using the capacity-coupled aerial tuner shown in
of
Fig.2, in which transference of energy from aerial to
to effect a definite and clearly perceptible
the,
interference, mention must first be made of the somegrid coil is controlled by a variable condenser. For
what drastic expedient of reducing aerial length. This ' this purpose, a capacity of something considerably less
is widely recommended nowadays, but it always seems
than o.000r mfd. is generally sufficient--a neutralising
jo the writer to be illogical, as exactly the same effect *condenser will often do quite 'well—but the value shown
can be obtained by reducing aerial coupling by inserting is recommended where an aperiodic coupling arrangement is included in the set itself. Connections of the
aerial tuner under these conditions are as shown in,
- 'H.F. Transformer Design, by A. L. X. Sowerhy.
The Fig.
3.
WirPleos World, October 23rd.
Interference from Brookmans

who are .in difficulties, an attempt will te made tn tret
the subject in the simplest possible manner.
Before beginning to discuss the more helpful and important additions, it will be as well briefly to survey
some of the minor alterations that can be introduced, and
which contribute at least something to the overall selectivity of a receiver. The use of anode bend detection,
if substituted for the more popular grid method, is certain
to improve matters; not only does it impose less damping
on the preceding tuned circuit (when mattérs are properly
arranged), but its well-known lack of sensitivity to small
signal yoltages is of distinct benefit in eliminating astrong
background of interference which might well be present
when using the competing method of rectification.

O 1ST VALVE
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Interference from Brookmans Park.—

is essential that interaction between external and
internal coils should be mainly through the coupling
condenser, and any appreciable direct magnetic effect is
to be avoided. To this end, it is desirable to interpose
an earthed metal screen between the coils, or, best of
all, to enclose the aerial tuner in a metal box. This
plan has the advantage of neatness, as all the apparatus
It

•NOVEMBER 6th, 10;0.

devices are adjusted in an effective manner from-rd»
point of view of selectivity.
Another minor difficulty may be encountered where
the set normally includes a directly coupled aerial, as
shown in Fig. 2. In such cases, the inherent capacity
of the aerial is added to that of the tuning condenser,
and when it is removed the circuit will generally be
incapable of being tuned over the broadcasting wavebands. The remedy is to fit suitable input coils.
How to Operate à Loose—coupler.

A still more ambitious loose-coupler is The Wireless
World Selectivity Unit, described in the issue of April
25th, 1928; the circuit diagram of this device is reproduced in Fig. 4. It includes a standard "Everyman
Four" aerial-grid coil, tuned by a variable condenser
(C.) of 0.00033 mfd. The coupling condenser (C.) has
a capacity of o.00cn mfd. This unit is similar to the
capacity -coupled
aerial
tuner shown in Fig. 3, and
is connected to the aerial
'and earth terminals of the
receiver in the same way..
Some little trouble—but
Fig. 3.—Internal connections of the tuner shown in the preceding
not
more than can be overdiagram to (a) auto-tiansfortner coupled aerial set and (6)
magnetically-coupled "aperiodic" circuit.
come by assiduous practice
—will be encountered by
—càil, tuning condenser, and coupling condenser—can
the less experienced when
easily be accommodated in a container measuring not first operating a reacting
more than 6in. cube.
detector set (without H.F.
Fig. 4.—Circuit diagram of
It should be emphasised that it is risky to attempt
amplification) to which !a
" The
Wireless
World "
Selectivity Unit.
to add either of these loose-couplers to any receiver,
two-circuit aerial tuner has
including a stage of H.F. amplification with an un- been added.
Receivers
neutralised three-electrode valve. Such sets depend for without feed-back to the input grid circuit are quite easy
their stability to a great extent on the effects of aerial to work if one remembers that all the tuned circuits
loading; this loading is largely removed when these -must be kept approximately " in step" while searching
for signals; this is quite easy when a
few " landmarks "—stations of which
00001
SECONDARY 68 TURNS
the wavelengths are known—have been
OF 27/41 LIT
WIRE
found.
At is usual to recommend that the
beginner should start operations with a
very close coupling between aerial and
secondary circuits, but it seems to the
PRIMARY 14
o.000eaifl writer to be very doubtful if this is the
TURNS 01
MiSVe
best course, as "double-humped "
tuning may be produced; this is most
UR-N
confusing, as agiven transmission may
be receivable at two distinct condenser
settings.
Generally speaking, it is best to
acquire experience of tuning when the
local interfering station is silent, and to
concentrate on atransmission providing
alarge but not overpowering input. If
the suggestion offered in the preceding
Azx...1AL,
eAvrx
paragraph is adopted, the coupling will
be made very loose by moving the aerial
coil to adistance of several inches from
the internal grid inductance, or, if a
AR-TH
capacity-coupled circuit is used, by setting the control condenser at a very
Disposition and wiring of coniponents in " The Wireless World" Selectivity Unit.
A veftical metal screen is fitted.
low value.
.
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By A MEMBER OF THE STAFF.

M

Y visit to this year's Paris Show has been adisappointing one. It was difficult to realise that
twelve months had elapsed since I last toured
the stands in the Grand Palais. Th & apparatus, in
general, had undergone little or no change, and most of
last year's designs still flourished. Iwas again greeted
as Iwent from stand to stand by the pairs of tuning
dials indicative of the superheterodyne. Not even the
dials themselves had changed, so Iset out in search of
departures from these highly selective sets which seem to
have assumed a life eternal.
My comments of last year on the survival of the superheterodyne brought forth much criticism from French
readers, and three reasons were brought forward as to
why the manufacturers in France favour this class of set.
These reasons were (1) that the majority of listeners are
not permitted to erect outdoor aerials, partly because of
the unsightly effect and also owing to a fear of damage
by lightning, aseemingly futile reason, (2) ahigh degree
of selectivity was demanded, combined with the reliable
reception of programmes from abroad, and (3) patent
royalties, not being based on the number of valves, permitted of this class of multivalve receiver. None of these
reasons seems sufficiently convincing, yet it is the third
A 27

which contains the truth, for in France the master patents
have not been administered in the same convenient
manner as they have in this country, and neither are
those all-important patents just expired or expiring, as is
the case here. Unless the problems of patent administration and validity are quickly solved France will find
herself hopelessly handicapped in the production of radio
gear.
This universal production of superheterodyne sets is
not the only point indicative of the radical difference
existing between two almost adjoining countries. There
are practically no portables, and the home constructor, as
a class, is non-existent. There are no kit sets, neither
are there specialised components for the amateur comparable with the extensive production of such apparatus in this country. Components are exhibited, yet
with the exception of ingenious condenser mountings
there is no single example of acomponent in which progressive design or invention is revealed. Components
shown last year appear again this year without modification, and, in fact, there are not even copies of those
many specially designed parts found on the British
market and so essential to obtaining the best results.
French components sell to the set manufacturer, and not

So8
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Radio in France.—
the amateur, so that high technical merit is probably
overruled by economic requirements.
As a stand-to-stand report would resolve itself into
describing a multiplicity of circuit combinations of the
superheterodynes, a few outstanding points of design
are all that will interest the English reader. Tuned H.F.

A chassis-built set, with the components carried on stout aluminium
frames.
The Sicra IV, a leading
French superheterodyne.

Wor
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sets ahorizontal ebonite panel carrying the apparatuen
the under side and the valve legs on the top is secured
to the vertical front panel, behind which there is ample
space to accommodate the two tuning condensers and
the many forms of tuning indicators.
Last year Idescribed some of these indicators, their
action being based upori the graphical representation of
the two-dial settings associated with pointers which are
coupled to the condenser spindles. The Autorex Tavernier (Condensateurs Tavernier, 71, Rue François-Arago,
Montreuil, Seine) is atypical example of a superheterodyne station indicator. Another model, the "Grillet "
(Constructions Radio-electriques Grillet, Avenue de
Geneve, Annecy, Haute Savoie), consists of a sliding
indicator interlocked by rack
work with the two condensers.
Three separate slides are ar-ranged in this model, and in
moving from one to the other
awave-range switch and indicator are actuated. One of the
most ingenious presented a
rectangular screen on its front
.
panel, and the operating of the
knobs caused aspot of light to
move to apredetermined point
indicating the station required.
Another useful form of station

stages preceding the first detector are now practically
non-existent. A special two-grid type of valve is used in
many of the sets as afirst detector, as ameans of combining the frequencies. As with the English receiver,
two-wave ranges are invariably provided, acomplicated
switch being used to change the connections of frame,
oscillator, and reaction. Screen-grid valves have in afew
instances found their way into the intermediate amplifier,
but as stable amplification already exists on the long
intermediate wavelengths the advantages gained by the
change are questionable. Long-wave intervalve couplings
are, in almost every case, simple air core transformers of
the fine wire aperiodic variety. In the majority of the

The Roadie** six-valve superheterodyne, pommel** one
most attractive of panel layouts.

The two tuning controls are here
conveniently placed and operate a
pair of indicating drums through
a two-to-one pulley drive.
The
Strobodyne
Biplex
with
Arena
condensers.

of

tbe

indicator is found in the "Cryptadytne
VII" (Radio-Industrie Cryptadyne, 25,
Rue des Usines, Paris). In this receiver a
pair of dials are labelled with the stations
in the long and short wave bands. These
dials are interlocked with scales, which are
viewed through apertures immediately adjóining the scales of the tuning condensers.
In the apertures one reads the condenser
settings required for the given stations.
, Output L.F. amplifiers incorporated in
these superheterodynes did not include
£
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Ita:io in France.—
those refinements necessary for distortionless amplification, acircumstance suggesting that the superheterodyne
principle itself does not permit of quality reception. Prices
differ widely, varying in the ordinary cabinet models
between about r,000 and 3,000 francs.
In the search for receivers following British practice
two examp!es were found upon which comment might be
made. These are really up-to-date sets, embodying
screen-grid and pentode valves and designed for allmains operation. Both
were three-valve sets, and
obviously designed with a
view to mass production.
The "Ondia " (Le Material Ondia, 2, Route ele
Paris, Boulogne -sur Mer), is beautifully finished in a pressed metal
case, with drum dial exposed in an aperture on a
top edge bevel. Being
completely sealed I had
no opportunity of examining the interior, but it
was obvious from certain
details in design that the
manufacturers were in aunique position in the matter of
mass production, and it transpired that their principal
business was that of pressings and turned parts. This
receiver, it is hoped, marks a turning point in French
radio practice.
The other receiver, the " Hervor " (Etablissements
Herbelot et Vorms, 13, Passage des Tourelles, Paris), is
contained in alarge pressed metal cabinet with rounded
corners, following Philips' practice. Its three Philips'
valves correspond with the S4V, the 164T, and the
PM24A, provision being made to feed this _output pentode with an anode potential of 3oo volts. Complete with

^ • v",i1T7
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valves, the price of this set is about £20. It is interesting
to note that the French sets designed for use with mains inclut¡e athree-point connection to the supply; the extra

A new receiver embodying screengrid H.F. valve and high voltage
pentode. The Hervor type A.4. It
is A.C. mains operated.

lead being a tapping on the transformer primary to
allow for voltage variation. In addition, the 'Hervor"

Another new three-valve mains-operated ut, the (India.

Typical tuning indicators, the
Cryptadyne and the Antonia
Tavernier.

a

39

is 'fitted With acontrol to further compensate for differences in the potential of the
mains.
Over 120 different models
were counted on the stands of
the set manufacturers, of
which probably not more than
five per cent. are of the
rm.ins -operated straight -circuit type.
Oxide-coated filaments are
now used in most of the French valves, giving to them •
greatly improved performance. Certain of the manufac-
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Radio in France.—
firers limit their output entirely to triodes; but others
include well-finished specimens of screen grid and pentode. Indirectly heated valves have also made their
appearance. Those readers whose radio experience dates
back to before broadcasting will remember how they
depended upon France for their supply of valves, and, in
particular, had ahigh opinion of valves bearing the name
Métal and Fotos. During the intervening period these
valves have not possessed the characteristics to be found
in the British products, but now, I find, that by the
use of the oxide-coated filament Métal and Fotos valves
have been greatly improved. By way of example, the
Métal type D.W.7o2 is a power output valve with an
A.C. resistance of 2,250 ohms and an amplification factor
of 7, so that the mutual conductance is no less than 3.2,
while the permissible grid swing is nearly 30 volts. Its
filament passes 0.23 ampere at 4 volts. Another output
valve, the D.X.5o2, passes o,15 ampere at 4 volts, and

NOVEMBER 6th,
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seaux, with characteristics and prices closely corresponding to those just mentioned (J. Visseaux, 87 and 91, Quai
Pierre-Seize, Lyon).

An interesting ultra short-wave transmitter with reflector.
(Ateliers J. Carpentier.)

A mains-operated low-frequency amplifier by La Construction
Radioélectrique.
The circuit is a push-pull arrangement using
an anode potential of 400 volts.

with an A.C. resistance of 2,000 ohms has amutual conductance of 2.5. The price of this valve is about ros.
The Métal screen-grid valve type D.Z. has an amplification factor of r5o, with an A.C. resistance of 150,000, and
corresponds, therefore, with its British counterpart, and
is priced at about 14s.. A
Métal pentode, the 3.D.X.,
which is known as the trigrille, sells at 16s., has a
mutual conductance of 1.8,
and rakes a maximum .
anode potential of 150, the
grid bias being ro to Id
volts.
Datt given in respect of
Fotos valves shows that
many of the popular L.F.
types have a mutual conductance of 2. The Fotos
pentode has amutual conductance of 1.8, and a
maximum anode potential
of 120, with abias of about 7.5. This valve is priced at
about 14s. 6d. Of similar price is the screen-grid valve
with amplification factor and A.C. resistance of 150 and
150,000 respectively. When indirectly heated and having
very similar characteristics, this valve is priced at r6s.
There is another series of valves, bearing the name Vis-

Picture receivers for home use are the principal exhibit
on the Belin stand. The Belinographe machines are fitted
with driving clutch, catch and contacts, and closely
follow standard practice. Traversing of the cylinder is
obtained by an auxiliary shaft, and by means of adouble
pulley the rate of traverse may be readily adjusted to
satisfy the standards of picture analysis adopted in the
various systems. The price of the machine is about £go.
42'

The new Belinographe picture receiver.

Moving-coil loud speakers are still little in evidence,
the principal exhibitors being the French B.T.H. and
the Stellor (Etablissements A. Charlin, 148, Avenue du
Maine, Paris). A patent royalty is collected in France in
respect of the moving-coil loud speaker, which is perhaps
a contributory cause in restricting its popularity.
AL 30
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By Our Special Correspondent.

Those Land Lines.—A New Black List.--Regional Scheme Disclosures.
A Rumour Refuted.
Sunday, October 27th, -was enlivened by
the newspaper report that in the near
future the B.B.C. would probably acquire
its own cables for S.B. purposes.
Ail
astounding statement, which was -instantly
'contradicted on enquiry at Savoy Hill.
The Post Office maintains a jealous
authority over a1 communications in this
country, and considering the initial and
upkeep costs of lines it is unlikely that
any other organisation would covet the
honour. (The cost of installing amodern
cable with the necessary repeaters between
London and Glasgow 'would amount to
more than £400,000!)
c000
The Land Line Problem.
Nevertheless, mention of the land lines
always gives rise to melancholy reflections
in the minds of iisteners who live beyond
the service areas of 2L0 and 5XX. No
existing line is 'ideal for broadcasting
purposes, and no amount of amplification
en route can give Ireland or Scotland
the quality of transmission which the
pampered London listener has been led to
expect as his birthright.
When the completed regional scheme
holds sway every listener will be entitled
to at least one direct wireless programme
from his nearest transmitter.
0000
Rope for the North.
Meanwhile I hear that the Post Office
(which, to its credit, has always striven
to give the B.B.C. the best of the avail.
able linos) is taking broadcasting into
account in the design of the latest
cables. Before the end of the year Scottish listeners are likely to benefit from
the opening of a new cable from Leeds,
via Jedburgh, to Edinburgh, equipped
with the most modern types of amplifier
and capable of dealing with amuch wider
range of frequencies.
oeoo
German Enterprise.
Probably the best cables in the world
for broadcasting purposes are those now
in use in Germany. The German Post
Office has worked hand in hand with the
broadcasting authorities in the production
of cabes specially suitable for musical
transmissions, and the result is the.
A 35

evolution of a new form of cable in the
centre of which are several heavily insulated lines reserved exclusively for broadcasting purposes. It is stated that relays
with the new cable, which runs from
Berlin to Cologne, are singularly free
from extraneous noises and distortion.
The British Post Office is watching the
experiment with interest, and it is highly
probable that simiiar tests may be carried
out over here.
00 03

B.B.C.'s Birthday.
This year's broadcast birthday programme (from all stations on November
14th) is to be entitled " We are Seven."•
I understand that it is not intended to
disguise the fact that the staff actually
numbers 700, but is a reminder that this
is their seventh anniversary.
ocoo
Tatafteld's Black List.
The Tatsfield receiving station of the
B.B.C. has been conducting what might
almost be called an inquest upon the
remains of the Prague Plan. Ignoring
the chaos in the Continental ether, the
FUTURE
London

.1

FEATURES .

and

Daventry.

NOVEMBER 1lvii.—Armistice Day Service
and 'Journey's End."
NOVEMBER 14TH.—Peacc Commemoration
Dinner Speeches, relayed from the
Guildhall.
Daventry Experimental (SOB).
NOVEMBRR 11.TIL—Service from the .fiencfr
tapli.
NOVEMBER 12TH .—M usic by French Composers.
Nome'« 15T11.—" Une Voix dans le
Desert," poem by Emile Cammeerts,
music by Sir Edward Eiger.
Cardiff.
Ravenna
tent.—" Empire
Builders."
,the story of Bristol Merchant Venturers.
Manchester.
NOVRAIBER
16T11.—Playwrights
of
the—
North.-7, " Mary's John," a comedy
by Harold Brighouse.

Glasgow.

NOVEMBER 16111.—" Weir of Hermiston."
by
Robert
Louis
Stevenson.
dramatised by A. W. Vuill, adapted
by Halbert Tatlock.

L

Belfast.
NOVEMBER 18711.—An Irish and
.." Programme.
_

Scots
m•*.e.er.

engineers have been concentrating on the
interference caused to British statiors,
with "distressing disclosures."
At the
present time no fewer than •ten Continental transmitters are heterodyning
B.B.C. stations every night. Here is the
black list :—Petit Parisien, Radio Vitus,
Langenburg, Zagreb, Lyons, Simferopol
•(Russia),
Morayska -Ostrava,
Leipzig-, •
Herby, and San Sebastian.
San Sebastian, by the way, is making
honourable attempts to avoid Glasgow's
wavelength, but seems unable to find a
niche elsewhere.
0000

Regional Scheme Disclosures.
The Moorside Edge station is to have "
a bigger service area than Brookmans
Park. This is one of a number of in,
teresting official statements concerning the
regional scheme made in the B.B.C. Year
Book for 1930, which is timed to appear .
in a day or two.
The service area will be greater, partly
on account of the longer wavelength—the
highest
medium wave available— and
partly because the B.B.C. has been per-•
mitted to use masts 500f t. high, whereas
owing to Air Ministry restrictions Brookmans Park has been limited to 20.0ft.
oooo.
The Unlucky Highlands.
e-When the London, Daventry and
•
Northern •regional stations are working
it is estimated that a service of alternative programmes -will be available to 75
per cent, of the population in the British
Isles, leaving the remainder to be provided for by the Scottish and West
Regional stations.. The B.B.C. fear, however, that these two stations will have.
the hardest task, as they have to cover
mountainous country.
Indeed, it is
frankly admitted that something like 2
per cent. of the population of Scotland •
will be left out in the cold.
When the
scheme is complete only 4 per cent, of the
total population will be unable to get any
alternative programme, and about 80 per .
cent. should be able to enjoy an alternative with the simplest receivers.
Regarding the completion of the schemi
the writer says :" It is fair to give 24
years more before everything is as it is
planned to •be-' .
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Kalundborg
(Denmark).
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Dial
Settings.

•E
Kovno (RXK)

Lithuania

155

6.5

160

1875

167

1796.4

174

1724.1

183.5

1634.9

Holland

Lahti

Finland 40

Radio Paris
Zeesen

1935

7

Huizen

France 12
Germany 26

Daventry (5XX) ...Gt. Britain 25
Moscow (Komitern) ....Russia 12

193

1554.4

202:5

1481.5

Eiffel Tower (F4)

France 12

207.5

1445.8

Warsaw

Poland 12

212.5

1411.8

Motala

Sweden 30

222.5

1348.3

4

230

1304.3

Kharkov

Russia

Boden
Stamboul
Kalundborg
Hilversum (b)
Trondjhem (a)
Basl*

0.6

250

1200

Iceland '5-7
5
Turkey
7.5
Denmark

250

1200

250

1200

260

1153.8

6.5

280

1071.4

1.2

280

1071.4

0.25 297

1010.1

Sweden

Reykjavik (a)

Holland
Norway
Switzerland

1929.

Arranged in (

Explanatory Notes to the I
at th

Dial
Settings.

Station.

Moscow (CORP)

Leningrad

Russia 20
2
Russia

320

937.5

Moscow

Russia

364

824.2

Kiev il;.‘()

Russia

1.2 375

800

2

779.2

Petrozavodsk
Ostersund
Radio Geneva
Minsk
Lausanne
Freiburg
Hamar

300

Russia
Sweden

0.6 389

Switzerland

0.25 395

Russia
Switzerland
Germany
Norway

4

385

428

0.6 442
0.25 527

1000

770
759.5
700
678.7
569.3

0.7

527

3
2

527

569.3
569.3

531.5

564.4

Ljubljana

Yugoslavia

Smolensk

Russia

Augsburg

Germany
Germany

0.25 536
0.25 536

559.7

Hanover
Budapest (HAL)

Hungary 15-20 545
Sweden
0.6 554

550.5

1.5 563
572
5

532.9
524.5

15
581
1.2 585.5

516.4

Sundsvall (SBD)
Munich
Riga

Germany
Latvia

Vienna (Rosenhilgel)... Austria
Archangel
Russia
Brussels
Milan
Moscow
Oslo

(r)

Prague (s)
Gomel

Belgium
Italy
Russia
Norway
Czechoslovakia
Russia

Langenberg
Lyon la Donn
Zürich
Aix-la-Chapelle
Aalesund
Bolzano
Danzig

Russia
Germany
France
Switzerland
Germany
Norway
Italy
Danzig

541.5

512.4

1
7

590

508.5

599

1.2

6015

500.8
497.1

1.2 608

493.4

5

617
621.5

486.2
482.7

626

479.2

1.2

Daventry (5GB) ... Gt Britain 25
Simtv'opol

559.7

1.2

630

476.4

635

472.4-

644
5
0.63 653

465.8

0.25 662

453.1

0.3

662

453.1

0.2

662

453.1

0.25 662

453.1

15

459.4

General view of the Hamburg Station (Germany).
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San Sebastian
(Spain).

STATIO
ROPE

.51'5

Dial
Settings.

Station.

San Sebastian (EMS) ...Spain
Nikolaiev
Russia
Bergen
Norway
Stuttgart
Germany

0.3 815

368.1

1.2

366.1

1

824

364.1

1.5

833

360.1

842

356.3

London (21,0) ..... Gt. Britain 30
Graz
Austria
7
Algiers.
lgeria
Leningrad
A
Russia
1.2
Barcelona (EMI)
Spain
8
Brunn
Czechoslovakia
2.4
Bremen (c)
Germany 0.25

of Wavelengths.
'eel:us (a) to (k) will be found
the lists.

Brussels (Yo. 2) (f)
Ivan-Vornesensk
Cadiz
Posen

el
•ed
E*
0<

Station.

e

Dial
Settings.

...Belgium

Grenoble (PTT)

2

Russia

1.2

Spain

0.55
1.2
1.5
0.8

Poland
Naples (1NA)
Italy
Paris (Petit Parisien) ...France

France -

819.5

851

352.5

852.6

351

855.5

350.7,

860

348.8

878

341.7

887

338.2

887
891.5
895
896

......

338.2
336.5
335

905

334.8
331.4

905
911

328.2

331.4
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Klagenfurt
Porsgrund

Austria
Norway

Salamanca

Spain

Tromsae

Norway

Tammerfors

Finland

Upsala

Sweden

Moscow ($P)
Paris (Ecole Suers)
Rjukan

Russia
France
Norway

Rome (11t0).
Stockholm (e)

Italy
• Sweden

Malmberget

Swedeti

Belgrade

Yugoslavia

Kharkov

Russia

Madrid (14:M7) ...... ....Spain
Berlin (Witzleben)....Germany
Dublin (2RN)

Irish F.S.

Rabat

Morocco

Odessa

Russia

Katowitz
Berne

Poland
Switzerland

Koursk
Russia
Glasgow (58(1) ..... Gt. Britain
Bucarest
Fredriksstad

,

Roumania
Norway

0.5 662
0.7 662

453.1
453.1

1

062

453.1

0.1

662

453.1

0.8

662

453.1
453.1

0.15 662
1
0.8

666.5
671

1115 671
3
1

450.1
447.1
447.1

680
689

441.2

0.25 689

435.4

435.4

2.5

698

4

702.5

429.8
427

2
1.5

707
716

419

1
10
1.2

725

413.8

727

412

729.5

10 •734
1.2 743
1.2
1
12
-0.7

424.3

411.2
408.7
403.8

747.5
752

401.3
398.9

761
761

394.2

394.2

Frankfurt-on-Maiii ...Germany

1.5

770

389.6

Wilno
Genoa

Poland
Italy

0.5
1.2

779
779

385.1
385.1

Dnepropetrovsk

Russia

1.2

783.5

382.9

Radio Toulouse

France

8

788

Artemovsic

Russia

1.2

792.5

Manchester (2ZY) .. Gt. Britain

1

797

Matrix:1'g

1.5 806

Germany

380.7
378.5
376.4
372.2

Tver

Russia

1

810

370.1

Paris k
1,14
Seville (E.V15)

France
Spain

1.5 815
1.5 815

368.1

A
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The masts and aerial system at Stuttgart (Germany).
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Kilo- Kilo- Wavewatts cycles. length.

Station.

Breslau
Falun

iGtermany

1.5 923
2 932

Sweden
932
Sweden 10
Germany 0.25 941
France 0.5 950

Goteborg
Dresden (, )
Marseilles (
PTT)

Spain

Oviedo

Poland

Cracow
Cardiff (5WA)
Paris(Vitus)
Zagreb

Gt. Britain
France
Yugoslavia

Agen

France

Bordeaux-Lafayette
France
Aberdeen (2BD).... Gt Britain
Hilversum (g)
Tallinn

Holland
Esthonia

Kosice .. ,... Czechoslovakia
Limoges
"
France
Lyons
France
Viborg

Finland

Bournemouth (6BM) Gt. Britain

325
321.9
321.9
318.8
315.8

0.7 955.4
1 959

314
313

1
1
0.7
0.5
1
1

309.9
308
308
305.6
304.3
301

968
973
973
981.7
986
995

6.5 1004

298.8

1.5 1013
2 1022

296
293.6

0.5 1022
0.5 1029.3
0.4 1031

293.6
291.4
291

1 1040
0.13 1040

288.5
288.5

Cartagena
Cassel

Kiruna
Linz

Sweden
Austria

0.2 1220
0.5 1220

Pietarsaari
Säffle
Schaerbeek

Finland
• Sweden
Belgium

0.25 1220
0.4 1220

Cracow
Belfast (2BE)
Rjukan
Nimes

Poland
Gt. Britain
Norway
France

Nurnberg

Hull (61(H)
Gt. Britain
Liverpool (6LV)
Gt. Britain
Plymouth (SPY) : Gt. Britain

0.13 1040
0.13 1040

288.5
288.5

0.13 1040
0.13 1040
0.13 1040

288.5
288.5
288.5

1040
1040
1049
1058
1058

288.5
288.5
286
283.6
283.6

Helsingfors

Germany
Norway

0.5 1058
0.05 1058

283.6
283.6

Germany

0.5 1058
0.05 1058

283.6
283.6

0.3 1058
Copenhagen
Denmark 0.75 1067
Bratislava .... Czechoslovakia 12.5 1076
1.5 1085
Konigsberg
Germany
7 1094
Turin
Italy
0.5 1103
Rennes (PTT)
France
Kaiserslauten (e)
Clermany 0.25 1112

283.6
281.2
278.8
276.5
273.2
272
269.8

0.15 1112
0.25 1112

269.8
269.8

Sweden 0.25 1112
... Spain 10 1121
0.1 1121
France

269.8
267.6
267.6

1130
1139

265.5
263.4

1148
1157

261.3
259.3

1166
1175
1184

257.3
255.3
253.4

1193
1202

251.5
249.6

1211

247.7

...... Sweden
Sweden

Hudiksvall (e)

' Sweden

Norrköping (e)
Trollhâtten (e)
Barcelona (EAJ13)
Strasbourg
Lille (111')

Sweden

(1)

0.7
France
Morayska-Ostrava C'chosloyakia 10
1
Newcastle (5NO) ... Gt. Britain
1.5
Germany
Leipzig
Sweden 10
Horby
1.2
France
Toulouse (PM')
5
Gleiwitz
Germany
1
Spain
Prague (No. 2). Czechoslovakia Trieste
Italy
Almeria (EAJI8)

Germany

Bordeaux (S-0) .
France
Juan-les-Pins (Nice) (f). France
Orebro
Sweden

288.5
288.5

Uddevalla (e)
Varberg (e)

245.9
245.9

Germany
Sweden

0.13 1040
0.35 1040

NotoJden (e)
Stettin (e)

Sweden
Belgium

245.9
245.9
245.9

Kiel
Kalmar

Gt. Britain
Gt. Britain

Magdeburg (e)

Spain
',Germany

.

0.5 1220
0.01 1220
0.4 1220
0.25 1220
0.2 1220
1220
0.25 1220
0.2 1220

Gt. Britain

Gt. Britain

Holland

Eskilstuna
Ghent

Dundee (2DE)
Edinburgh (2E1i)

Stoke-on-Trent (68T)Gt. Britain
Swansea (5SX)
Gt. Britain 0.13
France Mont-de-Marsan
France 0.2
Montpellier
0.5
Berlin No 2(e)
Germany
0.5
Innsbruck (e, h)
.Austria

Finland

Abe
Bloemendael (I)

Bradford (2LS)

Sheffield (6FL)

ilo- Kilo- Wavewatts cycles. length.
1

Station.

Dial
Settings.

Münster (e)
Lodz

Germany
Poland

Boras
Hälsingborg

Sweden
Sweden

Malmo
Umea

Sweden
Sweden

Biarritz

France

Cologne
Germany
Bucarest Univ. (e)
Roumania
Cork (li(' 1:")
Irish F.S.
Luxembourg (k)' .Luxembourg
rénmp
Flensburg

.

Finland
France
'Germany

Karlstad
Ornskeldsvik

Sweden
Sweden

Bjorneborg
Halmstad

Finland
Sweden

Warsaw (No. 2)
Palermo (f)
Jassy Univ. (e)
Beziers
Gavle
Kristinehamn
Jiinképing
Leeds ('LS) (e)
Karlskrona

Sweden
Sweden
(It. Britain
Sweden

245.9
245.9
245.9
245.9
245.9

1238
0.2 1247
1 1256

240.6

2

1256
1260

1285
0.2 1265
0.5 1283
1283
0.15 1301
0.2 1301

242.3
238.9
238.9
238
237
237
233.8
233.8
230.6
230.6

0.6 1301
0.2 1301
1.5 1313
1.5 1319
1328
1 1337

230.6
230.6

1346
0.9 1355
1364
0.5 1373

222.9
221.4

0.25 1373
0.2 1373
0.8 1373
0.2 1391

218.5

3.

Poland
Italy
Roumania . .France
Sweden

245.9

245.9
244.1

1

1400
1410

1420
1420
0.2 1470
0.25 1480
0.25 1490
0.13 1500

e2

1530

I.

••
• ......

228.4
227.4
225.9
224.4

219.9
218.5
218.5
218.5
216
214
212.8
211.3
211.3
204
202.7
201.3
200
196

(a) = Projected.
(b) 7-' After 6.0 p.m
Power to be increased to 60 iVg.
(c)
= Power to be increased to 35 kW.
Provisionally.
(e)
(f) = Under construction.
After '6.0 p.m.
(g) = Will
work on 213 metres if 283 metres prove
=
unsatisfactory.
Temporarily closed.
Sundays only.
,
{
)9): Experimental.
A

•

,

245.9

1220
1229

1

Dial
Settings.
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RADIO

How Electro.
plating Affects High.
frequency Resis.
tance.

A

T the Radio Exhibition at Olympia the author
noticed a display of low-loss inductance coils.
They were of bright bare copper wire. A few
of them were beautifully brightly , finished—apparently
silver-plated—but a notice in bold type proudly informed the enquiring visitor that " All coils are nickelplated for short-wave work." The manufacturer had
evidently seen such coils silver-plated and had made his
coils bright also, but had forgotten not only that nickel
is vastly inferior to silver, ordinarily, as a conductor, but also that it has para-magnetic properties
which preclude its indiscriminate use at radio
frequencies.
Although the average wireless amateur of to-day fully
realises that " all is not gold that glitters," it is thought
that a little information on the relative behaviour, at
radio frequencies, of various conductors -and the effect
of electro-plating them with various other metals will be
helpful to many, especially if expressed quantitatively.
There are quite a number of simple problems encountered which demand a knowledge of radio-frequency
conductivity.
Tinned Copper Wire.

Although at wavelengths round about 30 metres the
resistance of acopper wire is increased from six to eight
times its original value by nickel-plating it to a thickness of a few ten-thousandths of an inch only, tinning
the same wire with a similar coating will only produce.
a 30 per cent. increase in its resistance, although the
specific resistance of nickel and tin are of the same value.
Many regard commercial tinned copper wire with the
utmost suspicion and will not employ it despite the
fact that soldering is greatly facilitated by its use. It
can be stated, however, that the thickness of tin on the
surface of this wire is such that it does not affect appreciably the resistance on wavelengths higher than ioo
metres.' It is hoped that the comfort they derive from
Even at 30 metres the increase of resistance due to the tin
may be only 5 per cent., and it is thus seen that the effect is
elmost negligible on all but the lowest wavelengths.
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this statement will more than compensate for the shock
of the blow to one of their pet theories.
Another interesting example of the importance of the
knowledge of radio-frequency conductivity is that of the
relative conductivity of copper and silver. It is generally
supposed that silver is a much better conductor than
copper, but even for direct current it is only about
6per cent. better. At high radio-frequencies, on all but
the finest wires, this advantage is reduced to 3per cent.
—there being virtually nó difference between the twb
metals. This also, of course, applies equally to the relative effectiveness of copper- and silver-plating of conductors. A little greater advantage may be gained in the
case of silver-plating copper coils due to the fact that
the silver deposited is pure electrolytic metal, whereas
the copper is hard-drawn and consequently impure. in
this connection it may be of interest to note that the
high-frequency resistance of a hard-drawn copper conductor is reduced by 2 per cent. or 3 per cent. by
copper-plating.
.
Again, the difference in the conductivities of copper
and aluminium is reduced at high frequencies. At
ordinary frequencies aluminium is about 7o per cent.
higher in resistance than copper, whereas at radiofrequencies a 30 per cent, increase only is produced by,
the substitution of the lighter metal. This fact combined
with its low specific gravity makes aluminium suitable
for such conductors as plates for variable condensers.
Just one other instance of the reduction in the
resistance' of the higher specific resistance conductors
at high radio-frequencies is to be found in the choice of
aerial wire. A glance at any wire tables will show that
phosphor-bronze has a D.C. resistance of five times that
of copper, an increase which would make its use as an
aerial amatter for serious consideration. At high radiofrequencies, however, this ratio is reduced to a little
more than 2 to r, and so the alloy (which hàs the advantage of a much greater tensile strength and much
lower ductility than copper) may be employed without
the introduction of serious loss in the aerial.
•
In comparison with copper.

-
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Radio Conductors Compared.—
High-frequency Resistance due to ‘, Skin Effect."
It will be noticed from the figures of the above examples that the ratio of high-frequency resistances of two
conductors is always approximately proportional to the
square root of the ratio of their specific resistances. 3 This
is because of the well-known " skin effect " of radiofrequency current conduction. The current which flows
in a conductor at radio-frequencies only " flows " in
the outer crust or " skin,' •and its value is therefore
limited (or the resistance increased) by this restriction
of area. Under these conditions the resistance of the
conductor, or the current it will pass, will not be
•
materially changed if the centre of the conductor is cut
away, leaving only the crust or skin in the form of a
tube. The amount which could be cut from the centre
without affecting the value of current passing at any
particular frequency is a measure of the increase of
resistance of the solid wire, at that frequency, above its
D.C. value.
.
In order to be used as acriterion of resistance increase
in this way the amount of this superfluous " core "
should be expressed as a percentage of the total crosssectional area of the solid conductor. The percentage will
be greater for higher frequencies and for conductors
of greater cross-section..
This is only true for conductors having unity magnetic
permeability, as will be explained later.

N
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A Simple Explanation of I
, Skin Effect. 94

In order to form some idea of the reason for
" surface flow" of high-frequency current, it is will
te consider a conductor of circular cross-section and of
large diameter—a copper rod. The reader will, nf
course, know that an alternating magnetic field is prOduced by an alternating current flowing in a thin wire-she will know also that this field takes the form of circulnr
magnetic " lines " round the thin wire and concentric
with it as shown in Fig. 1(a). This field, by virtue of the.
fact that it is linked with the current producing it, gives
the conductor inductance L (even if it is a straight
wire) an inductance which, at very high frequencies,
gives to the wire a reactance (ca.) sufficiently high to
limit the current flow as seriously as or sometimes more
seriously than its resistance.
Now let a large-diameter copper rod be considerid
to be built up of a number of thin copper wires, say
r,,000, of equal diameter, and packed tightly as shoWn
in Fig. r(b). If the conductor forms part of a D.C. or
low-frequency A.C. circuit, each wire will conduct is
proper iolo 0 part of the total current carried by the cornplete conductor; the current through each wire being
limited only by its resistance. If this composite conductor is made to form part of aradio-frequency circuit,
however, the reactance of each of these fine wires becomes sufficiently high to share with its resistance in
limiting the current flowing in it because reactance
(2c-/L) is proportional to frequency (f). The reactance
of each fine wire is also proportional to its inductance ( )
which is in turn proportional to the quantity of magne c
flux (or field) surrounding it.
It is obvious that afine wire in the centre of the conductor shown in Fig. r(c) will have surrounding it ilie
magnetic field A inside the conductor as well as that of B
on the outside. A wire on the outer skin of the conductor
such as that of Fig. 1(d) will, on the other hand, haye
only the field B outside the conductor linking with it.
It is easy to see, therefore, that the innermost thin wires
will have a greater inductance than those near the surface. The current flowing in these innermost wires will
therefore be less than that in the outer wires because of
its greater limitation by their greater inductance and
reactance. By this reasoning a simple idea of skin effect
may be formed.
Properties of Iron and Nickel Wire.

rig. t.—Illustrating skin-effect. (a) An alternating field of circular magnetic lines around a thin wire. (b) To explain the skin
effect, a solid conductor can be considered as composed of a
number of fine wires. (c) A fine wire at the centre of the conductor
will have a field A inside the conductor and a field II outside.
(d) A wire near the skin of the conductor will only have the field
B linking with it.

Stated correctly, the current density rapidly diminishes
towards the centre of the conductor, and in largediameter conductors there is aetually no current at all
flowing in the centre of the wire at high frequencies.
As one would expect, if the conductor is of high specific resistance then the diminution of current density
towards the centre of the wire is less rapid, i.e., the .
"skin depth" to which the high-frequency current
penetrates increases as the specific resistance of the conducting metal increases—as the square root of fas a
matter of fact. The skin '
effect is less, due to the fact
that the limitation of current by reactance is less i portant .
because the ratio of reactance to resistance is
less due to the higher resistance.
There is obviously another property of the conduct«
which influences the skin depth—that of magnetic pees 36
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Radio Conductors Compared.—
meability. Unless the conductor be of a para-magnetic
material, such as iron, steel or nickel, its skin depth
will depend (for a given frequency) entirely upon its
specific resistance, since the permeability will be unity.
But if the conductor be of one of the above-mentioned
BN =BRASS WIRE NICKEL PLATED
CN =COPPER WIRE NICKEL PLATED
BT.=BRASS WIRE TINNED
CT -COPPER WIRE TINNED

-517

the thickness of plating can be ascertained with accuracy. Copper or brass parts may be tinned, however, without greatly affecting their high-frequency
resistance.
In Fig. 2 is shown' the increase in resistance' of one
yard of 16 S.W.G. brass and copper wire, due to nickelplating and tinning, to various thicknesses up to r mil.
The measurements were effected at ro,000 kilocycles
(30 metres), and the curves show well the great difference between the skin effect of tin and nickel, a difference which is practically wholly due to the paramagnetic properties of the latter, because the two metals
are of roughly the same specific resistance..
A Costly Decimal Point.

BN
ON

HlIIIIIIIi

BT

111111

Fig. 2.—Curv.)s showing the increase of resistance (at 30 metres)
of brass and copper wires due to nickel-plating or tinning to
various thicknesses. The wires were one yard lengths of 16 S.W.G.
14; is brass wire nickel-plated; CN, copper wire nickel-plated;
BT ,brass wire tinned, slid Cr copper wire tinned.

magnetic metals, the skin depth to which high-frequency
current will penetrate will be very much less.
The
reason for this is easily appreciated, because the magnetic field density inside the conductor will be much
greater than that outside--greater by the value of the
permeability of the conductor of course. This, in turn,
causes agreatly increased magnetic linkage (inductance)
at the centre of the conductor, or even at portions only
just below the surface. It is due to this cause that the
skin depth of a conductor, at a given frequency, is
inversely proportional to the square root of the permeability of that conductor.
The Electro-plating of Conductors:

•

Thus it is seen that specific resistance is of less importance in radio-frequency conductors than in ordinary
electrical circuits, but that iron, steel and nickel are
to be avoided.
Moreover, since the current at high
radio-frequencies only penetrates into the skin of a
conductor, it is obvious that in the case of electro-plated
conductors it is the metal with which they are plated
that determines largely the skin depth and resistance.
Wires of low resistance, such as copper, are rendered
much less conducting by plating with high-resistance
and permeable metals, such as nickel, and wires of high
resistance and permeability are rendered much more
conducting by plating with, say, copper.
For shortwave circuits copper or brass parts and wires should
never be nickel-plated for the purpose of finish unless

e7

The question of finish for short-wave coils of bare
copper wire or braid always calls for much consideration, more especially as this has often to be done after
the coil has been completed on its insulating former.
Copper, if left exposed to the atmosphere, will tarnish
very quickly. Lacquer cannot be applied readily after
winding.
Gilding the wire or braid prior to winding
provides a very effective and enduring finish, but the
specific resistance of gold is appreciably greater than
that of copper, and the gold-plating thickness must, in_
consequence of this, be kept very thin.
For another reason—obviously that of cost—the
quantity of gold deposited during gilding must be kept
less than, say, qne ten-thousandth of an inch.
The
author had occasion recently to have gilded some copper
braid for short-wave coils, and through a misunderstanding, which amounted to the incorrect position of a
5
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Fig. 3.—Curves showing the great reduction which is effected in
the resistance of iron and steel wires at 30 metres by electroplating them with various thicknesses of copper. The wires were
one yard lengths of 1( S.W.G.
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•frequency copper conductors, for there is no use to whi
of gold deposite ewe' yards of heavily gold-plated braid can be put. 14 t
only was the cost of gilding prohibitive, but the thic
, <o.00r inch, instead of <o.000r inch.
ecostly monument has thus been erected to remind _ness of gold was sufficient to cause an increase of resi
ance greater than could be permitted in the 'coils f
those responsible of the effect of too heavily plating highwhich the lowest possible power-factor was an essenti
quality.
Radio Conductors Compared.—
decimal point, the thickness
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The Use of Steel Wires as Conductors.
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Fig. 4.—These experimentally obtained resonance curves show the
extent to which the tuning of a single turn loop of- 16 R.W.O.
wrought iron wire is sharpened at 30 metres by electro-plating it
with one-thousandth of an inch of copper. One yard of the wire
was bent into a 9 in. diameter loop (with parallel ends) and tuned
by a variable condenser of the capacity indicated.
New Society for Bevenoaks.
A Radio Society is now being formed in
Sevenoaks.
Readers of The Wireless World
residing in that neighbourhood can obtain full
particulars from Mr. E. M. Dent, Cornwall
Lodge, Dunton Green, who is acting secretary
(pro. tem.) or from Mr. R. Bernard, 42, High
Street, Sevenoaks.
•
o 000
At the Brciaticasting End.
"The Maintenance of a Modern Broadcast
Station" is the title of a lecture to be given
by Mr. Noel D. Cumining at a meeting of the
Institute of Wireless Technology to be held
at 7 p.m. on Nov. 11th at the Engineers' Club,
Coventry St., London, W. Those interested in
the activities of the Institute should communicate with the Hon. Secretary, Mr. H. 3. Ring,
71, Kingsway, London W.C.2,
0000
Home-constructed Loud Speakers. .
. Several loud speakers of the linen diaphragm
type constructed by members were demonstrated
and compared at a well-attended meeting of the
Southend-on-Sea and District Radio Society on
October 18th.
The tests were conducted 'by
means of gramophone pick-up and radio reception.
The two best, in the opinion of those
prekent, were described by their constructors.
lion. Secretary, Mr. F. J. Walker, Lynthorpc,
Grange Gardens, Southend-on-Sea.
0000
Selectivity Problem in North London.
Now that Brookmans Fark is transmitting the
whole of the London programmes, listeners in
, the area covered by tie Tottenham Wireless
Society are experiencing difficulty in receiving
the alternative programme from Daventry 5UB.
- In a topical lecture on " Selectivity and the
Brookmans
Park
Transmissions"
at
the
Society's last meeting, Mr. F. E. R. Neale gave
valuable hints on improving selectivity and pro•vided the theme for a rousing discussion. The
lecturer condemned the use of a wave trap.
although such a devica would cut out all trace
of the present transmissions. Within the next
• -few months a second programme would be trans..

Iron, steel and nickel wires are tremendously reduc
in resistance at high radio frequencies by a thin coa
ing of copper. In Fig 3 is shown the reduction f
resistance of a yard of 16 S.W.G. wrought iron a
hard piano steel wire at 30 metres by copper-ylating o
various thicknesses up to rmil.; the approximate sk
depth for copper at this frequency. The reduction f
resistance effected by one thousandth of an inch f
copper on the wrought iron wire is seen to be abo t
27 to r, and the effect of such a reduction upon te
tuning sharpness of a resonant circuit is shown by te
comparative resonance curves of Fig. 4 for a circ t •
formed with this wire before and after plating. T e
length of wire was merely bent into a gin. diamet r
loop and tuned by a variable condenser of about 2
N AF. at 30 metres.
From Fig. 3 it is seen that wi
only one-thousandth, of an inch of copper-plating
the iron and steel wires their resistances are reduc
to the valued of the solid copper wire of Fig. 2, provi
That the skin depth of copper at 30 metres is of te
order o.00r inch. Where great rigidity or mechani 1
strength is desirable, it is thus possible to use ste
wires as portions of radio-frequency circuits, providi
they are thinly coated with copper.

CLUB NEWS.
mated from Brookmans Park at a similar
strength and a wave trap would be unable
to cope with two such transmissions.
The
methods which the lecturer had found effective
in this locality were the use of an ordinary
loose coupled circuit with tuned aerial and
secondary, and coil reaction, if used, operating
on the secondary, or the employment of an extra
tuned circuit, the aerial side of which was
coupled to the aerial terminal of the set by a
small neutrodyne condenser.
Hon. Secretary, Mr. R. C. A. Haynes, 159,
Lordship Lane, 24.22.
0000
.
Ilford and District Radio Society.
Wireless enthusiasts in the Ilford district
who decide to join the Ilford and District Radio
Society will be assured of a good programme
during the coming months.
A cinematograph
lecture was given on October 24th by Messrs.
Siemens Bros., the subject being Lamps, Batteries and Cables. A lecture on "Operation
from A.C. Mains" wiN be contributed by the
Marconiphone Co. ' Ltd., on December 5th.
lion. Secretary, Mr. C. E. Largen, 16, Clements
Road, Ilford.
,000
Television Explained.
"The *Principles of Television " was the subject of a lecture given by „Mr. J. Denton,
A.M.I.E.E., at a meeting of the hiuswell Hill
and District Radio Society on October 23rd. By
means of a very comprehensive series of lantern
slides and some novel experiments with television apparatus members were able to gain an
excellent insight into the work that had been
accomplished in the television field.
Wireless enthusiasts in the district who are
Interested In the activities of the Society are

Invited to communicate with the non. Secreta ,
Mr. C. J. Witt, 39, Coniston Road, N.10.
0000
New Society in Sheringham.
The Sheringhain and District Wireless Socle
which has just been formed, is already in a
flourishing condition with a membership of
including a number of ladies. Vacancies for n w
members still exist, however, an'd full particul *
can be obtained from the Hon. Secretary,
C. R. Hunt, Kensington House, Church titre
Sheringham. Meetings are held weekly in t o
British Legion Rooms, Church Street.
0000
Battery Eliminators.
Battery eliminators, a topic of special In:.er t
at the present time, was the subject of a hect
by Mr. Ingham, of Messrs. II. Clarke and
(Manchester), Ltd., given recently before Sla e
Radio (Birmingham)
The various circuits
volved' were carefully described, and mem
s
were able to inspect one of the latest types f
eliminator.
The fourth whist drive and dance, held
n
October 23rd, was attended by over 120 peop .
Forthcoming items in the syllabus include a vi it
to the Central Telephone Exchange on Novem r
16th, and a visit to one of the City Elect c
power stations In the near future.
Full details regarding the Society's activit
can be obtained from the Hon. Secret
,
" Enville," Warren Road. Erdington.
0000
A New Moving-Coil Loud Speaker.
The Ceiestion "Celestrola" moving-coil lo d
speaker was demonstrated at a recent meet' g
of the Bee (Streatham) Radio Society. The mod I
exhibited had a field, winding which could
e
energised by a low-tension voltage of from 6 o
12 volts.
Satisfactory results were obtain d
using a 3-valve receiver with screened grid II
valve, detector and 4-volt Pentode.
An attractive syllabus has been arranged f r
the coming weeks,- and any new members w II
be heartily welcome.
Hon. Secretary: Mr. A. L. Mel 171, Tr
mpre Rd., S.W.18.
A
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Events of the Week
•

LOOK YOU 1
For the first time in the history of the
National Eisteddfod of Wales wireless is
to be included among the competition subjects. At the Eisteddfod to be held at
Llanelly in August, 1930, a prize of £3
will be offered for the beet home-constructed wireless receiver costing not more
than £10.
The factors governing the choice of the
winner will be quality of reception, workmanship, and value for money.
0000

DUTCH

APPARATUS

FOR

SIAM.

An order has been placed by the
Siamese Government with the Philips
Radio Co. of Eindhoven, Holland, for a
twin wavelength broadcasting plant at
Bangkok which will transmit on 300 and
30 metres simultaneously.
0000

S.A.

TO

OUTWIT

"PIRATES."

The ordinary methods having failed,
the South African Government has decided upon a drastic measure to secure
adequate revenue for the broadcasting
services.
According to South Africa,
the Government have in view the abolition of the present licence fees, substituting a25 per cent. duty on the importation of all wireless goods.
While the
Government will retain 3 per cent., the
balance will in all probability be handed
over to the African Broadcasting Company.
It is felt that a system on these lines
will not only popularise wireless, but compel the erstwhile "pirate" to contribute
indirectly to the broadcasting service or
give up listening altogether.
0000
"WIRED

.

•

listener is the absence of all advertising
matter in the wired radio programmes; it
is also pointed out that the transmissions
will be completely free from atmospherics and other forms of disturbance.
0000
SHUT

THE

WINDOW.

Burgomaster Max of Brussels has
formulated a new bylaw forbidding the
use of loud speakers at open windowe.
0000
"FIFTY

YEARS OF ELECTRICAL
SCIENCE."

At the inaugural meeting of a new
session of the Royal Society of Arts to
be held this evening (Wednesday) at 8.30
at John Street, Adelphi, London, W.C.2,
the Chairman of the Council, Mr.
Llewelyn B. Atkinson, M.I.E.E., will
give an address entitled : "Fifty Years
of Electrical Science and Industry."
0000
NEW

RADIO

NAVIGATION

SCHEME.

A development of the principle of the
radio beacon in a manner which would
enable ships and aircraft to follow routes
plotted out for them from hour to hour

while en route is contained in an invention submitted to the French Academy of.
Sciences by M. Guillaume Loth.
The invention, which is endorsed by
General Ferrié, head of the French
Army's wireless services, makes use of
intersecting beams of Hertzian waves.
When a vessel is likely to enter a stormy
area the beam angles can be altered to
àndicate the safest route.
0000
LISTENERS

AND A GOVERNMENT
STATION.

Last April, when annual wireless
licences in Denmark expired, many
listeners refused to renew their licences
owing to the interference caused to broadcast reception from Copenhagen by the
Government's own wireless telegraph and
telephone station at Soro, which maintains a service between the mainland and
the island of Bornholm. In response to
the listeners' attitude, writes a correspondent, the Government has now
decided to close down the Sore station
and lay a cable to Bornholm.

.

RADIO" CAMPAIGN IN U.S.

"Wired radio" will shortly be ahousehold term in America if success attends
the plans of the new Wired Radio Corporation which is about to launch its
scheme publicly at the Cleveland Electrical Exhibition.
The company will there display for sale
asmall box-shaped attachment, containing
a frequency filter, which can be attached
to any existing radio receiver and permit
its owner a choice of three programmes
sent over the ordinary electric light wires
by
threé-phase high-frequency
transmitters.
One of the inducements offered to the
à 39

in Brief Review.

A TYPICAL GERMAN RELAY STATION. Kaiserslautern, which relays a number
of transmissions in turn, including those of Nuremberg, Augsburg and Munich. Tb•
common wavelength of 270 metres is use&

f.7;re7.;'r!r.'-àgrlrrT'
977r7v7e3777:e'77-'7"7:"
•,
»Mid*
PITY

THE

MAN

"SELECTIVITY

UPSTAIRS. •

A bylaw proposed by. the Hornsey.
.Town Council aims at prohibiting the use
•of loud speakers in wireless shops if disturbance is caused to neighbours or to
persons living over the shop.
0000

•

•

LADY WINS SET-BUILDING PRIZE.

Miss C. Martaki has won the First
Prize (25 guineas) in Class 2 of the setbuilding competition organised in connection with the recent Manchester Wire- •
less Exhibition. In Miss Martaki's set,
the best among receivers designed specially for quality reproduction, the whole
tuning arrangement consisted of a40-turn
coil and a single .00035 condenser. The
wiring was well spaced on a baseboard
ever ayard in length and lOtin. in width..
0000

AMERICAN

'

RADIO

MERGER.

The biggest radio merger yet planned in
America is to become effective as from
January 1st, 1930, when the Victor Talking Machine Co., the Radio Corporation,
the Western Electric Co., and the General
Electric Co. will combine in the production and sale of radio equipment.
The central manufacturing plant of the
organisation will be situated at Camden
and will employ 26,000 men. The total
- sales are expected to reach £100,000,000
a sear.
0000

SUNBEAMS

IN

AUSTitALIA.

.

Shareholders in the Amalgamated Wire. leas Company of Australia are praising
Marquis Marconi for his invention of the
beam, which has brought them dividend
warrants for the first time. After an interval of twenty-one months, the company
has published its balance sheets for the
past two years.
They show profits of
£47,000 and £80,000, and dividends of
6 and 8 per cent. respectively. It is considered beyond doubt that the new beam
services are responsible for the company's,
changed fortunes.
0000

OLD

TRANSMISSIONS

RE—HEARD.

One of the "tallest " wireless stories on
.record is related with a due amount of
scepticism in Time and Tide.
It appears that in the early hours of a recent
- morning a listener endeavouring to get
America was surprised to receive at exceptional
strength
a programme of
classical music. This roused his curiosity,
as American radio programmes at this
time are usually devoted to classical
•music, and it was increased when he
,heard the items announced in English as
. spoken in England. He wrote down the
particulars of the music performed with
• the object of identifying the transmitting
station. The mystery deepened when he
obtained proof that the programme had
not emanated from any station working
at the hour he heard it.
His astonishment may be judged when,
after what must have been aweary search,
he discovered that the programme tallied
exactly with one broadcast from 2L0 in
1927, two years previously!
Here indeed was an echo from the
depths of space which might well
frighten the boldest. For how many pro.
- grammes could we endure twice?

AND

QUALITY."• —

Itt is regretted that a typographical
error occurred in the artiéle bearing the
above title in last weeks -issue. On
page 479, column 2, line 21, the figure for
side-band variation is given as 15 per
cent., whereas the correct figure is 52 per
cent. The figures for the same circuit are
given correctly in the table.
0000

HIGH—SPEED

Dr. Curt Stille, a well-known German'
engineer, who for some considerable time
has been at work on apparatus for the
electro -magnetic registration of sounds ' is
reported to have constructed a Press talking machine, _writes a correspondent.
When connected to an ordinary telephone instrument, the apparatus registers
all incoming communications, which in
their turn can be amplified and reproduced as required through a loud speaker.
The main advantage of the invention,
however, lies in the fact that it permits
a species of high-speed telephony.
If,
FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

—

I

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 6th.
Institution of Electrical Engineers, Wireless
Section.—At 6 p.m. At the Institution,
' Savoy Place, W.C.2. Inaugural Address
by the chairman, Captain C. E. Kennedy.
Purvis, R.N.
•
Muswell Hill and District Radio Society.—
At 8 p.m. At Tollington School, Tetherdown, N.10. Lecture and Demonstration,
" The Testing of the Modern Gramophone
Pick-up," by Mr. P. N. G. Leevers.
Edinburgh and District Radio Society.—At
8 p.m. At the Royal Terrace.
9uery
night.
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 7th.
Ilford and District Radio Society.—At tute
Wesleyan Institute, High Road. Informal
meeting. Junk Sale.
Slade
Radio
(Birmingham).
At
the
Parochial Hall, Broomfield Road, Erdington. Talk on Electricity, by Mr. W. E.
(Meyers. The Construction of S.G. Receiver Stage, by Mr. N. B. Simmonds.
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 12th.
Hyde Radio Society.—At 8 p.m. At Mount
House Vail, George Street, Ityde, I.O.W.
Annual Genera/ Meeting.

for instance!, a Berlin news agency receives a telephoned bulletin lasting thirty
minutes from, say, its Stockholm or
Copenhagen correspondent, the entire
message can be registered on a steel
ribbon. Later, should it be necessary to
pass the information on to Paris or
London correspondents, the mechanical
transmission can be speeded up, with the
result that the message can be sent over
the usual long-distance cables, and compressed into some six minutes' duration,
thus effecting a considerable saving in
expense. When slowed down the receiving
apparatus gives ano intelligible message.
ARGENTINA TELEPHONES FOR
B.B.C. PROGRAMMES.

Mr 'Brumen stated that glans w e
going forward for a new broadcasti
station near Buenos Aires to serve p ogrammes in English to the 100,
English-speaking people of Argenti a.
Britishers in the Argentine were kels y
interested in 5SW and looked forw d
anxiously for an extension of its servi e. .
0000

FREE

SPEECH.

A telephonic appeal from the Argentine
for a development of the short-wave
broadcasting service from Britain was
made on October 25th, when Sir John
Reith, Director-General of the B.B.C., received a telephone call from Buenos Aires
via Berlin.
Those engaged in the conversation at the Buenos Aires end were
Mr. Hirst, of the Marconi Company '
•Mr.
Barbara, manager of the River Plate Telephone Company; and Mr. Brumen, head
of the English Speaking Radio Club of
Argentina.

de

LICENCES

FOR

SICK

POO

The Reich Broadcasting Society
announced that licence fees are to be emitted in the case of sick persons wi h
limited incomes.
Free licences ha e
already been available in Germany'
blind listeners and War invalids.
0000

BOOKS

RECEIVED.

Telegraphy and Telephony, includi
Wireless, by E. Mallett, D.Sc. (En
London.—An introductory text-book
the science and art of the electrical co
munication of intelligence.
Comprisi g _
line telegraphy for short and long lin
line telephony, including a chapter
manual and automatic exchanges; wi
less telegraphy and telephony, and
appendix of mathematical formule a
tables relating to the subjects dealt wit
Pp. 413+ ix with 287 diagrams and ill •
trations.
'Published by Chapman a
Hall, Ltd., price 21s. net.
B.B.C. Year Book, 1930.—Includi g
special articles on matters of broadcasti g
interest; events of the past year; t e
history of the old B.B.C. from Novembe ,
1922, to December, 1926; general articl s
on musical, educational, and dramat c
broadcasting.
Technical articles, tabl s
and formule.
Pp. 463 with numero s
illustrations.
Published by the Briti
Broadcasting Corporation, London, pri e
2s.
Questions and Solutions in Magnetis
and Electricity,
by W. J. Whi ;
A.M.I.E.E. (Third Edition).—Consisti
of the solutions to questions set by t e
Board of Education and City and Guil s
of London Institute in Stage 1of Magn
tism and Electricity during the years 1
to 1929. Pp. 178+32 with 97 diagram
Published by Sir Isaac Pitman and Son
Ltd., London, price 5s. net.
Wireless Transmission and Recepti
(Technical Pamphlets for Workme
PW-C.1).—Revised edition, issued by t
Post Office Engineering Department an
comprising a brief summary of t
general principles of wireless telegraph
systems of generation and transmissio
(including telephony), reception, directio
finding and instructions for the inspectio
of wireless stations by P.O. officers. P
67, with 44 diagrams.
Published b
H.M. Stationery Office, price 6d. net.
Wireless Time Signals for the Use
Surveyors, by A. R. !links, C.B.E
M.A., F.R.S., Secretary R.G.S.—Co
prising a list of the time signals tran
»rifled from various stations in all par
of the world with introductory remarks o
the nature of the signals and practic
advice on their application to geograph
cal surveys. Pp. 31, with map. Issue
by the Royal Geographical Society an
published by Edward Stanford, Ltd
London, price .
3s.
a le
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SIMPLIPIL-D
Part VII.

•
Alternating Current
Circuits. (Continued.) "

By S. O. PEARSON, BSc., A.M.I.E.E.

builds up from zero to I. in the positive direction, and
a magnetic field is established, linked with the turns
of the coil. It will be seen that during this first quarter
(Continued from page 492 of
cycle the current and voltage are both positive and
the previous issue.)
therefore that energy is being put into the circuit.
This is absorbed by the growing magnetic field, and
when the current has reached the maximum value I.
HEN learning the elementary laws of
the stored energy will be ¡-LI 2 joules or watt-seconds
electricity we are shown that the power in
(see Part V). Now during the next quarter cycle, from
aD.C. circuit is given in watts by the product P to Q in the diagram, the current falls again to zero,
of current and electromotive force. Then later we learn the field collapses and the whole of the stored energy
that the same laws apply to an A.C. circuit containing is given back to the circuit.
Note that during this
resistance only (see Part VI, last issue). Now we en- second quarter cycle the voltage is negative whilst the
counter the apparent paradox that when an alternating current is still positive although falling, showing that
current is passed through a coil possessing inductance power is being given out by the circuit. As there is
only no power whatever is absorbed!
At first this no resistance present the whole of this energy is returned
discovery is rather disconcerting, but after a little to the source of supply.
consideration the reasons become fairly obvious.
•
Now consider the third quarter cycle, from Q to S
In the first place, no heat can be generated where in Fig. 1. During this time the current is building up
there is no resistance—this is a fundamental law. And again, but in the reverse direction, and energy is once
yet it is equally trué that at any instant the power is
actually equal to the product of current and voltage at
that instant in any circuit. The question is: What is
becoming of the energy represented by this power if
it is not being converted into heat? The answer lies
in the fact that energy is required to build up amagnetic
field and that this energy is all recovered by the circuit
when the field dies away again. We shall now deal
with this point in .some detail because a clear understanding of it will enable the reader to follow more easily
the workings of oscillating circuits—one of the main
subjects we are leading up to.

W

The Effect of Phase Difference on Power.

Although there is no such thing as a perfect choking
coil, that is, one without any resistance whatever, this
condition can be fairly closely approached in practice.
As before, we shall assume that we have a coil whose
inductance is L henrys and whose resistance is zero.
It was shown that for such a coil the sine waves of
voltage and current are exactly 9cP out of phase (or
in quadrature), the current lagging behind the applied
voltage. The current and voltage curves are shown
in their correct relative positions in Fig. 1.
Suppose that the maximum value reached by the
current every half cycle is L. amperes. Over the first
quarter cycle from 0 to .P in the diagram the current
A 4r

Fig. 1.—For a coil possessing Inductance and no resistance the
•current and voltage waves are 90 out of phase.
The average
power consumed by such a coil is zero.

more being expended in establishing the magnetic field.
The current and voltage are now both negative and
their product is therefore positive, proving that power
is going into the circuit. Over the last quarter cycle
from Sto T we have the return of the energy as before.
To sum up, then, it appears that when we drive an
alternating current through a circuit possessing inductance only, we put a certain amount of energy into
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•with the effects of the inductance.' So now we muWireless Theory sim plified._
' the _field and then withdraw- the whOle of it oriCe 'every consider the behaviour of an inductive coil possessin
both resistance R ohms and inductance L henrys, an
half cycle, no portion of it being lost as heat. Thus
-the average power taken by a pure inductance in an in so doing we shall make full use of our previo
A.C. circuit is zero. In any circuit where the current •discoveries.
When an alternating current is passed through suc
arid voltage are exactly aquarter of acycle out of step
the conditions are the same, and the average power is a coil its passage is impeded by the combined effec
of the resistance and the reactance. It is the sam
zero. It will be seen later that a condenser in an A.C.
current which simultaneously generates heat in t
circuit behaves in the same way.
We have already likened induçtance 'to thé inertia resistance and produces the magnetic field linked wit
or mass possessed by a heavy body, and we can now the turns of the coil. Therefore acoil having resistan
R and inductance L, as shown at (a) in Fig. 2, wi
extend the analogy a little farther to explain the principle of the total return of energy as exhibited by a behave in exactly the same way as a circuit consistin
pure inductance. When abody is set in motion energy of a pure resistance R connected in series with a pu
is imparted to it and stored as kinetic energy' (energy inductance of L henrys, as shown at (b) in the figur
Let Iamperes be the R.M.S. value of acurrent drive
of motion), and when the body is brought to rest again
through the equivalent circuit (b) of Fig. 2, the fr
the whole of this energy is withdrawn..
quency being f cycles per second. We shall set
to find in terms of R and L what voltage E will b
R
L
required to drive this current through the circuit, an
o—NAne.n/w---1 00n00
0--r oene\-0
the easiest way to do this is ,to determine separatel
E2
E1
the voltages E, and E, necessary to overcome th
E
resistance R and the reactance X respectively of th
circuit, finally adding them togethez in the prop
• la)
(b)
manner.
•
Applying Ohm's Law to the pure resistance R, we s
Fig. 2.—A coil possessing both inductance and resistance is
equivalent to a pure resistance in series with a pure inductance.
that the necessary voltage for this part is E, =IR, wit
E, and I are in phase. The voltage E3 required t
,»Its an example, consider the reciprocating piston of drive the current against the back E.M.F. due to th
a steam engine. Assume -that the steam has been cut effects of the inductance will be E3=IX volts, wher
•off but that the engine is still running, driven by the X= znIL ohms (see Part VI, previous issue), and he
momentum of the flywheel. At the beginning of a the current lags behind E3
stroke the piston is accelerated, energy being imparted
by exactly 9o°, i.e., the
to it from the flywheel through the medium of the
voltage E, leads the curcrankpin, connecting rod, etc. At about the middle of rent by 9o°.
the stroke the piston reaches its maximum velocity, and
It follows, then, that
beyond this begins to slow down again. Now if there since E, is in phase with
were no friction between the piston and the cylinder the current and E3 is 9o°
walls (equivalent to no resistance in our electric circuit) out of phase, E, and E,
the piston would tend to move forward, due to its own will
themselves be. a
momentum. without loss of velocity. But it is con- quarter of a cycle out of
strained to slow down again by the crank, and in so step and can therefore be
doing it exerts a forward pull on the crankpin, so represented by two vectors
restoring the energy to the flywheel. Thus if the engine 0E, and 0E, mutually at
were quite frictionless it would go on running indefinitely right-angles, the current
- without steam, the energy given to the piston over the
3.— Vector diagram of
„
vector being parallel to
circuit with inductance and
first half of each stroke being recovered during the
OE„ as shown in Fig. 3:
resistance in series. OF.i=
, second half stroke. The same thing is happening in The total voltage E revoltage used in overcoming
the resistance. 01:2= voltage
our circuit of pure inductance, where one cycle corre- quired by the complete
used in overcoming the reactance. 0E-total voltage
sponds to one revolution of the engine crank so that
circuit or by the coil of
required to overcome the
one stroke of the piston represents one half cycle.
effects of resisFig. 2 (a) is therefore given . combined
tance and reactance.
,Energy is given to the circuit and then totally withdrawn by the length OE and not
•again once every half cycle. •
.
by the ordinary arithmetical sum of. E, and E3,
explained in Part IV of this series.
From Fig.
. . Coil with Resistance and Inductance.
we have
So far, we have considered circuits where either
0E 2=OE ,
2+0E 22
resistance or inductance existed alone. In actual prac- •
whence E= VE, 2+E22 volts
tice an inductive coil is wound with wire which necesand substituting in this equation the values found abov
sarily possesses resistance, and in the majority of cases
for E, and E, we get
the effects of this resistance are not negligible compared
E= 4/ pR 2 px2
I

P.

'If the mass of a body
energy is MV'. Compare

is M and its velocity V the kinetic
this with ¡LI' for magnetic energy.

=IN/12.3-F X2
volts, where X =27e.
A 42
••
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Wireless Theory Simplified.=

angle of lag and for a pure inductance the angle of
• lag is go°, and therefore fôr a combination of both "
The quantity VR 2+X2 is the number by which the resistance and reactance the angle of lag must be less
current must be multiplied to give the voltage, or by .than go° and greater than zero. Let denote the angle_
0E 1 IR R
which the voltage must be divided to give the current.
between E and I. Then cos Ir.OE IZ
(In a
2
It is called the impedance of the coil or circuit and is
usually denoted by Z. Since Z is the ratio of voltage right-angled triangle the cosine of one of the smaller •
to current it is expressed in ohms, and thus for an angles is the ratio of the side adjacent to that angle
to the length of the side opposite the right-angle.) Thus
inductive circuit we have the relationship
in the impedance triangle of Fig. 4 the angle of lag f
I= i amperes,
is the one lying between R and Z as shown.
..
where Z= 4/R 2+(22rfL) 2 ohms.
Numerical Example.
•In an A.C. circuit, then, Z takes the place of R in
Before discussing the power 'absorbed by this circuit
Ohm's Law for aD.C. cira numerical calculation of the relationship between
cuit. The impedance Z is
current and voltage will be helpful.
Suppose, for •
the total opposition enexample, that we have a low-frequency choke of 20 •
countered by the current,
henrys inductance and r,000 ohms resistance under
being due to the combined
working conditions connected in the plate circuit of a
effects of resistance and
valve whose internal resistance (so-called impedance)
reactance. To obtain the
is 3,000 ohms. It is desired to find the A.C. comimpedance we must add
ponent of the current through the choke and the voltage
the resistance and the reacross it when ro volts (R.M.S. value) at roo cycles
actance together as though
per
second is applied tó the grid of the valve, the
Fig. 4.-Impedance triangle
they were two lines of
amplification factor being 5. This means that avoltage
of inductive circuit. R is the
lengths R and X respecresistance, X the reactance,
of 5x10=50 will be generated in the anode circuit.
tively at right-angles to
and 2 the impedance of the
Neglecting battery resistance, the total resistance of
circuit. e is the angle of lag,.
each other. If two lines
the anode circuit will be 1,000+3,000=4,000 ohms,
ab and bc are drawn
•
and the reactance 2rfL = 2r xToo x20=4,000r ohms at
mutually at right-angles, the length of one being equal
roc. cycles.
to R and the other being equal to X to some convenient
The impedance of the complete circuit will ties
scale as in Fig. 4, then ac will give the impedance to
Z= V4,0oo2+(4,00070 2
the same scale.
Such a triangle is called the
=4,0004/ 1- n2 =13,200 ohm.
impedance triangle of the circuit.
E
5o
•
The current= i -I3,200 = 0.00379 •amp.
or 3.7st
Angle of Lag in an Inductive Circuit.
,
Modification of

Ohm's Law. -

We have found the relationship between the voltage
and current as far as their magnitudes are concerned,
but very often it is necessary to know how far out
of step or out of phase they are. This can be found
quite easily from the diagram of Fig. 3. It will be
noticed that the current lags behind the applied voltage
E by an angle which is less than go°. This was to be
expected because for a pure resistance there is no
Dutch Amateurs.

Through the courtesy of G 6PP-we are
able to give below a list of the
licensed amateur stations in Holland
which he had received from the QRA
Manager of the N.V.I.R. :PAOAA Reserved for the N.V.I.R.
PAOAB Reserved for the N.V.I.R.
PAOAC Reserved for the N.V.I.R.
PAOAF Dr. K. Beinterna, Petrus Hendrikszstinat
19A, Groningen.
PAOBG A. J. van Gilse, Obrechtstraat 212, The Hague.
PAOBP P. L. H. Beek, Gasthuisstraat 14, Venlo.
PAOBZ F. Brouwer, I3eeklaan 218, The Hague.
PAOCA Ir. W. H. Moorrees, Crispijnsehe weg 175,
Dordrecht.
PAOCO C. C. Verbeek, Noordwijk Radio, Noordwijkerhout.
PAODA A. N. Dekker, v. Ewijksluis.
PAODX J. A. Hogesteeger, van Oosterzeestraat 81b,
Rotterdam.
PAODW B. J. C. Pothast, Eemnesserweg 23, Laren
(N.H.).
PAOFB J. Adama, Noordestationstraat 47, Groningen.
A
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milliamps.
The impedance of the choke alone is
Z.= N/1,0002 + (4,000e = 12,600 ohms,
and so the roo cycle voltage across the coil will bit
E=IZ, =o.00379 x12,600
.
=47.8 volts.

•••••••*•••••••••••

TRANSMITTERS' NOTES.
•
PAM F. Baron Sloet tot Everlo, Emmastraat 46.
Hilversum.
PAO0A Th. C. van Break, Halscheweg 482, Vaille.
veld.
PAOJR J. G. J. Ros, Spoorstraat 28, Hilversum.
PAOLY W. B. M. Blommaart, Wilhehninastraat 328,
st. Jansteen (2).
PAOSIAR L. Lindeman, Maratakstraat 25, The Hague.
PAOILL M. Leeuwin, Philips Radio Factories, Eindhoven.
PAONP N. Fonderie, Geestbrugweg 83,' Rijswijk
(Z.H.).
PAONWK J. van der Wijk, Fahrenheitstraat 370,
The Hague.
PAOPG F. Dubel, Broncichorststraat 11, Amsterdam (Z).
PAOQQ C. A. Gehrels, Nic. Beetstraat 92, Eindhoven'
PAORA Ir. H. Lels, Dordrecht.
PAORZ C. Jobse, Stokroosstraat Sb, Rotterdam.

•

(To be enstieued.).
PAOSV A. 0. L. Strijkers, Operator, Air restoor
Waalhaven, Rotterdam.
PAOTW Th. J. Wihnink, Groningen.
PAOVP L.L. van Praag, Tamarindestraat 84 The
Hague.
PAOWDI W. H. Rower, Eachdoornstraat 77, The
Hague.
PAOW: J. F. W. Jordana, Galileistraat 171, The
Hague.
PAOWE A. E. Karsen, Mathenesserweg 121, Rotterdam.
PAO= J.• Hagenaar, Eindenhoutstraat 11, Haarlem.
PAOYY H. Posses, Simonstraat 94, Delft.
,
PAOZE W. Keeman, Caen van Neeklaan 227, Rijswijk (Z.H.).

QRA's Wanted.
VQ 1DZ.
New Caii•sigus
MR
Mai

and Stations Identified.

W. D. Keller, 21, Newton Way, Cambridge
Road, Edmonton, N. 18. (Change of
address).
(ea BRS 204). A. E.- Groom, 13, William
Street, Luton, Beds (willing to stand by
for any station on 10, 20, 40 or 100 metres
by arrangement, and report on signals
received).

,

:
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The Editor does not hold himself regponsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
Comerendenee *mild be addressed to the Editor, "The Winless World," Dorset Hone, Tador Street, E.c.4, and must be accompanied by the writer's name Hai aerate.
NON-RADIATING SETS.
• Sir,— This letter is inspired by the fact that my attempts
to receive the broadcast lecture given recently by 11,
1r.
IL G. Wells were frustrated by the heterodyne howls of neighbours who could not leame their receivers alone.
Some years ago a serious attempt was made to prevent
oscillation by the prohibition of reaction. As everyone knows,
that attempt had to be abandoned owing to the fact that
reaction, either by the swinging coil or by capacity control, or
iisguised as H.F. transformers with an amplification of unity,
was essential to obtain either sensitivity or selectivity.
other words, none but a receiver capable of passing back energy
to the aerial was worth possessing.
The introduction of
'neutralissd H.F. amplifiers did little to alter the position owing
to the fact that their users for the great part upset the neutralising condenser settings. sufficiently to pick up carrier waves by
heterodyning.
It seems to the writer that the advent of the screen grid
balve has sufficiently altered the position to justify legislation
to prohibit the use of receivers capable of energising the aerial
and, it is suggested, that it would prove of consideiable interest
to obtain the views of your readers on this point.
Huddersfield.
HENRY W. MOSS..
EMPIRE BROADCASTING.
• ,
Sir,—As you point out in yonr leader of October 23rd., what
asplendid opportunity exists at the moment for adefinite policy
with immediate action in regard to Empire Broadcasting.
In the light of present technical iinowlege there is no earthly,
ethereal, or financial reason why arrangements for a twentyfour-hour Empire service should not be put in hand forthwith.
Your own endeavours, coupled with those of Mr. Gerald
•-Marcuse, were very much appAciated by all your Overseas
•readers, as Ifound out on my tour to the Dominions in connection with Empire broadcasting.
Now that the project of Empire Free Trade is so very mach
to the fore, Iwould like to suggest. that. acommittee be formed,
hponsored by yourselves, whereby we should be in a position
to answer any pertinent questions regarding a greatly extended
broadcasting service within the Empire that may be put forward.
by responsible authorities.
It is not necessary to enlarge upon the assistance that would.
be given to the cause of Empire Free Trade by a really efficient
Empire broadcasting service.
H. ANTHONY HANKEY.
.London, W.6.
.'LAC. TRANSMISSIONS.
Sir —The letter regarding the B.B.C. t
ranmi ss i
ons publi sh
ed
in the October 23rd issue of The 1Vireless World was read by
request at an open meeting' of the Edinburgh and District Radio
-Society on Wednesday evening.
• The observations of Mr. McCormack received so cordial an
endorsement from every member present that I was asked to
convey their appreciation to him through the medium of your
.valúed periodical.

He summarised very tersely the points submitted by
ur
council to the B.B.C. secretary last winter. Icrave your'pernis.
sion to add the following comments.
The members of our society, about 100 in all, rank the "wikeless link" transmissions as worse than tenth-rate--so bad !in
fact that they defy classification.
In the sweet by and by we are promised a Scottish regiohal
station. And so there are probably at least two more years of
land-line relays, two more years of continued depression for qua
excellent receiving sets.
In conclusion I submit the following questions:
.
'1. Cannot the B.B.C. or the Post Office, or both, set able
immediately improving, by extension or otherwise, their limedline service.?
2. Will these land-line relays go on as merrily, even after
the regional station is erected and in operation?
3. Or will the B.B.C. install, along with the mechaniéal and
electrical apparatus of the new station, a resident body of
artistes, musical and otherwise, equal to the best that Londlon
can provide?
W. ANDERSON
(Chairman of Edinburgh and District Radio Society) i
Edinburgh,
Sir,—I have read with very great interest the letter in tie
current issue of The IVireleee Wifild by Mr. K. McCormactk,
of Newcastle-on-Tyne, on the subject of B.B.C. transmissions.
He stresses the very important fact, which is not, I think,
generally recognised, that to obtain a perfect transmission 14
microphone must be near the transmitter.
I quite agree with his point that Daventiy is a second-raite
transmission, and remember five years ago the night on which
5XX transmitted from Daventry for the first time, being delighted with the increased signal strength but disappointed with
the quality, which Idid not think so good as previously received
from Chelmsford, due, as I thought at the time, to the longer
land-line. Long relays, though clear and distinct, are indeed
of very poor quality, and it does not need the transmission of
music to prove this, as it is apparent in the transmission of
the speaking voice, and I could not help thinking as Ilistened
to Mr. Shaw's broadcast 10 days ago from Plymouth, how much
more real his voice would have sounded had he been broadcastilig
from 2LO.
Unfortunately, there seems to be no remedy for this state Of
affairs, which is due to the fact that 75 per cent, of transmissioha
emanate from London, which city could hardly be in a worm,
position from a wireless point of view, being at one end of ,a
long narrow island.
E. P. HARDING»
Beverley.
SPARE APPARATUS.
.
It is regretted that by an oversight we omittéete indu
the address with the letter which was published appealing- fr
spare wireless gear for the Society of Big Brothers in the Eapit
End. The address of the headquarters is St:. Jude's Hall; St. •
Jude's Church, Old Bethnal Green Road, E.2.
Many readers have written asking for the address and offeri
to forward apparatus, and we have arranged to put them
touch with the Society.
•
-

A
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Raw A.C. tor Filament Heating.
I believe that it is quite common practise
nowadays to use ordinary battery
valves with their filaments connected
directly across the low-voltage winding of a suitable transformer in the
output position of an "all A.C." receiver. Has this plan proved itself
as being entirely. satisfactory in practice? II so, I am thinking of incorporating it in my new set. R. P. 5.
It may be stated definitely that a large
number—perhaps the majority—of commercial A.C. sets include this arrangement, which, incidentally, has also been
used in Wireless World sets. You need
have no hesitation in adopting it.
000 0

"The Wireless World" Supplies aFree 'erice of Technical Information.
The Service is subject to the rules of the Department, which are printed below; these
must be sirictly enforced, in the interest of readers themselves.
A selection of
queries of general interest is dealt with below, in some cases at greater length than
would be possible in a letter.
An Expensive Failure.
Can you tell me why the output valve of
my
receiver does not last
more than afew weeks? Valve after
valve has been returned to my dealer,
who tells me that the manufacturers
advise him that emission has failed,
due to overrunning. An H.T. accumulator with a voltage slightly below
the maxim-um recoin mended pressure
of the volve is used, so there can be
no question of my having exceeded
the manufacturers limit. To assist
you in making a diagnosis it should
perhaps be (raid that the set worked
very well for about six months after
it was purchased, but quality has
been distinctly poor since the output
valve trouble manifested itself. The
fault- does not lie in the batteries,
as all voltages (H.T., L.T., and grid
bias) have been checked with a voltmeter.
L. P. W.
The set you are using includes resistance coupling in each of its L.F. stages,
and .we are fairly confident that the
trouble will be traced to a disconnection
in the grid circuit of the output valve;

RULES.

(t.) Only one question (which must deal with
asingle specific point) can be answered. Letters

must be concisely worded and headed " Information Department."
(2.) Queries must be written on one aide of
the paper, and diagrams drawn on a separate
sheet. A self-addressed stamped envelope M104
be enclosed for postal reply.
(3.) Designs or circuit diagrams for complete
receivers cannot be given: under present-day
conditions justice cannot be done to questions
of this kind in the course of a letter."
(1.) ¡'radical wiring plans cannot be supplied
or considered.
(h.) Designs for components such as L.P.
chokes, power transformers, etc., cannot be
supplied.
(6.) Queries arising from the construction or
operation of receivers must be confined to connYuctiontd sets described in " The Wireless
H"orld " or to standard manufacturers' receivers.
¡leaders desiring information on millers
beyond the scope of the Information Department are invited to submit suaves/ions regarding
subjects to be treated in future articles or
paragraphs.
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this would prevent the necessary negative
bias from reaching its grid, and consequently anode current would be excessive, and the valve would quickly lose its
emission.
It, should be an easy matter to test
through the circuit with a pair of phones
and a dry battery, and we think that in
all probability it will be found that the
grid leak itself is at fault; it should be
replaced by a new one.
00 0 0

•
Portable Sets with Aerials.
Al di#erent times I have tried several
commercial portables connected to an
outside aerial 'in the manner provided
by the manufacturers, and notice in
every case that, used in this way, the
sets are far from selective. Is there
any way of overcoming this disad
vantage?
J. W. R.
Most portable receivers include either
one or more stages of "aperiodic" H.F.
amplification, which does not in itself
contribute anything to their overall selectivity; it must not be forgotten that they
are primarily designed for use with a
frame, and it is hardly fair to expect
them not to suffer from interference
troubles when an outside aerial is added.

An

Inexpensive Eliminator.

Will you please criticise my circuit diagram of an A.C. eliminator for the
S.G. Regional receiver? 1 am going
to use a Westinghouse 11.T.3 metal
_rectifier, and, as you will see, have
followed the general idea of the
makers' recommended circuit; but
have made provision for only one main
out put and a critically controlled
voltage for the screening grid of the
II.P. valve.
With a suitable mains transformer,
an eliminator on these lines is stated
to hare a voltage output of 120 at
20 milliampa. Iassume that this will
be sufficient for the S.G. Regional
receiver?
S. C.
As the set in question is inherently
free from interaction troubles, there is
no reason why your proposed circuit
arrangement (which is reproduced in
Fig. 1) should not be entirely satisfactory,
and the output from it should be quite
sufficient for average requirements..
•

0000

Modernising the "Everyman Four."
Would it be possible to use the coils at
specified for the "1930 /everyman
Pour
in the original set? I refer
particularly to the long-wave windings; it would be an advaniage to
hare H.P. magnification on this band.
L. F. P.
The long-wave traniformer described
is unsuitable for use with a neutralised
triode H.F. amplifier, and even if it were
modified by adding a neutralising winding, we do not think that satisfactory
results would be attained unless fairly
sweeping modifications were introduced;
it is not particularly easy to devise a set
with a really efficient neutralised H.F.
stage combined with waveband switching.

rig.

1.—A simple eliminator circuit using
a Westinghouse metal rectifier.

We would point out that, although
your diagram is correct in essentials, the
relative values of the resistances of the
potentiometer for controlling screening
grid supply are incorrect; you show both
the fixed and variable elements as having
a resistance of 30,000 ohms. With this
combination it is impossible to obtain a
supply voltage of more than 60 volts;
this will be reduced if the circuit happens
to consume an appreciable current. We
suggest that the fixed resistance should
be reduced to 10,000 ohms, and ha••
shown this alteration on the diagram.
•

•

•
1

•v.
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•H.P. Byrpass Condensers.
.iy noticed that by-pass condensers of
.0.1 mfd. are generally used in asso.
ciation with *coupling resistance in
'the H.F. circuits of receivers described in your journal. I take it
_that asomewhat lower capacity would
be effective in a set designed only for
the medium broadcast band; I have
a number of 0.01 mica condensers;
would these be suitable? A. F. E. ,
'Yes. It is necessary that by-pass condeniers. in these circuits should have a
negligibly low reactance over the band
of frequencies covered by the receiver;
•in the case of a set, with a maximum
wavelength of, say, 600 metres this condition would be amply fulfilled by a
condenser having a capacity of 0.01 mfd.
t The fact/ that your components have,a
mica dielectric is all to the good. • -

were operated with optimum aerial
coupling (from the point of view of signal
strength), there should be very little
"spreading" at a distance of twenty
miles with areceiver of this type, and any
tendency in this direction could be still
further restricted by slightly loosening
the coupling between open and closed
circuits.

connecting ashort-circuiting switch ac
it. Bias would, of course ' be adjuste
by operation of 'the potentiometer, an
the H.F. valve would' be turned off
means of its rheostat.
We would refer you to our reply
"T. C. A/' in this issue..

•

•

00 00
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Alternative Pick-up Connection.
A "1930 Everyman" Addition.
Will you please show me how a pickWill you please pive me a diagram showmay be connected in the grid circuit
ing how a pick-up may. be inserted in
o¡ the first LP. valve of the 1930
the detector grid circuit of the 1930
Everyman Four, preferably by means
Everyman Four? I take it that this
of a plug and jack/ If possible, I
is the best position for the insertion
should like to use the present volume
of this additional piece of apparatus.
.., • control resistance 11 4. for regulating
E. P. M.
.- intensity whenthe pick-up is in use.
When the pick-up is placed in the
T. C. A. ,
detector grid circuit, it will be followed
Provided your pick-up is moderately
by three amplifying stages, and consesensitive (see our reply to "E. P. M.")
there should be no difficulty in connecting
•,.
the pick-up in the mannér you desire, arOt
it will be possible to use the present grid
input potentiometer as a volume control
for both radio and gramophone reprod ti°n
Su'ita ble connections .are shown
n
Fig. 2 (b).
In the interests of economy it will be
necessary to make' some provision fbr
breaking the filament circuits of H.F. a$
detector valves; this .can be done
y
means of a pair of extra contacts on tie
jack, or by an extra single-pole swit 1,
as you prefer.

.
FOREIGN BROADCAST GUIDE.

HUIZEN
(Holland)

Geographical position:
520 18' 00' N.
5° 12' fir E.
Approximate air line from London: 235
miles
Wavelength: 1,875 m. Frequency: 169 Ice.
Power: 6.5 kw.
Time: Amsterdam (20 minutes in advance
ot G.M.T).
-Standard Daily Transmissions.

Fig.

!e-

may

Ir •
I/

i."

2.—Alternative methods of connecting a pick-up to the 1930 Everyman Four. It
be inserted in (a) the detector grid circuit, or (b) the first L.F. amplifier
grid circuit.

In Anticipation of Trouble.
am about to build a new receiver, and
am attracted by the design of " The
Wireless
World Kit Set.'
My
problem is this: I live about twenty
'miles from the proposed Moorside
•Edge regional station, and am not
sure whether the receiver will be
.sufficiently selective when the new
twin 'transmitter starts operations.
Will -you give me your advice on this
matter?
T. B. A.
You can rest assured that the "Kit
Bet " will be sufficiently selective for use
in your locality, even if radiation from
the new twin station is greater than that
frori Broe*ntana Park Even if the set

quently the question of whether this is
the best position for it depends on the
sensitivity (or average voltage output) of
the •pick-up itself. In any case, this
arrangement should work quite well, as
the present post-detection volume control
will be operative.
A suitable method of connection is
shown in Fig. 2 (a); this offers the advantage that bias is automatically changed
to suit amplifying or detecting conditions
by operation of the switch.
It is possible to devise an even simpler
form of connection by inserting the pickup in the existing grid return lead (the
lead between the low-potential end of the
billed circuit and the bias battery). and

C.M.T. 10.10 sacred service 11.40 con
cert ;13.40 schools; 16.40, 18.10 an
20.00 musical entertainments.
Male announcer. Call: Hier Huizen, wit
initials of society presenting radio pr
gramme. Announcements are made i
the Dutch language only.
Time signals (Westminster chimes) at
given almost hourly throughout the day
Programmes are transmitted by N C.R.V
' (Netherlands Christian Broadcasting
Company): K.R.O. (Catholic Broadcasting Company); V.P.R.O. (Protestant Freethinkers . Radio Association),
these initials being associated with thé
call (q.v.).
•.....
•
'Under •
the heading "Foreign Brjadcast•Guide," we are arranging to publish
,series of panels in this f
.(7, giving details' regarding foreign broadcast tr nsmissions,
A
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BRITISH MADE
POWER POTENTIOMETER

You can rely on British Products—you can tel',
on them still more when they are Varley.
Look at the prices of these new Varley Power
Potentiometers—the most expensive is only 11/6
complete—and think what you had to pay for
imported Power Potentiometers last year.
Look, too, at their outstanding advantages. The
resistance—wire-wound on the famous Varley Biduplex principle—is detachable, and you can buy
a spare one for 3/6-4/6. An ingenious device
ensures accurate contact over the whole range.
Special provision is made for heat dissipation.
Enormous interest has already been shown in
these Varley Power Potentiometers, and we confidently anticipate that they will be among the
most popular components of the year.
PRICES :
10 ohms

..

400 ohms and 1,000 ohm&

5,100

1,500 ohms, 2,500 ohms,
ohms and 10,000 ohms
••
25,000 ohms.
50,000 ohms

30,000 ohms
..

••

and

11/6
9/6
10/ 10/6'

A corner of l
he
Coil -winding
Shop, in which
over 300 girls
are employed.

Advertisement of Oliver Pd! Control Ltd,
là47

Kingsway Home,

Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only

103 Kingsway,

London,

W.C2

Telephone: Holhorn

530::

accepted from firms we believe to be thopoughly reliable.
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THE WIRELESS WORLD

ADVERTISEMENT'S:

The proof of our claim is
in your hearing.
Call at
any radio dealer's or at
our showrooms and ask
for
a
Comparative
Demonstration

1929.

...

FOR YOUR
RADIO SET

An interesting and informative book
on sound reproduction will be sent
you free 01 request.

CUT OUT YOUR

Write to:

CELESTION LTD., DEPT. C
KINCSTON-ON-THAMES

'

H. T. BATTERY TROUBLES

London Showroom,:
1:16, Victoria St., &MI
Tel. ;Victoria 3955

WHY submit to the uncertainties of constantly exhausting WT.
"
Batteries, which produce crackling and lose of volume in your
Replace with the " GOMM" H.T. Battery Unit and
operate efficiently and economically from your lighting mains.
MODEL C.P." Alternating Current Typo. Output 12 milliamps. Voltage
Tappings :—Negative, Screened Grid, 80 volte and Power. Suitable
for "COSSOR" and similar sets utilising Screened Grid Valves.
No. C.P.I5

..

Price

Direct Current Models

cee 'Very Soul of c7Kusic
LOUD-SPEAKERS

or complete rangeatad D.C.
Models see Radio Catalogue, R.I21,
se w on request.

£3 18s. 6d.

from

£1

jerk)
Cl TOI

is.

Od.

Goldstori

1866 -1930

Sixty-four years
of success—

The

CHRISTIAN HERALD
is read by more than

A MILLION READERS
A few of the many well•known
products regularly advertleed
In the
CIIRISTIA.V JICRILD—

RESISTANCES

& CONDENSERS

Loewe Radio Resistances never vary. They eliminate crackling
noises and "false fading." Current up to= watt carried without
appreciable heating or change of resistance value.
Elements
independent of applied voltage. Perfectly homogeneous. Values
available from io,000 ohms to to mcgohms. Complete
/6
length approx. ir.
Retail price •/
Loewe
values
A.C.
Retail

Radio Condensers safeguard against losses. Dielectric
20,000 megohms.
Tested under potential of 400 volts
Values availabla from *ciooz M.F. to *005 M.P.
price, .orez to •oor M.F.
.002 to '005 M.F
Complete length approx. zr.

4,

THE LOEWE RADIO COMPANY, LTD.,
Fountayne Road, Tottenham, London, Nid.
'Phone :Tottenham 3911/2.

1/3
1/6

BIRD'S CUSTARD
,
BOVRIL
BORWICIC'S BAKING POWDER
CADBURY'S CHOCOLATES
CRANE'S PIANOS
FRY'S COCOA
HOVIS BREAD
HODGSON'S CARPETS
INGERSOLL WATCHES
MoDOUGALL'S FLOUR
JOHN NOBLE, LTD.
0E0
PERSIL and other Scowl
PHOSPERINE
QUAKER OATS
SAMUEL'S JEWELLERY
WOLSEY UNDERWEAR
Ac., Ao.

rf

HE
"CHRISTIAN
HERALD" is read every
week in more than 250,000
homes, representing more or
less a million readers, and
for years many well-known
Advertisers have proved from
"keyed " announcements its
value as an
Advertising
Medium.
Thus it pays to
advertise in the "CHRIS.
TIAN HERALD."
Specimen Copy nnd Rate Card os
application to Advertising Manager

CHRISTIAN

HERALD

6, Tudor Street

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.

London, E.C.4
Aa
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AND
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RECOMMENDED.

READY RADIO UNIT

11111C

. . . . 12/6

G.E.C. UNIT

?slug, 97

18/6

DETAILS OF OUR EASY
PAYMENTS
ON REQUEST.
MODERATE TERMS.

19,

new Universal (No. 97b) and the
1 new Power Model (No. 98), fitted with 91 and 12" cones
respectively, will take every unit at present on the
market, including the new Amplion 13A2. They will take
yours. In each case the cradle is of aluminium, cone of
the latest Vellume type, and the beautifully polished octagonal front gives the speaker a really finished appearance.
This is entirely in keeping with the magnificent reproduction
afforded. We shall be pleased to send a fully descriptive
leaflet on receipt of a post card.

.-

FREE, OUR LATEST CATALOGUE
(BY POST 6d.)

DAY
•

.

REGENT

•

97b Aluminium Cradle, Enamelled and Polished fated witk
Vellume Cone and Octagonal Front, back leg and /5/..
bracket also included
98 Similar in every respect to the above, Universal Filling etc,
with as" Vellum Cone and Octagonal Front, back
Ié
,leg and bracket included
..
.

LTD.

FREDK.

LISLE STREET,
W.C.2.

'PHONE

16

nme..

INCLUDE ONE
IN YOUR SET

WILL

RE

Inn TEnd

. 20/--

TUNEWELL UNIT . . . 10/6
HARLIE UNIT

23

00

CUT OUT
INTERFERENCE !
SPECIALLY

ADVERTISEMENTS.

SQUIRE
24, Leswin

0921-22.

Road, Stoke

Newington, N .I6.

P. sT.

AWORD TO THE SERIOUS
AMATEUR—

REVELATION IN 4POL UNITS

It you take your wireless
seriously you will thank

us for telling you about
PARMEKO wireless mains
apparatus. PARMEKO
components—transformers,

chokes and eliminators—
They are used by some of
the largest Radio-Gramophone and Talking-Picture
Companies, for whom only the best is good enough.
are technically correct.

Though our range of models is extremely wide, we make a
speciality of apparatus to your own specification. This is a great
boon to the experimenter, who need no longer be content with
the nearest. Send us your specification and we will quote by
return.

This new Super Power balanced armaature Unit has the quality and
tone of the best moving-coil
loud-speaker.
—

Ask your dealer

TELEPHONE
COLINDALE

A49

•

BERLINER

AVENUE,

(LONDON)

HENDON,

LONDON,

PARTRIDGE eic MEE Ltd.,

LTD..
N.W. 9 .

Write for price list of Wireless Mains Apparattn.

_J

Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only

26,

DOVER STREET.
LEICESTER.

accepted from firms

we

New Oxford Street,
LONDON, W.C. I.

74,

believe to be 'thoroughly reliable.
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ADVERTISEMENTS:

WIRELESS

..
..

AND

ON

18" x 18"

..
..

1/— each.
2/3 each post paid.

THE

NEW

Price 3/- complete.

1/8 each.
3/9 each post paid.

OLATMG

fi t your
Matt, or Red Marbled.

Ebonite Panels cut to any size to

cabinet — Polished,

WITH

THE SOVEREIGN CONE KIT.

PURE RUBBER SHEET.

12" x12"

t

OFF WITH THE OLD

usyI RUBBER FABeic
for
COIL LOUD SPEAKERS

12" x 12"
18" x 18"

NOVEMBER 6TH, 1929.

WORLD

tr

Wholesale prices on application.

BRITANNIA RUBBER 8t KAMPTULICON Co., Ltd.
7, Newgate Street, London, E.C.1.

Why keep to the old ideas?
W hy spend
money on unnecessary cradles? Here is the
New Sovereign Cone Kit which does not need
a cone cradle. Kit comprises a specially
prepared cone paper, a patent spider support
and a solid ebonite link, complete in an
attractive envelope with full constructional
details.
Can be made in
hour and used
mall any cone unit to give perfect natural
reproduction.
Obtai nab!,' fromyour local Dealer,all CURRY'S
Radio House (zoo branches or from the

J. R. WIRELESS Co., Dept. W.W., 6-8, RoSebery Avenue, E.C.I.

Wireless
riADI4:EDviEee world

7

DIARY

for
1930

Full of Useful Information
for all enthusiastic wireless amateurs, and
with ample space for memoranda and
notes concerning individual sets and other
radio matters.

Sixth Year of
Publication
The convenient size
and informative
character of "The
Wireless World"
Diary have made it
deservedly popular.
It contains
many
useful
facts
and
figures
to
which
keen wireless users
constantly
refer.

felle*t°

AND

"TheWirelessWorld" j
PRICES
Cloth Board,
net.
By
post 1/1.
In Leather Case,
with pockets, pencil
and
season ticket window, 2,6
net. By post 2,7.

PRINCIPAL CONTENTS:
Summary of Regulations Relating to
Amateur Transmitter and Receiving
Licences. Conversion Tables, English
measures to metric and vice versa. Decimal and metrical equivalents of fractions
of an inch.
Broadcasting Stations of
Europe with
their
Call-signs
and
Wavelengths.
Principal Short-Wave

Published jointly by

Broadcasting and Commercial Stations
of the World.
Nationality Prefixes
used by Amateurs. Morse t'ode. Symbols
used in Wireless Diagrams.
Typical
Wireless Receiver and Eliminators:—
Fourteen Different Circuits with Dia.
grains. Valve Data, giving the characteristic features of standard valves.
,

From All Booksellers and Stationers

" THE WIRELESS WORLD," LONDON, E.C.4,

and

CHARLES LETTS

&

CO.

IMIMMIMMUMMMUMMUMUMMIMUMMUffirniMMUMMIMIUMMIM

MASTER
CABINET

PARFAIT

£or the

ORGOLA
OSRAM MUSIC MAGNET

90P•
Fnnybei Oak or Mahogany.
C la,
I, I
II' ba,rbori.

and for all other Receivers with
panels 21"x 7" or 18"x 7".
Space for 12" cone, batteries, etc:
CARRINGTON Mfg. Co., Ltd.,
Cameo Wks., Sanderstead Rd., S.Croydon.
Telephone Cr,,!,,, Ot"23

SUPPLIED IN SIX FINISHES

Semi-Polished Black
Semi-Polished Mahogany,
Highly Polished Black
Highly Polished Mahogany
Matt
Cube Surface
Obtainable from most w:reless dealers.
Advertisement of Ji. B. Potter & Co., Ltd.. Station Building% ROCHDALE.

Mention of " The Wireless World," zr ,heit n,r1ling to advertisers, will (ensure prompt attention.
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RADIO

•WHY

DDDDD CirS

BE

ONE

TIED TO

ROOM ?

ciewica

Don't limit the use
of your set to the
room in which it is
installed. You can
easily run a twin
wire to the kitchen,
drawing-room,
dining-room or bedroom and plug in
your loud-speaker
where required.

ofcritic.«

I3ULGIN
De Luxe

WALL JACKS
EACH are peciaily designed for
radi o
_house wiring and can be

fixed to the wall, skirting
board,or mantelpiece.
In
various
finishes to match
room fittings.

ALL FINISHES.
,
Send

2d. Stamp for our 6-page 1930 Catalogue.

A. F. BULGIN & Co.,

49/11, Cursitor

St., Chancery Lane, London, E.C.4.

Telephone: Holborn 1072 et 2072.

ELECTRAD
TRITVOLT
Resistances

REDUCED PRICES.
500 ohms.
1,003
2,000
2,500

T.10
„ T.20
T.25

„ T.30
„ T.50
T.75
„
„
.
4
„

T.100
T.200
T.250
T.500

Write

THE

3,000
5,000

for

7.
500
10,000
20.000
25,000
50,000

224 m.e.
156 „
112 „
100

91 „
71 ..

32
225 „

8/8 each
8/8
8/8
8/8

8/6
8,8
818
8/8
8/8
8/8

„

IS WORKIN6
.
.foreign stations and 5GB are difficult for
many people to obtain.
A shorter aerial may be
helpful in some cases, but in all cases aTROLITAX
Panel will be an aid to clearer reception.
The difference between TROLITAX and the old
style of panel is as great as the difference in
power of Brookmans Park and the Oxford St.
transmitter.
There is a handsome finish of
TROLITAX to match any set or cabinet. Consult
your dealer.

gIROLI TAX

-)

F. A. HUGHES & COMPANY, LIMITED
204 6, Great Portland Street, London, W.1.
'Phone: Museum 8630 (.4 lines)
Distributors for Northern England, Scotland and North Wales: H. C. Rawson
(Sheffield & London), lid., loo, London Road, Sheffield. 'Phone: Sheffield 26006.
22, St. Mary's Parsonage,
Man hester.
'Phone: Manchester City 3329.

HYDRA

The
Bakelite-cased
HYDRA
non.inductively
wound
will
prove the most satisfactory
condenser in the Orgola circuît,
because it is non-inductively
wound; other
makes
are
inductively
wound.
PRICES:
25 mfd. —
19
•5 mfd.
110
1mfd. 2mfd. - - 29

our new
Guide. 6d.

ROTHERMEL CORPORATION LTD.,
24, Maddox Street, London, W.1.
'Phone: Mayfair 0578/9.

251

BROOKMANS PAiltk

FOR ORGOLA

Truvolt wire-wound potentiometers simplify the construction of H.T. Eliminator,
and do away with all guesswork.
The
resistance element is a nickel alloy wire.
There is no iron to rust or zinc to oxidise.
Truvolts are air-cooled and give apositive
and lasting service. All Truvolts are rated
et 25 ,itts.

Type T.5.

NOW THAT

LOUIS HOLZMAN, 37, Newman Street, London, W.1
mu:6E1 .m 26 41

TELE PHONE

Advertisements for ' 1lie Wireless World ' are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.

r
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AF)VF_RT10EMENTS.

MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
RECEIVERS FOR

NOTICES.
THE CHARGE FOR ADVERTISEMENTS in these
eolumns is:
12 words or less, 2'- and 2d. for every
addit ional word.
Each paragraph is charged separately and name and
address must be counted.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers
as follows on orders for consecutive insertions, provided a
contrart is placed in advance, and in the absence of fresh
instructions the entire" copy " is repeated from the
previous issue : 13 consecutive insertions 5% ; 20 con• secutive, 10% ; 52 consecutive, 15%.
ADVERTISEMENTS for these columns are accepted up
to FIRST POST on THURSDAY MORNING (previous
to date of issue) at the Head Offices of " The Wireless
World," Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or
on WEDNESDAY MORNING at the Branch Offices
19, Hertford Street, Coventry ; Guildhall Buildings,
Navigation Street, Birmingham ; 260, Deansgate, Manchester ; 101, St. Vincent Street, Glasgow, C.2.
Advertisements that arrive too late for a particular
issue will automatically be inserted in the following issue
unless accompanied by instructions to the contrary. All
advertisements in this section must be strictly prepaid.
The proprietors retain the right to refuse or withdraw
advertisements at their discretion.
Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for advertisements should be made
payable to 'LIPPE
& SONS Ltd., and crossed
- Notes
being
untraceable if lost in transit
remittances.

sbould

nut

be

sent as

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the
number which is printed at the end of each advertisement,
and the date of the issue in which it appeared.
The proprietors are not responsible for clerical or printers'
errors, although every care is taken to avoid mistake
NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of private advertisers, letters may be
addressed to numbers at "The Wireless World" Office.
When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of
registration and to cover postage on replies must be added
to the advertisement charge, which must include the
words Box 000, do " The Wireless World." Only the
number will appear in the advertisement. All replies
should be addressed No. coo, cto "The Wireless World,"
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. Readers who
reply to Box No. advertisements are warned against sending
remittance through the post except in registered envelopes;
in all such cases the use of the Deposit System is recommended,
and the envelope should be clearly marked "Deposit
Department."
WM- DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Readers who hesitate to send money to unknown persons
may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with " The
Wireless World," both parties are advised of its receipt.
The time allowed for decision Is three days, counting
fmin receipt of goods, after which period, if buyer
dediles not to retain goods, they must be returned to
sender. If a sale is effected, buyer instructs us to remit
amount to seller, but if not, seller instructs us to return
amount to depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer,
but in the event of no sale, and subject to there being no
different arrangement between buyer and seller, each pays
carriage one way.
The seller takes the risk of loss or
damage in transit, for which we take no responsibility. For
all transactions up to £zo, adeposit fee of st- is charged ;on
transactions over £ro and under ao, the fee is at6 ; over
£50, 5t-. All deposit matters are dealt with at Dorset
House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and cheques and
money orders should be made payable to Diffe & Sons
Limited.
THE

SALE

OF

HOME-CONSTRUCTED UNLICENSED
APPARATUS.
A Service to our Readers.
We bave made an arrangement with the Patentees
whereby readers who wish to dispose of ahome-constructed
receiver not licensed under the patents made use of, can
license the set by means of the Deposit System referred to
above.
The person desiring to sell, in sending us particulars for
his advertisement, will in every case make use of a Box
No., and should add to the price which he requires the
amount of royalty customarily paid by manufacturers.
If the purchaser is satisfied with his purchase, the sum
realised will be forwarded to the seller, less the amount
due in respect of royalties, which amount will be paid by
"The Wireless World" to the owners of the patents
concerned, and a certificate will be handed on to the
purchaser of the set.
SPECIAL NOTE.-Readers who reply to advertisements
and receive no answer to their enquiries are requested to
regard the silence as an indication that the goods advertised
have already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive go
many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to
each one by post.

ALL WIRELESS
WORLD COILS
EVERYMAN FOUR
47/8 set
KIT SET, (oils with Switches
45/- set
NEW Kl
LOMA&
45!- set
RECORD III
45,'- set
FOREIGN LISTENERS 4 B.B.C.
30/- sat
5XX 37/6 set
METAL CABINETS
38/6 to 48/8
5r DRUM DIALS with Escutcheons
.5/6
WAVE TRAP, Litz Wire
10;8 rash

8kJ.

treless

2, 3, & 4, Athelstane Mews,
Stroud Green

Road, N.4.

SALE.

'

QCOTT SESSIONS and Co., Great Britain's; Radio
Doctors.-Read advertisement under Miscellaneous.
(
0264
-

3 -VALVE All -wave Receiver. latest type. powerful,
perfect; 54.-V. Taylor, 67, Studley Bd., Stockwell, London.

R

ECEIVERS for Sale.-Portable 5-valve, suit e ca
n se
type, complete, as new, perfect; £1111716(.
0
3N
23
.
Taylor, 57, Studley Rd., Stoekwell, Loudon.
URNDEPT 7.valve Superhet, 1926-27, £15; Burn.
dept Ethogrand 5-valve, £15; Burndept Ethophone IV, £7; Marconi amplifier for V2, 35/-.-James
Scott. and Co., Radio Engineers. Dunfermline.
[0320

5

n 5-valve Portable 14 guinea Sets for 9 guineas,
V
straight from factory te you, suit case type
Ever-ready, ELT battery, English accumulator, 'dullard
or Dosser valves, royalties paid, set complete in ease,
equal to any 14 guinea set en the market; satisfaction
guaranteed or money returned-D. Hodgson, 53, Windsor House, Victoria St., Westminster, S.W.1.
[6899
Everyman Four Cabinet, with all panel com1029
a/
ponents fixed, coils, screen, Gambrel] neutro.

luvay 1695

CORRECTION
A regrettable error occurred in Messrs. Radio Instruments
advertisement in the "Wireless World" of October
23rd, in which the quotation appeared stating "the
absence of sideband frequencies below 5) cycles
renders low-frequeacj oscillation aisolutely impossible."
This should, of course, tare read "the
absence of resonant Ire fuencies below 5) cycles," etc.
The two points involved, viz. the "slight emphasis of
sideband ire luencies in the region of 7,00) cycles giving
added brilliance to musical reproduction," and "the
absence of resonant frequencies below 5d cycles rendering
low-frequency oscillation absolutely impossible," are, of
course, important charucteristics of the Hypermu
Transformer,
RADIO INSTaUMENT3 LTD., 12, HYDE ST., W.C.I.

vernis and various small condensers; also Marconi Ideal
6-1, £5; Blue Spot 66K, with chassis, 30/-: near
offers; seen after 6 p.m.-B, 70, Chelverton Rd., Putney.
[6943
Tit VERYMAN Four, excellent condition and, built
s--4
with first class components (Ferranti A.F.51, for
sale cheap; also special hada 6-valve set (311.F. Del.
2L.F.).-Write Box 3724, ci o The Wireless 11;or11.0
1 03
&valve superbet receiver
BARGAINS.-Marcontplione
with valves, cost £51, accept £26/10: a:so 203v.
DJ]. all mains Marconiphone eliminator, £4; offers.Lewis, 46, Russell St., Reading.
[6995
leArEGAVOX
III, nearly
new,
complete, qaerfect,
1
71- heard
any evening; £12, or o&r. Shave, 9,
Ivsdale Rd., binnhead, s.E.15.
_
£6990

O

sliAM Music Magnet, assembled
and
working
su perbly,
big
aicumulators
and
batteries,
splendid loud speaker, A.F.5, all new; £10, or nearest.
-Bro. Francis. Bt. Dummic's Priory, Southampton
8
ltd., N.W.5.
Tel.: Hampstead 8317.L6
Camfield,
AMERICAN
spare valves; £20;

5-9, complete with valves,
no mains reason for sale.Billinge, Lightwood, Lungton, Staffs.ii

SEND

SEND

NOW

NOW

FOR

FOR

OUR

OUR

FREE

FREE

36

36

PAGE

PAGE

BOOK

BOOK

DEMONSTRATE WITH
THIS
WONDERFUL
LOUD
SPEAKER
OLYMPIA AND MANCHESTER'S BEST.
BAKER'S SELNURST RADIO
Offices:
Works:

89,
42,

Selhurst Rd., S.
Cherry Orchard

Norwood, S.E.25.
Rd.. E. Croydon.

"THERE IS AWHALE OF DIFFERENCE"

APPLEBY'S
THE ORIGINATORS OF RADIO
PART EXCHANGE

'Phose ,
Paddington
8829(3
lines).

For Modern High-grade Material 0 ply.

CHAPEL ST., LONDON, N.W.1
OPEN TILL 7 P.M.

SAT. 1 P.M.

Electrically sealed

METAL

CABINETS

Complete with Base for 1930 Everyman
Four, New Kilomag Four, and W. W.
Record III. Jacobean Finish,

Price 57/6.
WITH ORDER
RIGBY gz WOOLFENDEN / SHEET
METAL
WORKERS.
TERNS

CASE

MILNROW RD., ROCHDALE.

XPERIMENTER Returned from Abroad bas Assortment of S.W. Kit for Sale; 3 sets in cabinets
including coils, chokes, Feiranti transformers,
I.Mbilier and Pse condensers, 2 Pentode valves. 3 P.51.,
1 L.P., Ferranti meter in test case. 3 telephones, and
miscellaneous gear of value; no junk; £20, or offer.Box 3662, c/o The Wireless World.
16
à- ARÇONI
2
5-valve Amplifier Set, complete with
microphone,
largo
loud
speaker comme
type,
gramophone and wireless attachments, generators,
batteries, leads, etc., all contained in two cases, new
this year, suitable for addressing audience through
loud speaker and for relaying speeches or musical entertainments; price £100.-Reply BM/SMLI.
16981

-Lt

D

Electric
Gramophone,
comprising
B.T.U.
Senior D.C.RK speaker and amplifier, B.T.H.
pick-up amplifier, B.T.R. lick-up and electric motor,
British Brunswick gilded gramophone fittings, and
Senior Panatrope
mahogany
cabinet, commercially
wired up, never used; cost £75; selling due to change
of residence; price £35. Box 3720, co The Wireless
ll'orld.10325

A .C. Mains 3-valve Receiver, excellent results, new;
."1. £17;
demonstrated
anywhere near London.Details, BM /ZXEL, London, W.C.I.
(7 019
set
of
pàrts
for
Silver
rr
Cockaday receiver. single control, 4 valves ;70
£16
6,
cost treble; also Igranic pick-up, 10/..-Collins, 27 1
2 .
/
Wellcloso Sq., London, E.1.
Cousin. Melody Maker Three, complete with
1030
v
all accessories, including Marconi speaker, set

is only 2 weeks old; insist sell, price 12 guineas.-Call
at A. Mella, 33, Whitehorse Lane, South Nor 1
w
7ood
015,
London, 8.E.25.
'LIVERYMAN Four, 2-range, in cabinet, 4v. valves,
-1:4 less following
parts:
2 variable condensers
2 mid, condenser, and L.P. transformer, parts as speci
fled, perfect order; £4/15.-Box 3726, c/o The IVirsk
leas World.
[7012

A -VALVE Receiver, 3 Cosser 410 P, 2 410 11.F
'M
valves, one 4-volt accumulator, one loud-speaker
£6, or nearest offer. -S. B., 45, Tachbrook St., Piirliee
[7027
110MICTIAEL Screened Grid Three, complete. lest
1W.I. cabinet and batteries, over 30 stations gu(a
7ra
00
1:
teed on loud-speaker; must sell, £10, or nearest.Pearson, 1, The Crescent, Anson Estate, Manchester

M

cMICHAEL Super Range 4-valve Portable, fitter
ball bearing turntable, perfect order, used 21
hours; 16 guineas secures.-E. Debbie, Balvonie, Skel
morlie.[708
:

Mention of " The Wireless World," when .writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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Receivers for Sale.—Contd.
BROS.—Receivers constructed to your
•-/ own or any published design; also repairs, reonstruotions,
and
modernizations
at
moderate
barges; best materials and workmanship guaranteed;
inmerous
testimonials;
quotations
free.—Address
thireland Rd., Smethwick.
[5882

Batteries.—Contd.

,
nIIMMONDS

DellILLIPS 3-valve All Electric Receiver, coat £23
L
month ago, guarantee card not yet filled in; disosal through sickness; sacrifice, £19/10; appointment
etter only.—McGrath, 9, Hawthorne Av., Pemberton.
ear Wigan.
(7072

the linen
double diaplwagm
speaker

krULLARD Master Three, complete with 2 2-volt
7-1 accumulators, Ecico D.C. eliminator, 210 volts,
nd valves, loud-speaker, and earphones, excellent conRion; £5, or near offer.—Write Willett, 39, Lowther
id., Barnes, S.W.13.
[7053

%SRAM Music Magnet Kit, unopen ed , £7/10 , buy ., ing all electric; large horn, loud speaker,
ica diaphragm, £1/5; c.o.d. If desired.—Frederick
swell, Croft, Leicester.
(7040
dARCONI 18-guinea Portable, just delivered; act& cept 13 guineas, must sell.-111n. Sigaloff, 62,
reentield St., Cominercial Rd., E.1.
'Phone: Bisipsgate 4593.
(7038

Mattel U14
£5 5 0

BATTERIES.
.11.11.11. Accumulator Hire and Maintenance Service
(S mile radins).-98. Cherry Orchard Rd., Croy[6374

does the
"Breakaway ' P
ellIMPSON'S
says
p
" Popular
P
Wireless"

Safety. Eliminators Give Consistent
Resulta.
IIILIPSON/8 Safety Eliminators are Guaranteed for
12 months.
T31-111.IPSOS'S Safety Eliminators are Sold on 7
Days' Approval.
IIILIPSON'S Safety Eliminators are Housed in Art
Enamelled Metal Boxea, fitted with 12ft. of flex
and a Bakelite ping, and are constructed from the
very best material throughout.

P

etc'

ILIPSON'S Safety Eliminators are the Cheapest
to Install, and the cheapest to run; prices:
Model A.C.5,
8411716; A.0.7.
£3117/6; complete
with full wave rectifiers; model D.C.4, 37/6; D.C.5.
45/-.
TOHILIPSON'S Safety Eliminators are Deacribed and
Illustrated in our Booklet "Radio rower." Have
you had your copy1—Write to-day to
pinrmi.sows and Co.. Ltd., Radio Engineers, Astley
Bridge. Bolton.
'Phone: 2038.
'Grams: -- Safety,
Bolt.
on
Eat. over 50 years.

T

TRANSFORMERS and Chokes for Battery Eliminators, and for all wireless purposes, receiving or
transmitting; enquiries invited.—Chester Bros., [62
1
4
34
8,
Delaten Laue, London, E.8.
Eliminator's, DO.
A TLAS
Nastier trickle chargers,

£111716, /C. £311716;
29/6. '1'houe: Gerrard
6268 for demonstration.—Greatrex and Co., 184, Regent
St., London.
[6451
and
TANTALIIM
up your own

T

HE design of the "Air Chrome" is a
complete breakaway from the conventional. The
Air Chrome" has qualities
that have hitherto been almost pecuLar to the
moving-coil class. Bass notes come through
cxcellently, while the harmonic range is so
well embraced that high notes retain their
individuality.
Speech is crisp and natural.
Utogether, the "Air Chrome" is a fine
proposition, especially as the prices are of a
sery attractive nature.
There are chassis
models available for portable sets or for
large cabinet models and radio gramophones.

Chassis
Type
Type
Type
Type

L
K
F
J

Prices:
x to' x 31* 42,—
i4" rex51" 52/—
tex 23" x51" 84/2eX 24 - x6V 105/—

In attractive Cabinets from
£3 19 6

.

rwr rte. Replacenaents.—Saes (capped or un
capped), highest grade, No. I, 104. per doz.; No.
/9 per dos.—See below.

Lionium for A.O. Rectifiers; make
inexpensive chargers; blue print,.
for 11.1•. and LP., 1/. each; Lionium electrodes fitted
with terminals. 2-3 amps. and 5-8 amps.—Bleckwell's
Metallurgical Works, Ltd., Speke Rd. Works, Garston,
Liverpool. 'Phone: Garston 980 (21ines).
[6282

NIFLEX 11.T. Eliminator Kit, giving 15 milliamps,
120 volts; 30/. the kit of parts, already mounted
on base board, with complete instructions for simple
connect ing.

JJ

T

IIIS New Improved Unifies Model is the Finest
Value in England, and includes shielded mains
transformer, with terminals, heavy choke. 3 Hydra
condensers, tested 500 volts D.C.. Loewe vacuum resistance and clip, valve holder, panel already drilled with
three sockets fitted for negative. 60 volts, and 120 volta;
all the components mounted on a wooden base board
and neatly boxed, with full instructions and picture
diagram, ready for assembling in a few minutes,
ow to Order.—Just send a postcard f
or one complete 30/. kit, carriage paid (if 151- Mallard
D.U.10 valve is to be included, ask for 45/. kit); all
kits sent c.o.d. (pay the postman); thousands of theca
kits now in use all over the world; hundreds of testimonials.

fl
F

DU. Particulars and Diagram Free; dealers write
for terms.—Liverpool
Radio Supplies,
Unifiex
Works, 64, Myrtle St., Liverpool.
(
TOWNSEND'S Mains Transformers for WestinghU24
se
A
Rectifiers; A3 11/9, H.T.3 or 11.7.4 11/9, H.T.1
14/6.

TOWNSEND'S
All
Ma ins
Transformers;
135v.
60 ma. and 4v. 4 amps. 19/-, 200v. 100 m.a.
and 4v. 4 amps. 21/-.
TOWNSF.ND for Transformers to Specification at
A
Cut Prices; enquiries invited.—Townsend. Greenwood Terrace, Brantley, Leeds.
82

1(08.—Best quality (wired), No. 1, at pe r deg. .
No. 2, 9d. per doz.; orders valued 5/- earriagi;
otherwise 6d. for postage.—British Battery Co..
endos Rd., Watford, Herts.[0258
:NTODE Users—Write for details of new size selfcharging wet battery; 20,000 milliemps, 64. per
illustrated catalogue giving data, post free.-11.
as-, 57, Studley Rd., Stockwell, London.
[0273

I'VE Guarantee the Best Accumulator Maintenance
77 in South London; slow rate circuits and expert
personnel; meticulous attention is given to topping,
cleaning and drying of II.T, accumulators; troublefree collection and delivery; the service includes hire
of Oldham 11.7. and L.T. batteries—Official Oldham
Service Station, Aneloy Radio (associated with Aneloy
Products), 36, Ilindmans Rd., East Dulwich, 8.E.22.
Tel.; New Cross 4074.
[7074

CHARGERS AND ELIMINATORS.

LI' the Saute Time, the would-be buyer is often
1 deterred from buying because he knows that
ere will be still one more piece of apparatus left on
hands, to add to those already in the junk box.
VE Have Opportunities of Disposing of Semi Obsolete Apparatus to those who are not fortunate
ciugh to be able to afford the latest type, and will
be such apparatus or components, providing they
e in saleable condition, in part exchange for any
'w set, loud-speaker or component required.

tEE Principal of this Firm, who has been a professional wireless engineer since 1910, and has
n manager for the Sterling Telephohe Co., radio
'sort to the General Electric Co., and Chairman of
Technical Committee of the National Association
IRadio Manufacturers, will willingly give advice to
se who are desirous of purchasing apparatus; we
entirely unbiased and will recommend the best
•ftratus for your particular purpose; you save money
having genuine expert advice.
,ONT Forget We Will Take Your Old Receiver
or Components in Part Exchange.
TE Will Also Install Sets Anywhere in the British
Isles: sets modernised; send for estimates.:ntific Development Co., 51. Fishergate, Preston.
: 1364.
10926

H.T. Batteries—Parts per dozen, j
ars , No. 1.
21/
axl% square, 1/3; No. 2, 1/6; sines, No
1.
No. 2, 11d.; sacs, No.
,
1, 1/2 dozen; No. 2„
1/9; terminals, 8d., 10d.; dozen cells (18 volts), complete with bands and electrolyte, No. i, 4/1; No. 2,
5/-; post 9d.; high efficiency, long life, self charging,
upkeep small; send 6d. for sample unit; illustrated
booklet free, carriage free orders 10/-; write for free
list wireless bargains; trade supplied.—W. Taylor, 57,
Studley Rd., Stockwell, London.
[0039

VORTEXION Transformers, chokes, etc., wound to
7
any specification; write or 'phone foc quotation;
best quality components only.—Vortexion, 72, Merton
Rd., Wimbledon, 8.W.19. Tel.: Wimbledon 2814.
10319
HILIPSON'S Safety High Tension Battery Miminators.

WIRELESS is a Fascinating Subject, but makes
'7 heavy demands upon the purses of its devotees.
one who is determined to keep abreast of the
mes, there are always new components to be bought,
id sets and Mud-speakers to be superseded.

LL We Ask is that You should Send Along a List
of Your Old Apparatus, together with your new
mirements, or, better still, send the apparatus to
to inspect, when we will make you a fair offer.
5' You Approve of this You can Senil Your Remit.
term for the Balance, and we will forward the
paratus required; if you have sent your old ampere: and you do not approve of our offer, we will
urn carriage paid.

ET

A

I

MATEUR Coing Abroad Has Following Surplus
1 for Disposal—G.E.C. World Wide screen grid
our, coniplete with 2 8.625, H.L.610 and P.625
gives, perieet order, £12; Mullard eliminator, with
dye, £3; Marconi A.C.B. power amplifier, less valves,
7; W.W. deposit system if required.-Ware, Tho
eacon, Crowborough, Sussex.
(7042

w

STANDUP Wet H.T. Battery will Always Improve
Your Reception; its capabilities to feed your
valves with pure D.C. current over exceptionally long
periods, combined with its low running costs, appeal to
every listener; list free.—Scottish Batteries, Braeside,
Uphall Station.
[6852

pp LAI) and MORRIS, Ltd. ' the mains pioneers, who
kg in 1925 equipped the hospital with mains sets,
till supreme in all-mains receivers and units.
OW Tension A.C. Eliminators, permanently reI-4 placing batteries, now only £5/15; electrolytic
ondensers. 2,000 mi., as used in above, 13/-; includeg postage.
ARGA Ia:S.—Second-hand
sets,
units,
metres,
speakers.—Read and Morris, Ltd., 31, Eastcastle
1 (facing back of Warings), Oxford ER., w.
[7054

›.5.A. Roue (Western Electric). 7-guinea oxidised
.7 rim model, 65/-; P.M.5x, 4/-; P.51.3A. 4/-:
ossor Melody Maker, with valves, £5/10; all guaran'ed perfect.-4, Brecon Rd., Handsworth, Birmingem.
(7049

219

British Patent No. 295,625.

Ultra

Electric Limited, 661.1
,
665,
Harrow Road, N.Wao.

TALLOY
kinds
Laminations,
for transformer
clamping
f
ma
platee,
kingi and
from
wireThe
off
Beaver Eng. Co., 4, .Upper Grosvenor fiL, Handsworth
Birmingham,
16899
ANTAL17M Strip for Rectifiers; 4/- sq.
T
A
Janie>, 17, Brunswick Mt., Liverpool

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we be Hove to be thoroughly reliable.

in.—C. Z.
(6989

•
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STRENGTH

Chargers and

PERFECT
INSULATION
PERMANENCE

ET the panel of your set be as sound as the
components within
Select apanel that will give
•
you long service, and beauty in appearance. too.
A Resiston Panel will give a perfect finish to your
Set. Distinctive in design, everlasting in strength!
Ask your Wireless Dealer to show you a Resiston
Panel, or write direct:

r

THAT'S THE

Eliminators.—Contd.

D.0.1 All-power Units, as new,
and Grid Bias; list £6110, will
accept £315 for quick sale; 3 only; reason for sale;
inning changed to A.C.—Sherratt and Son, Radio House,
Cowes, I.W
•[6869

PAR
EXCELLENCE

mintru.sTy st, amp. Trickle Charger. perfect; 301,1
34, Delver° Rd., Grumman, Manchester.
[6987

The popularity of

the FOREIGN LIS-

TENER'S

(" Wireless World"

M ARCONIPHONE
for L.T., H.T.,

BEAUTY

L
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A DVERTISEMENT S.

«Meal HARD
ROBBER cs.
(Britain) M.,
isa,
&C.a.

MAINTEN MANUFACTURING Co.. Ltd.. Invite
1
s1 you to consider this unequalled value, viz. :Ng AINTEN Special A.C. Unit, including 2 variables.
-LT-0- 0-80 and 0-100, 120. 150, and 200 volts at
50 nt.a., full wave Westinghouse rectification, and
heater transformer for A.C. valves up to 4 amps., in
handsome metal cabinet, £6/10; or without heater
transformer, £5/15.
MAINTEN Model A.C.M.100 H.T. Unit, similar
.1-v1 voltages to above but with 100 ma, output.
complete with Westinghouse rectifiers; £8 complete
and including royalty.
AINTEN Model D.C.M.5, including 2 variables,
0-80. 0.100. 120, and power, at SO ma., complete and including royalty, £3/3; other H.T. models
from 21/- to £4/15.
111-A1NTEN A.C. Charger, output 1% amp.. 2-8
.13.2. volts; £2/5.
MA1NTEN Products are all Guaranteed for 12
months, and are supplied on 7 days' free trial;
write for latest literature and particulars of easy
payment scheme.
AINTEN MANUFACTURING Co., Ltd., Portland
Rd., Hove, Sussex.
'Phone: Hove 1519.
[7020

2100.

July 3r, Aug. 7) proves this to be the
"All-Electric"
set
for
the
Home
Constructor

seeking

(at

half the cost

of a mains receiver factory produced)
long

range,

selectivity

and

quality.

Use only as specified : -

M

W.W.S." Power Transformer.

Transformer
Type "T I"
fo r H. T.
Power Unit
up to
60
rn.a.
and
supply L.T.
Raw A. C
4 volts
4
amps.

H

A .C. Trickle Chargers, 2, 4, or 6 volts at 1 amp..
A
complete in steel case; 28/-.—Fel-Ectric Radio,
56, Garden St., Sheffield.[7000

S

37/6
THE

RADIELLE COMPANY

LIMITED

18a Haverstock HIII,Chalk Farm, London,N.W.3
(facing Chalk '
,arm Tube Station).
Telephone: Hampstead

S

S
Kit of A.C. Eliminator Parts. 120 volts
COMPLETE
20 milliamps. with 60-volt tapping, incorporating

The only Panel Terminal entirely
insulated when connected or disconnected.
No. 15.
THE CLIX
ALL -IN PLUG AND
SOCKET TERMINAL

metal rectifier, 23; 180-volt 30 milliamp. with variable tapping, £4/5, complete; other models available,
state your requirements, state voltage and cycles of
A.C. mains when ordering.—J. Anderson, 72. St.
Albans Av., Chiswick, London, W.4.
[7032

Supersedes

Charger 200-250-volt 50
TUNGAlt
practically unused, complete with

cycle 5 amp.,
valve and fuses.
also half-wave rectifier, 200-250-volt 50 cycle, output
75 minimum, complete with valve; what offers /-133.
Ilighfield Rd., flail Green, Birmingham.
[7057

DOMINION SLOW MOTION DIAL
Brownie are now producing 2,000 Dominion
Vernier Dials a day. That is why it is possible
to offer this high-grade dial at the wonderful
price of 26.
The mechanism is a special non-back lash
design with a reduction ratio which makes
fine tuning easy without becoming tedious.
Finished in plain black or beautifully grained
mahogany Bakelite.

Shorts

Wireless

one
use;

for

its

also

particular

H.T. A-

G.B. — plug -in
vary

in

size

and

sections

and

safe-

guard your valves.
Wherever aterm ins/ of an
sort 'a required, the Clis
Plug and Socket can In
utillsed. With it you coil
obtain safer, speedier ant
better contact.

A

RTCRAFT,. Radio Cabinets; Britain's best value;
lowest rifts consistent with highest quality;
illustrated list free from actual manufacturera —Artcraft Co.. 156, Cherry Orchard Rd., Croydon. 'Phone:
Croydon 1981.
[0040

World," when writing to advertisers, will

impossibla

Supplied engraved in all

Write for descriptive k'
less of CLIX 21 VARIE-

x6 3
4 in., 6d.
/
extra; baseboard, 6d.; carriage free.-10. TIES for perfect
W- liamaoY. 63, Shaftesbury St., London, N.1, Clerkenwell 7139.
• [6145

Mention ol " The

burnt-out

are

standard markings, each

CABINETS.

Ell-ORNS for Cabinets, portables, etc.; illustrated
list.—Naddistai, 1, Chapel fit.. Edgware Rd.
(6142

other

when it is used.

lleUNBAKEN High and Low Tension Charger (Metallic Rectifierl for A.C. 200 volts, 50 cycles, gives
2- to 6-volts 3 amps. L.T., and 60- to 180-volts 350
m/a H.T., complete with 2-range ammeter and millimeter, in splendid condition; cost 5 guineas 6 months
ago, sacrifice £3, or nearest offer; user buying all mains
set.—Dickens, 16, Attwood St., Lye, Stourbridge. [7030

1

and

valves

[7059

16%in.x7 ,12in.xllin., hand mahogany
CAIUNETS,
finished 7/6. unpolished 5/6; oval front, 10I/ain.

all

types of panel terminals.

Charger, Westinghouse rectifier, 2-, 4-. 6TRICKLE
volt % amp. 200-250 mains; 21/1.—Hartley, Fag-

ley Place. Bradkird.

'

"RADIELLE"

IGH Tension Eliminator Kits, everything to make
eliminator, including valve, fixed voltage, 30/-;
variable voltage, .37/-; 120 volts, 15 milliamps; folder
f
ree.—Below.

A VAG E'S Specialise in Wireless Power from the
Mains, reliable apparatus at reasonable prices.
QAVAGE'S Transformer Laminations and Bakelite
Bobbins; intending home constructors should write
for list.
AVAGE'S Reliable Smoothing Condensers.-1,000
volts D.C. test. 2 mid. 3/, 4 mfd. 5/3; 500 volts
D.C. test, 1 mid. 1/6, 2 mid. 2/3. 4 mid. 3/9.
QAVAGE'S Super Smoothing and Output Chokes.—
IC
Many types available, write for list.
QAVAGE'S Mains Transformer for Westinghouse
Rectifiers.—II.T.4, 18/6; A3, 17/-; A4, 20/..
QAVAGE'S
Mains Transformer for Westinghouse
H.T.4 Unit, with additional winding. 4 volts
3 amps.; 23/,
Q AV AG E'S Mains Transformer.—V.T.31, 200-0-200
volts 60 m.amps., 2+2 volts 2 amps., 2+2 volts
3 amps.; 28/..
AVAGES Mains Transformer.—B.T.3 500-0-500 volts
120 »Lamps.. 3.75+3.75 volts 3 amps., 3+3 volts
3 amps., 2+2 volts 3 amps.; 51/-.
ÇZAVAGE'S Mains Transformers and Power Chokes
t.
are carefully and individually constructed from
first class materials with an exceptionally generous
margin of safety.
AVAGE'S,
146,
Bishopsgate, London,
E.C.2.
'Phone: Bishopsgate 6998.
[6808

39/6

" C.A." Smoothing Choke.
..
12/6
When ordering state voltage and frequency of mains.

M

S

84h&ilàdeldb&41

FOUR

Price

QD.
01
Complete.

Panel Portion 4d.
Flex Portion 4d,

contact.

LECTRO L1NX LTD.,

254,

Vauxhall

ensure pronzpt

Bridge

attention.

Road,

S.W.
A54

e
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Cabinets.—Con td.
A RTCRAFT
Value.

Radio

Cabinets

are

Britain's

I)

Best
[0313

IG BY'S Cabinets—Table models in solid oak and
IL, mahogany; from 11/6 to 71/,
RIGBY'S Cabinets, fitted with Rodion or Resist«
I-, ebonite if required,
Cabinets.—Pedestal model,
DIGBY'S
battery compartments; from 56/-

D IGBY'S

with separate
to £12.
Cabinets Made to Customers' Own Designs.

RIGBY'S Cabinets—Write for new 16-page art
catalogne.—F. Digby, 9, The Oval, Hackney Rel.,
l.2.
'Phone: Bishopsgate 6458.
[0128
RTCRAFT
M- Value.

Radio

Cabinets

are

Britain's

Best
[0309

WAY'S Cabinets, the greatest range of pedestal
LI. cabinets in the kingdom; original creative deigns at prices 50Z lower than elsewhere; quotations
x specials by return: delivery at short notice guaranLod; moving coil, portable, baffle, vignette, radio.
ramo, electric pick-ups, television, etc.,• illustrated
at
free.--II. Kay, Wireless Cabinet Manufacturer.
ount Pleasant Rd., London, N.17.
'Phone: Walmraatow 1626.
[6461
IL

RTCRAFT
Value.

Radio

Cabinets

are

Britain's

Best
(0310

7IGURED
Oak Cabinets, Mefferd Orgola, 15/.; Mallard Orgola Senior, 23/6; Brookman% Three, 15/-;
itid made and French polished, rubber feet; carriage
tid; lists frec—Gilbert. Cabinet Maker, Swindon.
[6477
RTCRAFT Radio Cabinets are Britain's Best
3- Value.
[0311

Coils,

Did You
See?
"Wireless World"
Laboratory Tests
on PILOT
COMPONENTS
LAST WEEK

ASTAL Cabinets for Screened Grid Receivers, with
LL linerboard and screen; 12/6.—Bramhall, 53, Brillion St., Birmingham.
[6977
rilINEWP American Types, astonishing value, special
• offer oak cabinets, hinged lid, baseboard, highly
dished, take 12in.x6in. panel; sample, carriage paid,
'6; trade discounts for quantities.—Mag-Radio, 112.
"arstone Lane, Birmingham.
[2665
OULILSPEAKER Cabinets, extraordinary offer, oak
cabinets, handsome fret front, highly polished,
tin. square, 6in, deep, finished moulding, take all
dinary units; sample, carriage paid, 6/6; trade disunte for quantities.—Mag-Radio,
112, Warstone
um, Birmingham,
[2666
fr ETAL Cabinets, fitted with oak base and top, handL
:comely finished; new Kilo-Meg and Record, 45/'Ai; Kit cabinets, 35/-• metal part only 32/8 and
j. respectively; see Ce;ils section.—Stott, 63, Syke
I., Rochdale.
[6843

COILS,

00

..

TRANSFORMERS,

eir
âile.
•

000-OHM Deconpling Resistances for "Wireless
World" Circuits:
116 each, pose free.—Grosee
'there, St. Mary's Place., Shiewebory.
[6978
.WO Igranie 1-5 Ratio, one A.F-3, one A.F.4. Perfect condition; 10/- each.—Scott, Plumtree, Notts.
[7023
:MMONDS BR08.—Berelif coils, Record Three, 50/pair; new kilo-mug. four, 50/- set; foreign listeners
r, low, 304; long wave. 37/-; screened grid Regional.
-; ?dullard S.G.P. dual range coils, 30/- pair; Berstandard coils, for new all-wave four, standard four,
I. three, Everyman fens etc., 53 /
6 set of 4, with
se; the same coils for the Lodestone series (" WireMagazine "I, 65/9 set of 4, with bases; Titan unit,
•; decoupling resistances, 600 ohm, 1/6; 1,000 ohm,
all " Wireless World" and similar coils in regular
Motion bv the leading specialists; lists free; trade
plIed.—Simmends Bros., Shireland Rd.. Smethwiek.
Bmethwick 751.
[6314

r.r..

Rotary Transformer, 600 volts. 100 milliamps,
t 12 volts input, perfectly new•, it9/10; Westing.
se metal rectifier A3, muted, 16/6.—Pearson.
,Newland Av., Hull.
[7052

Advertisements

firr

rho

R

Trim
J(

OWSON for " Wireless World" Coils; new Kilo-Lae Meg coils, 27/- set; Kit set coils. 55/-; complete
on bases, with switches and connecting rod, exactly to
specification,—Rowson.
Above sent c.o.d. lees paid.
Workmanship unsurpassed.—W. L. Rowson, Thorpe.
Wainfieet, Linea.
[7086
ketr
oufill
o
i
r
nt .
Rett
s
t
tt
an
ne
et
e
t
s
. for New Kllç.
four, and au
"Wireless. World" circuits, hand made and tested in
our own workshops; improved model wound with Constanton wire, 1/6 each, post free.—Groves Bros., St.
Mary's Place, Shrewsbury.
[7045

GRAMOPHONE PICK-UPS, ETC,

B

.T.H. Pick-up and Tone Arm, new, cost 56/-, with
Centralab v.e, and adaptor; first 35/- secures.—
Box 3728, e/o The Wireless World.
[7010

TGRANIC

Phonovox, adaptor volume control, new;
best offer has it.—Jones, Bank House, Llanrwst.
[6999
OODROFFE
Pick-up,
45/-;
Burndept
ditto,
12/6; Loewe ditto, 8/-• Igranie Phonovox
ditto, 12/6; Watmel pick-up aren, 4/-; RI, balanced
arm, 21/..—Scientifie Development Co., 51, leishergate,
Preston.
[7082

W

50,010 OHMS)
100,000
„
I
200,000
„
500,000
„
J

f

6'6

ABOVE
ALL!
A PERFECT
RESISTANCE

12/9

sensi
Only.—Guaranteed Order

pl e-ngst;in

Dio Supplies, 23, v'Thrunscoe 'Rd., Cleethorpyes.

1.7061

LOUD-SPEAKERS.

ana

H

ORNS of All Descriptions for Loud Speakers
Gramophone
Units.-11.
Maddison,
manufacturer of the Allwoodorn, 1, Chapel St., Paddington.
N.W.1.
[6143
VOUR Old Loudepeaker Taken in Part PaYnlent
-L
for the Latest Type; see our advert, under column
Receivers for Sales—Scientific Development' Co., 51,
Fishergate, Preeton.
[0227
1-1E Brainson Standard Speaker will satisfy the
most critical amateur; it embodies a new type
of armature nuit with 4 powerful steel magnets, and
will handle an enormous volume without distortion or
chatter. perfect reproduction on all frequencies, la
polished oak cabinet with artistic fret grille front;
price 28/6 from your retailer, or direct from A. B..
Brain and Son, 35, Chester St., Coventry.'
[7073

ETC.

IC130 Everyman Four Coils, complete as specified;
50/- per set of 3.—Groves Bros, St. Mary's Place,
rewsbury.
[6824

.

.T.H..Electric Gramophone Motor, 12M. table.
-LP £4; Varley pick-up, 35/-; Loewe, 10/- ; Liasen,
9/-; lgranio, 1St.; all above new; H.M.V.
triple
spring motor, 12M. table, perfect; bereavement cause
sale.—Hazelwood, Lower liare Park, Newmarket. [7029

f
or
ieign
gR
Resistances teurNea
wn iC n
ilio
t

Vireless World" circuits, hand made end tested in
r own workshops; improved model wound with Connton wire, 1/6 each, post free.—Groves Bros., St.
.ry's Place, Shrewsbury.
tHE Fact that Our Deeoupling Resistances are Used
in " Wireless World" circuits is a Proof of Their
rit; improved model now available.—Groves Bros.
IROVE8 BROS.' Deconpling Resistances are oh,f tainœble from Most Factors and Dealers, but if
difficulty send direct to above address.
[6305

43

4

Etc.—Contd.

'MEW Kilo-Ming Coils, as specified, 27/8 set; metal
11
cabinets, 45/-.—Stott.
ECORD III Coils, 29/6; decoupling resistances, 1/3
each; trade supplied.—Stott.
Mr0REIGN Listener's Four Coils, full set, 37/8;
screening boxes, 19/- sot.—Stott.
Set Coils, wired to switches, 37/6; metal eabl-LX nets, 35/-; see Components section.—Stott.
"WIRELESS WORLD," all special parts supplied;
TV send your requirements.—Stott, 63, Syke ltd.,
ochdale.
• [6842

XPONENTIAL Horns for Cabinet Gramophone'
Au and Wireless, metal and wood; list.—Maddison,
1. Chapel St., Marylebone, N.W.1.
[6141

THE PILOT
VOLUNIGRAD

.IUPPLIERS of "The Wireless World" Cabinets.—
/ Metal cabinets for 1930 Everyman Four, the new
ilo-mag Four, " Wireless World" Record Three (sup:iers of "The Wireless World" cabinets), and "Wiress World" kit sets, each compartment soldered and
witrically sealed with brass gauze, 2 polished copper
reens for S.C. valves, complete with oak base, exquite Jacobean finish; terms, cash with order; price
'/6; prices for any type of copper screening boxes o:
reens on application.—Rigby and Woolfenden, Sheet
etal Workers, Milview Rd., Rochdale.
[6772

Transformers,

.
e

55 /...-Amplion

L

THE PILOT
RESISTOGRAD

510
Also all parts manufactured by the Pilot
Radio and Tube Corporation, New York.

THE LARG EST MANUFACTURERS OF
WIRELESS PARTS IN THE WORLD.
Write for catalogues to :

Thomas A. ROWLEY Ltd.
59, Skinner Lane, Birmingham.
Sole Agents for Great Britain and Ireland.

Wireless World" are only

accepted from firms

unit; 1816; or exchange Brown
U.G.A.—Smith, 68, Uillibrand St., Morley.
[6986
66 Epoch Special High Resistance Coil;
£3/10.—Deeey, 23, Thornton Rd., Southport.
[7005

ATEST

A MPLION .A.C.2 Cone, cost 37/6, practically new.
4g5- bargain, 17/6; also Gillman cone chassis, 6/6.
—W. Johnston, Reston, Berwickshire.
[7021

REAT Bargains.
REAT Bargains.
REAT Bargains.—Epoch model A moving coil
G speaker kit (or complete units), brand new; a
G

G

large number of these famous instruments made for
a special order for use in talkies, but net executed,
for credit reasons only; regular prices, £3/10, £4/2,
and £5/17/6, to clear at 50/- for accumulator operation, 55/- for D.C. mains operation, 85/- for A.C.
mains; kits comprising copper plated super magnet.
pot (weight 23 lb.) Chrystalene frame, fully adjustable, moving coil, any impedance, paper, leather and
mounting rings, made up complete, il desired, 6/extra.
GREAT Bargains,

G

REAT Bargains.—In fact, the greatest bargains
ever offered
A number of Epoch model A used
kits at given away prices ,guaranteed in perfect working order; early 1928 model. 35/-; latest model. 42/6;
macle up complete, if desired, 6/- extra.
WI'LlOY
Marvellous
Epoch
Reproduci inn
at
Ridiculous Cost; don't wait until they are all
gone, but secure one immediately by writing, 'phoning,
telegraphing, or hurrying to Epoch; 3, Farringdoncjetv.
E.C.4,77

we believe to

be thoroughly reliable.

•
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Loud-speakers.—Contd.

POCH Moving
E POCH.
E POCH.
E poca
E poca
E

WONDERFUL NEW

ALL MAINS SET

ECLIPSES ALL OTHERS

E

Special offer of Screened Grid Sets.
GRAMOPhOINIE
ELECTRIC
PICK-UP
to all who write now for Free Art Lists illustrating
Miracle Sets, and order within to days.
WORLD'S WIRELESS STORES,
Wallington, Surrey.

POCH.

EPOCH Moving Coil Speakers Speak for Themselves.
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C.P. STEEL MAST
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POCIL—Tept an Epoch against any other make. It
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makes its bow to the most critical of listeners
and scientists.
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7 days' free trial.
Send for new catalogue W.S.2 ;16 pages of real
formation and no salesman's

in-

EPOCH RADIO MANUFACTURING CO. Ltd.,

3, Farringdon Avenue

'Phones :CENTRAL 1971/2

E.C.4

E
E

Weighs 36 lbs.

where 4/...

Carriage:
'Weighs 40 lbs.

ft. T
I
-Ori e
dr
e
:in 22/(o
Ii
;
"N1io
dlaInàs 3/6 ;Elsewhere 4/6.
Weighs 50 lbs. A
super mast.

12/»
15/""
24/.

Outfit includes complete equipment. viz. 1 Best
British Steel Tubes in sections, Mast
Rings, !
ample galvanised Stay Wire cut to convenient
lengths, Pulley, Cleat, solid Metal Foot Rest and
strong galvanised Stay Fasteners.
Our masts !
are stayed at 4 ground points (not 3), which en- !
sures -permanent stability.

Money refunded if upon examination you are not
completely satisfied and return the mast within
7 days.

MAST

CO. ,

EASY TERMS
We SPECIALISE in the
supply of all Good
Quality Radio Sets, Components and Accessories
on Easy Terms.
We
will give you efficient
service. No references
required. Send us your
list of requirements and
a quotation will be sent
by return.

London Radio Supply Company

poca.

POCIL-1 6 pages crammed full of real information.
,LA Post Ires.
No accumulator, no mains.
no suspension, no adjustments.

where 4/-.

C. P.

Trig POCH —Your deposit instantly relunded in full if
_LA you are not more than satisfied. No catch. No
red tape.
E POCH.

Reproduction to absolute Perfection.

30
34" .ardr.P.-21-IrmtiodlaInels
40

1,i":"
1
3/6.

48, High Street, Penge, S.E.20.

NEW MODEL 99 P.M.
MOVING COIL SPEAKER

o
'rE1
5.
1CNa
i
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t
e„P
z, r
d
i
z
Midlands 2/6; Elsewhere
Weighs 28 lbs.

Accessorie: :Best MANILA Rope Halyards (wil not
rot), 60 ft., 1/6; 100 ft., 2/6. Special Anti-rust Paint
(sufficient for one mast), 1/6. Coppered Earthing Tube.
1/9. C.P. Special Aerial has 14 strands of No. 28
gauge enamelled high conductivity pure copper wire.
100ft., 3,9.

POC11.—Order one for 7 days

miles ahead

ft.

These Steel Masts are offered direct from factory
to user. Order
now and save dealers' and
merchants' profits.
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Not yards, but

T929.

EASIEST TO
ERECT

Coil Speakers.

1

Radio Experts unanimously agree
that the new "Miracle" 3-valve
All-Mains S-t is far ahead of
anything yet offered to the public.
Amazing volume with superb tone,
while comparison with other
DOWN
makes ensures a far bigger selection rf stations.
SOLD AT FACTORY
PRICES, with or without Grand Model Cabinet,
Cone or Horn-type Loudspeaker, for £ 1deposit.
Nothing more to pay for one month. Balance by
easy monthly payments.

fITU,

11, OAT LANE, NOBLE STREET, LONDON, E.C.2
IV.4TJONAL

1977

POCH.

POCH.

POCH RADIO MANUFACTURING Co., Ltd., are
1_4 the manufacturers. City Office and Service Sta.
lin. 3, ParrIngdon Avenue (Ludgate Circus end),
E.C.4.
'Phone : C:ntral
1971
(2 hoes).
Private
Branch Exchange
[6972

Mention of " The Wireless World,"

when writing to advertisers,

BOOKS on WIRELESS
Write for complete list to
1LIFFE & SONS LTD.,
Dore.et House, Tudor St., London, E.C.4.

will ensure prompt attention.

.+56
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ELHUEST RADIO are th, pioneer. manufscurers
of Moving Coil Speakers.

H
U

R,

rr HE New _is page Booklet.
yours for the asking.

"Sound

Advite,"

is

A
D
are of the Highest
OURandSpeakers
of prtned efficiency.

Grade Throughout,

o
The Climax improved
RT. Unit, D.C. Model

PRICE

34/

..

PRICE.
complete.
Climax H.T. Mains Units-341- for the D.C.
Model and £4.5.0 (Model U.20) and £5.15.0
(Model U.50) for the A.C. Models—are
better value than any other H.T. Mains Units
on the market Compare their advantages.

'3(

CURRENT CARRYING
CAPACITY.

A total output of 50 milliamperes-10 milliamperes at tappings—is available with Climax D.C.
and A.C. 0.50 Improved Mains Units. Excellent
H.T. Units with large output at avery reasonable cost.
A.C. Model U.20 total output
20 m/a, 10 m'a at tappings.

NUMBER OF TAPPINGS.

There are 10 voltage tappings-50, 60. 75. 100,
110. 125, 150, 160. 175 and 200—on both D.C.
and A.C. Model U.50. A.G. Model U.20. 10
tapping-30, 40, 50, 60, 70. 80. 90. 100, 110.
120. This large distribution of voltages—a
unique feature in mains units of the present day
--is practically essential when using modern
valves.

A.C. AND D.C. MAINS UNITS.

Every modern improvement has been incorporated in the
improved Climax Mains Units. The use of the new
metal rectifying units reduces maintenance costs by
eliminating all valve trouble.
The improved D.C. Model, illustrated above, is undoubtedly the best D.C. Unit on the market to-day.
Many exclusivefeatures. Excellent appearance. Compact
design. Ten voltage tappings.. Large milliampere output.
Suitable for large and small receiving Sets. Incorporates
asafety condenser to isolate tuning controls from mains.
Remarkable value at avery popular prices Ask your radio dealer for the neto Climax lead
The Mains Constructor.'

A YEAR AHEAD

CLIMAX RADIO ELECTRIC, LIMITED,
Haverstock Works, Parkhill Road, Hampstead,
London, N.W.3. Telephone: Primrose 1171-2
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Moving
GETnota beBaker's
disappointed.

Coil Speaker, and you

w ill

o
Us Send You
LET"Sound
Advice,"
S

Our Free 36 page
a postcard will do.

Booklet,

E
A

QEND Today for a Battelle/faker, on 14
".--/ approval for comparative

days

A

VINJOY the Wonderful Realistic Reproduction Given
AU by Baker's new Speakers.

made to-dar.

MAI NS
COMPONENTS

You are certain to be right if you go
to the firm who have had 5 years'
specialised experience in Mains Units
—who give a twelve months' guarantee with all their products—and
whose Mains Units have built up
a reptitation for efficiency and
reliability. There is one very
significant fact about Regentone products. Go to any
Wireless Dealer in any part
of the British Isles and ask
for a Mains Unit—almost
invariably he will try and
sell you a Regentone.
Why ? Because he knows
it won't come back—
experience has proved
Regentone to be
' absolutely reliable.
Write to-day for free copy of our new ART
BOOKLET—it contains interesting information on " Radio from the Mains," and gives
full particulars of all Regentone products.

E

E
S
Advertisement
THEFinest
and most

uild your
MainsUnits'
with the best

A.C. POWER BOX No. I. 120 volts 20 mia.
Comprising Westinghouse Metal Rectifier arid a
Regentone trandormer. with output for Xe. valve
heaters.
Complete with ruse, ties
01.10.0
lead and ad:optor
.

.

A.C. POWER BOX No. 2.

lgo volts go nva,
Comprising Westinghouse Metal Rectifier and a
Regentase transformer, with output for At'. valve
beater.
Complete with fuse, gee
lead and adaptor
.

FILTER COMPACT No. 1. £1 .10 .0

For Power Box No. 1

FILTER COMPACT No. 2.
Por Power Box No.2 - • . . moa,
REGENTSTAT. 250-4,000,000 ohms. - 7/9
on Page 38 Illustrates the
efficient Moving Coil Speaker

Pall range of Power Transformers
and Chokes.

»AKER'S SELHURST RADIO, Office, 89, Selhurst
RAI., South Norwood, S.E.25. Works: 42, Cherry
Orchard Rd.. East Croydon (always open).
[0231
USIC
Lover,
Leader
and
Listeners.—Linen
.1.71 speakers, Universal adapter. with double chuck
',nitre, 2/6 Aptus Titanine,Emaillite dope, 10 or.
2/9. 5 oz. 1/6; see our advert, on page 34.—Moore
and Co., 103, Dale St., Liverpool.
[7079
',ELUTION 012, oak, first class condition, £3110;
1.-.1 pair D.E.5As, 6/. each; D.E.5, 5/..—" Wireless,"
95. Lung Lane, Hinckley.
(6993
ICE KELLOGG Moving Coil 6-volt Field, complete
with transformer and speech filter, perfect; 78/-.
—70, Deyncourt Gardens. Umninster. Essex.
[7022
0NOTONE Speaker, cost £8. Amplion concert
speaker, cost £7/10. as new; £3/10 each.—Ilazel.
wood. Lower Hare Park, Newmarket
[7028
ONE Speaker, beautifully finished art gold; bargain.
15 f-; unused.—Bray, Stapleford, Nottingham.
[7050

R
D

C

Advertisements for " Tbe Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be LkOroughly reliable.
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'
Universal

G

ET Moving Coil Quality with Double Diaphragm
Linen Speaker, up to 20ra. square, gold finish,
assembled complete, on varnished ply case,
17/-;
polished mahogany, 25/-; carriage paid, unit fitted if
required.—Parke, Radiograms, 79g,
Turnpike Lane.
N.B.
[7056

Three

15-2,000 metres.

J3

1tOWN Vee Unit, cono and chassis , new , hardly
used; 32 /-; reasonable offers wanted for Amplion
Radioing speaker, oak, typo R.8.1.. perfect condition.
—Lewis, 158, Fawcett Rd., Southsea.
[7058
VOCAL-VORTEX Speaker, supersedes all others.
1
faithful reproduction on all frequencies, no foghorn or drummy tones; price 30/-.—Can be had from
dealers or McClelland, 8a. Malden Rd., New Malden.
Surrey.
[7062

PICTURE

RECEIVER APPARATUS.

ULTOGRAPII

F

The most perfect receiver yet designed for Ultra
•Short Wave, Broadcast. and Long Wave reception.
Including Valves, Coils and Royalty £18. Q .Bd.

Convert your present Set into
a Short Wave Receiver.

51,

Picture Receiver, new, with spares;
cost over £25, £9.—,9cientific Development Co.,
Fishergate, Preston.
[7081

VALVES.

' A MPLIFIER Valve.—If you require power you cane.- not do better than one of these:
WILAMENT Volts 6, plate volts 400 (maximum).
grid bias 84 volts (approx.),
impedance
800
ohms., amplification factor 3.8, mutual conductance
4.35 m.a./volts; nrice £5/10; see article "The Wireless World," 24th July, 1929, then send to North
London Valve Co., LW.,
Cazenove Rd., Stoke
Newington, London. N.16.
[6764
P.M.4D.X., P.M.254, nearly new; 241- lot.—
Littlewood, 21, Alexandra Rd., Chesterfield.
[7004
ARANTEED New, P.M.12, P.M.1 H.F.. 5E225
Pentode; lot £2/10, or exchange for A.C. valves.
S.O. det. and power, cash adjustment.—" Trentham."
Council St.. Llandudno.
[7006

G

rrWO B.T.11. P.X.650, 11/- each; 1 P.M.24, 12/.;
1
1 Marconi D.E.5. 5/-; condition as new.—G.
Penedatt. " The Limes" Studio, Highgate Rd., London. N.W.5.
[7075

O

SRAM
8.625. 10/6j P.M.L. P.M.5A.
416 each.—Hanson, Verwood, Dorset

Magnum Short Wave Convertor.
This Convertor is adaptable to any valve set by
simply removing the detector valve from set and
inserting it in the valveholder of convertor, the plug
of convertor taking the place of the detector
valve.
In crystalline metal cabinet, with 2 Con,
20/40 and 40/80 metres, Plug and Adaptor £4.10.0d.
inclusive.
Nenum

W.

Receivers are now obtainable on
Easy Payment Terms.

specialise in all apparatus described
"Wireless World,"

in

Lists on application.

BURNE-JONES le
296, BOROUGH HIGH ST.,
LONDON, S.E.1.

[7044

Radio Furniture De Luxe.
To snugly House Set—
Eatteries—Speaker —from 53 15s. to ill 111. Sent
ON APPROVAL—you may return at our expense if
you wisn to part with it. Used by Radio Preso—oves
3,000 clients.
PHOTOGRAPHS & LIST 3d.
Pickett'sRadioPurniture Work I
hp.M. .8exley Hest%
•

WIRE of Every Size and Kind fram The Beaver
11 Eng. Co.. 4, Upper Grosvenor Rd., Handsworth,
Birmingham.
[6897

ETERS.
Meters.—Milliamp. and nmpineters[
,
63r
0e
6
calibrated used shunts provided, voltmeters fitted
otitis resistances for higher mums, send meters for
cstimates.—Chester Bros., 244, Dalsitou Lane, London.

M

E.8.
QLIGHTLY

Used

Pick-up,

Celestion.

501.;

Phtf
51
2
4.10,

30I-; R.I., 30/-; Igrauie, 20/-; G.E.0.. Ms: 11- 1. •
tone arm, 20/-; Brown microphone simplifier for crystal
set. 30/-: Magnavox mooing coil speaker, £5.--Jamcs
Scott and Co., Radio Engineers, Doutiermline.
[0321
IXTESTON Model 301, milliammeters, ammeters, and
11
voltmeters, ranges from 15 milliamps, 21/- earls;
Ismlable 3-range instruments, in oak ease, 5im, scale
0 5 rallliarans. and 12-240 volts, 45/-•, hot-wire issm
meters, 0-1 amp., 4I-; 0-0.5 amp., 3I-; instrument
espoirs and alterations of every description; any item
7 days approval against cash.—The Vieta
Eles -tris!
Co. , 47, High
St., Battersea, S.W.11.
1910.

24

D OTENTIAL
4-

15,000

Dividers,
heavy dutv,
wire
ohms., 7 tappings; 6/6.—Below.

c

ONDENSERS, 2 mid., 2/6: 4 mfd.,
teed; tested 500 volts.—Below.

wound,

4/6; guru !i -

CHOKES (L.F.I.—Choke coils , excellent for smontliun to 20 minimum. 2/-; special heavy duty
chokes for 100 and 200 millions'. at 8/6 nnd 18/- respestively
nuy article on
approval against cash.
Iluessins, Radio Eue sieur, Clacton-on -Sen.
[5030

m

Mention of

101 -103, Dale Street,
'Grasps :"Solution."

LIVERPOOL.
"Phone :Ceo. 5284,

6

58/6 .-aeo ltguiairTa.nt:ceelimuâtors,

EVERY WEDNESDAY 3d.

PART.

COMPONENTS, ETC., FOR SALE.

B

A. CINENIATOGLIAPHER.
...-The Journal for Eve tyboebv with a comer....

ANY

Oa-OHMS Decoupling Resistances; see advt. under
Isr
Coils.—tiroves
Brothers
(Manuiactures).

ELLING-LEE Panel Fittings are designed to give
an expert. finish to any home.constructed set;
catalogue post free.—Belling and Lee, Ltd., Queenswav
Works, Ponders End Middlesex.
[0018

heAMATEUR
OTOGRAPHER

OR

MUSIC LOVERS RIT.
A.M. 202.13.
22/6
Wood lengths, drilled, 2/6
Scorner blocks 2/, spring
assembly board complete, 2/6. Irbil linen, 7/6. 10 os.
Aptu.s Tintanine Dupe, 219. Set, of 2 B.A. rods, nuts,
washers, 16. Universal Adapter, with double cheek
centre, 26. 4doe. 1/in. screws, 1/-. Milt for front,
24 x 22, 2/6. .
Rubber, 2,-.
MUSIC LEADER SPEAR BIT. A.M. SOL
(Price includes Aerial frame and Oak Transport- 56/.
able Cabinet.)
sConsidine (moues, as specified, 8/6.
Irish linen, WS.
Rubber, 1/6.
eau nuo, drilled, with bolts. etc., Ms.
os. Antos Tintanine Dope, 1/6. Universal Adapter,
double chuck centre, 2/4. Aerial frame, 7/4.
enk
gauze, 1/6. Polished cabinet. Oak, 341's; Mahogany,
37/6. Copper screening box. 7/6.
LISTENERS RIT. LW. 170.
22/6
Sperial batik, 7/6. Rubber, 2/-. Wood lengths, drilled,
2/6. Heavy stretching strips, 26. Set 28.5. reds.
nubs, washers, 1/6. Irish Hasa, 7/6. Special Speaker
Dope, 26. IJniversal Adapter. nail double chuck
centre, 2,11. Set of tangle brackets, with screw., aie.
Any Part Supplied, Post Extra,
All Components horn Stock. Units, Aptus (the beet on
test), 1716. Watmel, 146. Henze, 18/-. 11.E.C.,511/s.
Ormond. 146. Units Post Free.
SEND FOR LIST.
THE "LINEN SPEAKER SPECIALISTS,"
NI °ORE &
CO. (Estab. 50 years)

WIRE.

POTENTIAL
25,000. and Dividers,
30,000 ohms,
10,000,
5 variable
15,000 tapping>:
20[,
6
01070
5,
,

BEAuli fyYOU R qrT

'MUSIC LOVERS'
'MUSIC LEADER'
'THE LISTENERS'
DOUBLE LINEN
SPEAKERS,
COMPLETE KITS

wanted —Pearson,
mouth.

29,

Midland

e
nci
tzirscti. port.

ltd., Winton,

Boume(6825

T

ring your old
Gramophone
up to date !!
by fitting a Melirope
Sound Box, which, in
conjunction with the
Meltrope (thick skin)
fibre needles, will give
you results equal to the
very best.
The use of this Sound
Box also enables you to
produce, in full perfection, the new electrical
recordings.
Made by

AMPLIFIERS LTD.,
Billet Road,
Walthamstow, E.17.

" .. the Sound
Box that
does

not

tire!"

HE RADIO EXCHANGE. Treville St., Plymouth.—
Your old set. loud-speaker or accessories, taken in
part exchange for new.
(6 901

Transformer,
12 /6; P.11.12
12/6; Parley pick-up. 20/-• Lewcos C.T.
50, 60, 75, 2/- each; all guaranteed new.—Box
No The Wireless World.

valve.
Coils,
3733,
(7063

Price 12'6

The Wireless World, - when writing to advertisers, will ensure Prompt attention.
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Components, Etc., for Salc.—Contd,

A.
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Components, Etc., for Sale.—Contd.

EGGS/

MVXPERIMENTER'S Surplus.-Three 0.0005 S.L.F.
4;
1 Ormond condensers, 1 0.0003 ditto, each with 55-1
friction dial, new, 8/- each, 28/- for 4; Ferranti decoupling 50,000 ohms, 3/-; Bulgin battery plug, 2/-;
200 C.T. toil, 2/-; 2 0.006 fixed, 1/6; sloping top
cabinet, take panel
5/- Pair; Phones,
5/..-Blair, 36, Hillhead St.. Glasgow. W.2.
[7041
13.13.12, 15/-; P.M.4D.X, 6/-; 2 P.M.256, 7/6:
Binowave coils. 15/-; Ferranti A.F.3, 15/-; Blue.
spot pick-up and volume control, 25/-; Utility S.M.
dial, 5/-; Dubilier R.C. unit, 4/-: Tunewell wave
trap, 6/-; 2-volt accuntulators, various.-179, Boston
Rd., Brentford.
17048

Y's

ti 10better;
Output
youMeans
can

Fresh
rely onGoode;
fresh fresh
materials
goods from
are
IpPleby's, retail radio distributors with a wide market.
RIEFLY-here is our service. simple, straignt'orI-7 ward, fair. A not-too-dull brochure, more fully
,eseriptive, will be sent to you, immediately, on re.
nest.
UJE Supply Practically all the Leading Linei of
v Radio Apparatus at current list prices, and make
to carriage charges, except on accumulators and
atienes and exceptionally bulky articles.
You Wish we will take in part exchange any
L branded receiver, component or loud-speaker for
ditch you have no lurther use, providing such is
easonably
O
condition.
modern and in workable
•

ERRANT! Meters.-0-150 voltmeter, 1,000 ohms,
per volt, 22/6; and 0-20 ampmeter, 17/6, both
new and unused.-Smith, 35, Ashivater Rd., Lee,
8.E.12.
[7036
fi AUTOGRAPH, Ltd.-W.W. coils, Record III, 441- ;
new Kilo-mag four, 40/-; S.G. regional, 37/5;
foreign listeners fottr, 50/- set; Europa portable, 21/-;
Europa III, 18/6; B.G. multi-valve portable, 22/6;
new Everyman four, 60/-ADIOGRAPH, Ltd.-Litz wire, 9/40, 1/6;;2.7_/42,
2/6 dozen yards; Redfern's deep ribbed or Bevel tube, 5d. per inch; slotting, 1/6 extra.

r
I.

onMa
rekc
e
eieo
irf a
Off
pea
rr
sceiffe wect must
Ree
the
cont ain
r
a
er a
l
1 contents and name ot sender, we will send our
fret, which is as an allowance from an order for
ew requirements totalling not less than twice the
Ilowance-but it is fair. In the unlikely event of
o
agreement being reached, we will return your
iaterial carriage paid; you need have little fear for
úr returns in this respect have always been below
ne per rent.
We cannot execute part exchange
rders of less than 10/- net cash value-that is, after
art exchange allowance has been deducted.
1111E Above Terms Exist that fair offers may be an
g•
economical possibility, and a sound standard
taintained; particular points of questions are cinch'tied in a little folder, " The Ins and Outs of the
,
uts and Ins "; a copy post free on request.
PPLEBY'S, specialists in distribution by mail and
the originators of radio part exchange. No. Fortyfur in Chapel St., Marylebone, London, N.W.1
dation opposite. Edgware Rd., Metropolitan Raile3y
1)
6.
;EURPLUS Parts.-Valves, etc., big lot; cheap.-Eng7 land, Ashfurlong Rd., Dore, Sheffield.
[7060
MPLION Cone, 17/6; output transformer, 11/-;
I. Garrard 10a.. 35/-; 6 mfd., 4/6; 4 mid., 4/-;
'restern Hone, 39/-; Polar S.M., 0.0003, 6/6.-Box
735, c/u The Wireless World.
[7066
*EWCOS C.T., 60, 200, 2/- each; R.I. R.C.C.A.,
▪ 10/6; ditto H.F. choke, 3/6; condensers: Ormond
idget 2/6, 0.0005 vernier 4/-, Polar &M. 0.0005 7/6,
tility D.P.D.T. 2/-; potentiometer, 1/6; R.I. super
ansformer, 13/6; ILL output, 10/-; valves, P.M.'.
M.1A, P.M.3A, P.M.225. 5/- each; Mullard II.T.
iminator,
Coleshill Rd., Atherstone, Warckshire.
[7067
l'ERRANTE Push-pull Transformer, A.F.5C. 21/-;
Ferranti output transformer. 0.P.30. 14/-; Jaen Bros. 0.0005 mid, variable condenser, drum conPeppiatt. "The Limes" Studio, High.
to Rd., London, N.W.5.
[7076
,
fETAL Cabinets, fitted with oak base and top, hand'. somely finished; new Kilo-Mag and Record. 45/.
131i; Kit cabinets, 35/•• metal part only, 32/6 and
'/- respectively; see Coils section.-Stott, 63, Syke
I., Rochdale.
[7084
Pentamu Output Transformer,
15/.•
R.I.
Bi-Duplex transformer, rato 3-1, list- 27/e, 16/-;
rMarconi ideal transformers, each 13/-; pair Touchne coils, Lewcos, 12/6; also many other slightly
si components; let us have your requirements.1entific Development Co., 51, Fishergate, Preston.
[7083
XPERIMENTER Offers 2 Matched L.S.5A Valves,
1 15/- each; 2 %hie 10-volt 5.000 mA. arewnuirs, 4/- each, all as new; Mullard P.M.5b valve,
.-For list, write 1, Balmoral Tor., Gateshead.
[6994
OW Loss V. Condensers, grid leaks, Amplion loudspeaker, gramophone attachment, etc.; cheap.41, Castlebar Park, Ealing. London.
(7033
OILS, Edison Bell, Lissengon, 1/-; Lewcos H.P.
S•P•,
3/9; Colvern, 2/9; 3Ellos, 3/-; Lissen
e unit, 5/6; Blue Spot, 66Z, 8/6; Amplion horn
titer unit, 6/-; Igranic Megastat, 3/6; Ormond
a 0.0005,10/6: Grafton 431.F. 1,000v., 4/-; !panic,
it, slow motion dials, 1/9; Varley W.W. resist..
it, 2/9; Marconi A.C. transformer. model C.
5.-0. Rye, 182, Kennington Rd., London. [7034
8.5A Valves, matched (unused), 35/- Pair; other
L.S.5A, 10/- each; A.C./G, 8/• each; rectifiers,
15/-; G.B.1. 10/-; wire wound resistances, Varley
Ferranti, half list price; M.L. motor generator
l'. and n.T.), complete with motor, Crypt° red!.
moving coil speakers, etc.; full particulars on
icatIon.-A. F.
Littlefield, 19, Bradford
Rd.
;Ines.
[7039

.49

-Ls ADIOGRAPII. Ltd.- W.W. cabinets, 4 compartmeats. 44/6; . 2 compartment. 38/6: crackle
enamel and oak Onnb.-Station Rd., Handsworth Birmingham.
team

TWO
Marconi Ideal Transformers,
Valley super transformer, 10/-;

12/6 each; R.I.
Igranic pick-up,
10/-; G.E.C. pick-up, 12i-; Weston voltmeter (
V P*
301l, 0-8, 35/-; 3 Ceram D.E.P./610 valves, new. 10/each; one Osram D.E.5. valve, 5/-; one Osram D.E.5B
valve, 5/-; 3 superhet interstage transformers, with
oscillator and filter units by EL, 351-.-Box 3717, eto
The Wireless World.
(6998
MORSE Printer, relays, condensers, coils and other
..11.2. experimental gear for sale; view by appointment.
-Paddington
2870.
52,
Gnashed
St., London
N.W.1.
[69/d

At that -Tuppenny clive" round
the corner one can get "Adam
and Eve on a Raft' for 9d.—
Where sensible fellows like you
and I forgather for Dominoes,
etc., we willingly pay ti-.

ITTLE Used 1.85A, 10/6; Marconi Ideal, 6 to 1,
12/6,• B.T.R. pick-up
and tone arm, 30/- ;
Loewe pick-up (fortnight's use), 12/6,' Boyer-Lowe
superhet. 3 intermediates, filter,
oscillator coupler
(cost .6 5 /5 1; 10/- each.-Wilkins, 25, Electric Av.
Westelfit, Eases.

[698d

Now one might say off-hand,
"Why l— That's
threepence
'gone west 'I" But that's not
so really, for it has assured
us a pair of strictly fresh,
clean eggs.

vicco

D.O. Unit, M2, 15/-; A.C. mains transformer,
.1-'s
input 230V., output 200v., 100M.A., 15/-, or
would exchange for eitner or any of following: A.F.5
transfurmer, 28/14 choke, M/C milliammeter 1.50.
output transformer l-1.--Ordish, 50, Bonnington Crescent, Sherwood, Nottingham.
[6992
VLITE Accumulator, 120r., charged, 80/-• also
D.E.P. 610, 6/-; P.M., 11LP., 5/-.-119; Gardiner St., Gillingham, Kent.
[6996

So it is with "ClarOstat'
Variable Resistances. There are
now many imitations at a little
less money—make sure that
by saving a few coppers you
don't purchase "a bad egg" !

WIRELESS Transmitting Sets for Morse Telegraphy
TT or distant Control of Models, etc., lin, spark
coil, condenser, spark gap, helix, etc., very compact,
complete and ready for use. 12/6; high note buzzer
with heavy Morse key, very high quality, 7/6.-Below.
MILEcTRio Motors, ,/,wh.p. to
h.p., 110v. and
220v. D.C., silent running, carbon brushes, in
perfect imndition and working order, suitable for

REDUCED PRICES
STANDARD, 18 WATTS, for
Eliminators .. Was 10 6 NOW

9/6

STANDARD, 18 WATTS, BRASS
FINISH MODEL..Was9 6 NOW

8/6

VOLUME CONTROL, 100-500,000
Ohms ..
Was 86 NOW

7/6

gramophones,
10/-; a few

•
•

POWER CLAROSTAT, 35 WATTS
Was 15 - NOW 13/6
SUPER-POWER
250 WATTS
TABLE TYPE
Control)
..

(Distant Volume
Was 13 0 NOW

DYNAMOS,

12; -

Free 36pp. booklet,
Post Free from

E

CLAUDE LYM E'
.
76 OLDHALL ST.
LIVERPOOL

with
television,
overheated
or anywindings,
small power
if rewound
u

make good dynamos for H.T. accumulators,. 6/..Below.
OMPLETE Portable Telephones, ready for u s
e ,hig h
'Li
class instruments. 17/6; hand telephones, 4/6:
1,000 ohm choke coils, 1/-; Dewar switches, 1/-;
large earphones, 1/3; Morse keys, 4/-.-Below.
IGHLY Sensitive Microphones for Transmission of
fl Speech or Musics or Sensitive Amplifying, 2/6;
microphone transformer,' to suit, 2/6; microphone
buttons, 1/-; G.P.O. relays. 2,000 ohms, very sensitive, very low operating current, 6/6.-Below.
IN. Spark Coils, llin.x7in.x6in., complete with
contact breaker and condenser, 12 /6 ; lin, spark
coils, 4in.x4in.x5in., fully complete, 6/-; Ford ignition coils, aen spark, complete, 4/-.-Below.
shunt wound, for charging or lighting,
50v. 4 amp., ring oiler bearings,
.
carbon brushes,
35/.; 100v. 3 amp. ditto. 50/•• 110v. 3 amp., ball
bearing. carbon bushes, 55/-; 110v. 2 snip. ditto,
451-.-Below.
izerRic Motors, all ball bearing and carbon
brushes, 1/
411.p. to Ihh.p.
110v.„ 30/-; 6-volt car
starter motors, 10/-; 12-volt ditto, 12/6; 110r, motor
direct coupled to air blower, mounted on iron bedplate Iàh.p. motor, 46/-.-Below.
QTARTERS, please state requirements; starter regu17
latera make good field rheostats for dynamos,
to carry 2 amps. 7/6, to carry 5 amps. 10/, to carry
8 amps. 12/S.-Below.
LL Above Goods Guaranteed, cash with order, or
c.o.d., all goods 3 days' approval from date of
delivery; all letters answered.-Galpin, Binfleld Heath,
near Henley-on-Thames.
[7051

2

CLAROSTAT,
(A New Model) 3 0/-

•

Advertisements fer " The Wireless .1Vorld " are only accepted from firms

'
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ADVERTISEMENTS.

A

Old Componente Taken in Part Payment
.11.
for Latest Type; see our advert, in column
Receivers for Sale.-Scientific Development Co., 51,
Fishergate, Preston.
[Ong

believe to be thoroughly reliable.

,
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Components, Etc., for Sale.—Contd.

LEARANCE

C

of Surplus.—Mullard metal cone
speaker, £2; cone unit and chassis, 10/6; Marconi Ideal transformer, 10/-; Igranic pick-up, Phonovox, 10/6; cabinet and kit of parts for Mikado 2, £2;
cabinet, hinged lid, panel, and kit of good components
for ',Dillard 3*, including Ferranti transformers, dual
wave coil, etc., £4; also various other parts; send for
list. —Box 3725, e/o The Wireless World.
[7011
Surplus.—Magnavox, 6-volt, £4/10;
AMATEUR'S
valves, A.C/S with adapter 161, P.M.26 l6/-.

"SUPERTONE TALKIES"
PRESENT THE

PERFECT PICK-UP

1..F.607 6/-, P625A 7/6; Pye 0.0003 differential, 3/6:
Marconiphonc volume control, 4/6; Watmel tone arm,
4/6; Varley resistance, 150,000 ohms, with holder,
4/6; pair Lewcos split primary aerial, with bases,
13/-; all guaranteed perfect.—Briggs, Carlton Rd.,
Shipley.
[7018

L

ISSEN R.F. Choke, ditto L.F.2 Ormond S.M. 'dials.
-1-4 ditto reaction condenser, 2/- each; P.111.3a, 4/-;
Broadcast Torrid (Dubilier),
6; moving iron milliainnieter 0-10 ins., 5/- ; Blue Spot cone and unit.
25/-.—F. M., 74, Shirley Park Rd.. Croydon.
[7025

AS USED
FOR 'FHB
TALKIES.

TZDISON BELL Cone Speaker, 15/-,• Liasen transformers,
/• each; Mullard 4-volt valves, 4/each; Fellows Little Giant 4-valve set, with valves
£2; all in perfect condition.-13. Cook. 8, Eaton Bray.
Dunstable, Beds.
[7026
RADIO DOUSE. HUDDERSFIELD (lth

VERYWHERE

E

winner).

NVARIABLY

RIT1SII

IN

OF

EVERY

RESPECT,

TONE.

RECORD WEAR ELIMINATBD.
PERFECT

ASSISTING

B

GUARANTEED
PURITY

LEADING.

£4 -4-0

PRICE

TRADE

TRACKING.
ENQUIRIES

INVITED.

BUSTRIES.

Enquiries and orders:

atITING1
IMPORTED

•

TRADING.

Peak Value! Three readings on one dial, volts.
FLT. and L.T. •and milliamns, perfect acouraeY,
remarkable reliability, and so useful, many listeners
would pay double its price rather than be without
it!
A sensation on its production, the Wates
Meter still leads as the original and pre-eminent
3-in-1 meter. It makes set handling a science, and
gives you the true appreciation of what good
reception really is.
The" Estes "Range. Standard Model, Price 8 6.
Case, 2/6 extra. Panel Mounting Model, 13.9. Panal
Mounting Milliammeters with Jewel Bearings,
0-50 or 0-2i M.A., 9O.
READI706:

0-150 Volts.

0-6 Volts,

Fi,!/5 guaranteed.

Obtainable from

II alford's

Storm,

0-30 Milliamps.

Bee. .)000 ohms.
Mores
,id al!

Corra's

Radio dealers, or diesel.

•114E STANDARD WET BATTERY CO. (Dept. W.W.)
184 188, Shaftesbury Avenue, LONDON, W.C.2,

%/OUR Support Appreciated, our efforts to satisfy
11- su pleased Littiehampton customer that he snit
unsolicited testim. ,ial: Your firm is streets adead
of some of the ...ondon Houses for business. This
unsolicited reputation we endeavour to uphold.
WHENEVER

COMPLETE ELM:car« TRANSFORMER

CCENTRICITIES,
L ICENCE-HOLDERS

E

s.

PRIMARY.
oe

VOLT

AMP

NERGET ICA LLY
S

U

RVEY

SPEEDILY the Guide for Replacement Parts, but
when all is i
n order, why not submit similarly
advertisement, using the words "Reliability
Wireless Guide," so as to encourage readers to apply
for this list; weekly change of matter desired ;
a 100-volt H.T. battery for each effort published, and
useful consolation prizes given.

com posed

INSencrioN
DISCOVERS

EVERYTHING
sent to von

(2,000 or 4,000 ohms).
A wonderful
miniature
Wirelea:
Receiver whieh equal in volume
and purity of reproduction the beet
Wireless Headphones known. Fit,
every ear large or mail, perfectly
and doen away altogether with the
discomforto of large Earphoms and
11.adbands.
NO Headbani. NO HeadaoSee,
NO Hot and Painful Ears.
Splendid volume of .ound from any
errital Bet. Wonderful reproduction
from Valve Sets. A little suientitie
instrumentHeld to ear by neat
wire loop.
Also -made in 10 ohms resistance for
ses with
the SUPER-MIOROPHONE
as ahighly efEeient DEAF AID.
The Mid. etplione weighs Iounce, Mel uding 14/6 ""
thin 6ft. out connecting cord
Free
FREDK. ADOLPH, Actual Maker,
'ph one ,
27, Fitzroy Street, London, W.I. Museum 832g

London, W.1.

VESTIGATING

UNBIASED

MIDGETPHONE

TALKIES,

St.,

N.B.—Orders are taken in strict rotation.

RECEIVER'S

GENUINE

The

SUPERTONE
3, Macclesfield

Listed in the Guide, which will be
post free by J. H. Taylor and Co..
15, Radio foute, Macaulay St., Huddersfield, to
whom competition efforts should be submitted, indicating also if name and address publishable if successful. (Only 23 alternative words required, Radio
House, Huddersfiel(t, remaining, one word for each
initial following). Prize-winner from Ipswich. (7055

MISCELLANEOUS.
COTT SESSIONS and Co., Greet Britain's radie
doctors, officially approved as wireless repaire:
by Radio Society of Great Britain and Wireless League;
old sets of every type repaired. rebuilt, modernised:
send set for immediate quotation.
COTT SESSIONS and Co.—New sets constructed wit ti
your or our components, guaranteed finest workmanship, we specialise In "The Wireless World" cir
cuits; remember, we have satisfied customers throughout the British Isles!
Bristol, Gloucester, Weston,
Taunton; send name, address and date and our Bristol
representative will call; if winter comes now is the
time for overhatils.---Tel.: Tudor 5326.
1, Castle
Terrace, Mtnwell Hill, London, N.10.
[0262

S

S

XPONENTIAL Horns for Cabinet GramoPhone
[6
1
1
1:3
1ca
l
Wireless, metal and wood; list—Maddison, 1,
Chapel St., Marylebone, N.W. 1.

E

TO BUILD
YOUR OWN
MAINS SET.
Well des gned, and
tun-ant fora valve,.
PUGH

BROS.

- C

110-Ole

A - C

LIA•11.0

E:
20e

paito

95/101,

Ho loway

Rnad,

N7

ORDER YOUR CABINET.
NOW
1930

EVERYMAN
METAL

FOUR

CABINETS

46/6

each

(or without woodwork 35,1- each).
KILO-MAO &RECORD THREE
METAL
CABINETS.
351- each, or with woodwork 46'6 each.
Kit..Soat 276 and 38/6 each r( , •ectively.
Finished

crystalline

Brown, Black or Blue.

Trade enquiries inrirei—Samuel Eaton & So ns (
NI anti.
?attuning*, LightingGooda),66/72, Barr St, Birmingham

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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Miscellaneous.—Contd.
VAST' Payments —We supply, by easy payments,
.L.1 components, accessories, and sets, any make; 10X
down, balance spread over 10 months.—Send list oz
requirements to London Radio Supply Co., 11, Ont
Lene, London, E.C.2.
[0097

(HELLESEN)
DRY BAYTERIE.5

lU E e
r
arierrited )1ei
t
d
en
sleti
f iegides
e d veltme lelitel
with resistances for higher ranges; send meters for
estimates—Chester Bros., 244, Dalston Lane, London,
E.8.
[5290

A

LEXANDER BLACK. the original wireless doctor.
will call (London and Home Counties) and cure
your set; sets installed. maintained, and brought up
to date: complete satisfaction or no charge; gramophone pickups. II.T. eliminetors, and Webson moving
coil spealers demonstrated by appointment; purity reproduction
specialist.-2a,
Woodville
Grove,
N.16.
Sloane 5105 or ClIssold 3687.
[0277

There's nothing to beat it
at any price

.00

LOUD SPEASER UNIT

Hear it but ONCE. Conviction is forced upon
you by the amazing refinement of reproduction—
the glory of golden melody, the clarity of the
spoken voice.
The
Vates Star is seriously
acknowledged by experts, and all those who have
Iheard it, as a truly sensational advance over any
lother reproducing instrument yet produced—
Irrespective of price. HEAR the Wates Star First!

YOUR SET IS ONLY le
;
t.,
AS GOOD AS ITS SPEAKER.
,

NGINEERS.—Important Notice. Results now to
-ES band show that, 86% 01 our candidates pass their
exams, at the first attempt, a remarkable record unapproached by any other organisati , and showing why
we can guarantee " No pass—no fee." If 86 out of
every 100 ordinary men can succeed, why should you
remain in the ranks? Now is the time to " get busy"
and investigate. Our handbook, " Engineering Opportunities," explains the most simple and successful
home-study methods ol passing AM I.Mech.E., A.M.I.
OE.,
A.M.I A.E,
A.111.1.Struct.E.,
A.31.I.E.E.,
it 0.. G.P.O. Metric, etc.,
The book outlines
Courses in all branches of Civil, Mech., Elec., motor
and Wireless Engineering, and includes a brilliant foreword by Prof. A. M. Low, in whirls he shows clearly
the chances you are missing Send for this free handbook now (state subject or exam.).—British Institute of
Engineering Technology, 87, Shakespeare House 2931, Oxford St., London, W.-.
(6589
VOUR Old Apparatus Taken in Part Payment
for Latest Type; see our advert. in column
Receivers for Sale.—Scientifie Development Co., 51,
Eshergate, Preston.
[0229

ly

dmvsred

Cn
iat
eiltetnat
rash on 14 days
appro. it your
dealer (Anne

D

ESP1TE the results of the
last Election, it is safe to
say that we Britishers are a
Conservative crowd.

WIRELESS Notes.—A monthly service of Informs.
VT tion fox all those who want the very best in
wireless or gramophone reproduction; frank critieisin
of receivers and components; immediate postal help
and advice in all difficulties;• something new and
unique; you must have it if you want to know the
truth.—Pull particulars free from Ernest H. Robinson, Langtnead, Pirbtight, Woking, Storey.
[6144

4coils, double inaynets,
tipper adjustment tor

'
,
mime«. lower,
nme forWorks
arnmture.
on new-

"ANOTHER
HELLESENS,
PLEASE"

When we have found a good
thing, som ethin gwe can trust,
something that never lets us
down, we stick to it. Ido not
need anew H.T. Battery at the
moment, my present Hellesen
has only been in use for three
months, but when Ido, Ishallautomatically ask my Dealer
for
" Another
Hellesens,
please." And if you like to
say that this is largely a
matter of sentiment, I can
only reply that it is a senti—
ment that would never have
had foundation if I had not
proved Hellesens to be such
rattling good batteries, and
I'm only one of thousands
who think the same.

PATENT AGENTS.

p

ATENTS and Trade Marks, British and foreign.—
Gee and Co. (H. T. P. Gee, 31ember 13.S.G.B. and
A.31.I.B.E.). 51-52, Chancery Lane, London, W.0.2.
'Phone: Holborn 1525.
[0001

REPAIR'S.

T

WELVE Months' Guarantee Accompanies all our
Repairs; any make of L.F. transformer, headphones, or loud-speaker repaired and despatched within
48 hours; 41- post free; don't diseard It burnt out;
terms to trade.—Transformer Repair Co. Wept. W.j,
214. High St., Colliers Wood, S.W.19.
[0011

QCOTT SESSIONS and Co., Great Britain's radio
KY
doctors; read advertisement under Miscellaneous
column.
•
[0263

Tr

INGSTON-ON-THAMES.-2/per
bobbin
mud.
-XX speakers; 'phones per earpiece; transformers 4/-•
guaranteed.—Minter, 156, Cambridge Rd.
t590 0
THE SFIAFTESBURY RADIO CO.,
Wept. W W
›ei
Soaftesbitry
Avenue, Lon Ion W.C.2

Dials
with

Escutcheons
for

W.W. Receivers
(Supplied by return).

igr.:531

5/6
complete.

Cabinets, Coils, Value olders, for etc.,
" Wireless World " Receiver.
Order direct frein:
E. PAROUSSI,
10, Featherstone Buildings, High Holborn, W.0.1
Phone: Chancery yoro.
A6 I

Advertisements for

L

PRICES

Standard

W

Treble Capacity.

WANTED.

"Kolln" So volt H.T. Type ..131.
"Kolup" oo volt H.T. Typo. .3210

ANTED, 3 61,4x 61:2x 6 screening boxee; exchange
for
P.M.1
H.F.
ami
P.M.2.—" Trentham."
Council St., Llandudno.
[7007

WA5.MEDi5.P4e0 3
m
2H
eg,e'erranti 6
.
/17 dH,
particulars and price.—Tipper,
5,affs.

1.6

Your Dealer Sells Them.

le, 4tut',

wound potentiomet
er:
[7017

lIS

W

ANTED, McMichael Screened Ilimic Three, also
Marconiphone
6-volt moving
coil
speaker.—
Norris, Pixhall, Hawkhurst.
[7043

AGENCIES.

Capacity.

"Wiray "9 volt Grid Bias Type 2/"Widn " So volt II.T. Type. .10/S
"%tirup " oe volt H.T.Type..18/"Wisol" 103 volt H.T. Type 20/.

flUARANTEED Repairs by Experts, loud-speakers,
beadphones, cone units, pick-ups, any type rewound, remagnetised and adjusted; post free 4f-; transformers froin 4/-.—Ilowell. 42,- Potheringham
Rd..
Enfield, Middlesex.
[7047

PAREX>

Bakelite Dru

Returned Post Free, and to ensure s
a ti s.
AL faction send remittance after approval of same.
• Leeds Wireless Repair Service.
OUDSPE.ÎKERS. headphones, rewound to any
resistance and remagnetised, 3/-; transformers
rewound, 4/-; Blue Spots, Triotrons, and 4-pole units.
4;6; work guaranteed.—Leeds Wireless Repair Service,
5. F3oston Place, Green Rd., Leeds.
[6830

-

11111111SIN DRY OATTER1ES,
IRECTItICAL MASSIMO INSTRUMENTS,
POLYMET MICA Axe PAP11111 CONDINSIRS,
HANDLANIPS. TOPCII/S. ITC.

QPARE Time Agents to Sell Components and Sets,
>73
no initial outlay.—Dept. " A.'
138, Parkanaur
Av., Thorpe Bay, Essex.
(7035
A GENTS Wanted Ideal H.T. Accumulators, 60 volt
32/-. 120 volt 58/6; good terms.—Pearsoat 29
Midland Rd., Bourneouth.
m
6414

.1k
•—

H.

HUNT,

LTD.,

CROYDON,

P.AT.

SURREY.,

The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms 4ve believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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Agencies.-Contd.

RADIO-LEGS
REGD. TRADE

MARK

11». G. GREATREX and Co., 184, Regent St., Lon.
La don,
'Phone: Gerrard 6268 (known for Atlas
Battery Eliminators), are distributors of a fine British
portable; 16 stations, £16116.
[6754

A GENTS Wanted, spare time, wireless experience, to
Xi demonstrate and sell the world's beat
and
cheapest 3-valve set-Mag-Radio 112. Warstone Lane
Birmingham.
[2667
EXC HA NG E.

E

XCHANGE, Excbange.-Send list of simple parts
" and your new requirements for quotation; anything supplied post, free.-Coppin, Sylvia Court, Putney,
Heath.
(6494 ,

VOUR Old Apparatus Taken in Part Payment for
J.
Latest Type; see our advert, in column Receivers
for Sele.-Scientifir. Development Co., 51, Fishergate,
Preston.
(023)
" Radio-Legs " converts into a pedestal model
any set or table gramophone—no matter
what size. Clips on in a moment. Firm as a
rock. Beautiful finish — oak or mahogany.
Obtainable .from your dealer.

folds
up
like
this 1,4

BELLING-LEE
Adivri;xreient of Belling

BUSINESSES & PROPERTY FOR SALE,
TO BE LET, OR WANTED.

ONE
MODEL
FITS ANY
SET

P. PAT.

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.

rkEFERRED Payment Radio; instalments for anything radio over £5; absolute privacy-Write, 37,
Walbrook. E.C.4. 'Phone: Mansion House 4831. [6894

A411.4\A

Liv. Lei., Quevrteivay Worke. Ponders End, Middlesex

WIRELESS Retail Business, main road East London
VV suburb, Shop fitted electric light, telephone, good
living accommodation, profits over £400 p.a., increasing, certified accountants figures; price £400, stock at
valuation, about £200.-Write 3676, c/o eh. Wireless
World.
[6991

England.-Progressive radio business,
SOUTII-WEST
geed living; £300; stock at valuation.-Bax 3729,
c/o TA,

Wireless

[7014

SITUATIONS VACANT.
Operating
Atipointments
W IRELESS
short qualifying course, day, evening;

Assured;

fees pay l
able after appointment for boarding students; Morse
classes.-Manager, Wireless School. 21, Manor Gardens
London, N.7.
Archway 3694.
r63

WIRELESS Testers Required at Once. eNPerti
6e
9
n8
:4
TV essential.-Apply to Marconiphone Works, Hagen.
horn, Essex.

PRICE REDUCTION
OF THE MULTI-RANGE

DIX-ONEMETER
The extensiva sale and increased use has
enabled a reduced price to be offered below
the already exceptionally low price.
DIX.ONEMETERS are now
50 .- only, aremarkably small
price for ameter worth £10 in
comparison with others.
Latest Model. To 1st Grade Brit.
Eng. Standard. Mirror Double
icale. Moulded Base. The finest
Precision M IIti-measurinq instrument is the DIX-ONEMETER
the acknowledged Radio standarci
beloved by Expert and Amateur.
Imitations of its Bakelite case and
mirror scale are inferior.
They
,lack the 50 Multiplier Ranges, the
Precision, the Duplex Scales. Knife-

,

•

"B.A.T." 750 Watt
"Q.M.B." SWITCH.
This miniature eu itch comfortably
breaks 3 Amperes at 250 Volts.
ILF., L.F., ILT., L.T. Circuits.
For A.C. Set... Eliminate., GramsMotors, and as Loud Speaker
Field Switch. etc.

DIX-ONEMETER

50/-

ONLY

Range Multipliers 6/6 each
Electrical

.and

Radio

Test

Booklet

Fro.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
218,

Apparatus

Depot

Upper

Street,

Thames

City 0191.

EC.4.

MECHANIC Wanted, must be highly experienced in
1
51
1
, the theoretical and practical side of up-to-date
amplifiers, good opening for really suitable man.Epoch, 3, Farringdon Av., E.C.4.
[7075

"WIRELESS WORLD" mid
114.8.29) •'functioned quite well
on test and did not give any cause
to lustily doubt a, to their ability
to handle this wattage" (750
Watts !) ).
"Ideal for use is
portable sets and in all types of
mains equipment."

OUNG Man (aged 21-25) Required for High Claw
Repair Work on Small Electrical and Wireles:
Apparatus.-Apply in writing only, stating age, ex
perience, and salary required, to The Gramophone Co.'
Ltd., Employment Department, Hayes, Middlesex.
'
[708s
ANTED, wireless assistant, technical, theoretica,
and practical salesman, able to modernise am
repair sets.-Apply Gordon, 113, High St., Thorntot,
Ieath.
[703:

Y

W

"B.A.T."Q.M.B." POWER
SWITCH only 2/6 Each.

CLAUDE LYONS LTD.,
76,

OLDHALL

STREET, LIVERPOOL.

It f ANAGER Required for West London Shop, rotas ,
-11-s- be expert salesman, control staff, reasonably tech
nical, good post for man able pass guarantee bond,Salary and commission to Box 3732, The Wireles
World.
[703

SITUATIONS WANTED.

Liberty, wireless traveller, highest references, su
cellent connection, practically all England.-1,
Ward, Box 3716, e/o The Wireless World.
[69e,

AT

4

TREBLE DUTY
TERMINALS

1
cub

3d. wit't
plain toys.
Available be any
occasion, coverine
every term of connection - the ideal
terminal for wireloll men, expert or
otherwise.

J. J. EASTICK & SONS,
118, Bunhill Row,

when

d'aires situation with radio ènu
practical experience, good the.
retical knowledge, P.M.G. certificate. 31
2
/
years' ele
tical engineering, secondary education,
dejve ca
London area preferred.-Box 3787. c/o The Wired.
World.
[70:

W

Write for list X87.

World,"

Man, 21,
YOUNG
'leers, 5 years'

IRELESS Expert, with car, requires spare tin
employment as demonstrator, portable sets, etc
Birmingham. Warwickshire districts.-Box 3734, c,
The 1Vireless 1Vorld.
[701

E.C.1.

Tele.: Clerken.uell 928213;4.

Mention of " The Wireless

VOUTH Wanted for Wiring and Assembling, previous experience in A.C. and H.F.
(screened
grid) essential.-- Write, stating age and wages required
to E. Ilk, Box 3723, The Wireless World.
[7002

For

Edge Needle Accurate Bearings and High Figure of
Merit. Remember that the DIX-ONEMETER
ia as nearly electro-static in its tiny load and can
be used at 2,500 ohms per volt. On 100 volts the

high value of 250,000 ohms can be used. MicroAmps., Milli-Amps., and Amps. to 20A. MilliVolts and Volts to 2,000V.
Resistances from 50
ohms to 50 million ohms. All these are measur ed
with ease on the versatile and finely meth
DIX-ONEMETER.

THE Services of a Qualified Radio Engineer and
.1.• Designer are Required, must be experienced in
all brandies and able to control large production.-,
Write, stating qualifications and where previously ern ,
ployed, to Box 3663, do The Wireless World.
f6083

writing to

VOUNG Man (27), tall, good appearance and addrei
-I.
seeks situation, preferably with talking pictn
company, 9 years' commercial experience, sound tee
meal knowledge design and construction of
power amplifiers, good references.-H. E., 29, Up12
Addison Gardens, Kensington, W.14.
[70
VOUNG Man, 23, diploma in radio, 5 years' priva
1.
experience, seeks situation with manufacturer
Box 3722, c,
The Wireless World.
[70

advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.

£62

,
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BOOKS, INST RUCTION, ETC.
XTET H.T. Batteries are now a proved success; write
s'

for new illustrated booklet, giving cost and
ethod of building and maintaining free; mention
iper.—Taylor, 57, Studley Rd., Stockwell, London.
[0077
!TEP by Step Wireless; a complete course of the
, theory of electricity in relation to the practical
tsign of wireless apparatus, eliminators, circuits, etc.,
ith extracts from a designer's notebook, giving Hp -toits practical application; issued weekly; send 1/ -p.o.
r first 4 weeks.—Clifford Pressland, A.M.I.E.E.Eng.
ept. W.W., Hampton-on-Thames.
[019g
'IREE: Inventor's Guide on Patents.—T. A. A. 253
1W), Gray's Inn Rd., London, W.C.1.
[6373
COIIMULATOR Charging, Maintenance and ReIL. pair. By W. S. Ibbetson. A handy guide to the
arging and upkeep of accumulator for wireless work
motor cars; 3/6 net.-01 booksellers or Pitman's,
trker St.. Kingsway, London, W.C.2.
[7068
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WORLD'S FINEST VALUE
Graves 'Vulcan' 2-Valve Wireless Set is the World's
greatest achievement in Wireless Value & Efficiency

LATEST DEVELOPMENT IN WIRELESS SCIENCE.
Even if you are only a beginner, this magnificent installation will enable you
to start where others leave off; or if you are an experienced wireless
operator, this superb set will give you a thrill of interest which you have
never had before, and a sense of power and command over the mysterious
forces of the ether which will positively astonish and fascinate you.
DO NOT LET THE LOW BARGAIN PRICE MISLEAD YOU
into thinking that this is a cheap production. On the contrary, every component is of first-rate
quality, and the whole production is worth many pounds more than the price we ask. The Graves principle of business stands for Highest Quality, Lowest Price, Easiest Terms, and Immense Sales.

BRIEF
The Patent "DORIC " Cabinet is really
high-class aril superbly anished. Unique
sectional construction allowing it to be
assembled in afew minutes without the
aid of nails or screws. Perfectly rigid
when assembled, forming acabinet at
for the housing of the most costly radio
ret. Packs flat in card box when sent
by post, thin minimising risk of damage.
Cabinets to suit any circuit.
POLISHED D1AHOGASY OR OAK
WITH HINGED LIDS.

SPECIFICATION

The Cabinet is of polished figured Oak, beautifully finished with hinged lid so that all

internal parts (including valves) are easily accessible.
Dull Emitter Detector and
Power Valves of proved efficiency, with anti-microphonic valve holders. No
coils to change. Latest type HT. Battery: efficient 2-volt Accumulator, and
complete Aerial Outfit. Cost of upkeep is negligible. The LOUD SPEAKER

is of exclusive design Cabinet Type in beautifully marked Oak to match the Set.
Will give the finest tone and wide range of musical frequencies, being fitted with
large magnet of the 'four pole' type, which ensures perfect
reproduction.
Price complete anti Carriage Paid Li ...It sO
TERMS s
Our Inclusive

Bargain Price
la for deferred
payments.
Send 1016 now,
and complete
purchase In 14
Monad),
silents of lOft If
sollhfied after
frying Outfit
I
II your house.
:stoney buck it
disappointed.

ANOTHER BARGAIN
THE GRAVES SCREENED GRID 3-VALVE SET
Complete In every particular. Wonderful range & amazingly good
reception. Exclusive Oak Cabinet & Cabinet Loud Speaker,
and all components of the highest quality. Carriage Paid £12 :15

TERMS: 115. with Order, and IS -Monthly.

W RITE FOR

BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

FREE

Fullest Particulars and detailed specifications: also the newest types
of dependable Portable Sets, and other varieties of high-class
Receiving Apparatus.

J. G. GRAVES Ltd. SHEFFIELD.

Prices—Loose Base Board included:
Panel
Depth Price I
Panel
Depth Price
12" x 7" X r 2I/- net
18" X r X 10 » 30/- net
16"
r x 9' 27;6 „
21" x 7" x 9"
33/18"x 8" X 8" Special for Music Magnet, 30/-: ne t.
Any 917.e mode to order at proportionate price.
Footage 1/.
Creah with order or 0.0.D.
Quotations iven for Special Cabinets

ide enquiries welcomed.
Mooedaeon,' ¡nay Sp —

lomas O'Brien Ltd., Slater St., Seel St., Liverpool

Your First Steps
in Wireless
By

HUGH

S.

POCOCK

Editor of "The Wireless World "
A most helpful little book for those who are
beginning to study wireless. It explains
technical difficulties by simple analogies.

Price 9d.
From
Dorset

ILIFFE
House,

By Post lid.
& SONS LIMITED

Tudor

Street,

and leading booksellers.

London,

E.C.1
w.w.

BONA FIDE TRADERS' GUIDE.

r

QUICK SERVICE.

QUICK SERVICE.

THE QUALITY HOUSE.
PERSEUS

MFG.

CO.,

BRANSTONE RD.,

LTD.

(Dept. W,W.).

BURTON-ON-TRENT.

REPAIRS

Any make of L.F. Transformer, Loudspeaker
or headphones repaired and dispatched within
48 HOURS—TWELVE MONTHS GUARANTEE
with each repair. 4/. Post Free.

Send for our comprehensive II:ustrated List.

Terms lo Trade.

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO..

L214, legs Street, Colliers Wood, London, S.W.194
Dept. W.

a.

We«

Are you making a Wireless Set ? If so, why
not include mains components and do away
with dry batteries.
Complete set of components 479. 6d.
If you already have a wireless set use a TANNOY
mains unit H.T. £2. 17 .6.
L.T. £2. 12 .6.
Combined units £5 .12 .6 complete.

THE

TULSEMERE

MFG. CO.j
S.E.27.

1-7, Dalton Street, West Norwood,
'Phone: Strtnthnm 6731,

Advertisements tor " The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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ACCUMULATORS " ELITE " Britain's Best 13allery
EFE
e
11

.•

s

Down

rilOnt

if De er

hour

type.

60.. yolts, 3amo•
02 . Sem i- oil Submerged.

22 /6

0.7

dom e;

Complete as illustrated. Price .•43/- Per mth. for 3'ants.
DOUBLE CAPACITY TYPE. 60 volts,
30/hours
or 15/-deposit
& 5/-per nett for. 4ent he.

&

si , et
p

3

6
1J
am l`
p.

RRED

OF

Thr"gh erect.

ACC U lvi ULATOR

ELITE,

The unique
Sent -0s1
Subnutrge.lfeature absolididsy
prevents
surface
leakage
losses.
As supplied to
N.M.
GOVERNMENT
DEPARTMENTS.

London Distributor :—CECIL POHLtdAN, 77, Greet Portland Street, LONDON, W.I.
Bedford St., HALIFAX.
Telephone 4304. Telegramq •Elite Holifor

WIRELESS

THE BEST PANELS

DIRECTION
FINDING
and DIRECTIONAL
RECEPTION

Superfine Quality

By R. KEEN

B.Eng. (Hon..).

Second Edition: Revised and Enlarged.

NOW THE CHEAPEST!
NEW

25%

Highly Polished.
*" Black or Wavy.
ed. sq. in.
6X 9
7 X 14
7 x 18
7 x 21
8 x 12
8 x 16

26
4/8
8/.
7/4/6
6/.

REDUCED

PRICES.

• Highly Polished.
é" Mahogany.
Black
or Wavy. Id. sq. in.

Highly Polished.
1" Mahogany.
Id. sq. in.

3.6
6,3
8/9,,3
6'.
8'.

46
82
10
12 3
810 8

r

•

THIS volume deals with the principles
of. the subject and the constructional
details of direction-finding installations,
and includes some information concerning
aircraft installation. • it describes the
principles of Direction and Position
Finding in this country in such away that
the subject may be grasped easily by
engineers tackling this field of wireless
work for the first time.
Numerous
photographs and diagrams are included

Price 21/-net.

By post 21/9.

Front leading booksellers or
direct from the Publishers:

TRELLEBORG EBONITE WORKS LTD.

Dorset

1LIFFE & SONS LIMITED,
House,

Tudor

Street,

London,

UNION PLACE, WELLS STREET, LONDON, W.I.
Mention of " The

Wireless

World." when

•

E•Che
w.W 68
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to advertisers, will tamer erempt attention.
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loge
ELECTRIC
LIGHT
without altering
your Set
With the wonderful Oldham
L.T. Auto -Power Unit
you get all the advantages of
mains operation without
altering a single wire in your
set and without the expense
of special valves. It ends all
recharging worries—no more
run down accumulators — no
more missed programmes. The
Oldham L.T. Auto-Power Unit
gives ample L.T. current for the largest set.

OLDHAM L.T.
Auto Power Unit
1,,,rper,e,r,g
"e,ririghati
Metal Rea i
fie.. under ricer:,

Two-volt

Just connect to your Receiver and to the nearest light
socket —just plug in or out with the two- way plug
provided. Plug in to listen, plug out to recharge—that's
all there is to do! Everything is automatic and your set
is never connected direct to the mains

45i

Type
4-volt Type

- 58/6

6-volt Type

- 65/6

The Oldham L.T. Auto-Power Unit is built for years of
service. It has no moving parts—no valves and nothing
to wear out. Ask your dealer to tell you all about it to-day.

Permissible Discharge
up to .9 amp.

f
L.T. AUTO-POWER UNITS
Oldham

&

bon,

Ltd,

Denton

Manchester.
Teienhone :Denton 301(4 hires).

London Office 40,
King's (.:ross, W.C.I.
Telephone: `rennin. 4446 (3 lines)

Advertisements for " The Wireless World -- are only

)JLi.,gow

ZW, St. Vincent Street

Telephone :Central 4015.

5097

accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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Fire destroys merchant vessel!
Face to face with
sudden death... in
mid -ocean ... men
rely on efficient
Marconi Valves
Four days out of Liverpool.
Smoke pours from hold I
Cargo ablaze!

Frantic

S.O.S. wirelessed through
Marconi Valves.
... Hundred miles away,
trans-Atlantic liner alters
course.

Full steam ahead!

At last. .. look-out reports
clouds of smoke on horizon.
One hour later ... cargo
steamer abandoned. Crew
rescued

thanks to

Marconi Valves.
... Marconi Valves are
used in ma j
ority of principal
passenger- carrying

ships

of British Merchant Navy.
For unfailing service, wide
range, long life.

They will

improve your radio set.
Give you clearer tone, fuller
volume. Cost no more. Use
less current. Fit any set.

M ARCONI
V ALVES

The .first and greatest name in wireless
Printed for the Publishers, ILIFFE & SONS L T1)., Dorset House, Tudor Street, Loudon, E.C.4, by The Cornwall Press Ltd., Paris Garden, Stamford Street, London, S.E.z.
Colonial and Foreign Agent,:
UNITMD STATE.— The lutornational rjeme Co., lat. Vari.d. Street, Rex York.
'
,nano c—SV. h. Smith
t. Son. .2.1h. It
Riv(R. Pazis;
Ilaaette et cie. Rue Réaumur. Iill
.—W. H. Smith Ai Son, 7h, Man -he aux Herber. Brueneln.
!Alto
A. It. st healer A t'o.. Bombay, Allahabad and Calcutta.
Noun, Arnica'nod ral News Agendy, UAL
Avirrnai la —C.01,1110 tte &tub, Ltd.. Melbourne (Vitoria). Spinet
hi.el.M .1. Br -lei...lie (Queeneland), Adelaide (RA.). Perth (W.A.), and latunceeto,, iTaxmania).
11.7..11tana—Thr A nwrivan Ne.. CO., ltd.,
Hoot...al. Ottawa, ht. John. IiaIiIs, Hamilton ; (tordos & GAO,. 1,141.. Toronto ; 1,..1...rial New.**
Toronto, Jiatostreal,- Winnipeg. Vino:outer, Victoria.
Moe
& LoN.11, Ltd., WIlline0O, Auckland, Ihi-nu -hutch and Dunedin.
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OLYMPIA COMPETITION

Wedn

RESULTS—Winning Apparatus

Reviewed

day, November 13th, 1929.

,cLARosarior...,
This authoritative 36—Page Book,
compiled by Experts, with 47 Blue.
trations (27 circuits — 3 scale
drawings), describes clearly and
simply the home construction os
all types of Eliminators, etc

Hoye acquired a worldwide reputation for
Quality and Value.
Built by Specialists in
Transformer construction
they have set eQuality of
Performance above rerroich. Your Set will
work better with aTelsen
Transformer -Fit
one now!
RADIOGRAND

Free and post free, to
WAY.'
Readers, on receipt of a postcard.
The complete rangeof uClarOstat"
variable Resistances, and their
uses. Is also described.

TE LSEN
ELECTRIC
CO. LTD.

CLAUDE

76,

ATerarr.',Yrrmi'
esr,...erarzw"

1TE

Ne,
37475/2M and
3:17,;, ,

No. 533.

LYONS
ST.,

LIVERPOOL.

Yem.,

lewerrear.w.,

l'he lamous "Utility"
Mite Condenser and
NEW DRUM DIAL.

Ine The Component that
created the keenest
interest at Olympia!
Readings appear
through the central
aperture. simPlifYing
rosy tuning ; saves
valuable space Supplied for left or right
hand operation.
rot. No. Cep. Price.
W.201
'0005 11/6
W.202 '0003
11/W.203 '0002
1816

Pro, Max.

OLDHALL

Write for fully illustrated Lists.

MANUFACTURED BY
C.

F. &H. BurTon

PROGRESS

WORKS

WALSALL, ENG.

WILKINS&WRIGHT LT-"-

Vol. XXV.

No. 20.

Copyright. Registered as a Newspaper
tor transmission in the United Kingdom.
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If

is a point which may not have
HERE
occurred to you.
It is but one of many interesting and
instructive features dealt with in Mr.
Full O'Power's illustrated booklet,

"INSIDE

KNOWLEDGE"

on the correct use of Radio Batteries, a copy
of which is obtainable FREE from your dealer.

••••
.$15
it-JR triemtLere

PRICES.

M

Popular Type.
No. 1200 60 volts, 3f No.

120 2 100 VOItS

131-

Power Type for
Power Valves.
1-'04
power
6
.
o volts
131 .
\o. 1206 "Power
100 volts
2218

aftel'i.SO

ARC

•

-

ER

•60

VOLYS
W 0 4-et.w 1Cri•

SIEMENS BROTHERS & CO. LTD.,
WOOLWICH, S.E.18.

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writmg to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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RADIO ENERGY
them both—the A.C. Filament
USETransformer
and the A.C. High

USEFUL

r
Type

INFORMATION .

A.C. Filament Heating Transformer.
A

Output 4 v. 5 amp.
No..i 103 1 111 1 210

.C.maini

Voltage

1 222
240 1 253 .
1
100-108i107-114 200-214 215-228 229-245 246-260
I

Price

32/6.

Please give voltage and periodicity of A.C. Mains supply or type
number when ordering.

H.T. Supply Unit.
Approximate output when used in conjunction with an average multivalve receiver.
Tapping 1—Detector Valves 40-60 v.
„
2—H.P. Valves.
60-90 V.
„
3—L F. Valves.
90-130 v.
„
4—Last Valves.
150 v.
NO. I 103
Ill / 210 i 222 I 240
250 1
Type
A.C.Mains'
i
Voltage 1.00-106 107-114 200-214215-228 li:L63-245/248-260

I

Price £5, - 5 - 0
Please give voltage and periodicity ot A.C. Mains supply or type
number when ordering.

Tension Unit. Mullard has made them
for your radio, bringing you instant
trouble-free entertainment with no
hum.
Too long have batteries held
back radio from being effortless entertainment, but with the advent of these
components you can fetter the steady
energy of the mains to give you lasting
service.

Mullard
MASTER, •RADIO
Advert. The Mullard Wireless Service Co., Ltd., Mullard House,

Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2.
AI

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly

reliable.
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STRAIGHT OFF
THE MAINS FOR
4
0'

Fit a Philips All- 29
Electric
Filament
Transformer and do
away with your accumulators.
Save trouble
and expense and get the
best results.

6

No accumulators to run
down or fail in the
middle of aprogramme.
No weekly bother of
changing accumulators.
No bill for recharging.
Type 4009.

Price

NOVEMBER I3TH,

IQ2g.

yetIATOR
You cannot

d""

ee

i(e&

afford to use any but the best
circuit.

Condenser in an eliminator

IIELSBY CONDENSERS

e

are made and guaranteed by afirm with
30 years' experience in condenser making, from
small telephone and radio condensers to Power
Condensers weighing upwards of 2 tons.
Guaranteed working voltages :150 volts D.C.
Type M
350 volts D.C.
Type zA
450 volts D.C.
Type 3A
- 600 volts D.C.
Type 4A
All Hels6y Condensers are vacuum dried
and impregnated with aspecial nonhygroscopic material which
renders them moisture
proof.

29/6
If unobtainable from your dealer, write
to us giving his name and address.

PHILIPS

A.C.FILAM ENT TRANSFORMERS
PHILIPS
RADIO,
Philips
House,
145,
Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2.

gensearnaMlitenktanaemeggg
Arks. T. I.

BRITISH INSULATED CABLES LTD

PR E5COT -LANCS.
Makers of PRESCOT and HELSBY cables
muummeme

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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HELLO EVERYBODY
ueci.E

GET

NATURAL-NOT

GUTTURAL PRONUNCIATION
Cet reproduction which is so amazingly
faithful that it is difficult to define it
from the original oration.
No component is apt to make or mar your
reception

more

than

the

Transformer.

Remember, whenever a Transformer is
specified, you can with
confidence fit
Telsen.
They are Radio's choice.
_

They

are

1.-ntirely

RADIOGRAND

British.
ACE

12'6 sP6

Both

£3

in

ratios 3-1

& 5-1

11111:7.11:41

TELSEN

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are

ELECTRIC

only accepted

a:nit11

CO., LTD., MILLER

ST., BIRMINGHAM.

from firms we believi, to be thoroueldv reliable.
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WORLD

THE

NOVEMBER ./3T/1,

BEST

LOUD

SPEAKER.

MUSIC HATH CHARMS — when
reproduced by the Donotone Loud
Speaker, which is fitted with the
unique tuned gongs.
Amazing
purity and volume.

COME AND HEAR IT!
Demonstrations Daily.

7 Days'

Approval

against cash.

Th e

DONOTONE

(Regd.)

LOUD

SPEAKER

'Dept. D\

Fe-cirri

5

40, Furnival St., Holborn, London, E.C.4. I
TELEPHONE: HOLBORN 0
52
3.

G.

Height
Knob
Dial

of
and

together

is only z‘ in.—
no

t
he

more

than

ordinary

single Dial.

The

Slow

Motion Mee.hanism

is

ex-

The Epi
cyclic Friction'
Drive employed in
this D Type Slow
Motion S.L.F. makes tun-

ception ally
small

in

size,

protruding
only

in.

Here is a small screw which is
the simple method adopted for
adjusting tension.

Advertisement of .JACKSON' BROTHERS,

ing an exceedingly smooth and;
accurate business .This instrument
boasts afinish as good as can be found
anywhere. It is sold in capacities from
.00015 to .0005, and in prices from12/6 to 14/-

72, SI. Thomas' Street, London, S.E.T.

Telephone:

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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tiet4ATORS

Type 3009
£3-15-0

pe

3005

£3-17-6
Get the best out of your receiver—volume, tone
quality, distance—by using a Philips Battery
Eliminator and thus taking your H.T. current
from the electric mains. Also it's cheaper
than having to pay for new batteries every
now and then.
One of the three types of
Philips
Battery
Eliminators meets your
needs. Type 3009 and 3002 work off A.C.
Mains, Type 3009 giving grid bias as well
as H.T. For D.C. Mains there is Type 3005.
Type

3002

£.5-10-0

PHILIPS

PHILIPS
A5

2.,
000wde:
RADIO,

PHILIP
or 'ilacho

RADIO

Biei:ge:eM•S

For 10/- down you can have any of these on
Philips' Easy Payment System.

.'›gengeeee..-:segetnEtei:Neeintett>deelee.egbigileenent.etUggiettli!,
:ele:4ieggedigi

PHILIPS

HOUSE,

145,

CHARING

CROSS

ROAD,

LONDON,

W.C.2.

Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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K.C. CONDENSER
With knob, dial
and
slow-motion device,i I
.00.33 or .0005
IZI Without knob, dial
slow-motion device,
.0oo.3 or 8/
5

or

.

LC. DRUM CONTROL
CONDENSERS
With Drum Control nod slowmotion device, .0003 1C/6
or.0005
•
Triple KO., each condenser .0003 or .0005
Triple LC. Combin.
'Nona 0/.0003 &.0002 "../

4

0

MIDGET CONDENSER
A small variable condenser for
panel mounting .
000,3 5,
.0001 or .0002
•
• .
0/

g/6

This transformer has three secondary windings which
enable it to Le used in the construction ol a e3mplete
(L.B. and LT. Eliminator for the operation,
from A.B. mains, of Mazda indirectly heated cathode
valves.
Na. 1Secondary gives 2 amperes at 4 volts for the rectifier
valve iliamnt:
A 0060/250, 1150/250 or 075!305
Mazda readying valve may be used, preferably the first
named.

40/100 eyele model,

£1
96

17

cycle

6

model,

£2 5

No. Si Secondary will give 5amperes at 4 volts for operation
of the beaten et up to Ove A.C. valves.

0

If unobtainable fro* fete
dealer, write direct to us
giving his name and address

No. S flecOsidaiy is centre tapped, and gives 250 volts eaen
eh» for application to toe plates of a double wave
rectifier valve, such as the 1.11160250 valve.

EDISWAN

RADIO PRODUCTS

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO .LTD .
Head Oftice & Showrooms Ediswan Radio Division :
la, NEWMAN

STREET,

OXFORD

STREET, W.1

(*Phone : Museum 980)).

Mention

Of

'` The

Wireless

W47.

World,"

when

UBILIE
VARIABLE CONDENSERS

Ash your dealer for the
Dubilier .Boo Vet
'A Bit
about a Battery"— it's free.

writing to advertisers,

u
0

s

„

Dubilier Condaser Co. __Itos0
Ltd., Dimon
Works,
Vict
oria
Road N. Aeon, London, W.3.
BC 242 V

will ensure pridript

attention.
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SPOT
GOLIATH
.....£6 . .
The name "Blue Spot" represents all that is faithful
and true in loudspeaker reproduction.
And the finest model of all is Blue Spot Goliath,
Blue Spot's greatest speaker.
Ask your nearest dealer to demonstrate this speaker
and you will hear the finest reproduction that to-day
is possible.
Six guineas is the price of this superb instrument.

F. A. HUGHES & CO., LIMITED, 204-6 Great Portland St., London, W.'
'Phone:

Museum 8630 (4 lines).

Distributors for Northern England, Scotland and North Wales: H. C. RAWSON (SHEFFIELD & LONDON) LTD., zoo LONDON ROAD,
SHEFFIELD. 'Phone: Sheffield 26006.
22 ST. MARY'S PARSONAGE, MANCHES IER.
'Phme :Manchester City 3329.

£7

Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only

accepted from fir,lis we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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1,tprelli,

ARE YOU PROUD
OF YOUR NEW SET ?
DO

IT

JUSTICE

AND FIT

THE

BEST

POSSIBLE BATTERY

%

Grosvenor

Batteries

give

continuous

and satisfactory service because they
incorporate a new vitalising element
which is unique to Grosvenor.
66 v.from 7/6
99

v.

„

11/6

Super
M Capacity {66
for
ulti-Valve

v.

20/—

j
e

attery

BRITISH
MANUFACTURE

GROSVENDB BATTERY CO., LTD., 2-3y Whilt,u St., NIOORCATE, LONDON, E.C.2.

Phone: Met. 646í.

u
bt e-

The World's greatest
development in
Dynamic Speaker Construction I
AGAIN

IrpeAArporx

LEADS THE WAY

Standard Models
No.
„
„
„
„

STANDARD MODELS
101in. CONE
SPECIAL MODELS
7îin. CONE

10in. Cones
107 110/180v. D.C. £8.5.0
109 180/300v. D.C. £8.5.0
201 612v. D.C.£8
401 I10v.50cy A.C. £11
405 200240v.50cy
A.C. £11

Special Models
No.
„
„
„
„

16
108
200
400
404

Tin. Cones
110 180v. D.C.
180'300v. D.C.
6/12v. D.C.
110v.50cy A.C.
200'240v. 50cy
A.C.

Magnavox again leads the way with the new X-CORE
dynamics. The X-C ORE insures perfect alignment ot
the inner and outer poles and a true concentric gap
in which the moving coil may vibrate, The X-CORE
is secured in engagement with the main core by
means of a bolt running directly through its centre.
The new special model with 7;in. "LEXIDE " Cone
is the World's finest Moving Coil Speaker, while the
Standard model with lOpn. "LEXIDE" Core
heralds the greatest advance in dynamic power
speaker construction.
Write for fled) eight-page johle.r

£6
£6.7.6
£6
£8.5.0

THE ROTHERMEL
CORPORATION, Ltd.

£8.5.0

'Phone, MAYFAIR 057819

24

Maddox

Street,

London, W.1

UMW

Mention of " The IV i.ades.s World," when writing

to advertisers, will ensure Prompt attention.
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Q

MAZDA \

P 650 ,

An
ECONOMICAL VALVE

with an
ENORMOUS OUTPUT
2

TYPE P650
MAZDA P.650
is a particularly efficient valve
of the super-power output class.
It is an ideal valve for the operation of moving coil and other
high quality loud speakers and
will give highly efficient service.

34

48

PRICE 20/-

—40
32

CÉ

24

o

16

o

8
GRID
SO

45

THE

40

35

30

EDISON

25

20

SWAN

15

TRY IT WITH YOUR B.T.H.

REPRODUCER.

The AMAZING

VOLTS
10

5

ELECTRIC CO. LTD.

Head Office Ediewan Radio Divieion and West End Showrooms:

la, NEWMAN STREET,OXFORD STREET,W .1
'Phone: M USEUM 9801.
SHOWROOMS

IN

ALL

THE

PRINCIPAL TOWNS .

RADIO
VALVES

Alb

Advsrlisements for " The Wireless World" are only accebied from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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WEBB'S

Guaranteed
6 month,

6/3

Pried

P. R. R.

Type
"LUT."
fitted
reqk
shrouds k.
illustrated).
Price

PAY MONTHLY SYSTEM
IS
FOR
YOUR
CONVENIENCE.

in Glass. so
vo/is. 5,000
Milliampere
hours.

You spend only so much now and yet obtain
full use. and enjoyment of just what you want'
while paying for it in a comfortable, well
managed manner that just 'Suits your pocket.'

7/6

For perfect
reception
The Pete & Radford Type of" R.II.T.".
High Tension Accumulator has been
specially designed to give unchanging
potential, under all varying rates of

•
PHILIPS
3-VALVE

Charging will COSt
Charge your'
H.T. Batteries
off the mains
with the P..111.
Trickle
Charger.
Fqr
D.C. or A.C.
Simple. Safe. NO valves. No "hum."
Constant voltage. Perfect reception all the
time. Uses practically no current. Price
complete for D.C. 29/9, or A.C. 49/9.

93, Great Portland St., London, W.1
(TdePhone: Lai:glum 1473.,

We
London Salem
Rel.', Depot:
I
o7o, Ploillro R.I.

>,

This announcensern is issued by

The Nalzonal Accumulator Co

stock

all

E.M.4. 1930 MODEL. Park
assembly, including roils ao t
cabinet. Send only 40 /
- and
then 12 monthly payments .7)t
24/4. If you already have patt <
YOU wish to UV let us advise
you.

leading

makes

,
of receivers,

and latest components for constructional kits.
Send us list of your
requirements and let us quote.

WEBB'S
RADIO

ELECTRIC

STORES,

164, CHARING CROSS RD., LONDON, W.C.2
(Near Tottenham Court Road),

Ltd,

AND
,,

Mention of " The

Mahogany. We consider this
the best valise in tile (iciestlion
range. Send only 20!- and tien
12 monthly payments of 1210.
flak finish is slightly cheaper.

portables,

PETO A. RADFORD

TOR4

CELESTION LOU 1)
SPEAKER .
Ty pe tt,.

MAGNOVOX X CORE
MOVING COIL SPEAKER.
101" core for D.C. mains.
The
latest dynamic principle speaker
made by the original makers.
Send only 201- and then 12
monthly payments of 12/1u.
Smaller size core and A.C.
mains models also, in stdek,

RADFORD,

ACCUM ULATO RS
T
he beginning and Ihc end in
Powia R

AIR CHROME SPEAKERS.
Type F.
Ideal for poweilfol
signals ami radio grainophono
USO. Send only 1(1!. and tien
12 monthly payments of ea.
All other seeds in stock.

EDDY.
STONE SCIENTIFIC
SHORT
WAVE
THREE
CONSTRUCTIONAL KIT.
18-100
metres.
Including
Royalty.
Send only 2)/- and
then 12 monthl¡ payments of
14/7.

Send postcard for details of this and the
range of P.& R. Batteries (L.T. and H.T.) to

PND

ALL-ELECTRIC
RECEIVER.

Screened grid, Detector and
Pentode. For A.C. mains. (As
Nationally advertised.)
Send
only sa/ -and then 12 monthly
payments of 35 4.

NOTHING

Glasgow
Depot:
45, Clyde
Place.

MULLARD ORGOLA KU.
Exact to specification, including
valves, cabinet and full hustletions. Send only 20/- and tlien
12 'monthly payments of : 11/3.

advertised.)
'Send only 30 ,
'and then 12 monthly payments
of 190.

Cell lids, of morilde&" Dagenite,' nre
sealed in.
End terminals are noninterchangeable and wander plugs can
be inserted through .'tlie 'terminal tope.

&

OSRAM MIMIC MAGNRT
KIT.
Complete with ‘valims •
and cabinet. Full instruothins.
Send only 20/ - and then 12
monthly payments of 14,2.

PHILIPS ALL-ELECTRIC
2-VALVE RECEIVER.
Detector awl Pentode.
FOr
*AC.
mains.
(Is Nationally

discharge. In the P. 8c, R. ".R.H.T."
plates are strong and made to hold
their charge overlong periods.

PETO

,

EKCO ALL-ELECTRIC
2-VALVE RECEIVER.
Detector and Pentode.
For
D.C. mains. Model P.2. Send
only 30/- and then 12 monthly
payments of 20/1.

AT

EDDYSTONE"

Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure

BIRMINGHAM.

SERVICE

promtt attention.
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HE
Receiver could have been sold a few
Eo
ad
unde cheaper— 11
u
nd nB
otd3et
rh
fo
urm
ua
lnce
e
coin
f side
.e
r
e
aoa
e tam demanded nothing but the best apparatus.
Performance comes before price, because performance lives after price is forgotten.
Consider what you get for your money in the Wain
Receiver! A 301- istoton Transformer—high precision
Polar Variable Condensers—the world-famous T.C.C.
Condensers—highly efficient ¡grown Dual-wave Coils—
a handsome ready -made oak cabinet. Even the
simple tools necessary for building are included.
Over ell worth of Wireless for only £91

A 30/
Transformer

blown

World-famous
T.C.C. Condensers

.— Go to your Dealer's and see what amazing value you get for your
money. Finally, remember that when you have built the ¡ken
Receiver, you can get over 40 stations on the loud speaker.
In 4Models — for battery or electric Mains operation.
Prices from £9 to £20—obtainable on easy payments.
You can also buy the
robin Receiver ready built and
tested at slightly higher prices.

ezegi e

rma(er-s-etafflumssaisr

3-Valve Screened Grid

RECEIVER

•

Highly-efficient
ekes' Dual
Wave Coils

High-precision
Polar Variable
Condensers

Write for free Illustrated Folder about erotun
Receivers to:
D, S. G. Brown, Ltd., Western Ave., N. Acton, W.8

FREE •
Dept.

A ,I

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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Ammin"3
"
-

THE LONG LIFE BATTERY WITH NO

CRACKLE!

Never again need you suffer from
"crackle," due to battery exhaustion. Gat
" Pertrix" batteries which, having no salammoniac electrolyte cannot develop these
annoying
sounds.
" Pertrix " moreover
actually gives

80%

LONGER LIFE re"

PATENT

H.T.

BATTERY.

PERTRIX LTD., Britannia House, Shaftesbury Ave., London, W,C.2
Factory:

Britannia Works, Redditch, Worcs.

lila

giADioArEDyiEwWoricl.

DIARY eo
Full of Useful Information
for all enthusiastic wireless amateurs, and
with ample space for memoranda and
notes concerning individual sets and other
radio matters.

Sixth Year of
Publication!
The convenient size
and informative
character of "The
Wireless Wo r1d"
Diary have made it
deservedly popular.
It contains
many
useful
facts
and
figures
to
which
keen wireless users
constantly
refer.

a

"TheirelessWorld"
•
PRICES
Cloth Board, 1/— net.
By
post 1/1.
In Leather Case,
with pockets, pencil and
season ticket window, 2/6
net. By post 27.
Published jointly by

PRINCIPAL CONTENTS:
Stmunary of Regulations Relating to
Amateur Transmitter and Receiving
Licences. Conversion Tables, English
measures to metric and vice versa. Decimal and metrical equivalents of fractions
of an inch. Broadcasting Stations of
Europe with their Call-signs
and
Wavelengths.
Principal Short-Wave

Broadcasting and Commercial Stations
of the World.
Nationality Prefixes
used by Amateurs. Morse Code. Symbols
used in Wireless Diagrams.
Typical
Wireless Receiver and Eliminators :—
Fourteen Different Circuits with Diagrains. Valve Data, giving the characteristic features of standard valves.

From All Booksellers and Stationers

" THE WIRELESS WORLD,", LONDON, E.C 34.

and

CHARLES LETTS

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure Prompt attention.
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THE

VARLEY CURVE
• VARLET
MULTI-CEL ULAR
H.K CHOKE
500.000

o
200.000

—mom

Look at the impedance frequency curve of
practically any other H.F. Choke. What do
you see ?—a series of small peaks pointing to
the presence of minor resonances.
This means that, suitable as they may be for
use in the anode circuit of a reacting detector
valve, they cannot be considered for a parallel
feed circuit.
Not so the VARLEY H.F. Choke. A glance
at the curve will show that, whilst resonance
occurs at 2,500 metres, it is entirely free from
subsidiary resonance. And the resonant frequency is well outside normal broadcast wavelengths so that self-oscillation is impossible.
This H.F. Choke has VARLEY quality;
it is a component
with all the Varley research and painstaking workmanship behini
it. Satisfaction is assured when you specify Varley—the best
H.F. Choke on the British Market for choking ealciently
to 4,000 metres.

alley

MULTI—CELLULAR
H.F. CHOKE — —

Advertisement of Oliver Pell Control Ltd., Kingsway Flouse, 103, Kingsway, London, W.C..

Ar3

9'6

Telephone: Holborn 5303.

Advi,rtisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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Only Six Weeks
and
Christmas:
Have you realised that within the next
two weeks you will be called upon to
make a decision as to what music you
will have for Christmas?
Whether it
is for your Club or your Home, you will
•
require some instrument to entertain
your friends b and why not make it a
Radiogramophone and be up—to—date?

re*"

ROTARY
BATTERY SWITCH

An attractive alternative to the
usual Push and Pull type of
Switch. All insulated, with indicating" On" and "Off " dial,
pointer knob, double contact and
suitable for use with panels up
to
in. thickness. Price 1;9d.
each.

PENTODE
The famous Benjannn Clearer.
Tone Valveholder equipped with
Email attachment enabling same to
be used with the pentode vah.r.
Flexible connection bi provided for
attaching to the terminal on ti, ,,
cap of the pentode valve. Mice
23d. each.
Fentode attachment only tor Ice
with existing Clearer-Tone Velvet, ldei• or Vile,' dur, 3,1.

5-PIN VALVEHOLDER
Designed tor use with the new
5-pin . valve with centre leg,
he well-known Benjamin antimicrophonic feature is incorporated, and also patented contact,
which ensures perfect contact
for all types of valves
Price 1/9d. earl,.

Bgeee

An entirely new six-valve instrument
giving the highest possible quality for
both radio and record, with ample
volume, incorporating the latest design
of moving coil speaker, operates entirely
from electric mains, A.C. any voltage.
or D.C. 200 Wits or over.

£75 in Oak.

o
ke

£80 Mahogany.

Place your order now to ensure delivery,
to avoid disappointment.
Literature on application to

The Radiogramophone Development
St. Peter's Place,
Broad Street,
BIRMINGHAM.

Co.

The original CLEARER.
TONE VALVEHOLDER in face of considerable
low pricecompetition has
more than held its own,
and will be continued at
2/- each list.

The BENJAMIN
VIBROLDER was
last season's raisin
successful accessory,
the self-aligning feature ensuring positive
contact with all types
of English 4-pin
•valves. Price 1. 16d.
each.

The popnlae
Push and Pull
double -contact
Battery Swithli.
It's off when it's
In. Price, with
terminals 1/3d.
each, without
terminals lie.
each.

THE BENJAMIN ELECTRIC LIMITED,
BRANTW'OOD WORKS, TOTTENHAM N. 17.

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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7

6

5

4

3

2

THE BIG-RATIO TRANSFORMER that has already set the Radio
world talking of the new possibilities there are in receivers employing
one stage only of L.F. amplification.
It is well known that " higher ratio" is synonymous with " greater amplification," and the Ferranti research laboratories have now provided the
means whereby the extra amplification can be secured without that
serious loss in quality which has been hitherto so detrimental.
The Ferranti AF6 transformer is particularly suitable for sets of the
SG3 type. The new ratio is not intended for use in receivers employing
more than ONE stage of L.P.
The Inductance, with 3 milliamps. through the primary, is 65 Henries.

E

PRICE:

30/-

1
FERRANT I LTD.
At5

/5

HOLL IN WOOD

Advertisements for " The Wireless 11"...'id " are only

LANCASH IRE

accepted from firms we believe to be thoroup,hly reliable.
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THE

«WESTINCHOUSED

METAL RECTIFIER
.

STYLE A3

FOR LOW TENSION

D.C. Output, 9 volts, Iamp.

23 /6
MADE IN ENGLAND BY

The Westinghouse Brake &
Saxby Signal Co. Ltd.,

Full details for using this unit are
given in our 32 -page book, "The
'All-Metal Way, 193o," with circuits
and instructions for building all
types of A.C. mains units, high and
low tension.

82 York Road, King's Cross, London, N.1.

Send 2d. stamp for a copy.

teuber

HT UNITS Ilk MIDIDEIIN SETS
For modern sets, with power valves, pentodes and moving co
loudspeakers. the Tudor Monobloc High Tension Unit has no

superior.

•

It is a10-volt Unit sold in three capacities, each more than amp e
for ordinary requirements, yet not too heavy to make awkward
handling— a unit that will stand for months between charges
without a drop in voltage, because of its absolutely non-currentleasing construction. It is a unit which has sold in thousands
since its introduction, not one single unit having been returned
because of unsatisfactory performance. A unit made by acompany
with 35 years battery experience—whose huge stationary batteries,

weighing hundreds of tons each, are used by the majority of power

stations in this country.

ESTABLISHED IN PUBLIC SERVICE
COUPON.
Please send me full particulars ef Tudor
Wireless Batteries.
Name •
Addres.
Tudoi Accumulator Co., Ltd., 2, Norfolk Street,
Strand, W.C.2,

10 VOLT HIGH TENSION
UNITS.
Capacity.

Prks,

5H.T.1 .• 2,750 milliampa. • 6/
9
5H.T.2 .• 5,500
,
•• 10/5H.T.4
• 11,000
•• 17/6

Advt. of Tudor Accumulator Co., Ltd., 2, Norfolk Street, Strand. W.C.2.
Mention -of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure pr‘
onipt attention.
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GAVE

FIRST PLACE
.
TO THE NEW
BURNDEPT
A.C. SCREENED SEVEN

It includes
Readers of "The Wireless

An internal Frame Aerial for sharp tuning
and directional selectivity.

World" have unhesitatingly
awarded the Burndept A.C.
Screened Seven first place
in

Class

i of the recent

Radio Exhibition competition.

That is the verdict

of those who really know,
and
the
of

it

is

supported

enthusiastic
a wider

the

Show.
A.C.

by

approval

public

Radio

e Burndept

Two indirectly-heated A.C. Screened Val..,
giving enormous N.F. Amplification, coupled
by—

Three tuned Circuits for selectivity, and a
triple-gang single control slow motion calibrated Condenser for simplicity.

since
The

Screened

Seven is for amateur

and

expert alike the finest allmains

all-in

radio

set

obtainable.
Priced

in

oak

An Anode-bend Detector, resistance-couph,1
to an L.F. Amplifier for prevention ut
distortion.

at

36 gns.,

An b-watt push-pull output with 2. super.
power valves, giving enormous volume to—

or £3.17.8 down and
12 monthly instalments of £3.1.2.

THE

NEW

A balm, il annaturo 'Joni& lirru diaphraglo
loud s.,eaker.

Itu wind opt
A.C.

Write

SCREENED
for full

SEVEN

specification and details of our generous
Hire Purchase terms.

BURNDEPT WIRELESS (1928) LTD., 19, Eastnor House,
Blackheath, S.E.3.
AIT
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PHILIPS

RECTIFYING VALVES
for:
—Reliable

H.T. Supply.
—Dependability
—Long Life
—High
Efficiency

An output easily varied
and smoothed.
The only rectifier that has
withstood the greatest of
all —TIME.
Representative types
Type 506. Fu Tl wave type. Filament voltage 4 volts.
Filament current 1 Amp. Anode volts-2 x 300 vo Is
R.M.S. mrix. Rectified current 75 m.A.
Price 20/_
'lyre 505. Half wave type.
Filament voltage 4 volts.
Filament current approx. 1 Amp. Anode volts R.M.S.
400 v. max. Max. value Rect. Current 60 m..4.
Price 15/Type 373. Half wave type. Filament voltage 4 volts.
Filament current 1 Amp.
Anode voltage 200 volts.
R.M.S. max. Rectified current 40 m.A.
Price 15

Philips make rectifying valves for voltages up to
4,000 and currents up to 40 amps.

PHILIPS
br 'Hadio

Branches and Service Departments at-Obtainable from your Local Dealer or direct from:

38,

HOLYWELL

LANE,

LONDON,

E.C.2

Birmingham
Nottingham
Newcastle-on-Tyne

Glasgow
Cardiff.
Belfast

Bristol
Leeds
Dublin

.

Liverpool
Manchester
Plymouth

Advert. PHILIPS RADIO, PHILIPS HOUSE, 145, CHARING
CROSS ROAD, LONDON, W.C.2.
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THE NEW TECHNIQUE
OF TONE COMPENSATION
ALIII.RATION CURVE or GAM -BRELL NOVOTONE,
'
(mibtattAri van coteuee'rox)
:
••••

Huge losses to
be made good!
won 00 plum

st11,get IIERNIIIM.5 re re

I[ ow

can you possibly have realistic
reproduction from records when, to

G."

start off with, the notes below 250 cycles
(approximately middle C on the piano)
_

\
\
•
s,

are not cut in the records at anywhere
like their true proportion ? See extract
from "Wireless World," August 21st,

k.
VARIAIION FROI1 THE i"EORETICAL CURVE
CANNOT St DETXTED El EAR »ICI{ IS
SENSITIVE ONLY Ty A CHANGE
.EXCEE5INS, FOUR f)ECIBELS.

1929, page 177:
"In ordinary records it is necessary to restrict
the amplitude of notes below about 250 cycles in
order that the vibration may be contained within
the standard pitch of the

CORRECT COMPENSATION
It is rarely appreciated that the compensation required in the
lower frequencies in order to produce the correct musical result
has to be very large. The only way of obtaining this enormous
increase in output in these frequencies is by use of the Novotone.
Certain methods of so-called compensation appear on paper to, be
appreciable, but actually are insufficient to be appreciated by ear.
In the accompanying diagram the dotted line shows the amount
of compensation required theoretically, while the thick lines show
that obtained by using the Novotone. The difference between
the theoretical and actual curves is of so small a value that the
ear cannot detect it, and consequently the Novotone for practical
purposes gives perfect compensation.
It will be 'seen that at 50 cycles the amplification of any compensator must be approximately 5 times the input from the pick-up.
Any form of compensation, whether carried out in the pick-up
itself or by any other device which does not give an amplification
of this order, cannot appreciably affect audible results.
The curve also shows how the amplification of the higher
frequencies can be modified by means of a scratch control to suit
varying conditions met with in different apparatus.

THE

NOVOTONE

GAMBRELL
A19

RADIO

COMPENSATOR

LTD.,

BUCKINGHAM

GIVES
HOUSE,

groove."

In addition, what about the losses in the
upper and lower registers caused by
pick—ups and amplifiers ?

THE

NOVOTONE

COMPENSATOR
makes

good

these

losses

(without the use of valves)

electrically

gives

and

realistic reproduction by putting in every
note at its proper proportion.
THE

NOVOTONE

COMPENSATOR

was placed FIRST by Public Ballot in
the

"Wireless World" Olympia Show
Competition. (Classification 7.)

PRICE

£5

COMPLETE

(McLachlan Tone Compensator. .
Patents Pending.)

Descriptive

Booklet

" W.W. "

Free

on

Request.

REALISM
BUCKINGHAM

FROM
ST.,

RECORDS

STRAND,

W.C.2
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M•P•A RESEARCH DEPARTMENT OFFERS YOU THESE
NEW M•P•A, SPEAKERS*
SCIENTIFIC
MASTERPIECES
EACH ONE A TRIUMPH OF
OOD
LOOKS,
TONAL
PERFECTION AND VALUE 1\__
HEAR AND COMPARES

THE

NEW M•P•A•
POPULAR
PLAQUE

A BETTER INSTRUMENT THAN
EVER BEFORE—and AT A LOWER
PRICE! Fitted with the wonderful
new Mark VI unit •, with new robust
protecting grille at back; mounted on
wooden base. Remarkably sensitive,
clear and loud! Even response over
wide range of frequencies, attractive
mahogany or oak finish. 1105 /a
And look at th e price! ff.«
Don't forget also to hear the
new Mark VI Speaker Unit P`
It is ont, 12/6, chassi, with 14'
wood baffle and 9 'cone costs
101-; full mounting instructions
arc give.,.

Ratio 1 to 7.2

The IGRANIC ELECTRIC COMPANY, LTD., produced a1to 7.2 ratio
transformer two and ahalf years ago for
single L.F. stage working.

THE NEW M•P•A•
POPULAR CABINET
ANOTHER EXAMPLE OF M.P.A.
VALUE! An attractive speaker with
a first rate performance. Yet low in
cost! Like the Popular Plaque, it has
the unique Mark VS movement. Extremely sensitive.
Splendid repro.
duction.
Exceptionally wide range.
Handsome polished oak cabinet. Box
resonance eliminated. Hear
_5 /a
it and you'll buy it I Pri
ce

The curve was and is still
ahead of all others

Mahogany Cabinet 47/6

THE NEW M•P•A•
MOVING COIL
SPEAKER
SEE AND DEAR THIS AMAZING
NEW SPEAKER! Whatever price
you are prepared to pay, you will not
feet anything better! Here indeed iç
'Hearing that is almost arcing!"
Built on entirely new principles.
Permanent magnet.
No separate
energising current required.
Patent
baffling system eliminates box resortances.
Glorious tone I Dignified
design in polished oak.
A delight
ear
for l
the eye and ti,,
G., Na•
Complete
Unit only on base, 12 Gns.

um».

Hearing at_
Almost Seeing

IGRANIC
TRANSFORME R

•
The Igranic Electric Co., Ltd., were also
the first to give to the public the real
curve of interpretation of transformer
performance, viz., voltage amplification
plotted against frequency under load.
"PRIORITY is the EASIEST THING
to DISREGARD - but the name of
IGRANIC is invariably associated with
pioneer effort and high achievement.

TYPE G, Ratio 1 to 7.2

PRICE

30f-

Get one at your dealer's, or
write direct to Dept. U. 300.

M.P.A. products above L.5
can be purchased on easy
deferred terms.
Ash your
dealer to-day.
M. P. A. Wireless,
Ltd.,
Dept. 2,
Radio Works,
High Road, Chiswick, W.4.
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EXIDE

AGAIN
BEST

In

the

CHOSEN

section

of the

IN

National

WAS

AS
THE

Radio

THE
SHOW

Exhibition

Ballot,

organised

by the

"Wireless World," the Exide H.T. Battery, Type WY10, gained first

place.

This

is

new

battery,

designed for very

having

large outputs,

a capacity
and

of 7000

milliampere hours,

meets a growing need

address systems, talkies and similar work.

2I

BALLOT

BATTERY

BATTERY

battery

ADVERTISEMENTS.

in

public

At 10/6 per 10 volt unit, Exide

value is fully maintained.
For smaller outputs there are other Exide H.T. Batteries that will exactly meet
your needs, particularly the W.H. range with acapacity of 5000 milliampere hours.

£ecibe

THE LONG LIFE BATTERY
Prices of W.H. range of Exide H.T. Batteries:--10 volt unit - 6/3.
Units in wooden crates: 40 volts - £1

12

6:

24 volt unit - £1

60 volts - £2

6

4

0.

6.

Obtainable from Exide Service Agents and all reputable dealers. Exide Service Agents give Service on every make of battery.
EXIDE

mu

BATTERIES,

(London Sales and Service Depot)

215-229

SHAFTESBURY

AVENUE,

W.C.2
H.26
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this annual ballot the public awarded the
"ERCO-LECTRIC" All-Power Unit, A.C.
Model C2A, first place for Mains Supply Units.

If you have Electric light or power mains you can
enjoy worryless wireless! Just plug in the '« EKCO "
Adaptor and "Switch-on—That's all !"
You can "EKCO-LECTRIFY " your present set with
an "EKCO" All-Power Unit and eliminate H.T. or
L.T. batteries with an "EKCO " H.T. or L.T. Unit,
or enjoy modern radio at its best with an "EKCOLECTRIC" Radio Receiver.
" EKCO" products are British Made for D.C. as Well
as A.C. Mains and are obtainable on Easy Payments.
EKCO" H.T. UNITS suitable for 1-5 Valve Sets. Up to

20

D.C. MODEL MAO
(an WO Tapping,
far SG, and al 0-120
and 120/130.
£2.10.0 complete.
AM. MODEL 3E20
(nn r(ghl) Tappings
for 8,0. and a 6U
and 120/130.
£3 .19.13 complete.
Write for Free Booklet cm
"MI-Electric" Radio to :

K. K. COLE, Ltd., Dept. W,

Ekco" Works, Leigh-on-it.a.

"Plug-in—That's all"
RADIO

02

I

Abeautiful and clear tone.
Apleasing appearance.
The two advantages of
Dr. Kesper Loudspeakers.

" EKCO-LECTRIC "
RECEIVERS AND POWER SUPPLY

UNITS.

ÇUT OUT
INTERFERENCE/
SPECIALLY

TESTED AND RECOMMENDED.

READY RADIO UNIT

.

TUNEWELL UNIT..

20/—
10/6

HARLIE UNIT .:
G.E.C. UNIT
..

..

12/6
18/6

INCLUDE ONE
IN YOUR SET
FREE— OUR

LATEST
(BY

Type N.25.

MahotanYCkbinct

15"x 15"x 7" ..

Jive

Type N.26. Oak Cabinet
q0/C
12"x 12"x 7" ..
u
Ask your dealer.

DR. NESPER LTD.,
Colindale Avenue,
HENDON, LONDON, N.W.9

POST

CATALOGUE

6d.)

DETAILS OF OUR EASY PAYMENTS
ON REQUEST.
MODERATE TERMS.

WILL DAY

LTD.

19, LISLE STREET, W.C.2
'PHONE:

REGENT 0921-22.
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WHY PAY
MORE
When you can
buy Ediswan
Accumulators
at these prices!

B.W.G.1.
35 Amp. hrs.
11 9.

Major Loten.
70 Amp. hrs.
11 -

Little Loten.
20 Amp hrs. 4,1

Midget Loten.
12 Amp. hrs. 2'9

IN a set built
with Lotus units
every component
pulls its weight.
Their close, clean
fit, sound connections and infall;
ible accuracy produce a set which
is easily and
quickly assembled and gives the
highest efficiency.
For your next set
choose Lotus
Components. Almost every unit
you need will be
found in the Lot us
range at every
wireless shop.

45

Minor Loten.
Amp. hrs.

Your accumulator worries are ended if you instal an Ediswan—your
charging bills are reduced, too, because the new mass type plates
ensure maximum life per charge.
From the lead used in the plates
to the glass of the containers, Ediswan accumulators are 100" o British.
The Loten Range is particularly suitable for slow discharge over long
periods ;for higher discharge rate, the B.W.G. type should be used.

If its

mils

IED ISWAN

its better
made

Ask your radio dealer.
THE

EDISON

SWAN

ELECTRIC CO., LTD.

123-5 QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.C.4

Advertisements for " The Wireless World "

GARNETT WHITELEY 8c CO. LTD.,
LOTUS WORKS

SHOWROOMS IN ALL THE PRINCIPAL TOWNS.

A23

COMPONENTS
in one of the most modern rad,
factories in Great Britain by

IIVP

LIVERPOC.a
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sEcuRE!

INTERLOCKED.

B

ECAUSE they are braced to a girder-like
rigidity the elements of th e NEW Cossor
Pento de have exceptional strength.
Locked top and bottom they are secure against
individual movement. This unique Cossor
system of Interlocked Construction definitely

In two types

eliminates all possibility of damage due to shock. Only
complete destruction can impair the superb tone—the
enormous volume of this remarkable valve. Use the
NEW' Cossor Pentode in your Receiver — no other
make has Interlocked Construction.

Comor 230 P.T. (2 voile, .3
amp.) and 41$ Pe. (4 voile.
.15 emp.) Amplification Far,.
tor 40. impedance 20.000
Anode Volta 100.100.
Price
. .
(el
(either lyre

ffl•
.,•

(7he NEW

25/au

Cossor
PENTODE

The only Pentode Valve with
A. C. Cosaor Ltd., Highliury Grove. London,

Interlocked Construction

N.5
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Coventry?'

Telephone:

5210 Coventry.

Guildhall Buildings. Navigation Street.

BIRMINGHAM :
felegram: "Atitoprees. Hirmintbant."
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Telerams

MANCHESTER :
Ilancheater."

Telepliom

2970 and 2.,71 Midland.

.

260, Deansgate.
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MECHANICAL MUSIC AND THE MUSICIAN.

it

NO. 20.

savourless monotony of Mechanical Music becomes
apparent upon a moment's thought."
Is it not the
generally accepted view that broadcasting resulted in a
vast extension of the musical public and an enlarging
of the appetite of the world for music of all kinds?
The extension of the use of what is described as
mechanical music must, we fear, result in less employment amongst individual performing musicians, but
may not this prove to be only a temporary objection
and not one which is likely to have any lasting effect
to the detriment of music generally, nor to the disadvantage of the community, for surely the increased
taste for music must stimulate the demand for
musicians in every grade of the art.

HE very vexed question of whether broadcasting
constitutes a menace to the professional musician
has been a subject of discussion ever since broad-

casting was introduced, and the fight between societies
of musicians and broadcasting is still an undecided
battle in this country. In America, where broadcasting
had a considerable start over our own country, it had
seemed that some sort of understanding between the
musician and the broadcaster had been reached; but
the arrival of the " talkies " and the great advances
which have been made towards perfecting the gramophone record appear to have been watched with the
greatest anxiety by professional musicians in the United
States. Recently we have seen large advertising spaces
in American newspapers taken by the American Federation of Musicians, with the object of trying to arrest
the encroachment of mechanical music where it is feared
the new art will oust the professional musician.
Some of the arguments put forward by the American
Federation of Musicians do not seem to us to ring true,

creative

0 000

"THE

WIRELESS
• SHOW

CONTENTS OF THIS ISSUE.

VOL. XXV.

as, for instance, a statement that " The cultural menate
of this movement to supplant Real Music with the flat,

Editor: HUGH S. POCOCK.
Assistant Editor: F. H. HAINES.
Editorial Offices: 116-117, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C.4
Editorial Telephone: City 9472 (5 lines).
Advertising and Publishing Offices:
DORSET HOUSE, TUDOR STREET, LONDON, E.C.4.
'Telephone: City 2847 (13 lines). Telegrams: Etbaworld, Fleet, London."
CovEmav: Hertford Street.
TokiHarno:

I3TH, 1929.

WORLD"

OLYMPIA

COMPETITION.

W

E are now able to announce the names of the
winners of the prizes which were offered by
The Wireless World in connection with our
Olympia Show Competition.
The prizes, it will be
remembered, were to be awarded to the competitors
who succeeded in correctly forecasting the outstanding
single exhibit at Olympia, as decided by the majority
of votes, and who also had the largest number of
correqt forecasts in the other classes of apparatus.
The first prize of £50 goes to Mr. A. Vernon, 214,
Bradford Road, Manchester.
The second prize, of a.
voucher for the purchase of apparatus to the value of
£2o from firms who exhibited ut the Olympia Show, is
gained by Mr. Albert Maunders, 95, Bradshaw Street,
Nelson, Lancs; whilst third, fourth and fifth prizes, of
similar vouchers to the value of £15, £m, and £5 respectively, go to Mr. H. J. Whitehouse, 12, June Avenue,
Bromborough, Cheshire; Mr. William M. Moore, 30,
Mariners' Cottages, South Shields ;and Mr. Walter R.
Johnstone, 5, Linden Road, Levenshulme, Manchester.
The winners have already been notified of their successes by letter.
Elsewhere in this issue, as we had previously
anndunced, we illustrate and describe the apparatus
which has gained the largest number of votes in each
of the classes into which we divided the exhibits at
Olympia as a whole, and we have made this an occasion for introducing photogravure reproduction to illustrate the apparatus, as we felt that the winning products
merited some special distinction such as this method
of illustration provides.

25'
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Modifications to Suit
By

NOVEMBER uth,

Individual Requirements.

H. F. SMITH.

EFORE attempting to supplement the information.
It is hardly suggested that the above rather drstic
already given on the subject of thé new Kiloexpedient should be applied to existing sets; ins ead
.
Mag Four receiver,' it would seem advisable to of going to the expense of obtaining a new set of ondeal with the highly topical question of selectivity— densers it is certainly better to fit a loosely cou led
undoubtedly the hutiing problem of the hour to agreat and separately tuned aerial circuit, which is •a real
number of wireless users, and a matter of interest to
remedy as opposed to amere palliative. This addition
the majority Cif listeners who look ahead, even though
was mentioned tentatively in the earlier article; it can
they may, at the moment, be unaffected by the changing now be advocated without apologies, as there are defnite
technique of broadcast distribution.
signs that a general return to the two-circuit a rial
The set as described seems to have proved itself , to
tuner, consistently advocated by writers in this jourtial,
•
be sufficiently selective for tre under average conis at last in sight.
, ditions, and experience has shown that it is hardly
_ Increasing Both Range and Selectivity.
practicable to improve its performance in this respect
without sacrificing H.F. amplification, increasing operatThere are several ways of níaking this addition to
ing difficulties, or decreasing circuit resistance to apoint
the receiver as it stands, and useful hints on the subject
where high-note loss becomes apparent.
may be gleaned by studying the articles describing The
When dealing with areceiver that is frankly designed
Wireless World " Kit Set" (September 18th) and the
for long-distance reception one naturally hesitates before
1930 Everynian Four (October 16th). Perhaps as Suitsuggesting any palliatives for interference troubles that able and convenient a method as any is that giveriin
will bring about any considerable reduction in sensitivity,
Fig. r, which shows an arrangement with continuously
but it must not be forgotten that the amplification •
provariable capacity coupling. This requires the addition
vided is sometimes greater than can be conveniently
handled, and it is with a clear conscience that one can
recommend such practices as reducing the number of
-primary turns on the H.F. transformers. It is quite
COUPLING
'permissible to reduce the medium- and long-wave
CONDENSER
• primaries to, respectively, w and 70 turns. It should
• be made clear that such a drastic reduction as this is
seldom necessary, and that it is best to take off à few
turns at a time. These should he removed from the
ends of the winding nearest to •
the anode connection.
Mention was made in the descriptive article of the
fact that interference can be lessened by moving
o,
medium- and long-wave aerial connections nearer to
à
the earthed ends of the appropriate input coils. As a
refinement, alternative connections may be provided.
Another way of increasing selectivity—but still at
the expense of amplification and high-note retention—
is offered by increasing the ratio of capacity to inductance in the tuned circuits. To make this alteration
variable condensers of o.000s mfd. should be used, and
• a few turns should be removed from the aerial-grid
coils and from the H.F. transformer secondaries.
I

d

'The Wireless World, August 14th and August 21st, M.:

Fig. 1.—How to add a separately tuned aerial circuit: th
medium- and long-wave aerial coils (L(a) and L(b)), and t4
extra condensers may be mounted outside the
screeni
compartments.
a 26

•

,

y
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Mites on the New Kilo-Nag Four.—
.
of an_extra pole to the existing wave-range switch $,
but this component need not be replaced if interchangeable coils, mounted externally at the back or side of
.the cabinet base, are used in the aerial circuit. These
extra inductances are marked L(a) and L(b) in Fig.
and may conveniently be constructed in the same way
as those specified for the " Kit Set." The general arrangement of components adopted in this latter receiver
may be imitated as far as possible, bearing in mind that
the aerial tuning condenser, of 0.0005 mfd., must be of
exceptionally small overall dimensions.
The same
applies to the coupling condense:, which may, have
maximum capacity of o.000i mfd., with a small minimum value.
The spindles of these condensers may be mounted
through either the front or left-hand side panel of the
base compartment; in the latter position small edgewise dials should be used. Incidentally, it is here
assumed that the set is (or will be) housed in a special
Wireless World metal cabinet; although this course
is to be recommended on the score of easy construe.tion, it should be made quite 'clear that more conventional methods may be adopted, always provided that
screening is adequate.
• It is reassuring to have to report that the majority
of constructors seem to have had no difficulty in getting
the set into a state of satisfactory operation, and that
,puzzling faults have been few and far between. Where
trouble is encountered, it is usually traced quite easily
by systematic testing.
A Rapid Method of Fault-finding.

These tests may be made quickly by the stage-by•
stage method. To assure oneself that the detector, its
preceding H.F. transformer, and its succeeding L.F.
amplifier are in order, the plate lead of the second H.F.
valve should be removed, and the aerial joined to this
lead through a0.0001 mfd. fixed condenser. The receiver
should now work as a simple detector-L.F. set, and,
as such, would be expected to provide good signals
from a local station.
Both -H.F. valves are eithet
switched off or removed.
Carrying the test a step either, the aerial wire (still
'via a fixed condenser) is transferred to the plate lead
of the first H.F. valve, after disconnecting this lead
from the valve cap. This gives us a medium-range
• H.F.-det.-L.F. combination, and good results will show
• that the second H.F. valve and its associated apparatus
are in order. Obviously, then, failure to obtain the
performance to be expected when the aerial is restored
to, its original position will indicate that the fault lies
in, the first H.F. valve or in the apparatus connected in
one of its circuits, although, if instability is encountered
under these conditions, the blame may possibly be
allocated between the two H.F. stages—most probably
-to defective screening.
,
• There seems to be some uncertainty as 'to whether
the set can be used with the Mazda 215 S.G. valves,
•
which came on the market shortly after it was fire
described. Although the characteristics of these valves
are not quite in line with more çonventional types, they
•: ,e..an be used with complete satisfaction without any
-27
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modification of the' transformers, and they will afford
a very high_amplification. If 6-volt valves .are used in ,
the remaining positions, it is convenient to reduce the
value of the rheostat R, to some 15 or 20 ohms, and, as
a safety measure, to insert in series with it a semifixed resistance set at,I3 ohms.

Fig. 2.—The Kilo-Mag Four receiver may be operated with A.C.
valves without any alterations to its basic circuit. This diagram
elbows a suitable method of Connecting heater and cathode circuits, and also a potentiometer arrangement for controlling
screening grid voltage.
Condensers across the low-tension
;potentiometer may be of 0.005 mid.
•

The connection of agramophone pick-.up has already
been described in the " Readers' Problems" section
of The Wireless World of September 4th. There are
several possible ways of making this addition; all that .;
one has to do is to arrange to insert the pick-up in
series with the detector grid circuit, and at the sanie
time to make the appropriate reduction in negative •
bias. As a refinement, means can be provided for
automatically switching off the H.F. valve Memel*,
but this operation can be carried out by means of the
rheostat already fitted.
Two minor errors were allowed to pass into the
original description ;the writer takes this opportunity of
apologising and again drawing the reader's attention to
,
them. In the " List of Parts " the value of the variable volume-control resistance R, was given as 20,000
ohms. This should be 200,000 ohms. Referring to the
practical wiring plan, there was a fairly obvious transposition of the reference lettering on each of the H.F.
valve-holder
filament
terminals.
The
terminals
" earthed " to the metal screening base should be con-/
nected to L.T. negative, and consequently should -be
lettered r and t; they are joined to the soldering tag on the jack frame by separate leads bearing corresponding identification marks. The remaining filament
terminals should be marked sand u (instead of rand t),
and are connected by flexible leads to the same terminal .
on the rheostat R,..
• 4
•

•
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A Switch=operated

With Remote Control.

Receiver

By CAPTAIN IAN FRASER, C.B.E.

FEW" months ago •
I built myself a new house.
white, because it will facilitate explanation. Black and
The opportunity was thus afforded and the
red are connected to the output side of an output t sexcuse provided for the design and installation
former from the receiver. Their other ends are onof anew wireless receiver. What did Ireally want?
nected to the terminals of the loud speakers or o a
Istarted listening before the War to the Eiffel Tower- second transformer, according to the type of loud speaker
news and to ships. A set at Marlborough College, largely
employed. White and red are the wires which operate
contrived from gas tubing, crystals and odd pieces
the switching mechanism. The primary relay chfcuit
borrowed from the "stinks" laboratory, formed the' consists of a nine-volt dry battery, the relay coil, the
basis of my experiments. •
Ilistened to amateurs before
wires, red and white, and the press button.
fFhe
broadcasting began, and have possessed or borrowed
armature operates an eight-toothed sprocket wheel,
or made almost every possible kind of set.
In my
moving it one tooth every time the circuit is closed. On
experience distant stations are amusing to "get " but the sprocket wheel spindle is an ebonite rod or small
seldom worth listening to, .owing to incidental noises.
diameter drum upon which are the necessary contacts
I have come to the conclusion that the keen amateur
for two switches.
should have aset for his own use, perhaps two or more
The first switch is responsible for putting on the
if he can afford them, but that for his own sake and
current to operate the set. Positions 2, 4, 6 and 8 of
that of his family his household set should be separate -the ebonite rod make contact, and positions r, 3, 5and
and different.
It is the household set I propose to
7make no contact. Hence, so far as this switch is °mandiscuss here.
cerned, successive presses upon the press button will ¡out
For a residence in or near London such a set should,
the receiver on and off from any remote control point
Ithink, receive 2L0 and Daventry 5GB at full strength
indefinitely or, fo be strictly accurate, until the dry
' without the bother of tuning, and should come into
battery runs down. It is to be noted in passing that the
.operation by means of the pressing of a switch.
If
current is not flowing all the time in this switch ciruit
possible one switch button should operate "on,"
but only at the moment of operation, with acorrespondoff," and also the change from one station to the
ing economy in the use of the dry battery.
,other.
The other
swi h,
The 'first problem was
mounted upon the
me
to devise this switching
ebonite spindle, is use t
• mechanism.
Doubtless
operate the wavelenth
" there are other methods of
changing device.
Thi is
doing this job than that
so arranged that with one
which I have chosen, but
press-button switch we get
as it took me some time
these results following s cand two or three unsuccessive pressings of the
cessful experiments and
button: "on " London—
e, off
on ,,
5G
numerous enquiries before
it was finished, it might be
"off "-" on" Londœt—
worth while describing it
" off " - " on " 5GB—
in detail.
"off," etc., ad infinitum .
The set is in asafe place
'
The switch
I have
.in an out-of-the-way cupdescribed could probably
board.
This pleases the
be constructed to operate
œsthetic eye, and prevents
the set and the waive
interested friends from
change directly, but there
The author photographed in his laboratory.
Captain Fraser has
,tuning it in. The receiver
been a leading amateur for many years and is a Past President
is not, I think, such a
of the Radio Society of Great Britain.
feeds four loud speakers,
swit
chon the market, ai d
and close to where these are located is a neat switchIhad to use asecond stage of relaying or have aswit h
board upon which are two controls.
One is a press
made. Ichose the former course. Isecured a rem te
button to put the set on or off, and to change stations,
control switch from Messrs. Gamages, which was s
a
and the other is a variable control for the volume of the
slight variation of their standard arrangement. It 14d
particular loud speaker with which it is associated. A larger silver contact points than is usual and tWo
three wire lead-covered cable connects the loud speakers
switches upon the spindle instead of one. Ithen ordered
to the set. We shall call the three wires black, red and
two relay switches from Messrs. Isenthal, consisting f
•
•
4
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need not lie described. The output is from three
My Household Set.
L.S.5.A. valves in parallel, and the H.T. is the full 240
ing a mercury bottle, and operated
an armature ca
volts less what is absorbed in smoothing, about 20 volt?».
by amagnet coil wound for 240 volts D.C. The switch
One feature of the installation which may be worth
that puts the se "on" and "off" is a single-pole
mentioning is the position of the loud speaker in the
mercury switch; the other, which changes the wavedrawing-room. In my opinion horns are ugly and are
length, is atwo- le mercury switch. The "on "-" off"
best out of sight.
I did not want a cabinet in this
switch is simply onnected to the main supply to the set
particular room. Ipreferred an R.K. moving coil, but
for H.T. and L.
it is a difficult instrument to mount in its baffle without
The double-p e switch connects two independent
being ugly, unless of course areally fine old cabinet is
0.0003 variable ondensers to the two existing tuning
secured. As Iwas buildcondensers of the set. The
ing a house the solution
earthed sides of ese conoffered itself of putting it
densers are pe anently
in the wall, and this was
connected, and he high
adopted. A ten-inch cone
potential sides ar the two
loud speaker was used. A
which are switche . When
hole twelve inches in diathe two indepen lent conmeter
was cut in the wall
ht
in
in
densers are brou
between two rooms and
parallel with th existing
lined with finned iron and
condensers the requisite
finished off with cement.
increase of cap city and
The
speaker is fixed in this,
waveconsequently o
as the illustration shows.
length is made to raise the
It has, of course, to be
tuning from that required
open at the back. This I
for 2L0 to th t approthought at first might be
priate for 5GB.
adisadvantage as the loud
The more se five the
speaker would necessarily
receiver the m re care
have to be working in the
would have to e taken
two rooms at once, but in
not to let these a ded conpractice Ihave not found
densers and thei connectthis atrouble. One of the
ing wires, etc., introduce
rooms is a hall and not a
I
unwanted capa lies.
sitting
-room. The loud
on this
find no difficult
speaker could not be
account, and the pparatus
The loud speaker in the drawing room.
The instrument—a
mounted in an outside
Rice Kellogg moving coil—is mounted in the wall, which is
is instant and rliable in
lined with tinned iron and finished off with cement.
Baffle
wall, for the back being
its operation.
vibration is entirely absent.
open the cone would get
ays are
The Isenthal
damp. I think the mounting in the wall is ideal. It
me
they
are
operating
and
are
using
held on all the
is hardly noticed, and is not unsightly. It provides a
current therefore but this is of the order of a few
When very large baffle, which these loud speakers need to
milliamps from temain and can be ignored.
produce their best bass notes. There is, moreover, no
twin transmission from Brookmans Park begin we shall
have two signals fequal strength coming from the same cabinet booming or sympathetic vibration from the
baffle which is so often noticeable with the R.K. in a
point, and it will be much easier to deal with this than
box.
fives
of
2L0
and
Daventry
Junior.
with the ahem
The individual control of each loud speaker foi
Doubtless asing detector valve, without H.F. amplivolume is very necessary. You cannot control the whole
fiers, will suffice, and the double-mercury. Isenthal switch
described above, which is constructed for use as a set without interfering with the volume at all loud
speakers, and you may want silence momentarily or
double-pole dou le-throw switch, can be used for disfor some time at one speaker. Local individual control
connecting one c ndenser tuned to the lower wavelength
is
afforded by a resistance varying with the loud
other
tuned
to
the
higher
wavelength
and connecting
speaker
put across its movement or moving coil.
In
station.
the
case
of
the
R.K.
it
is
a
ten-ohm
rheostat
of
standard
w
using
works
entirely
from
the
mains
The set Iam n
type.
except for agrid battery, and being of standard practice

I
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the following pages we illustrate and describe the apparatus which in the voting competition arranged by "The Wireless World"
1
in connection with the Olympia Radio Show gained first place in the total of votes cast by our readers in each of the various
classes into which we divided the Olympia Show exhibi(s as a whole. It will be recollected that readers were asked to vote for
what they considered to be the outstanding single exhibit at the Show, and, in addition, to make their choice of apparatus in
each of seven classes into which the exhibits at Olynpia as a whole were divided. The classes were :—(1) Complete receivers
of five valves or more. (2) Complete receivers of four valves or less. (3) Batteries of all kinds. (4) Mains supply units.
(5) Loud speakers. (6) Valves. (7,) Other apparatus not classified above; also amplifiers, component parts such as transformers,
condensers, tuning coils, resistances, etc., etc.
The apparatus which gained these positions were, as already announced :—The outstanding single exhibit, the Mazda AC !SG valve,
and in the various classes: (I) Burndept A.C.7 receiver. (2) Philips four-valve, all-electric receiver, No. 2,511. (3) Exide H.T.
accumulator, Type W Y.10. (4) Ekco combined A.C. eliminator. (5) Ferranti moving-coil loud speaker. (6) Mazda AC/SG valve.
(7) Gambrell Novotone corrector. Elsewhere in this issue the announcement is made of the names of the readers of "The Wireless
World" who have won the prizes in the ballot for their forecasts of the popular vote.

VV

*HEN the screen-grid valve
first made its appearance
on the market somewhat
wild claims were made concerning
its performance as a high-frequency
amplifier. Time proved, however,
that as regards amplification little
benefit was to be derived as compared with a well-designed balanced
three-electrode valve.
The reason
for this was not far to seek. Stable
amplification was limited to a com.paratively low figure on account of
the energy fed back through the
anode-grid capacity of the valve.
,
Those who have built a set embodying the new Mazda •AC/SG
valve, which is a great advance
over its predecessors, will agree
that its position as winner both of
class 6 and class 8 of the Competition is well merited. It is safe to say
that with this valve a greater stage
gain can be attained than with any
other commercial valve existing.
The inter-electrode capacity which
has such an important bearing on
stable amplification has been reduced
to the remarkably low figure of
0.0045 ,u,t(F. by the expedient of
arranging tw ) screening grids in
cascade.
When extreme care is

• MAZDA A.C.
SCREEN-GRID VALVE.
taken with external screening and
when the tuning circuits are designed
with low losses, astage amplification
of approximately 250 times can be
obtained before the threshold of instability is reached. This performance is about six times better than
that of the best neutralised triode.
The valve is designed to be fed from
A.C. mains, and has an independently heated cathode, but the
heater consumption of r ampere is

The heater assembly in the Mazda AC/SG
valve. The hairpin heater is dipped into
liquid porcelain and acoated metal cathode
is then arranged outside.

hardly in excess of the capabilities of
the average L.T. accumulator, when
the absence
of
lighting mainE
demands this form of L.T. supply.
That the cathode has an equipotential surface (i.e., no voltage
gradient) and no field around it,
means that .the electron flow is less
restricted than in an ordinary filamented valve, and there is the
further adVantage in the /valve
under review of the " short-path "
characteristic. The combined effect
of these is a valve with an amplification factor of approximately X,200
and an A.C. resistance of about
800,000 ohms under working conditions, giving a mutual conductance
of 1.5 mA. volt.
In designing a suitable intervalve
coupling for
this valve
one's
thoughts naturally turn to the tuned
transformer which has the advantage of preventing L.F. impulses
from reaching the grid of the subsequent valve. To extract the maximum amplification from the valve in
these circumstances it is necessary
that the dynamic resistance of the
primary of the transformer should
be equal to the A.C. resistance of the
valve, but up to the present it has
A
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watts dissipation per centimetre garded as a ". sports" model for
being small.
By this means the the enthusiast, so the A.C. Screened
control grid is kept cool, and grid Seven fulfils the rôle of the " utility
emission--one of the chief bugbears model," which can be relied upon to
in A.C. valves—is prevented.
The give a first-class performance in the
heater is bent into the form of a hands of the layman.
By distributing the H .F. amplifihairpin and is thus non-inductive;
this, together with the equipotential cation over two stages it has been
cathode, assists in the prevention of .found possible with only one main
tuning control to attain sufficient
hum.
In designing a receiver with a range and selectivity to guarantee
large stage amplification it is advis- the uninterrupted reception of all the
able to return the cathode to the stations worth receiving from a prácentre of the heater winding of the
transformer and to pay special attention to decoupling and metal screening in three dimensions.
The
optimum anode voltage is 15o, the
screen voltage
about 6o. and the
control grid voltage a little under
avolt. Pie o. volt
bias cell developed
by Messrs. Siemens
for
The
Wireless World is
suitable.
A remarkable property
of the duplex screening grid is to
'restrict the screen current to a small
fraction of a milliampere—in fact,
conditions may arise in which the
screen current is negative.
With the advent of Brookmans
Park it should be pointed out that
the signal voltage which may be
Constructional details of the Burndep,
impressed on the grid of one of these
A.C. Screened Seven. A, anode circuit
inductance unit; B, gramophone pick—up
screened valves may cause an excurcontacts operated through an ebonite
sion into the lower bend and to the
button by the wave range switch arm;
C, calibrated slow motion drum dial and
region of grid current.
Not only
indicator lamp.
does this state of affairs cause distortion but selectivity is adversely
gramme point of view.
Uncle'
affected.
The implication is a
present conditions in the ether, this
volume control between the aerial
means a choice of at least ten or
and the first valve.
a dozen reliable alternative programmes from British and foreign
0000
stations.
The standardisation of A.C. mains
BURNDEPT
supply for both H.T. and L.T. current not only reduces maintenance
A.C. SCREENED SEVEN. I costs to a negligible figure, but also ensures a generous and constant
The
rirHE Burndept A.C. Screened output to the loud speaker..
push-pull output stage is, in fact,
A Seven has been specifically designed to meet the requirements of capable of supplying a 'volume
those who wish to receive broadcast- adequate for most domestic requireing at a reasonable cost both as re- ments with an ample reserve of undistorted acoustic power.
gards maintenance and initial outlay,
'See The Wirelese World, September
On the production side considerable
and with the minimum of technical
4th and 11th, 1929.
complication. Just as the Burndept ingenuity has been displayed in the
The Wireless World, May lit and
Universal Screened Five may be re- design of the metal screening chassis
8th, 1929.

An Echo of Olympia.—
not been found possible to design a
coil with a dynamic resistance
greater than about half the A.C. resistance of the AC/SG. This would
mean astep-down ratio which is unfortunately inconvenient in that the
screen-to-anode capacity which is
shunted across the primary winding
would cause unwanted resonance
and curtailment of wave range.
A compromise has perforce to be
.
effected in the use of a one-to-one
transformer.
Where
selectivity
must be of the highest order due to
the presence of a local powerful
transmission it may be necessary to
remove primary turns and sacrifice
part of the amplification.
For instance, with a three-to-one step-up
transformer of The Wirless World
type having sixty-eight turns of
27/42 Litz on a sin. former an'
amplification of 16o times will be
possible, while with a one-to-one
ratio transformer of the same type a
stage amplification of over 350 could
be obtained. The latter figure, however, exceeds the threshold instability amplification of 250 mentioned earlier, so that neutralisation
would be necessary. In this connection the reader is referred to
The Wireless World Record III
Receiver', in which an unprecedented stage amplification averaging 500 was obtained using an earlier
form of the Mazda AC/SG valve.
The choke-fed tuned-grid circuit
which is equivalent to a one-to-one
transformer is also suitable, and was
employed in "The Flat Dwellers'
A.C. Three" receiver, 2 which had a
measured stage amplification of
about 225 times.
The constructional details of the
valve are interesting—particularly
the cathode assembly. Instead of a
'separate heater and insulator the
heater is dipped into a liquid porcelain "slip " to become coated with
an adherent insulator. The cathode
—a metal tube coated with the
oxides of barium and strontium—
which is arranged around the sur•
face of the porcelain, can therefore
have asmall diameter and be of considerable length resulting in the
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An Bohn of Olympia.—
not in use. The tuned anode coils
and the layout of parts.
The A.C.
are made by precision methods, and
Screened Seven is no mere adaptation .acontinuous record in the form of a
of previous conventions in receiver chart is kept showing variations in
design.
Having settled on the the inductance. The curve must fall
functions which the receiver will be between specified limits or producrequired to perform a completely tion is stopped and the trouble infresh start has been made. Technical
vestigated.
Each section of the
considerations have been. studied gang condenser is provided with
in conjunction with production
small
trimming
condensers for
problems, with the result that the bringing the minimum capacity up
final design can be sold at a very to the value for which the curvature
reasonable price.
of the vanes has been designed. In
Energy is picked up on a frame
aerial in the lower, part of the
cabinet. The use of a frame not
only gives greater selectivity, but
conduces also to a neat exterior
appearance of the set.
Provision is
made, however, for the attachment
of an external aerial for use in
special circumstances.
The two screened H.F. stages are
tuned anode coupled, and together
with the frame aerial 4rcuit are
tuned by a triple gang condenser of
ingenious design. All three sets of
moving vanes are mounted on a
common spindle which is driven
through a single slow-motion dial
calibrated in metres.
In order to
overcome variations in the maximum
and minimum capacities due to
slight changes in the centring of the

moving vanes, double spacing has
'y has been employed for both sets of
,plates. Accurate ganging is further
'simplified by dividing the wave
range' into three bands—two for
medium waves and the third for
long.
A three-way rotary switch,
-with groups of contacts in each compartment of the condenser screening
unit, short-circuits sections of the
tuned anode and frame inductances

transformer • feeds
the
dou lediaphragm balanced armature 1ud
speaker incorporated in the bas of
the cabinet, and terminals are 1'0vided for operating an exte al
moving coil speaker if desired.
A gramophone pick-up can be
connected to the detector input, nd
afourth position on the wave ra ge
switch operates contacts which b g
about the necessary changes in rid
bias, etc.
A system of resista ces
and condensers has been introd ed

Typical test-room jigs used in the manufacture sit
the Burndept A.C. Screened Seven.
The final test
on signals before fitting the unit in its cabinet is
carried out in jig X with the unit inverted and the
loud speaker and frame aerial in the same
relative position as in the final assembly.
The output constants of the power unit
are checked by means of the test panel Y;
note contacts on extreme left for picking
up connection with the terminal strips oft
the power unit. The unit Z is used for
classifying and matching valves for th*
push-pull output stage.

the case of the frame aerial circuit
the trimming condenser is of slightly
larger capacity, and is provided with
a separate control on the front of
the cabinet.
The H.F. stages are followed by
an anode bend detector resistancecoupled to a first L.F. stage which
is in •
turn coupled to the output
valves through a Ferranti push-pull
transformer. • A .push-pull output

at this point to suppress extran
pick-up in the gramophone leads.
All supply currents and potenti s
for working the receiver are deny
from A.C. mains through a recti
unit connected to the receiver ch
ik 32
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•.An Bobo of Olympia.—
•
An imposing array of special test
through an eight-contact terminal jigs have been developed for checkbridge. The H.F. detector and first ing the electrical constants of such
•
L.F. valves have indirectly heated components as coils, variable con• filaments working at 4 volts, while densers, and power transformers,
the push-pull power valves .
have while a special unit is used for
directly heated filaments at 6 volts.
matching
the push-pull
power
The difference in the voltage of the valves. The final test on the comtwo filament circuits is made use of plete chassis is made in an inverted
in illuminating the wavelength dial position on a special jig with a
lamp, which also serves to indicate standard loud speaker and frame
that the main current is switched on.
aerial mounted above the chassis in
The anode current is supplied the same relative position they
through a full-wave valve rectifier, would occupy in the cabinet.
At
while grid bias is derived from a this stage final adjustments are made
separate Westinghouse metal rectiL to the trimming condensers of each
fier.
The grid bias to the output tuned stage, and check readings are
valves is adjustable.
made of anode currents, etc. Each
The receiver is absolutely silent unit is required to pass further tests
in operation, and there is no trace of on actual signals, and is then ready
50-cycle A.C. hum. The push-pull for packing and despatch.
output helps considerably in this
0000
'direction, as any residual hum after
'smoothing is cancelled out in this
stage. The two P.625A valves are
PHILIPS FOUR-VALVE
capable of an undistorted output of
RECEIVER. Type 2511.
1.5 watts, which is more than suffi•cient for ordinary domestic requirements. The quality with the stan0 possessor of this type of re•dard loud speal:er incorporated in
ceiver will wish to disagree with
the cabinet is good, and with an ex- the findings of the ballot in
ternal moving coil it is excellent.
the class for receivers with less
The range and selectivity are com- than five valves.
The interest
parable with areally first-class port- in the Type 2511 at the Philips
able, and in the London area no stand -this year gave .a suffitrouble is experienced in receiving • cient clue that it was a likely
• ten or a dozen foreign stations, in- winner. In that it-was the first allcluding those on long waves.
By mains-operated four-valve set, allclose tuning of the dials this .number. metal built, and constructed on
could be considerably augmented. mass-production lines, it rightly
Daventry 5GB is quite free of any deserves a place among the winning
background from Brookmans Park, sets. Its unique design, combined
and there is no trace of the latter with remarkable performance, has
transmission on 261 metres, the earned the enthusiasm of the dis'
wavelength allotted to the alterna- criminating amateur to whom, this,
'
tive station. The single dial tuning the first technical description, may
is, of course, simplicity itself, while be of special interest.
the volume control, which takes the
Nothing of a technical nature is
form of a potentiometer controlling revealed externally, .and the metal,the grid bias to the first H.F. valve bound cabinet with its bakelite
is smooth in operation.
.
panels and rounded corners will not
Through the courtesy of the offend in any surroundings, it being.
chief engineer we have had an neither ornate nor ugly. Absence
opportunity of seeing the methods of complex controls is another
employed in the production and of its good features, and while it is
testing of the A.C. Screened Seven. •
not disguised so as to lose its radio
Press work plays an important part,
identity, the bewildering effect so
not only in the formation of the often produced by a number of
metal chassis but also in the con- operating knobs is avoided.
The
struction of small parts such as valve finish is one which will not readily
holders, and special -plant has been deteriorate, there being neither
laid down for dealing with the larger bright parts nor polished panels. There
portions of the screening system. are but three controls, asingle-geared .
en.".•
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tuning knob, a wave-change switch
and avolume adjuster. Instead of the rotary controls appearing on the front
panel as is so often the case, they are
conveniently placed at opposite ends
of the cabinet in order to provide convenient operation.
Technical knowledge is no aid togetting the most out of the set, as it is
only necessary to rotate the single
control tuning with one hand while '
the other hand maintains a critical
regulation of volume. Test reveals •
that stations are to be found at every few degrees on the drum indicator. A
ttansparent scale with lamp and hair line appears in the centre of the instrument behind awindow on anarrow top bevel. The single lever _
switch which gives the two-wave
ranges has, in addition to an " off" '
position, a setting that throws the "
gramophone pick-up into *circuit.
There is also akey which on one turn
locks the lid and with asecond turn
locks the lever switch as well, so that
the set cannot be turned on, while by
means of an automatic -locking bar
the lid cannot be raised except when.
the switch is turned to the " off " position.
On raising the lid little is revealed
other than the fact that there are two :r
screen-grid stages with S4V valves, •
an indirectly 'heated detector—the ;154V—power pentode, the n
.eW
PM24A with aworking anode potential of 300 volts and a Philips fullwave rectifier type 2505. Beyond this
everything is sealed, though a pod
deal of information concerning the
interior apparatus was to be gleaned
from the exhibition model in which
the side panels had been removed.
The three tuning condensers being
ganged on •to a common shaft need
compensating for small capacity
differences in the associated induc—
tances and this is probably carried
out by three screws, the heads of
which are exposed through •the
screening and their settings held by
red sealing wax. These screws must •
adjust
auxiliary
condensers
in
parallel with the tuning units and in
that they are used to bring the stray
parallel capacities up to a given -value it becomes necessary that the'
variable condensers follow a logarithmic law and asimple test with a
wavemeter •
confirms the use of log . .
scale condensers.
Three sets of tuning coils of the "

•
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a manner no doubt very similar to
An Bee el Olympia.—
toroid form are used in both the .that described not long ago in the
short- and long-wave sections and pages of this journal.
The volume control knob is to be
are assembled concentrically. As only
three wires could be seen passing found at the eliminator end of the
from each pair of coils it would seem receiver and would seem, therefore,
to be associated with the L.F. stage
that the circuits are tuned anodes,
and while the form of inductances with which the eliminator appears to
employed is known to be not the be combined, suggesting post-detecmost efficient it is probable that with tor control. The instructional booklet,
the aid of a small interelectrode however, recommends the use of an
external volume control when using
capacity that the working condition
approaches but never reaches the the gramophone pick-up. This seems
oscillating point. By this means the to make it clear that the volume constage gain is particularly high and trol in the set precedes the detector.
the overall resonance curve of the The component used for volume

Philips receiver with side panel and screening covers removed.
Biasing and
anode feed resistances are associated with the tuning equipment contained in the
screening compartments.

combined circuits would seem to be control is a wire-wound potentiometer giving asmooth and uniform
one which combines selectivity with
quality. Bakelite formers give sup- regulation and is, no doubt, associport to the toroid inductances and in ated with one of the resistances used
for grid biasing. Owing to the high
that spaces exist between these conanode voltage of the output valve an
centric supporting tubes, complete
screening must pass between the output transformer is fitted and by
individual stages when the receiver the use of two secondary windings
is completely assembled. Change of high or low resistance loud speakers
wave range is probably effected by can be used. A tone-correcting consimply short circuiting the long wave denser can be introduced and is
coils and a bar switch connected by ,combined with the two-pin loud
links to the front lever passes right speaker connector.
along the tuned stages.
000 0
Resistances, wound mostly on
r
glass tubes combined with small
EXIDE W.Y.10
cylindrical condensers and large
capacity condensers of the metal box
type, are to be seen associated with I H.T. ACCUMULATOR.
each stage so as to give the necessary anode, screen and grid biasing MHIS is the latest addition to the
Exide range of H.T. units, and
potentials while avoiding feed-back
made its .first appearance on the
through the common H.T. source in

----
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occasion of the recent Radio Exhibition at Olympia.
In designing
this model, the Chloride Electrical
Storage Co., Ltd., would appear to ,
have appreciated the need for a
reasonably priced unit, robust in,
construction and of sufficiently larges
capacity to cope successfully with
the demands made on it by the average domestic receiver. In addition
it performs this function with the
minimum of attention, and, where
facilities are available for trickle
charging, provides a trouble-free
H.T. supply for alengthy period.
The W.Y.Io is a io-volt unit con-i
sisting of five cells built into amulticompartment glass container, each,
cell having acapacity of 7,000 milliampere hours. Assuming a normal
discharge of 25 niA., a useful life
of 280 working hours could be obtained on one charge. In general,
the battery would be recharged
about once every fortnight or so, as
this will keep it in better trim than
less frequent attention.
Each cell is fitted with an ebonite
lid, sealed in position, a feature
which materially assists cleaning.
and at the same time makes for
more robust constructi9n. Inter-cell
leakage is minimised by extending
the moulded partitions to the top of
the glass container and carrying
the lead bridge pieces over the tops
of the sealing lids. The two end
lugs, carrying the positive and negative terminals, are provided with
projecting pieces which fit into slots
cut in the ebonite lid, holding them
rigidly in position and thus preventing undue strain on the lugs, and
incidentally the plates, when the terminal heads are screwed down tight.
These terminal heads are noninterchangeable, being fitted with
screw shanks of dissimilar size, and
to assist in distinguishing them the
positive is hexagonal in shape while
the negative is round with a milled
edge. Batteries are usually located
in an out-of-the-way corner, not too
well lighted, so that the advantage
of being able to distinguish the positive from the negative without recourse to illumination will be appreciated.
Since the function of an accumulator depends on electro-chemical
action, it will be realised that the
most important- feature is the plates.
A 34 '
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Echo of Olympia.—
- 'valves, and 12o-15o volts for the
Furthermore, the design of these
remaining stages in the receiver. A
will be governed- by the nature of •current of 20 mA. •
4:••
may be drawn t FERRANTI MOVING
the work the cells are required to •from this tapping.
Provision is
•
1 COIL LOUD
.perform.
•, SPEAKER.
made for low-tension current at 2,
In the Exide cells the plates are
4, or 6 volts, from 0.2 amp. up to
made of antimonial lead cast in grid 0.5 amp. In addition, grid bias from tr-)\F the instruments which made
form with the active material applied
1.5 volts to 12 volts, in five steps, is \L." their first appearance at Olymin the form of paste. The active
available.
pia the Ferranti loud speaker atmaterial only does the work, the
••Half-wave rectification, using a tracted it's full share of attention.
lead grid being a retainer and conWestinghouse. metal fectifier, is
Here we have the final link in the
ductor. Porous ribbed wood separaadopted for the H.T. supply, and a endeavour made by the Ferranti
tors fill the space between the posisingle choke and generous-sized con- Company to pmduce quality receptive and negative plates, and so
densers take charge of the smoothtion. Their careful study of circuit - prevent short-circuiting. •This type
ing.. The detector voltage is fed
and transformer design in this con- of assembly is adopted in the
through a series resistance, and a nection gives to them the highest
W.Y. ro model.
potentiometer arrangement, obtained qualification for the production of a ••
The well-merited popularity , enby connecting two resistances in moving-coil kind speaker.
joyed by Exide batteries among
series, provides, the voltage for the
Models are available for both
wireless users is the outcome of forty
priming grid in the'screen-grid H.F.
and D.C. field excitation, and in the
years' experience,in the manufacture
valve. Grid bias is derived from a former case the transformer and
of the lead type accumulator.
Retapped resistance between the H.T.
valve rectifier are carried in the loud
search work is continuously going on
and the transformer.
spéaker housing. As the valve used
with aview to future improvements,
. For the L.T. supply a Westing- _is aU8, agenerous magnetising watand every new idea brought to the house full-wave (bridge-type) metal tage is available which, combined
notice of the company is very carerectifier is used.
Two smoothing with a small gap, produces a high
fully examined. •
chokes of generous size and special flux density. A substantial copper
large-capacity electrolytic conden- plate screens the magnet winding
0009
sers completely remove all ripple from the moving coil as well as
from the rectified A.C., and deliver giving support to the centre pin. In"EKCO" ELIMINATOR
to the L.T. terminals a steady cur- stead of the field magnet taking the
rent for the filaments of the valves.
customary form of ahollow cylinder
MODEL C.2A.
A variable rheostat controls the out- it is made of flat metal and is U "put, and avoltmeter gives visual in-, shaped. Ample çross section is obdkation of the voltage across the tained by this design with the added
'['HIS unit is one of a series deL.T. terminals.
advantage that the heat produced in
iL
by Messrs. E. K. Cole,
Ltd., to replace all batteries, including
the magnet winding is carried away
The unit is enclosed in astout sheet
by the free circulation of air.
grid bias, and supply the receiver iron container with abrown crystalwith power drawn from the electric line finish. A small terminal is fitted
Eight segments of supple leather
mains. The model C.2A is for use for earthing the case, thus conform- are assembled to give support to the
-on alternating current supplies of ing to the recommendations of the
cone, this being 6in. in diameter, a
from 40 to roo cycles periodicity,
I.E.E. as regards safety measures for dimension which, it is to be noted,
and can be obtained to suit all re- domestic mains-operated devices.
is slightly less than the customary
•cognised standard voltages between
A length of flex, terminating in a one of 7in. or so. Centring is effecroo and 250. Since it is intended as lamp adaptor, serves to connect the tively carried out by a pierced card
a substitute for batteries, no altera- unit to the nearest convenient lampcentred on the pole. A pressed
tion to the set is required.
_
holder. According to the makers' inmetal cylinder supports the diaThe unit consumes 12 watts per structions, the switches on the set phragm, while a new departure in
hour, so that the running cost per should be left permanently in the loud speaker construction generally
z,000 hours, assuming 6d. per unit
is produced by metal stampings
"on " position. Switching on and
as the price of electric current, would off should be carried out by the mains
forming a housing enclosing field
be approximately six shillings.
magnet and rectifier.
switch on the unit, or the switch conNow, r,000 hours represents, on
trolling the light point to which the
It is needless to add that by the
an average of twenty-five working unit is attached. By following this simple process of aural test the perhours per week, a matter of forty advice the condensers in the mains formance of this new Ferranti
weeks, so that running costs repre- unit will not be left in a charged
product gives it a leading position
sent a very small fraction of the state, and it will be impossible to
among moving-coil loud speakers.
electricity account.
receive ashock, due to the retention
It is fortunate that the popular
The model C.2A gives three H.T.
of current in the large smoothing convote should this year endorse the
voltages—one for the priming grid densers, should, at any time, the
moving coil at a lime -when its
in screen-grid valves, a 6o-volt wiring in the receiver require attengeneral adoption is so rapidly
supply ,for leaky grid detector tion.
growing.
*.
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GAMBRELL
NOVOTONE.

7Nspite of the enormous advance in

VEMBER ;31h, 1929.

of th — input from the pick-up, while
there is a marked increase in the
amplitude of notes, below middle C'
and another increase in the higher
frequencies reaching a maximum in
the vicinity of 4,000 cycles.
The rate of increase in amplitude
of the low notes with decreasing
frequency has been carefully calculated in relation to recording deficiencies and other practical considerations, with the result that the
low note compensation will be found
to be sensible confect for most exist-

I the quality of gramophone records
produced by electrical processes few
will deny that broadcasting at its
best stil keeps afair margin of lead
over the gramophone in the matter
of quality.
Limitations in loud
speakers and amplifiers, of course,
affect both systems of reproduction,
but the necessity for restricting
,amplitude at low frequencies defi_nitely places the gramophone record
- at a disadvantage.
Most modern
pick-ups show a rising characteristic
t'.
...
51
from 250 cycles downwards, but the
•
g
compensation is in most cases in--.adequate and the lower frequencies
are not present in their proper pro; portion. Similarly, there is in many
cases alack of brilliance in the upper
register.
Fig. 2.—Curves for the circuit of Fig. 1(a)
e"--•
In the "Novotone," designed for
showing effect of scratch alter reels—
Messrs. Gambrell Radio, Ltd., by
tance 14. Values of R1 are as follows:
1, infinity (open circuit); 2, 50 ohms; 3.
Dr. N. W. McLachlan, we have a
30 ohms; 4, 15 ohms; 5, 0 ohms (short
•
circuit).
-.device which adequately compen•-sates for these deficiencies in recording, and in the characteristics of Ing records, pick-ups and loud
speakers. Record surface scratch,
',pick-ups,
amplifiers
and
loud
speakers. For obvious reasons the however, sets a limit to the useful
exact nature of the device is not increase in amplitude at high frequencies, and the degree of scratch
varies with different records. Accordingly, provision has been made
for effecting a compromise between
high-note amplification and scratch.
This is effected by connecting a
5o-ohm rheostat (R,, Fig. I (a))
across terminals SC and PU 2 ;as the
resistance is reduced in value, so the
high note amplification, and hence
scratch, is reduced. The effect of
the resistance R, on the Novotone
characteristic is clearly indicated in
Fig. à.
Many moving-coil loud speakers
show a marked resonance in the
region of 50-100 cycles. In these
Fig. 1.—(a) Connections of scratch filter
circumstances the increase in ampliresistance 111. (b) Potentiometer output
circuit
for
reducing
volume
level.
tud, at low frequencies due to the
(c) Output circuit for reducing amplitude
NoVotone wciuld produce unpleasant
of low notes in special circumstances.
results, if not actual damage, to the
divulged, but its function will be loud speaker.
This difficulty is
properly understood if we regard it easily overcome by connecting a
' as a step-up transformer with ,a o.00r mfd. condenser and a I-megrather special frequency. charac- ohm resistance between the Novotone
teristic. The curves indicate that and the grid and filament of the
'there is ageneral raising of the level first amplifier as shown in Fig. i(c).
#

5
15090TONE CblARACTERISTICS
FOR VARIOUS SCRATCH
FILTER RESISTANCES

RATIO OF VOL1
TO VOLTAGE
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1024
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20441
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C
5197
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The effect on ,the characteristic
shown in Fig. 3 (A).
Where the Novotone is to be use
in conjunction with existing ampli
fiers the general increase in voltag
may result in overloading. A po
tentiometer arrangement must the
be inserted as in Fig. i (b). It i
important that the total resistanc
across terminals G and G.B. shoul
be not less than 3 megohms. On
resistance may conveniently
given a value of 2 megohms, an
the other, 1( 2,be given any valu
from imegohm upwards, dependin
on the volume required. Curve
(Fig. 3) was taken with i megoh
in the position R2. The dotted li
is curve iof Fig. 2 drawn for coin
parison to the same scale.
,
The Novotone was tested unde
working conditions with a four-pol
change-over switch arranged to con
nect the-pick-up direct to the ampli
fier for purposes of comparison
Apart from the general increase i
volume, which is almost equivale
to adding a further valve, the eff
of introducing the Novotone is mo
striking. On orchestral records it i
like switching on the double bass
while the pedal and bass notes
the organ and piano are reproduc
with a richness and volume dosel
st

,

t

NOVOTONE CHARACTERISTICS
FOR SPECIAL OUTPUT CIRCUITS
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4096
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8192
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Fig. 3.—(A) Curve for circuit of Fig. 1(c)
showing reducing in amplitude at low
frequencies.
(B) Curve for circuit of
Fig. 1(h) showing general reduction in
volume.
The dotted line is curve (1) of
.Fig. 2 reproduced for comparison.
approximating to the original. T
effect of the scratch filter and t
special output circuit for modifyi
the low note amplification are al
clearly demonstrated by the chang
over switch arrangement.
There can be no doubt that an
one who has heard the Novoto e
demonstrated in this way wou
from •
that time onwards cene to ije
satisfied with- gramophone repr
duction by ordinary methods.
A36
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Events of the Week in Brief Review.
HENDON'S HOOK—UPS.

The Hendon Borough Council has
decided that new houses on the Cutter.
house Estate are to be provided with
hooks fixed in the gutter boards for the
suspension of wireless aerials. Prospective tenants will be informed that, in the
interests of tidiness, aerials will be permitted only if the hooks are used.
000n
AMERICA'S "FINEST PICK—UP"
FROM HOLLAND.

For the first time in radio history •
a
transmission from Holland
was
rebroadcast in the United States on October
26th. For forty-five minutes, beginning at
12 noon (E.S.T.) thirty stations associated
with the National Broadcasting Company
gave listeners aDutch musical programme
sent out from Huizen, PHI, operating on
16.88 metres, with a power of 40 kilowatts. The event was acclaimed as "the
finest pick-up of a foreign programme ever
accomplished in the United States."

OFF

DUTY

DELIGHTS.

"La Maison des Gardiens de la Paix,"
anew home for the Paris gendarmes, has
been equipped with a broadcast receiver,
headphones being available for each bed.
0000
ESPERANTO.

The 22nd
Universal
Congress of
Esperanto is to be held in Oxford during
the first week of August, 1930. Methods
will be considered for extending the use
of Esperanto in broadcasting.
ooao
FRENCH

PATENTS

WARNING.

Bearing the title "For the Protection
of the French National Market," a notice
has been issued by the Compaigne
Générale de T.S.F. Paris, declaring that
no licence has been accorded to any foreign
firm permitting the importation of wireless

ABSOLVED.

INDIAN

YOUR

"PIRATES."

Radio "pirates" in India are shortly
to have the shock of their lives, according
to the Calcutta Statesman, which reports
that the Post Office is about to initiate a
campaign against the 10,000 persons in
Calcutta alone who are known to be
listening without licences. Hitherto, it is
stated, the Post Office has been hampered
by doubts about the exact legal position,
but these have been entirely removed as
a result of a case in the Alipore Court in
which a "pirate " of high social standing
has been fined 50 rupees, or in default,
a month's imprisonment.
000n
HIGH—POWER BROADCASTING.
IN I.F.S.

It is understood that the Irish Free
State Government will shortly invite
tenders for the construction of a high.
power broadcasting station with a service
area
covering
the
whole
country.
Although many recent contracts for electrical work in Ireland have gone to
Swedish firms it is understood that the
authorities are exhibiting apreference for
British plant.
• 37

ERA

FOR

FRANCE?

new
contained
Postmaster-General,
in a speech delivered
M. Germainby the

0000

TO

RADIO

Martin, a few days before he took office,
writes our Paris correspondent. Speaking
as a private individual, M. Germain.
Martin deplored the evils of Post Office
monopolies, which have proved so detrimental to private radio and the wireless
trade. It is hoped that under the new
Postmaster-General's guidance the forthcoming radio bill regularising French
broadcasting will shortly become law'.
0000

The fallacy that wireless affects the
weather has been given the coup de pike
by the French Academy of Sciences, which
has endorsed the statements of M. Sanson,
meteorologist of the Seine-et-Oise Department, who says: " The development of
wireless broadcasting has produced absolutely no effect upon our climate in the
past 20 years."
THREAT

0000

NEW

Strong condemnation of State methods
of handling broadcasting in France was

0000
WIRELESS

Marconi's and the Marconi Osram Valve
Co. respectively, on the question of
whether the working agreement between
the companies was coterininous with the
ten years' leaSe of the G.E.C. valve
factory at Brook Green.
His Lordship said the agreement was
indefinite and was unlimited as to time.
There was not a word in the document
to indicate that any of the obligations
undertaken by the contracting parties
outside those embodied in the lease were
to subsist only so long as the lease was
running. The applicant company was,
therefore, entitled to adeclaration accordingly. The costs must be paid by Marconi's.

THE ROBOT ENTERTAINER. A figure
symbolising, in the eyes of the American
Federation of Musicians, the "mechanical
music" of broadcasting, the gramophone
and the " talkies." The viewpoint of the
professional musician is discussed in this
week's Editorial.

apparatus
employing
the
company's
patents or those of the Société Française
Radio Electriqué (Radiola), La Radiotechnique,
G.E.C.,
Marius
Latour,
Bethenod, de Belleseize, Marconi, TelefunlEen, A.E.G., Siemens Halske, and
Western Electric.
Traders are consequently warned that
any infringement will lead to prosecution.
0000
G.E.C. a. MARCONI'S.

On Wednesday last, in the Chancery
Division, Mr. Justice Eve gave judgment
in favour of the General Electric Co. in
cases brought by that company against
Marconi% Wireless Telegraph Co. and

WIRELESS

DIARY.

Every amateur must have wished at
some time or another that he could carry
a fund of wireless data "in his head." •
This being impossible in the majority of
cases, the best substitute is a handy
cmapendium of facts such as 'Pile Wireless World Diary and Note Book for
1930, published 1y The Wireless World
and Messrs. Charles Letts and Company.
The special features in the edition jute
published include: (1) Summary of regulations relating to amateur transmitting
and receiving licences; (2) conversion
tables (English measures to metric, etc);
(3) the broadcasting stations of Europe,
together with the principal short-wave
stations; (4) typical wireless receivers and
eliminators, with fourteen different circuits; (5) inductance, wavelength and
capacity values; and (6) valve data, giving characteristics of standard valves.
Copies of The Wireless World Diary
can be obtained from leading booksellers
and stationers, or from the publishers,
Iliffe and Sons Ltd., Dorset House, Tudor
Street, London. E.C.4. The price, with
cloth cover, is is. (postage id. extra), or
with leather cover, pencil and season
ticket window, 2e1 6d.. postage id. extra.
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SIMP LIP D
By S. O. PEARSON,

B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.

Part VIII.
Power and Energy
in A.C. Circuits.
(Continued from page 523 of
the previous issue.)

ei•

T will be remembered that, relating to alternating
currents, the power absorbed by a simple resistance
was found to be equal to the product of the R.M.S.
t•
•
vaines of the current and voltage, whereas for a pure
inductance the average value of the power consumed
was nil, no matter what the values of current and voltage
might have been. In the former case the current and
voltage were in phase, and in the latter go° out of
phase. It would seem reasonable to infer, then, that for
a coil possessing both resistance and inductance, where
the angle of lag of the current behind the voltage is
between zero and 900, the power absorbed will be somewhat less than the product of current and applied
voltage.

E •
I= Z--amperes, where E is the applied voltage and Z.
•
/R 2+ (24L) 2 is the impedance.
Thus the pow
equation may be expressed in the form
E
P=— xIR
Z
. R
or •
P= Li x-î watts.
Power )actor of a Circuit.

This result shows that for an inductive coil the pow4r
is not given by merely multiplying the amps. and vol $s
'together; we must also multiply by the factor — f
we want the true power consumed by the coil. Now
the ratio of resistance 'to impedance, is obviously 1
than 1, because Z is the combination of both the res
ance and the reactance, and therefore the power in abt
inductive circuit is actually less than the product e
amps. and volts. The product EI is only the appareS

Power and Angle of Lag.

power, and the factor ,—
R by which we have to multiply
This is actually the case, and so it is very important
it
to
give
the
real
power
is called the power factor of
that we should know exactly how to determine the power
the circuit.
The apparent power EI is expressed ut
in terms of the voltage, current, and angle of lag.
voltamperes, not watts; but the true power is in watts
Fig. zis areproduction of Fig. 2 of the previous instalment, where (a) represents acoil of inductance L henrys - We can conclude, thèn, that for any circuit in whiech
the current and voltage
and resistance R ohms,.
'
are out of phase the power
and (b) represents the
consumed is less than th ir
L
equivalent circuit as exJ
product and apower fact r
000000 \-0-0
plained previously.
must be used.
14
E1
E2
When
a current is
For the particular t e
E
pissed through the circuit,
of circuit depicted by F.
Ça)
heat is generated in the
Idie power factor is giv n
,resistance but no power is .
taken by the inductance.
by —, but there are otler
Fig.
Coil of resiensece e
R
irc
azdt inductinsco L. (b) Equivalent
Thus the power taken by
types of circuit having n
the coil (a) is exactly the
same as the power taken by the resistance portion angle of phase difference between the current a d
voltage waves, and therefore also having apower fac r
-of the equivalent circuit (b), and can therefore be
determined very easily. Let Iamperes be the R.M.S.
less than unity, but not given by -Z . So we mtSt
value of the current; then the average power in the
express the power factor in a general way which c
•
resistance, and therefore in the whole circuit, is given
be applied to any circuit.
•
,by P=PR =IxIR watts. But we have already seen
If we refer to the impedance triangle for the£ circ
- •that for an inductive resistance the current is given by
38
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Simplified.—

tif Fig. 1, given in Fie.

2,

we see that 2
.
- is the cosine

, of the angle of phase difference between the current and
the voltage, denoted by the angle ip of the triangle. So
for any circuit whatever, the power factor is the cosine
of the angle of phase -difference, and the general
expression for the power in an A.C. circuit becomes
P=EI xcos
watts.
The previous discussions on the two special circuits
containing resistance only and "inductance only respectively enable us to` visualise clearly what is happening
in the present circuit where both resistance and
inductance are present simultaneously. In the pure
resistance circuit the whole of the energy put in is converted into heat and cannot be recovered, whereas in
the circuit possessing inductance only. any energy put
in is stored in the magnetic field and .the whole of it
is recovered when the field collapses. Obviously in
the combined circuit both of these effects will be present
and the average power must have a value lying some•
where between zero and the product of amps. and volts.
During the time that the current is building up from
zero to the maximum value some of the energy being
put into the circuit is converted into heat in the resistance, the remainder going into the magnetic field
as stored energy. During the next quarter cycle, when
the current is falling again from the maximum value
to zero, energy is being withdrawn from the field in
the usual way, but heat is still being generated in the
resistance, so that only part of the
energy coming from the weakening field
is given back to -the source of supply.
Nevertheless, we do get some of it back,
and this explains the reason for the true power consumed being less than the
product of current and voltage. A cerlain amount of energy is given to the
circuit during the fire quarter cycle of
current, but aportión of this is recovered
during the next quarter cycle, and so on.
Mechanical Illustration.

-•

J

-a

the piston velocity is decreasing, the stored kinetic
energy is given up by the piston as before, but there
,
is still the frictional force to be overcome, with the
result that only part of the kinetic energy is recovered
and given back to the crank.
It will be seen that the analogy chosen to represent
the happenings in our inductive circuit is very cornplete. Further consideration will show that even the
phase relationship existing between the alternating force
•.
on the piston rod and the velocity of the piston is the same as that between the current and the voltage in the
circuit. In future work we shall always liken inductance
to inertia or •mass and electrical resistance to frictional
resistance.
Further, it will be shown that capacity
can be likened to elasticity or spring action, and the
combination of these three will prove of great value ip
illustrating the behaviour of oscillating circuits.
Numerical Examples.

An inductive coil is one of the most important• circuit
components used in radio circuits, and therefore it will
helpful to give at this juncture one or two numerical
examples on the calculation of current and power con- -"
sumed by an inductive coil when an E.M.F. of known
voltage and frequency is applied to it. In the majority
of cases a D.C. component of current will be present
as well as the A.C., but for the moment we shall assume
that we are dealing with pure alternating current.
Accordingly let us consider a coil whose resistance and
inductance are known to be to ohms and 0.5 henry
respectively, and that we require to find the current
.and power consumed when ioo volts,
R.M.S. value at afrequency of 50 cycles
per second is applied to its terminals.
,,
At 50 cycles the reactance is X =24L
27r x 50 x 0.1=31.4 ohms.
The impedance of the coil is therefore
Z= •VE 2+X 2=
= N/f ,o87

io 2+3 1•421
=32.95 hms.
E
oo
Thus the current is I= -,-,—
32.95.

Fig. 2.—Impedance triangle
for circuit of Fig. I.
The
power factor of the circuit is

u- or cos 4,.
A frictionless crank and piston arrangement was cited for illustrating the
Z
action of a coil having inductance only,
the whole of the energy used in accelerating the piston
over the first half stroke being given back to the crank
during the second half stroke as the piston was being
• retarded. This analogy can be extended to meet the
• conditions existing in acircuit with both resistance and
induétance by- taking friction into account.
Suppose that there is a considerable frictional ye.
sistance to motion existing between the piston and the
cylinder wall. Over the first half stroke, as the piston
is gaining velocity, the crank pin has to exert a force
sufficiently great both to overcome the friction and .to
accelerate the mass of the piston. The energy used in
overcoming the friction is converted into heat, raising
the temperature of the piston and cylinder, the remainder
being stored in the moving mass as energy of motion
or kinetic energy. During the second half stroke, when
34)
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• Wireless Theory Simplified.—
A typical example is that of a choke connected in the
anode circuit of a valve.
In a previous example we considered this arrangement, but on that occasion the coil itself was assumed
to have negligible resistance. As a rule, however, in
practice the coil resistance cannot be neglected in this
• way, and so our previous treatment of the circuit must
be extended to meet the new conditions.
Consider a circuit such as that shown in Fig. 3 (a)

—1
El

ci
X

the voltage across the coil itself will be E, -=IZ,
Similarly the voltage across the resistance R, will be
Ea= IR,.
From this it follows that the ratio of.
E, to E, is equal to the ratio of the external resistance
R, to the coil impedance Z. But the total applied
voltage E is not equal to the arithmetical sum of El
and E, because these latter voltages are not in phase
with each other—E, is ih phase with the current as it
is applied to a pure resistance, but E, leads the current
by a considerable fraction of a cycle, as explained in
Part VI. A numerical example will prove this.
Suppose that in the circuit of Fig. 3 (a) R1-= 5,000
ohms, R.I,000 ohms and L.=io henrys, and that
ioo volts (R.M.S. value) at a frequency of 50 cycles
per second is applied to the ends of the circuit. Then
the resistance of the complete circuit will be 6,000 ohms,
and its reactance X = 27r X 50 x10 =3,142 ohms. The
impedance Z
6,000 2+3,142 2=6,773 ohms, and
E.
ioo
therefore the current will be I= Z — 0_773 —o.014.76
amp., or 14.76 milliamps
The impedance of the coil itself is

Fig.

3.—(a) Circuit consisting of a resistance R I in series with an
inductive coil of resistance R and Inductance L.
(b) The Impe—
dances 2 for the whole circuit and 2, for the coil alone can be
obtained from the impedance triangles.

Zc=

where a non-inductive resistance R, is connected in
series with a coil or choke whose resistance is R ohms
and inductance L henrys. The total resistance of the
circuit is (R +R,) ohms and its reactance X =27,-fL ohms
where f is the frequency of the current in the circuit.
Thus for the complete circuit the impedance will be
(R +R,) 2+X 2 ohms, whereas for the coil alone
the impedance is Z,. N/R2+X2 ohms.
If preferred,
the numerical values of Z and Ze can be found
from the impedance triangles of Fig. 3 (b), in which
case the diagram must be drawn to scale.
When avoltage E is applied to the ends of the circuit
a current of I= E
•

,

amperes will flow through it and

(To be coeinued.)

A Popular Visitor.
Captain Derek McCulloch, of the B.B.C., paid a
surprise visit to the South Croydon and District
Radio Society at their meeting on October 29th,
bringing with him some special B.B.C. test
gramophone records. The evening was devoted
to ,comparative tests of various pick-ups which
were connected in turn to the L.F. portion of the
Club set.
The Society offers a warm welcome to new
members.
Hon. Secretary, Mr. E. L. Cumbers, 14, Campden Road, S. Croydon.
o 000

described in The Wirelou World, demonstrate
very clearly the operation of various circuit
embodying metal rectifiers.
Non-members are
invited to attend the lecture, and those inter
ested are asked to communicate without delay
with the lion. Secretary, Mr. A. L. Odell, 171
Trainnere Road, S.W.18. The lecture will begin
at 7.30 p.m.

All About Valve Manufacture.
The recently formed Sheringham and District
Wireless Society is already showing signs of a
flourishing future, the meetings being largely
attended. On October 30th Mr. Carter, of the
Milliard Wireless Service Co., Ltd., lectured on
" The Radio Valve: What it Does and How it is
Made." With the aid of an excellent series
of thirty lantern slides, members were able to
obtain an insight into the intricacies of valve
manufacture and operation.
Applications for
membership will be gladly received by the Hon.
Secretary, Mr. C. R. Hunt, Church Street,
Sheringham.
o 000
Metal Rectifiers on the Film.
The new constructional film entitled " Metal
Rectifiers," prepared by the Westinghouse Brake
and Saxby Signal Co., Ltd., will be shown at a
meeting of the Bec Radio Society on November
19th, at the Bec School, Beechcroft Road,
lialham, S.W.17. This film, which was recently

Wireless in the Mediterranean.
" Wireless in the Mediterranean" was the
title of an entertaining lecture given by Captain
Leonard Plugge at the last meeting of the
Wembley Wireless Society. The lecturer illustrated his talk with a number of photographs
taken during his tour.
An attractive syllabus has been prepared
covering the winter months, and this will be
sent to enquirers on application to the Hon. Secretary, Mr. H. E. Comben, 24, Park Lane,
Wembley.
o 000
The Social Side.
That the Muswell Hill and District Radio
Society are as interested in the lighter side as
well as the technical aspects of radio was amply
proved by the success that attended their Radio
Dance and Whist Drive, held on November 2nd.
Music was supplied by a gramophone pick-up

-CLUB

3,142 2=3,295 ohms,

and the voltage across it E,= IZ c=o.o 476 x3,295=
48.64 volts. Similarly the voltage across R, will be
E, = IR, =o.o1476 X 5,000=73.8 volts.
It should be noted that although we have only pm
volts applied to the ends of the circuit there are
73.8 volts across the resistance R, and 48.64 volts
across the coil. If we add these together arithmetically
we get for their sum a value much greater than loo,
namely, 122.4. This can be proved experimentally
with a voltmeter. The reason is that E, and E., are
out of step, and it is their vector sum which gives the
total voltage across the ends of the circuit—the parallelogram method must be used, as explained in Part IV.

NEWS.

0 0 0 0

working through a large power amplifier, run.
ning off a 400-volt generator, an LS6A valve
being used in the last stage, driving a movingcoil speaker. The whole of the apparatus was
installed by members, and functioned excellently
during the whole period of the dance—some
four hours. On the termination of the whist
drive most of the card-players participated in
the dance, which lasted until Big Ben struck the
hour of midnight.
Hon. Secretary, Mr. C. J. Witt, 39, Coniston
Road, London, N.10.
0 0 0 0

Modernising Club Equipment.
The record of an excellent year's work was
presented at the Annual General Meeting of the
Tottenham Wireless Society on Wednesday,
October 30th.
Mr. J. Burns reported
that the Society's
receiver had been modernised and equipped with
an up-to-date eliminator, and that his Committee had undertaken to keep in repair the
headphones used for the Prince of Wales Hospital.
For the coming session Mr. O'Connor
was elected Chairman and Mr. Bodemeaid was
elected hon. secretary. It was announced that
the Society's Cup and Shield for the most interesting lecture and demonstration given during
the past year had been awarded to Mr. F. E. R.
Neale.
New members will be welcomed at any meeting of the Society. These are held every Wednesday at 11), Bruce Grove, N.17. Hon. Secretary, Mr. Bodemeaid, 10, Bruce Grove, Tottenham, N.17.
14 40
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By Our Special Correspondent.
The

Silent

The Second Transmitter.
"Hands off the poor man's station! "
exclaims a contributor to the Savoy Hill
post-bag, decrying attacks on the Brookmans Park transmitter. No thoughts of
the second transmitter disturb his rest,
nor need they, for he has still a full
month in which he may twiddle his catwhisker without fear of interruption.
Despite rumours, Iam officially informed
that, No. 2 transmitter has not yet begun
radiating, although the B.B.C. was
strongly tempted to use it for a public
experiment on Friday, November 1st.
0000
A Near Thing.
•
'no temptation came when complaints
were made that the concluding broadcast
of the Delius Festival would be limited
to 5GB.
The B.B.C. was anxious to
please those who thirsted for Delius, but
2LO's mixed programme of military
band, Sir Oliver Lodge, and vaudeville
was already printed and published. Caine a brain wave. "Inaugurate the
second station with a surprise transmission of Delius! " said someone. Savoy
Hill actually gave the idea athought, but
that was ah.
0000

B.B.C. as Pamphleteers.
The great pamphlet campaign is considered by Savoy Hill to be responsible
for the relatively small number of complaints regarding the change-over from
Oxford Street to Brookmans Park. Since
the new station took over 28,000 pamphlets of advice have been distributed, in
most cases with beneficial results. One
old lady wrote saying that she and her
maid, after studying the pamphlet,
"got" Brookmans Park on a crystal set
after two wireless experts had failed. A
less fortunate correspondent. in North
Wales said :"Since you have moved to
Langham Place I have been unable to
pick up Toulouse 0000
A Painful Transition.
• But for the fact that the B.B.C.'s task,
like that of the tight-rope walker, is
always fraught with peculiar difficulties,
one might be tempted to say that the Corporation had arrived at a difficult stage
in its career.
The difficulties are certainly aggravated at the present moment,
however, by the onset of the slow and
necessarily painful period of transition
from the original scheme of programme
distribution to the regional scheme.
.As each locality is forced to yield up
its individual niche in . the ether, Savoy
Hill undergoes a barrage .of complainte
from honest licensees to whom platitudes
It 41

•1'

Twin.—Birmingham's

Protest.—Centralisation.

"the greatest good for the greatest
number" variety are like red rags to a
bull.
0000

Birmingham is Roused.
The biggest outcry just now comes
from Birmingham, which incidentally
has suffered a definite loss in broadcasting prestige ever since the local station
closed down in favour of 5GB.
Birmingham was patient, however, until a
few weeks ago, when the unkindest cut
of all came in the form of the threatened
FUTURE FEATURES.
London and Daventry.
NOVEMBER 18T11.—A National LectureProf. G.M.Trevelyan: "The Historical Aspect of the Union of England
and Scotland, 1707."
-Novvansa 2Ortf.—" Typhoon," a play by
Conrad.
Daventry Exp. (SOB).
Somme 19TH—Students' Songs.
Cardiff.
NOVEMBER 20TH.— Concert by Victors at
National Eisteddfod of Wales, Liverpool, 1020.
Manchester.
NOVEMBER lara—011bert and aulllvan
Programme.
Glasgow.
•
NOVEMBER 21ST. - Speeches by the Duke of
Montrose and II .
R.11. the Prince of
Wales at Meeting of Scottish Branch
of Royal National Lifeboat Institution, 8. B.from Edinburgh.

L
--.-.

disbandment of the Birmingham studio
orchestra. It is true that many of the
displaced musicians can be absorbed by
the National Symphony Orchestra, but
this is essentially a London combination,
and Birmingham sees the transaction tie
another sacrifice on the altar of centralisation,
ocoo
•
The "D.-G." Goes North.
The seriousness of the situation can be
gauged from the fact that Sir John
Reith, Director-General of the B.B.C.,
attended a private conference at Birmingham last week to discuss matters
with the Midland musicians. The meeting was held behind closed doors, and
at the time of writing no disclosures have
been made concerning future policy.
none)

Dangers of Centralisation.
The case of Birtnittgham has been, or
will be, repeated throughout the country
as the tendency to centralisation becomes
more apparent. The local aspirations of
Aberdeen, for example, are served by a
station director, an engineer or two, and
a typist, the programme coming through

the tap from Glasgow or London. Newcastle has just reduced its local staff.
Glasgow's large orchestra is being transformed into an octette for use on odd
occasion&
000n
Provincial Interests at Stake.
Are the provi nces justifie in protesting? The majority of listeners will agree
that they are, in the sense that if the
provinces fail to look after their own interests, nobody else will.
While the
gradual change to the, regional system is
in progress the B.B.C. will be tempted
on grounds of expediency to provide massproduction programmes; the danger to
the provinces is that when the change is
complete the B.B.C. will stick to the
same methods. If the provinces are wise
they will keep on clamouring.
oeoo
Ulster in Trouble.
Strangely enough, while the cry in
Great Britain is against centralisation.'
Northern Ireland is pleading for a little
more. In the past fortnight Savoy Hill has
received some bitter complaints from Belfast to the effect that the Ulster listener
is left out in the cold.
It is alleged that 211E works on a useless wavelength (242.3 metres) •' that half
its radiation is wasted on the Irish Sea;
and that the alternative programme from
5XX (when it is alternative) is unsuitable
for Irish listeners.
0000
B.É.C.'S Reply.
In reply, the B.B.C. regrets that e
change of wavelength is impossible at the
present moment owing to the international situation, and points out that.
5XX gives a reasonably good service to
Northern Ireland: Until Ulster's highpower station is erected in two or three
years' time it looks as if listeners will
have to make the best of a bad job.
oc oo
•
"Effects" by Gramophone.
Sound effects will contribute prominently to the realism in a programme entitled " Intimate Snapshots,
to be
broadcast on November 22 from 5GB.
Lance Sieveking, the author, takes as
the central idea the theory that for many
people life is a milts of dull and often
meaningless repetitions.
His examples
prove it and afterwards show the contrary.
The atmosphere of a tube station and
newspaper office will be reproduced by
means of gramophone records prepared
on the spot..
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Record.

the waves is not very great—often only one or two
T it high time that radio learned the uses of pubwatts; but the waves are genuine, undamped waves,
licity. How many people know anything about
real " C.W." suitable for telephony and other modern
that most exciting international contest which has
usages; and the smallness of the power is largely combeen going on now for several years--the struggle to
pensated for by the efficiency of radiation.
A recent
break the short-wave record—or, if you prefer it, the
race for the highest radio frequency? How many? I record—I dare not say " the present record," because
by now someone has probably stood a valve on its
repeat. The answer is in the interrogative, and would
head and got a millimetre or two shorter—is 3.5 centiremain so but for the fortunate chance that The Wireless
metres. This, Ithink, goes to Poland (Potapenko up).
World has commissioned me to loók into the matter.
The race, under the present rules, did not begin till " It is rather a remarkable thought that we now have a
some years after the revolution in wireless caused by the -complete range of wireless waves, from the giants.—.
introduction of the three-electrode valve. Before this, a measured in miles—used in long-distance commercial
few desultory flights had been made, with prehistoric work down to this midget of about rain., all produced by
the ubiquitous valve. Now just as
machines of the spark type, proyou find stick-in-the-muds pomducing heavily damped waves
pously demanding what is the
with little power behind them.
good of these six-mile-a-minute
Then came the valve—but also
aeroplanes and these four-mile-a
the War: people were preoccuminute motor cars, " for all
•pied, the early valves had high
practical purposes, hrrmph?" so
inter-electrode capacities, and the
you find them condemning the
pursuit of the ultra-shorts was
time and trouble spent on these
shelved for a time. But nothing
ultra-shorts as being wasted on
•
is safe for long from the restless
matters of "purely academic
researcher. By ingenious wanginterest."
It is worth while
ling of the circuits someone inlooking to see if they are any
duced an ordinary valve to give
nearer the mark now than they
a wavelength far, far shorter
were about ;the aeroplanes and
than any it had dreamed of
motors.
giving. That started it: at once,
I have already indicated' (he
all over the world, earnest
extraordinary
possibilities
of
workers went one better; no „
it
waves of about i to 5 metres
sooner had an American proudly
_
from amedical point of view, so
announced the production of a
=
I will not repeat myself. These
three -metre
wave
than
an
samé wavelengths seem very proEnglishman replied by generatmising for communication of a
ing atwo-metre ohe; alittle later
certain
kind—primarily, perhaps,
a German would write reams to
for military purposes. With an
describe his researches leading to
input to the aerial of a tenth of
the production of a one-metre
a watt, signals have been obwave, and before the ink was
tained at loud speaker strength
dry a Japanese would brandish
from an aeroplane twenty-two
a90-centimetre wave. . .And
"Nothing is safe for long from the restless
researcher."
•
miles away; with one watt, teleso began the race for the Wireless
graphy is possible from an aeroSchneider Trophy — so -called
plane about eighty miles away.
These ranges are
from the German word schneider, a cutter, because
nothing much compared with those obtained with ordithe idea is to cut off another centimetre or two.
nary " short" waves (400 miles with 2 watts to the
In spite of lack of publicity, marvellous progress has
been made, especially in the last year or so. As a aerial on a 50-metre wave, for instance), but the
general rule, the valves used are more of the receiving
I no Week» World. 7th August, p. 134.
than the transmitting type, so that the power behind

I
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The Wireless Schneider Trophy.—
" ultras" have particular properties of their own which
are likely to add to their value enormously. In the
first place, they give complete freedom from atmospherics and from fading (since the Heaviside layer is
not mixed up in their propagation), and—and this is
where the' German workers get excited—their range can
quite definitely be limited. Travelling, like light, in
straight lines, a ray of ultras reaches the horizon (as
seen from its transmitting aerial) and passes on into
oblivion in space, not clinging to the ground nor being
reflected back to earth by an officious Heaviside layer.
Signals from a I-watt transmitter may be quite strong
at. the horizon, but a little farther on they will almost
have vanished—and even the use
of fifty watts instead of the one
will make them carry hardly any
farther.
You see the possibilities of
such waves for military purposes
—where interception (with subsequent decoding) is such a bug1
bear? Can you not picture the
indignant enemy, with a loop
aerial at the end of astick, vainly
trying to stretch high enough to
capture the waves passing derisively over his head into the
void? And the small size of the
waves, too, makes them dirigible
by quite reasonably small reflectors, so that they can be concentrated into a beam and sent in
the required direction only. This
becomes still easier as the wave
gets shorter and shorter, and both
Germans and French have had
The wane-diviner
excellent results with waves of
20 to 40 centimetres, concentrated at the transmitter
and collected at the receiver by parabolic metal mirrors.
The Germans, in fact, have succeeded in telephoning on
waves as short as 14 cms.—only over a mile or so, at
present, but with ridiculously simple apparatus; and
as the same special valve is used as transmitter and
receiver this simple apparatus gives two-way telephony.
So you see these ultra-short waves are by no means
just "highbrow" stunts. On the contrary, they are
full of practical possibilities. At present they are in
their infancy, and puny; but already the Americans are
generating 4-metre waves with nearly a kilowatt behind

The Six-Sixty Radio Co., Ltd., 122,
Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2, announce that they have moved to larger
premises at "Six-Sixty House," 17-18,
Rathbone Place, Oxford Street, Londén,
W.1. The telephone numbers are Museum
6116-7.
000 o
Owing to expansion of business, the
Lisenin Wireless Company, Connaught
House, la, Edgware Road, Hyde Park,
London, W.2, have acquired more commodious premises at 5, Central Buildings,
A 43

them, using a big water-cooled valve; and no doubt
very soon even the " centimetre " waves will have
plenty of power. And nobody quite knows what will
happen when we get "millimetre " waves--or less—
with plenty of power behind them. Already Arkadiewa
has produced waves less than a tenth of a millimetre
long; that is to say, he has crossed well over the
boundary line and invaded the country of the infrared heat radiation. The Schneider Trophy does not go
to him—his waves do not comply with the rules; they
ire not true " C.W.," but rather of the " whipcrack " type, produced by a weird and special form
of spark; unsuitable for telephony and with very little
power behind them. All the same, they are real waves;
they can be concentrated by
quartz lenses and reflected by
concave metal mirrors only 6in.
across. ...
Radiant Heat by Radio le

The whole subject teems with
interesting undiscovered possibilities in all kinds of strange
directions. Listen to this, for instance: a German researcher
named Heinrich, playing about
with short and ultra-short waves,
glanced out of his window and
saw a. little crowd in the field
outside, near his transmitting
aerial:
He soon saw that the
crowd was watching a waterdiviner, who was giving a demonstration of his art; he was
also, Heinrich noticed, looking
worried.
But
as
Heinrich
looking worried.
watched,
the
worried
look
vanished, and he went on quite
happily with his demonstration; and Heinrich returned
to his work. But as he again pressed the key, asudden
thought struck him, and he kept the key pressed and
looked out of the window again. Sure enough, .the
diviner was looking worried again—more so than ever,
for by this time he was nearer Heinrich's aerial. For
it turned out, quite definitely, that whenever Heinrich
pressed his key the water-diviner's hazel twig. became
seriously upset. So I will leave you now to face the
very latest problems: (1) Can we transmit radiant heat
from our wireless aerial? and (2) Is water-divining only
another branch of radio?
•

TRADE NOTES.

High Street, Slough, Bucks.
The telephone number is Slough 652.
0000
The Hendon Lamp and Accessories Ck.).,
Ltd., 104, Southampton Row, London,
W.C.1, would be pleased to receive from

radio manufacturers, particidarly those
making portable sets and battery eliminators, detailed particulars of their products.
0000

The General Electric Co. Ltd., "Magnet House," Kingsway, London, W.C.2,
have recently opened a branch office at
3, Campbell Street, Leicester. Mr. W. J.
Hodgkins, of the Birmingham branch, has
been appointed manager. The telephone
number is Central 58776, and thc telegraphic address "Electricity."
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Using the

in Reflex Receivers.

Pentode

XCEPT for afew casual references, the writer has
seen no mention of the fact that the pentode valve
can well be used for purposes other than that for
which it was originally designed. As a high-frequency
amplifier, for example, the pentode will give, with the
usual neutralised circuit arrangement, greater magnification than can be attained by any triode available. The
heavy anode current drawn by the pentode renders its use
for this purpose alone very uneconomical, but its ability
both to amplify efficiently at high frequency and to
handle power enough for working a loud speaker
renders it the ideal valve for dual amplification in a
simple reflex set. Those who have attempted to design
asatisfactory reflex receiver will realise that in the
pentode there is available, for the first time, avalve that
can really "pull its weight" as dual amplifier.
Figure r shows a reflex circuit, employing a crystal
detector, which has proved highly satisfactory in use. On
the high-frequency side it is aquite conventional neutrodyne, except that the secondary of the high-frequency

u.. 0
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o
o
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Fig. 1.—A one-valve pentode reflex circuit giving powerful loud
speaker signals.
The values of components are as follow: CI,
0.0001 mfd.; C, 0.0003 mfd., need not be incorporated if already
Jo present in the transformer T2; CI, 0.001 mfd.; C. and C2,2 mfds.
each; TI,secondary 65 turns of 22 D.S.C. on 31n. former. Tapped
S, 10 and 20 turns from earth end. Primary and neutralising coil,
each 28 turns of 40 D.S.C. overwound on ebonite spacers; T2,
high-ratio L.F. transformer.

;transformer T, is tapped in order that the requisite stepdown to the crystal may be obtained. The transformer
T2 may have ahigh ratio without detriment to quality, as
the impedance of the crystal is quite low. Messrs.
Ferranti were good enough to make up for the writer an
experimental model of their AF5transformer with a15 :
ratio and aro henry primary, and this has proved very
satisfantory for the purpose.
It is probable that

they would supply this to order to anyone desirous
experimenting along the same lines.
From the secondary of 12 the rectified signals are fed
through a radio choke, to the grid of the valve, th
condenser C, serving to prevent ashort-circuit of the low
frequency signals. Grid bias is provided through *th
transformer secondary and the radio-choke. Eve
crystal tried has been found satisfactory with the sinde
exception of carborundum, which will not rectify
efficiently the high voltages with which it has to deal •
this set.
Overloading Troubles.

In common with all other reflex circuits, that o
Figure rstrongly resents overloading, which results, no
in the mild distortion usual in " straight" sets, but i
intermittent oscillation at low frequency lasting as Ion
as the overloading persists. As soon as even the srnalles
degree of overloading is permitted, the loud speake
appears to reproduce all loud notes as toneless but mos
offensive grunts. It is absolutely essential, therefore, t
limit the output from the valve to that which it c
handle without any trace of the slight overloading tha
is usually permissible.
When a moving-coil speaker, which has a fairly lb
impedance to all audible frequencies, is in use, th
pentode will accept far louder signals without overloadin
than when aspeaker of moving armature type is chosen,
for these offer avery high impedance to the upper range
of speech frequencies. This alone would indicate that
greater signal strength should be available before th
reflex grunt" makes its appearance if a moving-co'
speaker is used, but there is still to be taken into account
the enormously greater sensitivity of the moving-coil ae
compared with the moving iron. These two point*
together amply account for the observed fact that the
reflex receiver shown produces a cheerful roar of first,class quality from any station within its range, provided
that amoving-coil speaker is used, while with any othe
type of speaker signals have to be kept down to
miserable tinkle if good quality is to be maintained.
Eliminator for D.C. Mains.

A further development of the circuit is possible fo
those who are in possession of D.C. mains. With the ai
of the eliminator shown in Figure 2 it is quite possible t
dispense with both filament and anode batteries, lighting
the filament of the valve gratis by putting it in series wit
the magnet of the moving-coil speaker. This must,
course, be chosen to pass, as a minimum, the curre
required by the pentode, and it is almost essential t
employ, if only in setting up the eliminator, either
milliammeter at A or avoltmeter at V in conjunction wi
a variable resistance to ensure that the filament
A
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Pentode Possibilities.—
correctly run. If the field magnet passes considerably
more current than the filament requires, a 50-ohm
rheostat may be used in the position R, to shunt away
the excess from the filament, but if magnet and filament

Fig. 2.—Complete eliminator for use on D.C. mains with the
receiver of Fie. l. A number of the components may be omitted
except with the
roughest" of mains.

require about the same current, a series resistance at R,
will be more suitable. Except perhaps for preliminary
experiments, R, and R, will not both be required. If
"hum is experienced, an electrolytic condenser of zoo

mfd. capacity or over may be tried at C, but it is
likely to be needed.
The H.T. supply circuit is simplicity itself, and need
consist of no more than the single choke and condenser
shown, together with any resistance that may be
required to reduce the voltage at the anode of the valve
to the maximum permitted by the makers. In many
cases it will be found that the resistance and condenser
will be sufficient, without the choke, to provide the very
slight smoothing required. Owing to the crystal rectifier, '
hum is not likely to be troublesome, except when using
very" rough "mains. The total consumption, including
the speaker field, is about one-thirtieth of aunit per hour.
As with every receiver driven by D.C. mains, safety
condensers in both aerial and earth leads are absolutely
necessary, though they are now shown in the diagrams.
In the form shown in Figure i the receiver is not
difficult to set up and get into working order, especially
as the screening required is not extensive. It has, however, the drawback that it will only receive the local
station and 5GB with any certainty. Those who are fond
of experimenting may like to try replacing the crystal with a valve detector using reaction. They are warned,
however, that though there is no reason why such acombination should not, eventually, be persuaded to work
satisfactorily, it may well prove too unruly for all but
the most experienced and the most persevering.
A. L. M. S.
•-•
,•

CORRESPONDENCE.

1,*

1

The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
Correspondence should be addressed to the Editor, "The Wireless World," Dorset Souse, TudDr Street, E.C.4, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and

THE REGIONAL SCHEME.
Sir,—With regard to the " regional scheme " it seems that
the B.B.C. can only do one of two things :—
(1) Restrict their energies so that the listeners near their
main stations are satisfied.
(2) Continue their forward policy to the ultimate benefit
of the majority.
In my opinion the first would be contrary to all laws of
progress, while the second is the one which has put this
country into such an enviable positicin as it now holds in the
radio world. It is no use putting the brake on progress.
Eastwood, Notts.
L. W. GROVER.

soften.

If the Regional, or any other scheme, prevents me listening
to foreign programmes, Ishall turn my aerial into a saucepanscourer and light my pipe with my licence. J. E. 'ROBERTS.
Streatham Hill, S.W.2.

Sir,—The correspondence you publish on the above enbjee
prompts me to express another point of view.
I submit that (a) the regional scheme was never wanted, and
_4b) it is already out of date.
In regard to (a), if there had been any real demand for
alternative programases, the ridiculous system of sending oui
the same programme from 2L0 and all the relay stations and
5XX, and to a large extent all the provincial main stations as
Sir,—I disagree most strongly with your correspondent, Mr.
well, would not have been allowed to continue, when 5XX
Hobday, with regard to Continental programmes.
could have been providing an alternative for the vast majority
The sole reason why I invested in a screened-grid "three"
of listeners to all the other stations.
was my inability to hear anything (worth wearing phones for)
With regard to (b), it is obvious to the meanest intelligence
from the local station in the evenings, which is the only part
that the ether is grossly overcrowded, and that sooner or
of the day available for the average man. •Week after week
later (and the sooner the better) there will .
have to be a
passes, and there is nothing but fifth-rate variety and jazz bands
drastic reduction in the number of wavelengths and stations
after 8 o'clock, a talk only of interest to a few people, or a in use in Europe. When that happens, since the only logical
scientific discourse so elementary as to be suitable for a kindermethod of distributing wavelengths is more or less according
garten school.
to the area of the various countries (for the more sparse and
How anyone can scan the programmes published by the B.B.C.
scattered the population is the more necessary is an efficient
in World Radio from such stations as Leipzig, Hilversum, Hambroadcasting service—it is a mere luxury for town dwellers,
burg, Munich, Cologne, Turin, Toulouse, or Kalundborg, and
by comparison), this country will have to put up with three
say they are inferior to those printed in the Radio Times,
or four exclusive wavelengths, and then the B.B.C.'s twin '
passes my comprehension. Not only does the average orchestral
transmitters will be useless.
concert contain better music, but it is better performed. Most
In the present state of affairs really high quality reproduc•
of the great composers came from the "Continent," and the
tion is unattainable, since even if the 9-kilocycle heterodyne
musicians of the Continent are best able to interpret their works.
note of the adjacent broadcasting stations are suppressed, one
Even the dance music from Germany or Denmark is played
still gets interference from the side bands of these stations.
by ordinary orchestras, and is pleasant to listen to after the
It might, in fact, improve matters a little if no broadcastingraucous blare, whine, and thump froth 2LO, etc., etc.
.
were allowed to transmit any side bands above 8,000 cycles.
A
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•
They would be no loss, since they cannot be received, and at
The qualifying clause "in all but a very few parts of ti
least they would not enaroach on the fundamental band of the • world' was meant to apply to the reception of 5SW in th
next station.
•
A. K. GORDON. ,, Far East along the China Coast. I am told that in those part
Crowborough, Sussex.
5SW comes in before breakfast as satisfactorily as alocal station
.
.
But do you want dance bands before breakfast?
,
Hampstead, N.W.3.
M. A. SPENDER.
EMPIRE BROADCASTING..
• Sir,—I have read with much interest the correspondence in
your columns on the subject of Empire broadcasting, and the
letter in your issue of September 11th, signed
Radiox,"
strikes me as very much to the point.
As a Britisher, I
,
• appreciate the London programme more than any other, and I
• have formed a habit of rising at 2.30 a.m. to pick it up.
Sometimes I find it repays the effort of early rising, but by no
• means always. It would, therefore, be most helpful to those
situated 7 hours east of Greenwich if 5SW were to give at,
midnight a brief summary of the next evening's programme,
• and enable us to decide between sleep or listening.
I agree with "Radiox " that- news items are badly wanted.
•.
The fifteen minutes' interval that takes the place of the news
bulletin sends me back to bed disgusted on five nights each
•
week. If the news bulletin does not affect the sales of news•
papers at home, why should it affect the cable service?
Bankok, Siam.
TYRO.
Sir,—I had been holding my hand to see what the opinions
of other readers might be at the reopening of the 5SW question
before expressing any ideas of •
Jny own. However, the rest
maintaining silence for the moment, I feel I must make some
çomment on your editorial of October 23rd.
• On arecent voyage to and from Australia Itook some trouble
to get inforination about the reception of 513W and to make
full notes on the reception of short-wave stations during the
return voyage. The pivot of debate evidently no longer is
. whether or not there should be an Empire station, but rather
• whether there can be. You have suggested that any difficulty
_5( •5SW may have had in carrying out its responsible duties of
'• broadcasting to the Empire is partly the fault of the engineers
in charge of the station, and -a correspondent suggests a wave'
•_length change. (In passing -I do not see how a listener in the
-'Mediterranean, who is so very- close to the splendid European
-medium-band transmissions, can demand a short-wave programme at all, or possibly criticise-wavelength policy by results.
.Surely we can agree that 5SW need not consider listeners this
side of Port Said or the Canaries.)
The case to be made is that there are considerable parts of
the Empire in which reception having a good entertainment
• value is possible. I hope we shall hear what the listeners in
'remote parts have to say; I am prepared to open the discussicn
by. denying the possibility in all but a very few parts of the
e ••, world of regular reception of short-wave stations that would
•satisfy non-technical listeners.
• . To go on throwing Eindhoven at the B.B.C. is vieux ¡cm
•
During September, 1929, Eindhoven seemed only to be work.
ing, once a week. If correspondents want anew brick, it is the
Berlin station Kemigswusterhausen, broadcasting only avery few
-kilocycles from the Eindhoven frequency and seeming to have
• -•
more power, better quality, and a better radiation system than
-* the Philips station.
Within 5SW's first skip distance (this seems to be between
• 1,000 and 1,500 miles) the German station certainly was arevela•, tion of what is possible near 32 metres ;'but we have agreed to
•discount short range reception. Between 2,000 and 5,000 miles,
which of the two suffered the less from the high-speed fading
,that spoils reception was quite casual. At greater distances,
most of my observations seem to be in favour of 5SW.
.
• On most nights the log would run after this style for long,
'distance reception :—
Tuesday, September 17th, 1929. 27° S.: 12° E.
58W.—Signal strength good at 8p.m. (local time), but high
speed fading violent. •Signal strength increased though
a little long period fading till about 11 p.m., when it was
.`
R7. Hardly worth listening to in spite of good strength.
KDKA.-10.20 weak, but readable and steady. Fading
•
only slight.
enigswasterhausen.-8.30-10, high speed fading. RS.
e

"

Sir,—On March 17th last Iwrote to you re the information
had received from the B.B.C. on the subject of the suppressio
of tho news bulletins. They explained that the news wasP n
broadcast because 5SW was an experimental station only,
pointed out that 6GB is also an experimental station, yet th
news is broadcast from it regularly. This letter you published
In the number of World Radio for August 2nd, on pa
156, in the centre column, occurs the following statement:
receive frequent enquiries as to why the news bulletin is n
transmitted from 5SW. All that can be said in this conne
tion is that it is necessary to omit this item from 5SW tran
missions for reasons which are at present beyond the contra
of the B.B.C."
Obviously the explanation given in their letter to me date
February 22nd could not be considered satisfactory, and it
therefore not surprising that they should now have publishe
something very different by way of explanation.
It is not pleasant to think that any such body as the B.B.
could even be guilty of want of good faith. Yet the facts
stated above can only tend to increase the suspicion and di
satisfaction felt by most overseaS listeners in regard to ever
thing connected with 5SW since it, came into being. •
•
Moreover , the explanation published in World Rad
raises another point. The only control over the B.B.C. wh'
is generally supposed to exist is that of the Government throug
the Postmaster-General. A question in the House ought
clear up the point of the objection of the Government
allowing the Colonies and Dominions to hear the Home new e
and, if they have such an objection, on what grounds?
60° WEST.
. .
B.B.C. TRANSMISSIONS.
•
Sir,—Surely it is time that criiicisms• as put forward
Mr. 1IcCormack in your issue of October 23rd were broug
to an end. As Mr. McCormack makes no reference, direct
indirect, to the removal of all sources of error in his set. •
implies that all frequency distortion or attenuation occurs
the B.B.C. land lines and/or transmitters
If your correspondent is capable of
• (a) The complete elimination of side-band cutting' in
own receiver whilst avoiding radio interference,
(b) Accurately distinguishing between side-band cutti
in his receiver and attenuation of the higher frequencies
the land lines,
he is well on the way to a perfect set; and many readers won
like to know how (a) is achieved.
If and when this perfect set be proved to exist, so much w
then depend on the method of reproduction that for the morne:
further comment is superfluous. Suffice it to point out th
further definite proof of the perfect reproducer will be
quired before such criticisms are fair. As you, Sir, are awa
the human ear is so adaptable to varying conditions as to
quite unreliable as evidence of perfection, and gives but e
dence of the personal preference of its owner.
Until such time as this perfection be proved to exist, sur
it is better to make the best use of existing radiations.
B.B.C. will admit that their radiations are not perfect, b
would also probably claim that they were at least as good
any set reproducing them. If proof, and not judgment by e
were furnished of really serious defects in transmission, t
Chief Engineer would doubtless take steps to rectify his erro
As a minor point: we cannot all live in the "A" servi
area of Brookmans Park, and therefore we cannot all ha
the Queen's Hall concerts as "first class," direct or "local
We must therefore accept the next best thing. But why co
plain in the same letter of the "third rate" or "fifth rate
land line transmissions radiated from 5NO when admitting th
are available the "second rate" transmissions of 5XX?
Yorkshire.
FAIR PLAY.
.
*
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"The Wireless World" Supplies a Free Service of Technical Information.
The Service is subject to the rules of the Department, which are printed below; these must
be strictly enforced, in the interest of readers themselves.
A selection of queries of general
interest is dealt with below, in some cases at greater length than would be 'possible in a letter.
Valve Lite.
It seems to be quite common practice
nowadays to heat the filament of an
output valve with raw A.C. at the
correct voltage; l am told that the
life of valves supplied in this manner
is considerably leu than when a battery is used.
Can you confirm the
accuracy of this statement, and also
tell Inc if the falling-off, should it
exist, is in any way serious?
S. C. J.
It is regretted that we have no definite
data on this matter, but it is to be assumed that the life of a valve fed with
raw A.C. is somewhat shorter than with
the alternative battery supply.
We do
not think that this effect is at all serious;
indeed, any reduction in valve life is
probably altogether insignificant.

transformer secondary circuits to the
alternative
wavelengths.
These
are
thrown in circuit by means of the
switches S„ S, ; with a little care, these
may be linked together mechanically and
operated by a single knob.
As an additional refinement, it would
be possible to arrange matters so that the
filament circuit is "off " when the switch
is in the central position.

0000

A Push-button Regional Receiver.
ant thinking of using up some spare
parts for
constructing a simple
domestic set for reception of the
alternative programmes from Brookmans Park (when they begin).
My two-H.F. set will be used on
the outside aerial for distance recepLion, and it is proposed that the other
receiver shall be connected and fed
from an inside aerial, in order to
have an ample margin of safety, it is
proposed to use a single H.F. stage,
from which no special attempt will
be made to obtain maximum amplification.
Will you please show me
how a switching scheme for this stage
may be arranged, in order that it
will be possible to use pairs of semi.
variable condensers tuned to the
wavelength of the two transmissions?
It seems that, after having once tuned
the set, it should be possible to arrange matters so that either transmission can be received by manipulation of change-over switches, without
any other external control beyond, of
course, that for the filament circuit.
T. F. S.
It should not be difficult to arrange a
set on the lines you specify, particularly
as no very great efficiency will be required at your distance from the regional
transmitters.
We suggest the arrangement shown in Fig. 1, in which C„ C„
and C., C. are, respectively, the condensers for tuning aerial-grid and 11.F.
a 47

In our diagram we have shown an
anode bend detector, but the scheme
would be applicable to aset in which grid
detection is used, although any attempt
to include reaction would tend to complicate matters.
0000

Omitting Decoupling Resistances.
/ have a Ferranti eliminator, which, as
you will know, includes anode feed
resistances for the various circuits;
in these circumstances, would it be
quite in order to omit the present decoupling resistances in the " 1930
Everyman Four"?
H. J. S.
In order to prevent the undesirable
circulation of H.F. currents, we suggest
that R. and R, should be retained.
Otherwise your proposal is not open to
criticism, although if you are attempting
to obtain the very fullest magnification of
which the receiver is capable, it might be
desirable to leave a resistance of, at any
rate, a few hundred ohms in the position
at present occupied by R„ (in the detector anode circuit).
ocioci

An All-wave Frame Aerial.
Fig. 1.—For reception of twin Regional
transmissions :
simple
change-over
switching.

RULES.
(1.) Only one question (which M.11,91 deal with
asingle specific point) can be answered. Letters
must be concisely worded and headed " Information Department."
(2.) Queries must be written on one side of
the paper, and diagrams drawn on a separate
sheet. A self-addressed stamped envelope must
be enclosed for postal reply.
(3.) Designs or circuit diagrams for complete
receivers cannot be given '
• under present-dug
conditions justice cannot be done to questions
of this kind in the course of a letter.
(4.) Practical wiring plans cannot be supplied
or considered.
(5.) Designa for components such as L.F.
chokes, power transformers, etc., cannot be
supplied.
(6.) Queries arising from the construction or
operation of receivers must be confined to constructional sets described in " The Wireless
World" or to standard manufacturers' receivers.
Readers desiring information on matters
beyond the scope of the Information Department are invited to submit suggestions regarding
subjects to be treated in future articles or

paragraphs.

Have you ever described the construction
of a frame aerial for both medium
and long broadcasting wavebands?
If so, will you please refer me to the
back number in which the description appeared?
W. J. M.
Full details for constructing an allwave frame aerial were given in The
Wireless World for July 27th, 1927.
0000

Mounting an S.G. Valve.
'Do

-

you consider it better to mount a
screen-grid high-frequency valve in a
position where it is, unaffected by :the
field surrounding the coils, or to
arrange it in such a way that the
grid and plate sections of the valve
are in the corresponding screening
compartments of the set? B. P. A.
Where but one H.F. stage is used, this
is not a matter of any great importance,
even when one is aiming at an exceptionally high magnification; but in the design
of receivers with two or more H.F. stages
it is usual practice to screen the valves
from the apparatus associated with the
tuned circuits.

•

•

••

s Record
ID Modifications.
.
•Irtittlel it be possible to use a P.625 valve
• -rin the output -position of ¿he Record
111? I already have a valve of this
' type,, and a power transformer with
outpute of 4 eats, 6 volts, and 250
volts; the latter is for,H.T. supply,
of ,course, and the winding has 'a
.centre tapping.
• 11 it is possible to use these CM•ponente, will you pleaee give me a
circuit diagram of the modified filament and heater circuits?
F. McC.
There should be no difficulty in arranging matters so that. your valve and transformer can be used. In Fig. 2 we give a

"'

•

' ••

••

" .‘"

more important, théy consequentIY
esay if the joints of the screening box are
vent the passing back of energy to he
sufficiently well made, and we would
grid
circuits.
.
advise you in the first place to look to this
It may be added that the anode cir4iit
point.
of the last valve is almost completelytieA common source of trouble in portable
coupled when a choke filter arrangement
sets is interaction between the loud
is used.
The same holds good witI a
speaker leads and the built-in frame
push-pull arrangement.
aerial; in spite of fairly elaborate " H.F.
0000
stopping" precautions,» a modicum of H.P. energy is often found in the former
Long Waves for Long Range.'
circuit.
li advice has been asked regarding As
We advise you to try the effect of conchoice of a four-valve set for use in
necting a by-pass condenser—of, say,
Scotland in a district where I know
0.002 mfd.—between plate and anode of
from experience that Daventry 5 X
the output valve, and also to connect an
..transmiaions provide the most c.nB.F. choke between the plate of this valve
sistently good signals.
•It is observed that comparativ 4.
and the loud speaker.
few commercial sets are designed 07
as good a performance Otf the l
serves as on the medium band,-1 s
pose because this is unnecessary in
.
most districts. Can you refer me to
any set likely to have a performance
L.F.
above the average as far as long-w ve
amplification is concerned, and wh ch
at the same time is easy to opera e?
D. B. L
H.T.
o
s
Reception of long-wave signals i
generally determined- by the ratio of
nal strength to atmospherics, and in ny
case it is, in amodern receiver, quite e sy
to get as much sensitivity as can ord narily be gusefully employed, although th re
are sometimes occasions where one an
make use of a high degree of magnifi ation. We suggest that you should c nsider the Pye Type 460 receiver, as t is
set includes long-wave circuits of unu ually high efficiency.

FOREIGN BROADCAST GUIDE
Fla.

2.—A satisfactory modification of the Record Ill, allowing th
heated valve hi the output position.

suitable circuit arrangement; it will be
•noticed that a potentiometer and by-pass
condensers are shunted across the lowtension output winding, which feeds the
indirectly heated H.F. and detector
valves. ,
0000

use of a directly

The Output Anode Circuit.

LAHTI
(Finland).
Approximee geographical position: 60
25' 38" N. 280 10' 00* E.
Approximate air line from London; 1,13
miles.
Wavelength: 1796 m. Frequency: 167 kc.
Power: 40 kw.
Time •Eastern European (2 hours in adwince of G.M.T.).
Relays programmes from Helsingfors (221
m.; 1355 kc.; 0.9 kw.).

It is rioticed that, although the majority
of modern sets seem to have decoupling resietances and condensers in the
anode circuits of H.F., L.F., and de'lector valvee, no particular precautions seem to be observed in the case
An Unstable Portable:
•
•
of the output vaire.
Would it not
/ am sending you the circuit diagram of
be an,adtantage to apply this method
my recently constructed four-valve
of preventing interaction in this case
portable, which is giving a good deal
Standard Daily Transmissions.
as well, particularly in view of the
of trouble through lack of stability.
fact that the energy in this circuit is
G.M.T. 05.15 morning health exercises ;
Can you suggest alikely source of the
much greater than in any other , and
07.00 and 11.00 sacred service (Suntrouble, or recommend any addition+,
presumably snore likely to lead to
days only); 1230' concert (Sundays
that can be made?
J. R. B.
trouble?
C. M.
only) ;1730 or 18.00 opera or concert
•From the information you give about
We would point out in the first place,
(daily); 19.45 news in Finnish and
yoùr set, it is extremely difficult to help
Swedish. Occasionally on Saturdays
that it is seldom practicable to add a re-'
you. One naturally expects to encounter
at 21.00 dance music.
gist/mu capacity filter in an output anode
a good deal of trouble in obtaining comUsually closes down at 21.00.
circuit, because the current is generally
plete stability in a portable receiver unso great that a resistance of the value
Lady announcer.
Call (in Finnish):
less a well-tried design is followed, as
necessary for adequate decoupling would
Huomio! bluomiol tars& Suomen gleisit is inevitable that there will be a good
bring about an excessive drop in voltage.
radio Helsinki-Lahti. When Swedish
•
many stray couplings; these must be
In any case, it must be remembered that
transmissions are given: Gio akt 1Har
found and removed, or, at any rate, their
the decoupling arrangements customarily
Finlandsrundradio Helsingfors-Lahti.
" sense " must be altered so as to produce
recommended nowadays are "two-way "
Time signal (at 17.00 G.M.T.) : 1stroke
an anti-reaction rather than a reaction
devices; not only do they deflect H.F. or
, on adeep-toned bell.
effect.
LS. energy from a common source of
It is noted that your set includes comanode current supply, but they also preUnder
the
heading
" Foreign
Broadcast
plete decoupling of the various H.F. arvent the feed-back of energy from the
Ouide,': we are arranging to publish a series, of
enas, and apparently thorough screening
output circuit to the anode circuits of
panels in this form, giving details regar'ng
*here necessary. Of course, we cannot
which they form, a part, and, what is
foreign broadcast transmissions.
•
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THE
SOUL
OF THE
SPEAKER

Fit the new Amplion B.A.2 unit
to any chassis and you fit quality,
life, sensitivity and volume handling capacity—you put heart and
soul into the speaker. Note the
following points:—
(1) Strong and robust construction
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

with neat compact design and
workmanlike appearance.
Designed for normal chassis. Adaptor plate is supplied for use on
other types of chassis.
Sensitivity far above the normal,
combined with adequate volume
handling capacity.
Three terminals giving alternative
values of impedance.
Equally suitable for use with power
valves of low or medium impedance or with pentodes.

TH

f.
/

Your dealer will gladly demonstrate.
GRAHAM

A49

AMPLION

LIMITED,

25/26,

SAVILE

ROW,

LONDON,

W.I..

-

/

/

WORKS:

/

SLOUGH

Advertisements f- , " The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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THE FINEST VERNIER DIAL OBTAINABLE
34

MECHANICALLY PERFECT, POSITIVE BRASS
CONTACT drive on SOLID BRASS SCALE
ensuring smooth movement, with absolutely NO
BACK-LASH.
ROBUST in Construction and
Trouble Free. SMALL, EXTREMELY ELEGANT. EFFICIENT.

As pictorially shown, the
scale and aperture are inclined at an angle of 30'
from perpendicular, thereby permitting convenient
unobstructed view of sedé
without need to crouch
or stoop.

TUNING WITHOUT IRRITATING UNCOMFORTABLE
CROUCH OR STOOP.

If unable to obtain
from dealer please
communicate
with
us.
Full Catalogue
sent post free on receipt of past card.

—
THE FORMO CO., CROWN

\re'

WORKS, CItICKLEWOOD LANE, LONDON, N.W.2
1111•1111

BE SURE OF YOUR
PANEL

OFF WITH THE OLD
ON

EBONITE IS
GENUINE
Tested to 104,000 volts.

LOW
FOR

LOSS

TRADE

FORMER.

MARK.

tears

Write for Handbook on Windings and Circuits, Post Free 4d.

mee

THE BRITISH EBONITE CO., LTD., HANWELL, LONDON, W.7.

Why keep to the old ideas?
Why spend
money on unnecessary cradles? Here is the
New Sovereign Cone Kit which does not need
a cone cradle. Kit comprises a specially
prepared cone paper, a patent spider support
and a solid ebonite link, complete in an
attractive envelope with full constructional
details.
Can be made in
hour and used
itith any cone unit to give perfect natural
reproduction.
ibtainable frotn your local Itealer,all CURRY'S
Radio House (zoo braucherii or from the

REDFERN'S
REG. NO. 469456.

TENSION

BATTERY BOX
H.T.

In the form of Pocket—lamp Batteries in a
battery box is themost
satisfactory and economical method. An exhausted
unit can be replaced at negligible cost enabling
you to keep your voltage always up to standard.
Don't delay, get one to—day
Ask your dealer for the "BRITISH" Battery Box.

properly constructed wooden

ALL

KIT.

"BRITISH"
HIGH

117,

NEW

CONE

J. R. WIRELESS Co., Dept. W.W., 6-8, Rosebery Avenue, E.C.1.

163 volt size •.2/10
08 „ „ —4/6
126 „ „ ••
5 /
The

THE

SOVEREIGN

Price 3/ - complete.

euac

USE THE PRIZE WINNING
LOOK

WITH

THE

BOXES

LTD..

CENTRAL
STREET,
LONDON,
Trod.' 'supplied. Quotations by

RADIO
lteccituncuiled
or
.• FERRANTI '
S.G.
RECFIVER.

PANELS

MAXIMUM INSULATING PROPERTIE3
AND LEAK-FREE SURFACE.
Consider an 'F.IIONART " l'anel a neces•
è.ity, especially when constructing ase
employing HF. STAGES.
Supplied in Mark eind Mahogany colours
Os, side Pollehed Surface or Moire Silk Design

REDFERN'S RUBBER WORKS Ltd.—Hyde, Cheshire

E.C.1.

Ir,

(

ACCUMULATORS ELITE

That tells its
own tale—

KFACCUMULAToRS

The unique Semi-Oil Submerged feature of Britain's Best
Battery absolutely prevents
surface leakage losses. No other
Battery possesses this feature.

H.T

ACCUMULATORS, 60 volts, 3am p.
• hour type, 02, Semi-oil Subme rge d.
Complete as illustrated. Price .•Ji5/• Per
DOUBLE CAPACITY TYPE. 60 vo l
ts .
6amp.

22 /6
Or 7,1

for 3

310
.... /..

&Si-por mth.

Je-d

fur 4lilt bâ.

London Distributor t—CECIL POHLtdAN, 77, Great Portland Street, LONDON, W.I.

ACCUMULATORS

ELITE,

Mentiou of "The Wireless World," when

Bedford
wring to

St.,

HALIFAX.

T
,Ce°7„";;;„&"1„.

advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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Cet improved

66 Volts

7'9

reeeptionwith

SUPERIOR (Single Capacity)
volts ..
1/6 99 volts .•11/9
63 ..
7/6 108 ..
•12 19
66 „ ¡with G.B. Tappings) 7,11
SUPREME (Treble Capacity)
60 volts.... .. •• • 13/8
•1413
100
•22/.

this;long.life
BATTERY

Get Dubilier's Booklet—" .4 Bit
about a Battery "—from your
Radio dealer

The new British General Midet
Transformer created remarkable
interest.
In accordance with
modern practice of economising
in weight and space this transformer has been produced in a
remarkably saiall
size.
The
core is of
the latest
Nicke:
Alloy (specially treated) and the
performance is as good as many
transformers at three times the
price.

BRITISH
MADE
11111111111

11'6

UBILIE

From all dealers of reptad or
direct front the numufacturers.

The British

General Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

Brockley Works,

London

Popular
Model
16/-

-

S.E.4

Super
Model
18,6

H.T.

BATTERIES

DUBILIER CONDENSER CO. (1925) LTD, buron
Victoria Rd., North Acton, London, W.3.

Work.,
SL,

A Pick-up of
Distinction
The R.G.D. is
something
different.

_
THE

1930

"WHITE SPOT "
CHASSIS
gives

moving

When ordering please
atate for which unis
chassis is required.
Spare

Diaphragm':

Popular
Super

36
6;-

coil
results
of the cost.

at

a

fraction

The
White Soot" Chassis fitted with a fabric
suspended cone will give really wonderful results.
It can he supplied to take either of the following
units: Amplion B.A., Brown Vee Movement,
Blue Spot, Triotron and Ormond unit. Made in
solid aluminium casting, weight about 2 lbs.
Insist on having agenuine "White Spot " and
ensure satisfaction and value for money.

The WOLVERHAMPTON DIE CASTING Co.,
Gt. Hampton Street, Wolverhampton.

4.
tsr

The R.G.D. Magnetic Pick-up is designed after
years of experiments, and see behove it to be as
perfect as possible.
No record wear, perfect
tracking, a scientific instrument, specially developed for moving coil speaker reproduction. Price
£3 in bronze, £3-3-0 in oxidised silver.

Advertisements for " The

Literature on application.

The Radio Gramophone
Development Co.,

e

St. Peters Place,

Birmingham.

Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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WEAN
CO)WPOYEÁ/TS
1930 EVERYMAN FOUR .
Coils per set

£2

-

7

-6

NEW KILOMAG FOUR .
Coils per set

£2

WIRELESS WORLD
Coils per set

£2

-5 -

KIT SET.
-5 -6

DECOUPLING RESISTANCES .
500 or 600 ohms

..

1s. 6d.

Fixed resistances wire wound
1,000-5,000

10,000

2/-

2/6

15,000 20,000

3/-

25,000 ohms

3/6

4/- each

FOREIGN LISTENERS FOUR .
B.B.C. Coils, per set of 3 £ 1 - 2 -6
5XX Coils, per set of 3 £ 1 - 17 -6
Coil Bases, per set of 3 £0 - 7 - 6
Write for illustrated lists:
WRIGHT &

WEAIRE,

LTD.

740, HIGH ROAD. TOTTENHAM, N.17.
TeltpAone: Tottenham 3847/8.
lea

— Heavy Duty
Potentiometers
Centralab N.D. Potentiometers provide an accurate and smooth
voltage control for eliminators and power circuits where a resistor
capable of carrying a heavy current is required.
These new potentiometers are wire wound on asbestos and are
assembled in a metal cup 1 in diameter. They will dissipate up
to 20 watts through the entire resistance without burning out.
Supplied complete with bakelite arrow knob —
H.P.
H P.
H.P.
H.P.
H.P.
H.P.
H.P.

List
002— 2,000 ohms.
005-- 5,00
„
008 — 8,003
„
010 —10,0(0
„
015 —15,800
„
020-20,000
„
050-50,000
„

Price, each.
10 6
10 6
10/6
10:6
10/6
1016
10/6

W rite for the Centralab Circuit
Booklet— it's free.
Out
new
68 -page
Audio
manual and catalogue is now
ready. It tells you all about
Contralab Volume Controls,
Power Rheostats and Potentiorneters, and their use in radio
sets and electrical
phonographs.
Send 6d. in stamps
for pc stage.

The Rothermel Corporation Ltd.,
24, Maddox St., London, WI
Telephone: MAYFAIR 0578/9.

BM11111111111111011IBMIIIIIIIIMMI

the
woes

`Weston sets

THE
swift-lard PERFECT
PANEL

Our Model 506 MIL-AMMETER Panel Mounting type
should be placed in the HighTension Circuit of the valve
to ensure correct operation and to check distortion.

Prices £1: 15 :0—£2 :15 :
Write now for your copy of
Radio Control," the Weston FREE
Booklet that explains the necessity for accurate electrical control
of your Radio Receiver, and gives much helpful advice.
Address your post card to :—

ESTON

STANDARD THE WORLD OVER
Rompers .since1888

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO., LTD.,
15, Great Saffron Hill, London, E.C.I.

'rROLITAX is undoubtedly Ms panel for you.
It is supplied in a
1 variety of handsome finishes, including some entirely new wood
finishes.
Trolitax possesses excellent insulating properties; it doesn't soften
under heat, so that screws and terminals do not work loose when
soldered. Trolitax does not warp or sag, and its beautiful appearance
enhances the finish of any set. Ask your dealer to show you samples.

ROLITAX-)

F. A. HUGHES & COMPANY, LIMITED
204/6 Great Portland St., London,

W.I.

'Phone: Museum 8630 (.$

Distributors for Northern England, Scotland & North Wales: H. C. Ranson
(Sheffield& London), Ltd., 200, I.oluton Rd., Sheffield (Tel.: Sheffield 26006);
22, St. Mary's Parsonage, Manchester (Tel.: Manchester City 3329).
................
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
NOTICES.
THE CHARGE
Silumns is :

FOR

ADVERTISEMENTS

in

le-.
l
"...."..............w
8 e>'3
ALL WIRELESS
WORLD COILS

Gen

12 words or less,
and M. for every
additional word.
Each paragraph is charged separately and name and
address: must be counted.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers
as follows on orders for consecutive insertions, provided a
contract is placed in advance, and in the absence of fresh
instructions the entire "copy " is repeated from the
previous issue : 13 consecutive insertions 5% ; 20 con»cones, 10% ; 52 consecutive, 15%•
ADVERTISEMENTS for these columns are accepted u9
to FIRST POST on THURSDAY MORNING (previous
to date ol issue) at the Head Offices of " The Wireless
World," Dorset House. Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or
on WEDNESDAY MORNING at the Branch Offices
MI. Hertford Street, Coventry;
Guildhall Buildings,
Navigation Street, Birmingham ; 260, Deansgate, Manchester ; 101, St. Vincent Street, Glasgow, C.2.
Advertisements that arrive too late for a par ti cul
ar
issue will automatically be inserted in the follewing issue
unless accompanied by instructions to the contrary. All
advertisements in this section must be strictly prepaid.
The proprietors retain the right to refuse cit withdraw
advertisements at their discretion.
Postel Orders and Cheques sent in payment for advertisements should be made — a ----payable to 'LIM
Co.
et SONS Ltd., and crossed
---- Notes
being
untraceable if lost in transit should not be sent as
remittances.
All letters relating to advertisements should quote the
cumber which is printed at the end of each advertisement,
and the dace of the issue in which it appeared.
The proprietors are not responsible for clerical or printers'
errors, although every care is taken to avoid mistakes.

% ;---1
--930
EVERYMAN FOUR ...... .47'6 set
KIT SET, ,uili with Switches
45:- set
NEW KILOMAG.
45/- set
RECORD III
45/- sot
FOREIGN LISTENERS 4 B.B.C.
30/- est
5XX 37/6 set
METAL CABINETS
.. ..... 38/6 to 48/6
5," DRUM DIALS w.th Escutcheons .. 5/6
WAVE TRAP, Litz wit,
stya ceih

B6 LieWheeless Co,
l

2, 3, lh 4, Athelstana Mows,
Stroud Green Road, N.4.

THE ORIGINATORS OF RADIO
Paddington
,828 (3 lints).

Por Modern High-grab Material Only.
,.....,../CHAPEL

ST., LONDON, N.W.1
OPEN TILL 7 P.M. SAT. 1 P.M.

M•18111.1111.1.11151MmiummoIMIIIIMBI.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of private advertisers, letters may be
addressed to numbers at "The Wireless World" Office.
When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of
RECOGN'UŒD DETECTOR Volt
,
registration and to cover postage on replies must be added ALLCIRCIIIT2
UsINRI CRYRTA T.
- )." 0
to the advertisement charge, which must include the RECTIFICATION.
words Box coo, c/o "The Wireless World." Only the
RD 40
_
.._,
Ï .__,
number will appear in the advertisement.
replies
Br Insured
should be addressed No. coo, cio "The Wireless World,"
bract House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. Readers who
14 litt:J''' l'
.- ‘-"-' -.; «ti shierd'tC:3beViiii
reply to Box No. advertisements are warned against sending
..
-,le
-. -I. »tea on br a
'ckets or »
through panuesl..
remittance through the post except in registered envelopes;
Once tel always ready.
Not affected by
in all such cases the use of the Deposit System is reemsnectseleel,
vibration.
Each one is tested en broadcaat
and the envelope should be clearly mashed "Deposit before me. ;''r', and is p.,rf eut. Of all high-crate Radio Drakes or
Department.'
Rea) 3/Okers.
>Er DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
/I
Readers who hesitate to send money to unknown persons
may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with "The Push & Pull SWITCHES
Robust construction. Dellnite "on" and
Wireless World," both parties are advised of its receipt.
"off" position).
By
The time allowed for decision is three days, counting
NO shaking. Perfect contacts.
Insured
front receipt of goods, after which period, if buyer LIMO terminals for easy fitting.
Pod.
decides not to retain goods, they must be returned to Itis 39 Battery
1/8 ile
;ender. If a sale is effected, buyer instructs us to remit
(2 Terminals)
9/- We
.
amount to seller, but if not, seller instructs us to return RD 38 Change Over
(4 Terminals)
amount to depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer,
SD
37
Three Point
MI 1/9
but in the event of no sale, and subject to there being no
13 Terminals)
•
different arrangement between buyer and seller, each pays
TRIM
MASH Ebonite Bushes for oil
carriage one way. The seller takes the risk of loss or
put-tassel kept in stock.
damage in transit, for which we take no responsibility. For
RED EDARDND
Of on high-cla#s Radio Dealer, or Sole Motors:
all transactions up to rio, adeposit fee of s/- is charged ;on
transactions over £io and under ao, the fee is 2/6; over
JEWEL PEN -CO. LTD.
Ceo, 51-. All deposit matters are dealt with at Dorset
(Radio Dept. 44),
21-22, Gt.
House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and clo-ques and
REC 9
Sutton Street, LONDON, E.C.I.
money orders should be made payable to Effie & Sons
Limited,

DIAMOND ,,

2

HOME-CONSTRUCTED UNLICENSED
APPARATUS.
A Service to our Readers.
We have made an arrangement with the Patentees
whereby readers who wish to dispose of ahome-constructed
receiver not licensed under the patents made use of, can
license the set by means of the Deposit System referred to
above.
The person desiring to sell, in sending us parteulars for
his advertisement, will in every case make use of a Box
Na, and sbould add to the price which he requires the
amount of royalty customarily paid by manufacturers.
If the purchaser is satisfied with his purchase, the sum
realised will be forwarded to the seller, less the amount
due in respect of royalties, which amouut will be paid by
"The Wireless World" to the owners of the patents
concerned, and a certificate will be handed on to the
purchaser of the set.
SPECIAL NOTE.-Readers who reply to advertisements
ind receive no answer to thew enquiries are rec uested to
:egard the silence as an indication that the goods advertised
have already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to
each one be Posh

DIAMOND

THE SALE OF

£53

URNDEPT 7-valve Superhet, 1926-27, ,.4..t5; Burndept Ethogrand 5-valve, £15; Burndept Ethophone 1V, £7; Marconi amplifier for V2, 35/-.-James
Soot tantI Ce., Radio Engineers. Dunfermline.
[0320
It'd% 5-valve Portable 14 guinea Sets for 9 guinene.
e111.1 straight front factory to yen, suit ease type
Ever-ready. 1LT buttery. English accumulator, Mullard
or Cossor salves, royalties paid, set complete in ease,
'
,mat to any 14 guinea set on the market; satisfaction
.
.autronteed or money returned.-U. Hodie-nn, 53, Windcor House, Victoria St., W es t
m i
ns t
er, 0.W.1.
[6899
.C.
Elect ric
0ramophone,
comprising
B.T.II.
Senior D.C.RK speaker and amplifier, B.T.11.
amplifier, B.T.1I. jick.up and electric motor
Briesh Brunswick gilded gramophone fittings, and
Sensor Panatrope mahogany
cabinet, commercially
wired up, never used; cost £75; selling due to change
of residence; price £35. Box 3720, ero The Wireless
World.
[0325

APPLEBY'S

"RED

p

ieouivEas for' Sale-Portable 5-valve, suit cues
, type, complete, as new, perfect; 8911716.-N.
Taylor, 57, Studley Rd., Stockwell, Loudon.
(0323

pick up

"THERE IS A WHALE OF DIFFERENCE"

"RED
TH„

SALE.

D

-Archway sons

PART EXCHANGE

RECEIVERS FOR

QCOTT SESSIONS and Co., Great Britedu's Radie
Doctore.-Read advertisement under Miscellaneous.
[0264
Q -VALVE All-wave Receiver, latest type, powerful,
e•F
Netied; 84.-N. Taylor, 57. Studley Hsi, Stockwell, London.
[0274

HILLIPS 3-valve All Electric Receiver. cost £23
month awe guarantee card not yet filled in; disposal through sickness; sacrifice, £19/10; appointment
letter unly.-MeGrath, 9, Hawthorne Av., Pemberton.
near Wigan.
(7072
EAD and MORRIS, Ltd. ' the mains pioneers, who
in 1925 "quipped the hospital with mains sets,
still supreme in all-mains receivers and units.
OW Tension A.C. Elimi na t
ors , permagent l
y
re4-1 placing batteries, now only £5/15; electrolytic
Condensers, 2,000 m.L, as used in above, 13/-; includhig postage.

L

BARGA1NS..-Second-hand
.sets,
units,
metres,
speakers.-Read anti Morris, Ltd., 31, Easteasetle
et. (facing back of Warings), Oxford St., W.

£3. for Disposal.--G.E.C. World Wide screen grid
Four, complete with 2 8.625. H.L.610 and P.625
valves, perfect order, £12; Mallard eliminator, with
valve, £3; Marconi A.C.B. power amplifier, less valves,
£7; W.W. deposit system if required.-Ware, The
Beacon, Crowborough, Su ssex.
[7042

P

.W. Neutralised H.F. 4-salve Receiver, receives net
London station 3,000 miles away, finest components, cabinet and coils; £9/10.-Box 3805, elo
The Wireless World.
[7121
MARCONIPHONE Public Speech and Mamie Mannher, complete with microphone and batteries, practically new; offers.-Dyer, Cotswold Farm, near Cirencester.
(7115
4 -VALVE (8.0. )Suitcase Type Portable, almost new,
complete with selves; V.-Boss, Corpus Christi,
Cambridge.
[7114
MARCOSIPHONE Model 61 Receiver, 3 9.0. det.
and 2 E.G. stages, a most amazing receiver, eauplete with valves, list £56111, new, unused; £23, for
immediate bale.
MATICONIPHONE Model 32 Receiver, exeerional
42.1. rango and poser ; li st £13/171 6, for (MC
Pete
£8/10; its stew and =scratched.
MARCONIPLIONE Model V2.4 Long Range 2-valve
1
Tel- Receiver; list £8, amazing offer £3/5.-Sherratt
and Son, Radio House, Cowes, I of W.
[7089
Fada Neutrodyne 5-valve, with pa
power valve,
REnmodel
175A; wanted cash offers.-20, Loftus Rd.,
s

re

Shepherd's Bush.

" THE MUSIC
LOVER'S
CHOICE"
Radio -Gramophone
music and speech reproduced with
amazing and
uncanny realism. The
niost
efficient
speaker money can
buy.

I
•

•

SEND TO-DAY FOR
OUR FREE 36-PAGE
BOOKLET
" SOUND
ADVICE."
Ceres :89 Sclinirst

Works :42

Citerry

13
„ A

„.„,,„.,,,

1(
, EIRS,„
RAD10 .,,,,,

Road. S. Norwood, S.E.257
Orchard Road, E. Croydon,

Advirtisemengs for " The Wireless World " are only

[7059

A MATEUR Going Abroad Has Fohowing Surplus

[710e

" -UITIRELESS World" Standard Four, mahogany
YY cabinet, medium wave tolls, valves, including
D.E.5A output; demonstration by appointment; £12,
or neur.-Mitson, 34, hilera Park, S.E.21.
[7105
COSSOR 1330 Melody Maker Set, complete, as new;
olfers.-0. Aldetson, Durridge, Birmingham
[7097
'PXCELLENT Portable Latest Mat-Michael Super
A-11 Range Suitcase Four, perfect condition; £18 (list
£23/2).-Capt. Trehnne, Hillerof t, Ringwood, liants
.
MARCONI Straight Eight, perfect condition, [71
0
on
94
g
-LTA and medium wave length coils, oleo Marconi 200220v. A.C. eliminator for same, and Philips trickle
charger, 6 volt 90 hour low tension battery, very hand'
emane mahogany cabinet; £27/10 the lot, or would sell
separately: get alone cost £70.-Box 3756, ohs The
Wircleee World,
Q1M3IONDS BBOS.-Receivers constructed to ry
7o
0u
9r
1
own or any published design; also repairs, reconstructions,
and
modern isations
at
moderate
charges; best materials and workmanship guaranteed;
numerous. testimonials;
quotations
free-Address.
Shireland Rd., Smethwick.
[5889

accepted from finos we believe to be thoeoughly reliable.
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Receivers for Sale.—Contd.

4

-VALVE Receiver, with valves, LT. accumulator,
mahogany cone speaker, complete; £12.-9. King
Edward St., Lambeth North.
[7104
is a Fascinating Subject, but makes
heavy demands upon the purses of its devotees.
W IRELESS

WONDERFUL NEW

rALL MAINS SET

ECLIPSES ALL OTHERS

1

£1

Radio Experts unanimously agree
that the new "Miracle " y-valve
All-Mains Set is far ahead of
anything yet offered to the public.
Amazing volume with superb tone,
while
comparison with other
DOWN
makes ensures a far bigger selection of stations.
SOLD AT FACTORY
PRICES, with or without Grand Model Cabinet,
Cone or Horn-type Loudspeaker, for £1 deposit.
Nothing more to pay for one month. Balance by
easy monthly payments.
Special offer of S

ee d Grid Sets.

£2GREtere" FREE
PICK-UP

I.) all who write now for Free . 1
2rt Lists illustrating
/
:Uinta, Sets, and order within so days.
WORLD'S WIRELESS STORES,
Wallington,

Surrey.

For one who is determined to keep abreast of the
times, there are always new components to be bought,
and sets and loud-speakers to be superseded.
AT the Same Time, the would-be buyer is often
2-3, deterred from buying because he knows that
there will be still one more piece of apparatus left on
his hands, to add to those already in the junk box.
E Have Opportunities of Disposing of Semi Obsolete Apparatus to those who are not fortunate
enough to be able to afford the latest type, and will
take such apparatus or components, providing they
are in saleable condition, in part exchange for any
new set, loud-speaker or component required.
A M. We Ask is that You should Send Along a List
ÁL. of Your Old Apparatus, together with your new
requirements, or, better still, send the apparatus to
us to inspect, when we will make you a fair offer.
TF You Approve of this You can Send Your Remit,- tance for the Balance, and we will forward the
apparatus required; if you have sent your old apparatus and you do not approve of our offer, we will
return carriage paid.
rr HE Principal of this Firm, who has been a professional wireless engineer since 1910; and has
been manager for the Sterling Telephone Co., radio
expert to the Ceneral Electric Co., and Chairman of
the Technical Committee of the National Association
of Radio Manufacturers, will willingly give advice to
those who are desirous of purchasing apparatus; we
are entirely unbiased and will recommend the best
apparatus for your particular purpose; you save money
by having genuine expert advice.
1
-%0N'T Forget We Will Take Your Old
Receiver-L.' or Components in Part Exchange.
E Will Also Install Sets Anywhere in the British
Isles; sets modernised; send for estimates. Scientific Development Co., 51, Fishergate, Preston.
Tel.: 1364.[0226

W

W

MICR 'Sale, 5valve Fada set (switching for 4 valves.
Broadcast band and high waves), 7 valves for
same Mallard. 3x McMichael plug-in transformers, 300
to 3,000 metres, 1x R.I. retroactive tuner.—Offers to
Alexander, 9, Queen's Parade, Muswell Hill, 14.10.
[7166

From "The Amateur Photographer."

re...•••••••••••11.1.01"••••••••••••••••••••••••11 ,1•11d

For Every User
iof a Camera!

1,1[EGAVOX.—Three receivers in handsome mho-ILL gany cabinet., fitted with extras, including hydra
millimeter, gramophone jack and 2 P.M.24 Pen tode. complete coils. etc., £8/10; Epoch model 66,
4-6-volt moving coil speaker, fitted with pentode coil,
in mahogany cabinet, £2/15.—Freshwater, 77, Seymour
Rd., Leyton, E.10.
[7154

Every camera owner can get
more pleasure out of photos
graphy and better results by
reading "The Amateur Photos
grapher" regularly.

Portable, little used, complete as new;
M ARCONI
£15, offers.-0. Alderson, Dorridge, Birmingham.

[7152

Q-VALVE Superhet, complete with valves, battery
leads and 2 frame aerials, in perfect order,
cheap: Peto-Radford 50-amp. 6-volt accumulator, fitted new plates by makers recently, 30 /-; overnight charger (Heayberd's), with spare valve, 2-4-6volts, perfect, 30/-; Ferranti trickle charger, new,
£2; seen by appointment.—Colonel Kennard, 54b,
Warrington Crescent, W.9.
[7150

offers,

Be Proud
of your Set/

The "A.P." caters for all
photographers, including bes
ginners and advanced workers,
and contains Lessons for
Beginners; Free Criticism of
Readers' Prints ; Answers to
Queries; Regular Competitions
and aweekly Art Supplement
of
particular
interest
to
pictorial workers.

Q -VALVE Receiver, unused; first P.O. 35/. secures.
V.
—Rayner, 25, The Gardens, S.E.22.
[7143
-VALVE Suitcase Portable, new, complete.-Ratcliff, 20, Rosemead Av., Mitcham.
[7142
Q-VALVE Set, cone speaker, and all accessories, as
(Jr
new: £5/15. 7 .8allenger
95, Mozart St., - Lodge
Lane, Liverpool.
•
[7141

You have always wanted your Set to be
better than others. Here is yourchance.
Fit a Resiston Panel—it will beautify
your Set. Your friends will praise
its appearance. Resiston Panels
are distinctive and superior
panels. They have everlasting
strength. Ask your Wire•
less Dealer to show you
a Resiston Panel, or
write direct.

AKEHAVOX III, with batteries; £13. — Mnrgatroyd,
17-1- "Riddlesden," Elm Av., Great Crosby, Liverpool.
f.7133
10Ip URNDEPT 7-salve Superhet, long and short wave
aerials;
£15.—Madeley, 1,2, Grove Crescent,
Kingston-on-Thames.
[7132

BATTERIES.

.....••••••••••.*Meer.•01,••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •.•

G

.D.E.S. Accumulator Hire and Maintenance Service
(5 mile radius).-98. Cherry Orchard ltd., Croydon.
[6374
WET ILT. Replacements.—Sacs trapped or mi.
7 w capped), highest grade. No. 1, 10d. per dos.; No.
2. 1/9 per dos.—See below.

Fit a

i1SIS1

INCS.-13est

Z

Quality (wired), No. 1, 8d. per doz.;
No. 2. 9d. Per doe.; orders valued 54 carriage
paid, otherwise 61. for postage—British Battery Co.,
Chirendon Rd., Watford, Herts.
[0258
ENTODE Users.—Write for details of new size selfcharging wet battery; 20,000 milliamps. 6d. per
volt; illustrated catalogue giving data, post free.—II.
Taylor, 57, Studley Rd., Stockwell, London.
[0273

p

AMERICAN HARD RUBBER CO (Britain) LTD.,
13a, Fore Street, E.C.2.
2175.

A

STANDUP Wet H.T. Battery will Always Improve
Your Reception; its capabilities to feed your
valves with pure D.C. current over exceptionally long
periods, combined with its low running costs. appeal to a
every listener; list free.—Scottigh Batteries. Braeside,
W
Hebei] Station.
[6852 '

heAMATEUR
HOTOGRAPHER.
CFNENIATOGISAPFIELL

..-The Journal tor

Lverubutly

51,1,

Comoro

••.,

Every Wednesday 3d.
ILIFFE & SONS LTD.,
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London,
,W.371.

Mention o, " The Wireless World," when toritistg• go advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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Batteries.—Contd.
latrET FLT. Batteries.—Parts per dozen, jars, No. 1,
Iry 2Y.tikl.% square, 1'3; No:
116; tines, No. I,
10d.; :No. 2, Ud.; saes, No. 1, 112 dozen; No. 2,
1/9; terminals, 8d., 10d.; dozcu tells (18 volts), eelfielete with lends and eleetrolyte, No. 1, 411; No. 2,
5/.; post 9d.; high effeiency, long life, self charging,
upkeep small; email 641, for sample unit; illustrated
*booklet free, carriage free orders 10/-; write for free
Het wireless bargains, trade supplied.—W. Taylor, 57,
Studley Rd., Stockwell, London.
[0039-

011141.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

•

Chargers and Eliminaters.—Contd.

e

A.C.60,

model A.C.1, tappings Se. G.
90, 120v., at 16 m.o., 10ft. flex, switch, brown
«retaliate metal ease, metal rectifier, £3117/6; transformers and chokes to any* speeitications, write for
list of standard models; standard transformera for all
rectifying valves; standard transformers for all metal
rectifiers; transformers for filament heating; troll*.
formera with multiple windings, any outputs quoted
for; smoothing chokes, all values; manufacturers of
mains sets, send us particulars of your requirements,
and *ace nt your disposal, and let us quote you
Westinghouse metal rectifiers in stock at standard net
prices; condenser pecks, 4-2-1 mfds., tested to 500v.
D.C., 71-.—Write for list to Alpha Coil and Component
Co.. Proapect Works, limityley Av., Sheffield. 'Phone:
43335.
[7127
AVAGE'S Specialise in Wireless Power from the .
ains. reliable apparatus at reasonable prices.
QAVAGE'S Transformer Laminations and Ba k..
elit e
IC
Bobbins; intending home coustructors should arite
for list.

W

E Guarantee the Best Accumulator Maintenance
in South London; slow rate circuits and expert
personnel; meticulous attention is given to topping,
clearing and drying of II.T. accumulators; trouble.
free collection and delivery; the service includes hire
of Oldham MT. and L.T. batteries—Official Oldham
Service Station, Aneloy Radio (associated with Aneloy
Products), 36, Hindmans Rd., East Dulwich, S.E.22.
Tel.; New Cross 4074.
[7074

SM

41.A.V. 60-volt II.M.6 Accumulator, 3 week.' use:
£1/216.-603, IV:vibe-0°d Heath Rd., Birmingham[7145
•

S

AVAGE'S Reliable Smoothing Condensers.-1,000
volts D.C. test. 2 nifd. 3/, 4 mfd. 5/3; 500 volts
D.C. test, 1 mfd. 1/6, 2 mid. 2/3, 4 mfd. 3/9.

CHARGERS AND ELIMINATORS.

V

ORTEXION

Tiandormers, chokes, etc., wound to
any specification; write or 'phone fer quotation;
lie,t quality components only.—Vortexion, 72, Merton
But., Wimbledon. S.W.19. Tel.: Windt'eon 2814.
(0319
IDDILIPSON'S Safety High Tension Battery Mimi/*actors.
13IfILIPSON'S Safety Eliminators Give Consistent
Resulta.
HILIPSON'S Safety Eliminators are Guaranteed fo r
1
12 montha

p

ErraPsows

Safety Eliminators are Sold on 7
Days' Approval.
I),ILIPSON'S Safety Eliminators are Housed in Alt
Enamelled Metal Boxes, fitted with 12ft. of flex
null a Bakelite plug, and are constructed from the
very best material throughout.
HILIPSON'S Safety Eliminators are the Cheapest
to Install, and the cheapest to run; prices:
Model A.C.5,
£4/1716; A.0.7. £3/1716; moldero
with full wave rectifiers; model D.C.4, 3716; D.C.5.
45/-.
IiILIPSON'S Safety Eliminators are Ileacribed rind
Illustrated in our Booklet "Radio Power." Dave
yen hail your copy f—Write to-day to
TIMILIPSON'S and Co., Ltd., Radio Engineers, Aetler
Bridge, Bolton.
'Phone: 2038.
'Or uns: Safety.
Bolton. Est. over 50 years.
[0318

S

AVAGE'S Super Smoothing and Output Chokes.—
Many types available, write for list.
QAVAGICS Mains Transformer for Westinghouse
Rectifiers.—H.T.4, 18/6; A3, 17/-; A4, 20/-.
AVAGE'S Mains Transformer for Westinghouse
II.T.4 Unit, with additional winding, 4 volts
3 amps.; 23/-.

the
`DON' INI 10 IN
Slow Motion Dial

S

A Vernier Dial at 2
Bring your sat
up to date by fitting this slow motion
dial. The mechanism is of special non.,
backlash construction which makes very
fine tuning easy.
Finished in smooth
black or beautifully grained mahogany
bakelite.

•

244,
[6138

A TT,AS Eliminators, D.C. £111716, A.C. £3/17/6:
Resler trickle chargers, 29/6.
'Phone: Gerrard
8268 for demonstration.—Grentrek and Co., 184, Regent
St., London.
[6451

T

AXTAT.UM and I.innium for A.C. Rectifiers; make
up your own inexpensive chargers; blue prints
tor 11.'1'. and L.T.. 11. each; Lionium eleArodes fitted
with terminals. 2-3 amps. and 5-8 amps —13Inekweles
Metallurgical Works, Ltd., Speke Rd. Works, Darston,
Liverpool. 'Phone: Gersten 980 (2lines).
(6282

S

LU ix

NELSON ST. WORKS. LoNO3al,
N.W.I.

r_riort

k

QALE.—Regentone H.T. eliminator, model WI, 200
bOr
volt 100 millitimps, perfect; £7.—Goidon, 3, Cowper St. Leeds.
[7087
Chebros
Crnantos.
and chokes, high

for all types of transformergrade Instruments at is very
mod •rito price; enquiries invited.—Chester Bros., 244.
Dalston Lane, London, E.8.
[5290
_IIKARCONIPHOXE All-power Supply Unit, H.T..
-LTD- UT.. Gal, 200-240 volts D.C.; £3115, cost £6110.
—Ssityrk, Craven Lodge, High Rd., East Ficchley. (7107

A55

London,

HE
PILOT RETÜSTOGRAD

1U-AINTEN MANUFACTURING Co., Ltd., Inert°
JJA you to consider this unequalled value, viz.. —.
Special A.C. Unit, including 2 variables
JUL 0-80 and 0-100, 120, 150, and 200 volts at
50 ma., lull wave Westinghouse rectification tad
heater transformer for A.C. valves up to 4 amps,
in handsome metal cabinet; £6/10, or withou. eater
transformer £5115.

Igg A1NTEN

MAINTEN Model A.C.M.100 H.P. Unit. similar
1
-£8- voltages to ;Move, but with 100 ma. output, complete with Westinghouse rectifiers; £8,
MAINTEN Model D.C.31.5. Including 2 variables,
-LVA• 0-80, 0-100, 120 and power at 50 naa. £3/31
other A.C. and D.C. models from 21/. to £4/15!
1WAINTEN A.C.
IY-1- volts; £215.

5/A variable resistance for all uses
especially adapted to handling
output voltages in eliminator
circuits. It has ajumpless range
from 40 ohms to 10 megohnis
and handles 20 watts.
THIS RESISTANCE IS ABSOLUTELY FREE
FROM PACKING AND IS NON-INDUCTIVE
Also all lines manufactured by The Pilot
Radio and Tube Corporation of New York.
the largest manufacturers of Wireless parts
in the world.

•

Write for catalogues to:—

THOMAS A. ROWLEY, LTD.,
59,
Sole

SKINNER
Agenta

fur

LANE,

Great

BIRMINGHAM.

Britain

and Ireland.

Charger,

output

1l/a amps.,

2-6

MAINTEN Eliminators are Guaranteed for . 12
months, and are subject to 7 days' free trial.
ltgAINTEN Main Transformers.—Model V20 for l/s
"IL wave valve rectification, output 20 mat, at 150
volts, 18 /6 ; model V50 for full-wave valve rectification, output 50 rn.a. at 150 volts, £11716; model
V120 for full-wave valve rectification, output 120 ma.
at 300 volt ,, £2/15; model W20 for 1,12-wave Westinghouse rectification, output 20 m.a. at 150 volts,
£1; model W100 for full-wave Westinghouse rectification, output 100 in.a. at 200 volts, £1/8/6: extra
winding on above transformers for A.C. valve heater,
4 volts at 4 amps., 2 /6 extra.
MAINTEN Chokes.—Model 35-50, 35 henrys 50
-«-m- ma., 12/6; model 45-75, 45 henrys 75 ma.,
17/6; model 45-100, 45 hentys 100
ma., £1/5 :
model 50-120, 50 henrys 120 ma., £1/1716.
AINTEN Transformers and Chokes are Carefully
and Accurately Made. and are guaranteed for
twelve months; you eau install them in your eliminator
with fullest confidence.

M

11/1-AINTEN MANUFACTURING Co., Ltd., ask you
LY-1- to write for their latest literature on mania
i•omponents and complete eliminators.
IIKAINTEN 3IANUFACTURING Co.. Ltd.
Port1
/1- land Rd., Hove, Sussex. 'Phone: Mee 1519.
,
[71/7
.T. Eliminator Outfit, 50 ma. at 159 volts, one
fixed and three variable tappinia, perfect order;
£4/10.-24, Granville Rd., Blackburn,
[7153

fl

M'ELLOW'S Rotary L.T. Charger, perfect, 200-220
A.C. mains; 17/5.-61, Southend Rd., Eltham.
5.E.9.
[7144
PHILIPS 3v. A.C. Mains Set, 240-280v., still guaranteed for 6 months by makers; £17.—Dunn
96, Woodburn Rd., Ashington.
(71,56

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only accepted front firms we believe tote thoroughly reliable.
•

E.C.2.
[6808

E
N

T

Tension Eliminator Kits, everytting to make
-ILL eliminator, including valve, fixed voltage, 30/-;
variable voltage, 37/-; 120 volts. 15 milliamps; folder
free.—Iffelow.
C. Trickle Chargers, 2. 4, or 6 volts at 1 amp.,
complete in steel case; 28/..—Fel-Ectric Radio,
56, Garden St., Sheffield.
[7000

146,
Bishopsigate,
Bigbopegate 6998.

A
1
N

U

NIVI,EX MT. Eliminator Kit, giving 15 milliamps.
120 volts; 30t. the kit of parts, already mounted
on base board, with complete instructions for simple
connect Mg.
HIS New Improved Unifier Model is the Finest
Value in England, and includes shielded mains
transformer. with terminals. heavy choke. 3 Hydra
condensers. tested 500 volts D.C.. Loewe vacuum resistance and .'lip, valve holder, panel already drilled with
three sockets fitted for negative, 60 volts. and 120 volts;
all the components mounted on a wooden base board
and neatly boxed, with full instructions and picture
diagram, ready for assembling in a few minutes.
T—TOW to Order—Just send a postcard for one com.
11 pick, 30/- kit, carriage paid (if 15/. e.
fullard
D.U.10 valve is to be included, ask for 45/. kit); all
kite sent c.o.d. (pay the postman)' thousands of these
kits now in use all over the world; hundreds of testimonials.
"¡PULL Particulars and Diagram Free; leaders write
for terma—Liverpool
Radio Supplies,
Unifiex
Works, 64, Myrtle St., Liverpool.
[6724

Mains Transforrner—B.e3 500-0-500 volts
SAVAGE'S
120 m.amps.. 3.75+3.75 volts 3 amps., 3+3 volts

3 amps., 2+2 volts 3 amps.; 51/,
AVAGE'S Mains Transformers and Powe r Ch oke.
are carefully and individually constructed from
first class materials with an exceptionally generous
margin of safety.

end Chokes for Battery EliminaTRANSFORMERS
tors. anal for uf wireless purposes, receiving or
Bros.,

QAVAGE'S Mains Transformer.—V.T.31, 200-0-200
volts 60 m.amps., 2+2 volts 2 amps., 2+2 volte
3 amps.; 28/-.

QAVAGE'ff,
'Phone;

P

tninsniitting; enquiries invited.—Chester
Dahron Lane, London. E.8.
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CABINETS.
A 11,TORAFT Radio Cabinets; Britain's best value;
-£.
3. lowest prises consistent with higheat (eights;
illustrated list free from actual manuracturers.—Artcraft Co., 156, Cherry Orchard Rd., Croydon. 'Phone:
Croydon 1981.
[0040

C

ABINETS, 16 1hin.x7 1,41n.x11In., hand mahogany
finished 7/6, unpolished 5/6; oval front, 107/sin.
x6V4in., 6d. extra; baseboard, 6d.; oirriane ,free.—F.
W. Ramsey, 63, Shaftesbury St., Londdn, N.1. Clerkenwell 7139.
[6145

A
New
Whiteley Boneham
Loud
Speaker

for Cabinets, portables, etc.; illustrated
H ORNS
list.—Maddison, 1, Chapel St., Edgware Rd.
[6142

ARTCRAFT
Value.

Britain's

Cabinets.—Write for new
DIGBY'S
catalogue.—F. Digby, 9, The Oval,

A nTCRAFT
era- Value.

'Phone:

16-page art
Hackney Rd.,
[0128

Bishopsgate 6458.
Radio

Cabinets

are

Britain's

Ask to hear it at your Dealer's.
WHITELEY BONEHAM & CO., LTD.,
Nottingham Road, Mansfield, Notts.
01nn
Monsjidd 762.
l'elegrams: IV huno,,, 3trua.efielrl.
Low( we Office: 21, Bartlett' Buildings, Holborn Circus, E.C.4.
Telephone: Central 6669.

that the
quality

of

zx

RTCEAFT
Value.

Radio

Cabinets

are

Britain's

Best
[0310

"rIGURED Oak Cabinets, Mullard Orgola, IS/-; Rel.':
lard Creole Senior, 23/6; Brookman's Three, 151-;
hand made and French polished, rubber feet; car[6
ri4a
7
g7
e
paid; lists free—Gilbert, Cabinet Maker, Swindon.
A 11,TOBAPT
Value.

Radio

Cabinets
•

are

Britain's

H.T.

BATTERIES

Best
[0309

K

42

astonishing

Best
[0313

AY'S Cabinets, the greatest range of pedestal
cabinets in the kingdom; original creative
signs at prices 50% lower than elsewhere; quottitions
for specials by return; delivery at short notice guarunteed; moving coil, portable, baffle, vignette, radiogram,.
electric pick-up, television, etc.; illustrated lists ice'.
—H. Kay, Wireless Cabinet Manufacturer, Mount
Pleasant Rd., London, 24.17. 'Phone: Walthamstow
[6 461
1626.

to exceptional advantage without overloading.
The case is

assert

D

This is the new model which

Speaker is one of the big things
in present-day speaker value.

are

positively

D

proved so popular at Olympia.

beautifully made and finished
in mottled bakelite.
At 42/this new Whiteley Boneham

Cabinets

PRESS and PUBLIC

TOBY'S Cabinets.—Table models in solid oak and
mahogany; from 11/6 to 71/,
n10131(13 Cabinets, fitted with Radlon Or Resiston
ebonite if required.
IGBY'S Cabinets.—Pedestal model, with separate
battery compartments; from 56/- to £12.
D IGBY'S Cabinets Made to Customers' Own Designs.

E.2.

The Mellow Tone and Full
Volume of this Speaker are
things to marvel at. It brings
out the low`and the high notes

.Radio

EXPERTS OF THE

Best
[0311

is

INCONTESTABLE.
STANDARD

8/.

60 Volt

105 Volt 13/6
POWER

10/3

60 Volt

105 Volt 16/6

Your Wireless Dealer can obtain them
F. from
L.

LESINGHAM,

13, Victoria St, LONDON, S.W .1

S

UPPLIERS of "The Wireless World" Cabinets.—
Metal Cabinets for 1930 Everyman Four, the new
Kilo-mas Four, "Wireless World" Record Three feup
pliers of "The Wireless World" cabinets), and "Wireless World" kit sets, each compartment soldered and
electrically sealed with brass gauze, 2 polished copper
screens for BAI. valves, complete with oak base, exquisite Jacobean finish ; terms, cash with order; price
57/6; prices for any type of copper screening boxes or
screens on application.—Rigby and Woolfenden, Sheet
Metal Workers, Milview Rd., Rochdale
[6772

BABY JUNIOR ,

2r - 2/4

WISEST American Types, astonishing value, special
offer oak cabinets, hinged lid, baseboard, highly
polished, take 12in.x6in, panel; sample, carriage paid,
6/6; trade discounts for quantities. —Mag-Radzo, 112.
Warstone Lane, Birmingham.
[2665

BABY

3"

L

OLID.SPEAKER Cabinets, extraordinary offer, oak
cabinets, handsome fret front, highly polished,
13in. square, 6in. deep, finished moulding, take all
ordinary units; sample, carriage paid, 6/6; trade discounts for quantities.—Mag-Radio,
112,
Warstone
Lane, Birthingham.
[2666
teak cabinet, 211n.x9in., as new.107, Baronald Drive, Glasgow, W.2.
[7176

- 2/6

STANDARD

4"

- 2/9,

In Black or Brown.

11/ --Polished

COILS,

THE
WONDERFUL.
SIFAIVI
RADIO
FUSE
It costs but 1/3 and can save you
the price of a valve or meter.
Put it on your circuit for complete
protection from overload. Another
Sifam Product.
50 up to 500 M.A.
.. 1/3
1-5 to 4.5 amps.
.
Ask also for the splendid range
of meters.

SAY

AND
GET
THE BEST

Send for interesting !ferret's e.
affiAtit ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT OC., LTD.,
(Dept. W.W.) Busk House, Aidwych, London, W.e.2.
MS
•

TRANSFORMERS,

ETC.

1.000-OHM Deconpling Resistances for "Wireless
World" Circuits ' 1/6 each, post free—Greyed
Brothers. St. Mary's Place, Shrewsbury.
[6978

60

/1-OHMS Decoupling Resistances for New Kilo1./
mag Four, foreign listeners' four, and all
"Wireless World" circuits, hand made and tested in
our own workshops; improved model wound with Constanton wire, 1/6 each, post free—Groves Bros., St.
Mary's Place, Shrewsbury.
[7045
DADIOGRAPH, Ltd.—W.W. coils, Record III, 441-;
IA, new Kilo-mag four, goi-; B.G. regional, 37/6;
foreign listeners four, 50/- set ; Europa portable, 21/-;
Europa III, 18/6; LG. multi-valve portable, 22/6;
new Everyman four, 60/-.
1)1 ADIOGRAPH, Ltd.—Litz wire. 9/40, 1/6; 27/42.
21,
2/6 dozen yards; 1Redfern's deep ribbed or Becol
tube, 5d per inch; slotting, 1/6 extra.
101 ADIOGRAPH, Ltd.—W.W. cabinets, 4 compartments, 44/6; 2 compartment, 38/6: crackle
enamel and oak finish.—Station Rd., Handmorth, Birmingham.
•
[6965
Co. Special Units.—Titan units, 15/-; Europa
A O.portable,
£111; 2 circuit, 2 medium and long,

171-; screen grid regional, £1/1716; Flat Dwellers'
Three transformer, 16/6; aerial coil, 16/6; Foreign
Listeners Fonr, medium £1/17/6. long £1/17/6; new
kilo-mag, E21716; de-coupling resistances, 600 to 1,000
ohms, 1/6.—Write for coil and mains component list
to Alpha Coil and Component Co., klawksley Av.,
Sheffield.
[7128

"ISO"
DIALS

Iso
grip.
Model

Dials have a definite
They do not slip.

I.K.

In Black
Bisel, or Mottlid
Mahogany.

HAW& Co. Ltd.

20,
CHEATBIDE,
London, E.C.2.
Tele.:—C1TY 9510.
dole Dietz-1911ton f
or
"Igo " Produote.
Cone Units, Transtorment
Chokes,
Condensers, Trickle
Chergert Blimhe
atort etc.

Mention of " rhe -Wireless World." when initia,e 96 advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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Coils,

Transformers,

THE WIRELESS WORLD

Etc.—Contd.

BR08.—Berclif coils, Record Three, 501simmoNns
pair; new'kilo-mag. four, 50/. cet; foreign listeners

four, low. 30/.; long wave, 37/-; screened arid Regional,
401.; Mullard Rap. dual range coils, 301- pair; BerOK standard coils, for new all-wave four, standard four,
A.C. three, Everyman four, etc., 63/6 set of 4, with
bases.; the came coils for the Lodestone series f" Wireless Magazine"). 65/9 set of 4. with bases; Titan unit.
151.; deumpling resistances, 600 ohm, 1/6; 1.000 ohm,
2/-- all " Wireless World " and similar cols in regular
production bv the leading specialists; Hat, free; trade
inipplied.—Simmonds Bros., Shireland Rd.. Smethwick.
Tel.: Smetliwick 751
16314

19 3°4e-ell' ets

rot
u
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(HELL
ESE
DRY BATTERIES

E
E
E

GRAMOPHONE PICK-UPS, ETC.

/CPONENTIAL

E

Horns for Cabinet Gram o phones
and Wireless, metal and Wood; list.—Maddison.
1, Chapel St., Marylebone, N.W.1.
[6141

B

Celestion £414 Pick-up, perfect; 35/-,
bargain.—J. R. Milford, Chedworth, Chel[7137

Pick-sip, with Wetland
CELESTION-WOODROFFE
ball jointed off set arm; 40/..—Buckley. 43,
N.13.

Dist

LOUD-SPEAKERS,

of All Descriptions for Loud Spea kers an d
11 Gramophone
Units.—H.
Maddison.
manufacture of the Allwoodorn, 1, Chapel St., Paddington,
N.W.1.
[6143
-PROWN Power Loud-speaker, type P.Q., list £12/12,
in perfect order; for quick sale £6/6.—Sherratt
and Son, Radio House, Cowes, L of W.

MOVING Coil Speaker, 200-240v. Self IFI.R. (7c
0
o191
0;
-11.2. £2, coat £7; in perfect condition, as new.—Priestley, 46, (ilasslyn ltd., Crouch End, N.8.
[7103

A DIPLION Cones, as new, LOA, list £313, cell £2;
£3. A.C.7, cost £7, sell £3/5; approval; or exchange.—
59, Longrord, Earby, via Cotise.
[7108
VOUR Old Loud-speaker Taken in Part Payment
.11.
for the Latest Type; see our advert, under column
Receivers for Sale.--Scientific Development CO., 51,
Fishargate, Preston.
eIREAT Bargains.
[0227
%Jr
G
Bargains.

POOR

E

POCH.—Ask
the older any
models.
of theBut
thousands
this season's
of users models?
o.

ESPITE the results of the
last Election, it is safe to
D
say that we Britishers are a

E

Well, let the sneakers tell you themselves

POCH.
EPOCH.

E

E

POCH.

POCH.

E
E POCH.
E POCEL
E POCH
r

switch over

E

on. se
thee

r:etel p
erele
e ar
g
ablnyst with

oraevery

POCH.

POCH.
EPOCH.—Onler
E

E

E
E
E

one ter I days' free trial.

POCK.

POCH
POCH.
POCH.

—Your deposit instantly refunded in full if
EPOCII
you are not more than satisfied. No catch.
No
red tape.
E POCH.
E POCH.
E POCIL
E POCH..
'
E POCH.
1:,IPOCH.—The most comprehensive range of moving
coil speakers in the world.

POCH.
POCH.,
E POCH.
E pocu.

E

Capacity.

E

"Wiray " 9volt Grid Bias Type 2;"VVirin" no volt H.T. Type-10/8
"Wirup" ee volt H.T.Type..18/"Wisol" io8 volt H.T. Type 20,4

Treble Capacity.

E

POOH—Send

POLIEL
E POCH.
E POCEs.
E POCH.

tor

catalogue

W 8.2.

E

"Kolin " 63 volt H.T. Type —M.
"Kol up " 99
T. Typo. .3213

Your Dealer Sells Them,

'L POOH.-14 Pelee waffled fall of real italeravateew
-au Poet tree.

G

E

N DRY SATTESUER
!LEMMAS. MEASURING INSTRUMENTS,
POMMY MICA "PAPER CONDENSERS,
RANDLAMPS, TORCHES. ETC.

T

Wireless

sueseinan
fi.

"ANOTHER
HELLESENS,
PLEASE"

Standard

REAT Bargains.—In fact, thé greatest bargains
ever offered I A number of Epoch model A used
kits at given away prices, guaranteed in perfect working order; early 1928 model, _35/-; latest model. 42/6;
made up complete, if desired, 6/- extra.
MINJOY
Marvellous
Epoch
Reproduction
at
-2-14 Ridiculous Cost; don't wait until they are all
gone, but secure one immediately by writing, 'phoning,
telegraphing, or hurrying to Epoch, 3, Faningdon Av.,
E.0.4.
[7077

for " The

ous
e;

POCK.

REAT

Adustriiseigoritg

y
Eo
e
u
eem
l' o
e
r t
ii
ll e
a
t
n l

POCH,

REAT
REAT Bargains.—Epoch model A moving coil
G speaker kit (or complete units), brand new; a

ODESTONE Moving Coil Speaker, 6-volt, with
0.P,M.3. complete as supplied by makers, quite
new; cost £6/10, what offers?—Scrutton. 46, Sandford - Rd., Moseley, Birmingham.[7157

n

POOH.

PRICES

large number of these famous iustrumen s made for
a special order for use in talkies, but not executed,
for credit reasons only; regular prices, 4e/10, £4/2,
and £511718, to clear at 50/. for accumulator operation, 55/. for D.C. mains operation, 851- for 4.0.
mains; kits comprising copper plated super magnetpot 'weight 23 lb.) Chrystalene frame, hilly adjustable, moving coil, any impedance, paper, leather and
smutting rings, made up complete, it desired, 6/extra.
G
Bargains:

et

E
E

When we have found a good
thin g, somethingwe can trust,
something that never lets us
down, we stick to it. Ido not
need anew H.T. Battery at the
moment, my present Hellesen
has only been in use for three
months, but when Ido, Ishall
automatically ask my Dealer
for
"Another
Hellesens,
please." And if you like to
say that this is largely a
matter of sentiment, I can
only reply that it is a sentiment that would never have
had foundation if I had not
proved Hellesens to be such
rattling good batteries, and
I'm only one of thousands
who think the same.

UTooDitoFFE

£57

POCK.

E

Conservative crowd.

Pick-np and Tone Arm (straight t
yp
e)
, very
little used; 24/-.—White, "Fairview," South Eden
Park Rd., Beckenham.
[7173

LT ORNS

POCH,

E

A

Green,

E
E

Moen' Slvdt »eskers efeelt Wr lbelosebss•

.P` k ii--

A

Palmers

POCH.
POCH.

E w?i i persuade
E POCH.

DYNAMOS, ETC,

Crescent,

POOR.

E rocii
E POCH.
E POOH

2:11s,

MAKING
Dynamo
Bargains II-100
maguifteent
British built modern shunt wound ball bearing
type, 12-14 volt 6 amp., totally enelosed charging
dynamos, with slide rails slid driving pulley; full guarantee given with each; 32/6.—Below.
MASI'S° Switchboard Bargains !—Highly polished
teak switchboards, fitted with ampere meter reading
to 8 amps., main switch, double ()lees and automatic
magnetic charging cut-out; astounding value, £1 each;
these are ideal for use with above dynamos.—Universal
Motor Co., St. James Rd., Derby.
[7138

Palmerston

Cod Speakers.

POCH.

Anode Converter, output 120 veto, in perfect
condition, complete; 501-.-0. Payne, 26, Earl St.,
Coventry.
[7088

TY great
tenham.
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EPOCH Moving
EPock -

set 'dojo .' e Set 'of di
ebonite formers (slotted), readyy for winding, 8/6; 3
x3 1/
2
Dexolin formers, 1/.•' RP. primary support,
(grooved), set of 9. 2/-; Lits wire, 100 feet, 7/-; all
post free.—Groves Bros., St. Mary's Place, Shrewsbury.
•
(7139
MEW Kilo-Mag Pour Coils, 37/6 set; ebonite for
mers (slotted), for winding. 12/8 set of 3; all
post free.—Groves Bros., St. Mary's Place, Shrewsbury.
[7140
n

ADVERTISEMENTS.

.A

H.

HUNT,

LTD.,

CROYDON,

P. 6i T.

SURREY.

World" are only accebted from

IISMS WS

POCH.

E

POCH.

E

POCK.

E

pocH.

"VPOCII RADIO MANUFACTURING Co., Ltd., ges
the manufacturers. City Office and Service Station. 3, Parringdon Avenue (Ludgate Circus end).
E.C.O.
'Phone:
Cintrai 1971
(2 lines).
Prirate
Branch Exchange
(8972

believe lo be thoroughly reliable.

.
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You want an "ELECTRADIX"
Radio Tester to get exact results.

B A

JR Radio

The

E

SERVICE

DIX-ONEMETER

For the benefit of the thousands of Fada
Receiver owners in Great Britain we have
organized aFADA Service Department.

RADIO are the
SELHIIREIT
of Moving Coil Speakers
S
E

Your enquiry will have the personal
attention of experts with unique experience of FADA sets; and ample testing and repair facilities are available too.

H
U

Not only FADA receivers, but any other
types can be efficiently dealt with. Ask
us about our 'All-in Annual-fee Service,
which relieves you of all further trouble.

in case, reading 40 microamps,
per div., with 6 Multipliers,

£4

HOWARD THOMAS
& CO., LTD.
Telephone,
Longhorn 4231.

111011111111•11M

"Sound

Meese'

Is

Telephone City 0191.

V

TURN THE WORLD YOUR WAY

N
G

POLAR CONDENSERS

T

WITH

5 Tiot,

be k
de
i
s
r

As used in the new

Coll Speaker, and you will

"BROWN " S.G.
WINGROVE

El' IN Send You
"Sound Advice,"

Our Free
a postcard

58 page
will do.

e

MICROPHONES

.

Hand Type,

highly d.stance-vensitive, yet guaranteed entirely
free from distortion or micropbonic noises, absolutely
silent background; far superior to ordinary Microphone Transmitters: for ere with .Valve Amplifier
'e Valve Sot (through leads of Gramophone Pick-up
it desired) at Open-air Meetings in (Memo, Theatre,
or Concert Hall. Operates from 2 Volt tapping 1.1
L.T. Accumulator, through Microphone Transfoinier.
Current consumption one-tentb Ampere.
Provided
with
detachable
Sound
Collector,
handle, hook for suspension, and a Pft.
silk connecting cord, as illustration

METAL

16/6

25

/-

These Microphones are rendered
Directional by attaching the Sound Collector.
MICROPHONE
TRANSFORMER,
ferien In obtain bevt po ,vibk results irnm senvithe
Microphones
when connected
to high-resistance
'phones,
Loudspeaker, Valve Set, or Valve Amplifier; beat Transformer
made for clear speech nab volume, modulation speech and
treisic transmission, Public Address Microphones, etc.; P:bn.
eind Pee. terminals fitted ; full directions for uso of Mien.Phone and dia,eran, , of entineetions free. Goods by
r

TERMS • CASH
WITH ORDER

rvturn rust

-

•

FREDK. ADOLPH, Actual Maker,
27, Fitzroy Street, London, W.I.

-

• 6/

'PlIONE:
Museum tlitio.

T.I.N.10,
by

on

14

CABINETS
Price 57/6.
SHEET METAL
WORKERS.

days

the Wonderful Realistic Reproduction Given
Baker's pew Speakers.

E
r11.11E Advertisement
Finest and most
Made to-day.

'REGIONAL'
STATION -ELIMINATOR
Doubles the Selectivity of Your Set.

on Page 29 Illustrates tho
efficient Moving Coil Spatules

n AKER'S SELHURST RADIO, Office, 89, Selhurst
Rd., South Norwood, S.E.25.
W )
k
42, Cherry
podi a ril Rd., East Croydon ta iwu,
y open).
(0231

ÇIELF-CENTRE.—Prov. Patt. applied for.
Three
reasons why YOU 6hOUid fit thin device to your
loud-speaker unit

EcAusE,

to ensure that the driving rod of unit
in registering in perfect alignment with apex of
cotte diaphragm.

B

CAUSE It Will Relieve Reed and Driving Rod.
together with cone mounting, of all undue side
stress and chatter.
ECAITSE It Will Allow Fo: a Mui
Finer Ada-sP justment, making the whole assembly more efficient, the reed vibrations being positively" applied to
the cone without any loss caused through imperfect
mounting, no matter how minute, thus increasing tone,
volume and action.
ASILY Fitted to Any Make of Unit ; price
[712
7,
'
4
-11
rod.; terms available.—Weedon and Co.. 80,
Lonsclale Av., London, E.6.

F

Strands

MILNROW RD., ROCHDALE.

SEN.Up2':alinTfor"ot:paiere's teS
s
u
t
eaker,
A

B

188-189,

RIGBY & WOOLFENDEN t

Pedestal Type,
hi ;Mr set silice Mierophonc, as above described,
provided
with
detachable
sound
collector and a Oft. »ilk connecting cord, fixed
by rubber-cord suspension in nickel-plated
frame, no pedestal, llin, high; for mounting'
on Speakers Platform, in Pulpit, cm top (if
Camera Stand, or for suspension
front ceiling, as illustra-

THREE.

Complete with Base for 1939 Everyman
Four, New Kilomag Four, anti W. W.
•
Record Ill. Jacobean Finish.

E

LA

ROGERS, LTD.,
LONDON, W.C.2.

Electricall y sealed

S
A

Powerful Loudspeaker Reproduction with pert ect '
,quay.

&

Booklet,

and Broadcasting

The Ideal Instruments for addressing an Audience
through Loudspeaker (via Valve AmplI3er or L.F.
Stages of Wireless Set), and tar relaying Speech and
Musical Enter:a'nment tu any distance.

_

218, Upper Thames Street, London, E. C.4.

o

1-4

PUBLIC ADDRESS

_

Send Stamped Addressed Envelope for November
Sale List.

o
NEW

10s.

Send us your inquiries for Moving Coil Speakers.
Mains Sets, Chokes, Gramo-motors, Microphones,
Recorders, Relays, Special Apparatus for Transmission and Testing. Dynamos and Motors, all sizes,
Bridges, Calves, Switch and Control Gear of every
description in stock.
Now ready, New Edition of 72 page Illustrsted
Catalogue 4d.

(-bill?, Speakers are of Die Highest Grade Throughout,
and et proved Affilciency.

Sole Authorized FADA Service Agents :

MORLEY HOUSE
320, Regent St., W.I

Price:"DIX-ONEMETER„"

A
D
I

The New FADA RADIO-GRAMDPHONE.
All-electric — wireless,
gramophone, motor
and dynamic speaker, all worked from the
house-current. Price £75.

is the Highest Grade possible
Used in Admiralty, L.C.C.,
G.P.O., and the 'Versifies.

A WONDERFUL STOCK OF RADIO AND
SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS.

TIIr.27:31;0, 3the prire in R
g ooklet,

WATCH THIS COLUMN FOR NEWS OF

pioneer manufacturers

Cuts out your Local,
Powerful
Station
arid
brings in Distant, Weak
and Foreign Stations.
Fitted in 30 seconds. No
Alterations to Your Set.
Come and Hear It.
Showroom open till 8p.m.
Descriptive Leaflet Post
Free.

I.D.S.

Mention of "The Wireless World," when- writing to advertisers, will ensure

LTD.

PRICE

10/6
Post Free.

4, Golden Square, Piccadilly
Circus, W.I.
Telephone: Gerrard 2137.

onipt attention.

1- ere

-NOVEMBER I3Tit; r9i9.

'• MK WIRELESS WORLD
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Components,

B.T.R.
use;

Cone Unit and Assembly; 176; 6 hours'
bargain.—Dadley, "Indeed," Molesey
Ifersharn, Walton-on-Thames.
[7149

Etc.,

35

for Sale.—Contd.

A

W

IRELESS WORLD" Moving Coil, set of parts,
£2; leather mounted cone for reed unit, 3/6.
—Waiteley, "Rosewaye," Thackley, Bradford.
•
[7146
MPLION Lion Chassis L14; £3/10 ; perf
ec t
.
—
Baker, 64, Haverstock Rd., Knowle, Bristol.
[7135
raELESTION, C12, oak, perfect cond ition, £3/5 ;
V
pair D.E.5As. 5/. each; D.E.5, 4/..—" Wireless,"
95, Long Lane, Finchley.
(6993

L
E

A

QTERLING Audivox II Horn Loudspeaker, in ex'-J relient condition; 3Q/..—Write Box 3812, cio
The Wireless World.
[9164
VADA Loud-speaker, similar to large Kone, exceptional bars for type; £3/10.--Brown. 39,
Langbourne Av., Holly Lodge, Highgate.
[7172
Horn; cost £5116. sell £2;
AMPLIom
condition.-36. Hallswelle Rd., Golden

eecellent
Green.

•
[7171
A MPLION Lion Loud-speaker, type L..41. lit Amplion oak cabinet; bargain, £5.-12, Southern
Rd., East Finchley.
(7170
TRANSMITTERS.

C

TRANSMITTER or Amplifier, American L50 RJ.X.
1.
250); £2.—Sykes, Rockville, Knaresborongh. [71.24
VALVES.
A MPLIFIER Valve.—If you require Dower 70v can4-J. not do better than one of these:—
VILAMENT Volts 6, plate volts 400 (maximum),
grid bias 84 volts (approx.), imeedanoe 800 ohms.,
amplification factor 3.8, mutual conductance 4.35
mos./volts; pries £5110; see article
The Wireless
Worn," 24th July. 1929, then pend to North London
Valve Co., Ltd., 22lik, Oneness. Rd., Stoke Newington,
London, N.I6.
s[6764

i3RAM 2 ILL.610, 2 D.E.L.610, 1 P.625A: hear
them working; the 5 for £11.--es, Church St..
S.W.8.
(7168

O

WIRE.
«
VIME

of Every Size an) Kind from The Beaver
VV Eng. Co., 4, Upper Grobvenor Rd., Handsworth,
'Birmingham.
[6897
COMPONENTS,

ETC.,

FOR

Y-8

.
r

AMAZING
Div E m

SALE.

QLIGHTLY Used Pick-up, Oelestion. 50/-; nibs,
30/-; R.I., 301.; 'until°, 20/-; (LEAL, 201-; R.I.
tone arm, 201.; Brown microphone amplifier for crystal
set, 30/-; Magnavox moving coil speaker, £5.—Jamses
Sent and Co., Radio Engineers, Dunfermline.
[0321

\'JANUARY

that ntaske-s§

the woncltiful

SAC - LECLANCHE
1.PERMANENT

clifirt;tel

.

iimmos.
Chews.
amines tninsformers and
chokes of all descriptions, speeiid transformen for
trnnemitting and modulation; chokes a speciality ' enquiries invited.—Ohester Broa., 244, Daiston Lane,
London, E.8.
(5240

SUPPLY.

PARAMOUNT

To-day the Standard Wet
Battery offers a wonderful
proposition to listener, to solve
toe bugbear of costly replacements. In a matter of a ter
moments per cell it is ready to
supply abundant H.T. for t
waive
•
mantis or more AND CAS THE T
BE RE-FILLED SIMPLY, EASILY and at Iota east AT HOME and
again READY FOR A FURTHER
PERIOD 1F SERVICE. It can
literally be made to last for
years. It it abtolutely troublefree,
reliable,
and
SELFREGENERATIVE. The powerprenure is so smooth and non- •
varying that reception is improved out of all knowledge.
NON the wonderful Cartridge
Sacs are the final development,
making the operation of recharging at home absolute
simplicity. Before wasting further mosey on replacements we
seriously ask every listener to
learn about STA IDARD —mad
for the book FREE.

No.1 cell, 7d., Spare Cartridge 5d. llo. 4cell, ad., Spa..
Cartridge 7d. Not. 1 and 2 calla are rnonotactured
prevloutly complete with all acne Boris&
Writ, to THE STANDARD WET BATTERY CO,
W.W.), 154-18N Shane:1,1m, Avenue, London,
Semple Home Clearers». h'eal
Uniesloc Trays, suppli,et with pd.

L

A59

INTELLIGENTLY
L/STINU
ITEMS•

IN

RADIO.

E
M.B.

X l'ERIMENTNNIS.

LISTENERS,

E

TC.,

SHOULD

S

chokes for 100 and 200 milliamps nt 8/6 and 18/- reopectIvely: any article on approval against cash.—
Huggins, Radio Engineer, Clacton-on-Sea.
[5030

1,000 Worth of Radio Bargains ; send st
am p f
or
200 page, fully illustrated catalogue; components,
sets, kite; all at bargain prices.—Universal, 20, Victoria Rd., Peckham, S.E.I5.
(7116

BUYING,

WORKERS

2 tad., 216; 4 mid., 4/6; guar».
CCEYDENSERS,
teed; tested 500 volts.—Below.
llONE8
(L.F.).—Choke coils, excellent for smoothC ing, up to 20 milliampe, 2/-; special heavy duty

THE RADIO EXCHANGE, Trevino St., Plymouth.—
J.
Your old set, loud-speaker or accessories, taken in
part exchange for new.
(6901

Ix

AJ)17.4.Érimariatis

VDU- Otte customer from Littlehampton sent un-'. solicited testimonials Your firm is streets ahead
of some of the London houses for business. This unsolicited reputation we endeavour to uphokl.

wound,

wanted.—Pearson, 29, Midland Ia., Winton,' Bournemouth.
[6825

NCOURAGES

T°

POTENTIAL

58 /6.-1,2,2e_rentgulal.rT;nrecec:imugtoilocnotTe.actitipeonrtts-

I

E

DEFERRED TERMS.
NO DEPOSIT
Any essItags or capacity battery supplied io .q4it
set-Obtainable direct or from Heard's Stares, Carry's Storee, and
all Radio Donlon on cash or deferred terms.

Dividers,
10,000,
15,000
20000,
25,000. and 30,000 ohms, 5 variable tappings;
2/. each.—Below.

B

B

LISTENS»

W

ELLING-LEE Panel Fittings are designed to give
an expert finish to any home-constructed set;
catalogue post free.—Belling and Lee, Ltd., Queensway
Works, Ponders End, Middlesex.
[0018

1.11G Output Means Fresh Goods; fresh goods are
J.-0 better; you can rely on fresh materials from
Appleby's, retail radio distributors with awide market.
RIEFLY—here is our service, simple, straignt:erward, fair. A not-too-dull brochure more fully
descriptive, will be sent to yoe, immediately, on re.
quest.
WE Supply Practically all the Leading Linei
TV Radio Apparatus at current list prices, and main
no carriage charges, except ou *accumulators and
batteries and exceptionally bulky articles.
F You Wish we will take in part exchange any
branded receiver, component er loud-speaker for
xhich you havé no further use. providing such is
reasonably modern and in workable condition.
TO Make Fair Offers we must see the material;
on receipt of a parcel, which must contain a list
of contents and name of sender, we will Pens asti'
offer, which is as an allowance from an order for
new requirements totalling not less than twice the
allolance—but it is fair. In the unlikely event of
no agreement being reached, we will return your
material carriage paid; you need have little fear for
our returns in this respect have always been below
one per cent.
We cannot execute part exchange
orders of less than 10/- net cash value—that is, after
part exchange allowance has been deducted.
THE Above Terms Exist that lair offers may ba an
economical possibility, and a sound standard
maintained; particular points of questions are elucidated in a little folder, "The Ins and Outs of the
Outs and Ins "; a copy post free on request.
PPLEBY'S, specialists in distribution by mail and
the originators of radio part exchange, No. Forty.
four in Chapel St,, Marylebone, London, N.W:l
(station opposite, Edgware Rd., Metropolitan Railway).
[0316
RADIO HOUSE, HUDDERSFIELD (10th winner).

A

ESTON Model 301, millinnimetere, ammeters, and
voltmeters, ranges from 15 minimum, 211- earls;
portable 3-nuage instruments, in oak ease, Sin., scale
0.5 milliamps. and 12-240 volts, 45/-; hot-wire ammeters, 0-1 amp., 41-; 0-0.5 amp., 3/-; instrument
repairs and alterations of every description; any item
7 dun approval against. cask—The Vida Eleetrii al
Co., 47, high
St., Battersea, 8.W.11. Eatablialuel
1910.6175
[

DOTENTIAL Dividers, heavy duty, wire
15,000 ohms, 7 tappings; 6/6.—Below.

•

REDUCED PRICES/

STANDARD.
Moe 9'6 X
VOLUME.
8'6 •• 7'6
POWER TYPES,4el5t
13'6
40 Page illustrated Bookletwith Scale Draw/ngs ail
types mains ap,oaratcs etc_

ECURE This Useful Guide, afterwards why nos
submit similarly composed advertisement, using
the words Reliability Wireless Guido se as to en.
courage readers to apply for this list; weekly change of
matter desired: a 100-volt 11.T. battery for each effort
publi shed, awl "¡said consolation prizes.
GIVES
UNTIRING
INTEREST.

D

OUBTLESSLY

E

CONOMIC.ALLY.—The guide is recommended and
will lie vent post free by J. H. Taylor and Co.,
Radio House, Mai:new St., Huddersfield, to whom
competition efforts should be submitted; indienting slut
ii name and address publishable if suceestiti (only 23
alternative words required) 15, Radio Howe, }rudder,field, remaining. One word for each initial following
Prize winner from Edinburgh.
(7165

Advertisements far " Tka Wireless World" at-e only accepted front flints ice believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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ADVERTISEMENTS.

THE

EASY TERMS
We SPECIALISE in the
supply of all Good
Quality Radio Sets, Components and Accessories
on Easy Terms. We
will give you efficient
service. No references
required. Send us your
list of requirements and
a quotation will be sent
by return.

4

4

Components,

NOVEMBER I3111, 1929.

WORLD

Etc., for Sale.—Contd:

PERFORMANCE

Remarkably °cod,
says " Wireless World " laboratory tests, on testing Airspaced H.F. choke; obtainable by post, 2/-.—GaltonStewart, 28, St. Enoch SQ., Glasgow.
£7156
Ferranti 0.1'.3C, 15/6; 2 Marconi 1'625A (melted)
new, at 10/. eaeli; R.I. 2011, 20m.a. choke, 12/6;
Crescent combined P.M. meter, 240v. 60 ma.. 121.;
Dubilier Teroid Broadcast, tapped, 616; Ormond 0.0003
variable sq. law and D.I. dial, 6/-; Megostat, 41.; 2
Form° 5-1 transformer, at 4/3; Neutr”vernia, 313; Lew1.(”I
200 c.t., 2/6; 3 T.C.C. 2 inf. at 214; MnIlard
P.31.24A. super pentode (unused), 2216: Crossley Merda
yak-up (with arms, vt.lume control and cords), 39/6;
all post paid; further details S.D.A. with pleasure.—
W. Chew, Fairfield Rd., Epping, Eszex.
[7147

1
4
1

ADIO-CR AMOPIIONE
MANUFACTURING
Co.
(in Voluntary Liquidation).—Parts offered for
sale by order of the Liquidator.
Fixed Condensers:
0.01. -0.002, 0.001. 0.0001, 0.005. 0.0005, each. 8d.;
0.0003, 6.1.; 1 mfd., 1/-; 2, 4 and 8 mid., all tested,
500e. A.C., 1/6. 2,6, and 5/- respectively.
Variable
Condensers: Burton, 0.0005 and 0.00025, 1.m.1., 2/and 1/6; 0.0005, Dubilier, Forma, Ormond, Cyldon,
Brandes, Utility and G.E.C., 5,'-, 2/6. 5/-, 47-, 5/-,
5/•, and 5/- respectively; Ormond 0.0003, 2/-; Cyldon
0,00025, 3/-; G.E.C. drum, 0.0008, 3/-.
Chokes:
Thordarson and
R.I.,
5;and
10/6: ILF.
Wearite, Varley and M'oodfall. V-, 3/6 and 1/-;
Wearite Talisman, 3/9; R.I. Output, 10;6.
Ferranti
ti icicle chargers. 25/-.
Coil/: Lewcos split
3/6; Climax IT.F., 4/-: Metvie AN.?., LW and SW,
51- and 3/-.
Ormond D.I.D. dials, 1/-. Eliminators:
Marconiphone D.C.2 and MetViek L.T.200. 35'- and
21/-.
Milliard grid leaks, 1/,,
I and .2 pier.. all
3d. Loud
Speakers:
National
Cone,
7/6;
11TH.
70,'-; Celestinn 14in. and 12in., £2; AluIlard
20/-; Units A.U.5 and Brown, 5/-.
Garrard
single No. 12 motors, 12/6.
Pick-ups:
Amphion,
Detex, B.T.IL and Woodroffe, 12/6, 5/-, 2*./.. and
35/- respectively.
Pick-up Arms: Watmel, Varley
Auto, and Phonovox with pick-up, 4/-. 10 /- and 25/..
Matt Panels: 15x4)0/,sin.. 1
Resistances: BradE.1. 5 and 10, all 4/6; Carter 10, 30 and
400 ohms. all 1/6; Wearite decoupling. 6d.; Elei•trail
28,000, 3/-; Igranic Preset. 9d.: MetVirk Diverting,
1,/-. Switches:
Wearite D.P.D.T.
push •pill,
1/6;
Wearite 2-, 4-, 6- and 8-pole lever, 1,9, 3/-, 4I-, and
5/-: Benjamin filament P.P., 6,1.; O.E.C. fumbler,
1/,
Transformers:
Telsen Radingrand and Ace,
both 5:1, 5/- and 3/6; Ferranti A.F.3 and 5, 12/6
and 15/-: Formo, 3/-; Marconi C and D, both 20/-;
Junior, 5/-; MetVick A anal B, 1-8/6; G.E.C. 4:1
and 2:1, both 7/6: Milliard Permacore, 5/,
Various
tone arms, 2/,
It.C. Units: Polar and Cosmos, 21and 4/-.
Volume Controls.: laranic Megostat anti
Varley, both 3/-;,,Pye. 2/3; Gambrell Voluvernia and
Marconi, both 2/6.
Valvelichlers: Benjamin, Igranie,
eti.., 6d.; Alpha, 4d.
Valves: Osram, 1).E.11. 410 and
610. 51.; D.E.L. 6/0, 5/-; I'.625 and a and D.E.5a.
7/6; D.E.8, D.E.5B, 11.8, P.8 and 11.1..8, all 5/-: 1.7.8
and U.5, 10/-; 8,625, L.S.5 and A and S.13, 12;6;
Mullard P.M.3, 5X and 6D, 5,'-; P.M.6, 6/-; 256,
7/6; 12, 10/6; 24 and 26, 12/6; B.T.II. B.11, 10/-;
('essor, 410 LI?, RC and IIF, 610 111e and LP, all
5/-; 610 XP, 716; Ediswan 610 SG. 12/-; Cosmos
8P43/U, 7/6; AC/R, AC/0 and SI' 1421U, all 5/-;
AC/S, 10/-; Electron S.S. 2A 11F and LE, 10 and
6075, all 5/..—Box 3828, c/o TAG Wiroless World.
[7169
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CABINETS

Beautifully finished in highly polished OAK.
Will take any net up in 22" X 8" s 16'.
Spacious compartment for speaker and
batteries. Overall size 36" X 24" x 19'.
9 ply motor board.
Special price to "W.W." readers,

£4. 19 .6
Delivered free in England and
Wales. Scotland 2,6 extra.
Large selection of Gramo.
Motors and Pick-ups in stock.

PREMIER
SUPPLY STORES,
Radio &Gramophone
Specialists.
165, Fleet Street,
LONDON,
E.C.4.
Phon Central 2833

R

Y

TRADERS' GUIDE.

Send for our comprehensive Illustrated List.
QUICK SERVICE.

QUICK SERVICE.

THE QUALITY HOUSE.
PERSEUS

MEG.

CO.,

BRANSTONE RD.,

LTD.

(Dept. W,W.).

BURTON-ON-TRENT.

"REALISTIC"
They raine, they saw,

they decided the REALISTIC

IS

THE

BEST.

WR/TE FOR 1./ST.

" REALISTIC SPEAKERS,"
72, PENTON STREET, LONDON, N.1.

HAVE received so
many replies to my
advertisement
in
The Wireless World,'
which appeared under a
Box Number that Iam
sending herewith stamps
to the value of 6d. as
further payment towards
your postage expenses.
Thanking you for the
quick despatch of all
replies."

[7175

OUR Old Components Taken •in Part Payment
for Latest Type; see err advert, in column
Receivers for Sale—Scientific Development Co.. 51.
Fishergate, Preston.
[0228

BONA FIDE

A l'ecent advertiser in " TFIE
WIRELESS
WORLD"
writes
as
follows :

1

OAT LANE, NOBLE3TREET, LONDON, E.O.2

RADIO GRAMOPHONE

Replies!

Decoupling Resistances;
see advt.
600 -OHMS
under Coils. — Groves Brothers (Manufac-

turers).

1977

ja

.‘TARLEY Pick-up and Arito Arm, £2.2, or separately;

4

¡London Radio Supply Company
NATIONAL

WIRELESS

Western Electric 2-valve Amplifiers, every
one guaranteed brand new and in original scaled
earton, each amplifier contains 3 transformers worth £3
each, one of the tramformcis being tapped to volume
eontrol switch on panel; these amplifier:, ate ideal for
inducting in any modern receiver fiT making up a
gramophone pick-up res cirer' the price while stuck lasts
£1 eavh, carriage paid; ready for Ilse but less valves.—
Hughes and Sons, 149, Chepstow Rd., Newport, Mon.
[7098
flENTJINE
Bargains.—Loudspeaker
cabinets,
type
A.C.9, genuine Amplion, as sold as a complete
Mail-speaker for £7, height 16" ,
4111., base 17 ,4in.x7 ,41in.,
nialinpany and complete with fret front, will take 12in.
cone, our price while stock lasts 17/6, carriage paid;
Burndept
Screened Four portable cabinets,
slightly
damaged or soiled, but guaranteed in usable condition,
suit ease type in leather, size 14 1,/iitt.x14Vtin.x4 ,4in,
inside measurements. with lid same sizes to take bardspeaker, our price 12/6 earl], carriage paid; Burndept
cene, brand new speaker to snit, 30'.. carriage paid.—
Hughes and Sons, 149, Chepstow
Newport, Mon.
[7099
Unit, 10'6;
TRIOTRON
stone S.W. coils, 8/-;

Polar 0.0005, 3/6; 4
Lissen 100,000, 3/6;
2/6, 0,0005, 3!. ;
51-.—Pepper, Wake
Rd., Moseley, Worrestershire.

R. W. CAPEWELL,
52, Chapel Terrace,
Trent Vale,
Stoke-on-Trent.

How
to sell
a Portable!
For the sale or purchase of
Portable or other Receivers use
the Miscellaneous
Columns of
"The Wireless World." A recent
advertiser writes as follows:
"1

am

very

with

the

was sold the same day, and Ihad
over twenty other replies, including prepaid Telegrams.
I also
had

a large number

and

altogether am very pleased

of

callers,

with the pulling powers of your
valuable paper."
M. A. FROST,
54 , Clerkenwell
London, E.C.1,

Edd yR.C.,
Ereen
[7129

E

XPEIUMENTEIIS.—A limited number only moving
roil lonil-speaker magnet unite and castings, by
well known firm; to be cleared cheap—Particulars from
E. B. Wardle, 41, Lower Morley St., Manchester. [7131

satisfied

results obtained. The Portable set

W.W 83

Mention oJ " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.

Road,

NOVEMBER

13TH, 1929.

THE WIRELESS WORLD

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Components, Etc.. tor Sale.—Contd.

REPAIR'S.

H.F.

'mom

Outfit, 251-, exchange for
transformers,
•
valves, condeneers, accumulators, etc.-5, Burnbrae,
Portadown.
[7112

TWELVE Months' Guarantee Accompanies all out
A
Repairs; any make of L.F. transformer, headphones, or loud-speaker repaired and despatched within
48 hours; 4/- post free; don't discard if burnt ont;
terms to trade.—Transformer Repair Co. (Dept. W.)
214, High St., Colliers Wood, S.W.19.
root'

nNE t.s.se, 151- 1p.m.iss.G..

;
1716; 1 P•X•650.
10/-• 2 H.L.610, 1 P.M.5X, 2 D.E.L.610, 6/each; 2 fetus 2-way coil holder, long handle, 3/- each;
1 B.T.H. transformer, 2-1. 12/-; 1 Woodruff piek-up,
45/- sail excellent condition).—Box 3803, do The Wireless World.
[7119

SCOTT SESSIONS and CO, Great 'Britain's radio
doctors; read advertisement under Miscellaneous
Gen:MIL
[0263

AMATEUR'S Surplus.—Valves,

INGSTON-ON-THAMES.-21per
bobbin
lend-11-1 speakers; 'phones per earpiece; transformers 4/-•
guaranteed.—Minter, 156, Cambridge Rd.

condensers, coils, etc.;
write for list. —Clayton, Chidswell, (»sett
[7123
•
A s New, Marconi power transformer G, 400 volts,
milliamps output, 2 Marconi heavy duty
chokes, 2 1,000 volt 4 mid. condensers, 65/-; new
Westinghouse rectifiers, R4-2-1, mains transformer, 304;
ILI. transformer, 5/-; M.11. neutralising condenser. 1/-.
—Hannan, 11, Highbury Grove, Highbury.
[7125

tssod

A

EPAIRS Returned Post Free, and to ensure astis.
faction send remittance after approval of same.
—Leeds Wireless Repair Service.

diet e, L
Pond
modds
in thc -

OUD-SPEAKERS, headphones, rewound to any
resistance and »magnetised, 3/-; transformers
rewound, 4/-; Blue Spots, Triotrons. and 4-pole units,
4/6; work guaranteed.—Leeds Wireless Repair Service,
5, Boston 1.1ace, Green Rd., Leeds.
(6830

E

X.PERIMENTEES Surplua.—Modern components,
AU M.C. speakers; list forwarded.—Broadfoot, Roselept,
Hoylake, Cheshire.[7126
,
A.P.5 (new); beet cash offer
SALE.—Ferranti
—Sentier, Been», Rowsell, Malvern.

GUARANTEED Repairs by Experts; loud-speake rs ,
headphones, cone units, pick-ups, any type, rewound, remagnensed, and adjusted, post free, 4/-• transformers from 41-.—Elowell, 42, Fotheringham
Enfield, Middlesex.
i7148

secures.
[7095

MISCELLANEOUS...

WATE S

S COTT SESSIONS and Co., Great Britain' s ra dio
doctors, officially approved as wireless reratirert
by Radio Society of Great Britain and Wireless League;
old lets of every type repaired, rebuilt, modernised;
send set for immediate quotation.
SCOTT SESSIONS and Co.—New sets constructed with
your or our components, guaranteed finest workmanship, we specialise in "The Wireless World" circuits; remember, we have satisfied eustomers throughout the British Isles!
Bristol, Gloucester, Weston,
Taunton: send name, address and date and our Bristol
representative will call; il winter comes now is the
time for overhauls.—Tel.: Tudor 5326,
1, Castle
Terrace, Muswell Hill, London, N.10.
[0262

TitE
AMOUS POPULAR
MODEL. Crystallised blgek
SMeh, clearly engraved 6551,
substantial leads, fully guaranteed. 811. Case 2,6 extra,
........
.....
„,
•••••••••••••
•

RANGE OF METERS.
Who would be without it P Certainly not one of the quarter.
million users el this famous
Three-in-One Meter. Three dinhect readings on one
-and H.T. and milliamps, and now
there is apanel mounting model
toe t From lialford's Stores,
dureido
Camp's Stores, all dealers,
STANDARD WET
BATTERY
CO.
(Dept. WW),
184/1S8 ShaftesburyAvenue,
London. W.C.2.
THE

»XPONENTIAL Horns for Cabinet Gramophones and
1
1-1]. Wireless, metal and wood; liet —Maddleon,
1,
Chapel St., Marylebone, N.W.1.
[6143a

E

?dILLIAMMETERS.
040 or 0-25 M.A. with
Jewel bearings. WS.

AST Payments.—We supply, by easy payments,
components, accessories, and sets, any make; 10X
down, balance spread over 'DI monthe.—Send list uf
requirements to London Radio Supply Co., 11, Oat
Lane, London, E.C.2.
[0097

,

A

LEXANDElt BLACK, the original wireless doctor,
will all (London and Home Counties) and cure
your net; stts installed, maintained, and brought up
to date; complete satisfaction or no eharge• gramophone pickups, H.T. eliminators, and Webson moving
coil speakers demonstrated by appointment; purity reproduction
specialist.-25,
Woodville
Grove,
N.16.
Sloan:. 5105 or Clissold 3687.
[0277
WIRELESS Notes.—A monthly service of informs•V lion for all those who want the very best in
wireless or gramophone reproduction; frank criticism
of reseivers end components; immediate postal help
and advice in all difficulties; something new end
unique: you must have it if you want to know the
truth.—Full partieulars free from Ernest K
Robinson, Langtnead, Pirbright, Woking, Surrey.
0144
•
..
»NGINEEILS.—Important notice.
Reeulte now to
hand show that 86X of our candidates pass their
exams, at the Bret attempt, u remarkable record unalnironehed by any other organisation, and showing
why we 'en guarantee No Pass—No Fee; if 86 out
of every 100 ordinary men can emceed, why should
you »main in the ranks? Now is the time to get
,hue and investigate.
Our handbook "Engineering
Opportunities," explains the most simpleat and successful] home-study methods of passing, A.M.L.Meeh
A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.E.E., A.M.I.A.E., A.31.I.Struct.1.1,
O. and O., 0.P.O. ' Metric., etc., exams. The book outlines emend in all branches of civil, mech., elee., motor
and wireless engineering, and inclues o brilliant foreword by l'rof . A. M. Low, in which he shows cleans,
the chances you are missing; send for free handbook
now >tine subject or exam.1.—British Institute ot
Engineering Teelmology, 87, Shakespeare House, 29-31,
Oxford St., London.
[/092

PAPEL MODEL. Fixes
on to panel as illustrated.
Readings on three scales
obtained by simply rearranging plugs in
coloured sockets, Price

W

ANTED, coils, switches, chokes, screen and fixed
condensers for Mchfichaels Screened Three, and.
Climaxso transformer; good condition and cheapness
essential.—Box 3810, c/o The Wireless World.
[7162
'VOTING Man, desirous of coaching in telegraph,
1. speed new 20 w.p.m., Twickenham district—Et x
3806, c/o TA6 Wireless World.
[7122
MOVING Coil Galvanometer, calibrated resistances.
it& Wheatstone bridge, ex-Government stud swindle..
buzzer,
direct, alternating voltmeters and inillinnimeters. BALA. cone, Acuelion Lion.—Blnekmore, 22.
Grafton St., Derby.
[7113

AGENCIES.
A GENTS Wanted Ideal H.T. Ace1:1411;19ton, 60 veil
-e3. 32/, 120 volt 58/6; good tern:La—Pearson, 29,
Midland Rd., Bournemouth.
[6414

e.) .42j00/ea..
.000 ZIps,

A GENT Wanted by Well Known German Wireless'
Manufacturer, preferably to work on his own
account.—Apply Eltra Radio, Berlin, Spandauerstr. 31.
17167,

%es.

Vári
ï à:KIVIP

ea,
in
te

GENTS Wanted, spare time, wireless experience, to
demonstrate and
sell the world's beat and
cheapest 3-valve set.—Mag-Radio, 112, Waratone Lane.
Birmingham.
[2687

0
1)
.:14`°Ies

EXCHANGE.

ILADIO TEST METER.

M. B.

REP ROD tic

os

'VOUR Old Apparatus Taken in Part Payment for
I.
Latest Type; see our advert, in column Receivers
for Sale.—Scientific Development Co., 51, Fishergate.
Preston.
[0230

BUSINESSES & PROPERTY FOR SALE,
TO BE LET, OR WANTED.

R

ETAIL Business, electrical and wireless, ete. ,mats.
liehed 7 years; price £1,200, say., stock ou
valuation; price includes valuable leaso, machiuery,
plant, furniture, etc., 2 valuable patents and goodwill,
and 2 service agencies; business situate main thoroughThat is what you will get by using the fare important town Kent; open to strictest investigaParsuede Cone which is made of a tion.—Pnnripals only need apply to Box 3798 do
specially prepared oiled paper and The Wiseleos World.
[7100
mounted on soft Suedine. This method
of mounting gives just that flexibility
IRELESS Business, 14 miles London, rapidly
growing district, certified balance sheets, long
necessary to pure reproduction, the
lease. bear every investigation; write further partingaim of all muse: lovers.
lare —Box 3804, do The Wireless World.
[7120
If your dearer, is suit of rtock. write emits'

at lower cost!

W

PATENT AGENTS.

P

ATENTS and Trade Marks, British and foreign.—
Gee and Co. (E. T. P. Gee, Member R.S.O.B. nad
A.M.I.R.E.), 51-52, Chancery Lane, London, W.O.2.
'Phone: Holborn 1525.
[0001

abt

[7136
WOUR-ELECTRODE Valve. 0.06 amp., 4-pin, prefer-le
ably Aneloy.—BM/XLME, W.C.1.
[7134

A

reete rees, O.

AT es

Y

,patenting inventions and registering trade marks by
registered agent with 43 years' experience.
[0002

cheap second-hand case for portable; parW ANTED,
ticulars.—Luotts, 3, Dudley Rd., Hastings.

». G. GREATREX and Co., 184, Regent SL, LenIA, don.
'Phone: Gerrard 6268 (known for Atlas
Battery Eliminators), are distributors of a fine British
portable; 16 stations, £16116.
[6754

OUR Old Apparatus Taken in Part Payme n t
for Latest Type; see our advert. In column
Receivers for Sale—Scientific Development Co.. 51,
Fisherga te, Preston.
[0229

PATENT AGENCY, Ltd., 146a. Queen Vi,'.
KING'S
torte St., E.C.4.—Free advice and handbook on

v

WANTED.

"UV ANTED, Igrunic double choke, No. V2080.—Att•• wood, 6, Sylvan Av., Levenshulme, Manchester.
D093
'WANTED, L.T. charger, AC., Ormond 55/1 dial,
•• kilo-meg or Ferranti H.Iê. coils; cheap for rash.—
Holmes Garage, Adlington, Lanes.
[7111

o 5>,e'lne]rle
°
;motet

e.

ALL BOXES, Ltd.,
Stocked in three she,:
rCono, 12' Bll
2'.
10
13' ,.
13" „ 8,11

..,

1174 Central Street,
London, E.0 .1.
Trade wiener!.

@teatime by Memo .

SITUATIONS VACANT.
Operating
Appointments
w IRELESS
short qualifying course. day, evening;

Assured;
fees pityable after appointment for boarding students; Morse
lauses.—Manager, Wireless School, 21, Manse Gardens,
London, N.7.
Archway 3694.
•
[6379

Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to bet thoroughly rdiabie.

Not yards, but miles ahead of all rivals

EPOCH
NEW MODEL 99 P.M.
MOVING COIL SPEAKER

makes

its bow to the most critical of listeners
and scientists.
Reproduction to absolute Perfection.

•

Situations

.

Vacant.—Contd.

Opportunity for a Smart Young Ynn,
experienced in retail sales, must furnish
I
1ood references, very attractive prospects of advances
ent- to a man with ability; letters only.—Deptford
1I
ndio Supplies, 98, High St., &E.&
[7096
1

RR

I,T IRELESS Operators Required by Leading Shipping
77 Company; operators with about 2 years' sea ser ice preferred.—Write, giving full particulars of edu'
Lion, technical training, and practical experience.
ox 3811. c/u The Wireless World.
[7163

,

i
a
1
'• iinleifflfflgamis,

.
.'"'

SITUATIONS WANTED.

7 demi free trial.
Send for new catalogue W.S.2; 16 pages of.real information and no salesman's “talk. •

EPOCH RADIO MANUFACTURING CO.Ltd.,

3, Farringdon Avenue

.-.

E.C.4

'Phones :CENTRAL 1971/2

PAREx›........

Bakelite Drum Dials
with

ORES Manager of Well Known Radio Company
Desires Change, 13 years' practical experience all
brunches of radio trade, fully eon, ersant with English
and American production systems.—Box 3797, clo She
Wireless World.
(7101
Tri e ADIO Engineer, 14 years' experience, seeks &Rua11/ Hon, maintainanee, repairs, installation, ex operator.-54, Elphinstone ltd., Hastings.
[7106
VOIING Man, 23, requires progressive position, 2
J.
years practical sea experience, first class 1..33.(1.,
practical and theoretical knowledge of all wireless apparatus—Apply Uftcott House, Swindon.
[7110
ARINE Wireless Operator, age 30, previously cammercial traveller, experienced modern practice,
broadcast reception, power amplification, installation
of receivers, and
familiar radio components on
British market, is adaptable, trustworthy, and ran
provide security to anyone who will utilise his services.—Box 3808, c/o The Wireless World.
[7160

AFRICA

MALTA

l% Val et

e

"You

will

be

e•

pleased

to learn that from my
last
advertisement in
'The

Wireless

World,'

letters reached me from
EGYPT,.
SOUTH

NATAL,
AFRICA,

W.W. Receivers
(Supplied by return).

5/6

Partner Well Known Radio Manufacturing
LATE
Firm Seeks Change, 14 years' practical radio ex-

for

complete.
ICabinkts, Coils, Valve Holders, etc., for
" Wireless World " Recerver.
Order direct from:
E. PAROUSSI,

perience, sound knovfiedge high power amplifiers,
used to works' management, control of output, etc.,
age 33, energetic.--Box 3807, c/o The Wireless World.
[7159

M

EMBER of Leading Radio and Electrical Manufacturers Desires Change, preferably design or
experimental work, or talkie sound production, good
technical experience all radio receiver circuits, micro10, Featherstone Buildings, High Holborn, W.C.1
'Phone: Chancery yoto. isem. imi, phones and public address amplifiers, also repairs.—
Box 3816, do Thc Wireless IVorld.
[7158

—

BOOKS,

flEAYBERD

14

Price

21,1-

Secondary (1) 135 volts, 70 milliamps.
Secondary (2)
4 volts, 4 amps.
Operating with Westinghouse II.T.3 and H.T4
rectifiers, and all 4 volt A.C. valves.
Full lists and diagrams free.

F. C. HEAYBERD & Co.,
10, Finsbury Street, London, E.C.2.
'Phone: Clerkenwell 7216.

INSTRUCTION,

ETC.

'WET

ALL-MAINS TRANSFORMER

a person

residing

in

MALTA.
This undoubtedly proves
the

high value of your

paper.
W.W.83

WILLIAM WINFIELD,
4, ARTHUR ST.,
HULL ROAD,
YORE.

M

TMPORTANT, responsible position required by highly
1
qualified radio engineer and manager (28), considerable experience in designing, publicity, salesmanship, inventive capacity, articles published, excellent
records and testimonials; no scope in present position.—
Box 3809, cio The Wireless IVorld.
[7161

Escutcheons

We

SOUTH

and goods were sold to

.-

No secumulator. no mains,
no suspension, no adjustments.

type

NATAL

,PLENDID
thoroughly

ADIO Engineer for Works Manufacturing High
Class Receivers and Components, thoroughly
f
amiliar with up to dote circuits. capele exeetiti,e
man with research and commercial experience preferred; write, stating fully, experience, training, age.
alary.—Box 442, Sells, Fleet St., E.C.4.
[7117

'

EGYPT

0IING Man (aged 21-25) Required for High Glass
Repair Work on Small Electrical and Wireless
pparatus.—Apply, stating age, experience, and salary
squired, to The Gramophone Go., Ltd., Employment
1
l
(7080
1epartment, Hayes, Middlesex.

. EADING Manufacturer Requires Capable Radio Lec•
turer, must have sound theoretical qualifications and
ractical knowledge of latest broadcast receiving
pparatus, after sales service experience an advantage.
Write, giving full particulars, age, salary requirrti.
Ite., to Box 3802, c/o The Wireless World.
[7118

s
..
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THE WIRELESS WORLD

3S ADVERTISEMENTS.

H.T. Batteries are now a proved success; trite
for new illustrated booklet, giving cost and method
nf building and maintaining free; mention paper.—
Taylor, 57, Studley Rd, Stockwell, London.
[0077
QTEP by Step Wireless; a complete course of the
theory of electricity in relation to the practical
design of wireless apparatus, eliminators, circuits, etc.,
with extracts from a designer's notebook, giving up-todate practical application; issued weekly; send II- p.o.
for first 4 weeks.—Clilford Pressland, A.M.I.E.E.Eng.,
Dept. W.W., Hampton-on-Thames.
, [0195
VREE: Inventor's Guide on Patents. —T. A. A. 253
(WI, Gray's Inn Rd., London, W.C.1.
[6373
ODD-SPEAKERS, by C. M. u. p.m.-A practical
handbook for wireless amateurs on the selection,
construction and performance of loud-speakers, with
notes on the detection and remedying of faults; 3/6 net,
or booksellers or Pitman's, Parker St., Kingsway, London, W.C.2.
[7069

L

oriderful
Response!
A recent advertiser in "The
Wireless World " writes

'I should like to in.
form you oi the
wonderful response
to my advertisement
in 'The Wireless
World.' I have re.
ceived no less than 20
applications for the
Ferranti and Marconi
Transformers
and
most of the other
goods have been sold."
W. H. Trevett,
So, High Street,
&fib, Kent.

Mention of " The Wireless World." what teritteg to advertiser:, will ensues prompt attention.
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"Build your own Dry Batteries."
A New Wireless Hobby.
We impplyeuper capacity Dry
your own dry battery at home.
Thie le the best and cheapest
Super Capacity Cells each 1•5
Bend Md. stamp for Booklet,
at Home," to—
THE

gr

LETTON

CCILY and all ports for building

AGE

form of UT. yet offered.
volt. 22 milliampe, 3/6 per do..
"How to Build a Dry Battery

BATTERY CO., 301, Chtlrell Rd., Layton, E.10.

REPAIRS

Any make of L.F. Transformer, Loudspeak3r
or headphones repaired and dispatched within
48 HOURS—TWELVE MONTHS GUARANTEE
with each repair. 4/. Post Free.
Ieruzs lo trade.

16

I WANT

11

gf-

e'

e
Ctopvo,O •

YOUR
FATHER.

Dept, W.
kg's, High Street, Colliers Wood, London, 8.W.19,4

tie
> tee

-rimE.BILE

IT

ACCESSORIES
J. J. EASTICK f SSaS
ELE X HOU
L ROW LONDON E.CI

PARISH OF STEPNEY.

and

WIRELESS
APPARATUS
MANUFACTURERS.
The Guardians of the Poor of the Parish of Stepney
are prepared to receive touriers for the installation of
Wireless Receiving Equipment and Apparatus at each of
their three Hospitals, viz.:—
Mum Exo HOSPITAL, Bancroft Road, Mile End, E.:.
Sr. GEOlGE IN T'IE EAST HOSPITAL, Raine Street, Old
Gravel Lane, E.:.
Si'. PETER'S
(WilITECIIAPEL)
Hoseirm., Valiance
Road, E.i.

WE TEACH By

; The extent of the work and apparatus required may
roughly be gauged from the following particulars :—
Headphones
Lend Speakers

HOSPITAL

..

pairs

Note Address

10

,MMIMMI•

BERCLIF

COILS

1930 EVERYMAN
57i- the
NEW KILO-MAC
RECORD Ill
- 50:-

Set.

„

CABINETS AND DIALS.

SIMMONDS
SHIRELAND

ROAD

BROS.,
SMETHWICK.

ENQUIRE.

Pagano. tor Agents sal
Oilicials, F.0.1.1,
Motor, Fire, Life
Marine
Employers' Liability
Auctioneers. F.A.L.P.A.
TECHNICAL
Teacher or handicrafts
Applied blechanies
Arcnitectural Drawing
Building Construction
Clerk tel Works' Dutiai
Boiler Engineering
Boiler Making
Chemistry
Civil Engineering
Concrete and Steal

TECHNICAL -Co,,

TECHNICAL - Con.

Road Making end
Maintenance
Sanitation
Shipbuilding
Structural Engineering
Surveying and Levellinc
Surveyors of Works.
R.E.
Telegraphy and Telephony
Town Planning
Transport, A.M.Inst.T,
Wireless Telegraphy
Works blauagers' Conroe

DraughtsmambiP
Electrical Engineering
Practical Mechanical
Engineering
Engineering Eadint
Quantities and
Specification.
Foundry Work
Heat Enginer
Heating, Ventilating
and Lighting
Internal Combustion
Engines
Marine Eng. B.O.r.
Mathematic.
Matriculation
Metallurgy
Motor Enginearint
Naval Architecture
Pattern Making
Post Ohdee Exammetions
Costing and Estimating
Builders' Quantities

HUMAN

Also

MINING
Fireman's Exam.
End Clare Mine Manager
tel Clue Min. Manager
H.M. Inspector
Mining Meet. Engineer
A.M.E.E.
Mining Mech. Engineer
Mine Suraeyu

Ask for Our New Book (FREE OF CHAR«).

MACHINE

Cara:ully ; -

THE BENNETT COLLEGE, LTD
Dept. 92, SHEFFIELD.

together with low tension charging machines:
,high tension generators; motors to drive
generators; accumulators; ancillary apparatus,
wiring, etc.
Conditions of Contract, Drawings, Specifications and
form cf tender may be obtained at my office on payment
of adeposit of one pound (cheques to be made payable to
the "Treasurer of the Stepney Guardians"), which will be
returned on receipt of abona-fide tender.
Tenders must be delivered to me in the envelope
marked "Wireless apparatus—Guardians' hospitals" and
must reach this office by not later than twelve eclock noon
on Thursday, 5th December, 1929.
- By Order,
S. McGLELLAND,
Clerk !olio Greariérass.
41.dministrative Offices,
BANCROFT ROAD,
MILE END, E.I.

TO

Secrets of Success.

11

3

Police Entrance and
Promotion Course.
Secretaryship
Shorthand
Worksop Organisation'
INSURANCE

POST IN ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD.

THE

required.

334" pairs

PETER'S (WHITEC lured.)
HOSPITAL
..
452

NOTHING

COMMERCIAL—Con.

CGDIMERCIAI.
Accountancy
Advert. Writing
Salesmanship
Army Certfct. Coulee
Auctioneering and
Estate Agener,
Auditing
Banking
Book-keeping
Civil Service
College of Preceptors
Commercial Arithmetie
Commercial Law
Company Law
Costing
Economics
English and F213101
Executorship Law
Foreign Exchange
General Education
Modern Business
Methods

'RADIO & ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS

ST.

COSTS

We have full particulars in connection with any of the following couNes, or special courses can
be combined to meet 311 requirements.
We specialise in preparation tor all examinational mpet
moderate feee, payable monthly.

AND OTHER WIRELESS

require:I.

f want
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IDUTY TERM INAILS

368 pairs

300

that I have helped
thousa nds of people to qualify
for and obtain good positions.
Our gigantic connection brings us
h touch with all the big employers; theree
eto, e:ilthough we do not undertake the work o.
emPloYm ,nt agency, we certainly do know where
e
the demand coceada the supply.
I/ you think you are
in a rat, or if advancement iteerne elow, write to me, telling
me your age, peat erperience, pigment employment, and anything
else that may help, and Iwill tell you what chances there are; if they
are suitable for you, and if an, hose you usny attain your objectwe. Stride
nt horn, in your spare unir —it lisie helped thousands el other.—why not you ?

USE__

MILE END HOSPITAL ..
ST. GEORGE.IN-1111-BAST
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B. & J. Wireless Co
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1granic Electric Co., Ltd.
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34
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29
Jewel Pen Co., Ltd.
.
J.R. Wireless
/18
Lectro Lins, Ltd
•
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Lesingham, F. L.
Lever, Erie J. (Trial, Ltd.
39
Leytoa Battery Co.
Lock, W.
T. Ltd.
36
London Radio Supply Co.
I.yons, Claude, Ltd. .. '
Cover I. & p. 35
Cover iv.
Marconiphone Co., Ltd.
20
M.P.A. Wireless, Ltd.
Mallard Wireless Service Co., Ltd.
1
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39
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38

tel

THE TULSEMERE MFG. CO., 1-7, Dalton

St., West Norwood, S.E.27.

'Phone

Streatham 67.31.

•
Our turlusIre Bargain
Price is for deferred
payments. Send JGM
now. and 14 Monthly Payment,.
of 101011 satisfied after trying
Outfit in your home. Money
hark if nt all disappointed.

TERMS

SPECIFICATION

Cabinet (as illustrated below) of
polished Oak, beautifully finished
with hinged lid; all internal parts (including valves) easily
accessible.
Dull Emitter Detector and Power Valves of
proved efficiency. anti-microphonic valve holders. No
coils to change.
Latest type H.T. Battery: 2-volt
Accumulator, and complete Aerial Outfit. Cost of upkeep
negligible. The LOUD SPEAKER (as illustrated)
of exclusive design Cabinet.Type in Oak to match the
Set. Finest tone and wide range of musical frequenc
the Unit being of the 'four pole' balanced
armature type, with alarge magnet, ensuring
perfect reproduction. Pricacomplete
and Carriage Paid £7

.17.6

BARGAIN

IS

THE GRAVES SCREENED GRID THREE.
VALVE

WIRELESS

RECEIVING

CATALOGUE POST FREE. Full Particulars
and specifications ot both Sets: also newest
types of Portable Sets, and other varieties
a high-class Receiving Apparatus.
G.

ORDER YOUR CABINET
NOW
1930

EVERYMAN
METAL

GRAVES Ltd. SHEFFIELD

Mention of " The ¡Fireless World," when writinz to advertisers, will

FOUR

CABINETS

4616

each

(or without woodwork 35 - each).
1(11.0-MAG 8, RECORD THREE
METAL

CABINETS.

35. each, or wit'; woodwork

46,6

each.

it-Seat 27;6 and 38/6 each respectively.
Finished erystaMne

Brown, Black or Blue.

Trade enquiries invile 1. —Samuel Eaton & Sona(Manufazturers of LiptingCoodr.),66,72,8an St. Birmingham

Your First Steps
in Wireless
By

HUGH

S.

POCOCK

Editor of "The Wireless World"

OUTFIT

Complete In every particular. Wonder.
ful range and amazingly good reception.
Exclusive Oak Cabinet and Cabinet Loud
Speaker. All components of ei highest quality. Carriage Paid
.Z :15
TERMS 1S -with Order, & 1.5 Monthly

J.

1.6
3

You have perfect H.T. and L.T., which
is obtainable only from the mains,
as they never "run down."
Hear
your set
with
a TANNOY.
The
product of a specialist.

Graves 'Vulcan' 2-Valve Wireless Set is the World's greatest achievement in Wireless Value
and Efficiency. Even if you are only abeginner, this magnificent installation will enable you
to start where others leave off; or if you are an experienced wireless operator, this superb set
will give you asense of power and command over the mysterious forces of the ether which will
astonish you. The Graves principle stands for Highest Quality.
Lowest Price, and Easiest Terms.

WONDERFUL

PA
Perseus Radio ManI Co.
Pertrix, Ltd.
Peto 8s Radford
Premier Supply Stores
6
Phllip Raoio
........ ..
2, 6 & 18
Pugh Bros.
Radio Gramophone Development Co. .. 14 & P71
Redfern's Rubber Works, Ltd.96
Rigby & Woollenden34
'
Rothermel Corporation, Ltd. (Centralab)
28
Rothermel Corp.. ation. I.td.
43
Rowley, Thos., A., Ltd.
Cover V.
Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd.
Strain Electrical Instrument Co.12
Simmonds Bros.
ra
7
Standard Wet HT. Battery Co.
35 &
Telegraph Condenser Co., Ltd.
Telsen Electric ro., Ltd.
-Cover I. k P.'
Transformer Repair Go.
Trelleborg Ebonite Works, Ltd.
Cover ia
Tudor Accumulator Co., Ltd.
Tulsernere Mani'. Co.
....
... ... ...
11/
Varley (Oliver Pell Control, Ltd.)
Vinr:mt, W. 11.
Webb's
'
Westinghouse Brake & Saxby Signal
co ,
Ile
Ltd.
28
Weston Electrical instrumeat Co., Ltd.
Whiteley, Boneham k CO., Ltd.
Wilkins & Wright, Ltd.
Covert
s
Wingrove & Rogere, Ltd.
World's Wireless Stores
Wolverhampton The (lasting Co.
Wright & Weaire, Ltd.

However good your set, it's not good
enough ! Unless—!

WORLD'S FINEST VALUE

ANOTHER
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A most helpful little book for those who are
beginning to study wireless. It explains
technical difficulties by simple analogies.

Price 9d.
From
Dorset

ILIFFE
House,

By Post lid.
& SONS

Tudor

Street,

and leading booksellers.

ensure prompt attention.

LIMITED

London,

E.C.i
w.w

£64
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rS7iperior A.C. POWER TRANSFORMERS
and CHOKES for the MAINS
for ALL INPUTS and

from

35e-

each

OUTPUTS.

Special Audio-Frequency Chokes and Transformers, and Smoothing Chokes for all purposes.
WILLIAM BAYLISS LTD., Sheepcote Street, BIRMINGHAM.
Telephone: Mid. 7409.

HYDRA

FOR ORGOLA
The Bakelite-cased
HYDRA
non-inductively
wound
will
prove the most satisfactory
condenser in the Orgola circuit,
because it is non-inductively
wound; other
makes
are
inductively
wound.
PRICES:
'25 mfd.
mfd.
1mfd.
2mfd.

- 1/9
1/10
2/2/9

LOUIS HOLZMAN, 37, Newman Street, London, W.1
TELEPHONE

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

MUSEUM 2641

Advertisements for " The Wireless World

Telegrams

Drawbench, B'ham."

THE BEST PANELS
Superfine Qualify

rellebo
GUARANTEED

E EBONI

E

NOW THE CHEAPEST!
NEW

25%

Highly Polished.
/
1
8
." Black or Wavy.
f...d. sq. in.
6X 9
29
7 x 14
4/6
7 x 18
6/.
7 x 21
718 x 12
4/6
8 , 16

REDUCED

PRICES.

Highly Polished.
e
r"Mahogany. r Black
or Wavy. Id. sq. in.
3,6
6/3
8, 9/3
6/.
8/-

Highly Polished
i Mahogany.
Id. sq. in.
4/6
8/2

10/6
12/3
8/108

TRELLEBORG EBONITE WORKS LTD.
UNION PLACE, WELLS STREET, LONDON, W.1.

are only accepted from firms we bel eve to be thoroughly reliable.
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FIVE
ARE

LISTENING

They hear the programme
clearly ...easily
Amazing volume .. . the most
delicate effects . ...this speaker
gives them all. Its cabinet reflects
the modern taste for simple.
dignified design.

LAST

NIGHT . . .a few couples dancing in

a drawing-room, to the lilt of a waltz from a
famous band.
hearing
meeting.

To-night . . .a big audience

speeches

broadcast from

a political

And yet on both occasions they listen

to the same loud speaker!
No wonder this

new

Its tone!

The one-piece diaphragm brings out the true
value of every note ...highly accurate centring
of the moving coil makes it so sensitive
nothing is missed

. . . This

speaker

that

blends

them all smoothly—flawlessly.

Marconiphone Moving

Coil Speaker is so popular!
So very true, so perfectly modulated

. . . Such amazing range!

All the volume you can want—yet so sensitive!

Moving

Coil

Units

for

home construction

from

£4 .10 .0. Cabinet Models for working

from

6-volt

Listen to it

accumulator—£7;

from

D.C.

mains—£7 .10 . ; from A.C. mains—

and you hear music exactly as it is played

£12 .12 .0

...voices with all the expression of life!

and Valve).

(including

Rectifier

Unit

MARCONIPHONE
Moving coil speakers
THE

FIRST

AND

GREATEST

NAME

IN

WIRELESS
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BEAM
AND

THE

REGIONAL SCHEME

Why take your accumulator to a
-11
=-- charging station now the winter is here?

te date

Because of the increase in power
from Brookman's Park, the new
2LO, it is more important than
ever to purchase a loudspeaker
which will handle ,great yolume
without

rattle

or -- distortion.

551.
PRICE

Complete with
flexible lead.

"BEAM"

SPEAKERS

are

constructed

to

give

the finest possible reproduction on either weak or
strong reception.
vellous

value,

harmonizes

The
of

with

all

model

illustrated is

mar—

excellent

appearance,

and

home surroundings.

at Less than id.
TPIE"BEANI" HIGH TENSION BATTERY

TRICKLE CHARGERS FOR A.C. MAINS.

f5111161e.°gl

EACH BATT ERY GUARANTEED

100-130 V.
44

BEANI "

H.T.

BATTERIES

energetic

workers.

are

ensure

built

are

The elements

steady

flow

of

silent

yet

which

they

of current

without

Price

background noises.
No

valves,

from your dealer or direct.
==.

1,

JIM%J.
Telephone:

35, Farringdon Road,
London, E.C.1

Holborn 7048.

200-250 v.

29'6
no

noiseless

AU " Beam" products are obtainable

LPL

Or

for charging 2 and 4 V. accumulators.

breakable
and

parts,

safe!

Ask your dealer or write for full particulars to

Dr. NESPER LTD.,
Colindale Avenue,
HENDON

LONDON, N.W.9.

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111i1111111111111111
Menhon ot
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Z

U

SE them both—the A.C. Filament
Transformer and the A.C. High
Tension Unit.
Mullard has made
them for your radio, bringing you instant trouble-free entertainment with
no hum. Too long have batteries held
back radio from being effortless entertainment, but with the advent of these
components you can fetter the steady
energy of the mains to give you lasting service.

MuHard
MASTER, •RADIO

Advert — 111E i\IULLARD WIRELESS SERVICE CO. LTD., Mullard House, Charing etoss Road, London, W.C..a
AZ

Advertisemeerts for " The Wireless World" are only

accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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Cut out
t
i
h local interference
WAVETRAP
W.T.4.
235 — 400m.
W.T.5.

LEAD IN WIRE

350 — 550m.
W.T.15.

PRICE

1000 —1500m.
W.T.20.

11/6

1500 — 2000m.

Glaiite coloured
connecting wire
in 10 ft. lengths
Price 6d.
per coil.

The Lewcos Wavetrap should be fitted to all sets
where interference from local stations is experienced.
If you cannot cut out the new Brookmans Park
station—fit a Lewcos Wave( rap. To ensure efficient
working on all wavebands there are four wave—
length ranges; see you get the right one suited for
your set.

Write
to-day
for leaflet fully
describing the
Lewcos Wavetra9.

LEWCOS RADIO PRODUCTS FOR BETTER RECEPTION
LONDON

ELECTRIC

WIRE COMPANY AND SMITHS
Trade Counter:

LIMITED, CHURCH ROAD, LEYTON,

7, Playhouse Yar

LONDON, E.10.

Golden Lane, London, E.C.1.

r

VVESTINGHOUSED

METAL

RECTIFIER

HIGH TENSION

'Full details and circuits for this unit, and our other
types, are given in our 32-page, booklet "The
All Metal Way-1930."
If you are interested
in A.C. mains units, you should have a copy.

OUTPUT

Send a2d. stamp with your name and address.

STYLE H,T. 3

FOR
D.C.

Price

120 V.,

20 M.A.

12 1-

Made in England by:—
The

WESTINGHOUSE BRAKE & SAXBY SIGNAL Co. Ltd.
32, York Road, King's Cross, London, N.1

Mention 01 " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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3

appreciate inu5it
that ht W elf hae
ttteect titheenticie.
NJ greater testimony for Telsen Transformers could
be found than the artistic sense of a Musician who
writes to us of the wonderful balance of tone these
Transformers give throughout the entire musical
scale—which has now made it possible for him to
hear as he once played to thousands.
Try one
in your set and have music in all its reality!

RADIO'S CHOICE!
-AND A MUSICIAN'S TOO!

RADIOGRAND
12/6

dilrA P1 fq f17.1 4:MIN-)

Ratio ,
. 5-1 or 3-1

TELSEN
1.3

ELECTRIC

CO.

LTD.,

MILLER

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only

STREET,

BIRMINGHAM.
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PHILIPS
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11

I111,.1.

LOTUS Components
RECTIFYING VALVES will make the best
of your set
for:
—Reliable
H.T. Supply
—Dependability
—Long Lue

Lotus Drum Dial,
29/6.

—High
Efficiency

An output easily Naried
and smoothed.
The only rectifier that has
withstood the greatest of
all—TIME.
Representative types
Type 506. Fall wave type. Filament voltage 4 volts.
Filament current l Amp. Anode volts-2 x 300 volts
R.M.S. max. Rectified current 75 nt.A.
Price 20/.
'type 505. Half wave type.
Filament voltage 4 volts.
Filament current approx. 1 Amp. Anode volts R.M.S.
400 v. max. Max. value Rect. Carteret 60 nt.A.
Price 15/Type 373. Half wave type
Filament voltage 4 volts.
Filament current 1 Amp.
Anode voltage 200 volts.
max.
Rectified current 40 ni ..
Price 15/Philips make rectifying valves Ibr voltages up to
4,000 and currents up to 40 amps.

HILIPS
Branches and Service Departments at—
Birmingham
.
Nottingham
Newcastle-on-Tyne

Glu ,gow
(:ardilf
Belfast

Bristol
Leeds
Dublin

Liverpool
Manelteqer
PlymoutIr

Advert. PHILIPS RADIO, PHILIPS HOUSE, 145, CHARING
CROSS ROAD, LONDON, W

Build strength,
efficiency and reliability into your set.
Build with success and enjoyment.
Build
with
Lotus
components. Every
Lotus component,
Lotus Valve Holders, all
from a variable contypes from 1'3.
denser to a simple
switch, is the product
of experience and
experiment---a masterpiece of mechanical perfection. Lotus
components are easy
to fix, quick to
assemble, neat, compact and sturd y.
They work together
in perfect harmony
and ensure instant
Lotus Variable
Condensers from
fulfilment of your,
highest hopes.
From all Radio Dealers.

minus
COMPONENTS

tor ormnimnotniiiiiiIiiiPiiiimMEOROMIlloniellitriniimintomilreitire
GARNETT, WHITELEY & CO. LTD., LIVERPOOL.
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PURE
CLEAR
SILENT

Power

,

'

•

BRITAIN'S BEST BATTERIES

à!
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20TH,

I92q.

'route
KC/KA
CALLING

ARE YOU PROUD
OF YOUR NEW SET?
f-

DO

IT

JUSTICE

AND FIT THE BEST
POSSIBLE BATTERY
Ap,
*

Grosvenor
and

Batteries

satisfactory

incorporate

give

service

a new

continuous

because

vitalising

they

element

which is unique to Grosvenor.

7/6
11/6

66 v. from
99-v.

„

Super Capacity
for Multi -Valve {66
- - 99

Sets

v.
v.

20/32,,
r6

Aete

tifirritit

attery

BRITISH
MANUFACTURE
GROSVENOR BATTERY CO., LTD., 2-3, White. St.,

innooncA-rE,

LONDON, E.C.2.

Phone: Met. 631,6

Superior A.C. POWER TRANSFORMERS
and CHOKES for the MAINS

from 35 e- each

for ALL INPUTS and OUTPUTS.

Special Audio-Frequency Chokes and Transformers, and Smoothing Chokes for all purposes.

1

WILLIAM BAYLISS LTD., Sheepcote Street, BIRMINGHAM.

Telephone: Mid. 1409.

Telegram,

" Drawbencla B'ham."

Mention of " The 1Vireless World," when Writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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• IF

LONDON

ISN'T GMNG
DANCE
n

MUSIC-

VIENNA IS.
The McMichael Super Range Four places
you outside the usual restrictions of
programme choice. Tuning is so simple
that it is easy to obtain any selected
station, whilst the selectivity is such
that stations obtained come through
without any interference.
It is a receiver that you can take anywhere certain of an exceptionally wide
range of stations with a loud speaker
reception of power and quality, whether
indoors or outdoors.
A McMichael triumph obtaining the
utmost result from the latest and best
valves and components.
In its handsome furniture hide suit case it is a
pleasure to eye and ear.

CASH

22

PRICE

GNS.

lIncludei
n
ng R a
ol
ylU
et
u
.ipment
)
d
Or if desired it can
be
purchased
by
means
of
our
special
'Deferred
Payments on Hire
Purchase
Terms'
System, £5
down
and
10
monthly
payments of £2 - 1.

The McMICHAEL

SUPER RANGE PORTABLE
FOUR
Owing to the high degree of selectivity in
this, and our other Screened Grid Portable
Receivers, we are able to guarantee complete
selectivity between all main B.B.C. stations
under the new scheme of wavelengths.
Call at your local
a demonstration of

Manufacturers

et_l
of

dealer's and ask for
this unique portable.

I

ELI"

Wireless arid Scientific Apparatus

WEXHAM ROAD: SLOUGH: BUCKS:
Telephone: Slough 441- 442.
Telegrams: Radiether, Slough.
London Showrooms: 179, Strand, W.C.2. (Telephone: Holborn 2466)

A7
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The McMichael Super Range Four (Table Model)

Contains the same circuit as the McMichael Super Range
Portable Four, but is made as a table model in handsome
Walnut.
It is mounted on a turntable, and has a most
efficient frame aerial fitted inside the Cabinet. The use of
additional aerial and earth can be used to add to the normal
and very remarkable range.
Cash Price,

26 Gns.
Including all Equipment and Royalties.

ace,.pterl from fleo; tve belie i:c; to be thot .°uglily reliable.
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THIS EVERLASTING
HIGH TENSION UNIT

N OVEMBER

20TH,

1q29.

PAY more

than

CASH PRICE fri 10s. Od.

If you have Electric Light, this "ATLAS H.T. Unit, Model A.C.I6, will provide all
the High Tension necessary for your Set
from the Mains—always, and at practically
no cost. - It is yours for afirst payment of
le (less than the cost of an H.T. Battery),
the balance you pay in easy instalments
Imagine what it means to you to have this
permanent source of H.T. Supply — constantly powerful and smooth.
Never runs
DOWN down and never needs renewing. There is
no technical knowledge required to adapt.it
to your Set: all you have to do is connect it to a Wall
Plug or Lamp Socket, attach the ternnnals to your Set in
the same way as a Battery or Accumulator and just

YOURS
FOR
Maw

switch on.

THE SECRET
OF PERFECT
RECEPTION

Maximum results from any Set depend

upon consistently powerful and smooth
High Tension current.
Dry Batteries
cannot possibly he efficient, as they deteriorate in strength from the moment

you connect them to the Set, and modern
Super-Power Valves literally eat H.T.Current, the result
being the Batteries are exhausted in avery short space of
time. On using RT. Batteries the cost must be anything from
5()/- to £6 per annum, for athree or multi-valve set. Compare
this with the cost of an "ATLAS' .Eliminator. The first
cost is practically the last, as the current consumed, even
on amulti-valve Set, would not exceed 24. per week, and
the Eliminator is practically everlasting.

wiu
r margy
i s,
BATTER ïE MINATORS
provide absolute safety in working and

Le fully covered for 12 months by ¡lie

"ATLAS" Gust antee.
There is no
hum or motor-boating. Send for our
Folder No. 44, which gives full details
of all "ATLAS " H.T. Units, any of
which can be had on our easy payment
system.

POST THIS
COUPON
t
i

NOW!

MODEL A.C.16.
For A.C. Mains is suitable for any
Set from one to five valves and
specialty caters for Sets using
Screen Grid, Detector and Pentode
Valves.
It is also ideal for use
with any Portable Set when used
in the home. Provides two Fixed
Tappings of 120 and 150 volts
respectively and one
Variable
0/100 volts.
Output 150 volts at
25 rn /A. If you are on D.C. Mains
our D.C.16 Model is what you
require.

FOR A UNIVERSAL
VALVE
New Glass Bulb,
Finer yet Tougher
New
Super
Strength
Grid

2

ew
N on —
mi crop ho
Filament with
Specie] Coating

3

New
Large
Size
Anode,
Easier Flow of
Electrons

4

NEW
1930
TYPES!
NEW
1930
PRICES!

Name

n an unsealed Ul.
stamped envelope.
Mention 0i "J he

,.ETTER.S.

II:ireless World," when

FOUR VOLT

universal .075 amp. .. 5 6
Resistrcm .075 amp. ..5 6
Super H.F. .075 amp. . 5.6
Super Power.1 amp..... 7 6
Iiyper Power ..15 atop. .. 9 6
Pentmlion.r5 amp. .... 18,6

From your

or direct :

Artl

VALVES

Bee/ idnifeadeSeations
IMPEX

BLOCK"

Dario Milled Base
for Easier Hand—
ling.

TWO
VOLT
Universal a amp
56
Resistron .1 amp..... ••56
Super ¡LP. .15 amp.
56
Super Power.t3 amp.
7:6
Hyper Power .3 amp. . «1 6
Pentodion .3 amp.
18 6

Manchester.

Address

5

WRITE FOR.
FREE
FOLDER!

Messrs. H CLARKE ttr CO. (rvi'
ir.) Ltd..
:Dept. 3D). Atlas Worts, Old Trafford.

Please send your Folder No. 44, along with
details of your Easy Payment Scheme.

LONGE1t
LIFE!

ELECTRICAL,

LTD., DEPT. C,
LONDON, E.11

538, HIGH ROAD, LEYTONSTONE,

writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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HE name Ormond is asurety•
that not only the parts seen
but in all those hidden details;
however small, there is the same perfection of construction and design as
shown in the beautifully finished
exterior.
The new Ormond Loud-speaker
is no exception to the rule.
Its
exterior design is original and most
attractive, whilst the finish is perfect.
The handsome Oak or Mahogany
cabinet is fitted with the famous
Ormond 4Pole Adjustable Unit and
specially designed "wonder" cone
with the result that the tone and
volume is of exceptional excellence.
"Blare" is absent and the reproduction, whilst powerful, is very
mellow.
$14,„

The low price affords no criterion of the high
quality of this new Ormond Speaker—it is but
another example of amazing Ormond value
Supplied in either Oak or
Mahogany Cabinet, Price

29/6

THE ORMOND ENGINEERING Co., Ltd.
ORMOND

HOUSE,

ROSEBERY

AV.,

LONDON,

E.C.1

Telephone: Car/ten:ye/1 5334-5-6
Telegrams; "Ormondengi, Smith"

BI
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Pickups and
the NOVOTONE
Every user of an electrical pick-up should immediately
write for the "Novo tone" Booklet.
The Novotone Tone Compensator invented by Dr. N. W. McLachlan
not only compensates for the inherent losses in pick—ups but also
for the even greater losses in recording.
Read this extract
1929, Page 177:

from

"The

Wireless

World," August 21st,

"1st ordinary records it is necessary to restrict the amplitude
of notes below about 250 cycles in order that the vibrations
may be contained within the standard pitch of the groove."

THE NOVOTONE COMPENSATOR
TURNS
PUTS
THE NOVOTONE.
McLachlan Tone Compensator.. Patents Pending.

LOSSES

IN

INTO

GAINS.

BASS. WITHOUT

BOOM.

IMPROVES REPRODUCTION OVER THE WHOLE
MUSICAL SCALE.
GIVES REALISM FROM RECORDS.
Write now for the 8-Page explanatory Booklet "

[ NOVOTONE
PLACED
FIRST
by Public Ballot in "The Wireless
World" Olympia Show Competition.
(Classification 7.)

See the Diagram illustratinz the effect of the
Novotone on electr.cally reproduced records.

Gam-brell

GAMBRELL RADIO LTD.,

GAM-BRELL ALL-ELECTRIC RECEIVERS.

6,

Leaflets Fero.

Buckingham

Street, Strand, London,
Te/..pho,,, Temple Bar 211.

W.C.2.

Supplied to Bona Fide

\Traders Only!
—this Indispensable
Business Reference

D

PRICE 5/6 post free.
To subscribers to '' The
Wireless & Gramophone
Trader
— 3'6 post free.
Outline of Contents.
Wireless and Gramophone technical data. Trade
and general information to which quick reference is
essential. Trade lists of Manufacturers name, and
addresses. Factors' names and addresses arranged
alphabetically and territorially; classified buying
guide to Wireless and Gramophone goods and their
suppliers
Lists of proprietary, names of goods
on the market.

"The Mreless and
Gramophone Trader 1r

ON'T face 1930 without a copy of the '
Year Book to help you through.
Every page (and there are some 280 apart from the Diary) is full of lust
those things you will want to know at amoment's notice. The new
edition will be thoroughly revised and up-to-date, all infonnation and trade
lists being arranged to facilitate immediate reference to any required subject.
The Year Book . is strongly bound in cloth covers, to withstand the great
amount of usage it receives. Make sure that you have a copy for 1930.
It will be published early in December,. but bookings are now being taken
and orders will be delivered strictly in rotation as received. So order now
and get your copy working' in ample time for the New Year..
Don't rely on old editions.

Get a new

'Year Book' for 1930 — it's up-to-date.

EAR BOOK &DIARY ,'

St. Bride's House, Salisbury Sq., Fleet St., London, E.C.4.
'Phone :Central

7713 (9

lines).

Mention ol " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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LI:ELECTRIC
RECE IVE RS•
We can tell you—of the Varley all-electric receivers
—that each is remarkably selective; that reproduction is excellent; that they will operate amoving
coil speaker—that they are free from mains hum;
that they are equipped with gramophone attachment
and have many other outstanding features.
We can tell you that the VARLEY model shown
here has been tested in 12 different parts of the
country, and that in each, io to zo different stations
were received; that Brookman's Park can be cut
out at seven miles from that station.
Far rather that you should hear it, see it, test it
yourself. Then you, too, will acknowledge these
points.
You will appreciate its attractive design
and appearance —its VARLEY quality. Your
dealer will demonstrate it to you.
VARLEY ALL—ELECTRIC
RECEIVER .
A.C. Model (List No. API) 16 Guineas
D.C. Model (List No. AP2)

Marconi

16 Guineas

Royalty .extra 13'• each

ci nc!

Radio-Gramophones
For
ItADIO

o
Vauiley

.•••••

VARLEY

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only

Radio Gramophones.
39 Guineas.
39 Guineas.

Marconi Royally extra eaelt

251,

VARLEY MI-Electric Console Radio Gramophones.
A.C. Model
- 65 Guisseam ,
D.C. Model
. 65 Guineas.
ir.-on Royalty extra cacti

Advertisement of Oliver Pell Control Ltd., Kingsway House, 103, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

53

Upright Electric
A.C. Model
D.C. Model
-

Telephone: Holborn 5303.

accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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COMPONENTS
--BEST IN
RADIO!

L.F. TRANSFORMER
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ELIMINATORS

\Vide research and experience are behind these new components. Eveey
Eliminator is tested to over 1,000 volts A.C. forbreakdown, andcompliesin
every way with L.E.E. regulations.
UNIVERSAL MODEL A.C. For input voltages from zoo-35o volts.
Supplies H.T. in 6Tappings from 200/60 volts, output at zoo volts 50 mA
L.T.
V.-4 amps.). Grid bias in zo one-volt steps. Price £12. 10 .0.
(Exclusive of Marconi Royalties.)
GENERAL PURPOSE MODEL A.C. For input voltages from zoo 230
volts, Supplies H.T, in 6Tappings from 200/60 volts, output at 200 volts
50 mA L.T. for ordinary (D.C.) valves variable 216 volts, and Grid Bias,
20 one-volt steps.
Price £16 .16 .
(Exclusive of Marconi Royalties)
POWER MODEL A.C. For Public Address Systems and Power Amplifiers.
For input voltages from 200-250 volts. Supplies H.T. 400 volts
and six for 200/60 volts. Output at 400 volts zoo mA. Output at zoo volts
43 mA L.T. (A.C.) valves 4 volt, and 6 volt. Grid Bias zo one-volt steps
and one variable supply to 150 volts.
Price
0. 0
(Exclusive of Marconi Royalties.)
Power Smoothing Choke (Type SM/500). EXCEPTIONAL EFF1CIENCY1
FIRST-CLASS WORKMANSHIP! Carrying capacity 500
suitable for smoothing in power amplifiers.
Tested to over r,000 tolls
for breakdown. Complie,: in all respects with LEE. regulations. Price

.

»ewe, AfflotreartheAreerwoMeed dieworetaewowevidAlifflovfweigiowwwees~.~",

M•P•A•

CHOKES

L.F. Maximum inductance at full load. No increase in temperature.
Comply with LE.E. Regulations. Tested to over r,000 volts A.C. for
breakdown.
"A" Series:
Carrying Capacity.
20 HC1111CS
••
a7o inA.
50 Henries
..
go mA.
r5o Henries
„
''B " Series:
Carrying Capacity.
30 Henries
..
55 mA.
so Henries
28 in.A.
inn Henries
I
A.
Price 7.5, *emirs% swentssesertweessow aressoossieiensweiffleristoewr~siosiensiodsoorwstrossieriseirew

Prue Ks

M•P•A•

MAINS

TRANSFORMERS.

M•P•A•

CHANGE

M•P.A•

POTENTIAL

igh Eirmieney with tirst-class workmanship. Tested tn over r,000 volts
A.C.. for breakdown. Comply with I.E.E. Regulations in every respect.
Bliteiprint of suggested circuit supplied with each transformer.
AMT./SO—Primary tapped for all A.C. voltages. Secondary 200+ 200 volts.
Full wave. 45 Milliamps. output. Filament-heating 2 volts
2 volts4 amps, output.
21 votts+ 2•5 volts 2 amps. output..
..
Price 181...
AMT/100—Primary tapped for all A.C.-voltages. Secondary 400+400 volts
full wave, too milliamps. output. zoo+ 200 45 mA. For G.B. or Intermediate or both. Filament heating 4 + .4 volts-3 amps. output a + 2
volts-3 amps. output; 2.5 + 2•5 volts-2 amps. output ;2.5 + 2.5 volts—
.? amps. output.
..
•.
, Price 103. ,00,,,,b
,„.
,,,,,,,,,,,~^fflosseouffloadosuaresffleeinrestioessastastosaawssaindervi r
sastawtswoovesins

OVER

SWITCHES

SILVER-GOLD ALLOY CONTACTS.
HIGH CLASS PRECISION
WORKMANSHIP. Rotary cam switches of very low capacity.
Positive contact in each position. Highly efficient.
TYPE "A "-3-pile 2-way switch with additional adjustable pair of
contacts. Ideal for radio gramophone combinations.
Price 91TYPE "B"---3-pole 2-way switch
..
..
Price 7 6
TYPE "C "—c-pole 2-way switch
.
.
••
•
Price 66
weeavetwerweArPmevoirwobwk.wneefflommorrire, weemeed

DIVIDER

For II I. amid GB. supply.
Another product of the M.P.A. Research
Labor. cry. 20,000 ohms resistance for Grid Bias and 2,000 ohms (heavy
duty) for
supply. 8 values H.T. 2r) tappings G.B. in one volt steps.
Carrying so mA on II.T. Tappings.
Price 7/6

Hearing

Almost Seeing

111.P.A. products above
£5 can be purchased on
easy deferred terms. Ask
your dealer to-day.
M.P.A. Wireless, Ltd.,
Dept. 2, Radio Works,
High Road, Chiswick,
IV .4. •

For 15f- you can buy a guaranteed transformer of firstclass design—a transformer that is used in some of the
finest Cinema and public address equipments in the world.
The Windings are so designed that screening is quite
unnecessary and breakdown impossible under normal
conditions. The core is of ample cross sectional area and
has avery high saturation point.
Put one in your set and
note the improvement in quality.

EI) I
SWAN
THE

EDISON

SWAN

RADIO
PRODUCTS

ELECTRIC

CO.,

LIMITED.

Head Office Edisvran Radio Division and West End Showroom:tot
la, NEWMAN STREET, OXFORD STREET, W.I.
(Insme: MUSEUM 9501.)
SHOWROOMS IN ALL

rue

PRINCIPAL
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Public
interest

AF
Fhe hiaph tension
bci The ry -io WillCh the world
has waiFed_Aives over óO
loner service... is incapable
of"crackle:

at
Tension
by

no corrosion__. Therefore no loss
in idleness.
Every wireless user ouhF
ro know .whm 'PerFrix"is the
(Dad one dig battertj
be used Focray.
SEND FOR FULL PAKTICULARS

will be kept

High

No salammoniac...11-tereîore

PERTRIX
DRY BATTERIES
PERTRIX LIMITED. BRITANNIA HOUSE
SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, LONDON W.C.2.
Factory— BRITANN IA WORKS, REDDITCH, WORCS.
Bc

Advcr zsements for " Tice Wireless IVorld" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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An entirely new M-L production for
the
ALL
ELECTRIC
RECEIVER,
the
D.C.
to
A.C.
Converter.

.

See The Wireless Wend,,
Page 375,
October 2nd, 1929.

40 WATT NI c• cf geg

£13 -0 -0
85 WATT NI ode§

£19-0-0
Power Supply Units our Speciality.
IF YOU ARE ON D.C. MAINS employ the above machine for running your ALL
ELECTRIC RECEIVER.
The only safe way to operate receivers from D.C. Mains.
Suitable for well-known makes of Receivers.

M -L

MAGNETO

SYND.

Ltd.,

Radio

Dept.,

COVENTRY.

Telephone: 5001.

çs,

THE

B ES T

LOUD

SPEAKER.

The golden tone of the
new model is imparted
by the wonderful tuned
gongs.
Amazing purity
and volume.

COME AND HEAR IT!
Demonstrations Daily.

7 Days'

Approval

against cash.

The

DONOTONE

(Regd.)

LOUD

SPEAKER

(Dept. C),

40, Furnival St., Holborn, London, E.C.4.
From

5

One.

TELEPHONE:

HOLBORN 0523.

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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10,000 FEET UP!
Great 20-passenger
Air Liners rely on
Marconi Valves for
navigation messages
CROYD ON

aerodrome — noon.

"All aboard ?Cast off!" Giant airliner roars upwards.

Chessboard

far below — Surrey, Kent.
glittering in sun — Channel.

Silver
Pilot

wirelesses to Croydon: "Sea deadcalm. Flying at to,000 feet. Slight
breeze."

Fifteen minutes later —

poplars of Picardy.

Le Bourget.

Punctual to the minute.

Three

hours — three hundred miles. And
all the time in touch with aerodromes — through Marconi Valves.
Imperial Airways' machines use
Marconi Valves. Croydon Control
Tower uses them.

For their reli-

ability. For their long range. Your
radio set would be better for them.
Give you greater volume, clearer
tone, longer service.

Cost not a

penny more. Fit any set.

VALVES

The first and greatest name in wireless
Write for an interesting valve catalogue to the Llarconiphone Company Limited, 210-212 Tottenham Court Road, London, W.

87

Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted from

/h ins

we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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DURAI
MICA CONDENSER
Type 620
mows to '0009
'0ox
to 'oo6
'oo7

.

to 'can

2/6
3/—
3/6

u4 ATOP ci
, PAPER CONDENSERS
or to '1
each 2:—
'325 and •2
each 23
.
25 and'3
each 25
.
4
and *5
each 26
.
ro each 2/6
20 each 3/6
' Priem M higher values on
application.

'
1
;
:
;

to 'oo6
to •oog

41Lee

MICA CONDENSER
Type 11775
'or — 4/—
•r — 86
'5
— 37/6
Intermediate Capacities at
proportionate prices.

3;3/6

Condenser

in

an

eliminator

circuit.

J
.
•

HELSBY CONDENSERS

i

MICA CONDENSER
Type 610
•cb0005 to 'woo
26
'Dot
4)07

You cannot
but the bes t

afford to use any

are made and guaranteed by afirm with
30 years' experience in condenser making, from
small telephone and radio condensers to Power
Condensers weighing upwards of 2. tons.
Guaranteed working voltages :- Type M
150 volts D.C.
Type 2A,
35 0volts D.C.
Type 3A
45 0volts D.C.
Type 4A
- 6oci volts D.0
All Helsby Condensers are vacuum dried
and impregnated with aspecial nonhygroscopic material which
renders them moisture
proof.

If unobtainable from your dealer, write
to us giving his name and address.

If unobtainable from your dealer, write
direct to us. giving his name and mblres.

UBILIE
FIXED CONDENSERS

Free for the asking—".4 Bit about
a Battery." There's a copy for 4
you at you: .dealers..

1416'4'9
/

W

Dubitier Condenser Co. (19 z5)
Ltd., Ducon Works.
Victoria
.Road, X. Arlon, LonAn, II ,3.

MBank
LiC

BRITISH INSULATED CABLES LTD
PRE5COT- LANCS.
Makers of PRESCOT and HELSBY cables

34' F

Mention 61 " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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NEW

Loud Speaker
principle

A—

givef
amajmg
results/
•
T HE instant success of the new *Iran

.1 models: V10, £5 10s. Oil.;
12, £ 7 1 0 s. 0 el. ; V 1 5.
£12 10s. Oel.
All obtainoble on
cosy monthly payments.

Duplex Loud Speakers which give
such amazingly clear reproduction, is
entirely due to the new igrObjil "Vee" Heed
combined with the extraordinary

eirobin

Duplex Diaphragm. Only in Ii3rotun Duplex Loud
Speakers are these revolutionary features to be
found. They are the patented invention of Mr.
S. G. Brown, F.R.S., who is known throughout
the world as the maker of the first Wireless
Loud Speaker.

A

The >rotes Receiver, irnstrated here, is highly
recommended for 11PC with any of the eaten
Duplex Loud Speakers. It is made in two models
—for A.C. or D.C. mains* or battery operation —
and gives truly wonderful results. Anyone can
operate it, and get as many as 41 home and
foreign stations in an hour. No coil changing is
necessar —the >ratan Dual-wave Coils rover all
wavelengths. No better combination than the
'Status Receiver and a Duplex Loud Speaker
can be bought at any price.
Ask your dealer
to let you hear for yoursel£
_
in case of D.C. Mains where Mumning
is prevalent, • special Smoothing Filter
eau he provided.
Ready -built anti t^sted.
For
battery operation • £9 7a. 65.
For mains operation £17 10s.
Aleo supplied in Kit form, for
home building, at slightly lower
pricer.
All models obtainable
by Instalment,

4,

B9

FREE!

(I

Write for FREE illus.
witted Folders, to Dept.
•D' S. G. DROWN Ltd.,
Weston ia Avenue, North
Acton, London, W.3.

•

Advertisements for " The Wireless World "

are only accepted from firms we believe to bn thorounblv reliable
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WHAT MORE COULD YOU WANT
IN A GOOD WIRELESS BATTERY?

DETACHABLE
CARRIER

The TUDOR battury ha: everything agood wireless battery
ought to have—charge indicators, for convenience and safety
—thick plates and wood separators, for long life and robustness—non-corrosive terminals with vaseline chambers—clear
glass containers—big ebonite filling plugs—and now an allmetal carrier!
Yet with all these advantages Tudor
batteries cost only very slightly more.
Ask your local dealer to show you one and examine these
detail refinements, including the ingenious indicators which
tell you how much current you have left and when recharging
becomes necessary.
10 Volt

HIGH

TENSION

Capacity.
5H.T. 1

2,750 M illiamps.

5H.T. 2

5,500

5H.T. 4

12,500

UNITS.
Price.
69
10/.

ff

CLEAR GLASS
'CONTAINER

WOOD
SEPARATORS

17'6

..11111110.1•111•1••••.,

COUPON.
'loase send me full particulars of Tudor Wireless
Accumulators.
çame
,Idress
rudor Accumulator Co., Ltd.
Norfolk Street, Strand, W.C.2.

ACCUMULATORS

27'm
Complete.

C

"Inundated with Letters and Enquiries!"
The Result of advertising in "The Wireless World."
"The Wirelsss World,"
Dorset Rouse,
Tudor Street, E.C.4.

6th November, tutse

Dear Sirs,
As you are aware, on the 9th
of October we inserted a full.
page advertisement in your paper
describing our L.P. Coupler,
which was followed a week later
by asimilar advertisement giving
a wiring diagram showing the
incorporation of the same in a
combined Radio•Gramophone.
It has occurred to us that it
may be of interest to you to
know that we have since been
simply inundated with letters
and enquiries from all over the

Country. It is no exaggeration
to -say that our whole activities
have been concentrated upon
dealing with the ceaseless pro.
cession of callers and letters sent
to us since the advertisements
appeared. Even at this date, we
have a number of enquiries on
hand which require attention.
We feel we cannot speak too
highly
of
this
achievement,
and commend your paper as a
valuable medium for obtaining the
interest of the Wireless public.
l'ours faithfully,
GRAMO—RADIO AMPLIFIERS, LTD.,
(Signed)

GORDON E. WARD, Managing Director.

Ia., New London Street, London, E.C.3.

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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e
Tenacious

Coating

A BAD Filament
WITHOUT
"TENACIOUS COATING"
This reproduction shows part oi
the filament of a badly coated
valve before use, showing aserious
gap in the coating. A gap such as
this starts the valve off in its life
with a poor performance.
The
valve then prematurely fails.

ra
awe,

A GOOD Filament
WITH
" TENACIOUS COATING"
Reproduction from an untouched
microphotograph showing the coating
typical of all OSRAM VALVES.
Notice the absolute evenness of the
coating. There are no gaps, the
coating clings, so that the full benefit
of the coating is maintained. The
secret is the startling discovery of the
scientific process of "TENACIOUS
COATING."

WRITE

for
booklet
" OSRAM
WIRELESS GUIDE"
(1929 edition)
giving full particulars of the full range of
OSRAM VALVES with the " TENACIOUS
COATING."
Also
helpful
wireless information of importance to every
listener. Sent post free.

with the

N.

"TENAciovs COATING"
MADE

IN

ENGLAND

SOLD BY ALL WIRELESS DEALERS.

Advt. of The General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House, Kinesway, London, W.C.
it xx

Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only
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Only Five Weeks
and
Christmas:

5
,
4

Have you realised that within the next
two weeks you will be called upon to
make a decision as to what music you
will have for Christmas?
Whether it
is for your Club or your Home, you will
require some instrument to entertain
your friends, and why not make it a
Radiogramophone and be up-to-date?

ROTARY BATTERY SWITCH
An attractive alternative to th.
usual Push and Pull type in
Switch.
All insulated,
with
indicatina 'On" and' 01" Mal
pointer knob and double 1 / 9
contact.
Each

The famous itenjamfn clearer.
Tone Valve-holder, with Flexible
connections for attaching to the
terminal on the COp of 1 1 2
ISO pentoile valve.
Price each
Pentode attachment only for use
with existing Clearer-Tone Valve.
holder: or Vlbrolders. Bd. each

The R.G.D.
Radiogramophone.

5-PIPI VALVE -HOLDER

Designen TM nee wits tac nee
pin salve with
centre leg
The well-known Benjamin anti.
microphonic feature is taco?
porated, and also patented eon
tact, which ensures per
feet contact with either
solid pin or split pin
/
valves
Price. each

,
9

The original CLEARERTONE VALVE HOLDER

The BENJ AMIN VIBROLDER was last

in face of considerable
low price competition has
more than held

season's most suicessful
acc es soi y, the sellaligning feature ensuring

its own and will
be continued at
price of

positive contact with all
types of English 1 /6
4-pin valves.
Price, each

j

The popular Push and
Pull doubt e-contact
Pottery Switch. It's "off"
when it's "in."
Price with terminals, each

1/3

Without
terminals.
each

1/-

ELLWAL4.1,N

RADIO PRODUCTS
THE

BENJAMIN

BRANTWOOD

ELECTRIC

WORKS,

LONDON,

Mention of " The Wireless World. -

LTD.

N.17.

An entirely new six-valve instrument
giving the highest possible quality for
both radio and record, with ample
volume, incorporating the latest design
of moving coil speaker, operates entirely
from electric mains, A.C. any voltage,
or D.C. 200 Volts or over.

£75

in Oak.

£80

Mahogany.

Place your order now to ensure delivery,
to avoid disappointment.
Literature on application to

The Radiogramophone Development
St.

Peter's Place,

Co.

Broad Street,
BIRMINGHAM.

when tvriling to advertisers. will ensure Prompt attention.
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PHILIPS BATTERY ELIMINATORS
',:.4411,777ne4 -

Type

use.

H.T. UNITS

3002

Type

Ghee,
optIonol
anode voltages. Oliiput
approxlmotely
aOnt.1 al IGO rolls.

£3-17-6

£5-10-0
/4‘'ete

„co--

`eeee.

eeve
ee
y,esC:e
•ot%

3005

For D.O.

bet

se%10, •,,,,,\.ee.c.¡C

o\ws.

Get

vesett`egce
rsw- e:v
ecei

°

to •
'ewe tt

°.,

,
e cCe

s

0t

e:os,,,t, oti

12

f° e't()Ictue

cost
eetet
eese Ye/eel%

e

oc

¡e

Ects''
$/ ste

eet
so s., 0e.

u

,
(Nitet
‘;•.
3.1ere ,.
P
ei veg

Type

3009

Clives
4 optional
anode voltages and
on. fired and two
adjustable grid bias
voltages.
Output
approrlonalely:22mA
el 150 volts.

£5-15-0

PHILIPS
fir

PHILIPS
B1 3

RADIO,

PHILIPS

HOUSE,

145,

CHARING

CROSS

adio

ROAD,

LONDON,

W.C.2.

Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted from finns we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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WORLD

STANDARDS

The Marvellous Michret
of the Wireless World

IV hen eheed, ilte KeesMace
Gnome" does nat
stand as high as a telephone.
Its actual dimensions are 13 X ¡I
6
inches, and it weighs lest
Ilion 20 tbS.

elm REES-MAC
GNOME
PORTABLE

G. M• T. and
T.
C. C.

SCREENED

G.M.T. stands for Greenwich Mean Time and
is the standard by which we gauge the varying
times throughout the world.

GRID

FOUR

VALVE

The smallest efficient portable in the world, the
Rees-Mace
Gnome" is light enough to be
carried without being burdensome.
It gives
razor-edge selectivity and achoice of 20 to 30
broadcasting programmes with vital,
full-fledged tone, cutting out BrookPRICE
man's Park completely and with
ease.
Nothing has been sacrificed
to give such compactness—standard
- batteries and valves are used.
GUINEAS

T.CC. means Telegraph Condenser Company
and-stands for the makers of the condenser
:which has long been recognised as the standard
•for all cond-nsers.
As Greenwich gives us standard time, so does
the T.C.C. factory at Acton give us the standard
çondenser.

19

Be certain of "Greenwich Accuracy" in your
condensers by using only "the condenser in the
green case' —T C.C.
The condenser illustrated above is a .0003 mfd. Flat
Type Mica Condenser. Price ihd. Other values in tb.
type from .000t to .0z mfd. Prices ii3d. to 2/6d.

The

REES—MACE

TOURIST

SEVEN

A seven-valve superheterodyne in a suitcase,
ensuring extreme selectivity and very great
range.
Four or seven valves can be used as
required: In brown
or blue hide.

Price 39 Guineas

Write for full details of ALL Rece -Mace Models.

REES—MACE

39A,

MANUFACTURING

Welbeck

Street,

London,

CO. LTD.
W.1

('Phone: Mayfair 3758.)

Adt

3eeg rap: Condenser Co Ltd ,W ales Farm Road. N. Art,n. London, W.3 '23,7

M

AND AT PARIS, THE HAGUE AND NEW YORE

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure pruiript attention.
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THE LATEST SCIENTIFIC
DEVELOPMENT IN
LF•TRANSFORMERS
is the new

GEOWHONE
REC., STERE I)

TRADE

MARK

111.• F*TRAIN SFORME
A perfect amplification curve
From 50 to 6,000 cycles

WITH THE
BIGGEST
STAGE GAIN
CONSISTENT
WITH HIGH
QUALITY
REPRODUCTION

THE
TRANSFORMER
USED BY
LEADING
PORTABLE
MANUFACTURERS

zo
PRICE

Advt. of The General Llectric Co., Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W.C...
$15

Advertisements tor " The Wifeless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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FAST AND SLOW MOTION CONTROL
for

Tuning

and

Reaction.

You will find a wonderful difference in the
way you

can

pull

in

stations which are

separated by only a metre or two, when
you

employ

"Polar"

Fast

and

Slow

motion condensers.
Polar Condensers make just that differen«
in selectivity that adds a few more stations
to your list of

the " worth hearing";

and they also improve the quality of reception by giving you " dead on" tuning.

POLAR ." IDEAL."
•0005

-

-

12/6

•
00035

-

-

12/3

•0003

-

-

12/,

Supplied fitted with Drum
Control. Escutcheon and 2
fixing screws for 216 extra.

FOR TUNING
Place the Polar
“IDEAL"
behind your panel.

FOR REACTION
Place the Polar
behind

your panel.

Obtainable from all Dealers. New
Polar Catalogue Free on request.

WINGROVE & ROGERS LTD.
188-189, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2.

o *el

•%.%e "PIXIe„
This wonderful 5-Valve Receiver is the latest challenge
to the Portable World. It is the smallest and lightest
5-Valve Receiver ever marketed, and has the same
beautiful finish that characterised the "Metropolis"
Set which received such unstinted admiration at the
Olympia and Manchester Radio Shows.
The' circuit employs for the first time the new
Patented (No. 313256) system of Screened Reaction,
which allOws excellent selectivity to be obtained with
only one
tuning
dial.
Handsome Lebakite Panel
and Loudspeaker Grille,
unspillable
Accumulator
and roo volt H.T. Battery.
The case is covered in
dark red morocco grained
leather cloth.
Send for
full particulars.
PRICE

14

GNS.

or 50:- down and
25, - per month.

EMPIRE
10,

POLAR ." Q.J."
•
00025

-

-

10/6

•
00015

-

-

10/3

•0001

-

-

10/-

Supplied with Knob and
Dial to match the "Ideal,"
if desired. No extra cost.

Ft 0P04 is

This famous Receiver is the only Superhet. Portable
in the world. The circuit employs five valves, two
screened grids, two triodes and a pentode, and is the
most selective set it is possible to make. It is consequently ideal for those living near a High Power
Station. The range is enormous, and the CELESTION
SPEAKER gives a beautiful mellow tone.
The set is contained in a handsome real leather ease,
13 X 12 x 8 ins., and its complete weight is only 22 lbs.
"Metropolis" brings the
whole world to your home
and is an unending source
of entertainment. Let us
give you a demonstration
in your house of its wonderful capabilities.
•
Send for full particulars.
PRICE

30

GNS.

or £6 down and 50,per month.

ELECTRIC

FITZROY

Telephont :MUSEUM 1055.

CO.,

SQ UARE ,
LONDON , W .1.

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writinz to advertisers, will ensure promkt attention.
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ilVIAZDA

25

If arecords
worth playing
its wonli
playing well/

EFFICIENCY
ECONOMY
TYPE P625A

40

35

30

25

20

15

10

5

0

M AZDA P.625a.
Type P625 A is a super-power valve, and is capable of
giving a high power output without distortion. It has
been designed for operating cone and moving-coil
type loud speakers.
The volume obtained with this
valve when used in the final L.F. stage is sufficient for
most purposes, whilst the quality of reproduction over
the whole of the musical range is bound to please all
lovers of good music.
Those who desire a large
volume of sound and better quality of reproduction
should fit .the valve in the final stage of their receivers.

PRICE

Pick -ni' with
adafitor for use
wit h
eandircl
Gr IntoPho
tone
arms—Puce
2716
conjolete.

15/.

ÍAZ

Il

•
PICK-UP

RADIO
VALVES

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO. LTD.
Head Office Ediswan Radio Division and West-End Showrooms:

la,

NEWMAN

STREET,

OXFORD

STREET,

WA.

la,

SHOWROOMS IN ALL THE PRINCIPAL TOWNS.

\!.

Advertisements for " The Wireless World'

and TONE ARM

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO. LTD.
Head Office Ediswart Radio Division and West-End Showrooms:

'Phone: Museum 9801.

B17

A record is made electrically—unless it is reproduced electrically a
great deal of its beauty
may be lost. Use aB.T.H.
pick-up with your radio
set and hear record music
as you've never heard it
before.
•
Pick-up and Tone Arm—
Price 451. complete.

20.

NEWMAN

STREET,

OXFORD

STREET,

'Phone: MuFeum 9801.
SHOWROOMS IN 41,r, THE PUINCIPAL TOWNS

are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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IN THE
WIRELESS STATION
ON THE CLIFF
RECEIVING
THE ANXIOUS CALL FROM

•

THE DRIVEN SHIP STANDS
THE EXIDE BATTERY
PRICE

18
THE reason for the enormous popul
ar it y of

„a-eddies»
REMEMBER YOU CAN HAVE
THIS SELF-SAME BATTERY
IN YOUR OWN SET. THIS
PRE-EMINENT PARAGON
BATTERY OF THE WORLD

exibc

the Watmel Balanced Armature Unit is that
it is so sensitive. At the same time it has a
response curve that is remarkably even over the
entire range of musical frequencies. Both these
qualities are the result of the same feature of
design. The armature is suspended between
four pole pieces of a powerful permanent
magnet.
When the signals magnetise the
Armature there are at any moment four distinct
forces at work tending to turn the Armature
about its axis. Because there are these four
forces at work simultaneously, the Watmel Unit
responds readily even to weak signals, and this
saves your battery current. Also, because electric
forces rather than springs are relied upon to
compensate the Armature movement, there is an
almost entire absence of "peak" response,
and consequently outstanding purity over all
frequencies. You cannot get a finer Speaker
Unit, whatever you pay for it.

Ç

We shall be glad to send you on request
our Folder No. 101, showi
ng y
ou '
how to
make up avery fine Loud Speaker frorn
a Kit of parts, also Folder and blue print for
building up amodern 3-Valve Set.

THE LONG LIFE

BATTERY
Obtainablefrom Exide Service Agents and all reputable dealers.
Exide Service Agents give service on every make of battery.
EXIDE

BATTERIES

(London Sales & Service Depot) 2/5-229, Shaftesbury Ave-,

W.
Ca

-,\

WATMEL WIRELESS CO, LTD.,
Imperial Works, High St., Edgware, Mx.
Telephone :ErInware 0323,

Ha;

'Monti» of "rho MOW« Wale ; who* turning to advertisers, will ensure prompt

attention.
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REAL UTILITY
AND

Type I.

PRICES:
Unit without Re-

sistance 5,-. With 20,000
ohm Resistance 7 6.
Type 3.
Unit without Resistance
10 6.
With
20,000, 15,000 and 4,000
ohm
Resistances
and
Shorting Bar 17 6.

FE
ANODE
FERRANTI LTD.
e1g

CONVENIENCE
EFFICIENCY
Ferranti Anode Feed Units are designed
to provide ideal conditions for feeding
the valves.
Occupying a minimum of
space on the baseboard, one neat component takes the place of the many that
were previously necessary.
Gives results equal to those obtained when a
separate battery is used for each valve.
Obtainable in two types, as illustrated.
Write for full particulars and folder
Wb 415.

FEED
HOLLINWOOD

NTI
UNITS

LANCASHIRE

Advertisements for '' The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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Build the

he STARd
'11
1J 12.N

BULLPHONE
Screened Grid and
Straight "3" Sets
for

perfect

reproduction

Send direct for free Circuits.

The BULLPHONE
L.F.

DICK
1

POWER

out

the

brightest

spot

in the programme and then—

-

listen meth a Pentovox Three.
Here

TRANSFORMER

is

clear.

10'6

realism, .vivid

and

Keen selectivity to cut

out everything but the station
you want. Rich and mellow
reproduction. Ample volume
without distortion.

Guaranteed never

Yet the

Pentovox Three is most moderately priced. Easy monthly

to burn out.

payments if you wish.

BULLPHONE

TEN POUNDS'
Including Valves and Royalties

4 Pole, Duplex Reed
Adjustable Tone

JUNIOR
CONE
REPRODUCER

CONE UNIT

Brings the best out of any
set and costs only 35 «

SENIOR
CONE
REPRODUCER
£5 0 0

15'm

MOVING COIL LOUD
SPEAKERS
A.C.

Adjustable
CONE CHASSIS

D.C.

3

i

an Pair.

BULLPHONE
f
Ü
r
Loca
Obtainable from

your

direct

lDealer or

HOLLYWELL

LANE,

0

0

LONDON,

BowybL©w
in asiociation with tir

TD.

38,

£11

Ask your Wireless Dealer
about the comprehensive
Bowyer-Lowe
range
of
Sets and Components, or
write for illustrated
literato re.

Suitable for any Cone
Unit,
Per

£13 10 o

E.C.2

ASTOR
RADIO

Recordaph esn et Ltd.

London Showrooms:

HOUSE,

ALDWYCH,

Head Office and Works:
WORKS, LETCHWORTH,

W.C.2
HERTS.
0 MI

M A? lion of '' The ILreless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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This entirely new range of C.A.V.

29

H.T. Accumulators has many

unique features to commend them to all radio users. They are supplied
in separate 10-volt blocks and assembled 30-volt units, the latter comprising three 10-volt blocks air spaced.from each other and assembled
in acarrying tray.

All-moulded acid proof material so popularly used

for car batteries, is employed for the cell containers and trays, the
polished sinface giving an attractive appearance.

5000
MILL.
AMP. HRS.

10
VOLT
UNIT

Also supplied in 2.500 & 10,00 Milliamp Hrs.
Specify the C. A. V. Jelly Acid
Battery—The Perfect L.7'. for all
Portables.
wgiTE. FOR CATALOGUE TB.

IMISIMSSIMMIMIMMIMM,SMI•••••1

IMIIMMIIM11•1•••

<5tt,

SEN 11 h

I1

It

POSITIVE GRIP TERMINALS
(Patented)
Scientifically constructed, both electrically and mechanically.
they hold the wire, but grip thc flex covering All stresses
and strains are removed f
romo the conductors, and once a

•POSITIVE
GRIP
Standard Wander
Plug. The old friend.
used
by
tens of
thousands
satisfied
experimenters.
In
red, green and black.
Pri
ce .
2d. each.

connection is made it stays put, and without any unsightly
frayed ends of leads, the bane of all fans.
W

ri

te or FREE copy of our latest descriptive
leaflet " W.W."
Post free, of course.

POSITIVE GRIP
SAFETY PLUG
AND
SOCKET
(Registered Design).
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Ad9ertisements for " The

POSITIVE GRIP Banana
Type PLUG & SOCKET.
A great advance on all other
types of plug. A silky, dead
smooth contact is NOW obtainable. Price 4d. complete.

THE

premue.

LISENIN

Note neo

proof
contacts
at a!I

times.
Price 3d. ea.

;;Z:Zsrialleim
IVANDI

.4ete II‘14

-

PERFi
c
iiieter
, elee

CO.,
Bucts.

T. Address: POSGR1P SLOUGH.

e

RPMCS 2.

address :—

WIRELESS

Wireless World •' are only

POSITIVE
GRIP
SPADE
END.
Ad

&Weir?

5, Central Buildings, NIGH ST., SLOUGH,
Phone :Slough 652.

POS TIVE
GRIP PIN
END anewcomer.

Ideal for portable sets
and
where space is
limited. Various
colour.,
Price 2d. etch

2d. each.

LISENIN POSITIVE GRIP ALL MAINS
PLUG AND SOCKET (Registered Design).
The Lisenin Mains Plug and Socket is totally
insulated and is equaly as valuable on sets working
off batteries as those from the electric supply. The
leads may be dropped with impunity and there is
no chance of a short circuit. Instantly assembled
with the aid of ascrewdriver. NOTE THE PRICE
6d. each, complete as illustrated.
WRITE lo-day for our new descriptiva
folder, mention:ng this paper.

IVe have moved to larger

POSITIVE
GRIP
CIWEIBY
WANDER
PLUG.

Look for the Lisenin Show Casa as
your Radio Dealer's Counter.

accepted front firms we believe .to be thoroughly reliable.
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Braced to agirder-like rigidity—locked
top and bottom the elements in the
NEW Cossor Screened Grid Valve
are immovable — they are
proof
against even the hardest blow. The
Cossor system of Interlocked Construction ensures adegree of strengih
never before attained in any valve
—it ensures that the Cossor Screened
Grid Valve will retain its amazing
sensitivity and efficiency throughout
its exceptionally long life.
Use the
NEW lossor Screened Grid in your
Receiver—no other valve has Interlocked Construction.

2-volt type
now available.
Cossor 220 S.G. (2 ,olio,
*2 amp.) Max. Anode
Volts 150, Impedance
200,000,Amplification Factor
200. Price
-alia0
Cower 4 sad 6 volt Screened
Grid Valves are also available
*kb almoner characteristics at
the same price.

A. Q Guam

Ltd, Heber/ Grote, London. Ne

7Ite NEW

ossor

Screened Grid
Valve
2
,6 ffl

-
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GUIDE

TO

RECEIVERS.

N this issue we publish our fourth annual Buyers'
Guide to Receiving Sets of To-day. This annual
feature is not only becoming of the utmost value
to would-be purchasers of complete sets, but it has the
additional advantage that the publication of this information puts our readers au fait with the present tendency
in design and indicates very clearly the types of receivers
on which manufacturers are concentrating.
It is noticeable from the figures which this year's
Buyers' Guide to Sets provides that the popularity of
mains-operated receivers is increasing, whilst another
point of interest is that the popularity of portable sets
amongst manufacturers has about reached its zenith.
By this we do not mean that the portable set is by any
means athing of the past, but that manufacturers, rather
than develop new portables on the lines of those prewiously marketed, are designing sets which are self-contained except in so far as they require to be connected
to the electric supply mains for operation. The new
receiver has the advantage over permanently installed

2
3

i.

sets that it can be moved from one room to another,
and is independent of an aerial.
The sets of to-day serve once more to emphasise the
fact that receivers are designed to suit the valves which
the valve manufacturers develop, and it would appear
that at present, at any rate, it is the valve manufacturers
and not the manufacturers of sets who set the pace and
control the evolution of the wireless receiver. ,

2210 Coventry.

Guildhall Buildings, Navigation Street.
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STATEMENT OVERDUE.

4HE wireless picture transmissions which the B.B.C.
have been conducting over an agreed period of
twelve months have now come to an end and,
according to our information, the B.B.C. has decided
not to continue them because, in their opinion, there is
not sufficient evidence of public interest.
Whilst it may be difficult to find a good reason for
quarrelling with this point of view, yet we feel arongly
that a blunder has been permitted somewhere because
to us it seems unfair that a section of the public, however small, should have been induced to invest in the
purchase of picture-receiving apparatus only to find,
after acomparatively short run, the transmissions which
could be picked up in this country on the instrument
discontinued.
We should, of course, be told that all
purchasers of the apparatus were advised that the transmissions conducted by the B.B.C. were only experimental and their continuance could not be guaranteed,
but how many people, we wonder, would have been
prepared for such a decision as has now been made.
In the broadcasting of television experiments by the
B.B.C. such as is now proceeding, we have another
instance of questionable policy, but we feel that we
should exonerate the B.B.C. from responsibility for
both these enterprises, because if our information is
correct, they were thrust upon them by the Post Office,
because the Post Office was not prepared to grant independent experimental facilities to those concerns which
were commercially interested in picture transmission
and in television.
How long, we wonder, will the
B.B.C. television broadcasts continue? Is it not time
that we had from some authority a general report and
a statement of the number of persons who " look in"
to these transmissions? The Television Society, which
was formed some time back with the object of furthering the development of the technical side of the subject,
might, we thii)-k, quite reasonably be regarded as a suitable body to form acommittee to investigate the matter,
provided this committee was chosen from amongst
unbiased and unprejudiced persons.
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An Analysis of the Details of Design.

G

REATER progress has been made over the past
year than during any other similar period since
broadcasting began. Periodically we say that
radio receiver design is settling down, that the rate of
progress is becoming slower and that there is shortage
of new ideas. Then comes perhaps asmall contribution
to a temporarily standardised practice and a number
of changes quickly follow. By way of example, we
might quote the effect of the screen-grid valve, which
when first introduced made but slow headway in spite
of a manufacturing prejudice against the then adopted
practice of using the neutralised triode. This journal
did much to draw attention to that all-important
property of the screen valve, the amount of residual
capacity left aft2r the introduction of the screening
electrode and its effect upon amplification.
It was
shown numerically that a far greater degree of amplification could be obtained with the improved types of
S.G. valves than by the alternative process of the
neutralised triode. Confidence thus gained in the use
of the S.G. valve has brought about its almost universal
adoption. A moment's thought will reveal that this
minor development has proved a starting-off point for
a host of modifications in receiver design. Thus one

S.G. stage effectively replaces two inefficiently-coupled
triodes; two stable H.F. stages of enormous overall
amplification is a new introduction, while complete
screening, accompanied by all-metal construction
throughout, is the recent trend. In fact, to the screengrid valve can be attributed a drastic change in the

Three out of every twenty seta are fitted with anode bend detectors.
A slight upward trend in the use of this form of
detection is to be noted.

appearance, general construction and operation of wireless sets and the performance expected of them. So
absorbed are designers in carrying into effect these
technical improvements that there is yet little evidence
of the new conditions in the ether, occasioned by the
regional scheme, having made their mark upon tue
build of our sets.
Three Hundred Sets Analysed.

These graphs indicate a remarkable change in the method of
amplification. The neutralised and un-neutralised triode
have fallen from a combined total ol 100% almost to extinction.
In two years the use of the S.G. valve has risen to over 90 9e«,.

In the following few pages are summarised the general
details of design of the receiving sets obtainable to-day.
As in other years, percentages have been determined
from specifications as they are and not from the knowledge that many of the types will soon be passing to
be replaced by more up-to-date models possessing details
that would modify the figures. Our census is taken
at atime of change, but, nevertheless, the upward and
downward tendencies revealed can be accepted as a
reliable guide, their significance being actually of greater
B
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Receiving Sets a To-day.—
importance than is indicated. Data has been compiled, as far 'as is possible, in respect of some 300 sets,
with the aid of information courteously furnished by
the manufacturers, gleaned froth trade lists, and in

aerial would disappear, there is, in fact, a slight percentage decrease in sets using entirely frame aerial.
Regional conditions with generous signal strength over,
densely populated areas may modify this trend, and the
decline in the use of the frame is probably due to the
fall in the number of portables, with which it roughly
numerically corresponds. It is probable, however, that
the sensitivity-selectivity product for an outdoor aerial
is better than for a frame when using a well-designed
set embodying both filter and H.F. amplification.
Among open aerial sets it iS a growing practice to fit
a small fixed capacity condenser in the aerial lead.
This arrangement permits of the use of a single-coil
aerial inductance in place of a transformer so that longand short-waveband switching is simplified and some
degree of selectivity achieved, together with an increase
of signal voltage at the grid of the first valve.
The
reduction of aerial capacity provided by the series
condenser simplifies ganging.
Whereas a year ago switching for long and short
wavelengths was carried out by a variety of methods

i

I '
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Last year reaction was used in eighteen sets out of every
twentS. Now reaction is only to be found in fifteen out of
every twenty. The use of the capacity method of obtaining
reaction is almost universal.

many cases actual scrutiny of the apparatus.
Incidentally, the total number of sets is less this year than
last, duc to the withdrawal of obsolete types, many
of which were supérheterodynes, a reduction in the
range of models, and, it is interesting to note, a slight
.falling-off in the number of set manufacturers.
We will consider the receivers, item by item, from
aerial to loud speaker.
While it was confidently
.believed that as a result of the improving performance
and ,rapid growth of the portable, combined with better
and easier H.F. amplification, that the outdoor elevated
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Mains—operated sets are bringing about an increase in the
provision of output alters and transformers.
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A small increase in the adoption of transformer coupling is
due to a reduction in the number of L.F. stages and the ln- crease in the use of the pentode.
B

it has now become general practice to merely shed- circuit a loading coil. Portions of both ,primary and
secondary windings are short-circuited in the case of
H.F. transformers, and no longer is the somewhat difficult arrangement of series-parallel switching favoured.
No single example has been noted of the use of specially
'designed low-loss coils, and even in the newer sets
fitted with tuned screen-grid stages the inductances are
mostly of a type introducing appreciable H.F. resistance. Such resistance is perhaps of small account in
view of the other losses present, and these are generally
of no greater value than is just required to give stability.
In a few of the up-to-date multi-valve sets, including—
screen-grid stages, the interstage screening is fairly thorough, but its completeness is obviously determined
as a result of experiment, and takes into account convenience of manufacture.
Associated with the H.F. stages, one notes the bold
bid made in the recently introduced sets to provide
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it has dominated an other considerations of maintenitkeiving Sets of To-day.
ance or performance. This feature is shared by the
single dial tuning contifol demanding the ganged work:
mains-operated receiver, and is combined with freeing of two or more tuning condensers. Some degree
dom from battery troubles and expense, while permitof flatness of tuning, combined with the precise matchting of the use of valves of high performance and
ing of coils and condenser scales before assembly, would
unrestricted as regards anode potentials and current.
seem to be the system by which successful ganging is
Thus there is an obvious prediction which an indication"
achieved.. •Trimming condensers, connected across the
already confirms.
tuning condensers, aré to be found in several sets,
but their purpose can be merely that of bringing the
Fewer Sets with Reaction.
stray parallel capacity up to arequired minimum value
From the figures showing forms of detection one can-e
being that on which the plate shape• of the logarithmic
not overlook an increase in the use of anode bend
scales were calculated. These trimmers do not comdetection, eve, though the advance is only small.
pensate for lack of uniformity in the condensers themBetter H.F. amplifiers are largely responsible for the
selves or differences in coils; they merely teirrect for
change, while the incréased production of quality sets circuit capacity differences. If, however, the coils are
using perhaps aresistance-coupled L.F. stage has partly
precisely matched and no provision is made for "slip
contributed. Regional Conditions may further help the
ganging," logarithmic scales are not required, it merely
figure for anode-bend detection to advance, though the
being necessary to mate the capacities, including stray
.
:capacity at all settings of the condensers. Ganging the leaky grid method has many points in its favour, and,
condensers gives an apparent sharpness of tuning ribt ,will not fall back to any marked extent.
e
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ctecliae in the manufacture of both two- and three-valve sets is offset by an increase in the number of•receiVers el four
valves. There are contributory clauses which have combined to account for this change.

possessed by the individual stages, but it is possible
that the production of aflat-topped resonance has been
• the aim in some of the sets in order to maintain asufficient degree of selectivity without cutting down the
sidebands, a necessary requirement for quality réception. Filters have not yèt found their way into re,-ceivers of this class.
Aperiodic H.F. amplifiers are still to be found, but
only in the older surviving portables. It cannot be
-‘, denied that sets embodying two aperiodic stages have
•
entirely satisfactory range-getting properties, but the
amplification is essentially the result of a happy state
7
. of. reaction control which this arrangement affords. The
decline in the use of two aperiodic stages is marked,
and is due partly to a preference for the single S.G.
tuned amplifier and also to a decline on a percentage
basis in the number of portables.
This latter observation is indicative of trend towards
the replacing of the battery-operated portable by the
all-mains set. Portables have appealed because they
are self-contained, a feature -so much sought after that

Reaction is to be found in 75 per cent. of the sets.
This high figure is accounted for by the fact that it is
provided in all two- and three-valve and portable sets.
Here, again, can be seen the modifying effect of better
H.F. amplification, in that this year's analysis reveals
a very definite downward tendency in the use of reaction. It is, moreover, safe to forecast arapid decline
in the use of reaction under regional scheme conditions.
Little or no novelty has found its way into the L.F.
amplifier, neither have the figures representing the types
of intervalve couplings greatly changed. Increases in
the use of anode bend detection and the production of
expensive radio-gramophones might suggest a rise in
favour of resistance coupling. On the other hand, the
pentode valve has reduced the number of L.F. stages,
while the input coupling is invariably a transformer.
Although large sets are on the increase push-pull amplifiers have not grown in numbers. Parallel-connected
output valves are included in the specifications of
generous output amplifiers, and there are several
examples of the use of pentodes in this way.
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Receiving Seto it To-clay.
After more than ayear of popular interest in the electrical reproduction of gramophone records we find but
a small increase in the percentage number of sets in
which provision is made for the use of a gramophone
pick-up. The figure given owes its increase mainly
to the newly created radio-gramophones. Omission of
the provision for the use of agramophone pick-up does,
however, undoubtedly mar the selling potentialities
of sets.
Mains-operated sets re but few in number, yet their
rapid growth indicates that they will become as popular
as the portable which they are tending to replace. Their
•circuit systems have been dealt with in the preceding
analysis. Unlike the portable, where the design is a
random process of trial and error, and where all the established theoretical considerations are seemingly contravened, the mains set rigidly embodies in every detail all
'the best and most advanced principles. Sets for D.C.
.supply represent asmall portion only of the total number.
of mains sets, and there: is no evidence that the Manufacturers intend to give much attention to this class of
receiver. The requirements of .
the listener with D.C.
supply are met by using abattery set with L.T. accumulator and D.C. eliminator and cells for grid biasing. Both
indirectly and directly heated A.C. valves are to be found
in the A.C. sets, one of the reasons given for the use of
the directly heated valves being the easy conversion .to

•.
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battery working. Grid biasing is obtained in the majori
of A.C. sets by a voltage dropped across a resistanc
carrying the anode current, the circuit becoming compli
cated by the earthing of the spindles of the tuning condensers. It is due to grid biasing problems that directl
heated (battery) valves are used in the output stages o
the A.C. models, a separate winding being provided fo
the purpose on the mains transfOrmer. There is awide
range of battery than indirectly heated valves suitable fo
the output and these valves operate without hum wh
heated with A.C.
There is an appreciable increase in the inclusion o
generous output stages, this having come about by th
need for good quality and large undistorted A.C. outpu
with loud speakers of the moving-coil type.
Sets of to-day are less like an assembly of well-known
components than in preceding years. If progress were to
become less rapid, then the enthusiast would soon find
himself in the position of being able to procure aset as
good, and probably cheaper, than he could build.
Marked changes are, however, taking place now as
hitherto, centring chiefly around the application of valve
development. A fact that must not be overlooked is that
every set is, with perhaps one exception, British built.
While this position is, of course, mainly due to the fore-,
sight of the manufacturers in the matter of the administration of patents, it could not have been maintained wit
inferior gear.

'
Visiting a Power Station.
Condenser manufacture was jealt with In lan
Interesting way by Mr. Haywood, of the Dubilier
Co., in a lecture before the Alma (Bermondsey)
Radio
Society
at a recent
meeting.
On
October 29th members paid a visit to the local
.power station, which is being entirely rebuilt.
Under the guidance of the engineers the party
obtained a clear insight into the latest practice
in electrical power distribution.
Attractive items in the early future include a
visit to the local telephone exchange and a
lecture and demonstration by a representative
of the Mallard Company.
Ron. Secretary, Mr. A. J. sHopkins, 41, Trafalgar Road, S.E.I5.
0000
A Mystery Debate.
The Incorporated Radio. Society of Great
Britain announces that the proceedings at the
meeting on November 22nd will take ,the form
of à debate the eubject of which will be announced from the Chair. The meeting will he
held at the 'institut-ion or Electrical Engineers,
Savoy Place. W.C.. at 6 p.m.
000
From Battery to Mains,
;
.•
- "All Mains Receivers." a topic of sfiedial.
interest at the present time, was the subiect of
a lecture given before the Tottenham Wireless
Society on November 6th by the Society's. Tech.
nical Officer. Mr. .J. Burns.
Additional interest
was given ti) this lecture because Mr. Burns
treated his subject from the point of view of
the home constructor; a few weeks previonaly
the Society had listened to a lecture 'on the salue
subject by a representative of a firm producing
'
these all-electric receivers commercially.
Hay'
ing experimented for two years witl: this class
of set, and having made most of his material
himself, the lecturer was able to draw upon a
..
useful fund of practical experience which proved
- specially valuable to those members who are
now making a change from battery to mains
.drive.
eon. Secretary, Mr. W. Bodemeald, 10, Brine
Grove, N.17
000a
The " Hit and Miss" Method.
The time when it was considered wonderful
. to ring a bell across the width of a room by
wireless was recalled by Mr. A. K. Bentley in
delivering the Presidential address on "The Progress of Radio " at the meeting ot'the Radio E.

..

CLUB NEWS.
perimental Society of Manchester on November 8th. The speaker emphasised that progress
in radio had not been achieved by "hit and
miss 'methods, and if amateurs were to assist
in the forward trend of wireless they must take
the trouble to learn something about elementary
physics and maths.
At the Society's meeting
on Friday next, November 22nd, 'Mr. R. M.
Kay, B.Sc.(Tech.), will lecture on "The Thermionic Tube in Uses other than Radio." Visitors
will lie cordially Welcomed.
lion. Secretary. Mr. L. Fox. 23, Yew Tree
Avenue. Alexandra Park, Manchester,

FORTHCOMING EVENTS:
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 2Ith.
Edinburgh and District Radio Society.—
.4t 8 put. At 16, Royal Terrace.' -Load,
Speaker Night.
Haswell Hilk and Distriet Radio Society.— •
At 8 p.m. At Tollington .9(4001. Tetherdown N.10. Lecture and Demonstration:
"Lote-frequeney Am plifiration," managed
by tlie Mallard Wireless Service Vo., Ltd.
Queen's Park Radio Soeiety.—At 8 nut.
At the Oddlellowa' Hall, 593, Harrow
• Road. Paddington.
Lecture by Mr. J.
Josey.
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 21st.
Ilford and District Radio Society.—Visit to
Ilford Telephone Exchange.
Slade Radio (Birminghant).—At the Parochial
Broomfield Road, Erdingtpw.
Junk Sale. .
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER Und.
Ineorporated
Radio
Society • of
Great
Dritain.—At 6 p.m. At the Institution of
Electrical Engineers, Savoy Mare. IF.C.2.
Debate (subject to be announced nt meeting).
TUESDAY. NOVEMBER 28th,
Rude Radio Soriety.—At 8 P.m. At Mount
ROIlliC Hall, George Street, Ryde, I.O.W.
Lecture by Mr. R. M. Luey (of Messrs.
S. G. Brown, Ltd.).

Olt* Members as Critics.
A four-valve set alleged to be working unsatisfactorily was on view at the last meeting
of the South Croydon and District Radio Society,
and members felt it incumbent upon them to
investigate the set to discover wherein it failed.
*A, superficial inspection showed that the receiver
was of the Everyman type, but here all resemblance stopped, for there were many radical
alterations, particularly in the low frequency
side. Mae "horrifying " feature, in the opinion
of many present, was the inclusion of two resistance capacity stages instead of the conventional
resistance coupling and L.F. transformer stages.
The valves also came in for some caustic corn ment. but it can be said that the owner of the
set, having had the courage to exhibit it, derived
all the advice that lie is ;likely to require for
some time to come.
Despite its imperfections,
the maligned instrument provided good reception
from the Continent as well as from Brook man's
.Park and 50B.
Min: Secretary, Mr. E. 1,...ftunbers, I4, -Campden Rond.' S. Croydon.
0000
Dillicuities Discussed.
The advantages of an open night when mess- hers can discuss difficulties in an informal
fashion was demonstrated at a recent meeting
of Slade Radio (Birmingham), at which many
members discovered that they were side to
augment their general wireless knowledge by
studying each others' problems.
Full particulars regarding membership and the
forthcoming activities of the Society can be obtained from the lion. Secretary, Mr. W. It.
Chi] vers, 110, Binaries Road, Gravelly Hill, Birmingham.
0000

-

In a Valve Factory.
.
Secrets of valve manufacture were disclosed
by Mr. Clarke, of the Mullard Wireless Service
Co., Ltd.. at a meeting of the Battersea and
District Radio Society on November let. .The
Interest aroused by this constructive lecture
was proved by the animated discussion which
followed.
Meetings are held every Tuesday and Friday
nt 8 p.m. at the Battersea Men's Evening Institute. Latchmere Rond, Lavender Hill, S.W.11.
Hon. Secretary, Mr. H. E. Bottle, 27, Stormont
Road, S.W.U.

n 28
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New Aids for the Aerial Novice at Heston.

vS7

HEN the learner at Heston Aerodrome is up is particularly useful. All previous instruction having
in the air alone, relying for the first time on
been given by means of the voice pipe, the psychological
his own skill and coolheadness, he is some- effect on the pupil can be appreciated if, when on his
times faced with a sudden yearning for human society.
solo flight, he is still enabled to receive necessary
He places anew valuation
instructions in the familiar
on the services of his
'voice of his instructor
former companion, the
should he show signs of
instructor.
nervousness or lack of
For many flying hours
control of the machine.
before he ventures out solo
Aerial tuition at Heston is
he is kept on lead:ng
now being carried out with
strings. The machine used
the aid of the G.A.6 light
is of the Moth or Avian
aircraft receiver, manufacclass of light aeroplane, the
tured by Messrs. Alfred
instructor occupying the
Graham. By means of the
front seat and the pupil
voice pipe attachment the
the rear seat usually occuoutput speech from this
pied by the pilot.
Conreceiver is applied to thé
versation between the two
part of the 'voice pipe conis carried out by means of
taining the by-pass tube,
a voice pipe system which
thus enabling the pupil to
consists ot two speaking
listen to the wireless retubes, one from pilot to
ports or instructions withpupil, and the other from
out
having
to
wear
pupil to pilot, with a suitheadphones.
able by-pass connection at
The receiver operates
a point in its length
from small aerials fixed
whereby pilot or pupil can
between wing tips and
hear his own speech withtail in such a way that
out impairing the hearing
folding of the wings is not
.of the other.
After the
interfered with.
Current
The cockpit of an instructional plane, showing the wireless
pupil has done the required
is
supplied
from
a
small
receiver.
amount of dual training
container holding the H.T.
and he is considered sufficiently far advanced to fly
battery and an unspillable accumulator, connection ta
by himself he is allowed to take up the machine on
the set being made through armoured cable.
his own, and it is at this point that wireless equipment
In the case of à fully qualified pilot this receiver is
13 29
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which provides the modulation voltage from a standard
Flying Lessons by Wireless.- .
Amplion
microphone.
particularly useful for receiving meteorological reports.
The aerial system consists. of twin lengths of phosphor-.
The voice pipe arrangement enables both pilot and
passenger to converse together and also to hear wireless bronze wire at aheight of about 55 feet, one end being
supported on a steel lattice spar and the other on a
reports.
mast on top of the control tower.
The total weight of the complete
With this arrangement it ¡Si
outfit is about 18 lb., and the aerial
possible
to take a microphone
system does not detract from the
on the roof of the control tower,
manoeuvrability or aerobatic perfrom where a view of the entire
formances of the machine.
aerodrome may be obtained and
With regard to the ground station
instruction be given for all positions
used in conjunction with. this reof the machine. It is also possible
ceiver that fitted at Heston is the
to obtain a view of other machines
kW. intermediate air-port transtaking off and landing, so that any •
mitter manufactured by Messrs.
necessary warnings may be given.
Alfred Graham and Co., Ltd. This
As an example of the value of the
outfit consists of atransmitter workaircraft receiver for meteorological
ing on 764 metres, the wavelength
purposes, the experience of a flying
which has been sanctioned by the
visitor to the recent Newcastle-onAir Ministry for light aircraft trainTyne Air Pageant is worth quoting.
ing and meteorological transmisOn the Sunday morning after the
sions.
The •
transmitter provides
pageant it was desired, to start the!
either C.W., I.C.W. or phone,
return journey to Heston Aerodrome,,
telephony being normally used for
but the weather at Newcastle was
communication with the machine.
impossible
owing to athick fog, rain
The transmitter is situated in the
and drifting smoke.
Whilst waitcontrol tower of the aerodrome, and
ing,
however,
to
see
if
the weather
when A.C. mains are available the
would clear Croydon was tuned-in on
entire outfit is run direct from the
the receiver while sending amessage
supply; thus ,there is no running
The entire equipment on the plane, shown
in this photograph, weighs only 18 lb. The
to a machine on the cross-Channel
machinery and no noise. As Heston
lower cabinet houses the batteries. The
service, indicating that although
earphone on the right Is applied to the
Aerodrome is at present on a
instructor's
speaking
tube when the
weather
round
Newcastle
was
D.C. supply it has been necessary
pupil is flying alone.
bad, at a few miles to the
to use a rotary convertor.
The
auxiliary apparatus in addition to the main trans- south there was little or no fog, with quite good flying
conditions. Backed up by this news the pilot took of
mitter consists of a receiver covering all wavelengths
from. 200-20,000 metres, a heterodyne oscillator for use from Newcastle, and made a perfectly good return
journey to Heston.
in the reception of C.W., and a speech amplifier unit

IT. Degler (HB9D), of the Radio Club of
Zurich.
The hon, secretary is M.
W.

Reports Welcomed.

Schneeberger (111390), whose station is at
Fleurettes 20, Lausanne. and the traffic
manager is M. Wuest (HB9C), also of

Bolton, Lanes, transmits on 169 metres,
from his station G5XM, at midnight on

ZLABC S. 'H. Perry, 80, Tiber St., Wellington.
ZL2OF J. O. Taylor, 24S, The Tenure, Wellington.
=MU J. C. East, 27(), The Terrace, %Vellington.
Canterbury District.
ZL3BI) J. C. East, 326, Papanni Rd., Christchurch.
ZL3BF E. Prince, 76, Cobham Rd., spreydom
Christchurch.
ZL3GB C. R. H. Taylor, 7, Rutland St., St. Albans. '
ZL3C2 E. B. BuCkhurst, Jur., 98, Office RM.,
Merivale.
ZL3CY W. T. Smith, 28, Derby St., St. Albans.

Saturdays and 11 p.m. on Sundays, and
on 42 and 21 metres between 8 p.m. and
10 p.m. during the week. He will be glad

ZL4.11M V. G. Whiteman,
house, Otago.

Swiss Amateur Union.
A •section of the International Amateur
Radio

Union

has

now

been

formed

in

ITRANSMITTERS' NOTES 1

Switzerland, under the presidency of M.

Lausanne. Address communications to theU.S.K.A., Postfach, Zurich 20.
000n
•

R.S.G.B. Calibration Service.
Readers are reminded that calibration
signals are transmitted on the second and
fourth Sundays of each month, from Mr.
G. W. Thomas' station, G5YK, at Cambridge,

beginning at

10.00

G.M.T.

with

the call "RSGB RSGB DE G5YK,"
followed by a two-minute dash on 7050 kC.
(42.55 metres).
At 10.05 G.M.T. the call
is repeated and is followed by a sailer
long dash on 7250 ka (41.38 metres). The
calibration transmission is preceded at
09.55 by the letter X, in morse, and a
telephonic announcement that the service
is about to begin, followed by a further
announcement of the actual measured freluercy of the, two transmissions.

Mr. J.

Armstrong.

109, Rupert Street,

if anyone heating these signals will kindly
send him reports.

0000

following

list

supplements

and

corrects that published in the "Radio
Amateur Call Book" for September :-

Auckland District. *
ZL1A13 S. G. Waite, 54, Marlborough St., Dominion
ZL1AZ
ZL1BL
MED
ZL1FE

J.
J.
F.
A.

Rd., Auckland.
R. Sherwm, 14, Stanley SL, Hamilton.
S. Lynch, Ngaruawahia.
R. Booth, 28, Resstrevor St., Hamilton.
F. Wood, P.W. Station, Waihou.

Wellington District.
ZL2AH R. V. Roberts, 39, Scarborough Terrace,
Wellington.

ZL2AL S. E. Brown, 32, Owen St., Wellington.

ZL2A3

H. *12. Boyle, Cunard Steamship Co., Ltd.,
G.P.O. Box 188, Wellington.

Puysegur Point

Light*

New Call•Signs and Changes of Addresi.
G5VB

New Zealand Stations.
Tile

Otago District.
MAT J. Stone, 34, Grove St., Dunedin.

A. F. Elton Ilott, " Francisca," Barlow Rd. o
Hampton, Middlesex.
Gl5WD W. S. Davison, 42, Eglintcin St., Portrushg
Co. Antrim. (Change of address).
G8SV
M. Savage, 144, Hoppers Rd., London, N.21.
(Change of address).
G6TX
j. Fvnn, 24, The Broadway, Woodford
Green, Essex.
(Change of address).
France.
F8EX
J. Denimal, 20, rue des Bouchers, Cambrai;
F8FP
P. Moles, 17, rue jean-Furomt, Bordeaux.
F8JF
C. Pepin, 173, Bould. Wreire, Paris 17.
(Change of address).
F8LN
M. Raoult, Boite Postale, 4, Dinan. (Manzi
of address.)
Sumatra.
px4.8o j. ti. H. van lbstisee, c/o. Adm. de 04
mij. Medan.
Madagascar.
FB8HL (Tananarive) is œneebect.

Whxd@oe
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oPTer
Events of the Week in Brief Review.
VEST

POCKET

WIRELESS.

From Detroit comes the report that a
pocket wIreless set has been tested and
found practicable for regular use by the
local police. The set contains two valves,
measures six inches by four inches, and
is narrow enough to fit into avest pocket.
The aerial consists of a network of 175f t.
of fine wire sewn into the back of the
vest.
Tests are stated to have given clearly
audible signals at a distance of seven
miles from the Detroit police transmitter,
KOP.
0000
DISCRIMINATING

CRIMINALS.

Thieves who stole £80 .
/vorth of wireless goods from a Manchester shop last
week had the choice of a wide range of
sets, but selected only the latest models.
0000
'

EISTEDDFOD

WIRELESS.

reader writes to correct the statement
in a recent issue that the wireless competition at next year's National Eisteddfod will be the first in the history of this
event. A prize of £2 10s, was offered for
a home-constructed wireless receiver in
the Eisteddfod of 1925, though unfortunately theie was only one entry!

• A

THE

WIRELESS

LEAGUE.

Members of the Wireless League are
cordially invited to attend the Annual
General Meeting which will be held at the
Royal Automobile Club, Pall Mall, S.W.,
on Friday, December 6th, at 3 o'clock.
Sir Arthur Stanley will be in the chair.
0000
•

BEAM

BROADCAST

TO

CANADA.

The Marconi-Mathieu multiplex beam
service from Bodinin, operating at 16-575
metres, was used for relaying the broadcast of the Cenotaph service on Armistice
Day to listeners in Canada, who heard the
transmission
from
the
broadcasting
stations of the Canadian National Railways. On a previous occasion, when the
beam station relayed the Thanksgiving
Service in Westminster Abbey, Canadian
listeners reported that the quality was
equal to that of a first-class local broadcast.
0000

A

BOOK

OF

VALVES.

To the student of modern valve design
one of the most interesting publications
of the moment is the new Osram Valve
Catalogue issued by the General Electric
Co., Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway,
W.C.2. In seventy-nine pages the whole

range of Osram receiving valves is dealt
with, each valve being illustrated and described.
Characteristic curves and full
working data are given in each case.
0000

ONE

UNDER

THE

EIGHT.

There are 21,629,107 radio receiving sets
in the world, according to the precise estimate of the Electrical Equipment Division
of the U.S. Department of Commerce.
The authors of this delicate computation
state that there is one receiving set for
every 124 persons in the United States,
one for every 53 in Europe, and one for
every 88 in the world.
onoo

CLUB

SECRETARIES,

PLEASE

NOTE.

For the benefit of radio societies and
schools, the Marconiphone Company has
prepared three interesting lectures, each
illustrated by lantern slides, which are
suitable for delivery by asociety member.
The subjects dealt with are: (a) Screengrid valves and circuits; (b) A.C. valves
and circuits; and (c) public speech and
music amplifiers.
Particulars can be obtained from the
Mareoniphone Co.
Ltd.,
Department
I.D., 210-212, Tottenham Court. Road,
London, W.I.

0000
THE

MONOPHONE.

Maj.-Gen. G. O. Squier, late of the
U.S. Army, and famous for his inventions
connected with "wired wireless," has won
adecision at the U.S. Patent Office giving
him priority in the invention of the
"monophone." Using the ordinary telephone system, but not interfering with
its normal functioning, the "monophone " provides subscribers with broadcast programmes on a frequency band
"entirely above and out of the way of
the ham] used by wired radio on power
lines for broadcasting service."
Gen. Squier's claim is so broad that it
is held tu cover even "talking movies"
in tha house through a completely
screened circuit •
with zero noise-level, due
to the lead sheathing of the telephone
cable.
0000

ANOTHER

HEAVISIDE

LAYER?

A woman applicant at Willesden Police
Court recently complained that her neighbour's aerial was of the wrong wavelength, upsetting her washing and making
it as black as soot.
31

FLYING LESSONS BY WIRELESS. The transmitter installed at Heston Aerodrome
by Messrs. Alfred Graham for use in instructing solo fliers.
The above photograph
taken in the control tower, shows the transmitter on the right. The smaller panel on
the left contains the receiver, heterodyne unit and speech amplifier.
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"The Wireless World" Reference List of Receiving Sets.
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Name « Set

111antliseturer.

H.F.

H.F.
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I
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£ s.

Adey Radio, Ltd., 99, Mortimer Street,
London, W.1:
,
Monk Radio,
London, W.I.
„
„
PP

,

od: Regent" street,
.

PP

..

C. Creswiek Atkinsc:à, 35»,Hidit Stieet,
Bedford.
PD
PP
„

.

.

Automatic Radio Mfg. Co., Gosiord
Road, Beccles, Suffolk.
Avon Radio Mfg. Co., Long Ashton,
Nr. Bristol.

. .

E.rne0t J. Baty, 157, Dunstable Road
Luton.
S. W. Bligh, 1/2, North Lane, Canterbury.
,
Bowyer-Lowe Co., Ltd., Radio Works,
Letchworth, Ilerts.
„
,,
PP

99

Ill

Pf

9.9

British General Mfg Co., Ltd„%rockky
Works, Brockley, London, S.E.4.
British Radio Gramophone Co., Ltd.,
77, City Road, London, E.C.1.

P9

„

De

,
,
S. G. Brown, Ltd., Western Avenue,
North Acton, London, W.3.
Brownie Wireless Co. of Great Britain,
Ltd., Nelson Street Work ,,Mornington Crescent, London, NAVA.
Fred Bulmer, 4, Carlton Terrace,
Scarborough.
Bullphone, Ltd., 38, Holywell Lane,
London, E.C.2.
. Burgoyne ‘Vireless, Ltd, 34a, York
Road, London, N.1.
'
—,
•

Adey One (P)
„ Two (P)
Three (P)
,
Four (P)
A.C. Mains Radio-Gramo
(RG).
Suitcase 5 (P)
Screened Grid 4 (P)
Transportable 5 (P)
Battery
Driven
RadioGramo (RG).
All Mains S.G.4
Two Valve Mains "A.C.".
Nulli
Secundus
Rover,
S.C..4 (P)
Nulli Secundus Universal
Five (P).
Nulli Secundus All Mains
Three (P).
Radiograinophone (RG)

—
P
P
P

—
B
Tr
————
B
Tr
—
—

d.
4 2 6
—
10 0 0
PP
0
-12 12
14 14 0
—

—'T

AC

GP

5080

B
B
B
B

—
—
—
GP

16 16
19 19
10 16
26 5

D
D
D

AC
AC

PP
PP

26 5 0
12 15 0

8

PP

22

1

0

T

Et

B

PP

18 16

0

99

—

D

AC

PP

29

8 0

II

—

B

—

D

AC
AC

PP
PP

—

Ap
T
—
—
Ap
T
Ap
T
——————

LG
LG
LG
LG
*LG

—
Tr
Tr
Tr

Ap
TA
Ap
Ap

LG
LG
LG
LB

Tr
Tr
Tr
Tr

T
T
T
T

RC
Tr
Tr
Tr

T
T
T
T

D
D
D
D

TA *LB
— 'SG
—
——————"LG
SG
TA
LG
—
—

Tr
Tr
—

"T
T
T

Tr
—•••
—

T
—
T

LG

—

T

—

P

—

—————

—

—

—
—
—
—

—

—

T
—
T
T

T
—

Ap
—
Ap
Ap

TA
—

T
SG
T
T

T
SG

—————

àlains Three
Mains Four

—

—
"SG
T

—

—

'T

TA

LG

—

—

LG

Tr

T

Tr

T

—
—

'T
"T

—
—

'T
'T

—
—

T
T

TG

LG

Tr

T

Tr

T

Baty Four

—

S.G.f3 Receives

—

SG

TT

AB

RC

P

—

—

RC
—
—

T
SG
SG

Ap
TA
TT

LG
LB
LG
AB

Tr
Tr
Tr
RC

T
T
P
P

—
Tr
—
—

—
T
—

TT
SG
—
TA
SG
—
—
SG
TT
—————

LG
AB
AB
AB
LG

Tr
—
—
RC
RC

P
P
P
T
T

—
—
—
Tr
Tr

—
—
—
T
T

Duovalve Pedestal
Portable V. (P)
Pentavox Three

—

Radiogramophone (RG)
Pentavox Two
Vox Populi III.
Four
3-valve 'Receiver
" Rover" Super Screened
4Transportable (P).
Rover" 5 (P)
Craigvi•eil 3-valve Self-contamed.
Craigweil Rachogramophone
(RG).
3- valve
S.G.
Receiver ,
Types A and B.
Brownie 2-valver
Dominion Three
,
Console
Carlton SG. IIL
Nightingale Three
Screened Grid 3
"Screened Four " (P)
Pentode Model (P)
All Mains S.G. Transportable fn.

T
—
—

Remark&

«Ale
ak
f.

—

Tr

—

F

B, AC
or DC
DC

PP

F
D
13

DC
B
13

PP
,—
—

F

or
F

13

B, A C
or DC

—

ID
F
F

B
DC
AC

—
—
—

D
D

B

P

B

Inclusive.
,,

Frame aerial incorporated, 71b.
18 lb.
Oak or mah. Lacquer £210s. extra, 18-1t—
,,

asivemah'
.orwÏlnnt.
Inci;'

0
0 ,
0
0

36
25

15k x128 x 811n. 271b.

o
91
PP

16';(15k X ;in. 28 lg.

Suitcase,10x12x1211n., 281b.
PP

Si

il,

te

Pe

,

86 lb.

•

—

..

Set and valves only.
0 0
0 0 _ Set, valves and L.S. only.'
0 0
0 0

Including valves only; 2 Pentodes pr.lWed
output.
Including batteries and valves.
Inclusive. 181x AI x Skin. 31 lb.
Including valves and royalties.
Battery model.
Including valves and royalties.
D.C. mains model.
„
„
.9/
A.G. „
,*
Includin g valves and royalties.
„
„
,.
royalties and frame aerial.

o0

0 0
0 0
8

0

0 0
0 0

P

24

0

0

PP

15

0

4

•

Complete installation.

28
33

tit
in

royalties only.

0

Set and

PP
—

19 19
21 0
16 16
12 12

0
0
0
0

Inclusive. Oak Cabinet, 191 x14 x fIln. 281b.
,,
Slab.
,,
Inclusive, 19} x1 4 x 9in., 30
Including batteries, valves, L.S. and royalties.

—

•

,,

.

Incluisive.

15
0
16 16 0
10 0 0

6

11

PP

10

39
56
65

PI

ll

PP

—
20
33

,
e

—

—

—

TT

LG

Tr

T

Tr

T

13

—
——

T
.....

Ap
T
Ap
———

LG
L.G

Tr
Tr

T
T

Tr
Tr

T
T

D
D

B or
AC
11
B

—

SG

ri"

LG

Tr
,

P

—

—

D

•B

—

37 10

0

—

—

LG

Tr

T

—

Iii

TA

—

D

SG

—

—

T
T

—
Tr

—
T

D
I)

B
B

—
PP

Type A. Set and L.S. only. M ains model £2.0 10§.
Type B. Set only. Mains Model £17 10s.Set only.
•
„
•
,

TA

Tr
Tr
Tr
—

6
8
0
8

SG

LG
LB
LB
T

12 7
0 7
2 10
5 17

T
T

Tr
—

T

D

B

PP

—

9
0
12
12

0

0

Set and L.S. only.

—
—
—
—
—

9 0
10 10
25 4
19 19

0
0
0
0

Set complete.
•
11
91
Inclusive. Hide suitcase, 15 X15 x 9in., 80 lb.
Leather suitcase, 15} x 12} X Gin., 28 b.
Including valves and royalties.
, ,,

•—•

.--,

—

—
—
T
—

—
—
Ap
—

SG

SG
SG
T
SG

TT
TA
Ap
TA

LG
LB
LG
LG
LG

Tr
Tr
RC
RC
RC

T
T
T
T
T

Tr
—
Tr
Tr
Tr

—

T
—
P
P
T

F

D
D
D
I)
D

B

B
B
B
B
AC

36

là

0

I.

„

„

„

„

PP

Including valves.
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'

/3urndept Wireless (1928), Ltd., Eastuor
House, Blackheath, London, S.E.3.
PP

PP

Screened Four
A,C. Screened Seven

—
SG
TA "SG

TA LG
TA "AB

RC
RC

A.C. Ethogram (RG)

TA 'SG

TA 'AB

RC

City & General Radio Co., Ltd., 46,
Watling Street, London, E.C.4.

Golumbia" Graphopho
. ne Co., Ltd., 92,
Clerkenwell Road, London, E.C.1.

Contai Radio, Ltd., 8, Spital Square,
London, E.C.1.
Cooks Wireless Co., Ltd., C.W.C.
Works, Ipswich.
S. Dagne Ltd., 42(), Stratford Road,
Sparkhill, Birmingham.
Detex Distributors, Ltd., 66, Victoria
Street, London, S.W.1.
Dorien Wireless Co., Ltd., 315, Regent
Street, London, W.1.
Dubilier Condenser Co. (1925), Ltd.,
Ducon Works, Victoria Road, North
Acton, London, W.3.
J, Dyson & Co., Ltd., 2, Coleman Street,
London, E.C.2.
11

Ia

PP

Eagle Engineering Co.,
Works, Warwick.
PP
PP
le

Ltd., Eagle

Tr

Tr

AC
B or
AC

—

SG

TA

LG

RC

Tr

Tr

—

SG

TA

LG

RC

Tr

D

—

SG

TA

Tr
Tr
Tr
Tr
Tr
RC
RC
RC

Tt

SG
Ap
T
— .SG

Cantophone
"Junior "
Radiogramophone (RG)
Cantophone 2-valve Portable (P).
Celebro (P)

LG
•LG
TA LG
Ap
LG
TA 'LG
'LG
LG
*LG

'LG
LG
Ap

Ap

New Mascot 330
New Mascot 230
Radio-gram (RG)
SG

Ariel (P)

Ap

P.2
P.2
SG.P 3
SG.P 3
Radio Gramophone (RG)
Table Model 304

—
SG
SG

TT
TT

SG
SG

TT
TT

SG
SG
SG

,
ter

RC
'T

RC

Tr
Tr
RC

*T

't

D

AB

RC

Tr

LG

RC

Tr

Tr

TA

LG

Tr

Ap

LG

Tr

*LG

Tr

LG
TT 'LG
rr LG
TT AB
TT AB

Tr
Tr
Tr
Tr
RC
RC

D
D
F
D
D

RC

Tr

LG
*LG

Chello-Set

"T

D

*T

D
Tr

P or

D
Tr

Tr
Tr
Tr
Tr
Tr
Tr

Tr

Ap

LG

Tr

Tr

D

Ap

Ap
TA
Ap
TT

LG
LG
LG
LG

Tr
Tr

Tr
Tr

Tr
Tr

Ap

Tr
Tr
Tr

Super Screened Four (P)
Westminster (PRG)
All Electric D.0 3
A.C.3
dodwinex Radiogramophone, Model N (RG).
Godwinex 5-valve, Model D
(P).
odwinex 3-valve All Mains,
Model O.
Chakophone Junior Three
„ Radiogramophone (RG)
„ junior Two
„ Warwick Two
„
„
„ A.C.
•
PedestalMI.
„ Five (P)
„ Junior Five (P).
Four (P)..

SG

Ap

--

-Ap

— 17

^
SG

TG

SG

TT
Ap

LG
LG
LG
LG

SG

TG

LG

SG
'SG
'SG
'SG

Ap

--

--

Ap
Ap
Ap

Tr
Tr
Tr
RC

Ap

RC

Tr

"T

Tr

Tr
Tr
Tr
Tr
Tr
Tr
Tr

Tr
Tr

--

LG
LG
LG
LG
LG
LO
LG
LG
LG

Tr
Tr
Tr

Tr
Tr

T

--

Ap
Ap
Ap

GP

AC or
DC

GP
PP

T

PO
„

DC
AC
AC
DC
AC
B, AC
or DC

PP
PP
PP
PP
GP

GP

OP

le

a

a

0

Inclusive.

10 10
15 17
7 10
50 •8

Rexine suitcase.

99

Including valves and royalties.
Inclusive.

9 17

Suitcase or cabinet 1E4 x121 x etis. 25

Including valves and royalties.

12
12
21
21
126
33
27
17
19
12
18
16
45

17
17
0 o
0 o
0
0
0 o
17 o
19 o.
12 o
18
10 o
0 o

el

fl

Ja

PP

I/

Pe

„

Pe

a

PP
Pe

Inclusive.
Parallel output valve'.
Mains models complete.
Battery model complete.
Oak. Complete. Adaptor supplied for conversion tO amiss.
Leather cloth
Inclusive. Suitcase 151 x 14 x 91in. 261b.
171,x15 x 71in. 301b.
Inclusive with turntable, 18x 16 x 71111. 26 lb.
Including valves and royalties.

18

5 •0

Inclusive.

D

19 19

D

"T

B.
AC

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

AC

0

o
oo
ao
oo

Suitcase 15ilt x13 x 8jin, 26 lb.

Suitcase type, 30 lb.

GP

30
25
25
55

PP

18 18

0

Inclusive.

PP

23 10

0

Including valves and royalties.

GP

PP
PP

8 7
31 10 o
5 9 9
6 10 o
8 5
15 15 o
16 16
14 14
13 13

rel
t
.4
rel
tri
O'l

Hide 12s. extra.

Inclusive with turntable, 15 x 15 X ain. 28

GP

Ze l

Battery model, including batteries, valves and royalties.
Mains
„
„ valves and royalties.
Including batteries, valves and royalties.
Inclusive. Parallel output valves.

0 0

DC
AC
AC

N....,..

„

P1
t
4
0
Double turntable model with ' Pade-over" "switch and 2 >0
L.S.
DC model inclusive.
AC
„
Inclusive. Leather attaché case 12 x 9x Wm. 10 lb.

18 18
PP

//

3Iah. „
PP
Pt
a
a
O
.
Battery model
Mains
II
Pt
el
„
'
le
Oak. Complete, including royaltien
31ah.
,,
inclusive. Leather
:
sullcase 14 tx 14} x 8in., 30 lb.
Including valves and royalties.
le
PP
„
15-2000 metres.
Inclusive.
Including valves and royalties.
Including valves and royalties.
„
batteries, valves and royalties.
DC model inclusive. t 4RC coupled LP stages.

55 0
650
10 10
12

B or
DC

Including valves and loyalties.
Oak „
„
„ Push-pull output stage.

21

D
'
F

Tr

TA .LG
Ap

AC or
DC

27 18
37 16
38 17
52 10
53 11
31 10
40 19
42 0
44 2
19 19
16 10
18 0
18 18
25
11 5
5 10
89 5
99 15
125 0

D
D
D
D

D

"T

*SG
Ap

AC or
DC

D

Ap
LG
TT .AB
TT "AB
TA "LO
LG

AC
AC

AC

TA
SG

AC

D

Silvert Five (P)
„
Four (P)
C.W.C. Populai. (P)
C.W.C. Radiogramophone
(RG).
C.W.C. Famous Five (P)
" S.D.L. Two"
" S.D.L. Screened Three"
Burlington (P)

Ap

PP
PP

Ir
'T

Columbia Portable 303 (P)

„
„
PP

AC

Ethograrn (RG)

City Super 3
aassic Radio & Gramophone Co., Ltd.,
25, Eccleston Street, London, S.W.1.
Climax Radio Electric, Ltd., Haverstock Works, Parkhill Road, Hampstead, London, N.W.3.
E. K. Cole, Ltd., " Ekco Works,"
London Road, Leigh-on-Sea, Essex.

Tr

Universal Screened Five

Screened Portable (P)
Burne-Jaes & C.q., Ltd., 296, Boroug h A/C 2
High Street, Lolidon, S.E.1.
Universal Three
Transportable (P)
A/C 3
C. F. & li. Burtor;: Progres' Works,
"Empire 2"
Bernard Street, Walsall.
Cantophone Wireless Co., 310, Regent
Cant',.;phor;e
'
RadiogramoStreet, London, W.1.
phone (RG).

Celebritone, Ltd., 72, Oxford Street,
London, W.1.
Churchmans, Ltd., 79, Maidenburgh
Street, Colchester.

*T

Tr
Tr

o
o
o

Inclusive, 20 x 18 x 9}in. 581b,
Including valves and royalties.
„

Pe

Frame acrid incorporated.

e/

PP

et

8,

IOICIUSive•
PP
tO

et
Pee

Pf

Pt

le

Pe

0

Walnut cabinet 17 x 13 x 7in. 34 lb.
PP
suitcase 17 x 9x 12in. 26 lb.
lb

ABBREVIATIONS.--R
. G ---- Radio Gramophone.
P = Portab c.
1. ahes • IK4 = Screen Grid.
TG = Tuned Grid.
T = Triode.
P = Pentode. •= Directly or Indirectly Heated Mains Valves. Coupling:
TA - Tuned Anode. Tel = Tuned Grid. TT - Tuned Transformer. Ap = Aperiodic. RC = Resistance. Tr = Transformer. Ch
Choke. Method of Rer tficalion: AB
Anode Bend. I..13
Leaky Grid,
Loud Speaker Feed: D = Direct. F .7 Filter.
Tr = Transformer.
Cumul Supply: B
Batteries.
AC or DC
Mains Unit, Incorporated. Grantopko me Pick-up Arrungenzezas:
RP --- Pick-up included.
PP = Provision for Pick-up.

tot
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1929-30.-

P.

Jonathan Fallowfield, Ltd., 61/2, Newman Street, London, WA.
Ferranti Ltd., Hollinwood, Lancs...
A. G. Franklyn, Pegasus Works',
Camden Terrace, Leeds.
Gambrell Radio, Ltd., Buckingham
House, Buckingham Street, London,
W.C.2.
'

Efecaphone'" Waterloo".
OP
" Repton " ..
"New Wolfe"
"Eton " ....
" Ascot " (P)
Corner Cabinet Radio-Grad
(RG).
A.C. 31
Pegasus Scout (P)
„ Radiogramophone (RG)
All Electric Two
PP

/
'.

"

Three
Transportable

„

n

,

,,

.
Four

•

(P)

*I

I.

II

al

PP

Rodio Gramophone (RG) -.-

,
"

MI

Novpbane (RG) .

.

td
to
•es

T
T

orAB

Tr
Tr
Tr

T

T
T

LG

RC

T

LG

—

P

LG
*LG

—
Tr

P
*T

I.G
W
LG
LG
*LG
LG

Tr
Tr
Tr
RC
Tr
Tr

T
P
T
T
*T
T

LG

Tr

T P
or

*LG

Tr

T

LG

Tr

P

LG. - Tr

P

LG

Tr

P

LG , TTi'

P

Tr

P

LC;
LG
LG

LG

RC
T
T
RC
Tr .T

0141d.

4

H HI

.
£s.

d.
0-

85

B
B
13

—
PP
PP

B

PP

3 12
9 12
7 10
8 8
10 10
6 7
7 0
8 8

B
B

PP
—

B
B

—
—

20 0
22 10
16 16
16 16

B
AC or
DC
AC

—
PP

9 12
21 0

,
PP

31. 10

8 10

,-

;Maratha.

.

..

oete

Tr
Tr

LG
LG .
LG
*LG

,
Mob

ou e o eueee ce 0 me eu ce .0

LG

1;
rI

gi'th rqfflowe

4

T
T

IIIHI HI

Tr
Tr

111.th

71
(

LG
LG

gig'

.0-3
ee
e

•
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,

PI

H'
e

i

111

Table Grand
Efescaphone "Waterloo"
de Luxe.
„

PP

.

..,

1I

W.:

n

Elven Mains Portable. (P).

1 .

-

so,

»

Ellancee Standard Two
PI
Pt
Three
,'
S.G. Three
„
Radiogram (RG).
Elven Mains

r

•

PP

.

*T

v

GP

m m m m•mo t
-,i. o tctcco

s.

.

RC

-,• . .tt
:e
tit
.. •ad
ea .1
tie

AC

m

1
,
9

*LG

II I

-

.

T
P

tt

-

Tr
Tr

.I

Falk, Sta'ilelmann Er Co., Ltd., 83/93,
Farringdon Road, London, E.C.L

All Electric AC Transportable (P).
B.T.H. 4-valve ,
Stal (P)

Metropolis Portable (P)

LG
*LG

a

111.1-

IP

3-valve Battery Receiver
„ All Electric Receiver

4

Bmpire ElectricCo., 10, Fitzroy Square,
London, W.I.

T
T

1- - 1 illIl

Electric amp Service Co.„Ltçl'., 39/41,
Parker Street, London, W.C.2.
Ellancee Radio, Ltd., Shardlow, Nr.
Derby.
,,
„
•‘:
„
even Mains Receiver Co., $C Church
Street, London, W.&

RC
RC

1. mill

,

AB
LG

1 1 1 1-3-i.1

,,

P
T

1t

n

.

Tr
RC

,

,.

1 Ili 1 Ifflone

•

LG
AB

Dot

1 ii

OP

T

II

PP

RC

1 1 11111

p,

ConSole Four
Picnic Portable (P)

Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd., la, New
man Street, London, W.L

LG

It

• n

P
T
T

rIlIIII

n

Tr
RC
RC

1 1 [VII

„

PP

11

„

11

'

Meson S.G. Three (P).
Regent Four

.

n
s.

»

r

Homestead Three ,. ..

1 11

„

RC

LG
LG
W

11

PP

..

*AB

IT

1 11111

PP

Bijou Two
Pedestal Three
Compact Three

4 .11 1111 1"

NO

n

All Mains Radio-Gram (RG)

L.F.

1 1 1 1111

Edison Bell, Ltd., 62, Glengall Road,
London, S.E.15.
„
..
..

à
S
Te

11

.

•
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.

•

.
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,
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Valves and Couplings.

11

' Guide.
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M.rleenVent,:n`ili

,

.
a.

j

.
, •
Including valves and royalties. D.C. model with rotary converter, 1;10 extra.
.
Set only.
.
„ and LS. only.
Oak. Set and LS. only.
.
.
Mah.
„
„
„
e
•
Lacquer„
OP
le
1
Oak. Set only.
.
„
Mali.
.
Lacquer.
Set only, lix 15 xM IL 351b.
Oak. Set only.
Mali.
„
• .
'
Oak. Set and L.S. only.
Inclusive, 131 x 1.3). x 10in. 26 lb. De Luxe finish, a 1,10, , •
extra.
Including valves and royaltles.
,
„
„
„
„
Inclusive. Oak cabinet 134 X134x 94in, 1 watt AÇ
output.
Including valves and royalties.
,
,
Inclusive. Oak cabinet 16 x 8X12in. 261b.

..:

s

••••1
so

:

.4

-

fl

B
B

—
—

21 0
13 13

B
13

—
—

7 1
10 12

B
AC or

—
GP
—

DC
AC or

PP

B

Dc
B

.
9
0
22 0
12 10
•
28

7

—

31 10

B
AC

—
—

31 10
26 0

B
B
B
E3
AC
B

—
—
—
—
—
—

20 10
12 0
815
6 2
22 0
21 0
23 0

Including valves and royalties.
,,
„
„•„

,

Set only.
Inclusive.
Including valves and royalties.

', :l
--'l
f
e
,..:. • =.7-..,
,....4.
,

Inclusive, 17 x 17 x 7in. 30 lb.

Inclusive. Suitcase 13 x12 x Sin. 22 lb.
Het.
,,t 5-valve Super-Het.
Including valves, LS. and royalties.

l' 5Super-valve

„

B

GP

40

0

AC

B
B
AC or

PP

PP
GP
—

26

0

Including valves and royalties.

AC or
DC
AC or
DC
AC or
DC

DC

PP

22
25
29
32
33

AC or
DC

GP

AC or
DC

GP

PP
—

17 17
31 10
13 15
17 10
0

0
0
0
5

9 15
59 17
61 19
67 4
69 6
72 9
64 11
84 0
86 2

rm.

,re
tY1

...I,..

KW

,

Including valves and royàlties.
Inclusive. Leatheroid suitcase let x154 x10in.
,,Hide
,,
,,
,,
Including batteries, valves and royalties.
.

:
s.

„ batteries, valves, LS. and royalties.
Set and royalties only.
„
,
„

2t.g

a
.

F

.,,
A ,

'

Inclusive, 16 x16 x 8in. 28 lb.
„
,
D.C. Model, including valves and royalties.
-,..
KC.
„
,,
,,,,
•
.
D.C.
,,
o,
,,..
KC.,,
-12
PI
IP
D.C.,,
inclusive.
_
.
(21.7
Ii
D.C. model, including valves and royalties, 2 pentodes in Z ,
e' ',. 1
.
parallel.
''. •
.tu,
A.C.
„
D.C. Mc'sltel,incil'isive. bak, 2 pantodeZ in parallel.
1
'.'
'
MMaais.e
Oak
..
...
.
A.C. ,',
,..
„
n
`
Mais.
li'C. '„'
Oak
PP
,
,
A,...c.
7.
PP
Mali
,
Oak
Pi
ts
.»
Matt
/PP
Pt
PI

1

7

t
a,General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet
House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.
âs
,
e•
Gott & %o, LtL'taraday" Works,
Leicetter.

F E. Godfrey, 3, New End, Hampstead, London, N.W.3.
. Gollings & Ayres, 21, The Broadway,
.Bedford.
.

Gould, Ïrper &
TatnaL Road,
Râble.
Graham Amplion, Ltd., St. Andrew's
Works, Slough.
P.

J. G. Gres, Ltd„'ihrestville,lurham
Road, Shelfield.
A. W. Griffin & Co., Ltd., Old Factory,
Bates Hill, Redditch.
•
Halcyon Wireless Co., Ltd., 313/319,
Regent Street, London, W.1.
Manie Bros., Balham Road, Lower
Edmonton, London, N.O.
Ilarmony, Ltd., Great Portland Street,
London, W.I.
Hart Collins, Ltd., 38A, Bessborough
•Street, London, S.W.L
Pf

JI

PI

E. R. Harveyson, Hatherton Terrace,
Hendon Lane, London, N.S.
W. J. Henderson & Co., Ltd., 351,
M'Umm Road, London, S.W.10.

Molt & r...rompton,,'196, Sluâtesbury
Avenue, London, W.G.2.
lgranic Electric Co.,
Works, Bedford.

fi

Ltd.,

Elstow

•

l•

Pl

•

».•

Lotus S.G.P. All Mains. - •
Battery Model
„Portable (P)
„All Mains Transportable (P)
Gecophone Two-valve All
Electric.
„ Three-valve
„
pp
pp
„
pp
(P)
„ S.d. Four (P)
„ S.G. Three
"World Wide" S.G 4
Radiomatic Pentode
•„ All Mains 2-valve
S.G.P.
iM' diegramophone
„

(
XG)-

Radfogramophone

(RG)

..

SG

'SG

— 'SG
—
SG
Ap
SG
— •SG

ri" •LG
'T LG
TA LG
TT 'LG
—

'LG

Tr

AC

'SG
'SG
SG
SG
TT SG
SG

TA
TA
TA
TA
TT
TA
—
TT
TT

•LG
'LG
LG
LG
AB
LG
'LG
*LG
*I.G

Tr
Tr
Tr
Tr
Tr
Tr
Tr
Tr
Tr

AC
AC

TT *AB

Tr

RC

Tr

Ap

Tr

RC

D

TA 'AB
TA LG
LG
TA •LG

RC
Tr
Tr
RC

Tr

Tr
D
D

TA 'LG
TA LG
TT LG
LG
LG or
AB
TT LG or
AB

RC
RC
Tr
Tr
Tr

Tor

D
D
D

Tr

T or

D

'SG
'SC
'SG

Wellington V. (P)

TT
Ap

„ Radio Gram (RG)
Molo Meloclia Three

SG
SG

Airiplion"Radiogi'amophone
(RG).
„ Standard Mains
4-valve
"Volcan , S.G.
2
Ter::alto 2-valve
PO

SG

"SG
'SG
SG
SG

3-valve

SG

De Luxe S.G.4 (P)
„
Cabinet 5 (P)
Harlie Radio-Gramophone
(RG).
Harmony (P)

Ap

SG

Ap

" Passport " Mains Transportable (P).
•
" Passport" 4-valve S.G.
de Luxe (P).
"Passport" 4-valve S.G

TA
Ap

Tr
Tr
Tr
Tr

LG

LG
LG
LG

D
D
D
D

Tr

Tr
Tr
•T

Tr
Tr
Tr

D
Tr

Tr

Tr

Stiitcasé 134 x154 x 121In. 35 lb.
Inclusive. Oak.
,
Mah. or walnut.
Including valves and royalties.

25
28
24
18
28
20
11
20
55

o
o
o
o

Incluve 111 17 X 171in. 40 lb.
„
leather case, lolx15,
1x15fin. 35 lb.
Including batteries, valves and royalties.

AC
AC
AC

PP
PP
PP
GP

AC or
.DC

GP

AC
AC

0
0
3
18
0
10
10
0
0

From
120 0
15 0
15 15
GP
60 0
9 5
5 10
GP
120 0
125 0
PP
50 0
PP - 25 0
12 2
710
3 17

GP

AC or
DC

PP

o
u

Including valve;and royÏlties.

o

(Approximate)
„
Inclusive. LS 6a output and moving coil.
„

0
0
0
0
6
0
0
0
0
0
3
0

6 17

AC or
DC

Including valves and royalties,

Oak or Suitcase.

„

Incluciing valves and rbyalties.
Set and royalties only.
Inclusive. Oak. Paralleled output Mari
„
Mah.
„
„
Paralleled Output nage.

"

lb

0

29 8 0
33 12 0
From f.118 to
152 16 0
14 14 0

Inclusive.

Suitcase 16 x15 x101 in. 33 lb.
Walnut cabinet 181 x141 x8frin. 40 /lm
Output 2LS 5a valves in parallel.

RC
Tr

SG

TG

AB

Tr

Tr

D

SG

TG

AB

Tr

Tr

D

21

D

16 16

0

Inclusive, lSXl3frx74in. 24 lb.

40 0
49 15
57 15
26 5
24 5
17 17

0
0
0
0
0
0

Inclusive.

LG

Type S. (P)
o
(P)
„ T. (P)

Ap
Ap
Ap

Ap
Ap
Ap

LG
LG
LG
LG
LG
LG

Ap
Ap

Ap
Ap

RC

Tr

D

RC
RC
RC

D
D

Tr
Tr
Tr
Tr
Tr
Tr

Tr
Tr

D
D
D

RC

D

0

Including val
ves

23 10

0

Inclusive.

5 0

an droyal
ti
es.

Walnut suitcase 141 x111 x
Hide

2.31h.

„

B, AC
or DC

GP

—

11 11 0
16 16 0
25 4 '0

'TA

Tr

*SG

TA

Tr

Tor

Ac/a Table Model

'SG

TA

Tr

T or

34 16

D

28
AC

'F

GP

AC

PP

AC

GP

D
D
RC

Battery model, frame aeri alI
ncorpora
D.C. Mains
„
„
A.C•
JP
r»
Mati. cabinet, 174x 13x 10m. 31 le •
,
141 x134 x 7.1M. 241 lb.
Suii case 94x 15 x124mn. 28 lb .
Fabric covered cabinet 8t- x8x12in. tof lb
„ Walnut or mals. cabinet 104x 111 x 71 in. 28 M.
„
„ mah. or fabric-covered cabinet

,,

161 x 121x 8in. 32 lb.

SG

AP

Suitcase 141 x12 x 8jin. 271b.

32 10

PI

Short Wave Screened Grid
Receiver.
Short Wave Neutrosouic
Receiver.
AC/3 Cabinet Model (RG)

SG

'

Compete receiving equipment including royaltieg,
Set oiiy.

LG

Ap

"

LE, valves in push-pull following deteettin

Inclusive.

AB

Ap

TG

0
0
0
0
0
0

Ap

LG

SG

21 0
13 15
19 19
25 4
26 5
15 0

AC

AC

Tr
Te
Ch

PP
PP

TA

Pedestal Radio-Gramophone (RG)

Neutrosonic de Luxe RadioGramophone (RG).
Neutrosonic Seven Table
Model.
Neutrosonic Seven Transportable Model (P).
Universal Receiver (P)

Tr
Tr

AC

SG

Minstrel (P)

Lion "Cub" (P)
"Monarch" (P)

D
D
D
D
Tr
Tr
Tr

Tr

.4

.
Garnett, Whiteley & Co., Ltd., Lotus
Works, Mill Lane, Liverpool.

D

PP
'

7 O

48 10
25

o

o

0 0

114 10

0

Including valves and royalties, 10-85 metres.
Oak, including

va l
ves

and royalties.

Mali.

Dal L-vererveuPit.ira-}h
it
à extra.
Oak, including valves and royalties.
Oak inclusive.

Mali. £3 extra.

52

0 0.

Including valves and royalties.

69

0 0

Inclusive.

33

2 6

ro.

Leatherette cames.

Mali. 11 extra.

t 8-valve Super-flet
t 7-valve Super-Het
t 7-valve Super-Met,

Suitcase.

ABBREVIATIONL—RG --- Radio Gramophone.
P --- Portable.
l'aires: 30 = Screen Grid.
Te = Tuned Grid. T Triode.
P -= Pentode. '= Directly or Indirectly Heated Mains Valves, Coupling:
TA ---- Tuned Anode. TO = Tuned Grid. TT = Tuned Transformer. Ap = Aperiodic. 11G = Resistance. Tr = Transformer. Ch = Choke. Mals«, of Restifir.ation: AB
Anode Bend. La ••• Leaky Grid,
Loua Speaker Feed: D = Direct. F = Filter. Tr = Transformer, Cumul Suppiy:
PP
= =
Batteries.
Provision
ACfor
or Pick-up.
DO
Mains Unit, Incorporated. Gramophone Psek-up Arrangements: OP
Pick•up ¡arbolot

•

7
,
ieme,eim

•

'IQ-.

II nutssolirer.

fb—

ur-p,
ec'

ZZIt
ZIt

,

-.••••

Idarconiphone Co.,
Ltd., 2101212,
Tottenham Court Road, London, W.1.

Model 23
23A.

e

:

SG

47
46 (P)
56.

0,
,,
„

••

SG

44

90

e•

84 (S/W.) .„
39

61
82

TA

T or

SG

RC
Ti'

TA
—

SG

TA

AB

RC

lc

T i Ap

SG

TA

SG

SG

TA

SG
t

Orth-o-Dyne Radio & Electric Co.,
83, Shaftesbury Street, London, N.1.

Orth-o-Dyne Five (P)
„ Transportable (P)

Ap
Ap

Pandona, Ltd.,
Birmingham.

Pandona Radio-Gram. S.G.
IV. (RG)
Pandona Radio-Grain V.
(RG)
Pandona Screen Grid Four
(P).
Pandona Portable Five (P)

•S

Partridge, Wilson &Co., Loughborough
Road, Leicester.
Alfred Pearson, 80s, Newland Avenue,
Hull.
" Phantestra" (Renn's Gramophone &
Wireless), Ltd.
2/4, Tottenham,
Road, Dalston,
Ltd.,
N.1.
PP

99

PP

PP

Pt

„ .
Philips Eamps, Ltd., 145, %haring
Cross Road, London, W.C.2.

C.

fladckni Poupa'rd & C
Ltd.,
Therm ion Works, Ilford, Essvt,

T

—

De Luxe 5 (P)

T

Ap

Neophone A. (P)

T

—

P-P•0

TA

T

Ap

LG

*T

SG

TA
Ap
Ap

LG
LG
LG

Ti'
Tr
Tr

T

Ap
Ap

LG
I.G

Tr
Tr

Ti'
Ti'

T

.

B or
AC
B.

T

.

D
D
D
D

—I

Including vá'
lves and royalties, 12-3,000 metres.,
Battery model, including valves and royalties.
A.C.
,
inclusive.
Battery model, including valves and royalties.
A.C.
Inclusive.
,
Oak cabinet 14 x.14ix airt. 281b.
Battery model. Including valves and royalties.
A.C.
„
Inclusive.
Set and royalties only, dials calibrated in wavelen
t 8-valve. Super-Het
With complete equipment.
Inchisive. Walnut cabinet lo X 141 X 9in. 34 lb. •

1

„
Hide attaché case 0 X 146 X 9in,, 2611e
special reactidn.
0

Inclusive, SXl2x1Œin. 271b

0
0
0
0

Set complete less royalties. Oak
X13 >c w in. '26
,
Malt.
Inclusive.
Including batteries, valves, LS. and royalties. -

16 16
15 0
15 0

o
o
o

PP

18 18
15 15

0
0

G

B

TT

LG

Tr

Ti'

Ap

LG

Tr

Tr

TT

LG

Tr

Tr

From
44 2 0
From
42 0 0
18 18 0

Ap

Ap

LG

Tr

Tr

16 16

0

Ap

As

LG

Ti'

Ti'

18 18

0

TT
Ap

LG
AB
LG

Tr
Tr
RC

Tr

LG
LG

RC
RC

Ti'
Ti'

Phantestra Five (P)
Phantestra Home Model
(RG).

T
SG

Ap
TA

Ap
Ap

SG
SG
'SG
SG
SG
TA •SG

TA
LG
TA
LG
TA •LC;
TA LC;
TA I.G
TA •LG
'LG
TA LG
TA AB

SG

SG
SG

Ap

T

Ap

SG'

TA

•

T

GP

AC'
AC
B
T

ei

B, AC
or DC

Tr
Tr
Tr
Tr
Tr
Ti'
Tr
RC

AB

"Tr

LG
LG

Ti'
Tr

LG

LG

D
Tr

Ti'

D
D
Ti'
Ti'
Tr
Ti'

Ti'
Ti'
Ti.

D
1)

Tr

Ti'

D

RC

Ti'

AC

•
WIti

16 15
16 5
36 15
9 9

GP

B

Battery modelitiolialiug vahres and royalties.
A.C. model
Battery
„
„ L.S. and royalties.

15 15

BAC

Tr
RC
RC

PP
PP

B.
D

l'r
Ti'

—
Ap

Screened Grid Four Transportable (P).
'
Radio Three
•

22

Ti'

TG .LC
LG

T

Thermion Five (P)
Kingswan 3 (P)

Tr

SG

SG

*SG

T.

PP

ne

AC.
AC

D
D•

LG

Rae- Gramophone (PA)

Phantestra S.G.3 (RG)
Renntestra SG 3
-•
Type 2501
„
2802
„
2502
„
2511
„
251i
2514
Thermion Auto Electric,al
Gramo -Radio (RG).

D

B or
AC

n

Tr

LG .

Thermion All Electric
Power Elpment Co., Ltd., EIgsbury
Works, The Wide, Hendon, London,
N.W.U.
Precision Radio Mfg. Co., Ltd., Board
School Road, Woking, Surrey.

LG

B or
AC
B or
AC

D

D

Ap

Davenset
Transportable
Five (P).
" Perakon "

D

10 2
16 4
12 13
18 19
22 10
13 0
21 0
90 10
30 0
240
18 18
30 7
35 0
52 lb
53 0
70 17
26 5

Tr

RC
Tr
RC Tor

Ap
Ap

e

RC
Tr T or-

AB

Suitcase Four (P)
„
Five (P)
Five Valve Cabinet (P)

SI

LG
LG

AB
LG
AB

Ormond Engineering CO., Ltd., Ormond
House, Rosebery Avenue, London,
E.C.1.

Oa

D

TA

National Electric Co., Ltd., 10/14,
Beak Street, London, W.1.
Neophone Engineering Co., 8, Garrick
Street, London, W.C.2.
C. H. P. Nutter, 245, Selhurst Road,
South Norwood, London, s.E.25.

18,
1 Ashton- Road,

D

T or

TA,
Ap
TA

Beethoven S.G. Super Four

Mains Three (RG)
Standard Two

Tor

SG
SG

Q.C.R. (P)

Ti'
Tr

SG

Montague Radio Inventions & Develop•ment Co., Ltd., 117/119, Régent
Street, London, W.1.

„

TA

LG
LG

GP

GP
GP
PP
PP

AC
ACAC
AC or
DC

PP
PP
PP
GP

AC or
DC
B
B

PP
PP

x14/. x7ilin. "30 lb. Mah, or ;aunt -15k.
Hide suitcase 15-4xl8x101in. 30 lb.
'•
Mali. cabinet 141
x 81in. 28 lb. Provision for Mains Unit.

•

PP

Including
valves
and royalties.
Leather sœtane
17 x 16 x 8in. 30 lb.
-Including valves and royalties. Polished walnut case
I•
-'
17x13 x 7in. 281b.
Inclusive. Walnut cabinet 15¡ x151 x
Ils‘ •
Including valves and royalties.
Inclus'i've.

e7 10

Oak.

,

ll X18xl5in. 40 lb.

,
10 x 15¡ x12in. 27 lb.
'
Battery
model, inclusive.
Mains models
„

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Inclusive,
,
with mechanical gramophone.
locksive, for use with H.T. mains unit.
„
10-2,400 metres.

0

Incknive.

PariBeled output stage.

Inclusive.
Inclusive.

Walnut attaché case.
Fabric covered case 22 lb.

0
e

22 '1
9 9 0

PP

2(! e0

PP

10

0

;
:

Inoltisive, 181 x13 x 9in. 28 lb.
Oalc
''
„
extra.
Inclusive.
Inclusive:

12 10 0
18 15 0.
24 3 0
•
15 15 0
0
42 0 0
26 5
26 5
IA 10
30 0
15 0
37 10
12 10
23 0
From
57 15
to
120 15

_

151-

Including valves and royalties.
Set only.

ABBREVIATIONS.—RG = Radio Gramophone.
P
Portab e.
Valves: 80 = Screen Grid.
TO = Tuned Grid.
T = Triode. P
Pentode. •= Direc ly or Indirectly Heated Mains Valves. Coupling: •
TA = Tuned Anode. TO = Tuned Grid. TT = Timed Transformer. AO
Aperiodic. RC - Resistance. Tr
Transformer. CY
Choke. Method of Rectification: AB
Anode Bend. Le = Leaky Grid,.' Loud Speaker Feed: D = Direct.
F
Filter. Tr
•rransformei.
Current Supply:
B
Batteries. AC or DC --- Mains Unit, Incorporated.
Gramophone Pick-up Arrangements:
OP = Pick-up included: PP = Provision for Pick-up.

"

1

Buyers' Guide, 1929-30.—
.
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Huai si pot.
.

161.F.

•

.E
H.
a
o

.E
Ilk.

H.F.

•
Be

=

•
Current
Supply.

.lilimdaebwor.
. •

•

Valves and Couplings
'
'

.

.E
L.F.

L.F.

dà
E=
.
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ere

Prk•.

'y

.

.

£

]ye Radio, Ltd., Radio Works, Cambridge.
„

PO

1P

•.•

,.

„
••

•

..
.

.

,
s

Type 25/C. (P)

:.

—

T

Ap

All Electric Three
Screened Grid Four
Presentation Two

—

—
—
—

Popular Two

_

(P)

Quadruple Valve Co, Ltd., 1, Hood
Street, Northampton.,

" Really Portable"

Radiocraft Supplies, Ltd., Arcade,
Walsall.
Radio Gramophone Development Co.,
St. Peter's Place, Broad St., Birmingharn.
Radio Instrument, Ltd., 12, Hyde
Street, London, W.C.1.
Read & Morris, Ltd., 81, Castle Street,
London, W.I.

" Peter Pan"
Screened III
Type D.C. G5 (RG)
., D.C. D6 (RGI
„ D.C. D7 (RG)
Transportable All Elec. 3(P)
„
„ (P)
D.C. gimplicity Four
Lone Star Overseas Four..

Read Radio, Ltd., 32, Newman Street,
London, W.I.
Rees Mace Mfg. Co., 39,, Welbeck
Street, London, W.L
••

11

„

PO

„

Rialton Radio, 21a, Barbican, London,
E.C.1.
II

,,,

•

—

—
—
_

—
—
—
—
—
—

IZadiograrnoplione (RG)

••

Melba " (P)

(p)

T

T
*SG
SG"
—
_

Ap.

T

Ap

LG

TT *AB
TT AB
—
LG

B

Tr

T

Tr

Tr
RC
Tr

.T
T
T

—
Tr
—

—
T
—

F.
ji
—

T

—

—

j

—

LG

Tr

Ap

LG

—

—D

_____
LG
—
Tr
—
P
TT LG
Tr
—
—
—
SG
— , ——————
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
--SG
TG LG Tr
P
—
—
Tr
TG LG Tr
*I'
—
—
Tr
.-t.
.,-.
— *SG
•
____
TT LG
Tr
F
—
SG
T
Tr
T
IT LG Tr
F.
T
Tr
T
—
SG
—

'' Rcaco " (P)

•
Screened Grid Portable

o

—

Gnome (P)
Twin Grand (P)
.,
Baby (P)
,Medium Four (P) . à.
Tourist Seven (P) "•I«••

"

—
—
SG
SG
—
••I

—
TT
TT
—
--

T

—

LG

—

T

TA
SG
SG
TT
TT
SG
SG
TA
I"—

LG Tr
T
LG Tr
T
LG Tr
T
LG Tr
T
1"—t

SG

—

SG

—

AB

Tr

T

—

—

Tr

SG

—

SG

—

LG

Tr

P

—

—

D

SG

Ap

T

A

LG

Tr

—

—

D

T ., Ap

LG

Tr

_

_

D

TA

LG

Tr

P

—

—

D

TA .1-G
TA.I.G
Ap
LG
TG LG
Ap
LG

—
Tr
Tr
Tr
Tr

.1*
P
T
T
T

—
-Tr
Tr
Tr

T
—
T
T
T

D
F
D
D
D

TA

— —

Rolls-Caydon Sales, 77, Rochester Row,
London, S.W.1.
••

ee

1

Rooke Bros., •Ltd., 55, CaÏdington
Street, London, N.W.1.
Royal Radio Co., 4/5, Dorset Mews
, North, London, N.W.1. .

,:.¡",
-••••

r

'

.f •
-

—

T

Ap

Phantom Regional
Screened 4 (P)
Portable Screened Four (P)
Radio-Gramophone (RG)
Faradex Five (P)
S.G. Four (P)
,.
Five Valve (P)

—

SG

Ap

—
—
—
—
—

—
*SG
T
—
T

—

Screened Four Transportable (P)
Radio Gramophone (RG) .

—

„
T. W. Rutter, 3, St. James' Road,
West Croydon.

Screened Four (P)
" Personic V." (P)

—
T

Saxon Radio Co., Henry Street Works,
. South Shore, Blackpool, Lanes:
,, .
„
„
,

Saxon S.G. Four

,

-

Junior Portable (P)

.!

ill

PP

—

SG

— .SG
Ap *SG
Ap
T
—
SG
T
Ap

LG

Tr

T

Tr

T

13

TT .LG

Tr

.T

—

—

F

SG
T

TA
Ap

LG
LG

RC
Tr

T
T

Tr
Tr

T
T

D
I+

SG

TA.

AB

RC

T

Tr

T

*A B

RC

*T

RC

T

Tr
,
Tr

*T

LG

—

SG

—

*SG

—
Ap
—

12 12

0

Inclusive, 10x 14 x 4in. 17 Ili
2 L.F.
•

—
PP
GP
GP
GP
—
—
PP
PP

• 6 15
12 10
75 0
75 0
125 0
30 0
30 0
:32 0
28 0
48 0
13 13

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Including batteries, valves a ndroyalties.
,.
„
,.
„
„
Inclusive, Oak. 5 valve set with generous power etttpnt"
„
„
6 „
„ „
„
F,
„•
„
7 „
„
„
a
,n
Including valves and royalties.
„
,,
„
„
Inclusive.
•
Battery model. Set and royalties only.
Mains
„
inclusive.
Inclusive. Oak cabinet 11 x16 x 8in. 22 lb.

—
PP
PP
PP
PP

—

•

19 19 0
37 16 0
35 '14 0
23 2 0
40190

Leather attaché case 13 x11 x 6in. 20
. lb.
Mah. cabinet 204- x19h- x Sin. 42 lb.
,
„
15 x 15x Sin. 321b.
Leather attaché case 16 x13 x 9in. 20 lb.
,
17 x14 x 9in. 35 lb. t,7-valeti .
•.
,
„
„
Super-Het.
'
,
Y.: Battery model complete. Push pull output stage.
"
Mains models
„
„
„
,.
Inclusive. Walnut, mah. or leather cabinet 17 x18 x101n. s...•
40 lb.
Inclusive. Battery model. oak, mah. or leatherette case,
15 x14 x 10in. 24 lb. Mains models ,r,5 5s. extra.
Pe

I
5P

B

—

16 16

0

Inclusive.

B

—

44

2 0

Inclusive.

AC
AC
B
B.
B

—
GP
PP
—
--:

B

PP

PP

GP
AC or
DC
B • •—
B
—

0
0

36 15
7'5 12
16 16
18.18
16 16

0
0
0
0
0

19 19

0.

50

0
0

17 0
23 15
.18 7
25 17
From
' 6 10
From

0
0
6
6

22 10
40 10

0
0

n7 to

0

Oak, malt. or leatherette case 14 X 12 X 9In.

.4,A

>S• -

izi,

'

tti

.
:'.
g.'

„
e

„
Leather case 15+ x121 x 8}in. 28 lb.
„
17 x13 x10in. 32+. lb.
Inclusive. Fabrikoid suitcase 15,1 x 12ftx 9in. 24 lb.
Built-in wave trap.
.,
Inclusive. 15 x15 x 8in. 28.1b.
„

8 0

18 18
16 16

?•¡

„

0
0

GP

t Mullree vorvo

Inclusive.

89 5
110 5
From
42 0
19 1.9

B, AC
or DC
BAC
or DC
B, AC
or DC

„
„

'

,

•
•
•.
.,
Leatherette suitcase 15} x12+ x 9iii. 26 ib.
blab. cabinet 144 x 81 x 7in. 31 lb.
•Tel

Saxon All Electric Three
•

——————
—

Saxon ;I-valve

———

—
D

—

T

.
t
e
i James Scott 8: Co., Allscott Radio
Works, Chapel Street, Dunfermhne.
.
i.»
exi
,
.

26 lb. • Well,.,

B

B
B
B
.B
B

—

'

Inclusive. Walnut cabinet 15 x 15 x 7in.
vision for A.C. eliminator.
Including valves and royalties4
„
Inclusive. Battery model.
.
„
Mains
„
Set and royalties only.

—

4:,
D
D,
D
D

—

0

—

Tr

SG

.
d.

0
0
0
0
0

T

SG

S.

2
3 10
25 0
19 10
12 10
17 10
417

PP
PP
PP

Tr
T
T
Tr
Tr
T
T
Tr
—t

—

—

AC
B
B or
AC
B

B
B
DC
DC
DC
DC
AC„
DC"
Bor
AC
B

_
!:

.

Allscott 4-valve (P)
„
VI

—

—

—
SG

—
TG

SG
SG

TG
TG

LG
LG

Ch
Ch

T
T

Tr
Tr

T

D
Tr

B
B, AC
or DC

.—
PP

Including batteries, valN•es and royalties, stand Model:
„
„ L.S. and
„
pedestal „
„
val
and royalties, stand model.
, L.S. and
„
pedestal „ .
Set. ' nd loyalties only, stand model
.
- :- 't. -'
„
and „
„ pedestal

0

ns.

Inclusive suitcase 17 x 15} x10}in. 29 lb.
4
Mains models, including valves and royalt(es. Pith pull ..zz.,
output. P,)..
.,

rjetwry ....Ara

,.

..

..

.

..,.

,

%

..,

'

,

,,,‘IPiip1, ./.4 del

•

'

--

fames Scott & Co., Aliscott Radio
Works, Chapel Street, Dunfermline
—oaritinueti.

Abloott IV.

SG lFG

«MI

„
„ IIIB.
AIL Rabio-Gram.(RG)

VI

„ VI. Radio-Gram. (RG)
Attaché Portable 4-valve
(P).
" Cabinet Four" (P)
"All Electric"
"Selector-Vox " (RG)
"British Five" (P)

Selectors, Ltd., 2081207, Bedford
Avenue,. Slough Trading Estate,
Slough, Bucks.
e»

Sloan Eléetrieal
8/1e, Golden
Lane, London, R.C.A.
Stratton & Co., Ltd., Balmoral Works,
Bromsgrove Street, Birmingham.
Symphony Gramophone & Radio Co.,
Ltd., 23/24, Warwick Street,
London, W.L

W. W. Taylor, 20, Brook Street,
London, E.C.4.
Tulsemere Mfg. Co., 1/7, Dalton Street,
West Norwood, London, 5.E.27.
Tutills,
Ltd.,
7/9, Swan
Street,
Manchester,

Ultra Electric, Ltd., 881/883, 843/845,
Harrow Road, London, N.W.10.
Universal Gramophone & Radio Co,
Ltd., Ryland Road, Kentish Town,
London, N.W.5.

Vatley,103, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

ep

te
••

'

Ap

ee

Whittin ii;am
& Co., Pc'írtadyne
Works, Chase Estate, Park Royal,
London, N. W.10.
Wholesale Wireless Co., 101, Tarring.don Road, London, R.C.A.
World's Wireless Stores, Grosvenor
Road, M, all ngton.

TG •LG

Ti

P

LG
LG
LG

Ti
Ti
Ti

T
P

Symphony Portable (P)

Ap

Air-chrome S.G. IV. (P)
"I'ruve:x " V.B(
tb)
y Grand
(RG).
„ Concert Grand (RG)
„
(RG)

Ap

Console Radio Gramophone
(RG).
(RG)
Upright Radio Gramophone
(RG).
(RG)
All Electric Two
Three

Three"
Orthotone Radio-Gram (RG)
Portadyne S.G. Four (PI
„ Super Five (P)
, Table Grand (P(
Seasitite
Miracle Super Three

•
r:
-'6j.

Mains moms, notwâag valves sea royalties.
Battery model

—

F

ACand
DC

PP

26 10

.1

Including valves and royalties.

T
—

F

B, AC
or i.e..

GP

B, AC
or DC
AC or
DC

GP
GP

9 0
37 0
50 0
30 10
52 10
70 0
75 o
93 10

0
0
0
0
0
0
U
0

PP

98 10
33 12

0
0

Leattiér attacile e.i;e 154 x13 X8Pi -284

0
0
0
0

Mali. cabinet 17x 15} x 8in. 261b.
Including valves, L.S. and royalties. t Filter transformer.
Inclusive. tFilter transformer. Output valvesi nparallel!
Inclusive. Mali, cabinet 132 x131 x 81in. 25 lb.

TG

LG

Ch

T

Ti

SG

LG

Ti

T

Ti

SG
*SG
*SG

LG
'LG
'LG
Ap LG

Tr
Tr
Tr
Tr

T
•T
•T
T

Tr
Tr
Ti
Ti

•T
T

Ti

T

D

—

Tc
1)

T

LG

Ch

T

Ti

1
3

Ap

LG

Tr

T

Tr.

T

LG

Ti

T

Ti

T

LG

Tr

T

—

•LG

Tr

•T

SG

TG

LG

Ti

T

SG
SG

TG
Ap
TA

LG
LG
LG

Tr
Tr
fr

SG
SG

TA AB
TA 'AB

RC
Tr

TG

SG

Ti

TA 'AB

TT

LG

Ti

TG 'LG
LG

Tr
Ti

'LG
LG

Tr
Tr

TG LG
TG 'LG
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D
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Tr

AC or
DC

GP

Tr
RC

D
D
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33
57
157
13

GP

D

—
•T
P
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T

D
t
t
D

12
15
10
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Oak battery model.

'Iiià2.bUteern del.
'
4ai

pp.

0 0

Including valves and royalties.

J

Including valves and royalties. Push-pull output. With
record compartments
extra.
Battery modelinclusive. D.C. modal £4 4s. 8d. extra.
A.C. model
6s. extra.

From
37 18 0
to
47 5 0
17 17 6
80

o

10 10

o

:cc;

Inclusive.

Ilea cabinet 18

21 0 0
18 16 0
33 15 U

Inclusive.

13
AC or
DC

GP
GP

61 0 0
66 16

Tr

DC

GP

70. 5 0

Ti
Tr

AC
DC

GP
GP

70 5 0
32 18 0

Tr
Tr

GP
PP

32 18 0
17 11 0

Tr
Tr

AC
AC or
DC
DC
AC

PP
PP

27
27

5 0
6 0

Ti

AC

GP

28

7 0

PP
GP

Tr
Tr
Tr
Tr
Tr
Tr

T
T
T
T
T
T

D
D
D
D
D

Ti

T

D

AC

4 2 6
8 0
28 5
23 2
10 19
26 5
16 16
9 18

0
U
0
0
0
tI

16-550 metres.

£1.0

x121x8j1n.

Including batteries and valves.
22 lb.
Complete. All Mains.

GP

PP

ei

„
„ Oak Output valiresi n push-

11:

A.C. model i
nalusive
D.C.
•

D

tn

„ Mains modele.

IV

85 1.) o
r u

Tr

•T

isliBREVIATIQN4,—RG = Radio Gramophone.
P
Portab e.
I' afro:
SA = Screen Grid.
T61= Tuned
la = Tuned Anode. Ta = Tuned Grid. TT = Tuned Transformer. Ap = Aperiodic. AC ----- Resistance.
Spam« Feed: te ru Direct. V= Pater. Tr
Transformer. Current Supply:
s= Batteries. ,AA
PP = Provision`for

r:;!,

3
U

SG

LOW

itAiZeie

32 10
22 10

Ti

Ap
Ap

PP

T

*SG

Orthotone Imperial RadioGram (RG).
"Imperial Two."

FS, AC
or DC

Ch

SG

•••• •

d

LG

"Tannoy "
tRG) ••••••

Tr

1

TG

"Omnivox" 2-valve (P) •

Tinol

Ti

SG

SG

AP

T

-SG-

'SG

f•

Watmel Wireless Co., Ltd., Imperia
Works,
High
Street,
Edgware,
Middlesex.
ye

TG

Eddystone Scientific Four
SjW.
Radio-Gramophone de Luxe
(RG).
Radio-Gramophone (RG) .

„
111

SG

Ch

*SG

SG ITG

„ IV. Radio-Gram. (RG)

LG

Hide allitC1114
Rexine
„
Oak.

30 lb:

Mat% ease 12 X12sr Ba.

X13 x7}la. 30Ib.
10 x13 x ilia. 30Ib.

a

3,,
-ré

Po

Including valves sal maid $1.

91

Set and royalties mile
Ineludirig battéiie4,"valves and royalties.
Inclusive. Attaché case 141 x 13} x10in. 30 lb.
Morocco attaché case 101 x15 x14in. 28111.;4.
Oak or walnut cabinet 21k x11 xl5ira. 32 lb. ,Including valves and royalties.
I
Inclusive.

Grid.
T = Triode. P = Pentode. •— Directly or Indirectly Heated Mains Valves.
Coupling:
Tr --- Transformer. Oh = Choke. Method of Rectification: AB = Anode Bend. Li = Leaky Grid.
or DO
Mains Unit, Incorporated.
GramoPhone Pich-up Arrangements: hP
Pick-up incraded.
Pick-up.
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The Relationship Between the Mechanical and Electrical Systems.

T

-

By N. W. McLACHLAN, D.Sc., M.I.E.E., F.Inst.P.
.

HE coil-driven loud speaker is amechanical device
propelled by electric currents. It can be divided
into two basic systems (1) a purely mechanical
system, (a) apurely electrical system. The mechanical
system causes sound to be radiated, whilst the electrical
system supplies the energy necessary for this to be
accomplished. By virtue of this relationship there is
a definite connecting link between the mechanical and
electrical systems. The object of this article is to indicate the interaction of the two systems and to give
adiagram by means of which the combined performance
can be visualised by aid of an equivalent electrical
circuit.'
Taking the mechanical circuit, we have the arrangement of Fig. 1, which is equivalent to a mass ni
attached to aWeak spring S, as shown in Fig. 2. The
mass, whose effective value is ni, corresponds to the
diaphragm, whilst the spring corresponds to the diaphragm support. This is assumed to be elastic, and
allows the diaphragm a fair amount of axial motion
with but little constraint. Under this condition the
natural axial frequency of the diaphragm (when the
coil circuit is open) will be from 5 to 15 cycles per
second.
When the diaphragm vibrates there is a
certain amount of resistance
offered by the arr, due to
the generation of sound
waves. Also, there is aloss
in the diaphragm.
These
resistance effects impose a
certain amount of damping
on the mass in, i.e., it is
not absolutely free to move
with the spring.
The electrical circuit is
illustrated in Fig. 3. The
coil is situated in a strong
radial magnetic field. When
the coil is fixed in position
so that it cannot move, the
electrical circuit is the
simple
form
shown
in
Fig. 4, where the coil
merely has an inductance
L. and resistance R. comFig. 1. — Diagram showing
mechanical arrangement of
coil and cone.

For complete theory .ec Philosophical Magazine Supplementary
Number, June, 1929.

mensurate with the number of turns and the effect lof
the iron of the magnet.
Now we have to combine the systems of Figs. 2 and, 4.
An alternating current will cause the coil to vibrate
in the magnetic field. Since the coil cuts the field, an
electromotive force is generated which tends to oppose
the current in the coil. A small fraction of this e.m.f.
is associated with the energy converted into sound.
This will be evident from the following: The sound

Fig. 2.—Simple mechanical
equivalent diagram for ar—
rangement of Fig. Iassum—
ing the eone to move as a
whole.

Fig. 3.— Diagrammatic ar—
rangement of coil and power
valve.

energy or power (whichever we like to consider) is
derived primarily from the electrical circuit. Electrical
power is the product of e.m.f. and in phase current.
If, therefore, the coil current is iand the corresponding
back e.m.f. (in phase with i) induced due to the motion
of the coil is e, the power radiated as sound is ej. It
should be observed that the current and e.m.f. are in
phase, i.e., their maximum values occur simultaneously.
This value eis one component of the back e.m.f., but
there is another and a larger component which does no
useful work. It merely reduces the value of the current at low frequencies,
which is unfortunate.
If the coil were stationary
there would be no induced
back ean.f., so that the
simple arrangement of Fig.
4 does not represent the
actual state of affairs. We
Fig. 4.—Showing equivalent
have to incorporate in our
valve circuit when coil is
prevented from moving. The
electrical circuit something
colt Is represented by an in—
which accounts for the
duction 1, having resistance
R.
The Internal A.C. re—
back e.m..f.
The analysis
sistance of the nosier vals
leading to the final result is
is p.
B 40
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The Moving-coil Speaker and its Equivalent Chenil.—
of the diaphragm is also reduced. But the elasticity
beyond the scope of this journa1, 2 but we are not preof .the surround increases the amplitude of motion near
eluded from discussing the result.
In Fig. 5We have
15 cycles, so that it gives the effect of an increase 'in cur:.
an electrical circuit3 which behaves in the same manner
rent. Now we know that an inductance tends to neutral-.
as the moving coil of Fig. 4. SupIse the effect of a condenser. Moreover, we require en pose we select acertain frequency, inductance to complete the equivalent electrical circuit for
say 500 cycles, then by properly frequencies in the neighbourhood
choosing C. and R. the current of 15 cycles. This has been added
in the system will be identical with
to Fig. 5, with the result exhithat through the moving coil at bited in Fig. 7. Clearly the effect
500 cycles, R. is the electrical
of the inductance L. is to counterresistance corresponding with the act the influence of the condenser
mechanical
resistance
to. the. C., so that the amplitude of
motion of the diaphragm.
The
motion
is increased.
Another
power loss in R.= i
2R., and this
method
of
representing
the
comc
is the energy radiated as sound.
plete circuit is illustrated in Fig. 8.
The condenser C. may appear The inductance L'„„ capacity C.
Fig. 5.—Eguivalent
extremely peculiar, but it is
and motional or radiation recircuit of movingcoil loud speaker
merely an electrical., artifice which sistance Ri„, are now in parallel.
when the diahas the same effect in reducing the The resonance frequency of the,
phragm is in action.
R o is the acoustic
current at low frequencies as the surround is identical with that of
radiation resis tonce. C,„ is the
back e.m.f. due to the motion of L',„ C'..
motional capacity.
Fig. 'I.—Equivalent
the coil.
Both R C„, are due
The value of C'..m/ C 2 where
circuit of coil-drive
to the 'back e.m.f.
in ccMoreover, in Fig. 5 we have an m is the effective mass of the
lourd reZ
induced by the
motion of the coil
electrical circuit in which the
diaphragm.
This includes the
tor.
in the magnetic
mechanical and electrical systems added mass due to the sound
field.
=01.1 dreentce
of the coil drive are represented. waves caused by the motion.
Ci
s
e
ll...stilty of the sure
By its aid we can study exactly what
4k
product of
roI
undthearrdequveanrcleys.
will happen at various frequencies
the total length
without considering the mechanical
of wire on the coil and the strength
•aspect of the problem at all.
C2
of the radial field. L'„.= —
k where
There is a variation in the components R. C. according to the
k is the force required to move the
frequency, but we need not enter
diaphragm through an axial distance
into such details here. The action,
of i cm. against the supporting
of the coil in motion can also be
material.
represented by the equivalent cirIn this discussion the diaphragm
cuit of Fig. 6.
In this case the
has been assumed to move as a
conderiser C',,, and resistance R',,,
whole at all frequencies. We know
are in, parallel and have different
- Fig. 6.
Fig. «8.
this does not hold in practice, 4 so
values from R. and C..
Fig. 6.—Alternative equivalent circuit of
that modifications will be required
coil-drive loud speaker In action.
R',„
Hitherto we have considered cases
and C'„, are now in parallel.
to cope with frequencies above
Fig. 8.—Circuit of coil-drive loud speaker,
where the frequency of the coil curwhere the inductance, capacity and resisabout 200 cycles (depends upon
tance equivalent to the motion of the
rent is well removed from the
size of diaphragm).
These eqtiivacoil are in parallel. L',„ does not vary
natural frequency of the diaphragm'
with the 'frequency, until the diaphragm
1
ent diagrams are extremely useful
stops moving as a whole.
on ita support, viz., 15 cycles.
in studying the principle of the coilWhen the frequency approaches 15 cycles it is clear
driven loud speaker, since the complete outfit is reduced
that the amplitude of motion increases, due to mechanito an electrical circtiit.
.
cal resonance.
This condition is not represented
The values of L'., C'., É'„„ etc., will depend upon
in Fig. 5, so that an additional electrical quantity
the size of the diaphragm, the mass of the coil, the
is required to give the complete equivalent circuit.
number of turns on the coil, the strength of the magnetic
In Fig. 5it was essential to introduce acondenser C.
field and the flexibility of the support. If the reader to represent the effect of the back e.m.f. due to the
knows these factors for his own loud speaker he will
motion of the coil. We now have to represent the
be able to set down numerically its equivalent circuit.
elastic effect of the surround, for C. reduces the lowOf course, when resonances occur there will be avariafrequency currents, and therefore the axial movement tion hi the equivalent circuit. However, enough information has been.given to introduce the subject to the
See Philosophical Magazine, loc.cit.
8 In Figs. 5 to 8th e equ i
va l
en tci
rcu it i
s sh
own withopen
reader who desires to have a deeper insight into the
ends. In practice, of course, the circuit is completed through
action of his loud speaker.
something else. When transformer coupling is used, the
Incidentally*, it is of interest to observe that Fig. 8
secondary of the transformer is connected to the ends of the
covers the case of a reed driving a rigid disc.
equivalent circuit. On the other hand, when ahigh-resistance
toil is used, the circuit is completed through the val e and
choke-condenser combination.
See The Wirth« World, July 10th an41 17th. 1929-
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A Review of the Latest Products of the Manufacturers.
"ARBE" LOUD SPEAKER.
This is a cabinet cone instrument fitted
in a case of generous size and pleasing
finish.
It is acoustically open at both
back and front, afeature which attributes
in measure to the good performance exhibited on test.
The movement is an
Ormond four-pole unit with adjustment,
and this drives a 12in. cone.
Specially prepared material, somewhat
resembling buckram in appearance, is used
for the diaphragm. The periphery of the
cone rests lightly against pads of felt;
the driving mechanism being partially relieved of •
the cone's weight by holding
this, at two points, by tubber .clamps.

that the bass is emphasised unduly. However, this is an aural illusion not substantiated by test.
The instrument is sensitive to weak inputs and can be driven at ample volume
for average-sized rooms with a mediumsize power output valve.
The D.C. resistance of the windings on the unit is
2,000 (dims.
This loud speaker is available in either
an oak case or a mahogany cabinet; the
prices being £3 10s. and £.3 15s. respectively.
The makers are The " Arbe"
Radio Manufacturing Co., 25, Meredith
Street, St. John's Street, London, E.C.1.
0000

BELLING-LEE SAFETY CONNECTORS.
Messrs. Belling-Lee, Ltd., Queensway
Works, Ponder's End, Middlesex, have for
long apecialised in the manufacture of
insulated terminals particularly suitable
for use where high anode potentials are
employed. The latest addition to their
wide range of connectors is a plug and
socket having all "live" metal parts
protruding from the panel adequately
protected by insulating material.
•
The construction of these insulated HT.
plugs and sockets is shown clearly in the
accompanying drawings. The socket is
fixed to the panel, or terminal strip, and

•

the completely insulated plug terminates
the flex lead. Soldered connections are
dispensed with and provision is made
to grip the outer covering of braided
silk, or cotton, thereby giving a tidy appearance to the leads. The price of the
plug and socket is 9d., or they can be
purchased separately, the panel portion
costing 4d. and the flex connector 6d.
0000
ELLISON H.T. ELIMINATOR.
This model has been designed for use
on 200-volt 50-cycle supply mains, and
gives two output voltages. That marked
H.T. +1 is adjusted to suit the requirements of most detector valves, and 11.T.
+2 is intended to supply the remaining
valves in the set.
A series resistance

"Arbe" cabinet cone loud speaker.

Ellison A.C. H.T. eliminator, Model PA.,

A practical test, using a straight line
amplifier, showed that over the major
part of the. audible scale the response was
fairly even, but with a slight tailing-off at
the higher frequencies.
The middle
register is well brought out, and the bass
is in evidence but not unduly so, although
the reluctance to bring out the treble in
correct proportion gives the impression

absorbs the excess voltage at the detector tapping, so that it is a simple
matter to change this for one of different
value, should this be necessary in any
particular case.
Full-wave rectification is adopted, usieg
a Marconi or Osrarn 13.5 valve.
At the
time of test the mains .voltage was 210,
and this gave 5.5 volts across the valve's

Details of the Belling-Lee insulated H.T.
plug und socket.

3
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filament.
This is slightly higher than
the optimum voltage for this valve, but
on a200-volt supply it should prove about
correct.
Each unit is accompanied by an instructional leaflet giving, in addition, a table
of the voltages obtained under varying
toad conditions. These, together with the
measured output voltages, are tabulated
below.
ILL
Current le
Milliamperes.
10
16
20
Si
$O
36
40

2TOMPlile
Makers'
Voltages.

Measured
Voltages.

200
162
170
160
136
120
107
81

215
196
176
169
142
127
116
106

571

We have had samples sent to us for
examination, and find that the coils comply with the specification given, and we
believe they will be found satisfactory in
every respect.
The workmanship is of a high order.
Spacing of coils and sections are correct.
A slight deviation has been made from
the published description, this being the
foreshortening of the spacers carrying the
primary winding on the medium-wave
H.F. transformer.
Since this is a constructional detail of no particular importance, it will not affect the efficiency of the
coils.
We can confidently recommend
them to all prospective constructors of
this receiver.

000 0

"STORK" LOUD SPEAKER UNIT.
The "Stork " loud speaker unit is a
product of the General Electric Co., Ltd.,
Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2,
and is the same movement as fitted to
their cabinet loud speakers of the same
name.
It is now being offered as a
separate unit for home construction at the
attractive price of one guinea. It-is for use
with cone diaphragms. The movement is
of the single-acting reed type, with the
armature fixed at one end. An adjusting
screw is fitted to regulate the clearance
between the armature and the laminated
pole-pieces.

The slight differences are accounted for,
of course, by the higher mains voltage at
the time of -test.
The detector supply (H.T. +1) is given
as being measured with a load of 20
mA. ou the H.T.+2 supply.
Reproducing these conditions we obtained the
following voltage readings :—
H.T.
Current in
Milliamperes.
0.5
1.0
1.6
214

+ 1 Tapping.
Makers'
Voltages.

Measured
Voltages.

120
95

140
110
78
49

es
es

The unit was then given apractical test
using a four-valve set (1-v-2).
It was
satisfactory in every respect; not the
slightest trace of hum being noticed. We
can confidently recommend this model.
The makers are the Ellison •Manufactaring Co.. Ltd., Dragon Works, Harrogate, and the price, including valve, is
£6.

slightly better characteristic •than the
A.F.3, when used with a suitable valve,
and, of course, the amplification is very
much greater. Needless to say, it should
be preceded by a leaky-grid detector
valve, as the primary impedance is hardly
of sufficient magnitude to enable the best.
to be obtained with anode bend detection.
The amplification afforded by acombination of grid detector, A.F.6 transformer,
and a super-power output valve, with a
good mutual conductance, will compare
favourably with that generally associated
with apentode output stage.
The makers are Messrs. Ferranti, Ltd.,
Hollinwood, Lancashire, and the price it
30s.

Ferranti

A.F.6 transformer.
step-up ratio of 1.7.

It has •

A NEW FERRANTI TRANSFORMER.
There is evidence to show that the
present trend in design of receivers
favours an increase in the number of H.F.
amplifying stages with a reduction in the
L.F. amplification.

G.E.C. " Stork " cone loud speaker unit.
A matte acting reed movement with adjustment.

Set of `. Berclli" coils for the 1930 Everyman Four receiver

1930 EVERYMAN FOUR COILS.
Those constructors contemplating building the 1930 Everyman Four receiver
may be interested to learn that a set of
coils. for this receiver has recently been
placed on the market by Messrs. Siinmonds
Bros., Shireland Road Smethwick, Staffs.
These are offered at 57s. the set.
3
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made

by Simmonds Bros.

Since most new designs show one lowfrequency amplifier only after the detector, it is but natural that attention
should be directed towards obtaining the
maximum amplification from that stage.
Messrs.
Ferranti
have accordingly
developed a special
transformer—the
A.F.6—with a ratio of 1:7. It has a

A practical test was made, using agood
cone diaphragm and a. suitable baffle.
On the whole the response was very good
indeed; the frequency range, with normal
electrical inputs, being from about 150
cycles to 5,000 cycles. 'Mere were sundry
minor resonances—probably reed resonances, since this is fairly rigid—between
5,000 and 3,000 cycles, but these were not
unduly marked. Otherwise the response
was fairly constant over the audible band
covered, but there was anoticeable tailing.
off below 200 cycles.
The measured D.C. resistance of the
windings was found to be 420 ohms. It is
possible to connect the loud speaker direct
in the H.T. supply lead to the last valve,
even though a super-power type is fitted,
without serious voltage drop. A chokecondenser filter, or transformer, output
arrangement, would be preferable, if this .
can be fitted conveniently.
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By S. O. PEARSON, B.Sc., A.M.1.E.E.

• Condensers and
•
Capacity.

of electricity is a stream of electrons moving in the
opposite direction to that normally chosen to indicate
the direction of flow of current. This fact is plainly
(Continued front page 542 of
illustrated by the action of an ordinary valve, wherle
previous issue.)
the current in the plate circuit is always taken as floWing from the positive terminal of the H.T. supply to
E now come to the third and last " constant " the plate and thence through the vacuum to the filaof the electric circuit, namely, capacity. As ment. But we *actually know that the electrons reprethe name implies, the capacity of any part of senting the current are given off or emitted by the
acircuit is the extent to which a " charge" or quantity hot filament and are collected by the plate and so mocie
the other way round the circuit. In the early days Of
of electricity can be stored or accumulated in that part.
It is the capacity for storing electricity in a stationary electricity, before the discovery of the electron, it was
(electrostatic) state under a given electrical pressure or thought that both *kinds of electricity moved round the
voltage. In just the same way the capacity of a com- circuit in opposite dimctions and the choice of the
pressed-air cylinder could be expressed as the amount positive direction was quite an arbitrary one. In the
of air it would hold under a given pressure.
That light of the electron theory the choice has turned oat
component of the electric circuit which is designed to be very unfortunate, and the reader should bear in
expressly for the purpose of producing this effect of mind that when a current flowing through a circuit has
its direction indicated by an arrow the actual direction
capacity is called a condenser.
of motion of the electrons representing that current i's
In order to understand clearly the effects of capacity,
opposite to that indicated by the arrow. For most
especially in an A.C. circuit, it is necessary to know
purposes this distinction is not necessary, but it is
exactly what capacity is and how it arises.
for our present purpose of considerable help in elucida$:
It was pointed out in Part I (September 25th issue)
that a current of electricity could be looked upon as a ing problems of 'capacity.
The Nature of Capacity.
stream of electrons passing from atom to
Suppose that two flat metal plates A
atom along aconductor, the stream being
and B of equal size are placed parallel to
continuous so that electrons were not
each other, but not touching, as shown
accumulated at any point in the circuit.
in the upper part of Fig. i, and that they
Under the heading of capacity, however,
are electrically insulated from each other,
we encounter entirely new conditions,
_namely, where electrons are transferred
the
tween
medium
A andbetween
B is connected
them being
acircuit
air. conBe
from one part of a conducting system to
sisting of a battery E, a resistance R and
some other part of the same system in
a switch S. In the figure the negative
which there is no complete or closed cirpole of the battery is shown connected to
cuit for a continuous stream of electrons
plate A.
,
to flow round.
Providing the switch S has not been
sig. 1.— Si mple parallel
•Direction of Flow of Electrons.
closed no potential difference or voltage
plate arrange ment for Mu—
trating the ac tton of a bat—
will exist between the plates (they could
But before proceeding farther a word
tery and condenser.
be momentarily joined together with a
is necessary regarding the direction of flow
piece of wire to ensure this). •This means that each
of electrons moving round a circuit carrying a current.
It was explained in Part I that a free electron is a plate carries an equal number of free electrons. If the
plates are at zero potential with respect to earth the
minute negatively charged " particle " which can be
negative electrons on each are present in just sufficient
moved, by the action of an electromotive force. The
numbers to neutralise completely the positive charges
central positive charge of each atom of matter is not
at the centres of the atoms and leave the plates as a
- mobile in this way and cannot be separated from the
whole electrically neutral. • Now consider what happeins 7 '
1
atom of which it forms the nucleus. Thus a current
B
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when the switch S is suddenly 'closed. The battery will
immediately try to drive a current round the circuit,
•but owing to the gap between the plates no continuous
current will be able to flow. Nevertheless, the tendency
is for the battery to drive electrons round the circuit
in a clockwise direction, and so, on closing the switch,
electrons will immediately be drawn off from plate B,
passed through the battery, and piled up on plate A.
As soon as any electrons are taken from plate B 'those
left are insufficient to
neutralise completely the
positive charges at the
centres of the atoms, and
so plate B acquires apost,
live potential. The extra
negative electrons which
are driven on to plate A
will give the latter a
negative potential, as there
will then be more than
sufficient to neutralise the
positive nuclei of the
Fig. 2.—Air cylinder and fan
pump system explaining in
atoms.
mechanical terms the action
of acondenser. A diaphragm
The initial rate at which
D divides the cylinder into
the electrons are taken
tvlo equal compartments A
and B.
from B and put on to A
•
by the action of the battery
will depend on the E.M.F. of the battery and the
resistance R of the circuit, because the stream of electrons flowing from B to A constitutes an electric current.
But once this current has started the potential of B is
becoming more positive and that of A more negative,
that is to say, a potential difference is building -up
between A and B in such a direction as to oppose the
actiim of the battery. Thus as time progresses, after
closing the switch, the current, or rate of transfer of
electrons, becomes rapidly less and ceases altogether
when the potential difference between the plates has
reached a value equal to the E.M.F. of the battery.
Under these conditions plate A is charged exactly to the
same potential as the negative pole of the battery, and
B to that of the positive pole. We see, then, that the
current obtained is only' amomentary or transitory one
which passes from plats A to plate B according to the
usual notatión although the electrons are moved from
B to A.

One of the pipes has a constriction R representing the
resistance of the electric circuit.
If the fan pump is suddenly started it will immediately
begin to draw air from compartment B and transfer
it to A. The result is that the pressure in B begins to
fall and that in A to rise, just as in the electric .circuit
the potential or electrical pressures of the plates' were
changed. In the same way the current of air through
the pipe diminishes as the pressure difference between
compartments A and B rises and will cease altogether
when the difference of pressures in the two compartments is exactly equal to the pressure exerted by the
pump. A continuous stream of air cannot flow on
account of the dividing diaphragm in the cylinder corresponding to the gap between the plates of the electric
circuit.
As regards the air system it is quite obvious that
energy is required to change the pressure levels of the
compartments of the cylinder as described, and that
energy is stored in the cylinder. If the motor driving
the pump is switched off the air will immediately cornmence to rush back from A to B and so tend to drive
the fan in the reverse direction. The amount of energy
stored will depend on the capacity of the cylinder and
the differaise in pressure between the two compartments.,
.

•

•

Electric Field.

Now, in exactly the same way, energy must be stored
-_
somewhere in the electric circuit of Fig. r when the
. •
electrical pressure between the plate s A an d B i
s ra i
se d,
because during the time that the plates are being charged '
the battery is driving a current against an opposing
pressure quite apart from that due to the resistance of
the circuit. This energy is stored in the space between"
the plates. The ether there has been subjected to a
sort of strain and is trying to recover—it makes practicallSr no difference whether there is air or a vacuum
between the plates.
The space where the ether is strained in -this way is
called an electric or electrostatic field, and its presence
can be very easily detected
experimentally. If asmall
light body such as a pith
ball, suspended on -a silk
thread, is charged positively and then dangled
between the plates it is
An Analogy.
,
definitely
attracted
toBefore discussing the magnitude and time of duration wards the negative plate A,
of the charging current it will be helpful to consider a and repelled from the posisuitable mechanical analogy. The electric circuit of tive plate B, showing that
Fig. r can be represented by the cylinder and pipe
there are lines of force
Fig. 3.—Circuit for charging
arrangement shown in Fig. 2. An airtight cylinder C stretching from one plate
a condenser and then disis divided into two equal compartments A and B by
charging it through a galto the other.
These lines
vanometer.
adiaphragm D. Compartment A is connected by means of force are quite different
of a pipe to the output side of a fan pump P of the
from those of magnetism; they aré produced by electype used in ordinary vacuum cleaners, compartment B trons at rest, whereas ,the magnetic lines were produced
being connected to the input or vacuum side.
The
by electrons in motion, that is, by an electric current.
whole system is assumed to contain air at the normal
The electrostatic strain set up in the ether by the
atmospheric pressure when the pump is stationary, so
charges on A and B is a sort of elastic one tending
that each compartment holds an equal weight of air,
to return the potentials of the plates to their original
=which
corresponds to the electrons in the electric circuit.
,
,
common level. If we disconnect the plates from the.,

-
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throughout the charging period. This could be' clohe
theoretically by reducing the variable resistance R in
battery and then join them t
o the terminals of -a
sensitive galvanometer the latter will give amomentary Fig. 3 at a uniform rate from the initial value to zero
deflection indicating that the excess negative electrons during the charging period. Under these conditions the
voltage across the condenser would rise at a uniform
on plate A have rushed back and made good the
rate, as shown in Fig. 4 (b).
,
•
- deficiency on B. Our simple condenser has been dis.
Suppose,
then,
that
with
a
steady
charging
current
charged and the energy which it possessed dissipated
-in the resistance of the circuit connecting A to B.. The of Iamperes the potential difference between the canswitching arrangement for the experiment is shown in -denser plates reaches a value of E volts in a time ol t.
seconds. Now, the product -of the current I and the
Fig. 3..
time t is the quantity of electricity transferred from
Definition of Capacity.
'
one plate of the condenser to the other. From this the
• When the switch is closed the initial value 'of the 'capacity can be defined as the quantity of electricity or
" charge" required to change the potential differetiqe
E
charging cerent will be I.— amperes, becàusè at the
between, the plates by one unit of E.M.F.
start there is no back pressure exerted by the condenser.
Practical Units of Capacity.
-But as the voltage across the condenser builds up it
When the charging current Iis in amperes and t is
in seconds the quantity of electricity or "charge" is
expressed in coulombs. .The capacity in the practical
system of units is expressed in farads. A condenser is
said to have a capacity of one farad if the potential
difference between the plates is raised by one volt when
a quantity of electricity equal to one coulomb is put
into it, or when a charging current of one ampere
flowing for one second changes the potential differerce
between the plates by one volt.
Thus if acurrent of Iamperes flowing for tseconds
raises the potential difference between the plates from
zero. to E volts the capacity of the condenser will be
1
, It Q• .
r- ,
•
farads
É E
where Q stands for the charge in coulombs or ampelreseconds.
The farad is a vefy large unit indeed. If a candenser of one farad capacity were charged to one volt,
on being discharged through a resistance it would gve
mg. 4.—(a) Curves showing how the charging current dies ;way
out one ampere for one second or the equivalent. If
under normal conditions.
(b) Conditions existing when the
charging current is controlled and kept constant.
The voltage
charged to 18o volts it would be capable of giving Out
across the condenser rises at a uniform rate.
the equivalent of one ampere for three minutes! It
would require an enormous condenser to give such a
opposes more and Umore the action of the battery, and
performance. .
Thus in general practice the capacity
so the value of the charging current diminishes as time
progresses. If eis the voltage across the condenser at of acondenser is expressed in microfarads (mfd.), meanE—e ing millionths 'of a farad. But when making calct laany instant the current at that instant will be i= —R
tions relating to condensers farads must be used in all
amperes, and. so the charging current will die away the ordinary formulœ ;to convert from microfarads to
according to adefinite law. The current would actually farads we must divide by I& or one million. V;ry
,..• die away in the manner indicated by the curve of often in wireless work capacities are expressed in
Fig. 4 (a). However, it would help us to give asimple micro-microfarads (m.mfd. or ¡Lid) or millionths c a
microfarad.
definition of the capacity if we could arrange to
(To be continued.)
tain the charging current constant at the initial value
•
.
•
Wireless Theory Simplified.—

••••
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"The Igranic Electric Co.. Ltd., 149,
Queen Victoria Street, London, E.C.4.—
Descriptive folder of Screened Grid Short
Wave Receiver; a four-valve set covering
wavelengths from 10 to 85 metres and
.
employing H.F. amplification.
0000
•
•
The Lisenin Wireless Company, 5, Central Buildings, High Street, Slough,
Bucks.—Illustrated folder of Wander
plugs, spade terminals and insulated mains
earinectors.

,

••••••.••

CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
The Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd.,
123-5, Queen Victoria Street, London,
E.C.4.—Illustrated catalogues of Ediswan
mains- and battery-operated receivers;
mains accessories; components, and a 58page valve book containing curves and
descriptive matter dealing with ever now .

Mazda valve.
Also general radio catalogue and descriptive folders of "/ungar " battery chargers.
0000
Messrs. Ferranti, Ltd.; Hollinweod,
Lancashire.--Descriptive catalogues of
A.C. and D.C. measuring instrumants,
push-pull transformers, anode feed units,
and illustrated leaflets dealing with tryitor
car battery charger: and radio switetes.
Descriptive folder of moving-coil loud
speakers.
4411.
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By Our Special Correspondent.
New

Wavelength for

2L0 ?—Scottish

A Dilemma.
B.B.C. engineers are in a dilemma regarding the opening of the second station
at Brookmans Park. For a reason which
remains obscure, there is an insistent demand in some quarters that the regular
London programme, i.e., 2LO's, should
go out on the shorter wavelength of 261
metres, allowing the hitherto silent twin
to carry out its tests on 356.3 metres.
0000
To Wake Up the Public?
This would be the best way to proceed
if the B.B.C.'s intention is to wake up
the public to the realities of the regional
scheme, especially in view of the likelihood that the tests with the new transmitter will be limited to news, talks, and
poetry readings!
In the scramble for
new coils and condensers the listening
public would begin to see the scheme
from a fresh angle.

Regional

Sites.—Test Relays from

station at Larbert, midway between Glasgow and Edinburgh.
As a matter of
fact, no decision has yet been arrived at.
The
B.B.C.
mobile
transmitter has
roamed over most of the country in the
neighbourhood mentioned, and three possible sites are now being considered. Lar.
beet is one of them
but the most
favoured is a spot to the east of Falkirk.
0000
A Question of Money.
•
It will be a pity if announcements regarding the Scottish Regional raise false
hopes.
Many listeners in Scotland have
been expecting that their new station
would be ready by the end of 1930.
If the work were begun at once there
would be no technical bar to such a happy
event, but there are grave financial obstacles.
The Northern Regional must
be paid for this year, and the B.B.C.

00-00

Nervousness.
This hesitancy in regard to wavelength
is symptomatic of a growing nervousness
at Savoy Hill over the behaviour of twin
stations on the same site. The B.B.C. 's
experience in this direction is mainly
theoretical, being based on low-power
radiation tests with the mobile transmitter. The case of 5XX and 5GB working on the same site can hardly be called
a parallel one, for here the frequency
separation is 433 kC., whereas the
London Regional transmitters will have
a separation of little more than 300 kC.
with higher power also to be reckoned
with.
Protracted Test Period.
As to the date on which the alternative
tests will -start, even the Chief Engineer
expresses uncertainty.
It is practically
settled, however, that the experiments
will take place daring ordinary broadcasting hours over a.period of at least two
months.
Assuming that the fun begins
before the end of December, we shall have
the season of spring and portable sets
upon us before London Regional is functinning normally.
onoo
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will require more instalments of licence
revenue from the Post Office before the
_Scottish Regional can be completed.
0000

Relays from Germany.
Three experimental relays from the
Continent are to be included in the programmes early in the Now Year.
The
first, I understand, will take place on
or about January 3rd, when Germany's
new cross-country landlines will be put
to the test in a relay from one of the .
eastern transmitters, probably Kiinigswusterl la usen.
The programme value of these relays
will also be considered.
The first will
comprise classical music; German light
music and vaudeville wilL be featured in
the other relays.
0000

Suffocation in the Studio.
Few broadcast artists deserve to be
suffocated in the studio.
Yet this fate
nearly overtook a well-known performer
at Savoy Hill recently when he strayed
too near a ventilating tubo which had
been cleaned with paraffin.
He is only
just recovering from an illness which has
lasted for weeks.
The problem of studio ventilation will
be one of the first considerations of the
designers of Broadcasting House, .Portland Place.
Entirely new methods are
to be tried, as it is realised that the
present system at Savoy Hill is hopelessly
inadequate.
ocoo
Au Revoir, Sir Walford.
All classes of listeners—highbrow, lowbrow, technical, constructional, and the
rest—will miss the weekly talks of Sir
Watford Davies.
There is something
arresting in Sir Walford's microphone
manner which compels one to listen,
whether interested in music or not. Most
of us will be glad that the well-known
" Good-night, listeners all! " on December 31st will be only in the nature
of an ou reroir.

0000

Scottish Regional Excitement.
Captain Eckersley has caused a flutter
in official dovecotes by. a statement in a
speech at Edinburgh last week. The exChief indicated that a site has already
been selected for the Scottish Regional

Germany.

0000

A FAMOUS DEU'FSCHLANDER.
The
Langenberg transmitter photographed
from an unusual angle.
With the aid of
its relays. Langenberg serves nearly all
Western Germany.
It also succeeds in
heterodyning SCSI

Cinema Assists Broadcast Artists.
Anthony Hope's play, "The Prisoner
of Zentla." will be broadcast from 2L0
on December 20th: The adaptation for
the microphone is the work of Holt Marvell, who has conceived the idea of arranging a special show of Rex Ingram's film
version for the artists who are to take
part in the .broadcast to enable them to _
" absorb " the atmosphere of the story.

•
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CORRESPONDENCE.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
Ooccespondenee should be addressed to the Editor, "The Wireless World," Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.C.4, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and addreisl

ANODE FEED.
•
•Sir,—Much print has been used in the last year or so in an
effort to popularise the "anode feed " scheme. Admittedly
it has great advantages over the "common " potentiometer,
and it has enabled "Mr. Everyman " to use modern valves to
a fairly good advantage, but in my opinion better advantages
are to be gained by using a potentiometer for each valve. The
Lost of wire-wound potentiometers, such as Truevolt and Varley
type, is little over that of fixed resistances, and among the
advantages of this scheme are
(1) Voltage more constant in see of anode current fluctuations.
(2) Change of valve involves a simple adjustment instead of
the purchase of a new anode resistance.
(3) In the case of A.C. H.T. eliminators the small but ,constant load on the transformer secondary safeguards the cornponents from harm should the valve filaments be unlighted from
any cause while the elimination is under load.
I have used this scheme in several cases when " motor boating " has occurred, in spite of the anode feed scheme, with.
complete success.
/ I would be interested to know of other readers' oninions on
this scheme.
A. NEWMAN.
THE REGIONAL SCHEME.
Sir,—Re your editorial and correspondents' comments on
the regional- scheme.
• I, too, have thought the B.B.C.'s policy may have, in part.
provided for " wipe-out," so as to limit stations received
t...) those at home; but surely, to be effective, there must be a
full and adequate programme provided by them!
At present my sixty-one stations have been reduced to
fifty-nine, and should Tweedledee cause a further reduction no
more serious and the B.B.C. not extend its Sunday programme,
I will continue my naughtiness in tuning in gay foreigners—
particularly on Sundays.
I remove headgear to Iliffe and Sans Ltd.. the gay foreignerS
and the frame aerial.
HENRY J. BELL.
Wen dover, Bucks.
WON-RADIATING SETS.
Sir,—May I add rny name to that of Mr. Henry W. Moss?
Re-radiation from other receiving aerials is the biggest trouble
Ihave to contend with from a wireless point of view. A man
may not go about the streets interfering with the business or
pleasure of other people, and neither should he be allowed to
do it by radio.
I use a moving-coil loud speaker capable of excellent reproduction, but if there is anything on worth hearing I have to
switch off in disgust at the distortion introduced by "silent
point '• oscillators and the howls of the actual heterodyners. I
heartily agree that the use of reacting detector, or any other
set capable of energising the Q•erial should be made illegal.
Administration of the law would not entail great expense, u
complaints alone would be sufficient indication of offenders.
If the business was sufficiently stressed in journals, members
and officials of radio societies and readers of technical magazines could get together and probably demand it. Also, why
not go a stet. in the right direction and stop set designers and
• radio manufacturers from the practice of publishing diagrams of
cheap (?) receivers capable of re-radiation. I am aware some
cheap outfits for local stations only are always in demand, but
one generally finds the owners trying to get America at
full L.S. strength. Let us hear more views and get the whole
miserable business stopped once and for all.
JOHN ROE.
Sheffield.
have a great deal of -sympathy with your correspon•dent, Mr. Henry W. Moss, being like him a sufferer from the
howls emanating from my neighbour's set next door.
I think something should be dono to curtail the activities of

the oscillating individual : at present the measures taken
the Post Office are not drastic enough. If reaction was pr hibited entirely I am afraid many worthy people in humble
circumstances would be tied down to the local B.B.C. pr gramme owing to the high prices at present prevailing fir
screen grid receivers. Iam convinced from my own experien e
that reaction, if properly used, should cause practically no inte,
ference to neighbouring receivers. It is the selfish person who
wants more service from his small receiver than it is capable Of
giving, and I hope steps will be taken before long to put astcpp
to this great nuisance.
•
HUGH McNEICE. i
London, S.E.6.
I
Sir,—I have read with interest Mr. H. W. Moss's letter n
your issue of the 6th inst. on the subject of radiating receive.
I do not agree with Mr. Moss's view that the advent of t e
screen-grid valve has sufficiently altered the position to justify
legislation to prohibit the use of receivers capable of energising
the aerial.
,The most popular type of set at present «in use in this country
appears to be the straight three-valver, which depends on the
critical adjustment of reaction for its sensitivity and, in some
measure, its selectivity.
1 quite agree that the universal adoption of the screen-grid
valve would solve the problem of oscillation very satisfactorily,
but a greet number of the sets at present in use could not he
modified .to include a screen-grid valve with its attendant
elaborate screening.
It would mean that a large percentage of people now °Utah).
ing satisfactory reception on a straight three-valver would either
have to do away with the reaction that is so essential to thein, •
or, alternatively, modify their receivers at considerable cost.
1 have been using a four-valver incorporating one screen-gi d
valve, anode-bend detector without reaction, and two R.C..
stages of low-frequency amplification, for about a year, and this
gives me all I need in selectivity, volume, and sensitivity, but
its cost is in no way comparable with that of a straight threevalver.
HARRY W. DALY. 1
Cloodmayes, Essex.
i
GRAMOPHONE PICK-UP DESIGN.
Sir,—Mr. F. L. Devereux, in dealing with the above subjeict
in a recent issue of The Wireless World, mentions that senoii,s
amplitude distortion is caused by a single-acting type of pi -up, and further mentions that the single-acting type has giv n
place to the differential or double-acting type.
While this is obviously theoretically correct, the fact remains
that in practice the amplitude distortion (due to the squalre
law mentioned) is of no importance when compared with the
mechanical controlling factors, such as mass of the re,
moment of inertia, restoring force, etc., which of_ con e
were also mentioned in the article.
It is not difficult to find amongst commercial pick-ups Alfferential types with a response curve definitely inferior to that
of a single-acting type. I believe I am correct in stating Opt
the new Marcomphone pick-up employs a reed in which the
whole of the flux passes through it, and the curve of this
pick-up is unquestionably good. The same principle would seem
to be involved in the case of a loud speaker movement, when
mention can be made of the Amphion Lion speaker. Here again
the performance is definitely superior to that of many balanced
armature systems. The predominating factors in both cases
are mechanical rather than electrical. If the same desirable
mechanical conditions were combined with a balanced electriCal
or rather magnetic, system, then the results might possibly he
even slightly better. My own experience in the design of
pick-ups daring the last three years clearly indicates that the
predominating controlling factors are mechanical rather th ut
magnetic, and this certainly seems to lie borne out by the
examples mentioned above.'
PAUL D. TYERS.
Watford.
'
B
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T would probably not be far
wrong to assume that daily close
upon one hundred wireless receivers are connected to public electricity supply mains for the first
time. Some of these sets have been
designed and built expressly to operate either partially or wholly from
mains, while others have been converted from battery-driven receivers
by the addition of various parts collectively called an eliminator or
mains unit.
In both these classes
there is a further sub-division of
"bought," i.e., completely finished,
equipments and "home-built" or
"home-made" apparatus in which
the various parts have been collected
together and assembled by an
amateur.
There is every reason to believe
that, with the improving discernment
in the matter of quality of reproduction on the part of the general public,
at no distant date practically all stationary receivers will be mains operated, so that a few notes on the
legality of the use of public mains
will not be out of place.
Board of Trade Regulations.

To begin with, let us consider how
supply authorities are regulated.
Before a company or a borough
council may proceed .to excavate the
public roads for the purpose of laying mains, it has to obtain parliamentary powers.
The granting of
such powers virtually gives a company amonopoly within aprescribed
area, and in order to prevent the
abuse of such a monopoly the company is governed by certain Acts,
notably the Electric Lighting Acts
of 1882 and 1899, and aset of Board
of Trade Regulations... In general,
the Regulations are of more interest
to the consumer than the Acts. The
concern to which powers have been
granted is referred to in the Acts as
an Undertaker.
13
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The Mutual Obligations
of Set User and Supply
Company Explained..
The Board of Trade Regulations
(now called the Regulations of the
Electricity Commissioners) are expressly headed as being :—
(a) For securing the safety of the
public, and
(b) For ensuring a proper and
sufficient supply of electrical energy.
They are obtainable on demand at
the price of sixpence per copy by a
consumer from the Undertaker in
whose area of supply he resides, and
are the only legal Regulations
governing that supply. They may
also be obtained with certain blanks
left in the final clause, which makes
them specific to an undertaking,
from H.M. Stationery Office.
Now to deal with the. Acts and
Regulations as they affect the consumer who wishes to use power from
the mains to operate his wireless receiver. Although it can be assumed
that anyone who is contemplating
the use of supply mains to drive his
wireless set has already a supply
(and asupply company is bound by
section 27 (i) of the 1899 Act to give
and maintain a supply subject to
certain conditions), it must be
assumed that the addition of amainsdriven wireless set to his powerconsuming appliances is such aserious matter in the eyes of the supply
company as to warrant reconsideration of the original agreement for the

supply of electricity to that particular
premises.
The only technical condition under
which acompany may refuse supply
to aconsumer is when there is found
to be a leakage of more than
rho,000th part of the maximum
supply current on his (the consumer's) wiring and apparatus, and
in so refusing the company is bound,
under penalty, to call attention to
the consumer that he may, if he
doubts its tests, on payment of a
fee, have the tests carried out by a
Board of Trade inspector. This is
covered by Regulations 29, 30, and
31.
D.C. Mains and Condenser Tests.

Sections 27 (4) of the 1899 Act
refers to the use of any lamp or
burner (electric motors were not even
legislated for in those days) in a
manner calculated to interfere un>
duly or improperly with the efficient
supply to any other body or person
as a good and sufficient reason for
the refusal on the part of the company to supply. In view of the contacts or fuses mentioned in Regulation 26 and the leakage specification.
in Regulation 29 of the Board of
Trade, the foregoing clause does not
appear to have any very specific
meaning.
A possible case coming
under this clause might occur if a
consumer installed a piece of apparatus which took a very heavy
momentary current, say, once every
second, the current being just of insufficient duration to blow his main
fuses, but sufficient to cause an unpleasant flicker in the illumination
of the lamps on neighbouring
premises. This state of affairs is not
likely to occur in awireless receiver.
With regard to the current leakage referred to above, this càn be
prevented with certainty in an A.C.
set .operating off A.C. mains by the
use of a transformer with adequate

71'7f7;
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Ousels Regulations and Mains Sets.—
insulation between the primary and
'all other windings, and in a D.C.
•• set by the use of a good condenser
• in the earth lead, together with a
further condenser in the aerial lead
çs,C,
•
if series tuning is not being used and
• the aerial insulation is not above
suspicion. The recognised standard
,test for the insulation value of firstclass British-made apparatus intended to be used on supply mains
is the application of 2,000 R.M.S
volts A.C. of commercial frequency,
5o cycles for one
minute between • conductor and
earth. This test is not really as severe
as it sounds, and there should be no
•difficulty in insulating transformer
primary windings to pass it when all
other windings are earthed; in fact,
there are certain intervalve transformers whose insulation is suffici' ently good to withstand this voltage.
- There must, however, be very few
'condensers at present in earth leads
which are able to pass this test, and
in view of the size and cost of a
condenser of this grade it is doubtful whether a company could be
considered as reasonable in demanding compliance in this respect.
I
r
-

-

pared an excellent set of wiring Regulations which are revised from time
to time to keep up with modern developments and the introduction of
new and better materials.
Quite
recently much work has bgen done
to produce a specification covering
the essential points in eliminator design, but although these Regulations
may be referred to by consulting en-

What are the regulations governing1
the connecting of awireless receiver
to the mains? The endeavour in
this article has been to make clear
the position of both the user of the
mains operated set and the electricity supply company and to outline
the restrictions and obligations im- .,
• . posed.

gineers, buyers, insurance conipanies, etc., as indicating a certain
standard -of excellence, they do not
appear to have any legal significance
as far as the house is concerned. On
the other hand, an insurance company, say, might refuse to accept as
a fire risk a building in which the
electrical installation fell below the
Protection from Shock, •
standard set by the I.E.E. Regulations.
The Regulations, beyond stipulatTo sum up this section of the
ing the maximum permissible leakage on a consumer's system, do not article, there seems to be no valid
mention insulation value. As regards ground on which supply may be resits 'own network, the company is fused to amains receiver which does
not actually produce a leakage to
'only bound to test •
a new low or
earth from either mains greater than
medium pressure (i.e., voltage) main
at its working pressure, or not less the prescribed amount.
than 200 volts before being put into . We come now to the question as
service. Even on high-pressure work to where, the owner of a mainsthe company is only called upon driven wireless set stands when it is
decided to change over the mains
to test at 50 per cent. over working
from D.C. to A.C., and it is unfor'voltage for one hour.
The corresponding up-to-date test in the tunate that at present the legal position is still obscure.
From enBritish industry is 21 times working
voltage, plus 2,000 for one minute, quiries made, it is understood that
and certain manufacturers test at the matter will eventually be fought
three times working voltage for this out by means of a test case.
Much consternation was .created in
time.
the electricity supply world by a
' There remains a further direction
in which legislation might be ex- letter which appeared in the correpected, namely, in the protection spondence columns of this journal
some years ago now, in which aresifrom shock. Now it is .one of the
dent in one of the towns on the
rather remarkable facts that in the
matter of Regulations dealing with Northern outskirts of London exinstallation work, an Englishman's pressed satisfaction at the treatment
home has remained his castle for
received from the supply company,
such a long time. The Institution
who provided him with a complete
of Electrical Engineers has pre- A.C. eliminator (possibly then worth
.
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ten pounds) when they convert
their network in that particular ar
from D.C. to A.C.
Most supply authorities who ha
had to face a change-over hay
accepted the moral obligation t
render sets connected to their mai
suitable for the new supply, but th
method adopted has had to va
with individual sets. The obligatio
is generally considered to consist
leaving the control of the set
changed.
' •
Variation in Supply Voltage.

In some cases, only an H.
eliminator is supplied, or po
sibly a metal rectifier for batter
charging.
In general, no diffe
ence is made between home-buit
and professionally built sets, b t
the new H.T. eliminator will pro
ably only supply semi-smoothed cu
rent, reliance being placed on t
smoothing apparatus of the origin
D.C. arrangement to complete t
process. This seems quite reaso
able, and it must be remembered th t
this modern development of main
driven wireless receivers presents
very difficult and costly problem
supply authorities whose area ha
pens to be mainly residential.
- Before completing this articl
mention should be made of a dire
tion in which a number of suppl
authorities fail badly. This is in t
matter of pressure at the consumer
terminals. By Board of Trade Regi
lation, the total permissible variati
in supply voltage at the consumer
.
terminal is 4 per cent, up or dow
but it is within the writer's expe
ence to have his mains voltage va
by as much as 12 per cent. down
.
a cold winter evening, and To p
cent. up on a •bright Sund
morning.
Such a wide variation, which,
course, affects the filament brillianc
of the rectifying valves in the maiijs
units, as well as their anode suppl
volts, and, therefore, produces som
what of a square law effect, can
the cause of much trouble in a' .hig
class receiver.
There are• two remedies, first,
use a transformer with a tapp
primary, which will allow for co
pensation to be made by means
a multi-way switch, and, secondl
to complain to the supply compan
who cannot ignore such matters.
açO
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"The Wireless World" Supplies a Free Service of Technical Information.
The Service is subject to the rules of the Department, which are printed below; these must
be strictly enforced, in the interest of readers themselves.
A selection of queries of general
interest is dealt with below, in some cases at greater length than would be possible in
letter.
Plug-in Coils for the Aerial Circuit.
I am making up a receiver on the general
Lines of " The Wireless World" Kit
Set.
Will you please tell me if there
is any reason why ordinary plug-in
coils should not be steed for aerial
circuit tuning?
C. W. N.
Commercial plug-in coils can certainly
be used in the open circuit, although
there would hardly be reom for them in a
set having the same layout as that described and illustrated. The coils should
be mounted with a reasonable spacing between them, and if they are placed coaxially in inductive relationship interconnection should be such that one winding forms a continuation of the other.
•
ocoo
Mains Safety Precautions. .
/ ant told that a set operated from the
mains should not be directly earthed
in the usual manner, and in conesquence.am surprised to find that there
is a metallic connection between the
aerial and earth terminals of niy new
receiver.
Would you recommend the
fitting of an external earth condenaer
as a safely precaution?
E. F. E.
This depends on whether your supply
is A.C. or D.C. If the former, it may
be stated definitely that no series condenser is necessary, as the set will be
effectively isolated from the mains by a
double-wound transformer. We expect
that your mains are of this type, but if
•

RULES.

(1.) Only one question (which must deal with
a single specific point) can be answered. Letters
must be concisely worded and headed "Information Department."
(2.) Queries MUM be written on one side of
the paper, and diagrams drawn on a separate
sheet. A self-addressed stamped envelope must
be enclosed for postal reply.
(3.) Designs or circuit diagrams for complete
receivers cannot be given; under present-day
conditions illAgiCe cannot be done to questions
of thiR kind in the course of a letter.
(4.) Practical wiring plans cannot be supplied
or considered.
(5.) Designs for components such as Li'.
chokes, power transformers, etc., cannot be
supplied.
(6.) Queries arising from the construction or
operation of receivers must be confined to constructional sets described in " 7'he Wireless
World" or to standard manufacturers' receivers.
Readers desiring infornudion on matters
beyond the scope of the Information Depart.
ment are invited to submit suggestions regarding
subjects to be treated in future artwles or
paragraphs.

_

you have a D.C. supply, the condenser
should be added, unless the aerial-grid
transformer has separate windings. If it
has, and if the insulation between these
windings is adequate, the set will be quite
safe, in spite of the fact that a test will
show continuity between aerial and earth
terminals.
t, 0 0 0

•
Needle Scratch.
I have recently converted my set for
gramophone reproduction, and notice
that there is excessive needle scratch.
This is not due to the pickup itself,
03 the same instrument functions
quite
satisfactorily
and
without
iteri0118 extraneous noises when used
on a radio-gramophone belonging to
ene of my friends.
Can you suggest a probable cause
of the trouble?
S. G. T.
Excessive scratch
is often brought
about by misalignment of the pick-up
carrier, and we believe that attention to
this detail will overcome, or at any rate
mitigate, your trouble.
An accumulation of dust in the record
grooves generally brings about a similar
effect, and if you have not already done
so we suggest that you will find it worth
while to obtain a proper cleaning brush.

dealing with the neutralising sections,
particularly with the single turn used for
the medium band.
It is convenient to
consider these windings as continuations
of the primaries wound in the same
direction, and, in an attempt to make
this matter more clear, we have shown
by a dotted line an imaginary continuation between the two coils, although in
actual fact there is no direct electrical
contact.
It makes no real difference,
either to the direction of winding or to
the ultimate connections of the various
ends, whether the coils are in the form ,
of single-layer solenoids or in sections.
Primary, secondary, and neutralising
coils
are
connected
in
series,
and
arrangements are made to short-circuit all
the latter when receiving on the medium
band.
In our drawing, external eonnections
are indicated by lettering corresponding
with that appearing in the diagrams of
the original article.

0000

Coils and Convolutions.
I am 'winding a pair of 11.1'. transformers on similar lines to those described for the " Record III," but,
due probably to the fact that a different method of construction is
adopted, have become confuted both
with regard to the method of connecting the various windings and
their direction.
1 think that part of my trouble is
due to the fact that ..the drawings
show sectional windings, which are
possibly easy enough to follow when
copying the exact deaign, but are
confusing in my own case. Would it
be possible for you to give me a
rough sketch showing these pointa
in simplified form?
L. W. B.
We hope and think that this matter
will be made clear to you by a consideration of Fig. 1, which shows all
the windings for both medium-wave
(M.W.) and long-wave (L.W.) windings.
Confusion is most likely to arise when

Rig. 1.—Sketch showing arrangement of
combined medium- and long-wave transformers for the "Record III."
special
attention should be paid to the direction
of windings and connections of the neutralising coils.

••••

ret

,

Insiligog
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58o
T. Supply for the 1980
" Four.

fpund to be. desirable in moderning .the
'Everyman Four. The 1930 Everyman
'Four, described in our issue of October
16th, may equally well be considered as
"this year's model" of the All-Wave
Four .
oo 00

With a view to equalising the discharge
of the cells in my 180-volt accumulator I.I.7'. battery, 1 should like to
arrange maims so that the necessary
voltage-dropping devices are included
Condensers Out of Step.
in the set, in order that only one
/ have been considering the design -of
pcmitive 11.7'. connection to the batthe "Record III " receiver wit/i a
tery need be made.
view to "lifting" Several of its
1 already have a 50,000-ohm. wire•
features for my own receiver, which
wound potentiometer, and take it
it in course of reconstruction.
Oita
that this component will be suitable
point puzzles me: is it not afact that
for making critical adjustment of
Ma variable condensera 02 and 0,
screening grid voltage.
E. B.
cannot possibly operate in step with
•.A skeleton circuit diagram showing the
each other? I say this because their
necessary modifications to the anode circapacities are identical, whereas the
cuits is given- in Fig. 2; your present
inductance of the coils across which
potentiometer will do quite well for reguthey are shunted is different. If this .
lating screen voltage, but will pass a
is correct, do you consider that the
rather heavier current than is absolutely
,
lack of synchrony is a serious dis.
necessary, and some economy may be
:' advantage?
M. C. S.
effected by inserting in series with it a
What you say is quite correct, but in
fixed resistance of about 50,000 ohms, at
a
highly
specialised
design
of
this stet
the H.T. positive end.

NOVEMBER 2oth,,u929.
Single H.T. Supply.
la Mere any objection -to increasing t
values of the découpling resistanc
• in the 1930 Everyman Four, so that
_ common voltage may be applied to 1
the anode circuits from an accum
later II.T. battery?
E. T. C.
As far as the anode circuits of the H.
and first L.F. valves are concerned, th
plan is quite in order. There would e
no serious disadvantage in applying it
e
the detector valve if the voltage to
absorbed in the resistance is not ve
great.; but- it would be better, both f
this circuit and for the screening gri
to include a potentiometer rather than
simple. series resistance.
000.

Filament Trans'iormer Output.
have a step-down low-tension tra
former with a rated output of 8
peres at 4 volts; would it be qui e
safe to use it in the construction f
a three-calve A.C. act, for which t e
total
current
consumed
by
te
heaters would be only 3amperes?
T. S. W.
This depends on the voltage regulati
of your transformer , and we would n
like to offer a definite expression
opinion. Unless the regulation is goo
the voltage will rise considerably if t
load imposed on the secondary is c
siderably less than that for which it s
apparently designed.
We suggest t
you should consult the makers.

FOREIGN BROADCAST GUIDE.1

RADIO PARIS
(France).

pig. 3..-The

1930 Every/flan Four arranged for a common H.T. supply, with
voltage-regulating devices Included in the receiver.

We have shown a potentiometer feed
for the anode bend detector; this is not
• essential, but is distinctly to be recommended where a considerable voltage is
to be absorbed.
Regarding the resistance in the H.F.
valve anode circuit, we have shown a
value of 10,000 ohms; this will be approximately correct for the majority of
present-day valves, but a value of 20,000
ohms might possibly be necessary.
In
-any case, the exact value of this resistance can be calculated with the help of
the information provided by the manufacturers of your valve.
•
0000
An Up-to-date All-wave Four.,
Will you tell nie if a modernised ersion
of the New All-Wave Four hat, yet
been deacribed in your journal?
R. C. J. .
We have not published any specific in- formation on altering this set, but, it can
be safely assumed that any modifications
• would be almost exactly similar to those

it would be a difficult matter to arrahge
for synchrony, and in view of the fact
that the tuning of the H.F. coupling is
comparatively broad, the point cannot be
considered as of any. great importance;
00 00

Tuning Intervalve Couplings.
I notice that, in tuning 11.F. coupling
transformers, it scents to be common
practice nowadays to use condensera
with a capacity of not more than
.0.0003 mfd., whereas a year or two
ago capacities of 0.0005 mfd, were
generally employed. Why is this?
J.
By maintaining a comparatively high
ratio of inductance to capacity, magnification is increased, and side-band attenuation is reduced. Both these factors
are to the good, but unfortunatly circuits
designed on this plan tend to be less
selective; this difficulty is nowadays overcome by providing more selective input
arrangements than hitherto.

Geographical position: 48° 50' N. 2° 20' E.
Approximate air line from London: 214
miles
Wavelength: 1,725 m. Frequency: 174 he.
Power: 12 LW.
Time: Greenwich Mean Time
Standard Daily Transmissions.
6.45 and 7.30 a.m. Physical Exercises (ex.
Sunday); 8a.m. news; 1230 concert;
15.45 concert; (Sundays: 15.30); 18.30
gramophone records; 20.15 or 20.30
main concert.
Male announcer: Ailed Allo! ¡ci Emissions
Radio Paris de la Compagnie Francaise
de Radiophonie.
Opening signal: Several strokes on gong.
followed by Westminster chimes, the
latter repeated before all main transmissions.
Time signal: Twelve short sharp dashes.
the last one indicating half or full hour.
When closing down the announcer's last
words are: Bonsoir Mesdames, Bonsoir
Mesdemoiselles,
Bonsoir
Messieurs,
usually followed by the "Marseillaise."
••••••••••

Under
the
heading
" foreign
Broade
Guide," we are arranging to publish a series
panels in this form, giving 'details regirrdi
foreign broadcast transmissions:
es
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AN
ÁMPLION
PRODUCT

NEW VOLUME
AND CLARITY
The Amplion B A 2 Unit has volume—
handling capacity coupled with a de—
gree of sensitivity far beyond normal.
With adapter plate to fit different
types of chassis and adjustable values
of impedance for use with power
valve or pentode.
The B A2 means new power and
mellow purity of reproduction. Ask
your dealer for a demonstration.

THE

AMPL.ION

B A 2

GRAHAM

AMPLION

25'6, Savile Row, Regent
53

LIMITED
Street, W.1

BALANCED
ARMATURE
SPEAKER

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only ac-(,e bica j
iu,,s

tunis

UNIT

we behave to be Ilicautighly reliable.

•
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-HYDRA
came first
AT

THE

MANCHESTER EXHIBITION
AMATEURS'

1ST

PRIZE

1ST

PRIZE

1ST

USED

CLASS

HYDRA.

2ND

USED

CLASS

HYDRA

and

the

first

manufacturers
in the land use

HYDRA
• LOUIS HOLZMAN, 37,
TELEPHONE
- -

,ote

,
Npo
estrecta....roj

CONTEST.

Newman
-

Street, London, W.1
- • • MUSEUM 2611

to

callers

by post 6d. money refunded on first order.
Shows all the latest Receivers,
Components, Loud-speakers, etc,
Write to:
'• •"Iii//////

(THE 13E/1 IN THE WEeT)
19 LISLE STREET, LEICESTER SQUARE. LONDONAV.C.2.

fréfebune: fdLmed Weld-092Ioad 0912

:Menus

t
le,
..1,11euthituf ,
¿modes

IVIPO(E A 100' „BETTER LOUDSPEAKER
with the

"R.C." RIDGED FABRIC CONE

4Zor
the
" 1930
EVERYMAN
FOUR"

,r

"KILOMAG 4"
ek "RECORD 3" elieletitta.'•
Complete with Wood Base and two Small Aluminium Screens. Beautifully finished
in ROSEWOOD, WALNUT or JACOBEAN effects,
•
£3 :O :0 Finished IMITATION LEATHER effect,
£2 :16:6 Carriage and Box—r6 extra.
•

'I h, scientific construction of the
Ridted Cone results in wonderful tone and
volume uno'dainable with ans' other type
when attached to any make of unit. You
will be amazed with the natural distr.
tionless reproduction obtained on high or
low power sets.
The vertical ridges are
arranged to give free and easy vibration over
tieo whole surface and prevent overlapping of
frequencies. Thus the "NC." cone is able to
handle the greatest amount o! volume without
distortion or chatter and render every instrument of an orchestra distinguishable.
In tither of three metal& colours,
Pnicot No. 80119?.
Gold, Silver and Copper.
diam.
high.
RIDGED CONE CO., LTD., York House.
Price 3'. of all good dealers,
Southampton Row, LONDON, W.C.L
direct, Post 6d, extra,
T..1 1 .1am: Chancery FISe Oc 8313.

IMPORTANT
Cabinets are exactly as
submitted to "The Wireless World " and are
thoroughly
electrically
sealed.
WRITE TO-DAY.
rliminotor Cases and High
Crude Metal Cabinets of
ererg description in various
artistic finishes. Screening
Boxes, Containers, etc.

RITHEIRDON AL CO., LTD.
Metal Workers,
North Bridge Mills—BOLTON.
1044.

REDFERN'S
REG. NO. 469456.

RADIO
liccocimended
for
'
, FERRANTI'
S.G.
RECEIVER.

PANELS

'' MAXIMUM
INSULATING
PROPERIIE1
AND LEAK-FREE
SURFACE.
Consider an 'RBONART" Panel a new..
dty, especially when constructing aect
employing B.F. STAGES.
Mipplkft h, Biork and itatagans 'nano..
0, ,,side Polished .
,tirfacc or 31.ehr elk 1),

REDFERN'S RUBBER WORKS Ltd.-- Hyde, Cheshire
..11••!MIMI•011e•

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure PromPt attention.
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ELECTRA»

This new Electrad
Table Type Tonatrol
is especially designed
for volume control in
'electrical gramophones
with pick -ups.
The
volume control is
mounted in a handsome bakelite case and
is provided with pintip jacks for pick-up leads and cord for
attachment to amplifier output.
The.
Table Type Tonatrol can be mounted
directly on to the turntable platform or
elsewhere if remote control is desired.
Electrad Tonatrols give a smooth and
noiseless variation of volume from a
whisper upwards.
1 OP6

n

11440)7J

TABLE TYPE TONATROL

Price

ADVERTISEMENTS.

MAKE YOUR SET "ALL ELECTRIC."
• Why worry about an all mains
receiver ? You can get better results

from
your present set
plus
a
"Tannoy " all mains unit.
No
aertunulators to change.

No H.T. batteries to buy. Combined
A.C. unit £5 12 6 (complete) Hear
YOUR set with a "Tanne" unit, at
OUR expell›,

each.

Write for full Electrad lists. Electrad specialise
in Royalty Resistances, Truvolt Variable and
Fixed Resistances, and Truvolt Dividers, etc.

THE ROTHERMEL CORPORATION LTD.
24, Maddox St., London, W.1.

THE TULSEMERE MFG. CO.,
1-7, Dalton Street,
West Norwood, S.E.27.
'Phone :Streatham 6731.

'Phone: Mayfair 0578 9.

Get improved
reception wit
thislong.lire
BATTERY

Wain/Unit(

Popular
Model
16; -

66 Volts

Super
Model
18/6

1/9
SUPERIOR (Single Capacity)
9volts •• 1/8 99 volts. •11/9
63,.
•• 7/6 108 .. •
•12/9
66 „(with G.B. Tappings) 7/11
SUPREME (Treble Capacity)
60 volts..
.. •• .13/6
Get Dubilier's Booklet—" A Bit
about a Battery "—from your
Radio dealer

,
THE

"WHITE SPOT"
CHASSIS

BRITISH
MADE

gives

Spare

BATTERIES

DUB MIER CONDENSER CO. (1925) LTD., Ductal
Victoria Rd., North Acton, London. W.3.

Works,

Advertisements for " The Wireless

Diaphragms:

Popular

3/8

Super

6,-

coil
results
of the cost.

at

a

fraction

The "White Spot" Chassis fitted with a fabric
suspended cone will give really wonderful results.
It can be supplied to take either of the followinq
units: Amplion B.A., Brown Vee Movement,
Blue Spot. Triotron and Ormond unit. Made in
solid aluminium casting, weight about 2 lbs.
Insist on having a genuine "White Spot • and
ensure sat siaction and value for money.

The WOLVERHAMPTON DIE CASTING
Ale

B35

moving

When ordering please
state for which unit
chassis is required.

UBILIE
H.T.

1930

Gt. Hampton Street, Wolverhampton.

World " are only accepted from firms we

lo I

Ih(,roughly

Co.,

=
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That tells its

_
t_

own

tale—
The unique Scini-Oil Submeiged feature of Blitain s Best Battery absolutely
prevents surface leakage losses. No other Battery possesses this feature.
H.T. ACCUMULATORS,
DOUBLE CAPACITY
30/22/6
60 volts, 3amp. hour type.
TYPE, 60 volts. 6 amp. or Hi. deposit
02, Semi-oil Submerged. or 7/8 deposit &
hours
b.- per month for
Complete as illustrated, bi- per Month for
4months.
Price
3 months •
Londos D ¡mentor :—CECIL POHLMAN, 77. Great Portland Street, LONDON, W.I.

ACCUMULATORS

ELITE,

Bedford

..
..

1/— each.
2/3 each post

..
..

,,,,„T
eelL1f,„ .

Beading 0-5 volts. 0-1110 colt', 0-30 milliamperes.
The purpose of the millimnp.
scale te to enable a correct reading ut the
current token frem the ITT. Battery.
Also
if there bo distortion. this »ill be disclosed
ty tht vibration of the needle when the
instrument ja connected jato the ostra
UT. positive lead.

paid.

r

1100140

PURE RUBBER SHEET.

12" x 12"
18" x 18"

HALIFAX.

"GOLTONE" 3-RANGE RADIO METER

r
çe.bil RUBBER FABRIC
for
MOVING COIL LOUD SPEAKERS
12"x 12"
18" x 18"

St.,

PRICE

1/8 each.
3/9 each post paid.

816

EACH

Froir all First Fla:, Ila•Po Deal er'' Bolos'
if any diilleult y, urite direct.
Forfid/ rungs of R.1510 DIETERS
IIts Calalette 1111'21, scat FOIRE on
request.

Ebonite Panels cut to any size to fit your
cabinet—Polished. Matt, or Red Marbled.
Wholesale prices on application.

ar€15Goldsieri4

BRITANNIA RUBBER 8: KAMPTULICON Co., Ltd.
7, Newgate Street, London, E.(:.1.

PFNDLF

4
.4.4.4.4.4.:.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.

.1•
+
..,:.

m

e.e.e.e.e.e.e.e.e..:•e•e•e•e•e.
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w
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and

y

Nolor boeng jourml

.

.:.
•. The Leading British
'

orld

"THE

*
.:.

...
,
e•
4.1
.

YACHTING WORLD " deals
with
Yachts and boats of all types and tonnages,
whether on the sea or inland waters.
Every
aspect of yachting and motor boating is covered

..ie
•

4.
.:.

in an attractive and interesting manner.

4:*

•a•
A
'LIPPE & SONS Ltd., Dorset House, Tudor St., London, R.C.4

e• 0:0

•:* •>•:*

EBONITE PANEL

ONE QUALITY ONLY
THE BEST

$
4,:.

Every Friday 6,

e:: •:• +•:••:*

THE PERFECT

Yachting Journal t

SUPPLIED IN I Matt
Semi-Polished Mahogany
Highly Polished We ek
SIX FINISHES ICube Surlaete Highly Polished Mahogany Semi-Polished Bla ek
Stoded by eno,t Wireless dcab es. If any dlffignlig in
obtaining locally, rrar for noon, of nearest stockist to :
H. B. POTTER & Co., Ltd., Station Buildings, ROCHDALE.

os

e

•»•:-:-:-x•e->

Scientific Logarithmic Horns still give the
ei\e‘ Best Reproduction /
•
and

£se'l
ot4 ttelentdiF
50

NO

DISTORTION

N° BLAST OR B LARE

are

the

rt,L9st

efficient

speakers

No. 635

Length 5 feet, Flare 25". .19 ;6 carr. fwd.
19
11
Folded (as illustrated) ..25/6
„
„
No. Cl
Length 4 feet, Flare 18" _15 ;6
,,
„
No. C2
„'
40"
„
17"..12/6
„
„
Weston Pattern, Height 25° Flare 15" .. 6/9 post paid
„
19"
„
10".. 4/9
JI is only when mi hear a Logarithmic Flom that
'
3,.a ern appreciate Ir"no poor your hiker speaker is.

SCIENTIFIC
126,

Newington

SUPPLY
Causeway,

STORES,

Loadon,

S.E.1.

Ilfentnon of " The Wireless Wwid," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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& now a new Eliminator
that is both CHEAPER

& BETTER
STEADY,
DEPENDABLE
and HUMESS
SUPPLY.

for PORTABLE SETS
The Junior Eliminator for Portable sets
employing the Westingl.ouse metal rectifier.
Output 110 volts, 15 ma.
£4 17s. 6d,

WORLD

ADVERTISEMENTS.
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A Pick-up of
Distinction
The R.G.D. is
something
different.

for A.C. STANDARD SETS
The A.C.I. for standard sets. Detector
tapping 60 to 80 volts.
Power tapping
20 mat., at 110 volts.
£3 15s. Od.

for A.C.--SCREENED GRID
The A.C.2. Special model for screened grid valve
sets having one fixed tapping. 60 to 80 volts for detector tapping. One variable screen grid tapping.
anti power tapping giving 20 ma., ••• •
at 150 volts. or 30 In.a.. at I10 volts. 1.4 10 s• Od•

Ealsol4

MANUFACTURING Co. Ltd.

DRAGON

WORKS,

HARROGATE.

The R.G.D. Magnetic Pick-up is designel after
years of experiments, and we believe it to be as
perfect as possible.
No record wear, perfect
tracking, a scientific instrument, specially developed for moving coil speaker reproduction. Price
&I in bronze, £3-3-0 in oxidised silver.
Literature on application.

The Radio Gramophone
Development Co.,
st. Peters Place, Birmingham.
'Phone

4680

1866 -1930
Sixty-four years
of success—
The

CHRISTIAN HERALD
is read by more than

All
LOEWE
RADIO products
amounting to an
aggregate sum of
not less than £5
can be obtained on
attractive H.P.
terms.
Full details from your
dealer.

11'6 down
and they
are yours to
use and enjoy!
Yon tan now secure th, u-oc,I, Mil new 1.01.: \
RADIO
Reaction Receiver together with the LOEWE. RADIO
Loud Speaker for afirst payment of rri6 only!
Purchase
completed in o monthly payments of !OR.
Ask your dealer for full part icu/aro. •

LOEWE

RADIO

The LOEWE RADIO CO., LTD.,

4, Pountayne Road, Tottenham, N.15.

'Phone: Tottenha m 3911 2.

A MILLION READERS
A ler of the many well-known
products
regularly
arlyertiee1
la the
CtIRIST1AS HERALD—
BUD'S CUSTARD
BOVRIL
DORF/ICE'S BAKING POWD1111
CAD BUR Y'S CHOCOLATES
CRANE'S PIANOS
FRY'S COCOA
HOPIS BREAD
HODGSON'S CARPETS
INGERSOLL WATCHES
MoDOUGALL'S FLOUR
JOHN NOBLE, LTD.
0E0
PERSIL and other Soaps
PHOSFERINE
QUAKER OATS
SAMUEL'S JEWELLERY
WOLSEY UNDERWEAR
An, As.

r
f

HE
"CHRISTIAN
HERALD" is read every
week in more than 250,000
• homes, representing more or
less a million readers, and
for years many well-known
Advertisers have proved from
"keyed " announcements its
value as •an
Advertising
Medium.
Thus it pays to
advertise in the "CHRISTIAN HERALD."
,
Specimen Copy and Rate Card on
application to Advertising Manager

CHRISTIAN
6, Tudor Street

HERALD
London, E.C.4
51.1•110MMI.

Adv(rtisentents for " The Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
•
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Get Your Copy
of this useful Diary, full of
information for wireless users:
" The Wireless World" Diary, now in its sixth
year of publication, contains facts and figures
to which wireless amateurs constantly refer,
together with ample space for memoranda and
notes concerning individual sets and other
radio matters.

The

PRINCIPAL CONTENTS:

Summary of Regulations
and Commercial Stations of
Relating to Amateur Transthe World. Nationality Prernitter and Re ceiving
fixes used b v Amateurs.
Licences. Conversion Tables,
Morse Code. Symbols used
English measures to metric
in Wireless Diagrams, Typiand vice versa. Decimal and
cal Wireless Receiver and
metrical equivalents of fracEliminator's:
Fourteen
tions of an inch.
BroadDifferent Circuits with Diacasting Stations of Europe
with their Call-Signs and
grams. Valve Data, giving
Wavelengths.
Principal
the characteristic features
Short-Wave
Broadcasting
of standard valves.

RADIOAleVIEVI World

DIARY
for 1930

N

Read

this

letter

recent advertiser
Wireless World."

from
in

PRICES
Cloth Board, 1/—
net. By post 1/1.
In Leather Case,
with pockets,
pencil and season
ticket window,
2/6 net. By post

From All Booksellers and Stationers
Published jointly by

" THE WIRELESS WORLD," LONDON, E.C.4
and CIIARLES LETTS & CO.

a

"The

"Very satisfactory
and prompt response!"

would like to take this opportunity of complimenting you on
the very satisfactory and prompt response to my advertisement in
The Wireless World.' This seems, indeed, a gratifying proof of the
widespread circulation of your paper, and consequently, of the value
of your advertising service."
•

.

.

[

Later:
"As far as I am aware your journal is absolutely unique in
this country in providing this excellent "Small Ad.'.' service for its
readers."
J. A. WHITMORE,
119, Queen's Road,
Finsbury Park, N.4.

Wireless

e
e

Full particulars of advertising, together
with Advertisement Tariff, will be sent on
request to ILIFFE & SONS LTD.,
Dorset House, Tudor St., London, E C.4.-

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attentièm.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
NOTICES.
THE CHARGE
oolumns is :

FOR

ADVERTISEMENTS

in

12 words or less, 2,'. and 2d. for every
additional word.
Each paragraph is charged separately and name and
address must be counted.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers
as follows on orders for consecutive insertions, provided a
contrant is placed in advance, and in the absence of fresh
instructions the entire "copy " is repeated from the
previous issue: 13 consecutive insertions
; 26 consecutive,10% ; 52 .consecutive,15%.
ADVERTISEMENTS for these columns are accepted up
to FIRST POST on THURSDAY MORNING (Previous
to date of issue) at the Head Offices of " The Wireless
,
World." Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or
on WEDNESDAY MORNING at the Branch 081ces
119, Hertford Street, Coventry;
Guildhall Buildings,
Navigation Street, Birmingham; 280, Deansgate, ManL
chatter ; 101. St. Vincent Street, Glasgow, C.2.
Advertisements that arrive too late for a Particular
issue will automatically be inserted in the following issue
Lunleas accompanied by instructions to the contrary. All
advertisements in this section must be strictly prepaid.
The proprietors retain the right to refuse or withdraw
advertisements at their discretion.
Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for advertisements should be made
payable to ILIFFE
&; SONS Ltd., and crossed
-- Not es
being
!untraceable if lost in transit should nit be sent as
'remittances.
! All letters relating to advertisements should quote the
,number which is printed at the end of each advertisement,
land the date of the issue in which it appeared.
L The proprietors are not responsible for clerical or printers'
!errors, although every care is taken to avoid mistakes.
1
NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of private advertisers, letters may be
addressed to numbers at "The Wireless World" Office.
,When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of
registration and to cover postage on replies must be added
,to the advertisement charge, which must include the
words Box 000,
"The Wireless World." Only the
number will appear in the advertisement. All replies
should be addressed No. 000, do "The Wireless World,"
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.i. Readers who
reply lo Box No. advertisements are warned against sending
remittance through the post except in registered envelopes;
in all such cases the use of the Deposit System is recommended,
and the envelope should be clearly marked "Deposit
Department."
DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Readers who hesitate to send money to unknown persons
may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with "The
Wireless World," both parties are advised of its receipt.
The time allowed for decision is three days, counting
from receipt of goods, after which period, if buyer
decides not to retain goods, they must be returned to
sender. If a sale is effected, buyer instructs us to remit
amount to seller, but if not, seller instructs us to return
amount to depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer,
but in the event of no sale, and subject to there being no
different arrangement between buyer and seller, each pays
carriage one way. The seller takes the risk of loss or
damage in transit, for which we take no responsibility. For
all transactions up to (co, adeposit fee of r,- is charged ;on
transactions over (ro and under (so, the fee is 2,6; over
(so, 5/-. All deposit matters are dealt with at Dorset
louse, Tudor Street, London, E.c.s, and cheques and
money orders should be made payable to Hide & Sons
VHF

air

SALE

OF

HOME-CONSTRUCTED UNLICENSED
APPARATUS.
A Service to our Readers.
We have made an arrangement with the Patentees
whereby readers who wish to dispose of ahome-constructed
receiver not licensed under the patents made use of, can
License the set by means of the Deposit System referred to
hove.
The person desiring to sell, in sending us particulars for
ils advertisement, will in every case make use of a Box
Mo., and should add to the price which he requires the
amount of royalty customarily paid by manufacturers.
If the purchaser is satisfied with his purchase, the sum
realised will be forwarded to the seller, less the amount
lue in respect of royalties, which amount will be paid by
'• The Wireless World" to the owners of the patents
:encerned, and a certificate will be handed on to the
Mrchaser of the set.
SPECIAL NOTE.-Readers who reply to advertisements
Lnd receive no answer to their enquiries are requested to
'egard the silence as an indication that the goods advertised
lave already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
any enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to
soh one by post.
, B59

RECEIVERS FOR

86'

these

ALL WIRELESS
WORLD COILS

1930 EVERYMAN FOUR
47/8 set
KIT SET, Coils with Switches
45/- set
NEW KILOMAG.
451- set
RECORD III
45/- set
FOREIGN LISTENERS 4 B.B.C.
30/- set
6XX 37/8 set
METAL CABINETS
38:8 to 48/6
52" DRUM 01A1.8 with Escutcheons . 5/5e
WAVE TRAP, Utz Wire
10 10 each

"klitrizedessC,
2,
1
li
10 1

1)0

3, .54 4, Athelstane Mews,
Stroud Green Road, N.4,

Archway 5695

"THERE IS A WHALE OF DIFFERENCE"/

APPLEBY'S
THE ORIGINATORS OF RADIO
PART EXCHANGE

.11,00.

Prteldtékotoe
8828 (3 Ones).

For Modern High-grade Material Only.

............./*CHAFEL

ST., LONDON, N.W.1

OPEN TILL 7 P.M.

Or

SAT. I P.M.

3r.jetico4

The Origin 1Wireless Doctor
WILL CALL AND CURE YOUR SET
(London and Home Counties.)

Consultations by appointment—no
obligation.
Personal Attention to all Clients' Sets,
Eliminators, Pick-ups, .. Webson" M.C.
Speakers Demonstrated, Installed, Maintained and Brought Up to Date.
Purity Reproduction Specialist.
NOTE SEW ADDRESS:

55, EBURY STREET, VICTORIA, S.W.1.
Sloane 5655.

BUILD
YOUR OWN
CABINET.

The Patent "DORIC " Cabinet is really
high-olagsani superbly finished, Unique
sectional construction allowing it to be
assembled in a few minutes without the
aid ot nails or screws. Perfectly rigid
when assembled, forming acabinet fit
tor the homing of the most costly radio
set. Packs eat in card box when sent
by post, thus minimising risk of damage.
Cabinets to suit any circuit.
FRENCH POLISHED MAHOGANY OR 0A6
WITti 61743ED UPS,

SALE.

QCOTT SESSIONS and Co., Great Britain's Radio
Doctors.-Read advertisement under Miscellaneous.
[0264
Q.VALVE All-wave Receiver, latest type, powerful,
9
,
perfect; £4.-V. Taylor, 57, Studley Rd., Stockwell, London.
[0274
DECEIVERS for Sale.-Portable 5-valve, suit case
-Lib type, complete, as new, pedect; £9/17/6.-N.
Taylor, 57, Studley Rd., Stockwell, London.
[0323
DDRNDEPT 7-valve Superbct. 1926-27, £15; Burn1-P
dept Etht grand 5-valve, £15; Burndept Ethophone IV, £7; Marconi amplifier for V2, 35/-.-James
Scott and Co., Radio Engineers, Dunfermline.
(
0320

50

5-valve Portable 14 guinea Sets for 9 guineas,
straight. from factory to you, suit case type.
Ever-Ready 11.T. battery. English accumulator, Mullsrd
or Cotner valves, royalties paid, set complete in case,
equal to any 14 guinea set on the market; satisfitetion
guaranteed or money returned.-0. Hodgson, 53, Wind ,
sor House, Victoria St., Westminster, S.W.1. 16899

-.c. Electric Gramophone, comprising
▪
) Senior D.C.RK speaker and amplifier,

B.T.R.
B.T.B.
peek-up amplifier, B.T.H. jick-up and electric motor,
British Brunswick gilded gramophone fittings. and
Senior Panatrope mahogany cabinet, commercially
wired 11P,never used; cost £75; selling due to change
of residence; price £35. Box 5720. c, o The Wireless
World.
(
0325
DEAD and MORRIS. Ltd., the mains pioneers, who
-Lb in 1925 equipped the hospital with mains sett
still supreme an all-mains receivers and units.
1- OW 'Pension A.C. Eliminators, permanently ? c
44 placing batteries, now only £5115; electrol
condensers, 2,000 m.f., as used in above, 13/-; inc nding postage.
ARGAINS. -Seeend-ha nd
seta.
units,
metres,
•
spcakers.-Read and Morris, Ltd., 31, Eastcastle
St. (facing back of Warings), Oxford St.. W.
[7054

Model 61 Receiver, 3 S.G. dei.
M ARCONIPBONE
and 2 R.C. stages, a most amazing receiver, com-

plete with valves, list £56/11, new, unused; £23; but
slightly shop soiled.
MARCONIPHONE Model Y2A Long Range 2-edve
1
.
7-L Receiver;
list £8, amazing offer £3/5.-Sherraft
and Son. Radio House, Cowes, I. of W.
[7089
WIRELESS is a Fascinating Subject, but makes
77 heavy demands upon the purses of its devotees.
For one who is determined to keep abreast of the
times, there are always new components to ho bought,
and sets and loud-speakers to be superseded.
AT the Same Time, the would-be buyer is often
zn- deterred from buying because he knows that
there will be still one more piece of apparatus left on
his hands, to add to those already in the junk box.
IVE Have Opportunities of Disposing of Semi Obsess lete Apparatus to those who are not fortunate
enough
be able to afford the latest type, and will
take such apparatus or components, providing they
re in saleable condition, in part exehange for any,
new set, loud-speaker or component required,
A LL We Ask is that You should Send Along a List
.£""n. of Your Old Apparatus, together with your nee
requirements, or, better still, send the apparatus to
us to inspect. when we will make you it fair offer.
TF You Approve of this You can Send Your Remit.1
team for the Balance, and we will forward the
apparatus required: if you have sent your old apparatus and you do not. approve of our offer, we will
return carriage paid.
rr HE Principal of this Firm, who has been a profesimial wireless engineer since 1910, and has been niatager for the Sterling Telephone Co., radio
expert to the General Electric Co., and Chairman of
the Technical Committee of the National Association
of Radio Manufacturers , will willingly give advice to
those who are desirous of purehasimr apparatus; we
are entirely unbiased and will recommend the best
apparatus fer your particular purpose; you save money
by having genuine expert advice.
TION'T Forget We Will Take Your Old Receiver
-I-, or Components in Part Exchange,
WE Will Also Install Sets Anywhere in the British
Isles: sets modernised; send for estimates.Scientific Development CO.. 51 , Fishergate, Preston.
TeL ; 1364.
[0226
URNDEPT 7-valve Superhet, long and short wave
-LP
£15.-Masdeley, 12, Grove Crescent,
Kingston-on-Thames.
[7132

Prices-Loose Base Board included:
Panel
Depth Price I 18"Panel
x
Depth Price
12' xX 7' 2I/- net
7» x io - 30 /
- net
16• XTX 9'27/6
2I"XrX9"
33/- „
18' X 8" X 8' Special for Music Magnet, 30/- net.
Any else made to order at proportionate Price.
PoRtoor 11- Pero. Oath with ord, or 0.0.0.
Trade enquiries welcomed.
Hattufacturril only by-

()notations given for Special Cabineb

Thomas O'Brien Ltd., sister st., seo st., Liverpool

MARCONI 8-valve Super, absolutely new, complete
-178- with VII LS...if and butteries, 7 days' trial; bargain
£27/10.-Mills, 63, Grainger St. West, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
(7203
uurEsTERN

Electric 9-valve
Set, in mahogany
VT cabinet, complete with valves and batteries, and
frame aerial; bargain .
price, £18,10.-Mills, 63, Grain✓ St. West, Newcastre-on.Tyne.
[7204
G
8-valve Superhet, 1927 model, absolutely new.
complete with valves. bat terries and Inane aerial;
bargain price. £25; 7 d_avs' trial-Mills, 63. Grainger
St, Weet, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
[7208

.E.C.

Advirtisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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GG

WONDERFUL NEW

ALL MAINS SET

ECLIPSES ALL OTHERS

3-volve Receiver, absolutely new, complete
.E.O.
with valses and batteries; 7 days' trial; bargain
Price, £12/10.—Mills, 63, Grainger St. West, Newcastle(7 206
on-Tyne.
6-valse Receiver, absolutely new, e
2
on
01
6
ple te with valves; bargain, £10,• 7 days' trio I. —
Mills, 63, Grainger St. West, Neweastle-on.Tyne. [7207
-VALVE Portable, complete, long range; £12, coot
5.1
donble.—Bracey, Factory Sq.. Streatham.
[7202

LANCA

H M Portable Five, na new, complete, batteries,
valves, etc; first £9 secures.-145, Vivian Av.,
Wembley Hill, Middlesex.
[7187
KvALvr. Portable, Eamon batteries, Osram valves,
er
nearly new; £9/17.—Miss Richardson, 43, Reginald
[7 381
'renace, Chapeltown, Leeds.
BROS.—Receivers constructed to 3•
your
3
own or any published design; also repairs, reconstructions; and modernisations at moderate charges;
best materials and workmanship guaranteed; numerous
to,timonials; quotations free—Address, Shireland Rd.,
[5882

1

Radio Experts unanimously agree
that the new "Miracle " 3-valve
All-Mains Set is far ahead of
anything yet offered to the public.
Amazing volume with superb tone,
while comparison with other
makes ensures a far bigger selecDOWN
tion of stations.
SOLD AT FACTORY
PRICES, with or without Grand Model Cabinet,
Cone or Horn-type Loudspeaker, for £1 deposit.
Nothing more to pay for one month. Balance by
easy monthly payments.
Special offer of Screened Grid Sets.

GRAMOPHONE

ELECTRIC
PICK-UP

to all who write now for Free Art Lists illustrating
Miracle Sets, and order within ro days.

WORLD'S WIRELESS STORES,
Wallington,

Surrey.

PHILIPS 3v. A.O. Mains Set, 240-2601., still guarauteed for 6 months by makers; £17.—Dunn.
96, Woodhorn Rd., Ashingtois
[7130

SEAM Music-Magnet, 1930, cost £9, brand new.
unpacked; must sell, £715.-4, Brecon Rd., Rands.
[
worth, Birmingham.
10
28 Solodyne, 5-valve, 2 screen grid, with valvesn4
and
a, coils, mahogany cabinet; bargain, £11110 '
, seen
North London.—Write Box 3899, do The Wiraess
Vold.
llILIPS
Gramophone
Amplifier,
perfect, •17W1
26
th
0
P
P.M.4D.X., P.M.24, or taut exchange for 3-valve
A.O. mains set.—Fox, Bradfield, Berks.
[7257

Ø

1

1130 Osrom Music Magnet, in sealed carton, Una., pecked; going abroad; accept £7110, test £9.—
Sharpe, Rollestone. Parkanaur Av., Thorne Bar, Essex.

( m() Mug. Four, in polished oak cabinet, with[nfa5161
front, best components, e.g., J.B. condensers,
A.1.15, Marconi mid Milliard valves, works perfectly to
o W.
ilêseription; offers.—Lomax, Devonshire Rd,
Haglund, Chesterfield.
[7254

POPULAR

TRANSFORMER.

When planning your new set ensure perfect ampli'
fication by includinga Brownie Popular Transformer.
The core iron and the windings. which are the very
finestobtai nable,are assembled i
nthe famous Browni 3
Factory: while all the delicate parts are protected
by an attractive moulded casing which seals the
whole transformer against any atmospheric interference. Send P.C. to Dept. 50 at address. below for
free booklet "Wireless without Worry.'

BROWNIE WIRELESS CO. (G.B.) LTD., dt
Nelson Street Works, lidernington
>:'•
egg.;
Cre scent, LONDON, N.w.i.
•••:

MeMICHAEL Super Screened Portable Four, bought
111- August, condition as new; cost 35 guineas;
owner
buying mains set; bargain, £22.—Gardner, 71, Winchester St., London, S.W.1.
-VALVE Set, all wave, tuned, valves, KT.; £[77121400
—A. London, 23, Renfrew Rd., Kennington,
S.E.11.
[7239

3

5-valve Portable,_ 1928. cabinet model;
HALCYON
15 guineas.—Donney, 50, Hares Way. Beckenham.
[7238
PORTABLE

4-volver,

in

perfect eendithin,

E5110;

Brown
unit, 15/-; linen diaphragm speaker,
without unit. Va.—Supers, 32, Larnach Rd., HammerSUPER QUALITY
smith, W.6.
[7227
Luxe Cabinet Portable, 1929 model,
from SUPER
: TTAICYON.Ile
5.volve, all complete: emit £36/15, offer wanted.—
'Phone Primrose Hill 4794.
[7218
g
VERYMAN Four, in solid mahogany «adopt,
POWER UNITS: r
-2-2 Philips eliminator, type No. 3002, all in perfect
pram ; £18, or near offer.—Jacobs, 106, AMOD
go fre working
Crieklewood.
(7213
ntAllAXTEED inelvding
and Brand New McMichael Super
mahogany inbinet, book
I'M,

i

Ru].,

The finest Instruments ever designed for _use
with sets and amplifiers operating moving coil
speakers.
A.C. Mains Models
Heavy Duty"
R.K."

Volts M.A.
Price
400 at 200
£25
360 at 65
£13:15
200 at 55 £9 :17 :6

D.C. Mains Model
D.C.100."

Volts M.A.
200 at 100

Price
£7:10

At a small supplementary charge the A.C. units
can be fitted with auxiliary L.T. raw A.C. outputs
to operate A.C. valves and the filamentsof L.S.3.A.,
I'. \Li f. A., and similar type output valves.

instrn..1 ions. Brae prints; clearance price £3, original
rah,' kit alone £515.
IXTELL Known London Make 3-valve Receivers, brand
is new, perfect: to elenr, £111716.
T. B. HUMPHREYS and Co., 23, College Hill.
'JCaution St.. London. E.C.4.
[7245

BATTERIES.
‘jr
c_i.D(
.
5
E.a
nti
.i
A
eoa
u
d
m
iu
nelt_or98I
,
li c
rehea
rr
ndy lirei h
ntena
ard n
Rca .,Se
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ry
63i
7
e
y4
e
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don.

ET II.T. Replacements—Sacs (capped or uncapped), highest grade. No. 1, 10d, per doz.; No.
W
2. 1/9 per doz.—See below.
ZINCS.—Best
quality (wired), No. 1, 8d. per doz.;
No. 2, 9d. per doz.; orders valued 5/- carriage
paid, otherwise 6d, for postage.—British Battery[OC2°51-3
Clarendon Rd., Watford. Herts.
ENTODE Users.—Write for details of new size selfcharging wet battery; 20,000 milliminps, 6d. per
volt; illustrated catalogue giving data, post free.-11
Taylor, 57. Studley ltd., Stockwell, London.
[0273
STANDUP Wet 11.T. Peters will Always Improve
Your Reception; its capabilities to teed your
solves with pure D.C. current over exceptionally long
periods, combined with its low running costs, appeal to
every listener; list free.—Scottish Batteries, Braeside,
Cohan Station.
[6852
WET 11.T. Batteries—Parts per dozen, jars, No. 1,
el` 23
/ xW I square, 113; No. 2, 1/6; sines, No. 1,
4
10,1; No. 2, 11d.; saes, No. 1, 1/2 dozen; No. 2,
119; terminals, 8d., 10d.; doren cells (18 volts), complete with bands sud electsolyte, No. 1, 4/1; No. 2,
5/-; post ad.; high efficiency, long life. self charging,
upkeep small; send 6e1. for sample unit; illustrated
booklet free, carriage free orders 101-; write for free
list wireless bargains. trade enragfed• — W. Taylor 57,
Studley Rd., Stoekwell, London.
(0039

P

A

I

The best battery for all
Receivers is that
which lasts longest, is
of
consistently
good
quality, and is most
economical.
Columbia

No.

That means Columbia 4755. 99 volts.
se,
—definitely the world's specially
commended for
best batteries.
Use Columbia for all
Receivers.
Columbia

4721.
wills

No.'

For tat

a and 3-

Valve

Portable

Sels.

10%

rhe Columbia
Layerbilt "—the
mo« up -to- dote
and scienelcally
deeigned
battery
an the market.
Essential for Re reirees with hoary
aria.

25r.

Portables.
18' 0

Columbia

4780.

No.

Trip:.

Capacity, for

or 5-Valve sets
6o volts.
Re.
ducal price
£1

Columbia

RADIO BATTERIES

I

J. R. MORRIS, Imperial House
15, Hingsway, London, W.C.
•
•
ad: J.T.Cill her/ ght,3,Cadogan Street ,Glasgori
•
B6o
" The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ens ere prompt attention.

THE RAD1ELLE COMeANY, LIMITED,
I8A, Haveretock Hill, Chalk Farm, N.W.3.
(Facing Chalk Farm Tube Station.) 'Phone :Hampstead 1934
Illustrated Catalogue W.W.I* post free on resent.

Mention

Columbia—
the ideal
batteries for
all Receivers
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"SUPERTONE TALKIES"
PRESENT THE

PERFECT PICK-UP

AS

Batteries.—Contd.
Guarantee the Best Accumulator Maintenance
VT in South London; slow rate circuits and expert
pelsonnel; meticulous attention is given to tossing,
cleaning and drying of 11.T. accumulators; troublefree collection and delivery; the service includes hire
of Oldham H.T. and L.T. batteries.—Official Oldham
Service Station, Aueloy Radio (associated with Aneloy
Products). 36. Hindmans Rd., East Dulwich, 8.E.22.
Tel.: New Cross 4074.
[7074

PRICE

GUARANTEED

£4. 4-0
114 EVERY

CHARGERS AND ELIMINATORS.

USED

TAL KIES.

RESPECT.

VORTEXION Transformers, chokes, etc., wound to
If
any specification; write or 'phone for quotation;
best quality components only.—Vortexion, 72, Merton
Rd., Wimbledon, 6.W.19. Tel.: Wimbledon 2814.
[0319
TRANSFORMERS sud Chokes for Battery Eli m i
nators, and for all wireless purposes, receiving es
transmitting: enquiries invite-Chester Bros., 244.
Dalston Lane, London, E.8.
[6138

A TLAS

THE

ONLY

STRAIGHT

PICK-UP

WITH

A

LINE RESPONSE

FROM 25 TO 8,000 CYCLES.
PURITY

OF

TONE.

RECORD WEAR ELIMINATED.
PERFECT TRACKING.
TRADE ENQUIRIES

SUPERTONE

INVITED,

TALKIES,

3, Macclesfield St., London, W.1.
PHONE:

GERRARD

oo8.

Eliminators. D.C. £1117/6„ A.C. £3/17/6;
£1.
Newr trickle chargers, 29/6. 'Phone: Gerrard
6268 for demonstration.—Greatrer and Co., 184, Regent
St., London.
[6451
TANTALUM and Lionium for A.C. Rectifier.; make
up rosir own inexpensive chargers; blue prints
for II.T. and L.T.. 1;- each; Monism' electrodes fitted
with terminals. 2-3 amps. und 5-8 iimps.—Bhickwell's
Metallureien1 Works, Ltd., Speke ltd. Works, (Huston,
Liverpool. 'Phone: Gunton 980 (21ines).
[6282

JI

IGH Tension Eliminator Kit s,every thi ng to make
eliminator, including valve, fixed voltage. 301-;
variable voltage. 37;-; 120 volts, 15 milliamps: folder
free.—Below,
A .C. Trickle Charges-s. 2. 4, or 6 vo lt s at 1 amp. ,
complete in steel ease; 28/..--Fel-Ectrie Radin,
56, Garden St., Sheffield.
[7000

C

nEBROS.
Clieloos for all types of tren sfermers
and, chokes, high grade instruments nt n very
moderate price; enquiries invited.-Chester Bros., 244.
Dalston Lane, London, E.8.
[5290
QAVAGE"S Specialise in Wireless Po
S
reliable apparatus at reasonable

f
rom
th
e
prices.
S TAGE'S Transformer Laminations and Bakelit e
Bobbins; intending home constructors should write
for list.
wer

SAVAGE'S Reliable Smoothing Con densers.-1.000
volte D.C. test., 2 red. 3/, 4 mfd. 5/3; 500 volts

D.G. test, 1 mfd. 1/6. 2 mid. 2/3. 4 mid. 3/9.
The sets listed in this numb erar
e on l
y as
QAVAGES Super Smoothing and Output Chokes.
good as the loud sp eak
ers th
ey operate.
Many types available, write for list.
An indifferent speaker w ill make the best S WAGE'S Mains Transformer for Westinghodlue
set sound cheap.
Reetitiers.-11.T.4, 18/6; AS. 17/•; A4, 20/-.
OA VAGUE;
Mains Transformer for Westinghouse
USE
11.T.4 Lind, with additional winding, 4 volts

EPOCH

NEW MODEL 99 P.M.
MOVING COIL SPEAKER
if you would have life.
ap dcol
our i
n your rep i
o-

&mien.

3 amps.; 23/..

AVAGE'S Mains Transformer.—V.T.31, 200-U-200
volts 60 acamps.. 2+2 volts 2 amps., 2+2 volts
3 amps.; 28/-.

SA
VAGE'S

Mains Transformer —5T3 500-0-500 volts
120 m.amps., 3.75+3.75 volts 3 ammo., 3-1-3 volts
3 amps., 2+2 volts 3 sings.; 51/-.
S A VAGE'S Mains Transformers an d Power Chokes
are carefully and individually constructed from
first class materials with an exceptionally generous
margin of safety.
VAGE'S,
146.
Bishopsga te.
London.
E.C.2.
S A
'Phone: Bishopsgate 6998.
[6808
NEW Improved Unifies AG.
Eliminator Kit.
gives 120 volts and 60 volts at 15 summons;
30/-. '
TJNIPLER Eliminator Kits are th e Cheapest in Eng.
land and sold all over the world; 30/-TTNIFLEX Eliminator Kits are all Ready for Wiring,
m
mounted on baseboard, with panel, instructions,
etc.; 30/,
TTNIFLEX
faction
monials.

Eliminator Kits are Guaranteed,
or money refunded; hundreds of

ga it s-

testi-

TTNIFLEX Kit Sent c.o.d. Poet Free' 30/-; state
town voltage and cycle, also if Philips 373 rectifying valve is to be sent, I5/- extra.—Liverpool Radio
Supplies, Unifies Works, Myrtle St., Liverpool. (7247

DIIILIPSON'S

Safety High Tension Battery Blindnators.
Down and the Balance in Easy Monthly
payments secures the finest high tension
smugly available.
IllLIPSON'S Safely Elimi natorss are Guaranteed for
12 Months.
No accumulator, no ma i
ns ,
DIIILIPSON'S Safety Eliminators are the Cheapest
no suspension, no adj ustments.
to Install and the Cheapest to Run; prutea •
7days' free triaL
Model A.C.5 £4/17/6. A.0.7 £3/17 ,6. complete with
Send for new cat alo gue W.S.2 ; 16 pages ofrea l full wave rectifiers; D.C.4 37/6, D.C.5 45/-,
LL Models Obtained for 10/- Deposit : t
ak
e a dvaninformation and no sal esman '
s "talk."
tage of this and get constant high (onion immelately.
WRITE for Our Booklet,
" Radio Power"
3, Farringdon Avenue e. E.C.4 V V Philipson suit CO., Ltd., Radio Engineers, Astley
ridge, Bolton.
'Phone: 2038.
'Grams: Safety,
'Pho nes :CENTRAL 1971/1
Bolton.
Est.. over SO years,
[0318

EPOCH RAMO MANUFACTURING CO. Ltd.,
ROI

39

"IITE

TT.T.-Flve Elite 60-volt units, doubl e capac ity.
-8-.4 almost new, charged, 18;6 each; Oldham 120silt, good condition, charged, 301,-2, Green Lane.
New Eltham, S.E.9.
Eltham 1654.
[7242

FOR THE

ADVERTISEMENTS.

A

.1MM.

TO PERFECT RADIO
We stock all the principal sets described in the BUYERS' GUIDE,
in this issue, and supply them for
cash or on

FAsY:r.,FRAIS

SERVICE AFTER SALES

If it's agood make we have it! And
we shall be pleased to demonstrate
any make of set, without obligation, at any of our Showrooms or
in your own home.
In addition to finished receivers
we also supply all the leading kits,
accessories and components, for
example :1930 EVERYMAN FOUR, complete kit of COTOponents, including metal cabinet. Cash 614.15.9
or send only 62.4.0, balance in se monthly payments of 251.

THE NEW KILO MAO FOUR, complete kit, including. drilled panel, metal cabinet and valves.
Cash 617.7.3, or send only 52;- » balance in x
monthly instalments of 291..
NEW OSRAM MUSIC MAGNET, including valves.
Cash 89, or as monthly payments of 1,11. •
1930 MULLARD "ORGOLA," including cabinet
and valves. Cash £10.15.11, or sr monthly
payments of 20,'-.
COSSOR
1930 THREE VALVE KIT. Cash
88.15.0, or ry monthly payments of 16/-.
REGENTONE, EKCO, and all leading niakes of
Eliminators front 41 down.
ULTRA AIR CHROME J Type Chalets, 5 1' X 24_.
*
Cash 65.5.0, or es monthly payments of LS.
Other Chassis and all Cabinet Models available.
EXIDE 120 volt H.T. Aecumulabr, Type W.J.,
in crates. Cash £3.15.0, or es monthly payments of 611.
STANDARD WET H.T. 144 volt Battery, moon
ni/a, absolutely complete. Cash £3.18.8, or
IS monthly payments (uf 7 2.
All parts for these
batteries available.
PICK-UPS by B.T.H., CELESTION, BLUE SPOT
and all leading makers.
B.T.H., R.K. UNIT (for 6 volt accumulators or
D.C. mains). Cash MAC, or sa monthly payments of 11/7. For Special output transformer
add 151. to cash price, or 1/4 to each of the la
monthly payments.
EASY PAYMENT ORDERS DELIVERED.
TO APPROVED ACCOUNTS ON PAY—
MENT OF FIRST INSTALMENT. _

All goods sent carriage paid.
OUR

NEW

CATALOGUE

contains 48 large pages, profusely illustrated and smith detailed descriptions of

the 1929-30 products of ALL THE LEADING MAKERS. Get your copy now,

Mail rcupon in unsealed envelope under 1,c1. slams
-

PETO

SCOTT

CO.,
LTD.

Name
Address

-

----w.W. 2011

Free Demonstrations and Advice Su Qualified
Engineers at our Shope :

77, CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1,
62, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.1.
4, MANCHESTER STREET, LIVERPOOL.
33, WHITELOW ROAD, CHORLTON-CDMHARDY, MANCHESTER.

Advertisenzents for " The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to te
t. oroughly

-

-
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Chargers and Eliminators.-Contd.

D.S.
"REGIONAL "
STATION ELIMINATOR
Doubles

the

selectivity

Fitted in 30 seconis.

of

your

set.

No alteration to

set.

PRICE

10/6
Post
free.

CUTS OUT your local
and brings in

or Regional

Station

DISTANT, WEAK and foreign

stations with 25% more strength.

Come and hear it at our Showrooms
-open till 8p.m.-

I.D.S.

V[AINTEN MANUFACTURING Co., Ltd., Invite
I-Y1 - you to consider this unequalled value, viz.., 14 AINTEN Special A.C. Unit. including 2 vari abl
e
"
L". 0•80
and 0-100. 120. 150, and 200 volts at
50 ma., full wave Westinghouse rectification sed
heater transformer for A.C. valves up to 4 amps,
in handsome metal cabinet; £6,10. or withou. .eater
transformer £5/15.
MAINTEN Model A.C.M.100 II.T. 'Unit. similar
voltages to above, but with 100 m.o. output, complete with Westinghouse rectifiers; £8.
A INTEN Model 1).(.M5, including 2 variables,
0-80. 0-100, 120 anti power at 50 ma.. £3/3;
other A.C. and D.C. models from 211- to £4/15.
1‘1.‘„1
,;;;I
:1; EN£27iC.
.
Charger, output 11
14 amps., 2-6

THERE IS
SUBSTITUTE

NO
fo r

M

Rif
NTEN
Eliminators are Guaranteed for
12
£T-9 months, anti are subject to 7 days' free trial.
"IttrAINTEN Mains Tram:formers -Model 'V20 for 1/
i-el wave valve reetifiention, output 20 ma. at 120
volts. 18/6; model V50 for full-wave valve rectification, output 50 m.a. at 120 volts, £L7/6; model
V120 for fish-wave valve reetification, output 120 ma.
at 300 volts
£2115; model W20 for airwave Westinghouse reciifieation, output 20 ma. at 150 volts,
£1; model W100 for full-wave Westinghouse rectification. output 100 ma. at 200 volts, 81/816; extra
winding on above transformers for A.C. valve heater,
4 volts nt 3 amps., 2/6 extra.
ItrA1NTEN Chokes.-Model
35.50, 35 henrys SO
1
-VE- use.. 12/6; model 45.75. 45 henrys 75 ma.,
17/6; model 45-100. 45 bonus 10e
ma, £115:
model 50-120, 50 henrys 120 m a.. £1/17/6.
MAINTEN Transformers and Chokes are Carefully
ILI- and Accurately Made, and are guaranteed for
twelve months; yen eau install them in your eliminator
with fullest. confidence.
MAINTEN MANUFACTURING tn.. Ltd.. ask you
.
1J-E to
write for their latest literature on mains
components and complete eliminators.
111 KINTEN MANUFACTURING Co.. Ltd. ' Port.
._Vi. land Rd., Hove. Sussex. 'Phone: Hove 1519.
[7177

EGENToNE 1.e,

amp. Trickle Charger and L.T.
Coupler. Westinghouse rectifier, nearly new, 200mains; 30/-.-Lomax, Devonshire Rd., Ragland,
Chodertleld.
(7252

R
250

F4XED
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DENSEkS

You cannot mistake quailty. And quaint. is the keynote Of TRIE Fixed condensers.
It reveals itself In the real ruby
mica insulation. It reveals itself
la the „ flume COPPER .
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clea rly engraved on
an you can ¡if
see. Such high quality at such low _----,..
price isn't to be found elsewhere.
Convince yourself by testing them "
-7
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3014,5.

CABINETS.

4, Golden Square, Piccadilly Circus, W.I
'Phone: Gerrard 2437.

A RTCRArr
13- Value.

Radio

Cabinets

are

Britain's

Best
(0313

IVORY'S Cabinets.-Table models in solid oak and
-If mahogany; from 11/6 to 71/ ,
IGBY'S Cabinets, fitted with Radion or Resiston
ebonite if required.
IGBY'S Cahinet ,.-Pedestsil model, with separate
battery compartments; from 56/. to £12.
D IGBV'S Cabinets Made to Customers' Own Designs.

D
D

Performance is the Only Test

r'isIGBY'S cabinets-Write for new
16-page art
catalogne.-F. Digby. 9, The Oval. Hackney Rd.,
E.2.
'Phone: Bishopsgate 6458.
[0128
ARTCRAFT
Value.

Radio

Cabinets

are

Britain's

Tr AY'S Cabinets,
the greatest range of pedestal
,,iliinets in the kingdom; criginal creative design. id prices 50% lower than elsewhere; quotations
for specials by return; delivery at short notice guaranteed; moving coil, poitable, baffle, vignette. radiogram°,
electric pick-np, television, etc'.; illustrated lists free.
-H.
Kay. Wireless
Cabinet Manuttetnrer. Mount
1
1'13isctit Rd., London, N.17. 'Phone:
Waltham:stow
[6461
66
A ETCRAFT
Value.

Radio

Cabinets

are

kgr

Best
[0309

ESSENTIAL FOR ALL
MODERN RECEIVERS
There are 21 Varieties of contact in the Clix rang
and each one is carefully designed to meet th
demands of modern requirements in contact.
No. 11, 12, 13.
CUE POWER PLUG.
The combination of Plug.
Socket and Safety Bush
makes a perfect method of
contact for Battery Eliminators, Chargers, etc.
Price complete, el.
Power Plug,
91,1
Red and Black. r-0 .
2Li •
POWER SOCKET.
ell
With one locknut &ale

11 t

Britain's (0 370

F

INEST American Types, astonishing value, special
offer oak cabinets. hinged lid, baseboard. highly
polished, take 12in.x6in. panel; sample. carriage paid.
6:6: trade discounts for quantities. -Mag-Radio, 112.
Waratone Lane, Birmingham.
[2665
A RTCRAFT
AT
Value.

A transformer is known by the results it
gives, that is why PILOT TRANSFORMERS
are known and used the whole world over.
They ensure perfect reception.
METAL CASE.
2 -I Ratio'' Sig
34.1
,,
,'et IF

BAKELITE CASE.
2-1 Ratio 1
3f -1

11/ 6

Also all lines manufactured by the Pilot
Radio and Tube Corporation of New York,
The Largest Manufacturers of Wireless Parts
in the World.
Write for Catalogue.. of Transformers, Fenton
Chokes to :THOMAS

and

A. ROWLEY,

59, SKINNER LANE, BIRMINGHAM.
Sole Agents for Great Britain and Ireland.

Radio

Cabinets

are

,Britain's

Best
[0311

L

OUD-SPEAKER Cabinets. extraordinary offer, oak
cabinets, handsome fret front. highly polished.
13in. square, 6iis deep, finished moulding. take all
ordinary units; sample, carriage paid, 6/6; trade discounts
f..r quantities.-Mag-Radio,
112,
Ware2t
6
o6
ne
e
Lane, Birmingham.
11DEDESTAL Cabinets for Set. speaker. and batteries,
36in. high, in figured oak, richly polished. 55/-;
cabinets for moving 'till, cone, linen diaphragm, and
other speakers, from 15/-; 74 different designs and
sizes of cabinets available in solid oak or mahoffly;
send for illustrated catalogue.-Thos. Eastham (Dem.
5). Electric Cabinet Works, Holmes Rd.. Thornton.
Blackpool.
Trade enquiries invited.
[7255
A ItTORAFT Radio cabinet,: Britain's best value:
kit. lowest prices consistent with highest quality;
illustrated list free from nettle, mantifiteturer..-Art.
'rift Co., 156. Cherry Orchard Rd., Croydon. 'Phone:
Cit.ydon 1981.
[0040

C

ABINETS. 16lkin.x 71
2 1n. xI
/
lin., hand mahogany
finished 7/6. unpolished 5/6; oval front, lekin.
yethin., 6d. extra; baseboard, 6d.• carriage free.-F.
W. Ramsey, 63, Shaftesbury St., London, N.1. Clerkenwell 7139.
ITOIRNS for Cabinets, portables. etc.; illustrated
▪
list.-51addison. 1, Chapel St., Edgware Rd.

No. II.
No. 13.

POWER SAFETY 1 1 -1
BUSH Red & Black. £¿.C.16
No. 15. CLIX ALL-IN PLUG
AND SOCKET TERMINAL.
Wherever a terminal of any
sort is required, the Clix Plug
and Socket can be utilised.
With it you will obtain safer,
speedier and better contact
Price

M.

No.

15.

Complete

Panel Portion 4d.
Flex Portion 4d.
CLIKPARALLELSOCKETS
With locknut Id.
With locknut and engraved
Safety
shoulder. 1 1,11
No. 12.
Red and Black.
a• -•&••
No.
Write for the Clix folder containing
details of the 21 Varieties.

19.

LECTRO LINX LTD.,
254,

VAUXHALL BRIDGE RD., S.W.1

Mention of " The Wireless 'World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure PromPt

attention.

B62

•
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THE WIRELESS WORLD
COILS, TRANSFORMERS,

Make your
OWNI
Mains Unit

ETC.

1,000-0DM Deconeling Resistances for " Wireless
World " Circuits;
1/
6
each, post tree.-Groves
Brothers, St. Mary's Place, Shrewsbury.
[6978

60

-MIMS Decoupling Resistances for New Knoll
niag Four, foreign listeners' four, and all
" Wireless World" circuits, hand made and tested in
our own workshops; improved model wound with Cons
stanton wire, 1/6 each, post free.-Groves Bros.. St.
Mary's Place, Shrewsbury.
[7045
RAUTOGRAPH, Ltd.-W.W. coils. Record HI, 44/st
new Kilo-mag four, 40/-: ECG. regional. 37 /13:
foreign listeners four. 50/- set; Europa portable, 21/-;
Europa Iii, 18/6: S.G. multi-valve portable. 22 /6 ;
new Everyinan four, 60/-.
ADIOGRAPIL Ltd.-Litz wire. 9/40, 1/6: 27/42,
-EA. 2/6 dozen yards; RecIfer n '
s deep ribbed or Recoil
tube, 5d. per inch: slotting, 1/6 extra.
ADIOGRAPIL Ltd.-W.W. cabinets, 4 comport. :
fluente. 44/6; 2 compartment. 38/6: crackle'
enamel and oak finish.-Station Rd., Ilandsworth. Birmingham.
[6965

or

Mains Receiver
Ibis p
easy way:

ADVERTISEMENTS.

4I

The Air Chrome
"Breakaway"
from the
conventional

1

0 30 Everyman Pour Coils, set of 3 as spec ifi ed,
ex
45/,
Parts to make your own: Set of 3
ebonite torment (slotted). ready for winding, 8/6; 3
y3 1
,4 Dexolin formers, 1/-•'
primary supports
(grooved). set of 9, 2/-; Litz wire, 100 feet, 7/-; all
mist free.-Groves Bros., St, Mary's Place, Shrewsbury.
KEW Kilo-Mag Four Coils. 37/6 set: eboniternfo3r
9-LI mers (slotted), for winding, 12/6 set of 3; all
post free.-Groves Bros., St. Mary's Place, Shrewsbury.
[7140
WIRE Wound, non-inductive resistances of all sizes,
guaranteed; 600 and 1,000 ohms 1/3 each,
25.000 ohms 2/6, 60,000 ohms #3/6. 100,000 ohms 4/6.
-Oninivoic Products, 20, Brooke St., Holborn. E.C.12.
(700
QIIIMONDS BROS.-Berelif coils. Record Three. 50/s-,
pair; new kilesmag. four, 50/- set; foreign listeners
four, low, 30I-; long wove, 37/-; screened grid Regional,
40'-; Milliard &D.P, dual range coils, 30/- pair; Bet,
itt stantlard coils, for new all-wave lieu*, standard four,
.\.0. three, Everyman four, cte., 63/6 set of 4, with
the same iniN for the Lodestone series (' WireMagazine 'i. 659 set of 4, with bases; Titan unit,
15/s; deermpling
600 ohm, 1/6; 1,000 ohm.
2;-; all " Wireless World" and similar coils in regular
production liv the leading site/deli-hi: lists free: trade
sneellest-Simmonds Bros., Shireland Rd, Itinetheiek.
Tel.: Smethw)ek 751.
[6314

FOREICLN
Listeners'
37/6 set.-Si oft.

A

Regenrone Power Box—a Regentone Filter
ompact—two connections only and you have
a complete Mains Unit fOr H.T. and L.T. for
A.C. Valves (4 volts up to 4 amps). Output
120 volts at 20 m'a Model No. 1, 180 volts at
30 m'a Model No. 2.
This is the ideal method for providing
the mains drive. both H.T. slic L.T., for
an A.C. Mains Receiver. It cuts down
the cost and simplifies wiring by the
use of two completely screened components instead of many.

1yes am,
a uniform frequency response from 60 to 10,000
cycles — an
amazingly
faithful
performance
unequalled by any other type of
speaker. Popular Wireless says :
" The 'Air Chrome' has qualities
that have hitherto been almost
peculiar to the moving-coil class.
Bass notes come through excellently, while the harmonic range is
so well embraced that high notes
retain their individuality. Speech
is crisp and natural." Remember
that "Air Chrome" is the magic
password to natural radio.
CHASSIS PRICES:
Type L.
127 x 11). x 3r
42 -

EWCOS B.A.C. Binocular Coil s,B.B .C. an d Daventry, 13/. pair; B.A.R., 15/- pair; pair culls for
Everyman Four, 7/6; pair coils for Touchstone Four.
Lewees, 10/..-Scientific Development Co., 51, Fisher.
gate, Preston.
[7234

DYNAMOS,

Write to-day for our Art Booklet "Radio from
the Mains,' also for particulars of Regentone
litre Purchase Terms.
Prices, complete with low melting point fuse,
flee lead, and adaptor:
Box No. 1
20 ma
Box No. 2
30 m'a

£2

10

0

£3

10

0

Filter Compact No. 1
Filter Compact No. 2

£1

10 0
0 0

£2

Four Boxes. 19/. set of 4; coils,

rs EMU) Ili Coils, 35/-: Kilo-Mag 4 coils, 33/s:
devoupling resistances, 1/3.
'WIT Set Coils and Switches, 37/6; dials and plates,
5/- pair.-Stott.
1Q30 Everyman (..,ils, 42/6 set; all special parts to
sr
order; trade supplied.
M Er% I. Cabinets, In oa k or ma hogany. with
mould. d wood top and base; Record III., KAI..
and 1930 Everyman, 45/-: Kit set. 35/-; metal box
only, 32/6 and 27/6 respectively.-Stott. la, Duke St..
Reeinla le.
[7232

L

The
Regentone 12
months'
GUARANTEE
covers
the
Westinghouse Metal Rectifier
incorporated in Power Box.

A.C. Power
uo volts at
A.C. Power
180 volts at

Illustrated:
Model U 14
e :5: 0

ETC.

"nYNAMOS.-Charging house or garage lighting,
C.A.V., 30v. 10 amp., as new, cost £18 each, to
clear £4; ail machines guaranteed; wo have a large
stork of dynamos, motors, lighting plants, storage batteries; kindly state your rectuirements.-Scientifie Elertrical Co.. 27, Preston Rd., Preston Circus. Sussex.
[7228

GRAMOPHONE PICR•UPS, ETC.
NPONENTI L Horns for Cabinet Gramophones

and Wir, liss, metal and wood;
1. Chapel SI., Marylebone, N.W.1.

list.-Maddison.
[6141

TeLECTROPIIONE Gramoselectrie AMPlifier. suit1-s
able for cafes, skating rinks. cinemas, dance halls,
clubs, etc.,
200-230v.
A.C. dual
turntabes
and
speakers, provision for microphone and radio, new. used
for demonstration only; cost £160, sell .£100, or nearest
offer.-liox 3883, c/o The Wireless World.
[7189

w

Type K.
14 . x 14 X
53_
Type F.
18' X 23" x 51"
84 Type J.
21" x 24 x 131'
105In Attractive Cabinets, from £3 19s. 6d.

Stocked

Woreirnfle pick-up. new; 25/...-Vans.
CEU:81'10N,
18. Slrahan Rd.. hh.w, E.3.
[7237
IIRNDEPT Pick-up. guaranteed, 12/6; Brown pick.
B up. with adaptor, 17/6: Phenovox pick-up. 12/6;

?or 'Radio from the Mains •
eftLitLtiiilb,e&
REGENT PADIO SUPPLY CO. 21. Bartlett* Bides.
Melborn G us.jodop,ECf Jelspkone Central 9661

er s
863

f
oy

" Thel

Kudia balanced tone arm, 8/-: Watmel arm. 4/6.Scientific Development Co.. 51. Fishergale, Preston.
[7235

LOUD.SPEAKERS.
T.TORNS

of All Descriptions for Loud Speakers and
-1-5. Gramophone IInits.-11 Maddison. manufacturer
of the Alleoodorn, 1, Chapel St., Paddington, N.W.1.
(6143
ROWN Power Loud-speaker. type P.Q., list £12/12,
in perfect order; for quick sale £6/6.-Sherratt
and Son. Radio House, Cowes, I. of W.
[7090

SPEAKER
*

l'at. No
295,63 5

Ultra Electric Limited, 66 1- 663, Harrow
Rd, London, N.W.to. Tel.: Willesden6r6r.
•
Baldry «,
Wireless World" are only accepted from fines we believe to be thoroughly reliable.

nr"W''nr

Advertisements

by all Radio and Music Dealers fees
Land's End is J ilia o'Groais.
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Loud .speakers. —Contd.
'
Universal

Three

rocn

EASY TERMS

Moving Coil Speakers.

I:
, POCH.

15-2,000 metres.

POCII.

We SFECIALISE in the
supply of all good
Quality Radio Sets. Com-

POC

poc It
poca.
E

poca.
poca

E
E

roca.

POCH.

E
The most per.ect receiver yet deb ,.-0,d for I. ltri
Short Wave, Broadcast, and Long Wave reception.
Including Valves, Coils and Royalty £18 .0 .Od.

Convert your present Set into
a Short Wave Receiver.

ponents and Accessories
on Easy Terms.
We
will give you efficient
service. No references
required. Send us your
list of requirements and

POCH Maytag Coil Speakers Speak for Themselves.

E

EP.°21l .-puTressuta
E
E

;P•ou mhoarrtratn any other saleks
e
MaI
n.

E

4
4
4

11, OAT LANE, NOBLESTREET, LONDON, E.C.2
NATIONAL

any of the thousands of users of even
EPOCI1.—Ask
tile older models.
But this season's models?
Well. let the speakers tell you themselves.
E poca

t
.
1 _

4

London Radio Supply Company

POCLI

POCH.

E

4

a quotation will be sent
by return.

roca.

poc a
t'OCIL

4

1977

4
4

4 '
4
4

¡'OCR.

E

POCH

poca.

E

do test them against any
El'Ocf1.—Please
make on the market—preferably with
switch over
E ¡'OC!!.

Magnum Short Wave Convertor.
This Convertor i• adaptable to any valve set by
simply removing the detector valve from set and
inserting it in the valveholder of convertor, the plug
of convertor taking the place of the detector
valve. In crystalline metal cabinet, with 2 Coils
20/40 and 40/80 metres, Plug and Adaptor 64.10.0d.
inclusive.
Magnum Receivers are now obtainable on
Easy Payment Terms.
We

specialise in all apparatus described itt
"Wireless World."
Lists on application.

BURNE-JONES ITV296, BOROUGH HIGH ST.,
LONDON, S.E.1.

1,1

P0011.

E

Iool"

E

POCH.

E

roca. —Order one for 7 daye free trfaL

E

POCR.

E

pool'

E

POCH.

POCH.

KABILOK
CATALOGUE
which contains a
splendid selection 0,
cabinets.
Free on request.

W. dc T. LOCK LTD.
ST. PE rEIV3 WORK3
LONDON : 11, Red

.Lion Square,

BATS.
W

CLAUDE LYONS LTD.,
76,

OLDHALL

STREET, LIVERPOOL .

1.1.4
1P0011.
V

POCH.

E
E

POCH•

_LA

coil

poca.
POCIL
POCH.

E
E

E

most comprehensive range of moving
speakers In the world.

t'OCR.

POCH.—Sead

POCH.

tor catalogue

E

.—ispages crammed full of real Information.
PO9
froc.
P

F

roca.

And

dispense with costly

dry

and

wet

batteries.

Balance 2,'- weekly.
D.C. sto 3valve, so rn/a, 17/6, 291.

zo m.'a, 37,6.

A.C. from 70,'-.

poca
POCH.
E POCH.

Also famous Brownie Two or 'J bree Valve Sets
from 10i-, or 5/- down and balance 8:- monthly.

E

WRITE:

V POCH RADIO MANUFACTURING Co., Ltd., are
the manufacturers. City Office and Service StaI:ion. 3, Farringdon Avenue (Ludgate Circus end),
E.C.4.
'Phone:
C:ntral 1971
(2 lines:.
Private
Branch Exchange
[6972

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers,

HIGH TENSION
ELIMINATOR

DOWN SECURES
DELIVERY.

POCEs.

_Eli

THE

,—

W.s.s.

.1 11
, POCH.

,
!

EKCO"
--"
FIT

E

If you are requiring
a cabinet for that
receiver, loudspeaker or radio
gramophone, send
first for the

"B.A.T." "Q.M.B." POWER
SWITCH only 2/6 Each.

L'• POCH —Your deposit Instantly refunded in full it
are not more than satisfied« flo catch. I•:o
red tape.

E

rr

"Q.M.B." SWITCH.

"WIRELESS WORT,D" eald
(14.0.1h) "functioned quite well
nn test orld did 110t giVe 07 vranee
lo giat if ydoubt an t
otheir abil it y
1
o handle thiii wattage"
W:11.1k!!
"Ideal for une in
portable sets and in all typed of.
mains equipment."

EPOCH.

E

"B.A.T." 750 Watt '
TM., miniature yo itch comfortably
break, 3 Amperea at .
2:50 Volta.
For I
LE., L.P., II.T.. L.T. Circuits.
For 5:0. Set., ElIminator,, Crams.
Mot ore, and as Loud Speaker
Field Switch, etc.

POCI I

E

[NAB' LOW

or every
a quick

FOR

LISTS.

ROBINS, 97, Latchmere Road,
Clapham Junc
S W.11.

will ensure prompt attention.

1564

-

t

-
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Load•speakers.—Contd.

A

HELLESEN

.

DRY BATTERIES

E

R,

QEL11 1
011ST RADIO are the
of Moving Coil Speakers.

pioneer manufacturer,

k3

S
E
H
U
T
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sours
1
'e 7'or 3.ehe page

"Sound

Advice,"

is

A
D

The "Super Power" Model
The Music Lover's Choice
FITTED WITH THE
MOST
INGENIOUS CENTREING DEVICE
EVER INVENTED!

NOTHING

succeeds like success,
and the successful demonstrations
of -the Super Power Moving Coil
Speaker at Olympia and Manchester
have been followed by aflood of orders
and repeat orders from all parts of
the Country.
There is no Moving Coil Speaker
manufactured .
to-day that is so highly
efficient and reproduces speech and
musk with such wonderful realism as
this Super Power Model.
For
efficiency, performance and finish it is
beyond competition.
A 14 days'
comparative test will immediately

O

UR
“fi

ky
erros
are
ved›fi
kt
i
b
er
e l
y'ig best

VERB. SAP.

Grada Throughout,

R

l))LEV told me at the Club
last Monday that he had
been consulted regarding the
purchase of a Portable for a
friend. There had been sixteen
makes of set on his original list,
but he had whittled the choice
down to three when I saw him.
What interested me, though,
was that of the original sixteen;
every one was fitted as standard
with Hellesen's H.T. Batteries.
"Naturally," he replied, when
I remarked. on this fact, "it's
the first tiling I look for. If a
manufacturer •standardises
Hellesens, the odds are that the
other components he fits will be
up to the same high quality.
And anyway, an H.T. Battery
that has to fit a small space and
yet supply, four or five valves
with juice for months on end
needs to be a Hellesen's and
nothing less."

O
N
ET
ET a Baker's Moving
G
T not be disappointed.

Coil

Speaker,

and you win

1, ,

C.
O
LET.
S

aO"Posed

uldSledvie7

3
wIll %t
oe
.
Booklet,

A

Today for a Baker's Speaker.
SEND
approval far comparative test
A

on

14

day%

"Verb. sap.,"

prove our claims.
-1-à

WRITE TO-DAY FOR
OUR

NEW

26-PAGE

APTLY NAMED " SOUND

A

POSTCARD

BOOKLET
ADVICE."

WILL

DO !

BAKE Rs
ésetetiviet.

gammtmem RAI) I0 goieueng

,The leafing manufacturers of Movin; Col Speakers
Offices*

89, SELHURST ROAD, S. NORW093, S.E.25
Works:

42, CHERRY

ORCHARD ROAD, E. CROYDON

ildocrtis,ments for

"

PRICES

NJOT the Wonderful RealIttic Reproduction Given
by
Baker's new Seekers.

E
s

Standard

Capacity.

..wiray.. ,gvolt Grld Bias Type 2/"Wirin" to volt 11.T. Type. .10i8
"Wimp" oe volt II.T. Typo ..18/"Whet " iod volt H.1'. Typt, 20/.

rpnE Advertisement
Finest and most
made to.day.

on Page 29 Illustrates the
efficient Moving Coil Speakei

»AKER'S SELIIURST RADIO, Office, 89, Selhur,d
Rd. South Nrewood. e.E.as. Works: 42, Cherry
Orchard Ecl., East Croydon (always open).
(023 L
-QELP-CENTEE.—Prov. Palt. applied for.
Three
1-7
reasons why you should lit this device to your
loud-speaker unit :—
»ECAUSE. to ensure that the driving rod of unit
is registering in perfect alignment with apex of
cone diaphragm.
ECAUSE It Will Relieve Reed and Driving Rod.
together with cone mounting, of all undue side
el reta and chatter.
»ECAUSE It Will Allow Fe: a Minn Finer Ad
jnstment, making the whole assembly more etti(dent. the reed vibrations being positively applied to
the cone without any loss caused through imperfect
mounting, no matter how minute, thus increasing tone,
volume and action.
EtASILY Fitted to Any Make of Unit; price 2/6;
.1:4 c.o.d.; terms available.—Weedon and Co.. 80,
Lonsdale Av.. London, E.G.
[7174

Treble Capacity.
"Kelm" to volt II.T. Typo ..13/"Koine " 99 volt Fur. Typ,. .
32.'3

Your Dealer Sells Them.
ili

iIIhS

-14

The Wireless World"

T thought.

are only

N
N DRY IIATTESUES.
NICYRICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS,
POLYMIT MICA A. PAPER CONDENSIRS,
HANDLAMPS. TORCHES. ETC.
A.

H.

OUNT,

cmcvooN,

accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.

SURREY.

s1
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Loud speakers.—Contd.

Y

OUR Old Loud-speaker Taken in Part Payment
for the Latest Type; tee our advert, under column
Receivers for Sale.—Scientific Development Co., 51,
leishergate, Preston.
"[ULTRA Air-chromo Chassis. cost 52/, 14M. equate,
V
perfect, used week only.—Atkinson, Alexandra
Hotel, Bedford Place, W.C.[7196
VDISWAN Cone Unit, practically_ new' 10/., Post
4-là
free; also good cone assembly.—Box 3892, c/o -The
IVireleet World.
[7193

ilgAGNAvox M.C. Speaker, 240v, D.C., 6-volt field.
IFJ. £3; or with 4f t. mahogany cabinet. £5; genuine
bargain.—B. Williamg, 104. Upper Walthamstow Rd..
E.17.
[7182

cket z G
Pond G
"no ls
t
REAT

GREAT Bargains.
It EAT Bargains.

PEAT Bargains.—Epoch
model A moving coil
speaker kit (or complete units), brand new; a
large number of these famous instruments made for
a special order for use in talkies, but not executed,
tar credit reasons only; regular prices, £3710, £4/2,
and £511716, to clear at 50/. for accumulator operalion, 65/- for D.C. mains operation. 85/. for A.C.
mains; kits comprising copper plated super magnetpot (weight 23 lb.) Chrystaleno frame, lully adjustable, moving coil, any impedance, paper, leather and
mounting rings, made up complete, il desired. e/extra.
G
Bargains.

PUBLIC ADDRESS
and Broadcasting

MICROPHONES
The Ideal Instruments for addressing an Audience
through Loudspeaker (Ma Valve Amplifier or L.F.
Stages of Wireless Set), and for relaying Speech and
Musical Entertainment to any distance.
Powerful Loudspeaker Reproduction with perfect Purity.

fi›,7„_

Hand Type,
highly d.siance-sensitive, 3
.
,•t annasnteed entirely
free from distortion or microohonic note«, absolutely
silt nt background; far superbe to ordinary Microphane Transmitters: for UFO with Valve Amplifier
or Valve Set (through leads of Gramophone Pick-up
if desired) at Open-air Meetings in Cinema, Theatre,
or Conceit Ilan. Operates from '2 Volt tapping of
L.T. Accumulator. through Microphone Trenefotmer.
Curtest consumption onestenth Ampere. Provided
wish
detarhable
Sound
Collect or,
handle, hook for suspension, and a Pet.
silk connecting cord, as illotitiation

6/6

Pedestal Type,
HIGHLY SENSITIVE MICROPHONE, ea hoer
described, provided with detachable sound
collector and a 9ft. silk connee ,ing cord, fixed
by rubber-cord suspension in niekel-plated
fraise, on pedestal, llio, high; for mounting
on Speaker's Platform. in Pulpit, on too
Camera Stand, or tor 'Mown.
Ri011
from ceiling. as illovtratiO•
•
•
-

WATE S G
RANGE OF METERS.
Who would be without it ? Certainly not one of the quartermillion users of this famous
Three-in-One Meter. Three distinct readings on one dial—LP.
and H.T. and milliamos. and now
there is apanel mounting model
too! Can be used to test Eliminator voltage. From Helford's
Stores, Curry's Stores, all dealers,
or direct.
THE
STANDARD WET
BATTERY
CO.
(Dept. WW),
184/188 ShaftesburyAvenne,
London. W.C.2.

THE
AMOUS POPULAR
MODEL.
Crystallised black
finish, clearly engraved dial,
substantial leads, Sully guaranteed. SI.
Case 2/6 extra.

MILLIAMMETERS.
0-50 or 0-25 M.A. with
Jewel bearings, 9e.

ftEAT Bargains.—In fart, the greatest bargains
ever offered!
A number of Epoch model A used
kits at given away prices, guaranteed in perfect working order; early 1928 model. 35/-; latest model. 42/6;
made up complete, if desired, 6/. extra.
1j1 NJOY
Marvellous
Epoch
Reproduction
at
Xi
Ridiculous Cost' don't. wait until they aro all
gone, but secure ono immediately by writing, 'phoning,
telegraphing, or hurrying to Epoch, 3, Farringdonc7Av.7.
E.C.4.07
Xi-UMBER of Latest Type Speakers, speaker units
.1-1
and chassis, guaranteed brand new, at 15% off
list price.—Send your requirements to Jeffery.
31,
Osborn St., E.1.
(7180a

C

ELESTION CI4 Model, in polished oak, few month,
old and perfect condition; £7.—Lomax, DevntiRd., ILtsland, Chesterfield.
[7253

shire

LL

Gernphene Cabinet Cone, almost
Chester, 13, Silver Crescent, W.4.

new;

£3.—
[7244

25

•
MICROPHONE
TRANSFORMER,
.
1.elm design to obtain best possibly results from sen4tive
Microphones. when connected to high-resistance 'phones,
Loudspeaker. Valve Bet, or Valve Amplifier; beet Transformer
nut le for clear speech with volume. modulation speech and
music transmission, Public Address Microphones. etc. ; Print.
and klec. terminals fitted; full directions for use of Micron]
• and diagram, of eon...Mime free. (tondo by e
[clam, post
U/
FREDK. ADOLPH, Actual Maker,
27, Fitzroy Street, London, W.1.

'PHONE.
sm.oum 8329.

MPLION Radioing, R.S.251. in original case. permfeet; £2. or offer; would eus-bauge for new gramophone reennis.—Kirk, 54, Westbury Rd., N.11.
[7231
Spot 66K, fitted to Squires frame, 9711, in
BLUE
solid oak cabinet, fret front, all brand new; £2/5,

COMPLETEELIMIN TOIL TRANSFORMER
P.

with order.—J. Sleebush, 149, Neville Rd., 117;12o
2
n
4.

DR

ANDOIA
Horn Lourlsspea her, as
pproval.-26, John Rd., (»Heston.

new;

S.

ONIE
new More
brune)1
Amplion
Loud-speaker
speakers. Bargains.—Genuine
in original cartons, at

AMP

110-S00

-

sc
A -

SECONF/AliV..

'RE OV1NG

less than half prices; type A.C.9 mahogany cone
speaker,. 65/-; type A.C.5 oak speaker. 56/-: type
A.C.7 oak speaker, e9/-; type A.R.38 horn speaker,
25/.: also the following horn type lotel-siesiker units:
Type A.R.88 bases, 8/-; ditto, ditto A.11.58, 71-: ditto
AIL 4, 816; ditto A.11.5, 10!6; ditto A.U.6. 12'6;
any of these will be sent on approval against cash.—
Hughes and Sons, 149, Chepstow Rd., Newport. Mon.
[7199

VOLT

- •

66K

Coil Speaker, 6-volt, high resistance; 50/-;
Iii demonstration.—W. Taylor, 15, North Gate, Harbor«, Birmingham.

th4ARY.
SOMIS*St .

35!-:
[7219

. 17/6; Colvern dual wave 111.M.3, 10/.-;
Brown veo unit, 20/-; cone and chase's,
12/6; A.F.5, 20/-.-158, Fawcett Rd., Southsea. [7214'
PANEL MODEL. Fixes
on M panel as illustrated.
Readings on three scales
obtained by simply rearranging
plugs
in
coloured sockets.
Price

/-

These Microphones are rendered
Directional by attaching the Sound Collector.

I

TO BUILD
YOUR OWN

250

I - S

ZSO

- *

SOO

o-

MAINS. SET.

20r- f.^A7:

BROS.

95/101,

1•S

I•9

I•5

I

S••

1•5

•9

S•0
i.e

• - *
3•S

-

PUGH

i.e

1 - It

•

Well deigned, and
current for 5valve,

0'01

0.07

Holloway

Road,

5.0

N7

PICTURE RECEIVER APPARATUS.
wilLTOCRAPII Picture Receiver, complete, only used

for demonstration, very little use, perfect work.
tug order; accept £14.—Box 3836, c/o 7'he
World.
[7179

ORDER YOUR CABINET.%
O
NOW

NE New Fultograph Wireless Picture Receiving
Set, complete; what offers?
Cost £22115; for
so le.—Hosc 3846. e/o The Wirelese World.
[7183

1830
•

EVERYMAN
METAL

46/6
í

FOUR

CABINETS
each

KILO-AO&
(or M
without woodwork
RECORD
351- THREE
each).
METAL.

CABINETS.

35/- each, or with woialwork 46:6 each.
Kit-Set 27/6 awl
Finished crystalline

awe

each respectively.

Brown, Black or Blue.

Trade enquiries invited.—Samuel Eaton & Sons(Manufacturers of Lighting 050d :),65 , 72,13arr St. Birmingham

TRANSMITTERS.
HEBB OS.
Chehro.
Citehros
transformers
and
chokes of all descriptions, special transformers for
tninsmitting and modulation; chokes a speciality; enquiries invited.—Ohester
Bros., 244,
Milstein
Lane,
lanulon, E.8.
[5240

C
V

Specially designed to meet every
requirement of the enthusiast.
All parts are interchangeable,
made with coloured eleeves and
cost but 2d. each.

VALVES.

IA

MSPInI,EbRettVeralei.a—nIfonyeolosfreteree.

power you cau-

1-VILAMENT Volts 6, plate volts 400 (maximum),
grid biao 84 volts (approx.), impedance 800 ohms.,
anti]] ilication
factor
3.8,
mutual
conductance 4.35
m.o./volts; price £5/10; see article "The Wireless
World," 24th July, 1929, then eend to North London
Valve Co., Ltd., 22 1/
2, Casenove Rd., Stoke Newington.
London, . • •
(6764

Write for liai X88.

J. J. EASTICK & SONS,
"EELEX

HOUSE,"
1
,, frolkono:

BUNHILL

ROW,

E.C.2.!

NOVEMBER 20TH, 1929.
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SETS, KITS
COMPONENTS

THE WIRELESS WORLD
Valves. —Contd.
POSITIVE Valve Insurance !—Fit Va rs ity sa f
et
y filement fuse; only 1/3; saves pounds.
LASII Lamp Bulbs are Useless, th ey take 0.4 am p.I
Varsity, 0.06.—Frost (see Wire).
[7262

F

».M.26, new. 15/.; P.M.26, used month, 12/6. perfect.—Briggs, Carlton Rd.. Shipley.
[7225

COSSOR, mo Battery Kit, complete with
Cabinet, Valves and full instructions.
Cash
Price £8 .15 .0, or 16/- down and zr monthly
i)ayments 15/to.
PYE POPULAR TWO, Remarkable efficient
rw:). One dial tuning. Dual range.
Cash
Price £4 .17. 0, or 15/- down and to monthly
:
payments 9/-.
?YE, All Electric 3, S.G., Handsome Cabinet
in Walnut, Gramophone pick-up plug. In'eluding Valves and Royalties.
Cash Price
125, or £5 down and
monthly payments
36/
8,

EL1M INATORS
PHILIPS A.C. Model 7 tappings will work
;lily set up to 5 valves.
Cash Price £5. 10 .0
Jr 'of- down and ro monthly payments 10/6.
PHILIPS D.C., H.T. Unit avariable tappings
and 2 fixed.
Cash Price £3.17.8 or Iofdown and to monthly payments 7/-1
EKCO A.C. Eliminator. 3F.20, S.G., 600-120;
!20150. ¡of- down and 8 monthly payments
)S.
YI.P.A. pipular Cabinet speaker, Oak Cabinet.
;.:ash Price 45/- or 51- down and 9 monthly
vments 5/-.
3ROWN'S VEE Units and Chassis. The perici speaker. Cash Price 40/- or 8/7 down
lid 4 monthly payments 8/7.
IULGIN Valves Emission Tester. Test your
!Ives.
Every amateur should have one.
'a-di Price 42/- or 5/- down and 8 monthly
)yments 5/-

UIPLION

A.C.4.
Oak Cabinet Speaker.
;-)1, ndid tone, handsome appearance. Cash
>Iwo £3 or 15/- down and 5 monthly payrents Io/-.

H.& B. 1930 115 page catalogue now ready,
Price 9d. Refund on first order over 5/-.
Ve can supply any set described in this issue for
ash or upon our gradual payments system.
Vite for full details of the set you are interested in
:arriage Paid on all orders.
:.O.D. Charges Paid over EL
WE CAN SUPPLY ANYTHING RADIO.

H. est B. Radio Co.
4, 36, 38, Beak Street,
tegent St., W A, London
'Phone: Gerrard 27134,

WIRE.

COMPONENTS,

Clerkenwell Rd..
[7261

ETC., FOR SALE.

S

LIGHTLY Used Pick-up, Celestion. 50/-; Philipe,
' 30/.; R.I., 30/-; Igranic, 201.; G.E.C., 20/-;
tone arm. 20/-; Brown microphone amplifier for crystal
set. 30/-; Magnavox moving coil epeaker, £5.—James
Scott and Co., Radio Engineers, Dunfermline.
[0321
'WESTON Mcilel 301, milliammeters, ammeters, and
7V voltmetere, ranges from 15 mi Ilia m ps, 21/. each;
Portable 3-range instramente, in oak ease, Sin., male
0.5 milliamps. and 12-240 volts, 45!-; hot-wire ammeters, 0-1 amp., 4e-; 0-0.5 amp., 3/-; instrument
repairs awl alterations of every description; any item
7 days approval against eash.—The Vine Eleetrical
Co.. 47, high St., Battersea, S.W.11. Established
1910.
(6175

Climax Auto-Bat Traceformer Type H.60—for
H.T. supply units using
metal rectiner. Output
up to 180 volts, and up
to 60 milliamperes.

POTENTIAL

Dividers,
10,000,
15.000
20,000,
25,000, and 30,000 ohms, 5 variable Unplugs;
21- eaeli.—Below.
ToiOTt:NTIAL Dividere, heavy duty, wire wound,
15,000 ohms, 7 tappings; 6/6.—Below.
°SDI:NSF:RS, 2 mfd., 2/6; 4 mfd., 4/8 ; guaranteed; tested 500 volts.—Below.
lIORES (L.F.).—Choke coils, excellent for smoothing, up to 20 milliampa 2/-; *Petal heavy duty
chokes for 100 and 200 milliamps at 8/6 and 18/. respectively; any article ou approval against cash.—
Huggins, Radio Engineer, Clacton-on-Sea
[5030

C

C

BELTANG-LEE Panel Fittings are designe d t
o gi
ve
an expert finish to any home-constructed set;
catalogue post free.—Belling and Lee, Ltd., Queensway
Works, Ponders End, Middlesex.
[0018

A
One of this seavon's Climax
Mains Components
whose
popular price enables the
home constructor to build an
excellent H.T. Unit with large
output at a very reasonable
cost.
climax first again—making it
safe and easy for the Home
Constructor to twitch over from Battery- operated to
alains-operated Receiver, or
to start anti build his own
All-Electric
Receiver.
EFFICIENCY, RELIABILITY,
SAFETY, VALUE—you can
count 01, all these if you use
CLIMAX.
Whether it be complete Mains
Units or Mains Components,
Climax are always A YEAR
AHEAD.
No rectifying valves are
required for use with the new
Climax Auto - Bat Transformers, thus eliminating al/
rectifying valve trouble and
cost of valve replacements.

TYPE

H.50

E
B

1G Output Means Fresh Gonds; fresh grinds are
better; you can rely on fresh materials fron1
Appleby's, retail radio distributors with a wide market.
R1EFLY—here is our service, simple, straightforward, fair. A not-too-dull brochure, more fully
descriptive, will be sent to you, immediately, on request.

B

W

E Supply Practically all the Leading Lines of
Radio Apparatus at current list prices, and
make no carriage charges, except on accumulators and
batteries and exceptionally bulky articles.
F You Wish we will take in part exchange any
branded receiver, component or loud-speaker for
which you have no further use, providing such is
reasonably modern and in worhable condition.
7r0 Make Fair Offers we must see the material;
on receipt of a parcel, which must contain a list
of contents and name of sender, we will send our
offer, which is as an -allowance from an order for
new requirements totalling not less than twice the
allowance—but it is fair.
In the unlikely event of
no agreement being reached, we will return your
material carriage paid; you need have little fear for
our returns in this respect have always been below
one per cent.
We cannot execute part exchange
orders•of less than 10/. net cash value—that is, after
part exchange allowance has been deducted.
7r HE Above Terms Exist that fair offers may be an
economical possibility, and a sound standard
maintained; particular points of questions are elucidated in a little folder. "The Ins and Outs of the
Outs and Ins"; a copy post free on request.
PPLEBY'S, specialists in distribution by mail and
the originators of radio part exchange, l'So. Fortyfour in Chapel St., Marylebone, London, N.W.1
(station opposite, Edgware Rd., Metropolitan Railway).
[0316
58
MT. accumulators, compact, port.
7-7 able,
guaranteed
12
months;
agents
wanted.—Pearson, 29, Midland Rd., Winton, Bournemouth.
[6825

I

Write for particulars of Climax
Auto-Bat Transformer Type
H.L.G.4—for ItT., L.T., and
G.B. supply,when using metal
rectifiers
and
indirectly
heated mains valves.
PRICE 32'6.

Write ¡corkage
"The Mains
Const ructor,"
which gives circuits and fail
particulars.

A

Ia.-120-volt

71
1 IIE RADIO EXCHANGE, Treville St., Plymouth.—
A
Your old eat, loud-speaker or accessories, taken in
part exchange Mr new.
[6901

A 1I

•
e

of Every Elise and Kind from The Beaver
77
Eng. Co., 4, Upper Grosvenor Ed., }Lands/Forth,
Birmingham.
[6897

I No References. Strictly Confidential.

e

45

WIRE

We So Busy f—Frost, 84,
Buy the H. cl B. Way.
W IRE
London, stocks every variety
It's Easier.
It's Better.

:CLIMAX, AU Electric A.C. Chelloset, One dial
tuning, Dual wave, Amazingly selective. In
:
Walnut Cabinet.
Cash Price £9. 17.8,
Valves included, or
down and to monthly
!payments 17/6.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

A YEAR AHEAD

CLIMAX RADIO ELECTRIC, LIMITED,
Haverstock Works, Parkhill Road, Hampstead.
London, N. W 3. Telephone :Primrose I171-2.

4dvertisteutents for " Tim Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable
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RADIO
GRAMOPHON
CABINET.

L

fox
200 page, fully illustrated catalogue; components,
sets, kite; all at bargain prices.—Universal, 20, Victoria Rd.. Peckham, S.E.15.

600-"erierDMIPI'"Greetteurs—

odazirt
udvt.
[7116

torers).

É
P. STEEL MAST
26

30
34
40

ft. S
t.
TEIE
,L Carriage: tap
L nercion.g /e
'r:
.
Midlands 2/6;
Elsewhere 3/6. 1 0/ .
Weighs 28 lbs.

ft. Tapering w . to 1'. Carriage:
London 2/-;
3/.; Me- 1 2/ .
where 4/-.
Weighs 36 lbs.
ft. Tapering ir to 1
.
.Carriage: 1 5/
.
London 21- ;Midlands 3/-: Elsewhere 4/-. Weighs 40 lbs.

ft.

adr
Ors g2/6 1:Neclh!nels 3/6 Elsewhere 4/6.
Weighs 50 lias. A

24/_

super mast.
These Steel Masts are offered direct from factory
to user. Order
now and save dealer? and
merchants' profits.

Outfit includes complete equipment, viz.:
Best
British Steel Tubes in sections. Mast
Rings,

ample galvanised Stay Wire cut to convenient
lengths, Pulley, Cleat, solid Metal Foot Rest and
strong galvanised Stay Fasteners.
Our masts
are stayed at 4 ground points (not 3), which ensures permanent stability.

Accessories: Best MANILA Rope Halyards (will not
rot). 60 ft.. 1/6: 100 ft.. 2/6. Special Anti-rust Paint

(sufficient for one mast). 1/6. Coppered Earthing Tube.
1/9. C.P. Special Aerial has 14 strands of No. 28
gauge enamelled high conductivity pure copper wire.

Money refunded if upon examination you are not
completely satisfied and return the mast within
7 days.

C. P.

MAST

CO.

48E, High Street, Pertge, S.E,.20.

RADIO -GRAMOPHONE
CABINETS

Beautifully finished in highly polished OAK.
Will take any set up to 22' X
x 16'.
Spacious compartment for speaker and
batteries. Overall size 36" x 24 x
9 ply motor board.
Special price to "W.W." readers.

£4. 19 .6
Large selection of Cram.).
Motors and Pick-ups in stock.

PREMIER
SUPPLY STORES,
Radio & Gramophone
Specialists.
165,

Fleet

Street,

LONDON,

E.C.4.

\.\\ 'Phone

fae[7175

Central 2833

Hand French polished, satin fini

"%TOUR Old Components Taken in Part Payment
1.
for Latest Type; see our advert, in column
Receivers for Sale.—Scientific Development Co., 51,
(0 228
Fishermate, Preston.

Will take gramophone, any se,
up to 22's 10's 16"„ and loud.
speaker and battery compartment Ur high, 22' wide and
lé' deep.
Denver**, England and Walat.
&Winos 2/6 sere.
Crate 7113 edro. retzteriable.

Price - - - £43
one guaranteed
Westernbrand
Electric
new2-valve
and inAmplifiers,
original mutton
every
y
With
doors
over
carton, each amplifier contains 3 transfrriners worth £3 front
DI
set
and
each, one of the transformers being tapped to volume baffle •£7 .10
control switch on panel; these amplifiers aro Ideal fm
including in any modern receiver oi making up a
9
eramophone pick-up receiver; the price while stock lusts
£1 each, carriage paid; ready for use but less nil/es.—
Hackney
Rd.,
London,
Hughes and dons, 149, Chepstow Rd., Newport, Mon.
[7
8
Bargains.—Londspeaker
098
cabinets,
type
A.0.9. genuine Amplion, as ,old as a complete
load-speaker for £7, height 16 1.[(in., base 17Vain.x7Vsin.,
mahogany and complete with fret front, will take 12in.
cone, our price while stock lasts 17/6. carriage paid;
Bumdept Screened Four portable cabinets,
elightly
damaged or soiled, but guaranteed in usable condition,
suit case type in leather, size 14 1hin.x14 1/
4in.x4 1
4in.
P« doz. No. 1. No. 2.
inside measurements, with lid some sizes to take louds. d. s. d.
speaker, our price 1216 each, carriage paid; Iturndept
Jus 'waled)
1 3 1 6
Sacs
...j3
1 9
mite, brand new speaker to suit, 301-, carriage paid. —
Zincs 10
11
Hughes and Sons, 149, Chepstow Ed., Newport, Mon.

F.

DIGBY,

[7099

B

(watch pattern) Microphone: 30 /
,
—Jessop, 67, Gower St., Lozells, Birniingham.
(7 178
P.M.24, 15/-; P.M.256,. 7/6; 1'.M.6, 61-;
-111. new condition; Brown earpiece, 6/..—Cntt, Arcadia,
ROWN Periodic

Bo'ness, West Lothian.

Robb sr Bands 124)
rem isals

Mention 01 " The Wireless

Ova

„,„ 07,= *
64

Sample dos. (18 volts), complete with bands'
and electrolyte. No. 1, 4/1; No. 2, 5•- ;post'
fld.. terminals extra. No.3, with terminals,
7/8 (10.000 milli-amps), sample unit 6‘1. 1
Orders 10/- care, paid, New illustrated seta- '
tome post tree.
Bargain List of Receivers.'
Amplifiers and Com pan ts. :

MEW and Unused 0.0005 Cyldon Twin Syneratune,
30/-; 0.0003 Bebe. 5/-; 1929 Bino wave coils.
radion, 5!-.---Sutet, 19, Belgrave Rd., St.
John's Wood, N.W.8.
[7184
Oriole

Coils (Colvern!

FREE

S condenser (Pye), 3/-; 0.0603 differential (Pye), 41-;
P.M.12 valve, 1416; HY. choke (Wearite). 4/6; Mallard
13/6;

0 00005

4
10

LONG LIFE :SILENT :ECONOMICAL'

[7180

15 ,-; 18x7

ET

4
8

Special sires for Pentodes.

trimmer

O. TAYLOR, 57, Studley Rd.
Stockwell, London.

R.C.C. unit, 10/6; Titan coil, 9/6; Colvern, 6pin
coil., long 4/- short 3/-; Blne Spot pick-up, 30/-,• all
guaranteed. drooks, 106, Blandford Ed., Beckenham,
Kent.
(7186

QURPLUS.—A.F.5, 171.; P.M.2 valve. 51-; Amphion,
•
£3; cabinet cone, 30/-; perfect order.—Piekles, 19,
Bolton St., Colne.
[719U

G

ENUINE

Bargain.—Senior

R.N.

speaker,

B.T.H.

electric gramophone motor, 12M. turntable, 3-valve
(1.E.C. choke amplifier, Dino l'rint, 'atonic PhonOvox

pick-up, tone ann. volume control, adapter;
Box 3891, c/0 The Wireless World.

£12110.—
(7192

AMATEUR'S

Surplus.—Lewros S.F. screens, bases,
aerial, 2 H.F., 36I-; A.F.3, 15/-; variable condensere, 0.0005, 0.11003, geared, vahes 6 volts, P625A,
8'- (resistances); stamp for list—Burn,, 18, Houle St..
£m-

Sheffield.

.M.24,
P.M.61),
P.1L14,
as new,
unused,
4/- each;
151- WoodroRe
each; 2 pick-up,
P.M.(6
7,
194
R.
2
2
wed by B.B.O., condition like new, cost £414,

accept
£2; Western Electric Rune loud-speaker, as used by
11.B.C., like new, cost £6'6, aocept £3.—Ilodgson.
Alverton, Denton Rd., Newcastle-on-Tyne.
(7197
IBERTY Superheterodyne Kit, 25! -; Polar 2ataire
high frequency coupling, 7/6; R.I. aerial tuner,
Anode unit, 3/6; Hegra cone speaker, 10/6;
valves, and other items.—Fell, Meadow 'View, Rowley
Grove, Stafford.
(7208

BONA FIDE TRADERS' GUIDE.
Send for our comprehensive frustrated List.
QUICK SERVICE.

QUICK SERVICE.

THE QUALITY HOUSE.
PERSEUS

MFG.

CO.,

BRANSTONE RD.,

r

LTD, (Dept. W,W.).

BURTON—ON—TRENT.1

REPAIRS\

Ary make of L.F. Transformer, Loudspeaker
or headphones repaired and dispatched within
48 NOURS—TW ELT E réunTor GUARANTEE
with each repair.
Post Free.
'Terms to Trade.

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO.,

L21e, Hiy,h

Dept. W.

Street, Colliers WWI, WNW, 8.W.19

WERRANTI Portableeltfeter, with switch, list £2/10,
150 volts, 7.5 volts, 30 mA, 32/•; another, but
15 mA.. 30/-.—Scientific Development Co.. 51,
Eishergate, Preston.

with

SEND

Volume Control,
new B.T.H.
R.I.each;

3/6; 2 Trig H.F. chokes1,
72
23Gtune arm and'pick•up, 301-:
)rown's U.G.A. speaker. 20 /-; Blue Spot 66K, with
..iintan's 14in. chassis, 30/ -: Ferranti output 0.P.6C.
10/6.-10, Curzon St., Blackburn.
rn4
EW P.31.254, 7/6; Cossor 410 H.F. 4/.; Marconi.1.5 phone
Universal
output.
transformer.
7/S.--1
Dougherty, 5, Becmead Av., Streatham, 8.W.16. 17223

B

4/-; S.P.A. Med. ,2/6; P.M.12, 8/6; P.M.22,
As, 10/6; Lewcos 160 C.T.. 1/6. all good condition;
some
oddments.—Gardener,
63,
Alexandra
ltd..
Wimbledon.
F7216
10? .S.P.5

G

Write for complete list to
ILIFFE & SONS LTD.,
Dorset House, Tudor St., London, E.C.4.

E.2.

—SOLVE AIL—
H.T. TROUBLES

ECOPHONE Transformers, 2-1, 4-1, 7/6 each:
Gambrel; II L.F., 5/-,• P.11.3s, 5/- each: Cyldon
Bebe 0.0001, 3/-•. Polar Volcon 0.0001. 2,6; Gambrel'
,eutrovernier, 113; Dubilier drum dial, 0.0005. 7/6.7, 6, OsPrinsp ltd., N.W.5.
[7215

BOOKS on WIRELESS

, The

G

12/6;

Delivered free in England and
Wales. Scotland 2/6 extra.

11929.

MAHOGANY

Components, Etc., for Sale.—Contd.
1,000 Worth of Radio Bargains •, send stamp

EASIEST TO
ERECT

20TH,

CABINET

Model

(31t.

high)

G.E.C.

World-Wide

Four, complete valves, long and short wave
aerials, cost £34/7. accept £22; Atlas (A.C. 50)
eliminator, cost £121716. accept £8110; above one
month old; owner returning abroad; sell London only
or if collected. — Burnen, 21, Charges St, Piccadilly.
London, W.I.
[7211

World, —

when writing to advertisers,

Will $11314f0

for
LIST.

PATENT
WOOD

Diaphragm

'REAMSTIC SPEAKERS'
72 Penton St., LONDON, N.

BEAUTIFY YOUR SET!

Radio garniture De Lux
•To snugly House Set
Batteries—Speaker—from £3 15s. to 111 11s. Ss
ON APPROVAL—you may return at oar expense
you wish to part with it. Used by Radio Press—os:
3,000 clients.
PHOTOGRAPHS & LIST IA
Pickett'sRadioPurnitureWorkshp.W.W.BexleyHesi

pronipet attention.

Al2

NowursER 2erm. =pr.
Components,

Etc.,

for

THE WIRELESS WORLD

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Saie.—Contd.

Components,

RADIO HOUSE, HUDDERSFIELD (11th winner).

EGGS/

l';‘XTER?dINATING
LONDONS'
XVADED

Etc.,

o

for Sale.—Contd.

•

nONTROL

'Your Receiver from That Other Rauh
by means of the Foolproof and Inexpensive Yarg
Remy, no maintenance nr attention, models for battery and mains operated rete; patent pending; single
make and break, 10/8; double, 17/6; triple, 22/6; post
free; stamp partictilars.-. Xing," 1, Eccles Old Rd..
Blanchester.

ALIEN
BARTERER&

MISCELLANEOUS.

liPROVED

X PONENTIAL Horns for Orbinet Gramophones and
Wireless, metal and wood; list.-Dfaddison, 1.
Chapel St., Marylebone. N.W.1.
[6143a

E

L IST
INCLUDES

T

VASY Payments.-We supply, by easy paymenta.
1/.: components, accessories, and sets. any make; 10Z
down, balance spread over 10 months.-Send list el
requirements to London Radio Supply Co., 11, Oat
Lane, London, E.C.2.
[C097

IIROLYCHOUT

"IVOR KSHIRE'S
Best
Va I
ues.-A
Lit tlehampton
customer sent unsolicited testimonial: your firm
is streets ahead of some of the London houses for
business.
This unsolicited reputation we endeavour
to uphold.
WHILE

'TIRELESS Notes.-A monthly service of informsVV
non for all those who want the very best in
wireless or gramophone reproduction; frank critii•irm
of receivers and components; in:mediate postal help
mid advice in all difficulties; something new and
unique; you must have it if you want to know the
truth.-Full particulars free from Ernest II. Robin.
son, Len:mead. Pirbright, Woking, Surrey.
(6144

•

ILLUSTRATIONS
REPRODUCE

xcEpTioNAL ,

E
L

IN T'.13,

E

XAMINATION

'QECITRES
QUPPORT.-So make sure of a list .and try sub'
mating similarly composed advertisement. usinz
the words, " Reliability Wireless Guide," so as to
encourage readers to apply for this list; weekly chance
of matter desired; a 100-volt H.T. battery for each
effmt published, and useful consolation prizes given.
OODS

At that" Tuppenny dive" round
the corner

one can get "Adam

and Eve on a Raft" for 9d.—
Where sensible fellows like you

XF.QUALLED,

and I forgather for Dominoes,

/NSPECTION

etc., we willingly pay

If-.

E FINITELY

•
'LINTICES Further Order.-Flease send name and
f
1:4
tuldress for guide. which will be sent post free
by J. H. Taylor and Co., 15, Radio House, Macaulay
Street. Huddersfield, to whom
competition efforts
should be submitted, indicating also if name and
sflfiress publishable it successful. (Only 23 alternative
words recninal, Radio Rouse, litulder ,field, remaining,
,no word for each initial following.)
Prize-winneruf2
ro3m
3
pld ham.

Now

one

might

" Why !—

say •off-hand,

That's

threepence

'gone west ' " But that's not
so really, for it has assured
us
a pair
of
strictly fresh,
clean eggs.
So

Ormond 55-1 Dials, 7- pair; R.I.
PAM
R.I. R.C.C., 7/6; Amplion A.It.16.

Baby, 3/-:
onk, 25/-;
18x7x10, oak, 15/.; Leweos 200K coil. 3/-:
':J'„ 2/6, 25, 50 1/9; Limen 75X, 2/9; E.B. 750.T..
Lewcos 6-pin 11.F.. S.P., 3/9: Pair Ultra S.W..
'6: Dimio 1A, 3/-. with bases: Lissen No. 50. 1/,
ill as new.-G. Rya'', 182, Kennington Rd.. London.
(7221

it

is

with

"ClarOstat"

Variable Resistances. There are
now many imitations at a little
less
money—make
sure
that
by saving a few coppers you

r

don't

purchase " a

bad

egg"!

QIIOUT-WAVE Set of Parts, 45!.: Met-Vick Elastic
aerial, 8/6; 2 Blue Spot 66K. 14/- each:
drown's A 'phone.. 12/6; list free.-Kingsley, 12. Stir
near Villas, S.E.20.
(7210

REDUCED PRICES

D•ARGAINS at Less than Half Price.-New is your
Is chance to secure a genuine Amplion brand new
',mild," cone unit and chassis, as used by the leadIn: manufacturers; typo A.C.16. complete chassis
mil unit, with 9111. cone, special clearance price 16/6.
'arriago paid; type A.C.19. with 12M. cone. 20!-:
:hese units are complete and ready to fit to any cabiiet, and we guarantee satisfaction or cash returned.:fuglaes and Sun., 149, Chepstow Rd., Newport, Mon.
[7198

STANDARD, 18 WATTS, for
Eliminators .. Was 106 NOW

9 6

'STANDARD, 18 WATTS, BRASS
FINISH MODEL..Was9 6 NOW

816

VOLUME CONTROL, 100-500,000
Ohms ..
Was 8 6 NOW

7 6

POWER CLAROSTAT, 35 WATTS
Was 15 - NOW 13 :6

GBEAT
offer:

Cleamnee.-The following is extra special
multiple battery leads, 7-way, for contine high and low tension batteries to receiver, each
oad has plug and label fitted, the set of 7 lends being
.ounected t,, n highly finished terminal hoard: both
Xdterie« instantly connected or diseonne:•ted to re.
npur .?r; these are brand new; sacrifice price 3/9. 6d.
'melting, etc.; nioney returned if not satisfied.

SUPER-POWER
250 WATTS ..

ic

Government Morse Practice Keys. excellent rond!EX lion;
price 2/6 each; 641. for postage.
Duplex Telegraph Keys, 5/0: try our
surVI prise parcels of 13riti.h made wireless componente,
on will como back for more.

T.
LP

B. Il UkIPHREYS and Co.,
Cannon St, London, E.C.4.

23,

College

TABLE TYPE
Control)
..

Free

A13

36pp.

12

-

booklet,

Post Free from

CLAUDE LYONS'

AND'S

BI (
-MARI/
34 Valve, 12/6; 354v., 8/-; P.M.24A,
18/-; R.I. Hypermu transformer, 114;
7. 3-1 transformer, 9/-• Woodroffe pick-up, as new.
Arnplion pick-up, 124.-Box 3898, el° The Wirema F1'orld,

(Distant Volume
Was 13 6 NOW

(with 47 Illustrations-27 circuits,
1 43 scale drawings, of all Types of
Eliminators)

Hill,
[7246

End to John O'Groat's H.P. Air-Spaced
L.4 Choke, giving remarkable performance a nd imeiv-d reception; 2/-; post !I'm-Calton-Stewart, 28,
;t. Enoch Sq., Glasgow.
[7263

CLAROSTAT,
(A New Model) 30 -

76 OLDHALL ST.

4-

4

LIVERPOOL

MINGINEERS.-Important notice.
Results now to
-Ed
hand show that 86Z of our candidates Pass their
«erns. ut the first attempt, a remarkable re..ord unapproached by any other organisation. and showing
why we can guarantee No Pass-No Fee; if 86 out
of every 100 ordinary men elm emceed, why should
you remain in the ranks? Now is the time to get
busy and itive,tigate.
Our handbook "Engineering
Opportunities," Explains the most simplest and sueles,,.
fall home-study methods of passing,
A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.E.E., A.M.I.A.E., A.M.1.Struct.E.,
O. and
G.P.O., Matrie., ete., exams.. The hook outlines courses in nil branches of civil, mech., elec., motor
and wireles engineering, and includes a brilliant foreword by Prof A. M. Low, in which ho shows clearly
the chances you are missing; send for free handbook
new (state subject or exam.).-British Institute of
Engineering Technology. 87, Shakespeare House, 29-31,
Oxford St., London.
[1092

Y

OUR Old Apparatus Taken in Part Payment. for
Latest Type: see our advert, in column Receivers
for Sale.-Scientific Development Co., 51, Fithergate,
Preston.
10229
ALEXANDER BLACK.

•
pi.E.IsF: Note New Address.

•

T

IIE Original Wireless Doctor, will call (London and
Ironic Counties) and cure your set.
'
ClONSULTATIONS by Appointment Without Oblige.
tion, sets installed, maintained, and brought up
to date, gramophone pick-upa, eliminators, and Web.
son moving coil speakers demonstrated; purity repro.
duction specialist.

eje? ,Ebury

St., Victoria, fi.W.1.

Sloane 1655.

[02??

S

COTT SESSIONS and Co., Great Britain's radio
doctors, officially approved as wireless repairers
by Radio Society of Great Britain and Wireless League;
old sets of every type repairent, rebuilt, modernised;
send set for immediate quotation.
SESSIONS and Co.-New sets constructed
SCOTT
with your or our components, guaranteed finest

workmanship; we specialise in "The Wireless World "
circuits;
remember,
we
have
satisfied
customers
throughout the British Isles and in three Continents;
if you so desire, we will design and construct high
grade apparatus to suit your especial circumstances for
quality, range and selectivity.-Tel.: Tudor 5326. Mus.
well Dill, London, N.10.
[0262

W

IMBLEDON'S WirelessDoctor Will Call (S.W.
London) and Cure Your Set; faults found. repairs and renovations at moderate charges.-Tel.:
Wimbledon 1832.
11, Montana Rd., Wimbledon,
S.W.20.
(7258
PATENT

AGENTS.

P

ATENTS and Trade'lLnks. British and foreign (lee and Co. (H. T. P. Gee, Member R.8.0.11. and
A.ALL1LE). 51-52, Chancery Lane, London, W.0.2.
'Phone: Holborn 1525.
(0001
REPAIRS.
WELVE Months' Guarantee Accompanies all rnr
Repairs; any make of L.F. transformer, headphones, or loud-speaker repaired and despatched within
48 hours; 4/- post free; don't discard if burnt out;
tenns to trade-Transformer Repair Co. (Dept. W.I,
214, High St., Colliers Wood, 8.17.19.
COTT SESSIONS and Co., Great Britain's fr
0a
0d
l1
S
doctors; read advertisement
io
under Mieeellaneous
column.
(0263
UARANTEED Blue Spot Unit
G
%Jr' netised, rewound, adjusted, and

Repairs. remagreturned as new
within 3 days; 4/6, post 6d.-Greenwich 'Dynamo,
Niotor god Ignition Co.. 131, South St., Greenwich
London. S.E.10.

Advertisements tor " The Wireless
V less World " are only accepted front firms we believe to be thoroughly rehab's.
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The

Repairs.— Contd.
CLEARING
EPAIRS Returned Post Free, and to ensure satisfaction send remittance after approval of same.
STOCKS R
—Leeds Wireless Repair Service.

400

OCD-SPEAKERS, headphones, rewound to any
resistance and remagnetised, 3/.; transformers
rewound, 4/-; Blue Spots, Triotrons and 4-pole units.
4/6; work guaranteed.—Leeds Wireless Repair Service.
5, Boston Place, Green Rd., Leeds.
(7250

L

fi UARANTEED Repairs by Experts; loud-speakers.
x-X headphones, cone units, pick-ups; any type rewound. remagnelised and adjusted; post free, 4/ -;
transformers front
llowell,
42,
Fotheringliale
Rd., Enfield, Middlesex.
17229

,

AMAZING
BARGAINS

WANTED.
IN

"

SURPLUS STEEL MASTS

26ft.6ins.

".9
13/6
35
r,ed2:71K•;tor,zil.C,Isr,ivg; 19/6
43 ft .iii-

.a-FI
E;EL
Cal\r
il!""r:It
a
o
pe
cl ing 1
1
/
Midiands,
Car
riage Elsewhere,
:
3/6:

Weighs 28 lbs.

ft' i
r
lipt
e
dr
On
r
7
';
Elsewhere, 4/-. Weighs 40 lbs.
Elsewhere, 4/6. Weighs 50 lbs.
A super mast.

(100D 3-salver, wave change, in nice cabinet, loudVI speaker optional; state details,• cheap, or eft
camera.—Box 3858, el. , 'the Wireless World.
[7185
ILL Buy or Exchange Wireless Goods; wanted,
moulded
variometers.
Formodensers,
2-volt
valves, etc.; for sale, slin. dials. Lewcos C.T. coils, resistanees, etc.—Box 3900, c/o 'the Wireless ll'orld.
[7259
ANTED, four 924 valves and clips.—Ayling, Wireless Station, Folkestone Harbour.
[7222

by fitting a Meltrope
Sound Box, which, in
conjunction with the
Meltrope (thick skin)
fibre needles, will give
you results equal to the
very best.
The use of this Sound
Box also enables you to
produce, in full perfection, the new electrical
recordings.
Made by

AMPLIFIERS LTD
Billet Road,
Walthamstow, E. 17.

Sound
Box that
does not
tire!"

The Sovereign Cone Kit provides
commercial efficiency at a quarter
the cost.
Full assembly details
in envelope with Cone, the Spider
ready for idimediate assembly.
IR. products are stocked by all
dealers throughout the country. ,
12 1
1 .8.,
To cases of difficulty apply to
the manufacturers:

3/

W
gramophone motor, pick-up and arm; rea-'
W ANTED,
sonable.—Walton, 15, Victor Terrace, Halifax.
;
[7220

J. R. WIRELESS CO,
'
6-8, Rosebery Avenue, London, E.C.L

W

ANTED, Listen or Telson Are thinsformers, state I
ratio; Brandes table talker or similar; Raid"
W.H. or W.J. SIT., must be in good condition and
,-heap.—Cole, Wiekington New Rd., Qkehampton.
[7217

A GENTS Wanted, spare time, wireless experience, to
-L-1 demonstrate and
sell the world's
best
and
cheapest 3-valve set. Mag-Radio, 112, Warstone Lane,
Birmingham.
[2667
EXCHANGE.
OUR

Old Apparatus Taken in Part Payment for '
Latest Type; see our advert. Iii column Receivers I
for Sale—Scientific Development Co., 51, Fishergate,
Preston.
[0230

y

'EfliCHANGE New P.M.256 for Titan Coll Unit-.—e8,
-LA Ryland Rd., Erilington, Birmingham.
.[•7243

W

E Will Accept Your Surplus Components or
Accessories (making you a high allowance on
same) in Part Payment for Any New. in. tested second.
hand components or accessories; send us your surplus.
together with list of your requirements, and by return '
-post we will make you an offer; il you accept our
offer, the artieles required will be sent c.o.d, or against
cash. otherwise your own articles will be returned
carriage paid.—Bostock and ;norma l, la, W eetbourne
Terrace, London, S.E.23.

Manufacturers of Dual-Range Coils, Potentiometers,
Rheostats, Six-pin Bases, Plug-in Coils, X -coils,
etc., etc.
&Wry A.

Bakelite Drum Dials
:
it h •

w

•

Operating
Appointments
W IRELESS
short qualifying course, day, evening;

Assured;
fees payable after appointment for boarding students; Morse
classes.—Manager, Wireless School, 21, Manor Gardens,
London. N.7.
Archway 3694.
(6379

G

ADIO Engineers, aged 22-28, required for expert-14s mental and design work, must have good fundamental knowledge and experience; apply in writing,
stating qualifications, past experience, with elates in
tabulated form, together with age and salary required, to The Gramophone Co., Ltd., Employment.
Department, Hayes, Middlesex.
[7249

SITUATIONS WANTED.

D

ESIRE Radio Opening, amplifier (talkie) or any
radio work; wages secondary matter—Sore. 30,
Causeway, Chippenham.(7201
IRELESS
Media nie,
22,
tall,
seeks
change,
modern experience, short wave, screened grid,
mains receivers, eliminators, accumulator charging, etc,
knowledge of transmitting and television, 7 years' experience, residing S.E. London.—Box 3883, cio u T
18
/8
e
Wireless II' orld.

•••

--

W.W. Receivers
(Supplied by return).

11

516
complete.

'Cabinets, Coils, Valve Holders, etc., tforl
"Wireless World " Receivers.
Order direct from:

E. PAROU881,
10, Featherstone Buildings, High Holborn,

W.C.I

'Phone: Chancery polo.

YOU

WANT

AN

"EI.ECTRADIX" RADIO TESTER
TO

SITUATIONS VACANT.

W

your
dealer.

CONE KIT—a perfect suspension—cute, cheap,

W

Price 12'6

2/from

SOVEREIGN

Oon Opportunity for Young Man, keen on radio
and music, for gramophone und wireless shop.—
Write only, stating age, experience awl salary required.
Divehi, 59, Heath St., Hampstead.
[7209

•Me

ohms POTENTIOMETER
is being used in thousands
for the "Magic Three"
Receiver fully described in
recent issues of "Popular
Wireless." Bakelite Former; terminal connections;
silent; beautifully made.

Outfit includes 9 It. steel tubing setions, heavy galvanized
AGENCIES.
stay wires (eut to size), steel collars, heavy galvanized halyard Pulley, 3galvanized stay eyes. The w ole complete in
A GENTS Wanted Ideal II.T. Accumulators, 60 volt
every detail, ready to ere t, wit full inittru• tions for erecting. £3.
32/-. 120 volt 58/6: good tenns.—Pearson. 29.
AS USED BY THE MILITARY.
31 Wend Rd., Bournemouth.
[6414
Stoney ',landed if mast releen, d taint{ and rarriaya paid alibi» 7days .
A GENTS Wonted Every where in A.C. Districts i
Send your order to JOHN SELMORE, SURPLUS SALES
Stock
Sample
Instrument,
demonstrate,
and
s. Ii
DEPT., Room 43, 28-30 Paternoster Row, London, E.C.4.
on good commission, we finance sales up to 3-year
periods.—Write, LSD,
Pcol's Advertising Service.
180, Fleet Si.. E.C.4.
[7191

Bring your old
Gramophone
up to date !!

SOVEREIGN

GET

EXACT

RESULTS

The

DIX- ONEMETER
is the Highest Grade possible.
Used in Admiralty, L.C.C.,
G.P.O., and the 'Versifies.
Price:
"DIX-ONEMETER,"
IN
CASE,
READING
4,›
micp0Amps .
piER Di)"
WIT11
o
MULTIPLIER>,

£4 : 10 :

AWonderful

Stock of Radio
and Scientific Apparatus.

Send us your Inquiries for Moving Coil Speakers
Mains. Sets, Chokes, Granto-motors and Amplifiers
Microphones, Recorders, Relays, Special Apparatus
for '.;ransinission and Testing.
Dynamos and
Motors, all sizes.
Bridges, Caicos, Switch and
Control Gear of every description in stock.
NOW READY, NEW EDITION OF 72 PAGE
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, sd.
Send Stamped Addressed Envelope for November
Sale List.

218 Upper Thames Street, Louden, £.0.4
Telephone: City mg'

llekilion, of '' The Wireless WOrld," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.

£14
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Situations Wanted. —Contd.
xpEttiENotio Technical Salesman (29)

Seeks
Change, sonad knowledge modern receiveis, amplikg equipment, and after sales remire; also German.
2, Willow Avenue, Ecigbaston, Birmingham.
[7226

BOOKS,

INSTRUCTION,

ETC.

,TET H.P. Batteries are now a proved success; write
for new illustrated booklet, giving cost and method
building and maintaining free; mention paper.—
,'!or, 57, Studley IW., Stockwell, Leuden.
[0077
CEP by Step Wireless; a complete coupe of the
, theory of electricity in relation to the practical
to of wireless apparatus, eliminators, eirenits, etc.,
li extracts from a designer's notebdek, siring np-toe practical application; issued weekly; send 1/- p.o.
first 4 weeks.—Clifford Pressland. A.11.1.E.E.Eng..
.4.
Hampton•on-Themes.
[0195
SlEEt Inventor's Guide on Patents.—T. A. A. 253
(WI. Gray's Inn ltd., London. W.C.1.
[6373
IN Introduction to Wireless Telegraphy and Tele1 phony," by Professor 3. A. Fleming. MA.,
le., an interesting account of the principles of
eless telegraphy and telephony for the listener-in
wireless experimenter; 3/6 net. of booksellers, or
man's, Parker St., Kingsway, London, W.C.2.
[7071
Guide for the Crystal iTser.—" Successful Crystal
and One-valve Circuits," by 3. IL Watkins, tells
s how to improve the performance of your receiver
gives diagrams of many well-tested circuits; 3/6
.of booksellers, or Pitman's, Parker St., Kingsway,
Won, W.C.2.
(7070

ADVERTISEMENTS.
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111111116

WORLD'S FINEST VALUE

Graves 'Vulcan' 2-Valve Wireless Set is the World's greatest achievement in Wireless Value
and Efficiency. Even if you are only abeginner, this magnificent installation will enable you
to start where others leave off; or if you are an experienced wireless operator, this superb set
will give you asense of power and command over the mysterious forces of the ether which will
astonish you. The Graves principle stands for Highest Quality.
Lowest Price. and Easiest Terms.
oinie.""""""

TERMS

11114111

Our Inclusive Bargain "
Price is for deferred
pa yment,,. Senil 10;6
now. and 14 Monthly Payments
of 10/6 it satisfied at ter trying
Outfit in your home.
Money
back if at all disappointed.

SPECIFICATION Cabinet (as illustrated below) of
polished Oak, beautifully finished
with hinged lid; all internal parts (including valves) easily
accessible.
Dull Emitter Detector and Power Valves of
proved efficiency, anti-rnicrophonic valve holders. No
coils to change.
Latest type H.T. Battery: 2-volt
Accumulator, and complete Aerial Outfit. Cost of upkeep
negligible. The LOUD SPEAKER (as illustrated) is
of exclusive design Cabinet Type in Oak to match the
Set. Finest tone and.wide range of musical frequencies.
the Unit being of the 'four pole' balanced
armature type. with alarge magnet, ensuring
perfect reproduction. Price complete
and Carriage Paid
7

1

411.

1111410

£ .17. 6

ANOTHER

WONDERFUL

BARGAIN

IS

THE GRAVES SCREENED GRID THREE.
VALVE WIRELESS RECEIVING OUTFIT
Complete in every particular. Wonder.
WI range and amazingly good reception.
Exclusive Oak Cabinet and Cabinet Loud
Speaker. All components of
highest quail ty. Carriage Paid
TE CMS, IS with Jrdet, S. 15. Monthly
CATALOGUE POST FREE. Full Particulars
and specifications or both Sets: also newest
types or Portable Sets, and other varieties
of high-class Receiving Apparatus.

0
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J. G. CRAVES Ltd. SHEFFIELD
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"BRETWOOD"

ARTABLE

RESISTANCES

RADIO-LEGS,
REG?

TRADE

MARK

/

IMPROVE

YOUR

SET

hese world—famous resistances are supplied
ir 10,000 ohms to .j megohm and 30,000
is to 5 megohms.
Price 3,

each.

Post Free 33.

R. WOODS (BRETWOOD),
i,PHS

RIDE,

BRACKNELL,

BERKS.

psi" %Meets are made by experts and are thorsnably electrically
sealed with Fine Brass Gauze

„S °tee e
a. "Radio-Le gs"

C13)(teSeet1

FOLDS

is adjustable in width and
depth, and so converts any set or table
gramophone—no matter what size—in a
second or two into a pedestal model. Firm
as arock. Beautiful finish oak or mahogany.
Your dealer can supply you immediately.

NV.W, as specified CABINETS.
RIGBY elk VVOOLFENCIIIEN
Shed Metal Workm,
i
in row Road, ROCHDALE.
'Phone q948.

UP

in;

LIKE
HMS.

BELLING-LEE
A.ieeeliseinenl of Belling d Lee, Lid., Qo-c;;s..;'

IVws, Pon/ers Elul, Middlesex.

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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Now, you can buy the "Mite" complete with
this New DRUM DIAL!
66

e9

This new Dial will help at the front of your panel in the
same way that the "Mite" assists at the back—it will
economise space, and at the same time provide that efficiency
and smart finish for which " Utility" Components are famed.
Note how readily the readings can be taken through the central
aperture of the Dial, and gauge the diminutive size by the size
of the "Mite" Condenser—itself a very small component.
•
CONDENSER

&

DIAL.

Ca* No.

Cap.

Price.

W.201
W.202
W.203

.0005
.0003
.0002

11,6
1111016

The • Utility" List illustrates Components for constructors' every requirement.
full Guarantee is supplied with every item, and they may be obtained from
your local dealer o, direct.
Why not send for 1,'fat List to.day—il is Post free.

WILKINS &WRIGHT ILT-D
HOI:ÍHEADRD

See,.

BIRMINGHAM

111.11.11MMM.

EXACT TUNERS
250 to 2,000 metros.
No further colts are required, tuning it as simple a.,
A.B.O., see "Wireless World," .1anuary 25th.. " We
can strongly recommend them tuner," Send polleara
fnr particulars and Circuits FREE to.

THE

EXACT

Croft Works,

MANUFACTURING
Priory

Place,

COVENTRY.

CO.

BERCLI F
1930 EVERYMAN
NEW KILO-MAC
RECORD III

RARE A GRAMOPHONE
BOY CABINETS POR WIREL1
at. aquarter shop pricem.
Order met av ahem,. British don
spring motor. 10» velvetturntal
Swan Ammidetalfloundboa, am
tier, »mite cope, for 8148
and build youroanstkannet.
:Mince mold by °thereat /10.120
not contain better fitting,. Mot
from 8/8. Repair Parts. Lists It
lid pp. 1930 Catalogue, dm wing
How to make Cremes, SM.

COILS
57/- the Set
50/„
501-

CABINETS AND DIALS.
SIMMONDS
SH1RELAND
ROAD.

BROS.,
SMETHWICK.

PORTABLE GRAMOPHONE(
from 21 - Post 116.

REGENT FITTINGS CO. (WC
120, Old Street, London, E.C,

Mention of " The IVireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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PLUG OUT

ADVERTISEMENTS.

11i.

TO LISTEN

PLUG IN TO

CHARGE

That's all
you do •
11,korportif Irv!
\\'est:n.«110,tse Metal
Rectifier under
License.)

Simplicity itself—that's the Oldham H.T. Charger. In use
and construction it is absolutely free from complications.
Entirely automatic in action. Plug in — and the Charger
gently restores your H.T. Accumulator to "concert-pitch."
Plug out —and your Set is ready for use. No troublesome
wires to connect or disconnect -- no time wasted
in fiddling with terminals— no possibility of harm
coming to yourself or your Set.

Instantly
connected

Forget re-charging worries — fit an Oldham H.T.
Charger to-day suits any make of H.T. Accumulator—nothing to go wrong or wear out—it is built
for years of service. Ask your dealer to tell you
all about it to-day.

OV
disconnected

For A.C. Mains only 200
to 250 volts (40 to 60 cycles)
complete with Mains Plug
and 4-way quick change
plug and socket.

These illustrations show the convenience of the 4.
way plug method evolved by Oldham. The 4-way
socket is permanently connected to th, Wireless Receiver to H.T.—, H.T. 1, 11.1. I2 6.L1-1.1. I 3. The
4-way plug is connected to the H.T. Accumulator
to FI.'!.—, H.T. 60 volts, H.T. 90 volts 6,1. H.T. 120
volts, or to any other desired voltages. For use the
plug and socket are connected together as shown
here.
For re-charging the plug is inserted into the
Oldham fl.T. Charger as shnwn in the top picture.
The bulb glows when the Accumulator is on charge.

OLDHAM

Not a single wire
to disconnect

tSt

SON,

LTD.

Denton, Manchester.
Telephone
Denton 30/ (4 lines)

H.T. CHARGER

London Office :
40 Wicklow Street, Kings Cross, W.C.1
Teiephon,
- Tell?, hm 4446 (3 lines)
(ilasgow Depot: 200 St. Vincent Street
'telephone
• Central 4015
Advertisements for " The

631-

Wireless World "
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BATTERIES
that bear the
greatest name
in wireless
A

battery by Marconiphone!
Made to expert specifications
—used in experimental work
by the Marconiphone engineers.
That is the battery you get
when you insist on " Marconiphone."
It gives your set
better tone, fuller volume,
through hundreds of
programmes.
Marconiphone
Co. Ltd., 210-212 Tottenham
Court Rd., London, W.1.
Popular types:
Super-Capacity:

66-volt, 9/6
108-volt, 15/6
60-volt, 20/-

ARCONIPHONE
BATTERIES
IMPROVE

ALL

RADIO

SETS

The

first

greatest

and
name

in wireless.

Printed for the Publisher!, lucen & SONS Lgu., por,et llon,e, Tudor Street, London, E.0 1, by The Cornwall Prewg Ltd., Paris Carden, Stamford Mreet, London,
c..1..nial and Foreign Agent.:
IntematIonal Newn Co., 131. Varick Street, New York. FRANCE— W .II .MUM ,d 8cc, 248. Rue »Moll, Paris;
Hachette et ('ie, Rue Rénuntur. Parie.
M ILGIUM—W. 11. làrnitil el Ron. 78. Marche ago. Herbee, Brunel,.
INDIA—A. H. V. hEs j
Rcd Co.. Bombay, Allahabad and Calcutta.
BOOTH AFRICA—Central New. Agency, Ltd.
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rBurTON
mamei

SELF-LOCATING

VALVE
HOLDER
11.

-Valve Holders
1/6 each
Patent N.
3/6708

1
1

MANUFACTURED BY
C
F & H. Eitit•Ton

• .3 Cileiee

each

Pentode

o

L.F. TRANSFORM ER S

PROGRESS WORKS

Have acquired a world.
wide reputation for
Quality and Value.
•
Built by Specialists in
Transformer construction.

they have set a Quality of
Performance above repreach. Your Set will
work better with aTelwn
Transformer - - -

•

2

one now!

▪I
M
RADIOGRAND

E

WALSALL, ENG
•
Ull1113111113•111111•1».11111M

El Folks!
Reinetnner that " Air Chrome " is
the magic password to natural radio
. . . uniform frequency response from
60 to 10,000 cycles . . . the double
diaphragm
principle . . . balanced
tension . . . gives a brilliantly realistic reproduction of music, speech and
song. Hear it at your dealer's—to-nightf

12/6

nt

TELSEN
ELECTRIC
CO. LTD.
Miller Street.
Birmingham

1111111111111w.0111111111111811111101
LOW IN PRICE - EFFICIENT IN PERFORMANCE

1ØE _
6 pJNOPtIONE
RAV-- ___.you OE 'WAITED FOR
/

GIVES PERFECT RADIO
& GRAMOPHONE MUSIC
ON ONE INSTRUMENT
FOR BATTERY OR
MAINS OPERATION

(damnable from dal radio
and musk dealers from
Land's
End
lo
lohn
o'Groats.

No. 535.

SPEAKER
Cabinet Mules from
Chassis type from -

Vol. XXV.

No. 22.

-

- £3 /9 6
- £2
2 0

RADIO GRAMOPHONE
idafr iotedekio 9heBruhsh Radio Gramophone eartd
7Z eity Road. ea mien Eel

Copyright. Registered as o Nmespaper
101 transmission in the United Kingdom.
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ELEC
REC
ICAL
.1" ION
Kur gramophone can

be easily electrified ...
economically, too

1
11TH. Pick-up and lone arm
45'—. Price includes idle cup
fixing screws and full instruction and template for hiving.

2
B.T.11 Fleetrit Molar complete
with turntable, speed regulator,
voltage
regulator,
antomatic
switch rend fixing bolls £6-6-0.

Pick-up IranVornser, ltattoâ 1-1,
2-1, 4-1, 151- each.

Electrical recording is undoubtedly
the best method of making a record.
Similarly, Electrical reproduction is
the only way to make best use of it.
It gives controllable volume, infinitely
finer tonal quality, and if a B.T.H.
pick-up is used, far less record wear.
Tedious " handle-winding " is eliminated, too, if a B.T.H. electric gramophone motor is used.
It is a simple matter to change your
present gramophone to an up-to-date
electrical model.
Fit up now with
B.T.H. Equipment and hear gramophone music as you've never heard it
before.

EDISWAN RADIO PRODUCTS

ELECTRIC GRAMOPHONE
EQUIPMENT
THE

EDISON

SWAN

ELECTRIC

COMPANY,

LIMITED.

Head Office Ediswan Radio Division and West—End Showrooms: la, NEWMAN STREET, OXFORD STREET, W.1.
'Phone: Museum 9801.
Showrooms in all the Principal Towns.

Mention of '' ¡he Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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Type 3002

£5-10-0

Type 3009

Type 3005

£5-15-0

£3-17-6
is cheaper to use a Philips Battery Eliminator
and take your current straight from the mains than
to buy rapidly wasting batteries at frequent intervals.
It

Also it improves reception by the complete elimination of battery voltage-drop and makes your set
absolutely reliable.

One of the three types of Philips Battery Eliminators meets your needs. Types 3009 and 3002 work
off A.C.

mains,

Type

as H.T. current.

3009

giving

G.B.

as

well

For D.C. mains there is Type

3005.

For 10'- down you can have any of these
on Philips' Easy Payment System.

PHILIPS

RADIO , PHILIPS

HOUSE , 145,

CHARING

CROSS

ROAD , LONDON , W .C.2

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are ouly accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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AÙVERTISEIVIENTS+

..We much regret that a printers' error occurred
in the advertisement of the Westinghouse Brake &
Saxby Signal Co., Ltd., on page 2 of last week's
issue, for which that Company were in no way
responsible...The price of the H.T. 3 Metal Rectifier
should have been given as 21s. Od.
The Publishers,
" The Wireless World."

.Get Your Copy
of this useful Diary, full' of
information for wireless users!
" The Wireless World" Diary, now in its sixth
year of publication, contains facts and figures
to which wireless amateurs constantly refer,
together with ample space for memoranda and
notes concerning individual sets and other
•
radio matters.

Wireless
RADeelevWorld

DIARY
for 1930

>..it,t eau
AND

'lleWirelessWorld"

PRINCIPAL. CONTENTS:

Summary of Regulations
and Commercial Stations of
Relating to Amateur Transthe World. Nationality Premitter and Receivin 8
fixes used by Amateurs.
Licences. Conversion Tables,
Morse Code. Symbols used
English measures to metric
in Wireless Diagrams, Typiand vice versa. Decimal and
cal Wireless Receiver and
metrical equivalents of fracEliminators :—
Fourteen
tions of an inch. BroadDifferent Circuits with Diacasting Stations of Europe
grans. Valve Data, giving
with their Call-Signs and
Wavelengths.
Principal
the characteristic features
Short-Wave Broadcasting
of standard valves.

PRICES
Cloth Board, 1/..
net. By post 1/1.
In Leather Case,
with pockets,
pencil and season
tick et window,
2/6 net. By post

From AU Booksellers and Stationers
Published jointly by

WIRELESS WORLD," LONDON, E.C.4
and CHARLES LETTS & CO.

' Mention of " The Wireless World, — when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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Push-Pull amplification, with moderate H.T. Voltages, enables
you to handle considerable volume in the output stage without
distortion.
In this system the output of the receiver is divided between two
valves, or a multiple of two. The product is combined by means
of a Push-Pull output transformer and fed to the speaker.
A
greatly enhanced grid swing is thus permissible and a correspondingly louder signal can be handled without the harshness
or " chatter " due to overloaded valves.
A descriptive leaflet, Wb412, gives full particulars, Transformer details and
circuit. It should be in the hands of everyone interested in the combination
of ample volume and quality reproduction. Ask your dealer or write direct.

6.3
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KDKA

ARE YOU PROUD
OF YOUR NEW SET ?
'

DO

IT

JUSTICE

AND FIT THE BEST
POSSIBLE BATTERY

Grosvenor
and

Batteries

give

satisfactory service

incorporate a new

continuous

because they

vitalising

element

which is unique to Grosvenor.
66v. from

Super Capacity f66 v.
for Multi-Valve

20/-

9 9 y.

Sets

v.

32/6

to

7/6
11/6

99

attery

BRITISH
MANUFACTURE

GROSVENOR BATTERY CO., LTD., 2-3, White St., NIOORGATE, LONDON, E.C.2. Phone

Met. 6865

ON THE PANEL!

te

c,•CL

Why
be
a " panel
patient when
TROIA-.
TAX
can
cure
your
" panel" ailments once
and for all.
Not only
that but TROLITAX will
bring
fresh
life
anca
colour to your set.

ôd

„ezei
O

lee tte,..e,
a6
v,
cies¡ t

e
•
,et
e
oo
‘z,c
tiût

Nee

nee-

ecee

leee;zei

gee

e

Supplied in many hand—
some
wood
finishes,
there is one to match
your
set
or
cabinet.
TR 0 L ITAX, besides
having perfect insulating
properties, is extremely
workable.
Ask
your
dealer all
about this
amazing new substance.

iee
c'

%Ye etl'etee

eee<*cle.° e

eet eseece e
seieee.te efe49-;
Gee

e

e

I
ROLI TAX -)
F.
THE TULSEMERE MFG.00.,
1-7, Dalton Street,
West Norwood, S.E.27.
'Phone :Streatham 6731.

Wain/Unit/

A.

204 -6,

HUGHES

Great

&

Portland

CO.,

Street,

LIMITED,

London,

W.I.

'Phone: Museum 8630 (4 lines).
Distributors for Northern England, Scotland and North Wales: H. C. Rafelson
(Sheffield Fr London), Ltd., 200, London Road, Sheffield. 'Phone: Sheffield 26.3o6.
22, St. Mary's Parsonage, Manchester.
'Phone: Manchester City 3339.

Mention of •' The Wireless World," when writ ng to advertisers, wilt ensure prompt attention.
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DUAL ASTATIC CHOKE
The " Dual Astatic" is the H.F.Choke that ensures perfect amplification from
your screened grid valve at all broadcast wavelengths, a factor of vital
importance now that the Brookman's Park Regional Transmitter is working.
It entirely eliminates blind spots and absorption.
Its efficiency is demonstrated by the fact that the Wireless Press have been
unanimous in its selection for inclusion in their star receivers for 1929;30. It
is, in fact, the only High Frequency Choke guaranteed suitable for all modern
circuits as well as other circuits. Fit one in your set to—day and benefit by R.I.
research, which has received glowing tributes from Radio Scientists all over
the world.
Study the performance curves for the High Frequency Choke under modern conditions, as
described in the article which appeared in "The Wireless World" of July 17th, 1929.
We
,will send you a copy free cn application. Before purchasing any H.F. Choke, insist on
seeing aperformance curve taken under modern conditions.
Write for the Dual Astatk Folder and the new R.I. Catalogue—gratis and post free.

RADIO
in

INSTRUMENTS

LTD.,

Advertisements .for " The Wireless

12,

Overall Dimensions :
Base 2ins. square.
Height 31 ins.

7/6

HYDE STREET, LONDON , W .
C.
1
.

World" ors only

accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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STANDARDS

DE LUXE

s,

,
t

LOUD-

.
s, ....

...
'

1

SPEAKER
Reduced
from 55/-

51000_

only
as an advertisement.

Ask your Local Dealer or
•

send direct.

CUT OUT
THE NEW
STATION

The

IMPERIAL PINT
and T.C.C.

with the

BULLPHONE
DUAL RANGE
COIL

T

12'6

BULLPHONE
4-Pole
Adjustable
Tone

CONE UNIT

15'.

HE Imperial Pint is the Standard pint—
the pattern for all pints. Many pint
pots are etched with the Imperial Pint
mark—such apot, filled, contains true measure.
There is also a standard among condensers—
and that is T.C.C. hvery condenser marked
"T.C.C." is an assurance that it is up to
standard. T C C. Condensers, because of their
accuracy, dependability and good service are
today the recognised standard of all condensers—that's the opinion of experimenter,
scientist and amateur alike. Remember this
when next you want a condenser.
The illustration above is of the a mfd. Paper Condenser (Licensed under Design Reg. No. 723,271)
Price 31. tod.—Other capacities from .005 to an
made. Prices as. 8d. to 18s. 6d.

Adjustable
Cone Chassis,
suitable for
any Cone
Unit,

perj

-pair

Obtainable from your Local Dealer or direct from:

BULLPHONE,
38,

HOLYW ELL

LANE,

LONDON,

LTD.

E.C.2

Mut. Telegraph Condenser Co.. Ltd.. Wales Farm Rd.. N. Acton, London, W.3 (ÇIÇI 2375

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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FAULTLESS
SERVICE
AT

A

COST OF

/ad

PER

HOUR

FOR YOUR
RADIO SET e

N

OT only does an Ever
Ready Battery give a
purer and more perfect reception than any other firm of
current supply, but it is cheaper
both in initial cost and upkeep.

TEN NIILLIAMPERgS
',5,0
,
•eet;ezev

EVER READY
"Popular Power"
(For zo-16 MA. Emission) '

4
e
x,freepie
weyeleter,
Itee EST
B3

•

REGD. TRADE

Aø

MARK

60 VOLTS
• 64
„
99
„
105
„
120
„

..
..
..
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The
battery
that
keeps
interest
at
high
tension

A most important consideration, is
it not ? A battery that lasts longer,
that loses nothing of its power
when out of circuit, that develops
no " crackle."
Actually, a new era in
H.T.
Batteries began with the advent of
" Pertrix."
Try one, and never
again will you be content with
any other.

ERTRIX
DRY BATTERIES
PE RTRIX LIMITED, BRITANNIA HOUSE.
SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, LONDON. Vv.C.2
Factory — BRITAN NIA WORKS, REDDITCH.VVORCS.

An entirely new 191-L production
for the ALL ELECTRIC RECEIVER,
the
D.C. to A.C.
Converter.
40 WATT Model

85 WATT 5/lociel

£ 13-0-0

£ 19-0-0

PUT

HYDRA
Por-safety

BETWEEN YOUR
MAINS AND SET

Po:ter Supply Units our Speciality.

IF YOU ARE ON D.C. MAINS employ the
above machine for running your ALL

ELECTRIC RECEIVER. The only safe
way to operate receivers from D.C. Mains.
Suitablefor well—known makes of Receivers

M-L MAGNETO SYND. Ltd:,
Radio Dept., COVENTRY.
Telephone :5001.

Build an eliminator with
HYDRA Condensers an
you are putting between
the high voltage of your
mains and your set the
surest
safeguard
that
science
can
provide.
HYDRA Condensers ara
built to stand up to
higher pressures Mal
your
mains
supply—
and every one is tested
before
it
leaves
the
fcrlory — test eel far
beyond its stated
working voltage.

In all
the best
ELI MI NATORS
Find

Fit HYDRA for safety.

HYDRA

CONDENSERS

LOUIS HOLZMAN, 37, Newman Street, London, W.1.
Mention oj " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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LOTUS Components
will make the best
of your set

•

mE
T
ALRE 51
rWESTISGeoe
• sTYLE - Amps
D.C.VOL
TS iso s 35/140
A

Lotus Drum Dial,
29/6.

... ip, eLL
vrt1"

p pINC ,PA '

THE

WESTINGHOUSE

METAL RECTIFIER
STYLE H.T.4
PRICE 37/6
D.C. output 180 volts 30 m.a.
full wave, when used in the
"Voltage Doubler" circuit.

Build strength,
efficiency and reliability into your set.
Build with success and enjoyment.
Build
with
Lotus
components. Every
Lotus component,
from a variable condenser to a simple
switch, is the product
of experience and
experiment--a masterpiece of mechanical perfection. Lotus
components are easy
to fix, quick to
assemble ,
neat, compact and sturd y.
They work together
in perfect harmony
and ensure instant
fulfilment of your
highest hopes.

ininurs

Send 2d. Stamp for a Copy.

82, York Rd., King's Cross, London, N.1

Lotus Variable
Condensers from
5/—.

From all Radio Dealers.

Full details of this and other A.C. mains
unit circuits are given in our 32-page
book,
" The
All-Metal
Way,
1930."

The Westinghouse Brake &
Saxby Signal Co., Ltd.,

Lotus Valve Holders, all
types from 1/3.

COMPONENTS

1.

7 ..Kr::i!1',ii1111Qt!!111!1111:111111P11111 1
.1111111111EIP:Inuilliiiimincilinquiliiiimuniumminnumm!!!!

GARNETT, WHITELEY & CO. LTD., LIVERPOOL.

MMIMMIIMMIll

B5
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We Don't wish
to worry you

But:
Do you appreciate

NOVEMBER 27TH, 1929.

I

DUBILIERFOR<
DURABILITY

that within the next two weeks you will
make a decision as to what music you
will have for Christmas ? Whether it
is for your Club or your Home, you will
require some instrument to entertain
your friends, and why not make it a
Radiogramophone and be up to date?

R.C. COUPLING
UNIT. Complete
with Dumet- F7 i
ohms
• /
e

COMBINED R.C.
COUPLING UNIT
AND
VALVE
HOLDER.
Complete with 7/
Dumetohms
•/

The R.G.D.
Radiogramophone.

Ettm

An entirely new six-valve instrument
_giving the highest possible quality for
both radio and record, with ample
volume, incorporating the latest design
of moving coil speaker, operates entirely
from electric mains, A.C. any voltage,
or D.C. 200 volts or over.

£75

£80

in Oak.

Mahogany.

Place your order now to ensure delivery,
to avoid disappointment.

If unobtainable from your 'lc

Literature on application to

The Radiogramophone Development
St. Peter's Place,

Co.

Broad Street,
BIRMINGHAM.

,

t

ilS

-11,1.7

UBILIE
RADIO PRODUCTS

¡lase you got the Booklet—. A
Bit aboulthe'Battery." If not, ask
your local dealer for a copy.

v

Ltd.,
D ibilieir
jucC
on
ondeiv
no
serr
ks,Co. ” (
e
1
.
9
0,
23)
t
ia
W.3.

Road, N. Acton, London,

BC 23zlC
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PHILIPS

RECTIFYING
VALVES
For:
—Reliable H.T. Supply
—Dependability

M.P.A RESEARCH DEPARTMENT OFFERS YOU THESE
1 NEW M.P.A. SPEAKERS.
SCIENTIFIC
MASTERPIECES I
EACH ONE A TRIUMPH OF
GOOD
LOOKS,
TONAL
PERFECTION AND VALUE IMO
()-VHEAR AND COMPARE!

e

weireeeogruilleieffloNIMAOMWOROMOMI RMIl
l
e"••••~0.10~".ProMerrerearri.....

THE

—Long Life
—High Efficiency

A BETTER INSTRUMENT THAN
EVER BEFORE—and AT A LOWE- It
PRICE! Fitted with the wonderful
new Mark Vi unit; with new robust
protecting grille a back; mounted on
wooden base. Remarkably sensitive,
clear and loud! Even response over
wide range of frequencies, attractive
mahogany or oak finish. 25 /AI
And look at the price!

—Output
—Easily varied
smooth

and

""` Don't forget al so t
o hear the sà.
new Mark VI Speaker Unit.
It is ool 12/6, chassi with 14 .'
wood bugle and 9' cone costs
10/r; full mounting instructions

The rectifier that has stood
the greatest of all tests—
TIME.

Representative Types
TYPE 506
TYPE 2506
TYPE 505
TYPE e373

Full wave. Filament voltage
4 volts. Anode voltage Z x
300 v. R.M.S. maximum.
Rectified current 75 mA.
•
Price 20/Full wave. Filament voltage
4 volts. Indirectly heated.
Anode voltage 2 x 300 v.
R.M.S.
Rectified current
40 mA.
Price 2216
Half wave.
Filament voltage 4 volts. Anode voltage
400 R.M.S.
Maximum
rectified current 60 mA.
Price 151Half wave. Filament voltage 4 volts. Anode voltage
200 R.M.S.
Maximum
rectified current 40 mA.
Price 15/-

Obtainable at all
Radio dealers.

PHILIP
Advert. of PHILIPS RADIO, PHILIPS HOUSE, 145, CHARING
CROSS ROAD, W.C.

Bp

NEW M.P.A.
POPULAR
PLAQUE

-1...e given.

THE NEW M.P.A.
POPULAR CABINET
ANOTHER EXAMPLE OF M.P.A.
VALUE! An attractive speaker with
a first rate performance. Yet low in
cost! Like the Popular Plaque, it has
the unique Mark V1 movement. Ex.
(comely sensitive.
Splendid reproduction.
Exceptionally wide range.
Handsome polished oak cabinet. Box
resonance eliminated. Hear
a.
Ir and you'll buy it I Pri
ce T
A_Sk
Mahogany Cabinet 47/6

THE NEW M.P.A.
MOVING COIL
SPEAKER
SEE AND IlEAR TH1-; AMAZING
NEW SPEA KE It ! Whatever price
you are prepared to pay, you will not
ret anything bett er ! H ere i
n deed is
'Hearing that is almost srmn g !"
Built on entirely new principles.
Permanent magnet.
No separate
energisirur current required.
Patent
baffling system eliminates box reson•
ances.
Glorious tone!
Dignified
desien in polished oak
A delight
for the eye and th e
ear I
d
Complete
Unit only on base, 12 On•

15

NS.

a

M .P.A .products above
can be purchased on easy
deferred terms.
Ask your
dealer to-day.
M. P. A.
Wireless,
Ltd.,
Dept. 2,
Radio Works,
High Road, Chiswick, W.4.

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only aecepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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A Pickup of
Distinction
The R.G.D. is
something
different.

The R.G.D. Magnetic Pick-up is designed after
years of experiments, and we believe it to be as
perfect as possible.
No record wear, perfect
tracking, a scientific instrument, specially developed for moving coil speaker reproduction. Pries
£3 in bronze, £3-3-0 in oxidised silver.
Literature on application.

The Radio Gramophone
Development Co.,
St. Peters Place, Birmingham.

I
I

The above are only a few
meritorious features of the

REDFERN'S
EBONITE

H.F. Choke Former
A first class quality Former, that
worthily upholds the reputation
of Redfern's for high grade components at moderate prices.
FOR BASEBOARD MOUNTING.
BASE CAN BE REMOVED FOE
MOUNTING HORIZONTALLY.

IGRANIC

NEUTROSONIC
SHORT WAVE

Specification
for winding:
In each slot wind 162 turns
of No. 36 S.W.G.,
I

12V2

to

El

D

Metres

D

for particulars of this
Remarkable
Receiver,
addressing
your request to
Dept.
U. 301.

74:enVictoriaS .
i47.

/

Hyde,

Works

Cheshire.

Ltd.

El

70
O

Wire.

Redfern 's Rubber

RECEIVER
ill

D.S.C.

GIMIC
ELECTRIC Co..Ltd

se
o

DICTIONARY
of WIRELESS
TECHNICAL
TERMS

o
o

Issued

Compiled by S. 0. Pearson, B.Sc.

o
o
a.

5".
o
o

in

conjunction

with

"THE

WIRELESS

WORLD."

THIS volume contains concise definitions of terms and
expressions commonly used in wireless telephony and
telegraphy, and serves as a guide to all those interested .
in

wireless

unfamiliar

who
words

come
in

across,

their

from

reading.

time
Well

to

time,

illustrated

sod cross-referenced.

Price 2/- net.

By post 2/2.

From leading booksellers or direct from

IL1FFE 8c SONS LTD.,
o 'Y. W.48. Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4.
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-MUSIC e••
as it is
played
Four years of leadership—and still the
"R.K." is the finest of all loudspeakers.
The reason is obvious! Consistently fine
reproduction and an ability to handle a ,
large volume have built up a reputation for
the "R.K." that is unassailed either for
public address or for use in the home.
There are three models—the Senior" R.K."
with built—in rectifier for use with A.C.
mains, Price £11 10 0, and the Standard
Senior, Price £7 7 0, and Junior model,
Price £6 6 0. Your dealer will give you full
particulars.

THE EDISON SWAN
ELECTRIC COMPANY, LTD.
Ediswon Rai° Showrooms:

la, NEWMAN STREET,
OXFORD STREET, W.11.
('Phone: Museum 9801.)

------- —

W.60

Zuber

HT UNITS Fen MCDIDEIRN SETS
For modern sets, with power valves, pentodes and moving co'
loudspeakers, the Tudor Monobloc High Tension Unit has no

superior.

It is a10-volt Unit sold in three capacities, each more than ample
for ordinary requirements, yet not too heavy to make awkward
handling— a unit that will stand for months between charges
without adrop in voltage, because of its absolutely non-currentleaking construction. It is a unit which has sold in thousands
since its introduction, not one single unit having been returned'
because of unsatisfactory performance. A unit made by acompany
with 35 years battery experience—whose huge stationary batteries,
weighing hundreds of tons each, are used by the majority of power
stations in this country.

ESTABLISHED IN PUBLIC SERVICE
COUPON.
Ple ase send me full particulars el Tudor
Wireless Batteries.
Name .
Address
Tudor Accumulator Co.. Ltd., 2, Itortolk
Strand, London, W.0.2.

Ada
og

of Tudor Accumulator Co., Ltd., 2, Norfolk Street,

10 VOLT HIGH TENSION
UNITS.
Capacity.

Price.

5H.T.1 .. 2,750 mailings, .. 6/9
5H.T2 •. 5,500
.. 10/5H.T.4 .. 12,500
,.
17 /6

M.C.45.

Strand, London, W.C.2. •

Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable,
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EAK pROde
TR
RÉNGTH—Rigid ity—Long Life —these three
vital features are built-in to the NEW Cossor
Screened Grid Valve.
Under the Cossor
system of Interlocked Construction all the
elements are locked rigidly in position — they
cannot move. Nothing can mar their eerft et
alignment. And because the elements in the
NEW Cossor Screened Grid Valve are rigidly
locked microphonic noises are definitely elimmated. No other make of valve has Interlocked
Construction.
Use the NEW Cossor in your
Screened Grid Receiver, there is no substitute
for this exclusive Cossor development.

7Ite NEW

2.volt type

,ossor

now available.
The NEW Cossor 220
S.G. (2 volis, .2 amp.)
Max. Anode veils 150,
Impedance
200,090,
Amplification
Factor 200.
Price

2216

Coaeor 4 and 6 volt Screened
Grid Valves are aleo available
with similar characteristics at
the same price.

A. C. Caner

Highbury Grove,

Loam.

N.

Screened Grid
alve
5.9 Gs)

•

1
re_, e
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THE THIRST FOR POWER.
T the recent Conference at The Hague the International Consultative Committee which deals with
the technical aspect of radio communication classified the wireless wavelengths and also made the decision
to limit the broadcasting energy of telephony transmitters to ioo kW. It would seem that having once set
this enormous power as a maximum this is being
regarded as' the ultimate goal to which the broadcasting
organisations of Europe should aim, without consideration of whether or not it is for the ultimate benefit of
listeners in general. Some short time ago, writing under
the title of " The Battle of the Giants," we pointed out
the unfortunate effects which appeared to be inevitable
as a result of individual European States acquiring
higher powered broadcasting transmitters.
Far from curbing the ambitions of some countries to
install giant transmitters, the recent .decision at The
Hague tends to support this race for power, and it does
not require much imagination to visualise the increasing
err
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difficulties in the way of çlistribution of broadcasting
services in the near future as the number of giant
tranSmitters increases.
In the earlier days of broadcasting, both in the United
Kingdom and on the Continent, the pioneers were satisfied with the erection and operation of stations providing
from rto 4 kW. in the aerial. Germany, we believe,
was the first country to increase the power of its stations,
and still to-day has retained 4 kW. transmitters as a
general standard. As other countries in Europe began
to put up broadcast transmitters their inclination was to
copy or improve upon the example set by Germany, and
so 5and ro kW. transmitters became quite usual. The
schemes which have now been put forward by some of
the principal European countries for improvements in
their broadcasting organisation all call for higher power
transmitters.
Germany has until recently implied
that the range of the German broadcasting stations was
adequate for her requirements, but latterly this view has
been modified and areorganisation of the German broadcasting system is, we understand, now contemplated,
having as its object the establishment of a number of
transmitters of very much higher power.
Shouting One Another DownT

The German scheme is to install the new high-power
stations as additional to the present transmitters and to
combine them into groups, the lower-power transmitters'
operating on national common wavelengths with the
high-power station of each group. In view of the energy
which Germany has already shown in the development
of her broadcasting system there seems little reason to
doubt that we shall shortly be faced with aposition where
the German transmitters will once more dominate Europe
and stimulate other States to follow her example.
These changes are coming aboyj in spite of the fact that
the insensitive crystal receiver is dying out and being
replaced by valve sets which are capable of satisfactony
reception over greater distances without so much necessity for high power at the transmitting end. The higher
the power of a station, generally speaking, the more
costly is its construction, and consequently the harder
would it be to bring about amodification of the European
broadcasting system in favour of lower power when at a
later date the need for some such change becomes urgent.
So far our own reception of the British broadcasting
transmissions has not been seriously interfered with, but,
as the giant stations use up nearer and still nearer to our
shores, it seems inevitable that we shall no longer be able
to remain indifferent to the menace.
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Constructing the

Alterations.

Eliminator.

HE following design is given in response to
numerous requests from readers for an A.C.
version of the "Kit Set" described in the issues
for September i8th and 25th.
Essentially the circuit remains the same. It has been
found that the turns given for the tuning coils and H.F.
transformer function equally well with indirectly heated
valves. The only alterations are concerned with the
method of volume control, the biasing of the detector
valve, and the loud speaker feed. With A.C. valves, of
course, the filament control of the screen-grid valve as
ameans of volume control must be abandoned. Its place
is taken in the present design by apotentiometer arrangement controlling the potential of the screen-grid. For this
purpose a50,00o-ohm moulded resistance is used in conjunction with avariable wire-wound resistance of maximum value, 25,000 ohms. This ensures that the maximum screen-grid potential specified by the valve makers
is not exceeded, and at the same time gives an exceedingly smooth control of volume from zero upwards.

Plan view with valves removed.

The resistance values in the circuit are suitable for
valves in the Marconi series with indirectly heated filaments. The first valve is an M.S.4, the detector an
M.H.L.4, and the power valve an M.L.4.
By a merciful dispensation, grid current starts in the
M.H.L.4 with the grid slightly negative. If the anode
potential is kept between 50 and 75 volts it is possible to
work this valve as a leaky grid detector with the grid
returned to cathode, i.e., with zero grid bias. This conveniently solves what would otherwise be a. troublesome
problem; there is no further need for the grid potentiometer specified in the original design, neither do we require aseparate cell for positive bias.
The M.L.4 is an output valve of the same calibre as the
P.625, and is capable of driving a moving-coil loud
speaker. The filter feed circuit was introduced primarily
with the object of keeping strong L.F. currents out of the
eliminator, but it also serves the useful purpose of bypassing the steady anode current of about 18 mA. from
the loud-speaker windings.

The grid bias batteries are now mounted inside the right-hand compartment.
B 12
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View underneath the base showing choke filter output circuit and shrouded terminals for connections to the eliminator.

Some revision of the anode feed arrangements has been
found necessary. There are still two positive H.T. tappings in order that additional smoothing may be provided for the detector. Connections between the receiver
and the eliminator are made through shrouded plugs and
sockets instead of terminals, so that if the eliminator is
inadvertently switched on with the leads disconnected no
damage can result through short-circuiting.
The eliminator is built in a simple tinned-iron case,
details of which are given in Fig. 6. The base is of three-

ply covered with tinned iron lapped over the edges. The
cover pushes down over the edges of the base and is
secured at one corner by a length of 2B.A. screwed rod
and in the diagonally opposite corner by a wood screw
driven into the edge of the vertical sub-panel supporting
the mains transformer. This transformer is mounted
horizontally, and the end carrying the terminal strips is
supported from the base by small brass feet, one of which
is used for earthing the core to the metal base. Although
a five-pin horizontal valve holder similar to that used for

Fig. 1.—Complete circuit diagram of receiver and eliminator unit.
Ci, 0.0005 mid.; c,, c,, 0.0003 mfd.; C,, 0.0002 mfd.;
C-, 0.0003 mfd.; C„ 0.0001 mid.; C., C,, 0.1 mfd.; C,, CI), C11, 2 mfds., Cu, C t 2 mfds. (506v. A.C. test); C 11,4 mfds. (500v. A.G.
test); R I, 2 megohms; R2, 50,000 ohms; 11,, 601 ohms; H i, 50,000 ohms; R-, 1,000 ohms; R a, 25,000 ohms maximum;
CHI, 110 henrys; CH 2, CH 3, 32 henrys.
B 13
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The Wireless World Kit Set A.C. Mains Model.—
the screen-grid valve has been specified, only four of
the contacts are utilised, the centre one being ignored.
Current from the A.C. mains is fed to the Parmeko
Type No. 2 Al 2 transformer, which provides windings
giving
i8o volts for rectification by a full-wave
U5 valve, 5.5 volt; for heating the U5 filament and 3
amps at 4volts for the indirectly heated receiving valves.
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as aswitch On the eliminator itself leaves the mains lead$
live. The set should be switched off at the main, and the
fuses associated with the power point should be reduce4
to Ior 2, and at the most 5amps.
The disposition of the eliminator unit is left to the di.*
cretion of the reader. It may be concealed behind the
set or mounted in asub-base under the receiver cabinet as
shown in the title of this article. Details of a suitable
sub-base are given in Fig. 7.
With regard to the layout of parts in the receiver itself,
the position of all the more important components associated with the H.F. and detector stages remain un-
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2.—Layout of components In eliminator unit.

After rectification the H.T. current is smoothed first by
a4mfd. condenser tested at 500 volts A.C. and designed
to work on 250 volts A.C., and then divides through a32henry choke to the H.F. and output valves and through
a no-henry choke to the detector. Additional smoothing is provided on the receiver side of each choke by
2 mfd. condensers, also rated for a working voltage of
250 A.C. To avoid the possibility of shocks in the event
of any fault developing in the eliminator, the transformer
core and the common negative lead are bonded to the
case at E (Fig. 3). No switch or fuses have been included

Eliminator with cover removed showing method of mounting

4

e
rig.

3.—Wiring diagram of eliminator unit,

changed, the majority of the alterations being confined
to the output end of the receiver. The grid bias batteries
are now mounted inside the screening box to leave room
for the output choke and feed condenser underneath the
base. The on-and-off switch is omitted from the front
panel, and a 25,000-ohm
Valley "Power " resistance
takes the place of the filament rheostat. Incidentally,
the 25,000-ohm resistance isl
the last component to be'
fitted.
After the wiring
underneath the base has
been completed the condenser tuning dials are fitted,
and then finally the Varley
resistance. It will be necessary to remove the perforated cover, which would
otherwise project below the
base.
The
measured
output
H.T. voltage from the eliminator when working into a',
load equal to that of the,
in suggested sub—base.
receiver, turned out to be
L't •
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Fig. 5.—Complete wiring diagram of receiver.
Wires passing through the base are identified by corresponding numbers, and
connections to the coil units are indicated by letters corresponding to the con details on page 262 of the September 18th Issue.
The common negative lead is earthed to the metal base at E through one of the fixing screws of the S.G. valve holder.
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GP PARTS.

1 Rit Set cabinet (Ritho).
1 Grid leak, 2megohms (Ediewaii).
3 Kit Set coils complete (Wearite).
1 Porcelain base for above (Bulgin).
2 Variable condensers, 0.0003 mfd. Type No. 3(Polar).
1 Power potentiometer, 25,000 ohm Worley).
1 Variable condenser, 0.0003 Wet (Utility" Mite" miniature plain).
1 H.F. choke, Binocular Junior (Melt! ichael).
I Variable condenser, 0.0006 mfd. (Utility "Mite" miniature plain).
1 S.G. cell, 0.9 volt (Siemens).
I Pair dials and Escutcheon plates (B. (2 .1.).
2 Grid bias batteries, 9volts (Ever-Ready).
2 Valve holders, 9-pin, baseboard mounting (W.B.).
1 Intervalve transformer (Verity, "Nicore I").
2 Valve holders, 5-pin, Univeraal (W.B.).
2 L.P. chokes, 32 henrys (Pye).
1 Fixed condenser, 0.0001 mfd., mica (T.C.C.).
1 L.P. choke, 110 henrys (Pye).
1 Fixed condenser, 0.0002 mfd., mica (T.C.C.).
1 Mains transformer, Type No. 2, 44111 (Paroidhib.
1 Fixed condenser, 0.0003 'ed., mica (T.C.C.).
1 Rectifier valve. U.S (Marconi).
2 Fixed condensers, 0.1 mfd., 400 volts D.C. test (T.0.0.).
1 MS4 valve (Marconi).
3 Fixed condensers, 2mfd., 400 volts D.C. test (T.C.C.).
1 .31H1.4 valve (Marconi).
.2 Fixed condensers, 2mfd., 500 volts A.C. teat, 250 volts A.O. working
1 M L4 val
ve (M arcon i) .
1 Fixed condenser, 4mfd., 500 volts A.C. teat, 250 volts A.C. working
4 Ebonite shrouded terminals (Belling-lie)e
(T.C.C.).
.5 Safety plugs and sockets (Belling-Lee)
2 111mdded resistances," Met-Vick," 50,000 ohms, and hoidera(Edistosi).
4 Wander plugs (Belling-Lee).
1 Anode resistance, 1,000 ohms, and holder (Ferranti),
Wire, Sistojtex,dwiri fiez, lamp adaptor, serwor, do.
1 Decoupling resistance, 600 ohms (Wearite).
Material for eliminator, screen and sub-bare.
Approximate cost, including valves, £19.

,

In the "List of Parts" included in the descriptions of THE WIRELESS WORLD receivers are detailed the components actually used by
the designer, and illustrated in the photographs of the instrument.
Where the designer considers it necessary that particular components
should be used in preference to others, these components are mentioned in the article itself. In all other cases the constructor can use his
discretion as to the choice of components, provided they are of equal quality to those listed and that he takes into consideration in the
dimensions and layout of the set any variations in the size of alternative components he may use.
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189 volts. With this voltage on the anode of the M.L.4
output valve a bias of —18 volts is not quite enough.

Fig. 6.—Leading dimensions of tinned-iron case for eliminator
unit. The base is a piece of three-ply wood with the metal
lapped over the edges. The leads are bound with insulating
tape or sleeving and passed through a slot in the cover.

the A.C. valves specified, the performance is quite equal
to the standard set by the original set. There is aslight
tendency to instability towards the bottom of the longwave range which suggests a revision of the long-wave
primary turns. It is simpler, however, to reduce the
screen-grid volts slightly, and this can be done without
serious detriment to range or quality.
The eliminator, even when mounted immediately below
the receiver, functions without the slightest trace of hum, •
and there is the same absence of background noise as in
the original battery model.
The values of resistance specified for the screen-grid
potentiometer give a range of o to 63 volts for the
screen-grid potential. For screen-grid valves requiring.
ahigher potential aVarley resistance of maximum value
30,000 or even 50,000 ohms should be used.
With a 50,000-ohm resistance in series with the
detector valve a measured anode current of 2.8 mA.
was obtained with the particular valve used showing the
anode volts to be 49; a convenient value for grid rectification with zero grid bias. A higher anode voltage
and .
-F I¡ volts grid bias were tried, but without any
definite improvement in efficiency.

Accordingly a 1,000-ohm resistance has been introduced
This receiver is available for inspection at the Editorial
in the anode circuit. This in conjunction with the D.C.
Offices, 116-117, Fred Street, London, E.C.4.
resistance of the chokes reduces the voltage on the
anode to about 165, for
which a bias of —18 volts
is suitable. At the same
time, the i,000-ohm resistance and its by-pass condenser assist in smoothing
and provide a measure of
decoupling for the last stage'
2
in addition to that provided
by the choke-feed output.
For a full description of
3 PLYWOOD
the method of tuning, th0
3/'
,16 THICK
3/*
reader is referred to the
8 v‘00.0
article on page 307 of the
September 25th issue. Witi
7.—Suggested sub-base for housing the eliminator underneath the receiver.
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A Useful Hint on the Controlling of an Anode.Bend Detector.
By BERTRAM HOYLE, M.Sc.

T

HERE is a distinct indication in modern wireless proaching 5,000 cycles. This causes the distant station
receiver design of a tendency to follow one of
to take on quite an unnatural tone; boominess being
two divergent policies. One is to design a very
a mild description of the malady, especially if on a
perfect musical reproducer, which has of necessity to
coil-driven loud speaker. There must be many posacrifice extreme selectivity and
tential set builders who are
range, making it more or less a
divided in their choice between
local station and 5XX set with
the two limiting types of set
Briefly the object of this article is to
nearly perfect side-band retendemonstrate how to obtain better quality
above mentioned.
tion. The other is to design a
from a receiver adjusted to a state of
The writer, whose chief aim
wireless set from the point of
"apparent selectivity"; which, if obtained
is good-quality music, favours
in the usual "wireless" way, and without
view of obtaining most broadthe type of set employing two
due regard to circuit conditions, would
cast transmissions in Europe,
screened-grid H.F. stages (one
lead to a distressing lack of high notes.
both musical and otherwise, and
tuned-anode, one transformer
that has a selectivity such that
stage), anode-bend detector and
it can tune in to the centre of
two low-frequency stages.
a distant transmission situated some 8 or io kc. away
Fig. iindicates the essential parts of the detector and
from some much more powerful transmission and still
associated circuits and their constants. Scientific wiring
leave no background of the latter.
is used for all H.F. and L.F. components. Decoupling
A wireless set in which this is brought about by virtue
resistances and condensers are inserted at all danger
.
of its highly selective tuning apparatus must of necessity,
points.
completely cut out all the side-band frequencies apHigh notes are well retained by employing only
medium-loss coils in the
H.F. part of the set, so
that there is no great selectivity. The PM6D valve
worked with low anode resistance also helps in the
retention of high notes together with as small a
capacity from anode to
negative filament as praoticable, such as o.000r
mfd., or less in the case of
really strong transmissions,.
Low notes are generously
provided for by the use of
a o.r mfd. mica feed condenser to the grid of a
P625 us the penultimate
valve. This valve is made
to work at 250 volts with
20 mA., and has aspecialFig. 1.—Suggested detector and L.F. stages of receiver designed for quality reception. Suitable
values are given, but decoupling and filament wiring is ornIttel.
y constructed choke giving
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The Selectivity-Quality Problem.80 henrys at 2o mA. in its anode circuit. The fact that .
this choke is run well off the saturation point' and the
transformer (a Ferranti AF5C) carries no magnetising
current again helps in low-note retention.
To revert to the point of these notes, namely, high
selectivity with good quality. The writer, in using this
set at first, definitely did not attempt to listen to stations
of• good strength, with only ro kc. separation, as there
was sufficient overlap to cause trouble, the H.F. .coils
as already mentioned being made purposely not lowloss coils. Neither is the set used on any transmission
that may be weak at the time that it is wanted. There
are now many strong stations rather closely placed on
the long-wave band which would be well worth listening
to at times; but the selectivity demanded is such that
their quality is impaired by the time they are tuned in,
To take a concrete example, Berlin, Konigswusterhausen 183.5 kc. (1,634.9 metres) is received in England
at very considerable strength, but is only separated by
9.5 kc. from Daventry 5XX, which is immensely stronger.
By putting up the detector bias and by close adjustment of the voltage applied to the detector from the
potentiometer (R, in Fig. r), a state of affairs can be
reached where there is a very definite cut-off of all

689

from Berlin is B, and is made sufficient to reach a
reasonably straight part of the characteristic to be rectified. To do this requires a not very selective set, with
two good H.F. stages and fairly strong transmissions to
work on, and a fine control of detector volts. Then it
the fringe of an unwanted station gives a strength C
(Fig. 2), whilst the wanted one gives a strength B

CHARACTERISTIC
MEANS OF

SELECTED

VARIABLE

BY

RESISTAkICE

•I

R
1
E

VALVE BIASSED
TO THIS POINT

î

Fig. 3.—The weaker interfering signal C is removed by increasing
the value of grid bias or alternatively decreasing the anode circuit.

2.—Comparative strengths of 5XX(A) and Berlin(B) at point
of maximum tuning. The strength of 5XX when the circuit is
tuned to Berlin is represented by C.
This interference must be
rejected by the detector.

signals below a certain strength. This means that on
;tuning in to Berlin, say, on this none-too-selective
receiver, the signal strength (in tune with Berlin) is
B, and the strength of Daventry at this tune point is C
(Fig. 2). A suitable bias and characteristic to enable
the desired cut-off to be obtained is revealed in Fig. 3.
In the example chosen the strength of signal C from
5XX is insufficient to reach the rectification point of
the characteristic in use; whilst the strength of that
The choke contains 3 lbs. of copper and Il The. of iron.

NEXT

several times greater, it is quite easy to obtain the clear,
crisp quality usually associated with a non-selective set,
combined with a high order of "apparent " selectivity.
The chief drawbacks to making use of this device are:
(I) That it is another knob to control, and it tunes
rather critically.
•
(2) That the set when left in this condition is insensitive unless all 'tuning dials are critically operated
together.
Normally, if any two dials get near a station's setting
something is heard of it, and one can proceed to get it
easily. Very close logging would be necessary if much
use were to be made of the method. Using the PM6D
and a bias of —15 to —18 volts enables one up to keep
-up the detector anode voltage to about 150, which gives
a very straight line characteristic and, therefore, -excellent purity when signals are put on to it.
Those who would like to obtain better quality from
stations otherwise too close together in wavelength
to permit of it being accomplished without too highly
selective coils and circuits, should try a few experiments on the above lines of using variable bias and
H.T. voltages, reducing the H.F. selectivity. if necessary
to regain the high notes.

WEEK'S ISSUE will include a number of specially written articles dealing with the problems of amplification and

distortion. A VALVE DATA SUPPLEMENT which accompanies the issue will prove of particular value at the present time
owing to the many changes recently made by the valve manufacturers. Previous valve data supplements have been extremely popular
and the new method of presentation now being adopted includes practical information helpful to the amateur so that this reference
chart becomes indispensable in the selection and operation of valves.
meie...›.••••
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Operating Notes
and Hints
to Constructors.

T

HE builder of aset like the Record IH gets something more than the mere satisfaction of attaining
the maximum sensitivity from its single highfrequency stage. Until the price of screen-grid valves
reaches an appreciably lower level than that prevailing to-day, the single high-efficiency stage is likely
to appeal, not perhaps so much on the score of reduced
initial outlay as on the question of upkeep cost. No one
should belittle the advantages of the multi-stage cascade
high-frequency amplifier, but there are several reasons
against its general adoption in this country—particularly
in cases where other and perhaps simpler methods will
yield the desired results.
No published receiver design can ever fully meet the
precise requirements of everyone who may consider its
main features to be attractive, and consequently it will
be as well to devote a few words to modifications--permissible and otherwise. At the outset it should be made
quite clear that anything approaching asweeping alteration should be introduced with some hesitation and only
if one has considerable experience. Liberties cannot be
taken with impunity with a "5oo times" H.F. amplifier; this holds good particularly with regard to screening, which can hardly be less complete than that of the

By
H. F. SMITH.

original model, although there are admittedly other waye
of carrying out this important part of the construction.
At apinch, it would be possible to dispense with acompletely closed compartment for the aerial coils and their
tuning condenser, but there remains the chance of un-

A.c.
MAINS

Fig. 2.—The cathode potentiometer (R. In the original diagram)
may be omitted if a centre-tapped low-tension transformer is used.

desirable interaction between these coils and those parts
of the H.F. anode circuit—including the valve anode
itself—which are of necessity exposed.
Problems of Selectivity.

Fig. 1.—Aerial coupling may be continuously varied by the capacity-control method without any serious complication of the
circuit arrangement.

ITM Wireless World, September 4th and 11th, 1929.

In order to provide high amplification without serious
sideband cutting, the constants of the tuned intervalve
circuit are such that this part of the receiver contributes
less than usual towards its overall selectivity. This is
inevitable, but, thanks to the provision of a separately
tuned aerial circuit, the set is not particularly prone to
interferences, and is, indeed, well above the average
standard in this respect. In difficult situations, and when
working on a wavelength close to that of a nearby
station, it is a good plan to reduce aerial coupling (by
moving the tap connection nearer the earthed end of the
secondary coil) to a value rather less than that providing loudest signals.
In some cases it will be considered worth while to make
provision for continuously variable aerial coupling,
although experience shows that it is often wise to defer
20
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More About the Record III.—
until tuning is appreciably broadened, If detector overthis alteration till some practice has been had, in the loading is produced, a certain measure of control is:. ,
operation of the simpler semi-fixed coupling as described: afforded by reducing the capacity of the semi-variable
Closed and open circuits may be linked through asmall
aerial series condenser, afterwards retuning the open
.':', 4
variable condenser in the manner familiar to Most
circuit. Incidentally, selectivity can be controlled to a
.,¡
readers: this arrangement is much simpler than the
certain extent by this adjustment, which should not be --,. •
\
e„-J.;,
alternative of using swinging coils, and does not greatly
forgotten when interference cannot be cut out by method*" •i, 1'
complicate the' set. A suitable form of connection for
already discussed.
..14
continuously variable capacity coupling is given in Fig.
It has already been stated hat avery simple elianinallue
,•4
1, from which it will be observed that
one pole of the wave-range switch is
omitted. If acontrol condenser of the
conventional capacity (o.000r mfd.) is
used, it will be necessary to move the
taps on the secondary coils La and L,
towards their high-potential ends in
order that sufficiently close coupling
may be effected under all conditions.
Provided that acoupling condenser of
sufficiently small overall dimensions is
chosen, it may be mounted on the front
panel, between the dials of Caand Ca.
• Instead of picking up an artificial
centre point on the heater transformer
secondary by connecting the cathodes to
•apotentiometer slider it is quite permissible to use a centre-tapped winding in
the manner shown in Fig. 2. The bridging condensers of o.005 mfd. (C„ and
C12 )used with the original arrangement
must be retained, and should be
mounted in the set itself rather than in
the eliminator, in order to avoid-long
leads; this will necessitate a three-wire
rig. 4.—Danger points in wiring. Anode, screening grid, and grid oscillatory
'
cable between receiver arid external
circuits are
returned" to the earthed cathode terminal of their own valve.
transformer.
Questions are sometimes asked as to the percentage of is suitable for supplying the set with high-tension current,
thanks to the comparatively elaborate decoupling devices
sideband loss at given audio-frequencies; unfortunately,
and to the fact that a single L.F. valve with a choke
anything in the nature of adefinite reply is quite out of
filter output is used. Tests have been made by introducthe question, as everything depends on how the input
ing artificial resistance and inductance common to all
filter circuit is operated. Adjusted to the best advantage,
anode circuits, and it has been found impossible to prothere need be no appreciable loss; indeed, by very skilful
voke either H.F. or L.F. oscillation. Of course, this is
operation it is possible to give emphasis to upper sideband frequencies ; To make the best use of this valuable apart from the question of smoothing; reasonable prefeature of the receiver, it is easiest first to tune in the cautions must be taken to obviate hum, but the receiver
is not particularly prone to trouble from this source,
desired signal with the loosest possible coupling between
open and closed circuits, and then to tighten the coupling partly because it includes H.F. transformer coupling.
, A suggestion for asuitable H.T. eliminator is given in
Fig. 3. Here it is assumed that the power transformer
will include alow-tension winding for feeding the heaters,
as this is the most economical procedure except where an H.
existing high-tension eliminator can be used.
4mfds

4 mfds
A.C.
MA NS

H.T.

o
LT.(4
o
%.

Safeguarding he H.F. Valve.
In the original article it was suggested that acomnion
voltage of anything up to 18o might be applied to the
receiver: it should, perhaps, be pointed out that this is •
rather in excess of the maximum specified for the H.F.
valve by its makers, but, as the current consumed by a 4.
screen-grid valve is largely determined by screening grid
voltage, this was not considered to be of great importance. To be on the safe sid, there is no harm in subs.

Fig. 3.—A simple eliminator suitable for the Record III.
The
value of the voltage-absorbing resistance R will depend on the
reclined output and the H.T. current consumption of the receiver.
B 21
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t

tuting avoltage absorbing resistance of appropriate value
for the 600-ohm decoupling resistance R3 in cases where
the maximum pressure is appreciably in excess of 15o
volts. As an alternative, a separate high-voltage feed
may be provided for the output valve.
Attention has already been directed to the need for
'
thorough screening. Decoupling, or the isolation of individual oscillatory circuits, is almost as important, particularly in a high-magnification mains-fed receiver, and
attention is drawn to Fig. 4, which shows how the highfrequency oscillatory components of plate and screeninggrid circuits are deflected back to the cathode of the valve
concerned. Similarly, it is vital that exposed grid and
plate leads of H.F. and detector valves should be as
•
short as possible, and it is for this reason that the connecting wires are passed through holes in the metal bate
immediately above their terminals.

NOVEMBER

27th, 1929.

cannot be avoided unless a rather complicated additi
to the present switching is made, and consequently it w
considered simpler to balance on both wave-bands.
Any difficulty in getting the receiver into a state cif
satisfactory operation is likely to have its source in t4
H.F. amplifier, but, due to the use of a "decapped
detector, it is inconvenient to test this valve by the metho
of substitution. In the event of trouble, it is useful t
remember that the detector and L.F. amplifier can readily
be tested by removing the flexible lead from the H.
valve anode and joining this wire to the aerial via
o.000i mfd. fixed condenser. With this connection, th
set should function as adetector-L.F. combination.
Several readers who require asomewhat less ambitio
receiver have asked for suggestions as to how the se
under discussion may be
tamed."
After a carefu'
study of the technical considerations leading up to the
main features of its design, it will be generally agreed that
any sweeping alterations to this end are impracticable
and in such cases it seems wisest to recommend ex' A.0
version of The Wireless World Kit Set.

•
Checking Transformer Windings.
The H.F. transformer windings are of necessity somewhat complicated, and, in the event of failure to balance
Regulating Screening Grid Voltage.
the set, suspicion will naturally be directed to the connections of the neutralising coils. The writer can hardly.
In the published "List of Parts" the value of th$
do better than refer those who are in difficulties with . "Truvolt' wire-wound potentiometer (R 3)for controll4
regard to this admittedly rather bewildering business of ing screening grid voltage was given as 50,000 ohms. Thit
multi-section windings to a simplified sketch in the
was used in the original model, but, in the interest of easy
"Readers' Problems" section of last week's Wireless adjustment, it was considered advisable to replace thiS
World, which should make the matter quite clear.
by avalue of 25,000 ohms; this appears in the inscrip4
While on the question of neutralising, an apparent intion under Fig. 7. Incidentally, the setting of screening
.' consistency in the design should be explained. It may
grid voltage is fairly critical. This adjustment can be
logically be asked why a balancing arrangement is pro- made very accurately with the help of the detector anode
vided on the long-wave side, although the "goodness"
milliammeter. The best procedure is to work on strong
of the coils for this wave-band is admittedly no better local signals, with either grid or plate circuits of the H.F. .
than that of those used in other sets that need no adven- valve detuned to avoid any stray reaction effects. Thei
titious aid to stability. The explanation is simple. A potentiometer is then adjusted for maximum deflection
feed-back path is provided through the medium-wave
of the meter, which will indicate that the applied pi-gel
balancing winding and its associated condenser; this
sure is correct for maximum magnification.

AN

IMPORTANT

OMMENCING with the December 4th issue the
price of The Wireless World is to be 4d. inttead
of 3d.
This bare announcement is made by our publishers,
but we feel that our readers may, quite naturally,
expect to be taken a little more into our confidence
and be told why it is that we ask them to pay id.
more for their wireless journal in future.
The reasons for the increase will, we believe, be
appreciated with very little explanation by our readers
who have watched the rapid developments of wireless
both in theory and in practice. The design of areceiver
a year or two ago was at the most a matter of two or
three weeks' work, the construction was comparatively
simple and no great amount of theoretical investigation
or measurement was involved. But to-day the position
is very different, requirements of modern receiver
design necessitating many weeks of careful laboratory,
measurement and investigation before the finished
design is arrived at and the receiver ready to be constructed in The Wireless World workshop. The same

ANNOUNCEMENT.
view must be taken in regard to the preparation o
theoretical articles, whilst The Wireless World alon
amongst its contemporaries conducts a free tech
nical information department for the benefit o
its readers.
These are all factors which hay
to be reckoned in the increased cost of production
of the paper. If the standard which The Wireles.
World has set itself is to be maintained steadily in th
future, and if The Wireless World is to continue to b
right up to date in everything appertaining to its sub
ject, then we hope our readers will not feel aggrieved
when they are asked to contribute a very small in
dividual amount towards the increased expense ó
•production.
The extra id. may seem so trifling •
a sum as to be
of no consequence, but, whilst to the individual reade
.
the Id. is but a small increase, yet to the publishers i
.means a substantial contribution towards meeting the
additional expenditure involved when each id. I
multiplied by the figure representing the average weeklyi
circulation orthe paper.
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A Review of Manufacturers' Recent Products.
"ELECTRA]) " TABLE TONATROL.
This device consists of a variable high
resistance connected across output ter.minals and loud speaker leads. Measurements showed that the resistance was continuously variable from 0 to 23,000 ohms.
The contact travels -over a wire track
consisting of separate loops, each making
contact with the resistance element. Wear
on the track is practically non-existent,
and it should maintain a constant resistance throughout. A flexible two-way cord
is provided for attachment to the output
terminals on the set, and two small spring
contact sockets serve to make connection
with the leads from the loud speaker or
telephones. These should be finished off
with pin terminals of suitable diameter.

fixing holes and soldering tags.
These
vary in length according to resistance
value. They are wire-wound, and available in values of from 1 ohm to 5,000

.are wound on formers of the same type as
used in the earlier models, the nonreversible base fitting being retained.
It is therefore a simple matter to replace the original coils by the new type,
and this can be done without disturbing
asingle wire in the set.
The change-over
switches are carried on the coil formers,
and, being placed in an accessible position, render change from medium to long •.
waves a relatively simple matter.
The makers, Messrs. S. G. Brown Ltd.,
Western Avenue, North Acton,
Brown,
W.3, are prepared to exchange the original
coils for a set of the new style.
(

""LINCONE DUPLEX" CHASSIS.

Glarostat" wire—wound resistors. The
"Humdinger" can be identified by the
variable centre tap.

These chassis are supplied by the Bristol Wireless Company (Wholesale), Radio
House, Queen's Road, Bristol. Double

ohms, and a 10,000-ohm unit is in production.
Some samples were measured, and the •
values found to be very close to the
makers' rating.
CLAROSTAT STOUP

Electrad" table Tonatrol for use with
telephones, loud speaker or gramophone
pick—up.

The device is of American origin, and is
marketed by The Rothermel Corporation,
Ltd., 24-26, Maddox Street, Regent Street,
London, W.1, at 10s. 6d.
0000
aAROSTAT "HUMDINGER" AND
STRIP RESISTORS.
The "Humdinger " is a potentiometet
device with an adjustable centre tap, and
has been designed to provide a ready
means of obtaining a connection to the
electrical centre of the filament, or heater,
winding on mains transformers not, having
a centre-tapped coil.
The adjustable
moving contact gives a variation in resistance of approximately 60 per cent, either
side of the actual centre point.
For example, the sample tested was a 200 ohms
resistance, nominal and measured, the
variable contact giving a change of 62
ohms from the nominal centre to 'maximum movement in one direction, and 60
ohms change from the centre to the stop
in the other direction; this variation being
more than sufficient tor all practical purposes. These resistances can be employed
also as semi-variable potentiometer devices
for obtaining "free " grid bias.
"Humdingers " are available in twelve
resistance values ranging from 6 to 500
ohms, the price being 4s. in each case.
The fixed resistors are wound on thin
strips of insulating material, neatly finished with end caps and provided with
B 23
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Nominal
Value.

Measured
Value.

Percentage
Error.

1ohm
200 ohms
1,000 „
1,200 „
1,500 „
1,800 ,,
2,000 „

1ohm
198 ohms
1,020 „
1,179 „
1,580 „
1,840 ,,
2,020 „

—
—1.0 0/
+2.0g
—1.8v
+5.3e
+2.24
+1.0

-

We understand that prices have not yet
been fixed, but particulars can be obtained
from Messrs. Claud Lyons, Ltd., 76, Old
Hall Street, Liverpool.
0000

NEW COILS FOR THE BROWN
KIT SETS.
It will be recalled that on the last
occasion we described the kit sets introduced by the well-known firm of loud
speaker manufacturers, S. G. Brown, mention was made that interchangeable coils
were fitted. Subsequently, a slight modificaton was made, and all models are now
supplied with dual-range coils.
These

New dual—wave coils for the Brown kit
eels. Change—over switches are carried
on the formers.

Rear view of the " Lincone Duplex"
chassis with the unit in position.

cone linen diaphragms are used, thee
being mounted with their apices adjacent
The movement recommended is a "Blue '
Spot" unit, type No. 66K, with adjustment.
The chassis sent in for test measured
18in. x18in. x5in. deep, the front cone
being
16in.
in
diameter,
and
the
back cone 12in.
On test, the response was found to be very good'
indeed, frequencies from 300 up to
5,200 cycles being well brought out.
There was practically no noticeable resonances between these two limits. There was
aslight rednction in the output from 4,500
cycles down to 3,000 cycles, but between
3,000 and 300 cycles the normal level was
again attained. Below 300 cycles sundry
peaks were noticed; however, these were
not unduly accentuated, and should not
give an artificial base.
The price of this sized chassis is 22s. 6d.
and the unit 25s. A larger chassis measuring 24in. x24in. x5in. costs 32s. 6d. "Lincone "chassis built into cabinets are available also. The prices of these models are
£4 in oak and £4 10s. in mahogany.
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Events of the Week in Brief Review.
WHERE LISTENING IS COMPULSORY.

The Vaud (Swiss) Council of State has
made an Order whereby apprentices
living beyond a certain distance from a
technical school must listen to broadcast
courses. Communes affected by the Order
are to be provided with Government
receiving sets.
•There will thus be little
opportunity to play wireless "truant."
0000

AMATEUR TRANSMISSION
INCREASING.

The French transmitting fraternity, as
represented by the Reseau des Emetteurs
Français, is rejoicing over a big increase
in new members during the past year.
The roll now includes 1,100.
British amateur transmitters number
approximately 1,800.
oo oo
POLICE

RADIO NETWORK
LONDON ?

FOR

Plans for equipping all police stations
in the London Metropolitan area with
wireless transmitters and receivers are, it
is stated, being considered by Scotland
Yard. The apparatus would be used principally for communication with the wireless-equipped cars of the Flying Squad,
which have proved their worth with the
limited radio facilities already available.
The scheme provides for a wireless net.

work
embracing the whoie of the
Metropolis with wireless links to the most
important provincial centres.
The provision of a special police radio branch is
being discussed.
•
oo oo ,
HOME

CONSTRUCTORS'
IN MOROCCO.

SHOW

•

Morocco's first wireless exhibition, to be
strictly limited to the products of
amateurs, will open its doors at Casablanca on Saturday next, November 30th.
All entrants will be required to make a
sworn declaration that the exhibits are
home-made.
Prizes will be awarded for
crystal, straight valve, and superheterodyne sets.
0000

IRISH

RADIO

SUCCESS.

The recent Dublin wireless exhibition
made a poor start, the attendances being
disappointingly low.
Before the end of
the week, however, public enthusiasm
grew to such an extent that the show was
transformed into a success, all previous
shows being outstripped both in attendance and business transacted.
00 00
OLD

AGE

PENSIONERS

MUST

PAY.

In the House of Commons recently the
Postmaster-General, Mr. Lees-Smith, said
that the Broadcasting Committee of 1925

had considered the question of grantiag
free wireless licences to old age pensioners, but had recommended that this
concession should be made to blind persons only.
He did not feel justified in
asking Ilarliament to grant any similar
concessions to other classes of the community.
oo oo
THEORY

MADE EASY.

first five articles on " Wireless
Theory Simplified," by S. O. Pearson,
B.Sc., which have appeared weekly in
The Wireless IVorld, were discussed at
the last meeting of the Tottenham Wireless Society.
General appreciation was
expressed regarding the usefulness of the
articles, and it has been decided to make
them the basis of discussion at future
meetings.
The series is proving of special value
to many experimenters and constructors
who have little opportunity to study
wireless theory as presented in the average
text-book. A useful aid towards deriving
the maximum value from the articles is
Mr. S. O. Pearson's " Dictionary of Wireless Technical Terms," which was first
published in weekly instalments in The
Wireless World, and is now obtainable in
pocket-book form at 2s., or post free from
our publishers at 2s. 2d.
0000

NAVAL

WIRELESS

TELEGRAPHY.

a

At ameeting of the Wireless Section
the Institution of Electrical Engineers on
Wednesday next, December 4th, at the
Institution, Savoy Place, W.C.2, a paper
will be read on " Naval Wireless Telegraphy Communications." The authors
are Mr. G. Shearing, B.Sc., and Capt.
J. W. S. Doffing, R.N.
0000

BROADCASTING BATTLE IN FRANCE.

SWEDEN'S
DAVENTRY."—A picturesque glimpse of the 30kW. broadcasting station
at Motels. which distributes the Stockholm programme over the greater part of Sweden
on a wavelength of 1,345 metres,

Two rival schools of thought produced
a checkmate at the French National
Broadcasting Congress
which met in
Paris on November 141, 15th and 16th,
with the object of influencing the coming
legislation for establishing broadcasting
on a new basis.
The public debates were marked by
lively
skirmishes
writes
our
Paris
correspondent, the outcome being the
dignified withdrawal of the minority
party, which stands for State contrOl.
Those who remained to continue the discussion were divided into two groups,
both striving for "controlled liberty," bit
each giving the term a different meaning.
One faction, representing the trade, would •
like the present Bill passed in its entirety,
as safeguarding national interests through
the ministrations of a National Broadcaist
24
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Bureau similar to the B.B.C.
Ti.,.
partisans of the alternative scheme of
"controlled liberty " aim at a National
Bureau, the members of which would not
be nominated by the Government, but
elected by popular vote, representing
various public authorities, intellectual
and manual workers, trades unions and
similar bodies.
It is doubtful whether this unsatisfactory gathering will influence subsequent events. The only point on which
unanimity was reached was that the
present broadcasting position is " lamentable."
0000

CREATING WANDERLUST
WIRELESS.

BY

A mobile short-wave transmitter was
used in a new experiment made on Sunday
last by the French "Office National de
Tourisme" in an endeavour to stimulate
touring. A representative of the organisation motored through several delectable
districts of "La Belle France " and at a
preconcerted •time set his short-wave
transmitter in operation and .broadcast an
alluring account of the places he had
visited. The transmission was picked up
on a receiver on the outskirts of Paris
and relayed to Paris PTT.
The test was a precursor of a special
series to be started early in MO.
0000

RADIO

SOCIETY'S £350
GIFT.

HOSPITAL

When the Duchess of York visited
Southend on November 12th to lay the
foundation stone of Southend's new
£200,000 hospital and to receive purses
of donations for the funds, the Southend
and District Radio Society presented a
purse containing an undertaking to equip

SHORT-WAVE

MOTALA'S BRITISH-MADE TRANSMITTER. The transmitting hall of Sweden's
high-power station. The equipment was manufactured by the British Marconi Company at Chelmsford.

the hospital throughout with wireless at
an estimated cost of £350. In addition,
a second purse was given containing
nearly £5, the proceeds of a collection at
a recent meeting of the society.
It is of interest to recall that the society
equipped the present hospital of hundred
beds at a cost of over £120 and maintains the whole installation free of all cost
and responsibility to the authorities.
Every bed has its pair of telephones, and
the children's wards and staff sitting.
rooms all have loud speakers—eight in
all.

BROADCASTING STATIONS

"CRYSTAL

GLOBE"

RECEPTION.

• A " crystal globe" moving picture
receiver which picks up wireless film
transmissions and simultaneously projects
the pictures on a screen is described by
the Washington correspondent of The
Daily Telegraph.
The inventor, Dr.
Vladimir Zworykin, research engineer
for the Westinghouse Electric Company,
employs a cathode-ray valve which takes.
the place of the normal glow valve, scanning disc and motor. The valve is coneshaped with a flat end upon which the
transmitted picture appears.

OF

THE

WORLD.

Arranged in Order of Wavelength and with Usual Times of Transmission.

§l
c
',
o8

Wavelength
in Metres.

.......__

W
o-eg

Mottda, Sweden

3,033

98.9

—

7RL, Copenhagen ("Popular
Radio" Experimental).
8KR, Constantine, Algeria.
OH K2, Vienna
AFK, Diibintz, Germany .

3,581

82.24

—

3,750
4,285
4,434

80
70
67.65

-—
5

4,550

66.04

0.5

—

4,603

65.18

0.5

—

4,800
4,918
4,990
5,172

62.5
61
60.12
58

—
—
20
—

5,291

58.7

5,455

55

Station.

tà

W8XF, Cleveland, Ohio
(short-wave of WHK)
W2XBA, Newark, N.J.
(short-wave of WAAM).
W8XK, East Pittsburg, Pa.
(short-wave of KDKA)
Paris, Radio LL
Khabarovsk, Russia
Prague, Czechoslovakia
AGJ, Nauen, Germany
(occasionally)
'
Rugies, Eure France
(Journal des 8)
B 25

.a

—

Times of
Transmission
(G.M.T.).

Stockholm
Programme
Mon., Fri.
23.00
Mon., Fri.
Sun. 17.09
Mon., Wed.,
Fri. 10.00
and 18.00

—
12.30
—
-22.00

«g
tue
à
'
5

Station.

a•

e
AFL, Bergedorf, Germany
AIN, Casablanca, Morocco
EAJ25, Barcelona (Radio
Club), Spain
RFN, Moscow

5,769
5,882

52
51 •

6,000
8,000

50
50

W2XBR, Now York (R.C.A )
6,020
(short-wave of WBNY)
W9XF, Downer's Grove, Ill.
(Gt. Lakes Radio Broadcasting Co.)
8,020
WIIXAL, Coytesvilk, N.J.
(short-wave of WRNY, .
Experimenter Pub: Co.)
W8XAL, Harrison, Ohio
(short-wave of WLW and
NBC Croaky Radio Cor8,000
poration)

8,4)

W9XU, Council Bluffs, Iowa
(short-wave of KOIL) ••
W3XAU, Philadelphia, Pa.

6,060
6,060

Times of
Transmission
(G.M.T.).

3
Sat. 16.00
Tues., Th.,
Sat. 12.00

49.83

1

49.83

5

49.67

0.5

404

0.25

49.5
49.5

0.5
0.5

00.00
(Ex. Fri. and
Sat.)

•
-

.MFd. ,
SOZ
%Fit.
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UOR2, Vienna
W2XCX,
Kearney,
N.J
(short-wave of WOR)
W9XAA,
Chicago,
Ill.
(Federation of Labour) .
W6XAL, Westminster, Cal.
(Pacific-Western Broadcasting Federation) .
W3XAL, Bound Brook, N.J.
(R.0 A )
W2XE, Richmond
Hill,
N.Y. (Atlantic Broadcasting
Corporation,
short-wave of WABC)
W8XK, Pittsburg, Pa.
(Westinghouse Electric).
11AX, Rome (Via Savoia 80)
XC51, San Lazaro, Mexico
D4AFF, Coethen, Germany
1MA, Rome
EAR110, Madrid (Assoc
Nee de Radio-eschucas)
6AG, Perth, West Australia
Paris (Radio Vitus)
YR, Lyons
DOA, Dineritz, Germany
PCL, Kootwijk, Holland
(League of Nations' Services to America)
JHBB, Ibarakiken, Japan
EATH, Vienna
HS4PJ, Bangkok, Siam

e.5

(G.M.T.).

6,072

49.4

0.4

6,080

49.34

0.5

6,080

49.34

0.5

6,080

49.34

15

6,100

49.18

20

6,120

49.02

6,140
6,667
6,818
6,881
6,896

48.86
45
44
43.6
43.5

6,977
7,142
7,316
7,463
7,500

43
42
41
40.2
40

7,730
8,000
8,108
8,108

W2XAC, Schenectady, N.Y
(G.E.C.)
8,696
2BL, Sydney
9,230
FU, Issy-les-Moulineaux,
Paris (Time Signals)
9,230
H13900, Berne, Switzerland
9,375
D7MK, Copenhagen
9,380
(" Radioposten ").
Posen, Poland
9,434
Paris (Exper.)
9,479
Lyngby, Denmark
9,494
3LO, Melbourne, Australia
(temporarily closed) .. . 9,503
W9XA, Denver, Colorado
(short-wave
of
KOA,
G.E. Co.)
9,530
W2XAF, Schenectady, N.Y
(short-wave of WGY,
G.E. Co.)
9,530
PCJ, Eindhoven, Holland
9,554
(Philips Lamp Works,
Transmitter at Hilversum)
Zeesen, Germany
9,560
W3XAL,
Bound Brook,
N.J. (R.C.A.)
9,570
W8XK, East
Pittsburg,
Pa. (Westinghouse Electric)
9,570
2FC, Sydney, Australia ...
9,590
LGN, Bergen, Norway ....
9,600
7LO, Nairobi, Kenya Colony
9,677
W2XAL, New York (shortwave of WRNY, Experimenter Publishing Co.),
9,700
Agen, France
9,756

38.8
37.5
37
37

«Ine

28.00
20
07.00 and 19.00
Sun. 16.00
10.30 and 15.00
19.30
16.30
17.00
25
0.2

15.00
Tues. and Fri.
13.00 and 18.00

34.5
32.5
32.5
32
32.05

7

31.8
31.65
31.6

0.25
2
1

07.56 and 19.56
Tu. and Fri.,
23.00
18.20
21.00
18.00

31.55
31.48
31.48
31.4

0.75
40
25

31.38

• 23.00
Thurs.,
Fri.
19.00
Sat. 02.00
19.00

31.35 •20
31.35
31.28
31.25
31
30.91
30.75

20

16.D0
0.5

00.00
Tu. and Fri.
21.00

Station. •

CRJX, Winnipeg, Canada . 11,718
W3XAL, Bound Brook,
N.J. (R.C.A.)
11,720
58W, Chelmsford (B.B.C. 11,751
Experimental)
W9XF, Downer's Grove,
Ill. (Gt. Lakes Radio
Broadcasting Co.)
W9XAA, Chicago, Ill. (Federation of Labour)
W8XK,
Pittsburg,
Pa
(Westinghouse Electric,
relays KDKA)
Oporto, Portugal (Apollo
Theatre, Exp.).
K1XR, Manila, Philippine
Islands
W6XN,
Oakland,
Calif.
(Short-wave of KGO,
G.E. Co.)
W2X0, Schenectady, N.Y.
(Short-wave of WGY,
G.E. Co.).
Vienna (Ravag)
W3XAL,
Bound Bt•ook,
N.J. (R.C.A.)
W8XK,
Pittsburg,
Pa.
(Westinghouse Electric).
W6XAL, Westminster, Calif.
(Pacific Western Broadcasting Federation)
W2XAD, Schenectady, N.Y.
(G.E. Co., short-wave of
WGY)
Lyngby, Denmark (Exper.)
(Power will be increased
to 10 kW.)
PCL, Kootwijk, Holland
(League of Nations' Services before 3.0 p.m.). ..
W2XK, Schenectady, N.Y.
(G.E. Co., short-wave of
WGY).
AGO, Nauen, Germany
H81PJ, Bangkok, Siam
PHI, Huizen, Holland
W9XAA, Chicago, Ill.
(Federation of Labour) .
W3XAL, Bound Brook; N.J.
(R.0 A )
PLF, Bandoeng (Malabar),
Java
PCK, Kootwijk, Holland
PLE, Bandoeng, Java
Nancy, France
Buenos Aires
W9XF, Downer's Grove, Ill.
(Gt. Lakes Radio Broadcasting Co.)
W6XAL, Westminster, Calif.
(Pacific Western Broadcasting Federation) .. ..
W3XAL,
Bound
Brook,
N.J. (R.C.A.)
W8XK,
Pittsburg,
Pa.
(Westinghouse Electric).

Kilowatts
in Aerial.

•Times of

e
.
g Transmission

Wavelength
in Metres.

-.5 •
rL
3
:

Station.

Frequency in
Kilocycles.

1

•

25.6

Times of '
Transmission
(G.M.T.).

2

25.6
25.53

20
15

11,800

25.42

8

11,840

25.36

0.5

11,880
12,000

25.25
25

12,240

24.5

-

12,850
12,850

23.35
23.35

5
-

0.24

22.30

12.30 and 19.00
(Ex. Sat. and
Sun.)

-'
12.00,
19100
and 22.00

20
-

18.30

'

„
17.30
Tues., Thugs.,
Sat. 17.00'

13,513

22.2

15,130

19.83

20

-

15,210

19.71

20

- .

15,250

19.67

15

15,340

19.56

25

•
15,789 19.6

i

1

-

‘

-

17.00
-

16,304
17,300

18.4
17.31

25
25

11.00
Tues., Thuri.,
Fri. 17.00

17,441
17,751

17.2
16.9

20

17,769

16.88

40

Sun. 12.00 and
18.00
15.00

17,780
•
17,780

16.87
16.87

20

17,850
18,404
18,820
19,351
19,973

16.8
16.3
15.94
15.5
15.02

30
- •

21,500

18.95

21,500

13.95

15

21,500

13.95

20

13.93

26

0.5

13.00
06.00
12.40
21.00
-

5
-

•

21,540

•
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By Our Special Corresponden!.
The

Silent

Carrier.—A Breakdown.—European

the customer agrees to purchase a valve
Warming-up the Twin Transmitter.
Wordless whispers are already issuing
set, the excuse being that a crystal set
from the twin transmitter at Brookmans
will be useless even with the new aerial.
Park, which is now sending out an un The crystal user may well question the
modulated carrier wave every evening
value of an outside aerial!
0000
from seven o'clock till eleven on its
allotted wavelength of 261.3 metres.
I Prom the Savoy Hill Post Bag.
" Brookmans Park is said to be a
understand that comparatively low power
wipe out. It is a wash out."
is being used, certainly not more
an
0000
5 kilowatts.
0000
Relaying from the Continent.
The relay of Strauss's " Salome" from
Interlopers Not Wanted.
Since no real testing is being carried
Co;ogue on Friday next must not be associated with the special relay tests to
out, one may well ask why Tweedledee is
which reference was made in these columns
wasting its fragrance on the desert air.
I can suggest a probable explanation.
Owing to the limitations of the Prague
Plan there are anumber of foreign transmitters wandering forlornly up and down
the wavelength scale in search of avacant
spot. The wavelength of 261.3 metres has
been granted exclusively to Britain, but
a homeless foreigner, finding that wavelength out of use, would probably acquire
and hold it on the principle that possession is nine points of the law. Whether
or not this explains the silent transmission, the B.B.C. would do well to keep it
going until the tests begin.
oc oo
Brookmans Park Breaks Down.
Meanwhile it is my sad duty to record
the first breakdown at Brookmans Park.
This occurred on November 18th, 1929, at
1.52 p.m., when aburnt-out meter stopped
transmission for three minutes.
How
many listeners noticed the break?
0000
"Bed Sit" Sufferers.
Visits to the homes of listeners who
have complained of inability to hear
Brookmans Park on a crystal set have
convinced the B.B.C. engineers that the
greatest sufferers under the new regime
are dwellers in bed sitting-rooms, the
majority of these being unable to erect an
outside aerial or to afford anything more
expensive than a crystal set.
0000
Retailers and Aerials.
Other crystal users with facilities for
erecting outside aerials have been subjected to a new form of victimisation by
the less reputable members of the wireless
trade. 'In these cases the retailer has
refused to erect an outside aerial unless
8 27

LEIPZ1G.—An impressive view of the
southern mast photographed from the top
of its neighbour. in the right background
is the Leipzig War Memorial.

Relay Network.
last week.
The experiments beginning
in January next will employ for the first
time a new set of trans-Continental land'
lines which are under test by the German
Post Office.
0000

A European Network ?
The aspirations of the long-distance
listener are certainly not being considered by the B.B.C. or any other
European broadcasting authority; on the
other hand, ambitious schemes are afoot
for the development of a European network of relays not unlike the " Red " and
"Blue " networks in America.
Broadcasting organisations on both sides of the
Channel are now casting fond eyes on
the project for anew Anglo-Be:gian cable
to be completed in two or three years'
time. This cable will embody the latest
improvements in amplifiers and repeaters,
so that we rnay hope that the time will
come when a landline broadcast will.give
us a reasonable band of musical frequencies.
Neck to Neck.
In a recent issue it was slated that the
increase in the number of licensed German
listeners in the last quarter -amounted to
16,941. According to an official at Savoy
Hill, the increase in British licence«
during the same period amounted to
17,025.
0000
Radio Week in Bristol.
Bristol Radio Week will be held from
December 8th to 14th. On the first day.
Sir
Thomas Beecham
conducts the
National Orchestra of Wales, the concert
being relayed to 5WA from Park Hall,
Cardiff.
A Sailors' and Soldiers' Night, arranged
in conjunction with the British Legion,
will be relayed from Colston Hall on
December 9th.
On December 12th "Smooth Crossing," a new play in one act by Mr.
Froom Taylor, will be presented
by
Bristol's Little Theatre Company, and relayed to the Cardiff station.
Mr. Winston Churchill will be installed
as Chancellor of Bristol University on
December 13th. It is expected that his
address will be relayed to Daventi7 5XX
as well as to Cardiff.
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Part X.
Condensers and
Capacity.
(Continued from page 574 of
the previous issue.)

N

By S. O. PEARSON, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.

)

mechanical reasons an ordinary variable air condenser as
used for tuning purposes employs the latter principle. A
number of interleaved small plates are used instead of
two large ones, also for mechanical reasons. They are
divided into two groups insulated from each other, one
fixed and thé other movable at will, and the movable
ones can be shaped to give any desired relationship
between angle of rotation and capacity, e.g., square law,
straight line frequency, etc.

OW that the fundamental principle of condenser
action has been described the various factors upon
which the value of the capacity depends must be
enumerated. If the two parallel plates A and B, repreEffect of the Dielectric on the Capacity.
senting the elementary condenser discussed in the previous issue (Part IX), and illustrated there in Fig. .1,
There is yet another very important factor upon which
are brought closer together, it will be found that the
the capacity of a condenser depends besides the dimencapacity is increased. In reducing the distance between
sions of the plates and their relative positions, and that is
the plates the length of the electrostatic lines of force
the nature of the dielectric between the plates. Most
has been shortened. The result is that agiven potential
solid insulating materials allow lines of electrostatic force
difference between the plates is capable of driving more
to pass through them much more easily than air or a
lines of force across the shortened gap in much the same
vacuum. Therefore, if a condenser with air as the Inway that a battery will drive more current through a sulating medium between the plates has the air replaced
resistance wire if the latter is shortened. The electrostatic
by some solid insulating material, or dielectric as it is
field has been condensed into asmaller space and intensicalled, the number of lines passing between the plates for
fied, resulting in increased capacity. Hence the name
agiven potential difference will be increased, with conse"condenser.
quent rise in the capacity. For instance, if a condenser
By discharging a simple parallel plate condenser with air dielectric has the air replaced by mica the
through a suitable galvanometer it can be shown that
capacity will be increased about six times. The number
the momentary deflection is inversely proportional to the
of times by which the capacity is increased when the
distance between the plates, assuming the same initial
air is replaced by some other medium is called the
voltage between them in every case. This is only true permitivity or dielectric constant of the new medium.
provided the distance between the plates is small comStrictly speaking, the comparison should be made
pared with their dimensions, because if they are far apart
with avacuum, but as air has apermitivity very nearly
the lines of force will spread out at the edges and so
equal to r, the above statement is sufficiently accurate
upset the inverse proportionality. We see, then, that the
for our purpose and is more practical. An older name
capacity varies inversely as the distance between the
for permitivity was " specific inductive capacity."
plates when they are moderately close together.
Mica has a permitivity of about 6, depending on its
Now since the capacity is evidently proportional to the
quality. It is extremely interesting to note that ice at a
number of electrostatic lines crossing from one plate to
temperature of —13.5° Centigrade has the enormoualy
the other for a given potential difference, it is fairly
high permitivity of 22,000 I
obvious that the capacity can also be raised by increasFixed Condensers of Large Capacity.
ing the area of the opposed surfaces of the plates, in the
I
same way that the current given by a battery can be
Although it is not a, very practicable proposition to
raised by substituting a wire connected between its teruse a solid dielectric for condensers where the capacity
minals by another of larger cross-sectional area. .
is to be continuously variable, a solid dielectric is
We see, then, that the capacity of a condenser with
almost always employed in condensers of fixed capacity.
air as the medium between the plates can be altered
For small fixed condensers mica is usually employed
either by changing the distance between the plates or by
between two sets of interleaved sheets of tinfoil or
varying the effective area of opposed surfaces. For
copper-foil., In condensers of large capacity, howev ,
28
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say from half a microfarad upwards, the dielectric
usually consists of a special kind of paper.
A long
strip of the paper is coated on both sides with a conducting material by a special process, the best known
being the Mansbridge process. A margin of uncoated
paper is left at each edge. The strip is then rolled up
so as to occupy asuitably small space and enclosed in a
container, one terminal being connected to each coating.
Obviously it is most important that the dielectric used
should be a really good insulator, otherwise the charge
will "leak " from one set of plates to the other through
the dielectric, and the condenser would behave as
though it were shunted by a resistance of high value.
Air is the best in this respect (except, of course, an
absolute vacuum), and among solid dielectrics mica is
one of the best. Mica has the further advantage that it
can stand a much higher voltage across a given thickness without breaking down compared with most other
materials. Air insulation is broken down by high voltages much more easily than most solid dielectrics.
If two or more condensers are connected in parallel as
shown in Fig. r, the resultant capacity C will be simply
equal to the sum of the individual
capacities, beo
I
cause the effect is exactly
the same as increasing the
area of opposed surfaces.
7
1
7
1
7
For the group of Fig. 1,
then, we have C=C,
C, +C3. Note that this is
the same law as for resistFig. 1.—For condensers in
series the total capacity is
ances in series.
equal to the sum of the inWhen condensers are
dividual capacities.
connected in series the
resultant capacity is found by applying the same rule as
for resistances in parallel. For instance, if we connect
three condensers whose capacities are C„ C3 and C3 in
series, as shown in Fig. 2, the resultant capacity is given
I,
,
by
.
C1
C2
C3
The reason for this follows from the fact that in
charging a single condenser, the quantity of electricity
gained by one plate is exactly equal to that lost by the
other. The same law applies to the series arrangement,
so that equal -charges must move from plate to plate
throughout the series; in other words, each condenser
will be given the same charge, Q, irrespective of its
size. But the voltage across each will not be the same.
being inversely proportional to the capacity for agiven
charge.
Thus, if the voltages across the three condensers of Fig. 2 are V„ V3 and V3 respectively when
the charge of each is Q coulombs, the total voltage
between the end of the series will be V=V, +V, -I- V„
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The Energy Stored In a Condenser.

. It was shown previously that when a condenser is'
charged--that is, when a potential difference is applied
between the plates—energy is stored in the electric field
between them. Just as energy was found to be neces1
sary to build up a mag.netic field, so energy is
C1
02
03
required to build up an
electrostatic
field,
no
matter whether the field is
produced in a vacuum, in
air, or in any other dielectric, solid or liquid.
It is a very simple
matter to determine the
Fig.i.—Condensers In
series. The resultant capaamount of this energy in
city Is given by
1
1
1
1
terms of the capacity of
C1 + 7L2 6.3
the condenser and the voltage between the plates. As explained in the previous.
part, suppose that the charging current is maintained at
aconstant value of Iamperes during the charging period
by reducing the series resistance in the circuit at auniform rate from the initial value to zero during this time.
Then, since the electrons are being transferred from one
set of plates to the other at a steady rate, the voltage
across the condenser will build up at a uniform rate.
Suppose further that the charging period lasts for t
seconds. These conditions are shown by the graphs of
Fig. 3.
It is clear that the average value of the voltage across
the condenser during the charging period will be ¡E
volts, and in driving the current Iagainst this opposing
voltage an average power of ¡El watts will be expended
on the condenser for tseconds. The energy consumed
in charging it is equal to the product of average power
and time exactly as in the case of the inductive coil, •
and so the energy required to build up the electric field will be ¡EI xtwatt-seconds or joules. But the product
of current and time is the quantity of electricity or
-" charge" Q coulombs which has been transferred. •
Hence the stored energy=
¡EQ joules.
Now the capacity of the
condenser was defined as
the quantity of electricity
required to produce a
change of one volt between
the plates; in other words
C,-Q farads (see previous

part),
whence
Q =CE.
3.—Diagram for showing that the energy stored
Substituting this value of
in acondenser is given by
Q in the expression for
where C is the capa—
city and E the voltage.
stored energy above, we
get
But from the definition of capacity V1= —
Q
Vs = 2 , ,
stored energy W ICE' joules.
Cs
It should be noted that the expression is of the same
Vs = Q
—'and V =, z
Q ,where C is the resultant capacity.
Cs
form as ¡LI 2 for the energy stored in a magnetic field.
QQQ
-F Q
II
The
latter gives the energy in afield due to elections in
Hence —
—
—
=-C
C2
C3' C
CI
C2
motion (current), whereas the former relates to the kind
From this it is clear that the resultant capacity must
of -field produced by electrons at rest but under the
be less than that of the smallest condenser in the series.
influence of an electrical pressure or voltage.
29
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The action of acondenser c n be likened to that of 'a above we get: energy stored in spring
spring in mechanics. Suppose that we take an ordi- `.‘;, Comparing this expression with that for the en
gY
nary spiral or helical spring and suspend it by one end ..c.ontained .in acharged condenser, namely kCE 2,we see
from a rigid support so that it hangs vertically down- :at once that they are alike in form, only the sym ois
-wards. If now a gradually increasing force is applied 'used being different. F stands for the mechanical free
to the lower end so as to extend it downwards, then, by ,and E .fm• the electromotive force; in the formula for
a ;very well-known law of mechanics, the extension will
takes the place of the capacity C of
be exactly proportional to the applied force. Let F he the Wring
the force required to extend (or compress) thé spring condenser, or, by inverting each of these, we. can
through a distance D (we need not concern ourselves
• that
in' the one case corresponds to S in the ot4er.
with the units. Then 15 is the force required to pro- •
Putting this into words, it means that the reciprocaA of
duce unit extension of the spring, and this value may
the capacity of the cohdenser corresponds to the stiffness
be called elasticity or stiffness of the spring. It should of a spring. The stiffer the spring the smaller will he
•be realised that elasticity means the extent to which a the deflection and the smaller the energy stored in it
for
body resists bending or distortion of any kind or the
a given applied force; the lower the capacity of he
extent to which it resists compression.
condenser the smaller the amount of energy stored for
F a given electromotive force.
Let S denote the stiffness of the spring, solhat S
•
D
In case any reader should consider this rather deta ed
F
•
comparison
between a condenser and a spring unn eswhence 1Y= •or, in words, the displacement is prosarily long and tedious, it should be explained here at
portional to the applied force and inversely proportional this has been done purposely in preparation for furt er
to the stiffness.
discussion relating to oscillating circuits.
Enducta ce
• As the spring is extended the applied force increases has already been likened to inertia or mass, and bot
•from zero in direct proportion to the displacement until these analogies will be made full use of later.
it reaches the value-F, when the extension is D. Thus
Magnetic and electric fields are produced in the e s
er
the average value of the force -is
F. Now, in and are modified by the presence of certain mated ls.
mechanics, work done or energy consumed is equal to They are, however, of fundamentally different nat res
'the product of the force acting and the distance through —it may be said that inductance is to the ether
at
which it acts; so the work done in extending the spring mass is to material, and the reciprocal of capacity i to
ether what elasticity or stiffness is to material.
will be iF xD, and substitutin for D the yalue —found .
S
Fo be continued.)
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Transmitting with Low Power.

The problems of radio transmission from the
amateur's point of view were dealt with in a
lecture given by Mr. L. C. Holton at the last
meeting of the North Middlesex Radio Society.
Mr. Holton began by enumerating the desirable
jfeatures of an amateur 10-watt transmitter.
These were flexibility of wavelength, transportability, and accuracy of adjustment. These remarks were illustrated by the Society's portable
transmitter, which was described as very nearly
ideal for small power. On larger powers, however, slightly more robust components are de-sirable,- and a description was given of the
speaker's proposed new installation, the skeleton
of which was exhibited.,
,
Hon. Secretary, Mr. B. H. Leiner, 7a, Station
Road, N.21.
.000a
High Impedance or Low?
"My Ideal Resistance Capacity Coupled L.T.
Amplifier" was the title of an address gven by
Mr.' C. N. Fairweather at the last meeting of
the South Croydon and District Radio Society.
Tbe speaker asked what should be the correct
valve for a resistance capacity coupled amplifier,
.a question which was answered in more ways than
one and proved a subject for debate. A strong
section of the meeting maintained that one of
a very high impedance was essential. With this
.valve having an amplification factor of as much
as 30 or 40 the final amplification would be considerable, and as such was thought to he an
advantage. A stronger section of the meeting,
however,
insisted that a high-magnification
valve was completely wrong in every respect.
The protagonists of this point of view used the
blackboard to demonstrate that a valve of this
type would play havoc with the cherished high
notes.
Hon. Secretary, Mr. É. L. Cumbers, 14, Camp.
den Road, South Croydon,.
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Power from the D.O. Mains.
Owing to the fact that Muswell Hill and
District Radio Society has D.C. mains it is a
matter of difficulty ecqnomically to obtain both

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 27th.
Muswell Hill and District Radio Society.—
At 8 p.m. At Tollington School. Tether.
down, 1V.1O. Lecture and demonstration,
"Mains-operated Receivers," by Mr. A. J.
Hall, of Philips Lampe, Ltd.
Queen's Park Radio Societe—At 8 p.m. Al
The Oddfellowe Hall, 593, Harrow Rd.,
W.10.
Lecture: "H.P. Amplifiers, with
Special Reference to Peaked Amplifiers for
the Regional Scheme."
Edinburgh and District Radio Society.—Leck,
ture: "Photo Electric and Selenium,
Cells," by Dr. Chit do,
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 28th.
Slade Radio (Birmingham).—At the Pon»
°Mal Hall, Broomfield Rd., Erdingttne.. •
Annual General Meeting.
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 3rd.
Hyde Radio Society.—At 8 p.tie. At Mount
House Hall, George St. Lecture and demonstration by Mr. R. Garside (At
Messrs. Ferranti, Ltd.).
The Television Society.—At 8 p.m. At Me
Engineers' Club. Coventry St., London,
W. Lecture (with lantern slides), ".The
Problem of Synchronisation in Picture-.
Telegraphy and Television," by Mr. G.
Priechenfried. (Non-members' tickets obtainable from the Secretary, 4, Duke St.,
Adelphi, W.C.2.).

H.T. and L.T. from the electric supply. Mii. L.
Hartley, B.Sc., A.I.C., however, gave some uIefssJ
information at a recent meeting of the Society
as to the best means of overcoming this problem.
A high-power amplifier driving a moving:coil
speaker was demonstrated, and, despite the tact
that all current was derived from the D.C. m ins,
practically no hum could be heard either with or
tion,
without
too,
speech
was or
commendably
music.
consejmp.
The wattage
low.
Parti lar
emphasis was laid on the need for an effi ent
smoothing circuit, as the local mains are
notorious for their very pronounced ripple.
-lion. Secretary, Mr.. C. .T. Witt, 89, Con ton
- -Road, N.M.
000.0
•New Headquarters-

-

The Queen's Park Radio Society has
ow
changed its place of meeting to the Oddfell ws'
Hall, 693, Harrow Rd., Paddington. Meetings
are held regularly on Wednesdays at 8p.m., and
visitors are cordially invited. The winter rogramme includes many attractive items,
Ijon.
Secretary, Mr. H. F. Murfett, 12, 8t. J'
Road, Wembley. •
<
000 e
• ••
•lioreened Odd Operation Explained.
In a lecture at the last meeting of Slade R dio
(Birmingham), Mr. N. B. Simmonds aroused
special interest by discussing the 11.F. and detector stages of the Society's screened grid receiver. Valve characteristics and all detail of
the cfrcuit were fully explained in a manner
which prompted members to incorporat
a
screened grid stage in their own sets.
he
annual general meeting of the Society 'will be
held on Wednesday, November 27th, when i is
hoped that all members will be present.
ull
details of the Society may be obtained f m
the lion. Secretary, 110, Binaries Road, Gray fly
Hill, Birmingham.
30
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A Selective Long.

Representative of

Range Receiver

Modern Practice.

HE

entry of the Columbia
iiiill11
Graphophone Co., Ltd., into
the radio industry was an event of considerable
importance, and the receivers exhibited at Olympia were
the subject of much discussion and favourable comment.
We have now had an opportunity of testing one of the
No. 304 table models, and the results are fully in keeping
with the efficient appearance of the layout. There can be
no doubt that Columbia sets bear all the marks of the
thoroughbred, and the 1930 models can definitely be
placed among the best half-dozen makes at present on
the market.
Although three distinct types are available for operation from batteries, A.C. or D.C. mains, the receiver
section is the same in each case and is housed in an aluminium screening box occupying the upper half of the
cabinet, the space below being devoted to rectifying and
smoothing gear. Valves with directly heated filaments
have been standardised throughout, and although this
somewhat complicates the problem of filament supply
from A.C., the advantages from the production point of
view are obvious. The standardised receiver chassis can
be manufactured on .mass-production lines and then
taken from store and equipped either with battery, A.C.
or D.C. mains supply according to fluctuations in the
demand.

The screening box is well designed
both from the electrical and maintenance point of view. The valves which, incidentally, are
selected and graded by the makers, are isolated in separate cdabicles at the back of the box, to which access is
gained by lifting atop lid and dropping the hinged back.
Horizontal screens are fitted in the three H.F. valve corn-

Aerial terminal strip and wire-Wound aeries condensers.

partments to prevent electrostatic coupling between the
grid and anode circuits, while the leads to the anode terminals at the top are, for a similar reason, shrouded in
spiral wire armouring. While the aluminium screening
looks after stray electrostatic couplings, magnetic coupling is minimised by the use of binocular or astatic inductances throughout.
The aerial may be connected to three alternative terminals provided with series condensers of graduated
capacity.
Ganged H.F. Circuits.

Interior view of valve compartments; the three right-hand cornpartments house the HF. valves, while the detector is on the
extreme left.
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There are three stages of H.F. amplification, with
screen-grid valves and transformer coupling. By distributing the H.F. amplification over three stages ahigh
overall figure is obtained without any tendency to in.;
stability in individual stages. Further, the overall selectivity can be made very high without appreciably cutting
side bands and the higher audio-frequencies. The tuning
condensers are ganged in pairs, and the two drum dials
are mounted side by side in an escutcheon plate on the
front of the cabinet. The left-hand drum controls the
aerial and first H.F. circuit, which is comparatively
flatly tuned. The remaining H.F. circuits are more selective, and are controlled by the right-hand drum.
A

1
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All Electric Model 304.—
friction device couples the two drums, which, once set,
can be moved together over the whole of both long- and
short-wave ranges. All the contacts for wave-range
switching are assembled on a horizontal shaft running
underneath the chassis. A rocking motion is imparted
to this shaft by the " Selector" knob on the front
panel, which actuates a spiral-slotted sleeve.
Mullard P.M. 12 screen-grid valves are used for all three
H.F. stages, and some idea of the overall amplification
obtained can be gathered from the fact that the anode
bend detector, an Osram L.210, is biased to 16 volts
negative. The H.F. amplification is sufficient to feed a
considerable voltage to the detector even from distant
stations, and it is found that resistance coupling between
the detector and aP.625 output valve gives all the lowfrequency amplification necessary to supply a movingcoil loud speaker. Stray H.F. currents are kept from the
grid of the power valve by aseries resistance of the Loewe
vacuum type. A five-pin valve holder is now fitted for
the output stage, and the centre socket is supplied with
the necessary positive potential so that apentode may be
used if desired. In the D.C. mains model the loud
speaker terminals are supplied through atransformer in
accordance with I.E.E. regulations. In all other cases
the loud speaker is connected directly in the anode circuit
of the last valve.
Broadcast Receivers—Columbia
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minal A, (the smallest series condenser) the tuning drums
were first adjusted in step, when it was found that the
wavelength figures on each dial exactly coincided on both
wave ranges. This setting was maintained over the whole
of both ranges, and although a slight improvement
seemed to result from readjusting the relative setting at
the top of each range, the difference was not sufficient to
justify frequent alterations. With the dials properly
adjusted, at least 30 stations were received on the short
waves at good loud speaker strength and without mutual

Volume Control.

-

The volume control takes the form of aresistance regulating the filament current of the first H.F. valve. The
regulating resistance is in the form of a potentiometer
in order to keep the load on the filament circuit constant.
By confining the volume control to the first H.F. valve
and keeping the second and third valve filaments at
normal temperature, distortion due to progressive rectification is avoided.
The particular model tested was equipped for A.C.
mains, and id especially interesting on account of the
arrangements for heating the valve filaments. The 2-volt
filaments of the three H.F. valves and the detector are
supplied with direct current through a Westinghouse

Rear view of the Columbia A.C. Model 304 0, showing grid bias
battery mounting and leads between receiver unit and eliminator.

interference. One can state without exaggeration that it
is difficult to find any space on the dial unoccupied by
some British or Continental transmission. Yet the selectivity is distinctly above the average. Bearing in mind
the size of the aerial and the distance from Brookmans
Park, the selectivity may be judged from the following
facts: The London transmission was inaudible outside
the band 275-390 metres, and 5GB occupied only ro
metres on either side of its normal wavelength. Using a
shorter aerial, the width of these interference bands could
be considerably reduced without appreciably restricting
range.
The first impression-on switching over to long waves
was the entire absence of mush and background noise
Wave-range switch mechanism.
The contact blades protrude
usually experienced on •
this wave band. All the highthrough slots in the aluminium screen and are short-circuited
powered stations came in with remarkable volume and
by contacts mounted on paxolin insulating strips.
clarity. The selectivity, however, was not of such ahigh
metal rectifier, asmoothing choke, and electrolytic con- order as on the short wave range. No difficulty was exdenser, while the P.625 is heated with raw A.C. from a perienced in receiving Radio-Paris clear of 5XX, but
separate winding on the mains transformer. High-tension
Kernigswusterhausen, between these two stations, could
current is derived through aU..5 full-wave rectifier, and' only be heard during intervals in_the 5XX programme.
the usual-smoothing chokes and condensers.
it was noticed, also, that Brookmans Park was forcing
The receiver was tested within sight of the Brookmans itself through in the lower part of the dial up to about
Park aerials (5t miles, to be exact), using an outdoor
Low metres. Here, again, a shorter aerial would nuaerial 75ft. in length. With the aerial connected to ter- •'doubtedly effect acure.
It 32
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Broadcast Receivers—Columbia An Electric Model 304.—
The smoothing arrangements in the A.C. eliminator do
their work well, and there is no trace of 5o-cycle hum or
any other extraneous noise.
The volume control is smooth and noiseless in operation, but in the receiver tested its action was restricted
for most stations to approximately one-third of the total.
movement. With Brookmans Park accurately in tune,
however, the remaining two-thirds could be usefully

employed. A rearrangement of the resistances in the
potentiometer scheme, so as to distribute the control more
evenly over the range of movement available, would be
awelcome detail improvement.
As is only to be expected, in an instrument emanating
from afirm of long standing in the art of acoustic reproduction, the quality of reception is beyond reproach.
The price of the battery model is £27. The A.C. and
D.C. mains models are both priced at £33.

"WORLD BROADCASTING" FROM GERMANY.
ERMANY'S
short -wave
"world " broadcasting station at Kônigswusterhausen
(Zeesen) has now begun testing. In
external design the short-wave plant
strongly resembles the Telefunken
Company's standard long -wave
transmitters for wireless telegraphy,
while in technical construction it is
similar to that of the two high-power
short-wave transmitters used on the
Nauen-Buenos Aires service.
The new transmitter has a single
wire aerial about i8oft. long, which
is suspended from one of the masts
of the long-wave plant. The mean
aerial energy, i.e., carrier wave
without modulation, is 8 kW., and
the wavelength is 31.38 metres.
The transmitter consists of seven
units, with crystal modulation on
the first.
The short-wave is obtained by making use of the harmonics of a comparatively low frequency in the crystal-controlled
oscillator.
Suitable filters and
amplifiers in the ensuing stages produce the desired reduction of wavelength and power when the final
stage is reached.
The valves in the individual
stages are accordingly arranged to
give asuccessive increase in power.
The first stage functions with one
valve of the power-amplification
type, while the second stage embodies a small transmitting valve of
the 0.75 watt class. Two similar
valves in parallel make up the third
stage, and three in parallel comprise the fourth stage. The fifth
stage contains a single transmitting
valve of average power (about 1,50o
watts), and the succeeding stage
contains two valves of the same type
in parallel. The seventh and final
functions with two 20 kW. watercooled valves in push pull. Modulation on the well-known grid prin18
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ciple takes place in the sixth stage
with the aid of three modulating
valves connected in parallel.
This arrangement of valves, of
course, necessitates separate supplies
of power.
A high-tension D.C.
dynamo of 50 kW. Io,000 volts is
used for feeding the anodes in the
last stage; the valves in the fifth
and sixth stages are fed by means
of a 4,000-volt D.C. machine of
5 kW. In the second, third and
fourth stages the anode current is
supplied from a common source,
viz., a 2,000-volt D.C. dynamo of
2 kW., whilst the crystal stage is
fed by a 220-volt machine.
For
filament heating in all except the
last stage a20 V. 2 kW. D.C. generator is used. A 40 v. 5kW. generator
heats the water-cooled valves in the
final stage.
The filaments of the modulating
valves are heated by an alternator
of high periodicity. Grid bias for

the water-cooled valves in the last
stage needs to be of a high value,
taking into consideration the size of
the valves and the high anode current, and is supplied by a special
converter of 75o V. 2 kW.
All machines are started by means
of push-buttons on the switchboard,
which is built into the lower portions
of the transmitting panels.
Thb
supply current for the converter is
derived from the transformer already
in use at the station connected with
an overhead electrical distribution
system.
Besides the actual transmitter
there is also a low-frequency amplifier dealing with the speech currents
arriving from the land line, and the
anode circuit of this amplifier is fed
by an additional small converter.
The entire installation is equipped
with measuring apparatus enabling
the performance of every portion of
the transmitter to be checked.

MESEN'S NEW SHORT-WAVE TRANSMITTER.
Working on a wavelength of
31.38 metres and a power of 8 kW, this crystal-controlled station represent%
Germany's latest contribution to world broadcasting.

Wbeece,
Worelld
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P.R. Series.

T

tested would appear to be a faulty
specimen.
A full set of curves was taken of
the P.R.2o, the power valve of this
series, and from these some useful
information can be gleaned.

PASO VAI.VE
FILAMENT
019AMP. AT 2VOLTS

0

The valves in this range are numbered P.R.2, 3, 4 and 20.
The
P.R.2 is an H.F. and Detector
valve, the P.R.3 an L.F. amplifier,
the P.R.4 a high-impedance valve
for R.C. coupling arrangements or
anode-bend rectification, and the
P.R.2o a power output valve.
A
sample of each of these valves
was tested and the characteristics
measured. These results are tabulated below, the makers' figures
being given also, as a basis for
comparison.
With one exception, the measured
values agree sensibly with the
makers' rating. The sample P.R.4

...
..4.

.,

T

The Two—volt Range.

;
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HESE valves are made by
Messrs. Peter Russell, 14,
Newgate
Street,
London,
E.C.4, and are supplied with 2-,
4- and 6-volt filaments. Each class
consists of four distinct types, viz.,
H.F. and Det., R.C., L.F. and
power.
The prices of these valves
are very reasonable, being somewhat lower than usual. The H.F.,
R.C. and L.F. types are priced at
3s. 6d., and the power valves at
65. 6d. each.
Super-power valves
are made in the 2- and 4-volt ranges
only; they are offered at ros. 6d.
each.
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e
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Average values under normal working
conditions: A.C. resistance, 4,600 ohms;
amplification factor, 3.1, and mutual con—
ductance, 0.67 mA/volt.

Under working conditions, with
-on the anode and —10.5
volts grid bias, the average A.C. resistance was found to be 4,600 ohms,
the amplification factor 3.1, and the
120 volts

P.R. 2—VOLT VALVES.

TYPe-

A.O. Rmistance (Ohms).

P.R. 2
P.R. 3
P.R. 4
P.R.20

28,000
15,000
60,000
7,000

Amplification
Factor.

Characteristic§ measured
at H.T. = 100 v. G.B.
0.
Mutual
Conductance.

A.C. Resist.
ance (Ohms).

0.46 mAiv.

83,300
10,000
83,400
4,700

0.53

„

Amplification
Factor.
20

P.R.

o«;0

GRID VOLTS

Mallets> Rating.

mutual conductance o.67 mA. per
volt. Grid current did not start until
the grid was given a positive bias
of 1.5 volts.
The characteristics,
particularly with low anode voltages,
show a pronounced curvature, so
that in the interests of quality of
reproduction it would be advisable
to apply slightly less negative bias
than a casual examination of the
curves would lead one to believe is
the optimum value. The following
values are suggested :—

Mutual
Conductance.
0.6 mA/v.
0.9
0.35 „
0.8

20.

H.T.

Grid bias.

100
110
120
130

— 7.5 volts
—
„
— 10.5
„
12
„

Anode current.
8.2
10.2
11.2

When this valve is used in the output stage of the set the loud-speaker
could be connected direct in the
anode circuit.
Dry-cell H.T. batteries may be used economically,
since the anode current is well
within the capacity of the larger
sizes to supply.
There is a super-power valve in
this series, namely, the P.R. 120. A
sample was not available for test,
but the makers give its characteristics as: A.C. resistance, 3,800 ohms;
amplification factor, 4;and mutual
conductance 1.05 mA. per volt. The
price of this valve is los. 6d.
The Four—volt Range.

This class contains a similar number of valves as in the 2-volt
34
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Valves Tested.high-frequency stage, or as a leaky
series. They are numbered P.R.g grid detector. As a grid detector,
(H.F. and Det.), P.R.io (L.F.),
with the grid leak returned to apoint
P.R.Ir (R.C.), and P.R.40, the
of positive potential, an anode
power valve. In addition, a super- •voltage of about 6o to 8o volts would
power
type
is
available,
the
be about correct. The anode current will be relatively low, less than
P.R.I4o. One sample each of the
first four mentioned wàs submitted
2 mA. probably, so that it could be
for test, the measured characteris- followed by transformer-coupling.
tics being tabulated below :The specimen tested was not a good
P.R. 4-VOLT VALVES.
Characteristics measured.
at H.T. = 100 v. G.B. = O.

Makers' Rating.

Type.

A.C. Resistslice (Ohms).

P.R. 9
P.R.10
P.R.11
P.R.40

24,000
15,000
65,000
8,000

Amplification
Factor.
14
8.7
40 .

a

Mutual
Conductance.

A.C. Resistance (Ohms).

0.58 mAlv.
0.58 „
0.62 ,,
0.75 „

77,000
18,000
71,000
3,570

Amplification
Factor.

Mutual
Conductance.

20
11
•
25.4

0.26 mA/v.
0.6
„
0.36 „
1.1

The P.R.I7 is an optional H.F.'
or detector valve, and could be used
in a neutralised H.F. stage:. In this
case the best operating conditions
would be 120 volts H.T. and - if
volts grid bias. As a leaky grid
detector about 6o to 8o volts H.T.
would be required, and the grid
given a small positive potential. It
is suggested that a potentiometer is
used, as the positive potential obtained by returning the grid leak to
the positive L.T. would be somewhat excessive. The anode current
can then be kept below 2 mÁ., and
transformer-coupling could be used

"
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These
valves
are
numbered
P.R.17, 18, 19 and 6o, and comprise H.F. and Det., L.F., R.C.
and power. A super-power type is
not listed.

VOLTS

;•‘-M'

Average values under normal working
conditions: A.C. resistance', 8,000 (gems;
amplification factor, 6, and mutual con- •
ductance, 0.75 mA/volt.

Ca

between the detector and the following valve.
The P.R.6e is a power valve suitable for use in the last stage where
moderate volume is required from
the loud speaker. This may be connected direct in the anode circuit
of the valve, since the H.T. current
is not on the high side.
Under
normal working conditions this will
be about 6 mA.-that is, aSsuming
120 volts H.T. and grid bias of -9
volts. The valve falls within the
ordipary
Dower
category,
and
costs 6s. 6c.

,
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P.R. 6-VOLT VALVES.
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6VOLTS
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The Six-volt Range.

0?

U

013 AMP

/
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ô

CURRENT

FILAMENT
0 14 AMP. AT 6VOLTS

ô

ANODE

•

Average values under normal working
conditions: A.C. resistance, 25,000 ohms;
amplification factor, 16.6, and mutual
conductance, 0.68 mA/volt.

4 LAMENT
0-074 AMP. AT 4VOLTS

FILAMENT

•
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PR 17 vALVE

,
‘

•

•

N

GRID
PR 10 VALVE

al

sample, so that precise figures cannot
be given.
The P.R.4o power valve takes
about the same anode current as its
2-volt counterpart,
and dry-cell
H.T. batteries will prove economical
in this case also.

O
à

A full set of curves was taken
of the P.R.io, the L.F. valve,
as it is a representative specimen and showed a mutual conductance very close to that of the
makers' rating. This will make a
good first stage L.F. amplifier, and
can be followed by a transformer,
as the ,anode current is relatively
low. Under normal working conditions, with 120 volts H.T. and - 4f
volts grid bias, the anode current
will be of the order of 2.3 mA. only.
The A.C. resistance remains unchanged as compared with that at
lIoo volts H.T., but the amplification
'
drops to 9.5. The result is a slight
'lowering of the conductance, from
0.61 to 0.52 mA. per volt.
The P.R.9, which is the H.F.
valve, could be used in aneutralised

-.-

VOLTS

Average values under normal working
conditions: A.C. resistance, 18,200 ohms; "
amplification factor, 9.5, and mutual conductance, 0.52 mA/volt.

Characteristics measured
at H.T. = 100 v. G.B = 0.

' Makers Rating.
Type.

A.C. Resistance (Ohms).

Amplification
Factor.

Mutual
'Conductance.

A.C. Resistance (Ohms).

P.R.17
P.R.18
P.R.19
P.R.60

24,000
15,000
80,000
8,000

17
.9
40

0.7 ro/Av.
0.6
„
0.5
„
0.76 „

20,500
27,000
40,000
7,150

Amplification
Factor.
16

a

21
6.16

Mutual
Conductance.

'
•

0.78 mA/y.
0.31 „
0.51 „
0.88 „

-or
•

:4
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CORRESPONDENCE.
The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.C.4, and must be accompanied by the writer's narae aM

Correspondence should be addressed to the Editor, "The Wireless World,"

s.

TELEVISION.
Sir,—In reading Mr. Bradford's letter in your issue of August
28th on Mr. Samuel Izenstark's prophecy of television sets being
installed in 14 million homes in America by now, the exact position can be deducted from an extract of Dr. Lee De Forest's
article, "The Reminiscences of a Radio Pioneer," from September's issue of the American wireless magazine, Radio
News :—
"To my mind, we are entering anew era in radio--television.
In time sight will come to join hearing in the complete home
entertainment via the air.
There are many problems in television.
Our present efforts are not to be compared with the
perfection of present broadcasting, but rather with my own crude
attempts at broadcasting back in the days of acousticon microphones, carbon arcs and the phone receiver and microphone
method of coupling. C. Francis Jenkins, pioneer in the field of
television, has already made notable progress. ...
"The vacuum tube (valve) is going to play an important role
in television. Indeed, but for the audion, television would be
quite impossible; for let us not forget that the principles of
present-day television date back several decades, but the fine
means of applying those principles have been missing. We had
the theory but not the practice until now. I look forward to
iemarkable audion developments, with tubes of tremendous
amplification factors so as to handle the delicate television impulses without distortion.
The problem of distortion must
always be a far more serious one in reproducing the television
image than in reproducing the tone picture, for the eye is far
more critical than the ear. Therefore, I envisage audions of
enormous amplification possibilities, used sparingly—not many
stages of amplification—so as to reduce distortion to aminimum.
Ilook forward to more powerful light sources than the present
-neon lamps. I expect intricate methods of dividing the television image into a large number of sections for simultaneous
transmission and assembly, for greater detail. All these things
are quite possible and probable, but it takes time, effort, and
much money."
Itrust this will interest everyone whose thoughts are turning
to the prospects of television in- the near future.
Croydon.
H. GRAHAM MALLEIT.

result that with the average set only the London programme
can be received, as 5XX always broadcasts the London programme, and 5GB is not as a rule easily receivable. With a
reasonably good set, of course, one can tune in the Continent
and not be dependent on the B.B.C., but this is not asatisfactory
state of affairs, particularly bearing in mind that one has to
pay one's licence whether listening to the B.B.C. or otherwise.
On the technical side of broadcasting there seems to be room
for some improvement in the following direction :it seems that
it would be much better if the degree of modulation used by all
stations could be the same, or at least could be the same for
broadcasts of a similar general character, and, although there
may be some very serious technical obstacles in the way of
doing this, Ishould like to be informed as to what they are, as
most people know the perfect detector has not yet arrived and
each kind of detector functions most efficiently with a certain
definite amount of modulation.
This difference in modulation makes it very difficult to make
accurate comparisons of the quality of the broadcast from
different stations, and, of course, this may be the intention.
Referring to the broadcasts of gramophone recórds, it is to be
hoped that the B.B.C. can afford to put aside an amount equivalent to that provided by comparatively few licences, to enable
them to install electrically operated turntables and good pickup devices, so as to avoid the amount of scratch that is put
over, but most especially so that the turntable motors do not
run down in the middle of records, as has frequently happened
in the past.
A further matter that might be considered in connection with
the broadcast of gramophone records is that it should not be
necessary for distressing overloading at the transmitting end to
occur with any particular record before adjustments are made
at the transmitting end so that the broadcast is in order, lint
apparently in this particular direction the B.B.C. facilities are
no better than those of the ordinary experimenter. Of course,
it may be that gramophone records are considered to be beneath
the dignity of proper attention when they are broadcast, but
owing to the facility whereby records can be used to provide a
really attractive programme, this surely should not be the case.
Manchester.BAGGS.
J.
,

THE B.B.C.
•
Sir,—In view of the inauguration of the Regional Scheme and
the absence of any appreciable criticism of the recent activities
of the B.B.C., presumably due to the triumph of hope over
experience, I should like, as a not very satisfied listener, to
make the following suggestions in the hope that they may be
of interest not only to other listeners but also to the B.B.C.
itself.
First, with regard to programmes, these may presumably be
considered as fairly satisfactory as a whole, but the following
alterations would be definitely advantageous, at least to provincial listeners, for, after all, everyone does not live in London.
Occasionally some programme worth listening to might be put
on from, say, about 6.30 until 9, and the conglomeration of
talks relegated to later in the evening. It should be observed
that people in the North of England usnally rise and go to bed
at least an hour earlier than is common in London, and consequently the general tendency for the parts of the programme
that are thoroughly worth listening to to be put on very late
is troublesome to anyone living in the provinces.
This state of affairs may possibly be remedied when the
Regional Scheme is fully in operation.
The next point about programmes is that it is devoutly to be
hoped that all the regional stations will not broadcast the
London programme. Iknow that this is not supposed to be the
intention, but I am merely going by my experience up to the
present, which shows, for example, that Manchester and nearly
all the northern stations regularly broadcast little else but London
programmes after 9 o'clock almost every evening, with the

Sir,—I have been an enthusiastic wireless " fan " since t
t
lia
year "dot," and am, of course, much interest ed i
n your e itorials and the correspondence about the regional scheme. I
think your oppásition to Brookmans Park is badly founded,
inasmuch as your main argument appears to be that it interferes with those who wish "to receive transmissions frown
abroad which they have hitherto enjoyed. Are you suggesting
then, that the B.B.C.'s first consideration should be to facilitate foreign transniisions being received in this country? I
should have thought that the correct policy is to give as good
a service as possible, in this country, of British broadcasting.
If the main consideration is to be whether or not the "reacher
out" is to be inconvenienced, then surely the B.B.C. ought to
close down altogether!
Then, again, Idisagree with you about the "enjoyment " of
foreign programmes. My own set is reasonably up-to-date"—
it is one of your own excellent designs—and I can get, practically any night now, from 10 to 15 foreign stati ons atreason able strength on the loud speaker. My experience of "foreign
listening" compels me in honesty to say that the "enjoyment " of foreign transmissions is an absolute myth, and I feel
almost sure that there is not 1 per cent, of your readers who
can honestly put their hands on their hearts and say that they
really and truly "enjoy " these awful noises—transmission plus
mush plus atmospherics plus heterodynes plus fading plea
morse. I grant the " fascination" of reaching out, but utterly
deny the
enjoyment" of the results.
No Sir! The "fascination " of reaching out is the Met
thing the B.B.C. should take into consideration.
Chipstead, Surrey.
A. W. SCOTT.
B 36
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The Service is subject to the rules of
the Department, which are printed
below: these must be strictly enforced
in the interest of readers themselves.
Wasted Energy.
Aare a50-volt house lighting plant, with
a battery of accumu.tutors. Would it
be practicable and economical to
charge my 6-volt L.7'. battery from
• this source?
V. W. I'.
It would be practicable, but not
economical. This is because moro than
four-fifths of the energy consumed 'from
your battery would be wasted in heating
the necessary voltage-dropping resistance.
000U

An Old Friend.
Plave• you ever published any constructional details of the band-pass filter
arrangement shown in rig. 1 (a) of
the article entitled "Selectivity and
Quality," which appeared in your issue.
of October 30th? If you have not,
I should particularly welcome a word
of advice as to the number of turns
suitable for the inductance L, ' which,
I assume, acte as a coupling between
the tWo separate tuned circuits.
E. B. C.
If you consider carefully the circuit
diagram
of
several
recent Wireless
World receivers, such as the S.G. Regional set and the 1930 Everyman Four,
you will see that the filter arrangement
to which you refer is similar in essentials
to the aerial-grid circuits of these sets.
We have redrawn this conventional filter
circuit, showing it. in'comparison with the
aerial input arrangement of the sets men-

nu. 1—Conventional inductance-coupled
alter (a) compared with a popular aerial
circuit arrangement (b).
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tioned in Fig. 1 (a) and (b) respectively.
It should be realised that the coupling
inductance L, is common to both circuits,
and, instead of using a separate winding
for the purpose of coupling, one can make
a tapping on to either of the tuning coils;
this latter arrangement is that adopted in
The Wireless World sets.
It should be pointed out that in the
arrangement shown in Fig. 1 (b), intercircuit coupling is not purely inductive,
as there is also amutual inductance effect,
and it is only in this respect that there
is difference between the arrangements.
Full details of the windings are given
in the articles in which the receivers are
described.

PROB LEM.r
A selection of queries of general
interest is dealt with below, in some
cases at greater length than would be
possible in a letter.
and you should make sure that the sheathing of the wires (or the metal ,conduit, if
used), is properly "bonded " together and
connected to earth.
oo oo

Why a Bigger Condenser is Necessary.
After handling a friend's receiver fitted
with differential reaction, I decided
to instal one of the new three-element
condensers in my own receiver, and
chose acapacity of 0.0001 mid., which
is the sanie as that originally used.
Th
Tite
is connected i
n the
manner shown in your journal some
time ago; but, much to my surprise,
reaction control is not so good as it
was before making the alteration; in
0 00 0
fact, it is impossible to obtain oscillation except when the moving vanes
0.0003 or 0.0005.
are fully in mesh with the set of fixed
/ tietiCe that in the many two-circuit
plates
which are in connection with
aerial tuners described in " The
the reaction coil. Do you think that
Wireless World " of late, a 0.0005
the reaction windings of my coils are
mid. condenser is invariably used
unsuitably proportioned
for
this
for aerial tuning. Is this absolutely
method
of control?
J. W.
necewary?
1 have several spare
It must not be taken that the feed-back
.0.0003 mid. condensers, and should
through a differential reaction condenser
like to use one of then, if possible,
of 0.0001 mfd. is equal to that of anormal
in altering my present receiver.
L. C. G. - condenser. This is due to the fact that
there is a by-pass effect, as the second
Unless a, fairly large condenser is used
stator is connected to earth; in consefor aerial tuning, it will be found that
quence, there is less energy passed back
it is impassible to cover the entire broadthrough the reaction coil, except when
cast band without a change of aerial
the rotor is at the "full-on" setting.
coil, this in spite of the fact that the
We expect your trouble will disappear
disturbing effect of aerial capacity is to
if you fit a condenser with a capacity of,
a certain extent removed by the usual
say, 0.0002 mfd. between the rotor and
practice of fitting a fixed condenser of
each stator. We recommend this course
0.0002 mfd. in series with the aerial.
because the larger capacity will probably
If you wish to use one of your present
improve detection efficiency, but, if you
variable condensers for the aerial circuit,
prefer it, matters could be improved by
it will be found necessary to make proadding turns to the reaction coil.
•
vision for changing coils, or, alternatively, to use so small a series condenser
in the aerial circuit that, signal strength
RULES.
will almost certainly be considerably less
(1.) Only one question (which must deal with
atingle specific point) can be answered. Letters
than it need be.
0000
must be concisely worded and headed " InforA Source of Electrical Interference.
Iam puzzled as to the reason why Ishould
be troubled by interference from my
domestic electric light wiring, while
my next-door neighbour, whose supply is from the same source, is quite
free from this interference.
Our
houses are almost identical, the wiring eysteme are similar, and neither
'of us uses any electrical machinery or
appliances other than lamps.
Can
you explain?
F. D. R.
Very possibly there is an intermittent
disconnection in your wiring, and we advise you to examine all switches, fuse
boxes, junctions, etc.
If these are in
order, it is probable that your trouble is
due to a failure of the earthing system,

mation Departntent."
(2.) Queries must be written on one side of
the paper, and diagrams drawn on a separate.
sheet. A sell-addressed stamped envelope must
be enclosed for postal reply.
(3.) Designs or circuit diagrams for comrade
receivers cannot be given: under present-day
conditions justice cannot be done to questions
of this kind in the course of a letter.
(4.) Practical wiring plans cannot be supplied
or considered.
(5.) Designs for components such as L.P.
chokes, power transformers, etc., cannot ba
supplied.
(6.) Queries arising from the construction or
operation of receivers must be confined to constructional sets described in " The Wireless
World "or to standard manufacturers' receivers.
Readers desiring information on matters
beyond the scope of the Information Department are invited to submit suggestions regarding
subjects to be treated in future articles or

pfirographo.
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Job's Comfort'.
lignais front the new 2L0 spread owsr a
fairly' wide section of my tuning
dials, and I have come to the conclusion that, -unless 1.make a radical
improvement to my receiver, the
opening of the alternative programme
station will entirely prevent reception on the lower part of the tuning
scale, cien if there is no mutual interference between the two transmitters.
Before starting reconstruction of my
set, 1,-should like to ask you if it is
logi:al to assume that interference
front the new station will spread over
a band of wavelengths of the saine
width as that occupied by the présent
transmMsion.
R. T. S.
We fear that you are over-optimistic in
making this assumption. It is proposed
that the alternative-programme station
shall work on a lower wavelength than
that of the present 2LO, and, as the circuits used in ordinary receivers tend to
become less selective at the lower end of
the tuning scale, it will be found that the
band af frequencies over which interference is present will be wider.

.

•
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should be any serious loss.
Matters are
so arranged in the design that there is a
certain amount of " pulling " between
aerial and secondary circuits, without the
need for observing any special precautions
in operation.
This tends to correct any
high-note loss in the tuned intervalve
circuit, and the overall result is that
the set gives "bright " reproduction.

couple the screen circuit of the pentode
the manner .shown, and, as you will doubtless realise, care must be taken to see that
the low-tension windings of the power
transformer which feeds the output valve
filameiL• is redesigned, in order that 4
may deliver a lower voltage suitable fot
the
. pentode filament.
0000

000 0

Two Sets Compared.
Will you please give me an idea as tO
the ielative selectivity of the " 1930
Everyman Four " and the " W ;retest;
World Kit Set "? Up to and indite
ing the H.F. stage, both receivers
have many obvious points of siniiilarity, and I am undecided as t.
which to choose.
T. F. C.
Both these receivers are well above tiles
average in the matter of selectivity, but
there can be no doubt that the " 1930
Everyman Four " is the better of the two
in this respect. Not only does it include
a more selective form of aerial coupling,
but all the circuits in it are of lower H.F.
resistance, and—as important as anything
else—it makes use of anode bend deteci.
tion, which always tends to prevent the
spreading of unwanted signals, provided
their strength is reduced by detuning to 4
value considerably less than that of the
signals which it is desired to hear.

Using the High-power Pentode.
I ant thinking of making the Foreign
Listeners' Four, as described in "The
Wireless World" for July 31st and
August 7th, and should like to know
if it would be possible to use a P.M.
24.4. pentode valve in the L.P. position. if so, will you give nie some
idea as to the alterations that will be
necessary? I can get a power trans• former delivering 310 volts across
-each
half
of
the
high-tension
secondary, and with suitable low-ten- sion outputs.
L. P. A.
There is no reason why the new highvoltage pentode valve should not be used
in this receiver, and we give in Fig. 2 a

FOREIGN BROADCAST GUIDE.

KOENIGSWUSTERHAUSEN
(Zeesen) (Germany).
Geographical position: 52 0 17' N. 13' 37' E.
Approximate air line from London: 588
miles
Wavelength: 1,635 m.
Frequency:
183.5 kc. Power: 30 kW.
Time: Central European (one hour in
advance of G.M.T.).
Relays Berlin (Witzleben) and other German stations, but gives an alternative main
evening programme; works throughout the
day from 5.55 a.m. G.M.T. with talks, etc.
including the following principal standard
daily transmissions, G.M.T. :5.55 a.m. weather ;6am, physical exercises from Berlin ; 11 or 11.30 a.m.
gramophone records ;1.30 pin. children's hour; 7or 7.30 p.m. main evening concert.

Fig. 2.—Super-power pentode output valve for the " Foreign Listeners' Four":
diagram showing circuit modifications.

Side-band Loss,
Will you give me an idea as to tile prgbable loss of aide-bands in the
1930
Everynian Four " receiver?
'
E. F. E.
It is not possible to give a definite
answer to this question, as a good deal
depends on the way in which the set is
operated.
As you will know, a coupled
tuned aerial circuit is provided, and if
the receiver is operated in such a way
that there is a tendency towards doublehumped tuning—but there should not be
more than a mere tendency towards this
effect—there is no reason why there

circuit diagram showing the necessary
modifications.
You will see from the diagram that the
potentiometer controlling the screening
grid voltage is retained ; there would be
no harm in increasing its value slightly in
order to counteract the increase in current through it, which is due to the
higher voltage delivered by the rectifier.
It will be necessary to insert a voltage.
dropping resistance in series with the feed
lead for the 11.F. valve anodes, and also
to increase the value of the resistance provided in the original design for the detector anode circuit, h is advisable to -de-

A male announcer.
Call : Ac/fungi
Achtung IHier Koenigswusterhausen und
der Deutscher weltrundfunksender auj
welle em und dreissig komma ac/it and
dreissig. (This is Koenigswusterhausen
the German world transmitter on
a
3n
1c.138in.)
When relaying Berlin, this station, as well
as Magdeburg and Stettin, are included in the call.
Interval signal:
per minute.

Metronome.

120 beats

Closes down with the German National
Anthem, played to the melody of the
Old Austrian Hymn (Haydn).

I

Under
the
heading
"Foreign
Broadcast
Guide," we are arranging to publish a series of
panels in this form, giving details regarding
foreign broadcast transmissions.
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BY A MAN
SET OUT I LOG

THE NV RID
AN ACTUAL EXPERIENCE
of a wireless enthusiast whose desire it
was to get world
wide reception
and
failed.
He then changed his transformers
and fitted Telsen, and writes that the
moment he began to search around the
dial, foreign stations came rolling in one
after the other with strength and purity
many
of
which he
had
never
heard
before — a
discovery
by
him —• profit
by
it — Fit
Telsen
Transformers
now.

RADIO'S
FOR

CHOICE

WORLD WIDE

RECEPTION

•RADIOGRAND.

12/6

lk diT:.1

ilahoal 5- Ior 3-1

TELSEN

in9

ELECTRIC

CO.

LTD.,

MILLER

117. I1
STREET,

BIRMINGHAM.
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That tells its
own tale—

fii,
:Tsie&CCUMULATáRS.

The unique Semi-Oil Submerged feature of Britain's Best Battery absolutely
prevents surface leakage losses. No other Battery possesses this feature.
H.T. ACCUMULATORS,
60 volts, 3amp. hour type.
02, Semi-oil Submerged.
Complete
as
illustrated.
Price

22/6

DOUBLE CAPACITY
TYPE, 60 volts, 6 amp.
hours

or 7, J deposi t
6)- per month for
3 months •

London D.stributor ,—CECIL POHLMAN, 77, Great Portland

ACCUMULATORS

ELITE,

Bedford

Cen

St.,

Street, LONDON, via..
Telephone: 4304.
Tervrame : Ellte,11d1fax.

HALIFAX.

BE SURE OF YOUR
PANEL
EBONITE IS
GENUINE

- Heavy Duty
— Potentiometers

Tested to 104,000 volts.

USE THE PRIZE WINNING

Centralab H.D. Potentiometers provide an accurate and smooth
voltage control for eliminators and power circuits where a resistor
capable of carrying a heavy current is required.
These new potentiometers are wire wound on asbestos and are
assembled in a metal cup 1; 'in diameter. They will dissipate up
to 20 watts through the entire resistance without burning out.
Supplied complete with bakelite arrow knob —
H.P.
H.P.
H.P.
H.P.
H.P.
H.P.
H.P.

List
(102— 2,000 ohms.
(105— 5,000
„
(108— 8,000
„
010-10,000
„
015-15,C00
„
(120-20,000
„
050-50,000
„

30/-

or 10'. deposit &
5». per month tor
4 months.

LOOK

FOR

LOW

LOSS

TRADE

MARK.

FORMER.

Write for Handbook on Windings and Circuits, Post Free 4d.
THE BRITISH EBONITE CO., LTD., HASWELL, LONDON, W.7.

Price, each.
10,'6
10/6
10/6
10,13
10/6
10 13
10 6

Write for the

Centralab Circuit
Booklet—it's free.

AND

Our
new
68 -page Audio
manual and catalogue is now
ready.
It tells you all about
Cent ralab Volume Controls,
Power Rheostats and Potentiometers, and their use in radio
sets and
electrical phonographs.
Send 6d. in stamps
for pos:age.

The

BROOKNIANS

PARK.

The B.B.C. stated that the earth connection should be improved to
get the best remilts from this station. You can do this by installing
the aloco "earth," which ha, been universally proved the most ettleima
yet devised, because of its very low resistance to earth. Owing to th,
scientific facto underlying the principle of this "earth" no other typ •
can hope to equaJ it, taking equal areas of contact.
Onm installed, it never needs watering and is

A* your

Rothermel Corporation

Ltd.,

everlasting.

dealer for particulars, or write
•
Illustrated pamphlet.

direct

for

24, Maddox Si, London, W.I.
Telephone: MAYFAIR 0578,9.

H THE FINEST VERNIER DIAL OBTAINABLE
MECHANICALLY PERFECT, POSITIVE BRASS
CONTACT drive on SOLID BRASS SCALE
ensuring smooth movement, with absolutely NO
BACKLASH. ROBUST in Construction and
Trouble Free, SMALL, EXTREMELY ELEGANT. EFFICIENT,

TUNING WITHOUT IRRITATING UNCOMFORTABLE
CROUCH OR STOOP.
THE

FORMO CO., CROWN

\de

As pictorially shown, the
scale and aperture are inclined at an angle of 30'
from perpend icular, thereby permitting convenient
unobstructed view of scale
without need to crouch
or stoop.
If unable to obtain
from dealer please
communicate
with
us.
Full Catalogue
sent post free on receipt of post card.

WORKS, CRICKLEWOOD LANE, LONDON, N.W.2
B4
0
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Fit the

DUBILIER

66 Volts

long-life

7,9

BATTERY

BRITISH MADE

MODEL 506 Panel Voltmeter
ensures permanent accuracy
on your radio
receivers.
Experimenters
and
radio
enthusiasts find it necessary for
checking the electrical operation
of their sets.

and

improve

the

Having a high internal resistance
of 125 ohms per volt, it makes
practically
no
load
on
the
batteries. It is compact and neat
in appearance.

quality

of your
reception

The
Weston booklet
" Radio
Control," which explains the uses
of this and other Weston Radio
Instruments, is free.
Write for
your copy now.

Ask your
dealer for
a copy of
the
Dubilier
Booklet —
"A
Bit
about
•
Battery."

MODEL 506
PANEL VOLTMETER.
Prices:

£1- 15-0—£2-15-0

WESTO

STANDARD THE WORLD OVER
Pinneers sinee 1888

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.,
15, Great Saffron Hill, London, E.C.1.

Other
Voltages
Available.

Dubilicr Condenser Co. (0925), Ltd., Inicon Works, Victoria Road, Worth Acton,
Loadoo,

LTD.,
A•4
Celaver 1321

E1

wEA

Super
Model
18/6

Popular
Model

16/-

COA‘POMEMTS
1930 EVERYMAN FOUR.
Coils per set

£2 - 7 - 6

NEW KILOMAG FOUR.
Coils per set

£2 - 5 -

WIRELESS WORLD
Coils per set

KIT SET.

£2 - 5 - 6

THE

DECOUPLING RESISTANCES.
500 or 600 ohms

..

"WHITE SPOT"
CHASSIS

is. Gd.

Fixed resistances wire wound
1,000-5,000

10,000

2/-

2/6

15,009 20,000
3/-

25,000 ohms

3/6

4 /- each

FOREIGN LISTENERS FOUR.
B.B.C. Coils, per set of 3 £1 -2-6
5XX Coils, per set of 3 £ 1 - 1 7-6

gives

moving

When ordering please
state for which unit
chassis is required.
Spare

Diaphragms:

Popular
Write for illustrated fists

Teleplion, Toll enham 3847/8.

coil
of

Coll Bases, per set of 3 £0-7-6

Super

WRIGHT &
WEAIRE, LTD.
740, HIGH ROAD. TOTTENHAM, N.U.

1930

318
6/-

results

the

at

a

fraction

cost.

The "White Spot Chassis fitted with a fabric
suspended cone will give really wonderful results.
It can be supplied to take either of the following
units: Amp/ion B.A., Brown Vee Movement,
Blue Spot, Triotron and Ormond unit. Made in
solid aluminium casting, weight about 2 lbs.
Insist on having a genuine "White Spot
and
ensure satisfaction and value for money

The WOLVERHAMPTON DIE CASTING Co.,
Gt.

114

Hampton

Street,

Wolverhampton.

1hr

B41

Advertisements for

" The

Wireless World" are only
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
THE CHARGE
eolumns is:

FOR

ADVERTISEMENTS

in

these

I

OF

HOME-CONSTRUCTED UNLICENSED
APPARATUS.
A Service to our Readers.
We have made an arrangement with the Patentees
whereby readers who wish to dispose of aborne-constructed
receiver not licensed under the patents made use of, can
license the set by means of the Deposit System referred to
above.
The person desiring to sell, In sending us particulars for
his advertisement, will in every case make use of a Box
No., and should add to the price which he requires the
amount of royalty customarily paid by manufacturers.
If the purchaser is satisfiéd with his purchase, the sue
realised will be forwarded to the seller, less the amount
due in respect of royalties, which amount will be paid by
"The Wireless World" to the owners of the patents
concerned, and a certificate will be handed on to the
purchaser 05 the set.
SPECIAL NOTE.—Readers who reply to advertisements
and receive no answer to their enquiries are requested to
regard the silence as an indication that the goods advertised
have already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to
each one be poet.

Mention of "The Wireless

R
L

EAD and MORRIS, Ltd., the mains pioneers, v
-Lb in 1925 equipped the hospital with mains as
still supreme in all-mains receivers and units.
OW Tension A.C. Eliminators, permanently
-Le placing batteries, now only £5/15; electroly
condensers, 2,000
as used in above, 13/-; incl.
ing postage.

pARGAINS.--Seetma-nand
sets,
units,
mets
speakers—Read and Morris. Ltd., 31, Easteas,
St. (facing back of Waringe, Oxford St.; W,
[72

4, Athelstane Mews,

Stroud Green

Road, N.4.

n

Archway 1695

including
end Brandmahogany
New Milliehael
iabinet, Soi
be
instructions, Blue prints; clearance price £3, (nigh
price kit alone £515.
WELL Known London Make 3-valve Receivers, bra,
vv new, perfect; to clear, £1117/6.
T. 13. HUMPHREYS and Co., 23, College Hi
U
Cannon St., London. E.0.4.
[72

APPLEBY'S
THE ORIGINATORS OF RADIO
PART EXCHANGE

Paddimrton
r•e2o (3 itnes)
•

For Modern High-grade Material Only.
CHAPEL

ST., LONDON, N.W.l

OPEN TILL 7 P.M.

Pull & Push SWITCHES

Robust Construction. Definite 'on' and 'off' Z.covitions. No shaking. Perfect contacts. E
eLarge terminals for easy fitting. Illy Insured
=
ED 39 Battery
1/8 Pod.
1
/8 =
(2 Terminal.)
no 88 Change Over ..
2/3 =
If Terminals)
ED 37 Three Point
.. III 119 =
(3 Terminals/
Ebonite Bushes for all purposes kept In stock. e.
of ail high elan Radio Dealers or Sole Makers.

•

TRAD

MARR

E"RED K
REO DIfielOND
DIAMOND" F:Ean
E- WALL PLUG

RD 29

§

9/'

on that It le impossible to bluest plut'
▪ hirtweeee.
Or by Insured poet 2/9.
rj
Of all high alas, Radio Dealer., or Role
Mabee(

-3

IJEWEL PEN CO., Ltd.,
(Radio Dept. 44),
Ze. 21-22, Gt. Sutton St., LONDON, E.C.1
F,111 1111111111111 11111111111111111111111111111111111111I1111111111111111111111fii

"THE MUSIC
LOVER'S
CHOICE"
Radio -Gramophone
music and speech reproduced with
amazing and
uncanny realism. The
most
efficient
speaker money can
buy.

BAKERs
‘seteueese.

alumgelLRADIO'-

-•

feces :89 Selhurst Road, S. Norwood, S.E.25
Works : 42 Cherry Orchard Road, E. Croydo n:
World," when writing to advertisers,

perfect condition, with Mallard valves.—C. Parse. 2
Earl St., Coventry.
[731

W

IRELESS is a Fascinating Subject, but male;
heavy demands upon the purses of its devotee
For one who is determined to keep abreast of te
times, there are always new components to be bough
and sets and loud-speakers to be superseded.
T the Same Time, the would-be buyer i
s ate
deterred from buying because be knows the
there will be still one more piece of apparatus left o
his hands, to add to those already in the junk box.
WE Have Opportunities of Disposing of Semi Ohs<
TY le t
e Apparatus to those who are not fortunat
enough to be able to afford the latest type, and wil
take such apparatus or components, providing the
are in saleable condition, in part exchange for an
new set, loud-speaker or component required.
LL We Ask la that You should Sen d Al ong a Li e
of Your Old Apparatus, toge/her with your um
requirements, or, better still. send the apparatus t.
us to inspect, when we will make you a fair offer.
le You Approve of this You can Send Your Remff
tance for the Balance, and we will forward tit,
apparatus required; if you have sent your old appara
tus and you do not. approve of our offer, we will
return carriage paid.

A

A
I

emg

Le Solid
,
t
=
InsulatIon.
Ilbonite,
Perf
TwoHighly
eize plugs
Fi nished,
and aock e
t
i

SEND TO-DAY FOR
OUR FREE 36-PAGE
BOOKLET " SOUND
ADVICE."

B

ARHAIN.—Marconipbone model 34 short wave I
ceiver, new, with valves; cost £22/10, twee
£12/10; also Osram music magnet, including vale
Perfect, £7.-99, First Av., Manor Park, E.12. [[ 73 ,

>1
4-VALVE
Portable Set, complete, in good condltie
25; 5-valve, for long wave only, £5,• both

SAT. 1 P.M

"RED DIANIONDLII
Eo

'
-VALVE Portable, complete, long muse: £12,
delbla — BraeeYi Factory Sq., Streatham.
[72,

GUARANTEED
Sonic Kite,

"THERE IS A WHALE OF DIFFERENCE

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the
number which is printed at the end of each advertisement,
and the date of the issue in which it appeared.
The proprietors are not responsible for clerical or printers'
errors, although every care is taken to avoid mistakes. •

THE SALE

DECEIVERS for Sale.—Portable 5-valve, suit e
1•
1
1. type, complete, as new, perfect; £9/19/6.Taylor, 57, Studley Rd.. Stock well, Londe's.
[0:

&J.WheellessCo
&

SALE,

Q -VALVE All-wave Receiver, latest type, power
e-e
perfect; £4.—V. Taylor, 57, Studley Rd., Ste
well, London.
[0:

COILS

••••%(--1
.9
30 EVERYMAN FOUR
476 set
KIT SET,
e(e wills Switches
45 - Sot
NEW KILOMAG.
..
45 - set
RECORD Ill
45/- sit
FOREIGN LISTENERS 4 B.B.C.
30e- set
6XX 37/8 set
METAL CABINETS
3816 to 48/8
511" DRUM DIALS with Escutcheons .. SIM
WAVE TRAP, Litz Wire
10/6 each

2, 3,

FOR

QCOTT SESSIONS and Co., Great Britain's Re
Doctors.—Read advertisement under Miscellane

ALL WIRELESS
WORLD

12 words or less, 2/- and 2d. for every
additional word.
Each paragraph is charged separately and name and
address must be counted.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers
as follows on orders for consecutive insertions, provided a
entrant is placed in advance, and in the absence of fresh
instructions the entire "copy " is repeated from the
previous issue : 13 consecutive insertions 5%; 28 consecutive,10% ; 52 consecutive. 15%.
ADVERTISEMENTS for these columns are accepted up
to FIRST POST on THURSDAY MORNING (previous
to date of issue) at the Head Offices of " The Wireless
World," Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or
on WEDNESDAY MORNING at the Branch Offices
19, Hertford Street, Coventry;
Guildhall Buildings.
Navigation &net, Birmingham ; 260, Deansgate, Manchester ; 101, St. Vincent Street, Glasgow, C.2.
Advertisements that arrive too late for a particular
issue will automatically be inserted in the following issue
unless accompanied by instructions to the contrary. All
advertisements in this section must be strictly prepaid.
The proprietors retain the right to refuse or withdraw
advertisements at their discretion.
Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for advertisements should be made
payable to ILIFFE
& SONS Ltd., and crossed
Notes
being
untraceable if lost in transit should not be sent as
remittances.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of private advertisers, letters may be
addressed to numbers at "The Wireless World" Office.
When this is desired, the suns of 6d. to defray the cost of
registration and to cover postage on replies must be added
to the advertisement charge, which must include the
words Box 000, c/o "The Wireless World." Only the
number will appear isl the advertisement. All replies
should be addressed No. 000, do "The Wireless World,"
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. Readers who
reply to Box No. advertisements are warned against sending
remittance through the post except in registered envelopes;
in all such cases the use of the Deposit System is recommended,
and the envelope should be clearly marked "Deposit
Department."
Sr DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Readers who hesitate to send money to unknown persons
may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with "The
Wireless World," both parties are advised of its receipt.
The time allowed for decision is three days, counting
from receipt of goods, after which period, if buyer
decides not to retain goods, they must be returned to
sender. If a sale is effected, buyer instructs us to remit
amount to seller, but if not, seller instructs us to return
amount to deaositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer,
but in the event of no sale, and subject to there being no
different arrangement between buyer and seller, each pays
carriage one way. The seller takes the risk of loss or
eamage in transit, for which we take no responsibility. For
di transactions up to eso, adeposit fee of et- is charged ;ois
transactions over eve and under £5o, the fee is 46; over
e5o, 5/-. All deposit matters are dealt with at Dorset
House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and cheques and
money orders should be made payable to Diffe & Sons
Limited.

RECEIVERS

40e

NOTICES.

T HE Principal of this Firm, who has been a pre
fessional wireless engineer since 1910. and ha,
been manager for the Sterling Telephone Co., radii
expert to the General Electric Co., and Chairman o,
the Technical Committee of the National Associatior
of Radio Manufacturers, will willingly give advice ti
those who are desirous of purchasing apparatus; wi
arc entirely unbiased and will recommend the bee
apparatus for your particular purpose; you save moue;
by having genuine expert advice.
DON'T Forget We Will Take Your Old Rece i
ve
or Components in Part Exchange.
WE Will Also Install Sets Anywhere in the Druidh
Isles; sets modernised; send for estimates,
Scientific Development Co.. 61. Fishergate, Preston
: 1364.
(0226

GENUINE 5-valve Portadyne Portable Set, Just new:
cost £20, will sell £12,• perfect condition.
Write Barrett, 5, St. Stephens Rd., Bayswater.
([773300

1V ATIONAL Portable 5-valve, unused; accept £11
-LI quick sale; no offers.-80, Claughton St., St
Helens, Lancs.

WIRELESS Portable Sets with 5 New Cosset. Valve;
for 9 Guineas; less than components cost, corn
arable with any set double this price; beautiful suit
lase,
2 aerial windings, English batteries and accu.
nulators, all inclusive efficient sets, Royalty paid, e
nagnificent Xmas gift; if you are in London may 1
Il x an appointment/ If you are not in London may
send you particulars I—G. Hodgson, 53, Windsor
1-louse, Victoria St., Westminster.
[7293

PHILIPS
3-valve Reeeitier
(8.0.
and Pentode),
2magnificent Western Electric cone loud-epeakee
.C. high tension eliminator, 4v. amp:minter, ell ir
rfect order, wonderful reception; what offer I—Write
E.Baynes, 20, St. James' Square, 8.W.1.
• [7293

will ensure prompt attention.
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Receivers

for

Sale.—Contd.

m BARGAIN.-McMichael super range four portable,
specially fitted with Celestion speaker, turntable,
ew and perfect, wonderful range and quality; cost
26, sell 15 guineas.-Box 3970, c/o 27:4 Wireless
yodel.
[7296

HELLESEN
DRY

BATTERIES

A TLAS Eliminators, no. £111716, A.C. £311716;
Nesper trickle chargers, 29/6.
'Phone: Gerrard
6268 for demonstration.-Greatrex and Co., 184, Regen%
St., London.

TANTALUM and Lioninm for A.O. Rectifiers; r
i
e
n
4
a
5
k
l
e.
A
uP your own inexpensive chargers; blue prints
for H.T. and LT.. 1/- each; Lionium electrodes fitted
with terminals. 2-3 amps. and 5-8 amps.-Blackwell's
Metallurgical Works, Ltd., Speke Rd. Works, Garston,
Liverpool.'Phone: Garston 980 (21ines).[6282

>-VALVE Set (Marconiphone, with 2-stalle amplification), nearly new, 2 (»rani valves; 50/-.---33.
iratton Rd., Bedford.
[7353

ÉGII Tension Eliminator Kits, everythin g to ma ke
Ji eliminator, including valve, fixed voltage. 30/-:
variable voltage, 37/-; 120 volts. 15 milliamps; folder.
'free.-Below.

A .C. Mains 3-Valve Receiver, selective, excellent reMi. production, Marconi components; £17, or offer;
iew.-BM/XXEL, London, W.C.1.
[7349

A .C. Trickle Chargers. 2. 4, or 6 volta at 1 amP..','
A.M. complete in steel case; 28/..-Fel-Ectric Radio.56. Garden St., Sheffield.

ARCONI 5-valve Portable, demonstration set, abaci-•1 - lately us new; £15.-Below.

°BERROS. Chebros for all types of traiisfelr7m0e
0r
0
a
and chokes, high grade instruments at a very
moderate price; enquiries Invited-Chester Bros., 244;
Deleon Lane, London, E.8.

1930 Melody Maker, only used few hours,
COSSOR
complete; £7/10, offers.-G. Alderson, Dorridge,
iirmingham.

[7345
•
liDORTABLE 5-valve Lissais, as new. 16-guinea model;
I-Chalet,'
'
for .quick
Althorn°,
sale,
Chelmsford.
10 guineaa-A.
Thompson,
(7329
Q29 Everyman Four Cabinet, with panel, coils, and
condensers, also Marconi Idea) 6-1, £5; Blue
Mot 66K, with chassis. 20/-; near offers; seen after
p.m.-B., 70, Cheiverton Rd., Putney.[7344

ADIO Gramophone Console, super quality, all mains
operated, push-pull amplification, B.T.H. pick-up,
,11 contained in massive oak cabinet, 4ft. eü. high,
noving coil loud-speaker; owner really going abroad;
130.—Ring Battersea 2852 for appointment to hear.
tentlev, 38. Broxash Rd., West Side, Clapham Common.
LIV. 1 1.
[7370
Osram Music Magnet Kit, 27/10; Senior Stork
,e-• speaker, 401-, fully guaranteed, O.K., unused and
inopened; going in for all mains; gemlike-Box 3985,
do The Wireless World.
[7367

BATTERIES.
[11.D.E.S. Accumulator Hire and Maintenance Service
ur (5 mile radius).-98, Cherry Orchard Rd.. Croylia.
[6374
11.T. Replacements.-Sacs
W ETcapped),
highest grade, No. 1,

(capped or un10d. per doz.; No.
1. 1/9 peg doz.-See below.
?IBM-Best. quality (wired). No. 1, ed, per doz.:
Li
No. 2. 9d. per doz.; orders valued 5/- carriage
said, otherwise 6d. for postage.-British Battery Co.,
narenillon Rd., Watford, Ilerts.
[0258
Users.-Write fcr details of new size selfpENTODE
charging wet battery; 20,000 nfilliamps, 6d. per

Standard

B43

A.

H.

Dealer Sells

HUNT,

LTD„

Elimi-

P

IVRITE for Our Booklet, " Radio Power"
to
Philipson and Co., Ltd. Radio Engineers,A
[o
st31
1
e8
y
Bridge,
VV
Bolton.
'Phone: '2038.
'Grams:
Safety,
Bolton.
Est. over 50 years.
MUNGAR H.T. and L.T. Charger. A.C. 100-110-volt
1
mains, complete and perfect, with new spare
[72
rectifying valve; £3; carriage extra.-W. Fair, 158, Kingstint Rd.. Staines.
MEGAVOX Eliminator, output 200 volts 100 mu.;
+TA 4 output voltages, separate smoothing for each tap.
in Ferranti metal safety case, for 200-210 volts 50
cycle input; 26.-Box 3915, eice The Wireless World.
[7270

Capacity.

6
101
16DT
PE
oeN
tT
ili
ti
e rDividers,

standard 20 m.A. type, 5 vari1
tappings, supplied in all values; a first class
job; price
able 2/6.-Abingdon Wireless Supplies, Abingdon,
Berks.

.3213

Them.

N DRY SATTERIES,
LUICERICAL MEASURING ofsraummisys,
'
,MENU MICA... TAPES CONDENSERS,
HANDLAMPS. 'TORCHES, e7c.

[7371

Battery

state
rectiRadio
[7247 •

Monthly
10
p
p:
ynre nan d
d set
chu
e
resBairi r
e
icellest E l
a
:irrh tension
supply available.
lIlLIPSON'S Safety Eliminators are Guaranteed for
12 Months,
13IIILIPSON'S Safety Eliminators are the Cheapest.
to Install and the Cheapest to Run; prices •.
Model A.C.5 £4/17/6. A.C.7 £311716. complete with
full wave rectifiers; D.C.4 37/6, D.C.5 45/-.
A LL Models Obtained for 10/- Bean; take adventage of this and get constant high tension imme.
diately.

IF

7/3;

Safety High Tension

satistesti-

TIOTENTIAL Dividers, wire wound ,variable tappings,
g.
Ideal for eliminators and rectifying units; tp
7r
2i
8
ce
7

'Kolup" 99 volt H.T. Typc

Your

30, 9/3; 40, 11/3; actual capacities, H.T. plates,
B
amp, 1/6; 1/ .2/3; 2, 316 per dozen; all post free.

É

PlIILIPSON'S
nators.

Treble Capacity.
"
,
Ko hn" 6. volt H.T. Type
191.

(X7E Guarantee the Best Accumulator Maintenance
77 in South London; slow rate circuits and expert
iersonnel; meticulous attention is given to topping,
leaning and drying of 11.T. accumulators; trouble.
rae collection and delivery; the service includes hire
d Oldham 11.T. and L.T. batteries.-0111cial Oldham
iervice Station, Aneloy Radio (associated with Aneloy
'redacts). 36, Ilindmans Rd.. East Dulwich. 8.E.22.
rel.: New Cross 4074.
[7074

XIDE 2,500 milliamp 120.volt H.T. accumulators;
30/-; nearly new; after 7.-114, Worple Rd.
Wimbledon.
[734Ó

U

iray" 9volt Grid Bias Type 21.
"W irin " to volt H.T. Type. .10/I
"Wirup" 99 volt H.T.Type..18/v
"Wisol" zo.3 volt H.T. Type 20/.

U1TET

NIFLEX

NIFLEX Eliminator Kits are Guaranteed,
faction or money refunded; hundreds of
monials.
TTNIFLEX Kit Sent c.o.d. Post Free 30/•;
town voltage and cycle, also if Philips 373
fying valve is to be sent, 15/- extra.-Liverpool
Supplies, Unifiez Works, Myrtle St., Liverpool.

PRICES

A STANDUP Wet II.T. Battery will Always Improve
FM Your Reception; its capabilities to feed your
'alees with pure D.C. current over exceptionally long
mriods, combined with its low running costs, appeal to
.very listener; list free.-Scottish Batteries, Braeside,
Johan Station.
[6852

2
1

IJ

"Verb. sap.," I thought.

oit; illustrated catalogue giving data, post free.-U,
Naylor, 57. Studley ltd., Stockwell, London.
[0273

-G. Okill, 82, Dean St., Soho, W.1.

Eliminator Kits aro the Cheapest in Eng.
land and sold all over the world; 30/,
Eliminator Kits are all Ready for Wiring,
mounted on baseboard, with panel. instructio,
etc.; 30/-.

last Monday that he had
been consulted regarding the
purchase of a Portable for a
friend. There had been sixteen
makes of set on his original list,
but he had whittled the choice
down to three when I saw him.
What interested me, though,
was that pf the original sixteen;
every one was fitted as standard
with Hellesen's H.T. Batteries.
"Naturally," he replied, when
I remarked on this fact, "it's
the first thing I look for. If a
manufacturer standardises
Hellesens, the odds are that the
other components he fits will be
up to the same high quality.
And anyway, an H.T. Battery
that has to fit a small space and
yet supply four or five valves
with juice for months on end
needs to be a Hellesen's and
nothing less."
•

valves. 28/10;
1929 Everyman
-abinet. variable condensers; send S.A.E. for list.Knight, 26, Railway Rd., Waltham Cross.
[7356

20 amps,

TTNIFLEX

D IDLEY told ine at the Club

5.0.3, complete with
FERRANTI
L.F.T.s. A.F.3, P.Y.E., Igraine,

2-volt,

1\TEW Improved UnifiezA.C.
Eliminator t5K
29
it0,'
-LT
gives 120 volts and 60 volts. at 15 nülliamps;
30/-.

VERB. SAP.

1. ar

Accumuators,

CHARGERS AND ELIMINATORS.
VORTEXION Transformers, chokes, etc., wound to
•
any specification; write or 'phone for quotation;
best quality components only.-Vortexion, 72, Merton
Rd., Wimbledon. S.W 19. Tel: Wimbledon 28110
43
.19

T

..I.IMMONDS BROS.-Receivers constructed to your
own or any published design; also repairs, reonstructions; and modernisations at moderate charges;
'et materials and workmanship guaranteed; numerous
.v.stimonials; quotations free-Address, Shireland Rd.
,inethwick.
•(
sssi

II.T. Batteries.-Parts per dozen, jars, No. 1,
TT 21
4
/
1, V, equate, 1/3; No. 2, 1/6; sines, No. 1.
•Od.; No. 2, 11d.; sacs, No. 1, 1/2 dozen; No. 2,
/9; terminals, 8d., 10d.; dozen cells (18 volts), cornilete with bands and electrolyte. No. 1, 4/1; No. 2,
i/-; poet 9d.; high efficiency, long life, self charging,
ipkeep small; send 6d. for sample unit; illustrated
moklet free, carriage free orders 10/-; write for •free
1st wireless bargains, trade supplied.-W. Taylor, 57,
itudley Rd., Stockwell, London.
[0039

ADVERTISEMENTS.

DANSFoRMEDS nod Chokes for Battery Eliminators. and for all wireless purposes, receiving or
transmitting; enquiries Invited-Chester
Invited.-Ch
. [62
Bros.,
1
4
34
8,•
Dulston Lane. London, E8.

11-VALVE A.J.B. Receiver, 3 wave lengthe, locking
E table cabinet; 24.-Beckford, 122, Chancery Lane.
[7276
PADA Special Six, complete with valves and Bodine
I. frame aerial; £12.-W•lliamm, 6d, Castletown Rd..
[7267

RITANNIA

• •

CROYDON,

P.& T

SURREY.

QAVAGE'S Specialise in Wireless Power from the
IC
Mains,reliable apparatus at reasonable prices.
QAVAGE'S Transformer Laminations and Bakelite
O
Bobbins; intending home constructors should write
for list.
QAVAGE'S Reliable Smoothing Condensers.-1.000
IC
volts D.C. test, 2 mfd. 3/, 4 mid. 5/3; 500 Teltel
D.C. test. 1 mid. 1/6, 2 mfd. 2/3. 4 mfd. 3/9.
QAVAGE'S Super Smoothing and Output Choke.,Many types available, write for list.
QAVAGE'S Mains Transformer for Westinghouse
Rectifiers -H.T.4, 18/6; A3, 17/-; A4, 20/-,
QAVAGE'S Mains Transformer for Westinghouse
II.T.4 Unit, with additional winding. 4 voila
3 e
Q
A
meAG
s ;E
2'
3
SinMains Transformer.-V.T.31. 22
+
00
2 -0v
21
,
%
volts 60 m.amps., 2+2 volts 2 amps.,
3 amps.; 28/-.
OAVAGE'S Mains Transformer.-B.T.3 500-0-500 volts
mimes., 3.75+3.75 volts 3 amps.. 3+3 volts
3 amps., 2+2 volts 3 amps.; 51/-.
QAVAGE'S Mains Transformers and Power Chokes
O
are carefully and individually constructed from
first class materials with an exceptionally generous
margin of safety.
QAVAGE'S,
146,
Bishopsgate,
London,
E.C.2.
'Phone: Bishopsgate 699&
MOOS

S
S

Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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Chargers and Elimlnaters.—Contd.
rrIANTALUM Strip for Rectifiers; 4/. sq. in.-C. J.
James, 17, Brunswick St., Liverpool.
[7282

Worlds Wonder Sets
STATIONS ROLL IN
Sold at FACTORY PRICES, complete with
Comm. Valves,
ready for listening-In,
with Grand Model Cabinet Cone or Mont-type
Loud Speaker. Yours for 111- deposit. Nothing
more to pay for a month. Purchase completed
by easy payments.

£2 GRAMOPHONE
Electric

Pick-up

FREE to il

who
t
NOW for
Erse Illustrated Art List and
order WITHIN so DAYS.

Special Offer of
SCREENED GRID
& ALL ELECTRIC
MAINS SETS.

bOel
SECURES
a2,30r4

VALVE
SET

CONE or
Horn- typa
LOUD
SPEAKER

PRACTICALLY Brand New Burndept Fullwave H.T.
Eliminator, 3 output tappings and grid bias. £5;
Burndépt (Westinghouse) trickle charger. 30/-; Burndept Auto-power control, suit mains, 100-240 volts, 50100
cycles.-Turpin,
Reculver,"
Colindeep
Lane.
N.W.9.
[7352
•
MAINTEN MANUFACTURING Co., Ltd., invite
-1-T-1- you to consider this unequalled value, viz. :AINTEN Special A.C. Unit, including 2 variable
0-80 and 0-100, 120, 150, and 200 volt, at
50 ma., full wave Westinghouse rectification out
heater transformer for A.C. valves up to 4 amp.,
in handsome metal cabinet; £6110, or without healer
transformer £5/15.
MAINTEN Model A.0.51.100 11.T. Unit, similar
J. voltages to above, but with 100 m.a. output, complete with Westinghouse rectifiers; £8.
MAINTEN Model D.C.M.5, including 2 variablet,
0-80,
fi 120 and power at 50 ma., £313;
Ji. models from 21/- to £4/15.
other A.C. and
.C.
itgAINTEN A.C. Charger, output 11
/ amps., 2-6
2
-1-111 volts; £2/5.
AINTE:e A.C. Low Tension Unit,
g 2, 4 and 6
volts up to 1 amp.; £5.
MAINTEN Eliminators
be Purchased on Our
1
71- Easy Payments.
AINTEN Eliminators are Guaranteed for 12
months, and are subject to 7 days' free trial.
AINTEN Mains Transformers.-Model V20 for 1 wave valve rectification, output 20 ma. at 120
volts, 18/6; model V50 fur full-wave valve rectification, output 60 ana, at. 120 volts, £1/7/6; model
V120 for full-wave valve rectification, output 120 in.a.
at 300 volts, £2/15; model W20 for il-wave Westinghouse rectification, output 20 m.a. at 150 volts,
£1; model W100 for full-wave Westinghouse rectification, output 100 ma. at 200 volts, £1/8/6; extra
winding on above transtorniers for A.O. valve heater.
4 volts at 3 anips, 2/6 extra.
AINTEN Heater Transformer for A.C. Valves. 4
volts up to 3 amps., 18/6; A.C. low-tension
transformer, 2, 4 and 6 volts up to 1 amp., 1816;
low-tendon choke, 1 henry to sise 1 amp., 151-; high
capacity electrolytic condensers, 2,000 mid., 15/,
AINTEN Chokes—Model 35-50, 35 henrys 50
m.a.. 12/6; model 45-75, 45 henrys 75 ma..
17/6; model 45-100, 45 henrys 100 ma., £1,5;
model 50-120. 50 henrys 120 ma., £1/17/6.
AINTEN Transformers and Chokes are Calefull3
Mt& and Accurately Made, and are guaranteed for
twelve months; you can instal them in your eliminator
with fullest confidence.
A1NTEN MANUFACTURING Co., Ltd., ask you
to write for their latest literature on mains
components and completé eliminators.
AINTES MANUFACTURING
Co., Ltd., Portland Rd., Hove, Sussex.
'Phone: Hove 1519.
[7374

M

givin

M

may

M

M

M

Write

for Lists
WORLD'S WIRELESS STORES, 'verge

The
W.B. CHASSIS

M

holds

any unit

W.H. present

a neat, inexpensive Loudspeaker
chassis.
Just what the
home constructor needs.
Fits
any
Unit.
Oompiete

10P6

with Cone

and Fittings.
It O not neceesary la buy afurther baffIrboord if you .e its W.
B.
Cone Chile SiA
Build your Speaker with the W.B. 4-Pole Balaneed-Arosature
Cone Unit.
(Only 12 ,8.)
Mount it on the W.B. Chassis.
Total omit of Speaker, 2 4/ -.

WHITELEY BONEHAM & Co. Ltd.
Nottingham Rd., Mansfield, 1otts.

Telephone: Mansfield 7611.
Telegrams : Whitehon. Mansfield.'
Londe= Office: 21 Bartlett's Stutliings, Holborn Circus, B.C.4.
Telephone: Central 6659.

M

A Set behi d a M

MARCONIPHONE A.C.2 Eliminator, 200-250 volts.
-LYN- tappings 40, 80 and 120. ideal for Ceram Min.ic
Magnet, brand new; £4.-E., 7, Southgate Rd., Woodside, S.E.25.
[7358
MARCONI All Power
JAL- sale; cost £6110,
Iugestre St., Hereford.

D.C. Doit,, new, reason for
R3/10.-Ratintlera, 3.
(7326

sacrifiée

to be
proud °r

set

is

a

Make your new Set look even
better than the last—fit a
Resiston Panel.
Beautify
your Set—a good Set deserves
it. Resiston Panels are distinctive in design and are cut
from high grade ebonite—
known for their everlasting
service, too. Ask your Wireless Dealer to give you particulars, or write direct.

American Hard Rubber Co. (Britain) Ltd.,

13e, Fore Street, E.C.2.

Œ2326

Mention 0/

•

MiElIRANTI Trickle Charger, as new, used one week
only, £2; Dr. Nesper charger, new, 30/-; MetVick eliminator, give 220 volte
to 50 ma., £615;
and other A.C. and D.C. eliminators.-ficientific Development Co., 51, Fishergate, Preston.
[7377

up

CABINETS.
A RTCRAFT

•L'I-

Value.

Radio

Cabénets

ass

Britain's

D1GBriii

Best
[0313

D

Cabinets.-Table models in solid oak and
mahogany; from 11/6 to 71/,
IGBY'S Cabinets, fitted with Radion or Resiston
ebonite if required.
IGBY'S Cabinets. -Pedestal model, with separate
battery compartments; from 56/- to £12.
IGBY'S Cabinets Made to Customers' Own Designs.

E.2.

IG BY '8 Cabinets.-Write for new 16-page art
catalogue.-F. Digby. 9, The Oval, Hackney Rd.,
'Phone: Bishopsgato 6458.
(0128

D
D

ARTORAFT
Value.

Radio

Cabinets

are

Britain's

Be,t
[0309

THE WONDERFUL
SWAM RADIO FUSE
It costs but 1/3 and can save you
the price of a valve or meter.
Put it on your circuit for complete
protection from overload. Another
Sifam Product.
50 up to 500 M.A.
..
1/3
1.5 to 4.5 amps.. 11Ask also for the splendid range
of meters.

SAY

K

AY13 Cabinets,
the greatest range of pedestal
cabinets in the kingdom; original creative designs at prices SOX lower than elsewhere; Quotations
for specials by return; delivery at short notice guaranteed; Moving coil, portab)e, baffle, vignette, radiogram,
electric pick-up, television, etc.; illustrated lists free.
-H. Kay. Wireless Cabinet Manufacturer. Mount
Pleasant Rd., London, N.17. 'Phone:
Walthamstow
1626.
[6461

ARTCRAFT

LB.

Value.

Radio

Cabinets

are

Britain's

Re-f
[0310

T_ToRNS for Cabinets, portables, etc.; illustrated
list.-Maddison, 1, Chapel St., ,Edgware Rd.
[6142

AND
GET
THE BEST

Se eel for liderestino literature.
SIFAM ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO., LTD.,
(Dept. W.W.) Bush House, Aldwych. London: le-C.2.
MB

rhé Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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Cabinets.—Contd.
A ETORAFT Radio Cabinets; Britain's best value;

DYNAMOS,

C

0.A.v.

TACOBEAN Oak Cabinet, by Digby, for Panel up
LP
to 30in.N8in., with battery compartment, twist
ego; cost £5/10, sell £1110.—Box 3916, c/o The Wire
ess World.
[7271

A ItTCRAFT
Value.

Radio

Cabinets

are

Britain's

Best
[0311

T OUD-SPEAKER Cabinets, extraordinary offer, oak
-Li
cabinets, handsome fret front, highly polished,
13in. square, 6M. deep, finished moulding, take all
ordinary units; sample, carriage paid, 6/6; trade discounts for quantities.—Mag-Radio,
112,
Warstone
Zane, Birmingham.[2666
COILS.

TRANSFORMERS.

ETC.

in> ADTOGRAPH, Ltd.—W.W. coils, Record
44/-1
J- 18 new Kilovnag four. 40/-; 8.0. regional. 37/6;
foreign listeners four, 50/. set; Europa portable. 21/-1
Europa III. 18/6; 8.0. multi-valve portable. 22/6;
pew Everyman four, 60/,
Telle ADIOGRAPIL Ltd.—Litz wire. 9/40, 1/6; 27/42.
Als 2/6 dazen yards; Redfern's deep ribbed or Becol
tube, 54 per inch; slotting, 1/6 extra.
1313ADIOGRAPH, Ltd.—W.W. cabinets, 4 compartments. 44/6; 2 compartment. 38/6; crackle
enamel and oak finish—Station Rd., Handsworth, Birmingham.
(6965
(11130 Everyman Four Coils, set of 3 ea spec ifi ed,
4-F
45/,
Parts to make your own: Set of 3
ebonite formers (slotted), ready for winding. 8/6; 3
)c3'h Dexolin formers, 1/.; H.F. primary supports
(grooved), set of 9. 2/.; Litz wire, 100 feet, 7/.; all
post free.—Groves Bros., St. Mary's Place, Shrewsbury.
[7139
1VEW Kilo-Mag Four Coils, 37/6 set; ebonite for.
mers (slotted), for winding, 12/6 set of 3; all
post free.—Groves Bros., St. Mary's Place, Shrewsbury.
[7140
IRE Wound, non-inductive resistances of all sizes,
guaranteed; 600 and 1,000 ohms 1/3 each.
25,000 ohms 2/6. 60.000 ohms 3/6, 100,000 ohms 4/6.
'—Omnivox Products, 20, Brooke St., Holborn. Kel.
[7200
QET of Low and Long Wave Standard Four Coils.
KY
by Wearite; 35/-.—Box 3917, clo The Wireless
World.
[7272

W

BROS.—Berclif coils. Record Three, 501SIMMONDS
pair; new kilo-may. four, 50/. set; foreign listeners

rout

low, 30/.; long wave. 371.; screened grid Regional,
401-; Mallard S.O.P. dual range coils, 30/- pair; Berilif standard coils, for new all-wave four, standard four,
h.O. three, Everyman four, etc., 63/6 set of 4, with
)48 48: the same coils for the Lodestone series (•• Wireeso Magazine"). 65/9 act of 4, with bases; Titan unit,
154; ileconplin- resistemees, 600 ohm, 1/6; 1,000 ohm,
lb.; all " Wireiess World " slid similar coils in regular
:induction by the leading specialists; lists free; trade
iupplied.—Simmonds Bros., Shireland Rd.. SmethwielL
rel.; Smethrick 751.
[6314

AMAZING Fny
1...,-;:t4
5ER
INVENTIONJANUARY

M

MARCONI Charging Boards, containing shunt resistance, 2 double pole change over switches, 1-3way series parallel switch and !uses and battery switch,
terminals, etc., mounted on polished slate in iron frame;
bargain clearance, 20/- each.
HESE are Only a Few of Our Many Bargains;
we have a large stock of all size A.O. and D.C.
motors, all site dynamos, cables, meters, etc.; state
your requirements; we can quote you the lowest of
market prices.

1 '

that makes the wonelerful T

ST1

LAM

rillfo SUPPLY

definitely PARAMOUNT
Solve the bugbear ot costly
dry battery replacements
with STANDARD. It supplies abundant H.T. for twelve
months or more AND CAN THEN
BE
REFILLED
SIMPLY,
EASILY and at low colt AT
HOME and is again READY
FOR A FURTHER PERIOD
OF SERVICE.
It can
literally be made to last for
years. It is atriolutely trouble.
free,
reliable,
and
SELFREGENERATIVE. Reception is
improved out of all knowledge.
Now the wonderful Cartridge
Saes are the final development,
making the operation of recharging at home
absolute
simplicity. Before wasting further mosey on replacements we
seriously ask every listener to
learn about STANDARD—send
tor the book FREF.

„eft_
e Île
D
°Pà

at

(With written guarantee.)-100 magnificent British built modern shuntwound ball bearing type, 12-14 volt, 6 amp totally
enclosed charging or lighting dynamos, with slide rails,
and driving pully, remarkable value; 32/6 each—Below,
MARINO Switchboard Bargains !—Ilighly polished
teak switchboards, fitted with amperemeter reading
to 8 amps, main switch, double fuses. and automatic
magnetic charging cut-out; £1 each; ideal for use with,
above dynamos.—Universal Motor Company, St James's
Rd., Derby.
[7348

•

EXPONENTIAL
and Wireless,

Horns for Cabinet Gramophones
metal and wood; lit. —Maddison.
1 Chapel St., Marylebone, N.W.1.
[6141

Woodroffe Pick-up, with Kasha arm:
CELESTION
40i-, or near offer—Jasper, 65, Oxford Terrace,
(7276

Teel. Varley Pick.np and Automatic Arm, as new,
11/ 50/.; Brown pick-up, 17/6; Burndept ditto.
12/6; Watmel arm, 4/-; Kasha balanced ditto. 7/6-Scientific Development Co., 51, Fishergate, Preston..
(7376

Sample Home Margin], Neat
Unibloc Trays, suppliJd toted ltd.

QLIGHTLY Used Pick-ups; Celestion, /2; B.T.II.,
1.7 18/6; Amplion, 17/6; Marconi D.E.P.240; perfect
condition.—Box 3984, c/o The Wireless World, [7366
LOLID.SPEAKERS.
TTORNS of All Descriptions for Loud Speakers and
1 -1- Gramophone Unite—H.
Maddison. manufacturer
of the Allwoodorn, 1, Chapel St., Paddington, N.W.1.
[6143
GUINEA Mallard Speaker, almost unused; half
ti
price.—Rees, 11, Ashley St., Seeley.
[7319

U

LTRA Air Column Speaker, cost £4/10, take £3, or
near offer; practically new, perfect condition.—
Oche. 50, Queensland Av., Coventry.
[7320

B aCISH MADE-

itgARCONI £3/15 Cone Speaker, 30/-; Brandes
1
11 small cone speaker, 151-, 'or exchange wireless
components.—J. Hawkins, 11, Station Lane, Wombwell, near Barnsley.
[7303

A

M.B.

NG OR STAN D
PLAQUE
LOUD
SPEAKER

HA

1k 1k-OHM Decoupling Resistances for New Kilos-es/ mag Four, foreign listeners' four, and all
Wireless World" circuits, hapd made and tested in
air min workshops; unproved model wound with Contonton wire, 1/
6 each,
post free.—Groves Bros., St,
pf area Place, Shrewsbury.
[7361

Thi,hesutlfallyfpi,hed Loud Speaker, mounted on oak or mahogany baffle, is sorprising in
the richness ol its tone. Despite the low
price. efficiency has not been sacrificed.
Send for one to-day I

.000 OHM
L
World"

Decoupling Resistances for "Wireless
Circuits; 116 each, post free—Groves
gins, St. Mars's Place, Shrewsbury.
[7362

BO

W. THOMPSON and Co., 1, South St., Greenwich,
S.E.10. 'Phone: Greenwich 1259.
[7321

W.2.

Res. 1and 2cells are manufactured as previously, complete
with all accessories.
Write to THE STANDARD RAFTER! CO,
(Dept'
ww.1, 184-188. Shaftesbury AVel11213, London, W.0.8"

E

L

.

A MARINO Dynamo Bargains!

GRAMOPHONE PICK-UPS, ETC.

R
KK

EWCOS Q.S.O. Coil, 12/6; ditto Q.A. coil, 9/-;
Wearite ditto, 9/-.—Scientific Development Co..
11, Fishergate. Preston.
[7375

T

A

A.11 "1"" "rapae14, '
,
eatery eupplied to said all aria.
Obtainable direct or from Na(forda Storer. Curry, Storer, and
ali Radio Dottier, os. cosh or deferred term&
No. 3 Cell. 74.
No. 4 Cell, 9ld.,
Spare Cartridge
Spare Cartridge
5d.
7d.

POREIGN Listeners' Four Boxes, 19/- set of 4; coils,
1:
37/6 set.—Stott.
ECORD HI Coils, 35/-: Kilo-Mag 4 coils, 33/-;
decoupling resistances. 1/3.
IT Set Coils and Switches. 37/6; dials and plates,
pain—Stott.
G30 Everyman ("Ala. 42/6 set; all special parts to
LF order; trade supplied.
flifETAL Cabinets,
in oak
or mahogany, with
moailded wood top and base; Record III., K.hf.,
ind 1930 Everyman, 45/.: Kit set, 35/-; metal box
,
nly, 32/6 and 27/6 reepectively.—Arthur T. Stott.
'a, Duke St, Rochdale.
[7232

D ICE and Bundy Transformers, ordered erroneously
Llb prior change residence; model II.32.8, 300-0-300
olts, 5.2 volts centre tapped, 2 amps, 4 volts 5 amps;
aodel W9. 9+3 volts 1 amp.. input 100 volts; both
aerely unpacked never connected up, brand new; 33 1/
3%
If list; Met-Pick A and B transformer, input 96415
olts, sparingly used, £1; A.C.G., 8/-; A.C.R., 9/-:
ierfect; holder, 1/6 wanted, A.F.5.—Raha, 10. High
it. Weybridge, Surrey.
[7368

ETC.

sion and low tension charging dynamos, giving 2 outputs of 200 to 300 volts 100 milliamps, and 8-12 volts
5 amps. shunt wound, brand new; all charging stations
should purchase one; worth £15 each, our price to
clear, with guarantee, 50/-.
Shunt Wound Charging Dynamos, 30 volts 10
amp., ball bearing, .4-pole, new condition, weight
60 lb.; price 50/- each
WINAL Clearance of Crompton Dynamos, 50-75 volts
20-30 amps., shunt wound. 4-pole, in new condition; £7.
KEWTON Slow Speed Dynamo, 110 mite 20 amp.,
-" and 200 volts 20 amps., ball bearing, shunt wound,
price £10; compound wound, £12.

ABINET8, 16 1,[1n.x7fAin.xllin., hand mahogany
finished 7/6. unpolished 5/6; oval front, 10Yain.
<Min., 6d. extra; baseboard, 6d.; carriage free.—F.
W. Ramsey. 63, Shaftesbury Bt., London, N.1. Clerkinwell 7139. '
[6145

FINES
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Generators for Sale; bargain clearance;
CHARGINO
exceptional offer of B.T.H. and Mackie high ten-

Cl. lowest prices consistent with highest quality;
Unstinted list free from actual manufactipers.—Art:raft Co., 156, Cherry Orchard Rd., Croydon. 'Phone:
3roydon 1981.
[0040

American Types, astonishing value, special
offerT oak cabinets, hinged lad, baseboard, highly
polishes, take 12in.x 6M. panel; sample, carriage paid,
6/6: trade discounts for quantities.—Mag-Radio, 112,
Warstone Lane, Birmingham.
[2665

ADVERTISEMENTS.

SPECIAL BARGAIN
HART ACCUMULATORS
Type M-E 6v. 30 amp. actual.
A special purchase of these accumulators
enable us to offer them at avery low price.
Every one guaranteed new and la perfect
condition.
Orders ereented in strict rotation.

15/.

cart fwd.

GARR/reg. STORES
193, Garrett Lane, London, s.w,ie
'Phone Battersea 0458,

MPLION Dragon Pattern Concert Model Horn
Speaker, excellent condition; £3/3.—Ward, 72, Si.
Andrew's Rd., Exmouth.
[7281
WESTERN Electric Kone Speaker, as new; /3/10,
l'r or nearest; demonstration by appointment. —Johnson, 14, Francis Terrace, N.19.
[7268
flECOPIIONE Cone Speaker, B.0.1650; cost £5,
VA sell £1.—Box 3918, 0/0 The Wirelas World. [7273

A MPLION Lion Chassis. L14 (16); £3/15 or offer.
406. —16, Shelburne ltd., N.7.
[7203
OUR Old Loud-speaker Taken In Part Payment
for the Latest Typo; see our advert, under column
Y
Receivers for Sale.—Scientific Development Co.
51,

Fishergate.

Preston.

10227

G

ET Moving Cd Quality Linen Diaphragm Sneaker,
20in square, varnished ply case, 17/-• polished
mahogany. 25/-; units supplied; free fitting.—Parke
'Radiograms, 79g, Turnpike Lane, London,
.8.
[7354•
.T.II. Model 0.2, horn type, perfect condition; 30/,
—Write Box 3986, c/o The Wireleaa World.
[7369
1VIKOLA Cones, leather floats, felt fronted rings, full
«LI range of sizes and angles, manufacturers' type,
completely assembled from 3/6; complete chassis from
7/6; list.—Knight and Co., 6, Chapel St., London.

B

E.0.2.
latARCONI Moving Coil Chassis,

6-volt model, per.

.0.1- feet. cost £6/6; bargain at £3.—GrellorS. Cliff
St., Cheddar, Somerset.
CIRO

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.

'

•
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Loud -speakers.—Contd.
EPOCH Moving Coil Spoaker&

H.T.

BATTERIES
The word
"()BETA "

E

POOH.

E
E

POCH.

E

POOH

E

POCH.

E
E

POOH Moving Coll Speakers Speak for Themselves.

stands for

Trade Mark

60 Volt

Iv, P(rlilf

E

POCH.

CONSISTENT,

E

POCH.

BRILLIANT

E

105 Volt 13/6

60 Volt 10/3

POCH.

pocH.

114 POCH.

105 Volt 16/6

Your Wireless Dealer can obtain them
from

L.

It

17,1 POCH.—Ask any of the thousands of users of even
1-A the older models.
But this season's models?
Well, let the speakers tell you themselves.
1,1 POCH.

STANDARD

8/.

ecl'ovritenarieoC:i make.

E dPOCH.

E

POWER

F.

POCH.

LONG,

LIFE.
•

POCH.

LESINGHAM,

13, Victoria St., LONDON, S.W.1

E

POCH.

E

POOH.

lisPOCIL—Please de test them against any or eveey
make on lb.' market—preferably wilds a quid.
switch over
POOH.

E

E

POCH
POCH.

E

POCH.—Ordes ose fer 7 days* free trial.

E

POCH.
pocu
POCH.

E

POCH.

441P0011

(Supplies

!mu.? ;eddy Mtn ieenbloit n,alf-rsj

through

No. 4. CLIX HOOK
TERMINAL.
/deal for speedy connection an-1
sure contact. Lead coated for 1...T.
Nickel-plated for H.T. Red
i
No. 4 and Black
..

n

Write for the Clix folder containing
details of the 21 varieties.

LECTRO LINX LTD.,

254, VAEXHALL BRIDGE RD., S.W.1

Finished in plain black or beautifully grained
mahogany Bakelite.

1

-4

Sat

AMAZING1
BARGAINS

HUGE STOCKS

—Your deposit instantly refunded In lull iI
are not more than satisfied. No catch. No

IN

red
À tape.
.4, p a.

E

POCH.
POCH.
POCH.

E

POOH.

E
E

EFFICIENT

STEEL
MASTS,

IPOCIL—The most comprehensive range «I nkovIug
coil sneakers la the world.

roca.
23d.
PLUG EP"li.

No. 15. CLIX ALL—IN
AND SOCKET TERMINAL.
The only complete panel terminal
entirely insulated from the panel as
well as when connected or disonnected. With it you will obtain
safer, speedier and better QA
contact.
Price complete °U.
Panel Portion 4d.
Flex Portion 4d.

The mechanism is a special non-back lash
design with a reduction ratio which makes
One tuning easy without becom.ng tedious.

POCH

E

No. 10. CLIX-LOX WANDER
PLUG.
Adjustable to fit any socket. A turn
of the insulator locks it.
Special
short
insulator.
Red,
Black and Green

Brownie are now producing 2,000 Dominion
Vernier Dials a day. That is why it is possible
to offer this high-grade dial at the wonderful
price of 26.

POCH.

E
E

There are 21 Varieties
of contact in the Clix
range and each one is
carefully
designed
to
meet the demands of
modern requirements in
contact.

DOMINION SLOW MOTION DIAL

E

pom

E

EPOCH
„„”

E
E

POOH.

E

POCEs.

E
E
E
E

tor estatesue W8.3.

POOH.

pock'.
POCH.-lit. pages
Post Ire,
POCH.
POCH.

E

POCH.

STEEL MAST, tapering ir
o London, 1/6;
Midlands, 2/6; Elsewhere, 3/
6:
Weighs 28 lbs.

34ft.
40ft.

Tapering Ir to I".
Carriage:
London, 2/-;
Midlands,
;
Elsewhere, 4/-. W ei
gh
s 40 lb s.

8/""

r. Carriage 16/6

Tapering li" to
London ; 2/6 : Midlands, 36:
'
Elsewhere, 4/6. Wei
gh
s 50 lb s.
A super mast.

OUTFIT with MAST. ntiCnirret

to lengths), Pulley, Cleat, Solid Metal footrest and
strong galvanised stay fasteners. Note.—Our Masts are
stayed at 4ground points (not 3) which ensures safety.
ormonsed full of seal Information.

POCH.

E

e.r.a .:

26ft.

17 POCH RADIO MANUFACTURING Co., Ltd., are
.111 the manufacturers. City Office and Service Station. 3, Farringdon Avenue (Ludgate Circus end),
E.C.4.
'Phone : C.ntral 1971
(2 lines).
Private
Branch Exchange
[6972

ACCESSORIES *

Best Manilla Rope Halyards
(will not rot) 60 ft. 1 8,

100 ft.

2 6. Special Anti-rust paint (sufficient for mast). 1'6.
Coppered earthing tube, 1'9. Special Aerial, has 14
strands of No. 28 gauge Enamelled high conductivity
pure copper wire, 100 ft. 3,1.
Money refunded if
paid within 7days.

mast returned intact

and carriage

FAIRFIELD TUBE CO.,
6, SOUTHEND ROAD, BECKENHAIVI, KENT.

Irenlion of "The Trir ,less . World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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ADVERTISEMENTS.

I.ouespeakers.-Contd.

Loud -speakers.--Contd.

The accepted Rolls Royce of
Radio is that great success

GREAT Bargains. .

HIE New 36 page Booklet,
yours tor the asking.

"Sound

Advice,"

is

'1;11R Speakers are of the Highest Grade Throughout,
7 and of proved efficiency.

'I ET a Baker's Moving Coil Speaker, and roa will
xr not be disappointed.

,•
)•
ET Us Send You One Free 36 page
• "Sound Advice," a postcard will do,

Booklet,

b

i
4
5
'END To-day for 8 Baker's Speaker, OD 14
approval for comparative test.

days

NJOY the Wonderful Realistic Reproduction Given
A by Baker% new Speakers.

IIIE Advertisement on Page 29 Illustrates the
• Finest and most efficient Moving Coil Speaker
ade to-day.
>AKER'S SELHURST RADIO, Office, 89. Selhurst
.
7 Rd.' South Norwood, S.E.25.
Works: 42, Cherry
'chard Rd., East Croydon (always open).
[0231
IELF-CENTRE.-Prov. Path. applied for.
Three
1 reasons why you should at this device to your
ad-speaker unit :>ECAUSE, to ensure that the driving rod of unit
7 is registering in perfect alignment with apex of
ne diaphragm.
èECAUSE It Will Relieve Reed and Driving Rod,
• together with cone mounting, of all undue side
mss and chatter.
>ECAUSE It Will Allow For a Much Finer Adjustment, making the whole assembly more effient, the reed vibrations being positively applied to
e cone without any loss caused through imperfect
aunting, no matter how minute, thus increasing tone,
lume and action.
e
Fitted to Any Make of Unit; price 2/6;
c.o.d.; terms available.-Weedon and Co. 80.
misdate Av., London, E.6.
17174

ASILY
1347

•

REAT Bargains.
REAT Bargains.-Epoch model A moving ccdl
G speaker kit (or complete units), brand new; a
G

DIX-ONEMETER

ELHIIRST RADIO are the pioneer manufacttron
of Moving Coil Speakers

21

It is aPrecision Instrument of universal use, with an ingenious system
of multipliers which enable fullscale readings of any value to be
made over awide range. One millivolt to 2,000 v.. or 50 ohms to 50
megohms.
Mirror double scale.
iewelled, knife edge. A £10 De
Luxe model for only 50/.. Multipliers, 8/13 each.
New
A.C.
Model
ACONEMETER.
Model
VAC.3.
In case. Is a new Mode for measure m ent
of volts on Alternating Current. a 3-range instrument
reading 0-150 v.. 0-300 v.. and 0-600 v. Price. inclusive of case. 75/-. Extra for 1,500 volt Multiplier.
44/,
TEST SETS. 10 Ranges.
Cromotons, bidders.
J. 5.e P. or Evershed, 0-600 v. and 0-500 amps.,
10 ranges, £8 10s. Fine 7-range Moving Coil in Casa,
B52, suite new. 551., worth double. Valve Characteristic Test Cabinet, 3 Moving Coil M
on
panel, 73m. X9}in.. Socket foi test valves, worth £10.
Sale £4 each. A.C. Testers, 10811321, 4 ranges,
120 v.. 6 v.. 200 nVa. and 4 amps.. for 40-100 cycle
mains, cheap at 45/, 4-Range Weston., 21in. dial
0-6 a., 0-24 ma., 0-120 m.a.,0-240 mfv. Cost £4. Sale
40/.4 Ferranti Laboratory Sets, mov. coil, mirror scale.
knife pointer, 5 ranges, Millivolts to 250 volts, 1110
milli-amperes to 25 amperes, and all between. Halfprice. £4 10s.
ANODE METERS, panel type for 20 We. H.T.
output from Eliminators. 7/...
LABORATORY. £50 Set of Sullivan Standard
Calvo., Scale and Shunt. £15 ;3-range Tinsley Micro
Ammeter read to 1micro., full scale 500. 80/.; Paul
ditto., £5 ; Gambrell Onward, £4 10s.; Univ. Shunt
Box, 35/.; Lab. Test Res. Box, plug, from 30/._;
Capacity Bridge, .0001 to 10 mfd., £8; Marco niB-T
Direction Finder, £5 10e, For rapid readings use a
Megger 1.000 ohms to 10 mega.. £15. Get the Best
out of your set by using aDix Onemeter and aWave.
meter. Paul Type 4-Dial Imeg. Bridge and Calvo..
les. G.P.O. Standard Bridge. £7 10s. Silvertown
Sets, £8. Res. Units, 2/6, Standard MM. Units, from
8/, Wheatstone Bridges. £2 5s., £6 10s. and £10.
Campbell Inductometer. £17.
VOLTMETERS. 500 volts, 50/.; 1.000 volts. £3
1,500 volts, £5; 2,000 volts, £6 ;2,504 volts, £8 10s. ;
5.000 volts. £7 les. Large stock of odd Voltmeter and
Milliammeters at reduced prices.
MORSE WIRELESS RECORDERS, £7 les.
Magnificent British work, solid brass case, fine finish.
Mahogany case with drawer for tape reel. Cost £30.
H.T. GENERATORS, all sizes from 2 K.W.,
4,000 volts to the famous 250 watt 500-cycle Alternators.
complete with exciter. cost £30. for 701..
SPARK. 10in. Marconi Coils, £7; Co. X-ray.
£10; 20.000 v., 8/6; 50,000 v.. 17/8; Diathermy
1K.W. 100 v. D.C. to 10.000 v. A.G.. £15.
GRAMO PICK-UPS. Magnetic Earpiece Units
for making your own 40/- reproducer. Adapted with a
little work. Only 1/2 each. In metal case, 1/6.
Adapted Brown A Pick-ups, 12/.. Marconi Wave
Traps, 151,
WE HAVE A WONDERFUL STOCK OF
RADIO AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS.
Bargain Sale now on.
ELECTRADIX RADIOS,
218, Upper Thames Street, London, E.O.4

<PAREX>

Bakelite Drum Dials
for

W.W. Receiver

(Supplied by returne
Complete with
ESCUTCHEONS

5/6
each.

Cabinets, Coils, Valve Holders, etc., for
New Kil-o-Mag 4 and 1930 Everyman 4.1
Order direct from:
E. PAROUSSI,
10, Featherstone Building', High Holborn, W.0.1
'Phone: Chancery poro.

large number of these famous instruments made for
a special order for use in talkies, but not executed,
for credit reasons only; regular prices, £3/10, £412,
and £5/17/6. to clear at 50/- for accumulator operation, 55/- for D.C. mains operation, 86/- for A.C.
mains; kits comprising copper plated super magnet.
pot (weight 23 lb.) Chrystalene trame, fully adjustable, moving coil, any impedance, paper. leather and
mounting rings, made up complete, if desired, 6/extra.
G
Bargains.

REAT

G

REAP Bargains.-In fact, the greatest bargains
over offered f A number of Epoch model A used
kits at given away prices, guaranteed in perfect working order; early 1928 model, 35/-; latest model. 42/6;
made up complete, if desired. 6/- extra.
Te NJOY
Marvellous
Epoch
Reproduction
at
.1.-z Ridiculous Cost; don't wait until they are all
gone, but secure one immediately by writing. 'phoning,
telegraphing, or hurrying to Epoch, 3. Farringdon Av.,
E.C.4.
/7077

0.12, square model; £2/10.-Niland,
CELUTION
21. Worcester Parade, Gloucester.
[7334
AKER'S Moving Coil Speaker, L.R.. 240v., field,
B perfect. on mahogany baffle; 70/-.-41. Rookfield

Avenue, Muswell Hill, K10.
Tudor 4593.
[7338
A MPLION A.R.19. £212; Blue Spot unit, with
£8. White Spot chassis, 2716.-Statters, Glenair, Carrie
Bank, Dunston-on-Tyne.
[7322
QOAIE More Loud-speaker Bargains.-Genuine brand
new Amplion speakers, in original cartons, at
less than half prices; type A.C.9 mahogany cone'
speaker, 65/-•, type A.C.5 oak speaker, 56/-; type
/1.0.7 oak speaker, 59/-; type A.R.38 horn speaker,
25/-; also the following horn type loud-speaker »fir:
'['roo A.R.88 bases, 8/-; ditto, ditto A.R.58, 7/-; ditto
A.U. 4, 8/6; ditto A...5, 10/6; ditto A.11.6. 12/6;
any of these will be sent on approval against cash.Hughes and Sons, 149, Chepstow Rd., Newport, Mon.
17199
PICTURE

RECEIVER APPARATUS.
Wireless Picture Receiving Set, complete (new), two constructor kits of parts complete
(new); sell half list price, or hest offers; &ugly or lot.Write Boa 3989. c/o The Wireless World.
[7295

pULTOGRAPII

TRANSMITTERS.
HEBROB.
Chebros.
Chebrus transformers and
chokes of all descriptions, special transformers for
transmitting tend modulation; chokesa speciality -enquiries invited.-2 0heater Bros., 244, Daiston Lane.
London. E.8
[5240

C

10
,

0 0 V. Generator, coupled to 1
2 h.p. motor, 200/
220 D.C., £6; 250 watt valve, £2; two
1.000v. generators at 25/-.-King, 166, Kentish Town
Rd., London.
[7355
VALVES.

A
F

MPLIFIER Valve.-DI you require power you cannot do better than one of these:ILA3IENT Volta 6, plate volts 400 (maximum).
grid toms 84 volts (approx.), impedance 800 ohms.,
amplification factor 3.8, mutual conductance 4.35
m.a./volts; price £5110; see article "The Wireless
World," 24th July, 1929. then send to North London
Valve Co., Ltd., 22%, Cannon, Rd., Stoke Newington,
London, w.16.
61
4
I
OUR Cossor Valves, 2 Rae, 1 11.P., 1 L.FI
(
.
6
,
7a
'
2 voltera, 51- each; 11.1. Varier R.O. unit B, 10/-•
Wright and Weare 8.W. tuner, 7/6.-329, Valley Rd.,
Bagthorpe, Nottingham.[7266
.E.11.612, unused, P.M.5X, D.E.5, D.E.5A, (76
3
00
39
d
condition; offers.-St. Helens,-Bezeta Rd., S.E.9.

D

WIRE.
WIRE of Every Size and Hind from The liesse;
77 Eng. Co., 4. Upper Grosvenor Rd., Handsworth,
Birmingham.[ui
riONNECTING Wire.-Try our special sectional con•
necting wire; saves time and waste, makes a neat
job; 60. per coil-Waiter Fletcher (Ilford), Ltd.,13
leo7
Weal Dept., Roden St., Ilford.15
COMPONENTS,

ETC.,

FOR

SALE,'

WESTON -Model 301, milliammetera, ammeters, end
77 voltmeters, ranges from 15 milliamps. 211- each;
portable 3-range instniments, in oak case, 5in., scale
0.5 milliumps. and 12-240 volts, 45/-; hot-wire ammeters, 0-1 amp., 4/-; 0-0.5 amp., 3/-• instrument
repairs and alterations of every description; any Item
7 days approval against cash.-The Victo Electrical
Co.' 47, High St., Battersea, S.W.11. Established
1910.i
10e110NOVOX, 12/6; Brown Tee new, 18/6; Ot•ram
P240 new October, 918.-Hart, Thoroughfare,
Woodbridge.
•[7511

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only accreted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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Components,

Say 99!

for Sale.--Contd.

Dividers,
10,000,
15,000
P0TENTIAL
25,000, and 30,000 ohms, 5 variable

I EPOCH

NEW MODEL 99 P.M.
MOVING COIL SPEAKER

will

Etc.,

NOVEMBER 27TH, 1929.

satisfy the most
of listeners.

critical

No accumulator, no mains.
atO suspension, no adjustments.
7 days' free trial.

20,000,
tappinga;
2/- &tab.—Below.
11DOTENTIAL Dividers, heavy duty, wire wound,
-I,
15,000 ohms, 7 tappings; 6/6.—Below.
CIONDENSE'RS, 2 mfd., 2/6; 4 mfd., 4 /
6 ; guruteed; tented 500 volts.—Below.
(L.F.).—Ohoke coils, excellent for smoothing, up to 20 milliamps, 2/-; special heavy duty
choke. for 100 and 200 milliamin at 8/5 and 181 - re spectively; any article on approval against cash.—
0
Huggins, Radio Engineer, Clac to non-Sea.

rHOICES

101e
, ELLING-LEE Panel Fittings arc designed to give
an expert finish to any home-constructed set;
catalogue post free.—Belling and Lee, Ltd., Queenaway
Works, Ponders End, Middlesex.
[0018

A

TRANSFERS

for marking Wireless
Sets and Components
se./ par//cuides of your requirements to—
The British Transfer Printing Co., Ltd.,
Quinton Road, Coventry.

•
EXACT TUNERS
250 to 2,000 metres.
No further cons are required, tuning I, as simple tv
A.B.O., see "Wireless World. - January 25th. "
can strongly recommend these tuners." send postcard
(or partIeulan ant Cl, celte PItE tto

THE

E
17.8

Send for

new z6-page Catalogue qf
real information.

EPOCH RADIO
MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.,
3, Farringdon Avenue :: E.C.4.
OZNTRAL 191111.

BABY JUNIOR

2r -

2

/
4

BABY

2/6

STANDARD
" - 2/9
In Black or Brown.

"ISO"
DIALS

" Iso" Dials have a definite
grip.
ISOMONA

They

do

not

slip.

SIZE

PRi(

3 ' 4/

TRADERS' GUIDE.

QUICK SERVICE.

QUICK SERVICE.

B

THE QUALITY HOUSE.

W

PERSEUS MFG. CO., LTD, (Dept. W.W.),
BRANSTONE RD., BURTON-ON-TRENT.

POLAR

FAST & SLOW
MOTION

T

O Make Fair Offers we most see the material;
on receipt of a parcel, which must contain a list
of contente and naine of sender, we will send our
offer, which is as an allowance from an order for
new requirements totalling not less than twice the
allowance—but it is fair.
In the unlikely event of
no agreement being reached, we will return your
material carriage paid; you need have little fear for
our returns in this respect have always been below
one per cent.
We cannot execute part exchange
orders of less than 10/. net cash value—that is, after
part exchange allowance has been deducted.
THE Above Terma Exist that fair offers may be an
1
economical possibility, and a sound standard
maintained; particular points of questions are elucidated in a little folder, "The Ins and Outs of the
Outs and Ins "; a copy post free on request.
A PPLEBY13, specialists in distribution br mail and
£1 the originators of radio part exchange, No. Fortyfour in Chapel St., Marylcbone,
London, N.W.1
['station opposite, Edgware Rel., Metropolitan Railway).
[0316

for

TUNING

r

REPAIRS\

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO.,
Dept. W.
Ilk 214, High street, Colliers Wool, London, &WA.

Midland Rd., Winton, Bourne.
[6825

N
.FNoiAâgisi
t%iieRidio

MEGAVON Receiver, complete with calves, less
-LTA cabinet, £10; amateur transmitter,
kilowatt,
complete with all valves and power euuipment, smoothing etc., up to 500 wattstiull details on request; £40.—
1. Stapleford Ed., Wembley.
[7307

74
-

Movnço Coil, 6 volts, £3, perfect; also other parts;
-LTA- stamp for list. —Greenslade, 111, Replinghani Rd.,
Southfleida, 8.W.18.
[7310

(THE BE/T IN THE weer)
It LISLE

MEET. MUSTER SQUAW.. LONCION.W.C.2.
0e, owe .—.:
91

OPEN

TIl,,

USE

C

YLANITE, the most artistic panel known; only 2/and 3/- per eq. ft., aceordiug to pattern; particulars and samples free (PM. postage).—Marsh and
Wright, 5, Royal Arcade, 'Weymouth.
[7317

World," when

writing

to advertisers, will

7P.M.

MOTT TOR OUR CATALOGUÉ
POSTAGL 134 FM 10 CALLOUS

A LL Component Parts for the Old and New Kilomag Four, £5 and £7/10, complete with valves;
Hypermu 15/-, A.F.5 Ferranti, 22/
6 ;3 Osrane R.L.610,
5/- each; 2 Mallard P.M.256, 5/- each; all as new.—
Lewin's, The Cottage, Old Lenten, Nottingham.
[7312

-rikEt3LE

DUTY TERMINALS

AND

EELEX

OTHER WIRELESS ACCESSORIES
J. J. EASTICK 6 S•
HOU
J...., HI L ROW LONDON E.C.I

SEND
for
LIST.

MIXPERIMENTERS'
Surplus.—Two Igranie dual
condensera, 51- each; Ferranti A.F.5, 141-•. 0.P.
30, 12/6; 0.P.40. 12/8; &P.m, 15/-; transformers,
2 B.T.H. B.12 valves, matched, 25/-; Osram P.625,
8/6; Osram 1.8.5A., 12/.; all as new, faultless; Blue
Spot 66K unit and chassis, unused, £1; postage extra .
•-W. Fair, 158, Kingston Rd., Staines.
[7298
Mention Of " The Wireless

REACTION

Any make of L.F. Transformer, Loudspeaker
or headphones repaired and dispatched within
48HOURS—TWELVE MONTHS GUARANTEE
witheach repair. 4/- Post Free.
Terms to Trade.

58/6 —i1,2
31)
;7".ti
ra.
nr::(i'mull
eto%ioeeactág
peet;

wanted—Pearson, 29,
mouth.

and

XPERIMENTERS' Surplus, condition u
new,
Ferniuti push-pull kit, A.F.50., 261-; 0.P.30..
19/6; 2 P.M.14 volve', 18/6 each; R.I. Parley
coupler, A type, 12/6.—Box 3972. e/o The Wireless
World.
[7300

RO, CHEA03102,
Leaden, E.C. 2,
Tale. :—CITY IS t
Sole DIstributorst or
"Igo " Products.
Cone Unite, Transtermer%
Chokes,
Condensen, Trickle
Chargers. Eliminate's, etc.

CO.

Send for our comprehensive Il:ustrated List.

'PAIR Plug-in Inman» Frame Aerials, long and
1
short wavebands; 20/- the pair.-1, Frewin Rd.
[7304

HAW& Co.ltd.

MANUFACTURING

BONA FIDE

"p 1G Output Means Fresh Goods; fresh goods axe
better; you can rely on fresh materials from
Appleby's, retail radio distributors with a wide market.
RIEFLY—here is our service, simple, straightforward, lair. A not-too-dull brochure, more fully
descriptive, will be sent to you, immediately, on request.
•
E Supply Practically all the Leading Lines of
Radio Apparatus at current list prices, and
make no carriage charges, except on accumulators and
batteries and exceptionally bulky articles.
TF You Wish we will take in part exchange any
1
branded receiver, component or loud-speaker for
which you have no further use, providing such is
reasonably modern and in workable condition.

MICR Sale, set Ferranti screened grid mils, 10/-;
1
also Everyman Lits wound mile, set 10/-• Brown
microphone
Igastbourne. amplifier, 10/-, coat £5,_peffy, Aer[lre8d9.

70

PRECISION

EXACT

Croft Works, Priory Pines, COVENTRY,

ensure pronzpl

PATENT
WOOD
Diaphragm
'REALISTIC SPEAKERS'
72 Penton St., LONDON, N.1
attention.

13 48

i,SUTF'..

NOVEMBER 2/TH, TWO.
Components,

Etc.,

for

TITE WIRELESS WORLD

Sale.-Contd.

WESTON Thermo Galvanometer, model 425 (115
VV
ma.), new, unused; £3/18.-BM/ZLME, W.C.1.
[7308
OR Sale, Mollard Portable Five receiver, built to
specification, in oak cabinet, genuine bargain,
erial wound and ready wired, but without batteries,
eidopeaker, valves, and one L.F. transformer; £4/15.
-V. Wiltshire, Cemetery Lodge, Wootton Bassett.
IVilts.
[7309
VARLEY Wirewounci, 250.000. Sf- each; 2 Dubi..•
her 100.000. 2/9 each; Dubilier leaks, 2 2-meg,
1, 2 0.5, 1/-; holders, 6d.; Dubilier fixed cmidensenu.
0.01. 2 0.005, 0.004, 1/3 each; Lewcos 60X, 2/6;
50X. 3/6; 69 centre, 1/-; holders, 6d.; Success L.F.
Mke, 416; J.B. 0.0005 elow motion, 71-; Urania
.0003 low loss, 6/-• Silam dual voltmeter, 41-: Fxide
,
urge hydrometer, 2/6; 2 P.M.3A. P.M.5B., P.MaILF..
.M.1A., P.11.254. 5/- each; D.E.4. D.E.R., 1/6 each;
°stage extra.-Lomax,
Devonshire
Rd., Ilastand,
,!hesterlield.
[7288
'
-'11.111AX Transformer-for LC., 201-; Ferranti A.10.3,
•
20/-; 2 Climax chokes, 7/6 each; Varley R.C.
oupler, with antimobo, 201-.-0., Dolphin Houle. Leen-Solent.
[7286
PERRANTI A.F.5, 17/6; Marconi D.13.P.610, 6/-;
Liasen potentiometer. 400 ohms, 2/-; pocket galanometer, 1/-; and 2 Western Electric L.F. transormers, ratio 3/1, cost £3 each. sell 7/6 each.-Priestey. 46. Glasslyn Rd., Crouch End, London, N.8.
[7285
PERRANTI A.P.5 Transformer, 13/6; Gecophone
slow motion square law 0.0005 condenser, 716.lox 3919, c/o The Wireless World.
[7274
(TOUR Old Components Taken in Part Payment
J.
for Latest Type; see our advert, in column
!eceivers for Sale.-Eicientific Development Co., 51,
ishergate, Preston.[0228
'IABINET Model (Mt. high) G.E.C. World-Wide
Four, complete valves, long and short wave
'
,riots,
cost £34/7, accept £20; Atlas (LC. 50) eliiinotor, cost £12/17/6, accept £0, or near offer; above
ne month old; owner returning abroad; sell London
nip or if collected.-Barnett, 21, Clanes St., Picadilly,
ondes.. W.I.
[7211
LIIEMEN'S Morse hiker, £2; L.T. charger, ammeter,
▪
switches, etc.. £2; Majestic rectifying valve (new),
2/6; choke, Sterling condensers, Marconi Junior trans.
ermer, half price.-34, Birstwith Rd., Harrogate.
[7342
A .F.5, 21/-; P.M. E.C.C., 10/6: Polar
3/-;
1. P.M.5X. 5B, 1A.. ILS.. 41- each: Elite ITT.
Cc., 27/6; p.c. for list others.-1, Overcliff Rd.,
[7332

Rea,

s

The

MIDGETPHONE

(2,000 or 4,000 ohms).
A wonderful
miniature
Wireless
Receiver which eguaie la volume
and purity of reproduction the bes.
Wtrelese Headphones known. Fits
every Ear, large or small, perfectly,
and does away altogether with the
discomforts of large Earphones and
Headband,.
50 Headband. NO Headaches.
NO Eel and Painful Eata
Splendid volume of Lound irons any
Crystal Bet. Wonderful reproduction
from Val,: Sete. A little Tolentillo
instrument.
Held to ear uy neat
wire loop.
Aleo made in 10 ohIns resistance lot
tme with the SUPER-MICROPHONE
as a highly efficient DEAF AID.
The Stidgetphone weighs 1ounce, including .1 A Jc Paat
athin Sit. silk connecting cord
..
•• A. -mi
Free

SUPER- MICROPHONES

New, highly sensitive, made on the latest principle, a vest
improvement over all other types; will pick up whispered
words from a dictons, of several varda, oleo
strongly amplify and tranensit speech and
muele over a distance, through Loud-speaker
or Headphones. Splendid instruments for
making
Detectaubone
Deaf.ald,
Loud.
speaking Telephone, Announcements through
Lond.speaker, Amplifier for Crystal or Valve
Bets. Electric Bound Detector, Experiments.
NO OTHER MICROPHONE OF EQUAL SENSITIVENESS
KNOWN;
each Instrument finely black enamelled and
fitted with a3ft. silk connecting cord.
Despatched 8/8
by rtturn poet
SPECIAL MICROPHONE TRANSFORMER
for connecting Superallerophone to Radio Heal.
phones, Loudspeaker, Valve Bet, or Valve Amplifier se/ ^
SMALL 10 OHMS EARPIECE
for use with Bupeitldicrophone as a very choient DEAF
AID, or Detectaphone, etc.; thin 3ft. silk connecting Q /
curd fitted, inclusive light detachable headband
.. Of .
Full Dfrecliona for use of Super-Microphone for
moray purpoxes. Diaoramo of eon...oboes and
Illustrated List of SUPER DEAF AIDS Free.
FREDK. ADOLPH, Actual Maker,
ion
27, Fitzroy Street, London, W.I. Muse ato 8329

', ..

10/-; P.M.22, 101.; RI. SL transformer,
10/-• pair Orgola coils, 12/6; R.I. filter choke,
125, Kingswood Rd., Goodmayes. [7346

WIRELESS Transmitting Sets for Morse Telegraphy
TV
or distant Control of Models, etc., lin, spark
oil, condenser, spark gap, helix, etc., very compact,
nmplete and ready for use. 12/6; high noto buzzer
'ith heave Morse key, very high quality, 7/6.-Below.
MLECTRIC Motors. %hoe. to
h.p., 110v. and
L2 220v. D.C., silent running, carbon brushes, in
tercet
condition and working order, suitable for
ramophonos, television, or any small power uses.
0/-; a few with overheated windings, if rewound
lake good dynamos for H.T. accumulators, 6/-.(elov-.
- 10MPLETE Portable Telephones, ready for use, high
▪ class instruments, 17/6; hand telephones. 4/6;
,000 ohm
choke coils, 1/-; Dewar switches, 1/-;
irgo earphones, 1/3: Morse keys. 41-.-Below.
IGHLY Sensitive Microphones for Transmission of
Speech or Musk or Sensitive Amplifying. 2/6•
uicrophone tran.tormers to suit, 2/6; microphone
,
uttons. 1/-: G.P.O. relays, 2,000 ohms, very sensiire very
operating current. 6/6.-Below.
)11I. Spark Coils, Ilin.x7in '<CM., complete with
ue
contact breake: and condenser, 12/6; lin, spark
oils, 4in.x4in.x5in.. fully complete, 6/-; Ford 'gallon coils, rhin. spark. complete. 4/-.-Below.
raYNAMOS, shunt wound, for charging or lighting,
1-, 50v. 4 amp., ring oiler bearings, carbon brushes.
.5/-•. 100v. 3 amp. ditto, 50/-; 110v. 3 amp., ball
,eariee. carbon brushes, 55/-: 110v. 2 amp. ditto,
.5 /-.-Below.
LECTRIC Motors, all ball bearing and carbon
brushes, 14h.p. to uhh.p., 110v., 30/-,• 6-volt car
hurter motors, 10/-: 12-volt ditto. 12/6; 110v, motor
irect couplecu to air blower, mounted on iron beddate, %ha). motor. 45/-.-Below.
LITARTERS, please state requirements; starter regu•
lators make good field rheostats for dynamos,
o carry 2 amps. 7/6. to carry 5 amps. 10/-, to carry
,amps. 12/6.-Below.
A LL Above Goods Guaranteed, cash with order, or
M. c.o.d., all goods 3 days' approval from date of
eliveryi all letters answered.-Galpin, Bluffed Heath,
mar Henley-on-Thames.
F7327

EI

E
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Components,

Etc.,

for

25

Sale.-Contd.

VENEER Wood Paper Converts Commonest Wood*
•
into Oak; 30in.x2Oin., 8d.-Burtenshaw, Hineborough Terrace. Ilfracombe.
[7351
(11_ 6CY Selling Up.-Marconi E.G. 600v. 30 ma..
£3; Brown Mascot LS., £2; M.C. meters. 25 m.a..
and 50 ma., 15/- each; condition perfect; near offer,
considered.-Clacy, 95, Hamilton Rd., Reading.
[7279
PHONES, Brown, adjustable diaphragms,
80,000
ohms, 30/-; Mullard, 100,000 ohms resistance,
3/6; Polar 80.000 ohms R.C.C. unit, 7/6.-Wright,
113, Maroc,. Rd.. Wimbledon.
[7277
IVOULD You Like a Milliampmeter or any other
VT gadget you have set your heart on? If so, then
turn out that transformer, or choke, or eliminator, or
those plug-in co 's that you could exchange. What
about an electric roldering iron, or some other such
luxury? Now le your chance. If your friend is buying a new set, tell him to let your second-hand stuff
be part payment.-Miller. The Wireless Shop, 25,
Lingfield Rd., 8.W.19. Tel. No.; Wimbledon 3194.
L7
OR Sale, at 3
/,list prices, in practically new con4
325
Fdition, components and valves for screened grid
3-sa,ve and Detector 2L.F. sets.-Poole, Forton, Chard. .
(72

1,000
200 page,
Worth
fully
of

Radio
illustrated
Bargains;
r
catalogue;
sendcomponents,
stamp forr

sets, kite; all at bargain priceo-Universal,
toria Rd.. Peckham. ?LEM.

600

20,

Vic-

DecemPling Resistances;
see [a
7d
1v
1t
6
.
under Coils. - Groves Brothers (Manufac[7175

-OHMS

turers).

B

,ARGAINS at Less than Hall Price.-Now is your
chance to secure a genuine Amplion brand new
complete cone unit and chassis, as used by the leading manufacturers; type A.C.16, complete chassis
and unit, with 9in. cone, special clearance price 16/6.
carriage paid; type A.C.19, with 12M. cone. 20/-;
these units are complete and ready to fit to any cabinet, and we guarantee satisfaction
Ch
or cash returned
1.8
Hughes and Sons, 149, Chepstow Rd., Newport, Mon.
u9
RADIO 110,1711E, HUDDERSFIELD (12th winner).

E

NGAGES

LISTENERS
CLEARING STOOKS

SURPLUS
STEEL
MASTS

A MATEUR Clearing Surplus.-Two LAU. used 12
71. hours. 15/. each; AC.! G., new, 11/-•' 8.0.625,
.ew, 15/-;
R.K. moving coil speaker, 6 months'
se, £4/5; M-L rotary converter, 6v. Input, 200v.
.0 m.a. output, run 60 hours, £5; double smoothing
hoke, 100 m.a., 10/-; all perlece-Petty, Clapham,
,ancaster.
[7333

0'..-Waion,

ADVERTISEMENTS.

below
prices to clear.
at

26ft.

STEEL MAST
r.
Carriage:
Midlands, Zi01
Weighs 28

34ft.
40f t.

T
ng il e I'.
Carriage:
London.
-: Midlands,
Elsewhere, 4/, Weighs 40 lbs.

tapering if. to
London,
1,16.01
Elsewhere , 31°.

21

10/6

31 :

ir to i.

Tapering
London, 2'6;
Elsewhere, 4/6,
A super mast.

7/9

Carriage' 1 6/
Midlands,
Weighs 50 lbs:

316.

W
/NTROD17011RE
LATEST
INNOVATI.K11

T°

VOU.-The satisfaction gained by a Littlehampten
1
customer brought forward an unsolicited testimonial, Your Firm is Streets Ahead of Some of the
Loudon Houses for Business. This unsolicited reputation
we endeavour to uphold.
WHICH
IMMEDIATELY
ROUSES

OUTFIT with MAST. Mast rings ' ample
galvanised wire (cut
to lengths), Pulley, Cleat. Solid Metal footrest and
stt rong re,rizagtIcrtzs
fasteners

INTEREST
ALWAYS

.) ehicei-211:.1:e:tayr.e

ACCESSORIES. Ite!neetaCtlj60Ret1/61
,
1
°
I
irt.
ve. Special Anti-rust paint (sufficient for mast). 1/6.
Coppered earthing tube, 1/9. Special Aerial, has 14
strands of No. 28 gauge Enamelled high conductivity
pure copper wire. 100 ft. 319.
Money refunded if anion returned intact and carriage
paid within 7 days.

ADELAIDE STEEL TUBE CO., LTD.,
KENT HOUSE ROAD, BECKENHAM, KENT.

ENTHUSIASM.
LIKEWISE

E

•

NLISTS

STEADY

,

S

UPPORT.-Try us; also try submitting similarly
composed advertisement, using the words Reliability
Wireless Guide, so as to encourage readers to apply for
this list; weekly change of matter desired; a 100-volt
D.T. battery for each effort published, and useful consolation prizes given.
GO-AHEAD
UNFLAGOINSI
INITIATIVE

•

DEMANDS

BOOKS on WIRELESS
Write for complete list to
ILIFFE & SONS LTD.,
Tudor St., London, E.C.4.

Dorset House,

MIXAMINATION.-The list provides this and will be
-11:4 sent post free by J. H. Taylor and Co., 15, Radio'
House, Macaulay St., Huddersfield, to whom competition
efforts should be submitted, indicating also if naine and
address publishable if successful (only 23 alternative
words required, Radio House, Huddersfield, remaining;
one word for each initial following). Prise winner from
Uttoxeter.
193119

Advertisements for "The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to bi thoroughly reliable.
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Components,

REDUCED PRICES

AMAZING
BARGAINS
IN

STEEL
MASTS

26

STEEL MAST, tapering
11. 11V1idland7, rir6:
Weighs 28 lbs.

3nif
ui t.

"E,
i
:
n
pedr
oi
n
n.
g

Ir to

Elsewhere,

5/6.

jr; to

Elsewhere, 41,

Weighs 36 11, .

34ft

Tapering 1r to
Carriage:
London, 2/..;
Midlands. 3!- ;
• Elsewhere, 4/-; Weighs 40 lbs.

40ft

Tapering Ir to l".
Carriage:
London, 2/6;
Midlands 3/6;
a Elsewhere, 4/6. Weighs 0 lbs.
A super mast.

OUTFIT with MAST.

g
Marv's
tnisr
e
i
3e s:4 iream(cPu
let
to lengths), Pulley, Cleat, Solid Metal footrest and
strong galvanised stay fasteners. Note. —Our Masts are
stayed at 4 gro und points (no t3) which ensures safety.

/CCESSORIES.

B5t Masilla Rope Halyards

2 0. Special Anti-rust paint (sufficient for mast), 16.
Coppered earthing tube, 111. C.P. Special Aerial, has
14 strands of No. 28 gauge Enamelled high conductivity pure nipper wire, 100 ft.
Money refunded if mast returned intact •and carriage
paid within 7days.

C.F'.

MAST

CO.,

48E, HIGH STREET, PENGE, S.E 20.

Everybody's talking
about this coil
The Sovereign
400 ohm
Potentiom eter
is another
popular
component
. . .
smooth action, bakelite Former, terminal
connections.
Use it
in the "Magic
Three," etc.,
/
etc.
MIMMBIms

The
Coil

is a wonderful component
—extremely efficient . . .
his•hly selective and beautifully made bakelite Former,
panel mounting and onehole fixing. Complete with wiring
ins tructions.

8/6

R
111111111111111

111111111111111111111111

o
O
1111111111111111111111111

11

-IGN

111111111111111111111

J. R. WIRELESS CO.
Rosebery Avenue, London.

Them 7abinets are made by eximes and are theroughlrekgelealts
sea led with Fine Brass Gante

ar

G

Tge.I. 28/14 Choke. 10/-; Colvern B.B.C. and 5XX
tapped aerial coils and split primary transformers,
2/6 each; 3 Ferranti 2 mfd. 1,000-volt, 2/6 each; new
R I. Hypermu, 15/-.—Box 3988, c/c) The Wir^ ,e.s
17373
•
MIXPERIMENTEIPS Surplus.—All new and in good
coutlition; Ferranti A.F.5 and O.1'.1, 15/s each; 2
i's-650 valves and P625, 10/- each; 10 niki 1,000v.
condenser, 10/61 4 mfd 1,000v. condenser, 91.; A.C.U.,
P.M.24, P.M.14. £0.8., 1216 each; G.e.C. 0.0003
S.L.F. condenser, 7/6; Raytheon valve, 300v. 120 ma.,
£1; trickle charter, A.C., giving 2, 4, 6v. .6 amp., 25!-.
—Box 3983, clo l'he Wireless World.
(7366
151X.PERIMENTER'S Surplus.—Large selection valves,
-1-2 coils, condensers, variable and fixeds eread for list —
Irving, 15, Reddons Rd., Beckenham.
[7363
BARGAINS in Portable Set Cabinets; mahogeny
-3-3 15in. x15in. x8in. and 15Issin. x154,hin. x 10in., oak
15 1
/
2111. x14in. xesdn. ; ell .30/-.
1.1 ARGAINS ni Portable Receivers.-5v., mahogany,
£8 complete; 3v., oak and manosanr, £6 complete;
screened grid portable, £12.

,

ARGAINS in Eliminator Parts.—Bradley ohms, 4/6;
2 mfd. condenaers, 2/6, full wave rectifying salves,
filament 4v. 1 amp. 60 in.a. output. 9/-; rutuns transformers, full instructions, 14/6; A.C. eliminator boxeo,
51.; D.C. eliminators, complete, originally 65/, now 251-.

11o1t ARGAIN8 in Condmisers, ete.—Bruno tuners, 2
0.0005 condensers, with drum control, usually
55/-, now 351.; variable condensers, Pilot 0.0003 niel
0.0005. Formo 0.000s, Quaker 0.0005, N.S.F. 0.0005,
al( B.L.P.., price 3/6; neutralising conden sers ' 116;
Ammo twin 0.0005. variable condenser, 10/6; Amero
0.0003 condensers, 5/-• 'Amplion hotri speaker imite,
A.U.5, 7/6; 12ft. speàker cerda, 91; speaker plus«
(standerd), 11-; slow motion dials, 14; 6 ohm rheostats,
II.; 400 ohm potentiometers, 1/,

EPARTMENT

D

C. Philipson and Co.. 148.,
Engineers, Aidley Bridge, Bolton.

Radio
[7372

MISCELLANEOUS.

WASY Payments.—,.Wa. supply, by easy payments,
14 components, accessories, ..arid seta, any make; 10,t;
down, 'balance spread over 10 months.—Send list ut
requirements to London „Radió Supply Co., 11, Oat
Lana, London, E.C.2.
[0097

W IRELESS

Notes.—A monthly servioe of inform ation for all those who want the very beat in
wireless or gramophone reproduction; frank criticism
of receivers and componente; immediate postal help
and adrice is, all difficulties; something new and
unique; you must have it if you want to know the
truth.—Full particulars free from Ernest B. Robinson, Laugmead, Pirbright, 'Woking, Surrey.
[6144

WHOLNEERS.—/mportant Ilotice.
Itesults now to
hand show that 86k of ont candidates 'pass their
exams, at the fIrst attempt, a remarkable record un.
approached by any other organisation. and showing
why we can guarantee No Pass—No Fee; if 86 out
of every 100 ordinary men van suceeed, why should
you remain In the ranks? ‘Now is the time to get
busy and investigate.
Our handbook "Engineering.
Opportunities," explains the most simplest and metesfull home-study methods of passing,
A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.E.E., A.M.I.A.E.,
O. and G., G.P.O. Metrie., etc., exorne. Th e boo k out.
lines colmes in ad branches of civil, mech., otee., motor
and wireless engineering, and includes a brilliant- foreword by Prof A. M. Low, in which he shows dearly
the chances you are missing; send for free handbook
now (state subject or exam.).—British Instante of
Engineering Technology, 87, Shakespeare Holle% 29.31,
Oxford St., London.
•
[1092

LEASE

EASY TERW_

e

We SPECIALISE in the
supply of all Good
Quality Radio Sets, Components and Accessories
on Easy Terms.
We
will give you efficient
Service. No references
required. Send us your
list of requirements and
aquotation will be sent
by return.

e
e
e

e
e
e

T

HE Original Wireless Doctor, will can (London and
Home Counties) and cure your set.
by Appointment Without Obliga.
lion, sets installed. maintained, and brought up
to d.de, gramophone pick-aps, eliminators, and Web.
son moving coil speakers demonstrated; purity reproduction specia]iat

55 , Ebury

St., Victoria, S.W.1.

Sloane 1655.

4
4
4
4

4
4

MARE A GRAMOPHONE Orit
hUY CABINETS ron mansas ,
at aquarter shop prieto.
I
Order cot AA abolen. Britislidouble
spring motor, 12 velvettunitable,
filwan Ame, MetalSoundbox.'ampliBer, needle cups, for £1 -18 btp.p. '
and build your own Cabinet. Ma- ,
chines cold by othersat £10420 do
not contain better fittings. Majore
from 8/8. Repele Parts. Mate free, ,
Gil pp. 1030 Catalogue, drawbsgand
Ilew to make Gramos, 9d.
SORTABLE SHAMOP110is E
REGENT FITILESS CO. (WO)
Doro 211-. Post 1/II,
120, OM Street, London, E.C.1.

EVERYMAN FOUFI, KILO-MAC
ANO RECORD THREE METAL'
CABINETS.
each, or with woodwork 46;6 each.

Kit-Set

27/6 and 38;13 each rcsisectlyely.

Finished crystalline Brown, Black or Blue.
Trade enqu iries inviled.—Samuel Eaton & Sus (Maitufact ure rs ti Lighting Geeds), 66 72 Barr St, Birmingham.

..

musT SE
Set,. and l'arte as sow, all leas
% off
8s~ retad prices, for example
PS 3
valve set, test £23, sell £17 5O, PHILIPS Pickup 00/-, .11 87/6.
B.T.H. Pickup 45/, sell 33/8, FERRANTI A.F.1 17/5, sell 13 (11,
Apse 34/, mil 25/8, A.F.5 80/, sell 22/6. 0.P.C.3, se1119/9,
0.P.4C. sell 19/9. MAGNAVOX Moving Coll fi volt rriodeLcost
£9 10 0, sell £7 211. Ditto for '230 A.C. Mains, £11 11 O, ea
ee 133. COLLARO Gramophone Motor playa 3 te recorda,
con 75/e, sell 12 18 8. Portable Gramophone 30/, sell 22/0,
BURNDEPT 3 valve set, cost £12 70, aell £
1
9 6 ;also more
goods at Silla rate. All are guaranteed O.K. Send atan* for
further Largabas. Three goods are °rieres' owing to cancellation
of acontract. SCHOlJTEN & CO., 80, City Rd., LONDON, E.C .

COMPLETE ELIMINATOR TRANSFORMER
F.

S.

E

11419.121

13

• C 1110-11
110.12

A - C

MAINS SET.

Well designed, Sod
currentfor b valve,.
PUGH

BROS.

120-240

FicobucArvv..
-2 250 0,17
2 - 3
-

250
500

-

c

riONSI7LTATIONS

W. W. as specified CABINETS.
RIGBY & WOOLFENDEN
.htiot .1,1a litonetri,
Milnrow Road, ROCHDALE.
'Phone 2948.

4

,

TO BUILD
YOUR OWN

BLACK.

Note New Address,

1

4

e
e
e
e
eLondon Radio Supply Company
e 11, OAT LANE, NOBLE STREET, LONDON, E.C.2
e
A•.5 7/0.1s
1177
e

35

E

XPONENTIAL Horns for Cabinet Gramoptionea and
Wireless, metal and wood; list.—Idaddison, I,
Chapel St., Marylebone, N.W.1.
[6143a

ALEXANDER

TrO.

Sale.—Contd.

CIREAT Clearance.—The following is extra speciul
offert multiple battery leads, 7-way, for connecting high and low tension batteries to receiver, ene],
leed has plus and label fitted, the set of 7 leads being
conneeted to a highly finished terminal board; both
batteries instantly connected or disconnected to re.
ceiver; these are brand new; sacrifice price 319. 68.
extra packing. etc.; money returned if not satisfied.
Government Morse Practice Keys, exaellent condi-14
tion; price 2 /
6 each;
68. for postage.
.P.O. Duplex Telegraph Keys, 5/0; try our 51- surprise parcele o British macle wireless componente,
you will come back for more.
T. B, HUMPHREYS and Co., 23, College
Cannon St., London, E.C.4.
[7246

Sovereign

Dual -Range

Etc.,

NOVEMBER 27TII,

ZOr
95,101,

1,)277

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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THE WIRELESS WORLD

Miscellaneous.—Contd,
COTT SESSIONS and Co., Great Britain's radio
doctors, officially approved as wireless repairers
Radio Society of Great Britain and Wireless League;
l sets of every typo repaired, rebuilt, modernised;
ad set for immediate quotation.
COTT SESSIONS and Co.—Midland customers, please
send address to us and our Midland representative
II. call.
COTT SESSIONS and Co.—New sets constructed
with your or our components, guaranteed finest
eltmanship; we specialise in
The Wireless World"
cults;
remember,
we
have
satisfied
customers
roughout the British Isles and in three Continents;
you so desire. WC will design and construct high
ide apparatus to suit your especial circumstances for
ality, range and selectivity.—Tel.: Tudor 5326. Musa Hill, London, N.10.
[0262
TOUR Old Apparatus Taken in Part Payment for
1- Latest Type; see our advert, in column Receivers
r Sale.—Scientille Development Co., 51, Fishergate,
-eaten.
(0229
Varley R.C.C. Unit, 8/-; Dubilier ditto, 4/-:
B.T.H. ditto and valve holder, 5,-; Marconi Ideal
'ansformer 4-1 14/-, 6-1 12/6; H.F. chokes. R.I.
6/-; Levan. 5/6; Climax. 5/.; Colvern all
,nge, 5/-; Weltson M.C. speaker, perfect, £3110; coil
')1ders. from 1/6; Lewcos six pin coils ' from V.:
lament rheostats and potentiometers.
from
6d.—
Iiientific Development Co., 51, Fishergate, Preston.
[7378
7OR Sale, several wireless high-tension and low-tension motor generators; also A.C. power eliminors, power amplifiers, and moving coil speaker cast.
'its, ready machined.—Full particulars from Power
mplification Co.. 66, Mount Pleasant, Liverpool.
'hone. Royal 2630.(7337

PATENT AGENTS.
)ATENTS and Trade Marks, British and foreign.—
. Gee and Co. (H. T. P. Gee, Member R.8.G.B. and
.M.I.R.E.), 51-52. Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2.
'hone: Holborn 1525.
(0001

I

WO'S PATENT AGENCY. Ltd., 146a, Queen Vic, toria St.. E.C.4.—)'ree advice and handbook on
denting inventions and registering trade marks by
gietered agent with 43 year: experience.
[0002
REPAIRS.
rIWELVE Months' Guarantee Accompanies all our
lRepairs; any make of L.F. transformer, headhones, or loud-speaker repaired and despatched within
hours; 4/- post free; don't discard if burnt out;
•rms to trade—Transformer Repair Co. (Dept. W.).
14, nigh St., Colliers Wood, S.W.19.
10011
EPAMS Returned Post Free, and to ensure satia
Lb faction send remittance after approval of same.
-Leeds Wireless Repair Service.
r OUD-SPEAKERS. headphones, rewound to any
-4 resistance and remagnetised, 3/-; transformers
mound, 41-; Blue Spots. Triotrons and 4-Pole units.
/8; work guaranteed.—Leeds Wireless Repair Service.
, Boston Place, Green Rd., Leeds.
[7250

77v. For 2valves 16/2

TROMBA

115v.

THE

("dinel
e: ) 27/9

SEND FOR HANDBOOK, or
1/- FOR FULL RANGE OF SAMPLES.
TROMBA

ELECTRICAL Co.
(Dept. F),
11, Chalk Farm Rd., Camden Town,
'Peone: Hampstead 0023.

WET H.T.

STILL
LEADING
Convincing

Repairs.—Contd.

?rode'

B.S.7

AGENCIES.

QCOTT SESSIONS and Co., Great Britain's radio

doctors; rem' advertisement
column.

nUARANTEED

under Miscellaneous
[0263

Blue Spot Unit Repairs. remagnetised, rewound, adjusted, and returned as new
within 3 days; 4/6, post 6d.—Greenwich Dynamo,
Motor and Ignition Co., 131, South St., Greenwich,
London, 8.E.10.
[7195
— Transformers,
KINGSTON-ON-THAMES.
loud-speaker repairs; transformers wound
ratio—Minter, 156, Cambridge Rd.

'phones,
to any
(7269

G

UARANTEED Repairs by F.xperts.—Loud-speakers,
headphones, cone units, pick-ups, any type rewound, remagnetised and adjusted, post free, 4I-; transformers, from 41-.—Howell, 42, Fotheringbum Rd.,
Enfield, Middlesex.
[7343
Tpt EPA1R8
by
Wireless
Expert.— Loud -speakers.
-81 'phones, 3/-; transformers, 4/-; pickups, 3/6;
guaranteed; terms to trade.—Cornweli, 15, Eastbrookend Rd., Romford.
[7336

WANTED.
'WANTED.

D.C. eliminator, 220 volts, Regentone No.
VV 2, or similar, 50 ma. meter, 2 nifd condensers,
dual drum control; cheap /or eash.—Holmem Garage,
Adlington, Lanes.
[7302
Parts for Magic Three; state particulars
SPECIFIED
and lowest cash price—Trader, 12, Wadham

Bootle, Liverpool.

A GENTS

Wanted Ideal II.T. Accumulatom, 80 volt
L'IL 32/-, 120 volt 58/6,• good terms.—Pearson, 29,
Midland Rd., Bournemouth.
[6414
Wanted, spare time, for sale of wireless ers
A GENTS
pinatas and accessories; live wires only need apply.—
Write Cooper and Co., Castor, Peterborough.

[7316

W

ANTED, energetic representative with established
connection among wireless dealers, to represent
well-known British firm of dry battery manufacturers;
liberal commission; suitable areas available for sole
representation.—Apply, with particulars of experience,
connection and area, to Box 3973, c/o The Wireless
World.
[7301

A GENTS Wanted, spare time, wireless experience, to
£1 demonstrate and
sell the world's
best and
cheapest 3-valve set.—MaeRadio, 112, Warstone Lane,
Birmingham.
[2667
SITUATIONS VACANT.

W

IRELESS
Operating
Appointments
Assured;
short qualifying course, day, evening; fees pay.
able after appointment for boarding students; Morse
classes—Manager, Wireless School, 21. Manor Gardens.
London, N.7.
Archway 3694.
(6379
WANTED,
wireless
mechanic for reconstructing
77 broadcast sets and assisting in shop west—Apply
S. E. Walker, Southgate, fileaford.
•
[7318

A

[7315
SOUND Opportunity for Youth with Wood-working
and Polishing Experience, having a keen interest
.I. Anode Reaction Unit, centre tapped. a4so tuner , i
li
vs ur
ra
id
dio amplifier works.—Box 3920, c/o The Wireless
P.M.12-22.—Box 3971, c/o The Wireless World.
[7299
ANTED, as salesman demonstrator, for evenings
" WIRELESS WORLD," from 1926 to 1928, bound
only, a smart gentleman with the necessary qualiVV or unbound.—E. Thomas, Worsley St., Hulme,
Manchester.
[7294 fications for getting results, which must include tact,
energy and some technical knowledge; own car would
WANTED, panel voltmeter for D.O. mains unit. be a great advantage; letters only.—S., 4, Florence
TV Donnie potential divider, condensers, heavy H.F. Rd., Finsbury Park, N.4.[7290
chokes, smoothing chokes—Saunders, 45, Newbold Rd.,
Chesterfield.
[7347
QMART Youth Wanted for North London Shop, some
experience preferred, but not essential; letters
`
1
(ITAXTED, 'panic 7.2/1 0 Transformer, Watmel only.-8., 4, Florence Rd., Finsbury Park, N.4.
[7281
VV dual tuner, Cyldon 0.0003 Bebe, 88 new.—Smeeton,
9. Sansom St., Camberwell. S.E.5.
[7341
ITI7ATIONS Guaranteed as Wireless Operators, age
15-29; day. evening, or postal courses; Morse
1V,ANTED, 2- or 3-valve A.C. electric receiver.—
Alpha, 42, Olive Rd., Crioklewood.
[7335 eltisses.—Sehool, 321, Mansfield Rd., Nottingham. [7380

R

W

S

EXCHANGE.

C

OMPLETE Pelman Course. over £2/10 assorted
components, etc., hand system, Overbeck £6/6
rejuvenator; wanted, B.T.H. piek-up, 11.T. A.C. elimilictor,
Trickle charger,
Ferranti
or Varier transformer; cash adjustment.—Box 3963, c/o The Wireless
World.
[7284
01111 Old Apparatus Taken in Part Payment for
Latest Type; see our advert, in column Receivers
for Sale.—Scientific Development Co., 51, Fishergate.
Preston.
[0230

y

NSPECTOrt for Electrical and Mechanical Work,
must have extensive knowledge ot the latest practice in wireless and amplifiers—Apply, in writing only,
stating age, full details of past experience, and wages
required, to The Uramophene Cnmpany, Ltd., Employment Department, Hayes, Middlesex.
[7364

I

BOOKS,

W

INSTRUCTION,

ETC.

ET

H.T. Batteries are now a proved success; write
for new illustrated booklet, giving cost and method
of building and maintaining free; mention paper.—
Taylor, 57, Studley ltd., Stockwell, London.
[0077

lynx

Exchange 1 ILI. Resistance Coupler and 1 QTEP by Step Wireless; a complete course of the
TVDubilier Resistance Coupler for Good Transformer.—
theory of electricity in relation to the practical
F. H. W., .140, Stapleton Rd., Bristol.
[7350 design of wireless apparatus, eliminators, circuits, etc.,
with extinct,' from a designer's notebook, giving up-toHE RADIO EXCHANGE, Trevino St., Plymouth, date practical application; issued weekly; send 1/. p.o.
the exchange specialists; a trial solicited. [7324
for first 4 weeks.—Clilford Pressland, A.M.I.E.E.Eng.,
Dept. W.W.. Hampton-on-Thames.
[0195
VITE Will Accept Your Surplus Components or Ames77 sones (making you a high allowance on same) in
MIREE: Inventor's Guide on Patenta —T. A. A. 253
part payment for any new or tested second-hand com.1: (WI, Gray's Inn Rd., London. W.C. 1.
(
6373
ponents or accessories; send us your surplus, together
with a list of your requirements, and by return post
A N Intrccluetion to Wireless Teleiraphy and Telewe will make you an offer; if you accept our offer the
.C1 phony. by Professor J. A. Fleming, M.A.. D.Sc.—
articles required will be sent c.o.d. or against cash, An interesting amount of the principles of wireless tele
otherwise your own articles will be returned carriage graphs, and telephony for the listener-in and wireless
paid.—Bostock and !Rennin, la, Westbourne Terrace. experimenter; 3/6 net, of booksellers, or Pitman's,
[7071
London, S.E.23.
[7331 Parker St., EingswaY, London, W.C.2.

T

November 5th, 102%
Messrs. Star Engineering Co.,
Did•ibury, Manchester.
Dear Sirs,
Ifeel hshould like to tell yen that your
BM Loud Speaker is the finest Speaker I
have yet tried, and Ihave tested almost
every make.
Yours faithfully, George H. Toms.
Vice•President the Smith Croydon
and District Radio Society.
Send for particulars to:

Proof

ADVERTISEMENTS.

STAR ENGINEERING
Didsbury, Manchester. 'Phone.: Di,Wairy 175

el REDUCED PRICES./
STANDARD. ,
.As 10% me 9'6 X
VOLUME.
8t - 7'6"
POWERTYPES,IV113'6

FREE

40 Page Illasfratea Booklet
will, Scale Drawings ail
types mains apparatc.s etc-

CLÁLIDE• LYONS LTD

-76,OLDHALL ST.,LIVER POOL.
A7

Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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THE
BEST
PANE LS
--NOW
THE
CHEAPEST.

HMERD
The leading All-Mains Transformer.
Three selections from our D3C. List :—
W .14.
135 v., 70 ma.

•

4V., 4 amps.

Price 21/-

.•

W .15.

W. 16.

215 v., 70 ma.
22 v., 21 amps.
45 v., 50 ma.

235 v., 70 ma.
oil v., 4 amps.

Price 28/6

Price 21/-

Trel'eSorg
Eboni!e
Works, Lt I.,

HEAYBERD Power Transformers refuse to break down, give constant
and exalt voltage, are made in every conceivable variety, give no trouble,
and are WORTH THEIR WEIGHT IN GOLD.

Union Place,
'Wells Street,
l eCS
London, W.1

Full lists Free.

F. C. HEAYBERD & CO., 10 Finsbury St., E.C.2.

Ilighly Polish.d 1.1r Black or Wavy, 9/164. sq. In. ,6x9. 14 ;7x14, 4,8; 7X18, el.
x11, 7/-; 8x12. 4/13; 8x18, 8/-. Highly Polished, 8/18* Mahogany, II Black or W/ey
Id. sq. In., 6x9. 8/8; 7x14, 8/8; 7x18, 8/-; 7x 11. 818; 8x12,
;8x 18. 8/Highly Polished, rMahogany, id. sq. In., 8x0. 4/8; 7x14, 8/2 ;7x18. 10:8 ;7x21
12/8; 8x12, 8/- ;8x16, 101.

(One minute from Moorgate Station.)
••••••••••!

—SOLVE ALL—
H.T. TROUBLES

WORLDS FINEST VALUE

Per doz.

No, 1. No, 2,
s. d. s.d.
Jars (waled)
-13 1 6
Sacs
----1819
Rifles
- 10
11
Rubber Bands (24)
4
4
2erminals 8
10
Specie: sires for Pentodes.
LONG LIFE :SILENT :ECONOMICAL
Sample loz. (18 volts), complete with bands
and electrolyte. No. 1, 4/1; No.2. 8/.; post
IM., terminals extra. No.3, with terminals,
7/8 (10,000 milli-amps), sample snit ed.
Orders 10/- care, paid. New illustrated catalogue east tree.
List of Beceloes.
FREE Bargain
Amplifiers and Component&
O. TAYLOR, 57, Studley ed.,
Stockwell, London.

56
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,f1„,,ILLsev,

Price le for deferred
payments. Send 10/6
14 Monthly Payments
satisfied after trying
your home. Money
at all disappolutee

now. and
of 10/6 if
Outfit In
back if

SPECIFICATION Cabinet (as illustrated below) of
polished Oak, beautifully finished
with hinged lid; all internal parts (including valves) easily
accessible.
Dull Emitter Detector and Power Valves of
proved efficiency, anti-microphonic valve holders. No
coils to change.
Latest type HT. Battery; 2-volt
Accumulator, and complete Aerial Outfit. Cost of upkeep
negligible. The LOUD SPEAKER (as illustrated) is
of exclusive design Cabinet Type in Oak to match the
Set. Finest tone and wide range of musical frequencies
the Unit being of the 'four pole balanced
armature type, with alarge magnet, ensuring
perfect
and c ar
ep d
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Graves 'Vulcan 2-Valve Wireless Set is the World's greatest achievement in Wireless Value
and Efficiency. Even if you are only abeginner, this magnificent installation will enable you
to start where others leave off; or if you are an experienced wireless operator, this superb se'
will give you asense of power and command over the mysterious forces of the ether which will
astonish you. The Graves principle stands for Highest Quality,
Lowest Price, and Easiest Terms.
TERMS Our Inclusive Bargain

•TO eV' ,j!E111. " Sleit? '"er Fie tli rnG IHE e 1/E.S.
pee
„,rnek.1 .., estU
\vile °
ido Pritt >f"

CHAS. A. OSBORN

The Regent Works Arlington
o
Street, (D
Loen
r1 W
n," WA
reteggene: Clerkerwell 50'0.3
And at 21, ESSEX ROAD.. 18134"OtTo012.8,
1.80p.m.
SATURDAYS.
p.m.
'Phone:0
8aCietkonwell
pe
tur n
a"
hti4
C3S
5908.1.

ANOTHER WONDERFUL BARGAIN IS
THE GRAVES SCREENED GRID THREE.
VALVE WIRELESS RECEIVING OUTFIT

III

Complete In every particular. Wonderful range and amazingly good reception.
Exclusive Oak Cabinet and Cabinet Loud
Speaker. All components or n
highest quality. Carriage Paid i,12 :15
TERMS r. 1S ,.. with Order, & 15 -Monthly
CATALOGUE POST FREE. Full Particulars
and specIficationsof both Sets:also newest
types of Portable Sets. and other varieties
Of high-class Receiving Apparatus.

J. G. GRAVES Ltd. SHEFFIELD

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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With Indicating
Floats

Non- Indicating
P.G.5

1 1/9

YSO ;
Ol,./.; 5z„

so a.h.

(”; alas:ruled).

P.G.F.7
30 ah. 2a.
P.G.F.o
40 sit. vs.

2O.

9/-

P.G.7
toa.h. 20.

11/—

13/9

P.G.9
to a.h. 2V.

13/-

15/9

P.G.11
so ail. 20.

Oh for an L.T.
I can depend on!

<II"

You cannot
afford to use any but the best
Condenser in an eliminator circuit.

HELSBY CONDENSERS

are made and guaranteed by a firm with
3o years' experience in condenser making, from
small telephone and radio condensers to Power
Condensers

weighing

upwards

Guaranteed working voltages

of

2

tons.

:-

15o volts D.C.
Type zA
—
—
35o volts D.C.
Type 3A
—
—
45o volts D.C.
Type 4A
—
- 600 volts D.C.
All Helsby Condensers are vacuum dried
and impregnated with aspecial nonhygroscopic material which
renders them moisture
proof.

Type M

You need never again experience the
disappointment of missing part or all
of a much -looked -forward -to programme through your L.T. suddenly
giving out.
Get a Peto & Radford
PG. 1". accumulator which gives you
warning that its energy is low.
The
P.G.F's indicating floats ensure that
you always have
a sufficiency of
current to carry you through the
programme.
A single glance at these
tells you whether the accumulator is

charged, half«charged,
or running out
It embodies these further special features:
The plates are sturdy. Paste is held by
interlocking grids.
The lid is of crackproof, acid -proof Dagenite, hermetically
sealed at the edges.
Terminals have
acid-proof glands, and because of their
dif ferent
diameters
they
cannot
be
reversed.
There is ample acid-room,
and plates are held in place by glass keyways in the box. Like every other 1'. & R.
Battery, the P.G.F. is guaranteed for six
months. Send a postcard for Catalogue to

PETO
93,

&

RADFORD,

Great Portland Street,
London, W.I.
rrelehhosse: 1. ,ohltaos

If unobtainable trom your dealer, write

Glasgow
Depot:
45, Clyde
Place.

to us giving his name and address.

1473.

RD

fend. &ilea &
Repair Depot:
107e, Pimlico Lt.

PETO At. RADFORD

ACCUMULATORS
t
he beginning and the end in

BRITISH INSULATED CABLES LTD
PR E5COT -LANCS.
Makers of PRE5COT and HEL5BY cables
)1f,emenls for

" The

Iriref.,.

11 -of'd " are

only

W.R.;

POW ER
This ri*1,ro,,,,cn,,e,,

Itssue

THE NATIONAT, ACCUMTJLATOR C'0.. LTD

accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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ONWORLD'S
LONELIEST
ISLAND!

Where letters come once a
year, Marconi Valves keep
touch with civilization
T RISTAN DA CUNHA! III mid-ocean —3oce

Chaplain of Tristan da Cunha uses Marconi

miles from America — 2000 miles from Africa.

Valves in radio set — island's only constant link

Ship calls once ayear. Yet every day islanders

with outer world. Because of their reliability, their

get World's latest news — concert from Europe

wide rang-, their long life. They would improve

— dance music from New York — through

your ret,too. Make its tone clearer. Give it greater

Marconi Valves.

volume. Thcy fit any set. Cost not apenny more.

M ARCONI V ALVES
The first and greatest name in wireless
Write for an interesting valve catalogue to the Marconiphone Company Limited,

210-212

Tottenham Court Road, London, w.I
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